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Dedication

Samarpanam

O WHOM SHALL WE DEDICATE Merging WITH ŚIVA?
TO ŚIVA HIMSELF? WELL, ŚIVA IS WITHIN EVERYONE.
ACTUALLY, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR HIM TO WITH-
DRAW HIMSELF FROM US. SO, Merging With ŚIVA
TRULY MUST BE DEDICATED TO SADĀŚIVA IN THE
form of my satguru, Siva Yogaswami of Sri Lanka, and to all whom I have
encountered on the path through this and my many past lives. This ded-
ication honors those mature souls who have guided me into what to
do, how to live, think and feel, and those not-so-evolved souls who have
taught me by their example, words and actions how not to live for a
productive, joyous life. Yes, “All are our teachers: some teach us what to
do, others teach us what not to do.” The decision as to which of these two
paths to follow is ours and ours alone. It is to all who have influenced my
life that Merging with Śiva is dedicated, especially to my satguru, 161st
preceptor of the Nandinātha Sampradāyā’s Kailāsa Paramparā. He and
his mystical followers lived the extraordinary story of unfoldment you
are about to read. ¶In this birth I have experienced a rare time on Earth.
I wouldn’t have missed it for anything. All in a few decades, the age of
the farmer merged into the age of the technician, then into the age of
space exploration, and now the information age. We have seen religion
give way to science and now science giving way to religion—just a little,
but it’s a good omen. Hopefully, a new breed of souls will mature on this
planet who, inspired by the eternal Vedic truths, will blend the best of
science with the best of religion.

Indra Sharma paints a radiant portrait of Satguru Siva Yogaswami of Jaffna, Sri Lanka (1872–
1964). On his forehead is the tripiṇḍa, three lines of holy ash that signify a worshiper of Lord
Śiva; around his shoulders is the hand-woven, unsewn shawl that he always wore.
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Author’s Introduction

Granthakāra Bhūmikā
granthakar bhoomika

An overwhelming influx of Eastern thought has been brought to the Western countries this past century. There, needless to say, have been innumerable approaches made to psychology, philosophy and the yogic science from all states of consciousness. Some excellent, highly recommended works have been published, written by the illuminati—those rare beings inspired by the superconscious mind. Others have compiled comparative intellectual studies, and still others have written purely instinctively. Inspired, perhaps, by brief flashes from the great beyond, they write only to clarify their own minds on various points relative to the unfoldment of the mind and spirit. It is of the greatest importance to note from what state of consciousness an author has written his works. This is an easy task for the “old timer,” but exceedingly difficult for the beginner who finds himself faced with an array of books to choose from. Though eager to know himself and unfold into deeper realms of thought, the problem of knowing what to choose and how to study what has been chosen is a great one.

Merging with Śiva is a collection of a lifetime of realization. Realization is knowing, the aftermath of experience, having proven to oneself, from the inside of oneself, the deeper knowing. It also means “what has been seen.” This no one can take away, change or alter. If you are as I am, liking to peruse a book from the back to the front, Merging with Śiva is just that book for you. The end is the beginning, and the beginning is the end.

It all started in 1949 when I had certain great realizations of Truth, Self, Paraśiva, Absolute Reality, in the Caves of Jalani in Sri Lanka, followed by meeting my satguru, receiving initiation into the order of sannyāsa and returning to America. That was a long time ago. It was in 1950 that the jñāna, wisdom, bursts of knowledge, began to happen; in speaking out from the “inner skies,” the vak or unrehearsed knowing was released. As the five states of mind began to unfold in all their intricate variations,
aphorisms were spoken and then immediately written before forgotten, not unlike the śūtras or ślokas of olden Vedic times.

These aphorisms and their commentaries, or bhāshyas, mystically written seven years later, make up Part Four of Merging with Śiva, called Cognizantability, which was published separately in 1958, 1962, 1966 and 1970, and under the title Rāja Yoga in 1973. This took place many years ago, when I was first beginning the mighty mission my satguru gave to me, to build a bridge between the East and West, to erect temples, to feed thousands and roar like a lion around the world. From deep inside, these profound aphorisms emerged to be quickly written down. Coming as they did, from the deep inner mind, they explain the structure of the mind itself. Merging with Śiva’s lessons are based on a few of these many aphorisms that eventually comprised the first book to be published when I began my first formal teaching ministry, in 1957. This is the foundation of Merging with Śiva’s 52 chapters, comprising 365 daily lessons. So, we can see that the end is the beginning.

It may be of interest to relate how the commentaries came about. It was in Denver, the mile-high city in the Rocky Mountains, that the commentaries were written, seven years after the aphorisms were revealed. My external mind was learning to fully accept superconscious knowing, and the deeper inner mind was actively making itself the knower of the known. Oddly enough, one day the inner said to the outer mind to number each aphorism, which are now Sections One and Two of Cognizantability, and place them all face down on the floor. I obediently did this. Then, one after another, the commentaries were revealed, three words at a time with a significant pause between. The superconscious would dictate word by word to the conscious mind to be written down. Amazingly, it proceeded to dictate the commentary to number seven, then number fourteen, and so on. When all were done, the natural impulse urged me to turn over the aphorisms that were still face down on the floor with a number on the back to see if the commentary matched the aphorism. It did! They all did! Truly, I became a more dedicated believer in the jñāna mārga, the aftermath of experiencing the beyond of the beyond of the beyond, which we call Paraśiva, the fulfillment of the yoga mārga. As the years passed by, one after another, this procedure of bringing unhearsed wisdom through from the higher mind to the external became a natural part of my daily life, “one of the tools of the trade,” I have often said. These psychic powers sometimes take years to develop. But under
the right circumstances those carried over from a previous incarnation come immediately, of course, and are as much available as the ability to speak, listen and feel.

What you are about to study will be a progressive, mind-changing experience in 365 daily lessons. Read and reread them as a book. Or, as a sādhana, take one lesson a day and contemplate it as a beautiful gem. The discourses or inspired talks which make up the lessons have been brought together in this remarkable collection from half a century of teaching and guiding devotees. In assembling Merging with Śiva, I personally reviewed each word, sentence and paragraph from the original texts. You may be assured that you now hold in your hands a lifetime of realization and transformation which should stimulate you into pursuing some of the same realizations. Many of these inspired talks were given and recorded twenty, thirty or forty years ago. I endeavored to keep with the original wording as much as possible, often taking subsequently published versions back to their earlier form, while making virtually no, or only slight, changes when I felt such changes were needed to be effective in the present era. Hence they maintain their conversational style, which I call “Talkenese,” having not been reedited in a more book-like manner. (You will enjoy the special inspired talks chronology on pages 899-903).

I say this to avoid any possible disputes in the future that might arise: “I read aloud, edited and revalidated every word in this treasure-trove during a three-year retreat from 1996 to 1999, making a mature evaluation, at age 72, of what stands as true and trustworthy, rock solid, worthy to pass on to the future.” There is much power in these words because of the combined brahmacharya force, the divine spiritual energy of the tapas and sādhana, of our Nandinātha order of āchāryas, swāmīs, yogīs and sādhakas.

Merging with Śiva is a book that has your potential woven into it. It is not the typical book expounding the techniques of yoga or various methods of improving the physical body. It does not offer six dozen kinds of breath control or 108 postures. Instead, it reveals the yoga of life, jñāna yoga, of self-understanding and relationship, of who you are deep inside. This is the yoga of change, of unfolding new perspectives. It is, indeed, the discovery of your own true, divine identity—the I Am, the Being within, the Watcher, the Seer. Discover various areas of your inner and outer mind through carefully observing your reactions to intuitive flashes as you read. You may find yourself thinking, “I have always known that,”
or “Yes, that is truly what I have experienced.” Then mentally build on the acknowledgment of these tiny realizations, and the bigger ones will naturally come at the right time and in the right way.

**How to Study this Book**

To study *Merging with Śiva*, it is important to read through the entire book at least once. Then go through the daily lessons day after day just before sleep. Read the lesson of the day to the family, to friends and send it to loved ones on e-mail. The 365 lessons are divided into three parts: “Dancing in the Light,” “Living in the Divine” and “Merging in the All,” organized as to the three seasons we follow at Kauai Aadheenam. Thus, Part One corresponds with the season that begins April 14. Part Two begins on August 15, and Part Three begins on December 15. Serious seekers will choose one of these mystical times to commence the sādhana of reading the daily lessons around the year. Look back over the year, and you will clearly view your spiritual unfoldment as to how you have changed in belief, attitude and have been transformed a little in various departments of your life.

Each lesson is to be absorbed into the subconscious mind, to be experienced, sometimes immediately, such as the lessons on affirmation and the numerous lessons on awareness flowing through the mind as a traveler journeys from city to city. This anyone of any background can experience. Inner light is also described in many lessons. It has been experienced by many, many—the light within a darkened room shining within the body. You do not have to be a saint, sage, philosopher or anything but an ordinary person to experience inner light. This experience makes you an extraordinary person.

Read and absorb each chapter as a complete concept. Don’t belabor each point. This is not a rigorous philosophical treatise, but a free-flowing *upadeśa* of a guru seeing things as they are and responding to questions of devotees at the time, explaining situations that had arisen in the group around him, from an inner perspective. These spontaneous spoken essays describe the strivings of tens of thousands of seekers over a period of fifty years. Their questions are, no doubt, your questions, and my answers given here would no doubt be your answers, because these eternal matters don’t change all that much through the millennia. This is not an intellectual study.

Remember that there are two books that precede *Merging with Śiva* for
a full and deepening transformation. They are *Dancing with Śiva* and *Living with Śiva*. Both envision a complete change in philosophy and lifestyle. *Dancing with Śiva, Living with Śiva* and *Merging with Śiva* form a trilogy, my legacy. In philosophical terms relating to the path of attainment, the *chāryā mārga* is *Dancing with Śiva*, the *kriyā mārga* is *Living with Śiva* and *Merging with Śiva* outlines the *yoga* and *jñāna mārgas*. Here, in our trilogy, we have a complete study for a lifetime or two, or possibly more.

Part Four of *Merging with Śiva* is *Cognizantability*, the thought-provoking *rāja yoga* aphorisms and their commentaries. The Resource Section begins with Swami Vivekananda’s little-known poem “Song of the *Sannyāsin*,” extolling the ideals of renunciation upheld by today’s three million Hindu monastics. This is followed by a “Key to the Astral Colors” and “Charts: Cosmology, *Chakras* and *Tattvas.*” All this is the fruit of a lifetime of meditation.

The quotations on the title page of each chapter are verses from the *Tirumantiram*, the Nandinātha Sampradāya’s oldest Tamil scripture; written ca 200 BCE by Rishi Tirumular. It is a vast storehouse of esoteric *yogic* and *tantric* knowledge, the tenth book of the *Tirumurai*, which is a collection of celebrated Tamil scriptures by the South Indian saints of Śaiva Siddhānta. The *Tirumantiram*’s 3,047 verses contain the mystical essence of *rāja yoga* and *siddha yoga*, and the fundamental doctrines of the twenty-eight Śaiva Siddhānta Āgamas, which along with the *Vedas* form the basis of our tradition.

Rishi Tirumular was a pre-eminent theologian of our Śaiva faith, but not merely a theologian. He was also a *siddhar*, an accomplished *yogi*. His *satguru* was Maharishi Nandinatha who had eight disciples. Some were sent to China and others elsewhere. It was Tirumular who was sent to South India to teach monistic Śaiva Siddhānta and resolve the Monism-Pluralism problem, which was present even then. Rishi Tirumular was the *guru* of the *guru* who initiated the *guru* who became the *guru* who trained the *guru* who, when the succession had passed through two thousand years, eventually ordained my *satguru*, who initiated me, and then I trained for three decades my three well-qualified successors, following the same pattern as set in the long, long ago. Our Hindu scriptures come from such great men, men who have attained to the deepest realizations through their *sādhana* and their devotion. Their awareness dwells in the superconscious states resident in all men but penetrated intentionally by only a few, and when they speak out from that state, we consider that it
is not man himself who has thus spoken, but the Divine through man. Rishi Tirumular was such a knower of the Unknowable, who held Truth in the palm of his hand, and his words are valued as a divine message for mankind.

The Hindu View of Liberation

Merging with Śiva is all about liberation, the earning of freedom from the body, mind and emotions through union with the Divine, ultimately in total inextricable merger of the soul in God. Having lived many lives, each soul seeks release from mortality, experiences the Divine directly through Self Realization and ultimately attains moksha, liberation from the round of births and deaths.

The religions of India are unique in their knowledge of the soul’s spiritual evolution through a multitude of physical incarnations. Scripture tells us this evolution culminates in Self Realization, which, once sufficient karma is resolved, confers moksha, release from the cycle of birth and death. Moksha, from the root much or moksh, has many denotations: to loose, to free, release, let loose, let go and thus also to spare, to let live, to allow to depart, to dispatch, to dismiss and even to relax, to spend, bestow, give away and open. Thus it means “release from worldly existence or transmigration; final or eternal emancipation.”

Moksha is not a state of extinction of the soul, nor of nonexistence, nor of nonconsciousness. It is perfect freedom, an indescribable state of nondifferentiation, a proximity to the Divine within. Moksha marks an end to the Earthly sojourn, but it may also be understood as a beginning, not unlike graduation from the university. Kaivalya is another apt term for this ineffable condition of perfect detachment, freedom and oneness.

To reach this emancipation beyond all joy and sorrow, all difference and decay, the soul must remove, in order, the three fetters: karma, which is “the power of cause and effect, action and reaction;” māyā, which is “the power of manifestation” sometimes called illusion; and ānava, “the power of egoity or veil of duality.” Once freed by God’s grace from these bonds—which do not cease to exist, but no longer have the power to bind—the soul experiences nirvikalpa samādhi. This is the realization of the Self, Atattva Parabrahman—timeless, formless, spaceless—a oneness beyond all change or diversity. Self Realization is man’s natural state, which each soul eventually comes to. While the ultimate goal of earthly life is the
experience (or more precisely the nonexperience) of Self Realization, the by-product of that realization is moksha. These two are not synonymous.

While some sects of Hinduism teach that liberation comes only upon death, most embrace the state of jîvanmukti, liberation in which the advanced soul unfolds its inherent perfection while alive. It is said of such a great one that “He died before he died,” indicating the totally real, not merely symbolic, demise of the ego. It is possible to realize the Self and still not reach the emancipated state. If this happens, the soul would return and in its next birth easily become a jîvanmukta by virtue of the past realization. What distinguishes the mukta from the nonliberated is his total freedom from all selfishness and attachments, his permanent abidance in the all-pervading Divine Presence, his lucid, witnessing consciousness and his jñāna, revealed in spontaneous utterances.

To attain liberation while living, the realization of the Self has to be brought through into every aspect of life, every atom of one’s body. This occurs after many encounters with nirvikalpa samādhi. Through harnessing the power of sādhana and tapas, the adept advances his evolution, moving ahead ten lives or more. Only great tapasvins achieve jîvanmukti, for to catalyze the death of the astral body and then revive the life forces, one must be proficient in brahmacharya, yoga, prāṇāyāma and the varied sādhanas. It is a grace, made possible by guidance of a living satguru, attained by single-minded and strong-willed efforts of yoga, worship, detachment and purification. Non-yogīs may be freed at death, provided all karmas have been worked out and the Self is realized as the body is released.

Even having attained perfect liberation, a soul may consciously choose to be reborn to help others on the path. Such a one is called an upadeśī—exemplified by the benevolent satguru—as distinguished from a nirvāṇī, the silent ascetic who abides at the pinnacle of consciousness, shunning all worldly involvement. The concept of moksha for every Hindu sect is informed and modified by its understanding of the soul and its relationship to God. Most Hindus believe that after release from birth and death the soul will exist in the higher regions of the inner worlds where the Gods and mature beings live. Some sects contend the soul continues to evolve in these realms until it attains perfect union and merger with God. Others teach that the highest end is to abide eternally and separately in God’s glorious presence. Four distinct views are explored below.
Smārta Hinduism

Smārtism is an ancient brāhmanical tradition reformed by Adi Sankara in the ninth century. Worshiping six forms of God, this liberal Hindu path is monistic, nonsectarian, meditative and philosophical. Īśvara and man are in reality Absolute Brahman. Within māyā, the soul and Īśvara appear as two. Jñāna, spiritual wisdom, dispels the illusion.

Most Smārtas believe that moksha is achieved through jñāna yoga alone—defined as an intellectual and meditative but non-kuṇḍalinī yoga path. Guided by a realized guru and avowed to the unreality of the world, the initiate meditates on himself as Brahman to break through the illusion of māyā. The ultimate goal of Smārtas is to realize oneself as Brahman—the Absolute and only Reality. For this, one must conquer the state of avidyā, or ignorance, which causes the world to appear as real. All illusion has vanished for the realized being, jīvanmukta, even as he lives out life in the physical body. If the sun were cold or the moon hot or fire burned downward, he would show no wonder. The jīvanmukta teaches, blesses and sets an example for the welfare of the world. At death, his inner and outer bodies are extinguished. Brahman alone exists and he is That forever, all in All.

Liberation depends on self-culture, which leads to spiritual insight. It does not come from the recitation of hymns, sacrificial worship or a hundred fasts. Man is liberated not by effort, not by yoga, not by any self-transformation, but only by the knowledge gained from scripture and self-reflection that he himself is Brahman. Jñāna yoga’s progressive stages are scriptural study (śravaṇa), reflection (manana) and sustained meditation (dhyāṇa). Devotees may also choose from three other nonsuccessive paths to cultivate devotion, accrue good karma and purify the mind. These are bhakti yoga, karma yoga and rāja yoga, which, Smārtas teach, can also bring enlightenment.

Scripture teaches, “For the great-souled, the surest way to liberation is the conviction that ‘I am Brahman’” (Śukla Yajur Veda, Paiṅgala Upaniṣad 4.19 UPR, p. 923). Sri Jayendra Saraswathi of Kanchi Peedam, Tamil Nadu, India, affirms, “That state where one transcends all feelings is liberation. Nothing affects this state of being. You may call it ‘transcendental bliss,’ purified intuition that enables one to see the Supreme as one’s own Self. One attains to Brahman, utterly liberated.”
Vaishāva Hinduism
The primary goal of Vaishānavites is videhamukti, disembodied liberation—attainable only after death—when the small self realizes union with God Vishṇu’s body as a part of Him, yet maintains its pure individual personality. God’s transcendent Being is a celestial form residing in the city of Vaikuṇṭha, the home of all eternal values and perfection, where the soul joins Him when liberated. Souls do not share in God’s all-pervasiveness or power to create.

Most Vaishānavites believe that religion is the performance of bhakti sādhanas, and that man can communicate with and receive the grace of Lord Vishṇu who manifests through the temple Deity, or idol. The path of karma yoga and jnāna yoga leads to bhakti yoga. Through total self-surrender, called prapatti, to Lord Vishṇu, liberation from saṁsāra is attained. Vaishānavites consider the moksha of the advaita philosophies a lesser attainment, preferring instead the bliss of eternal devotion. There are differing categories of souls which attain to different levels of permanent release, called sālokya, “sharing the world” of God; sāmīpya, “nearness” to God; sārūpya, “likeness” to God; and sāyujya, “union” with God. Jīvanmukti exists only in the case of great souls who leave their place in heaven to take a human birth and later return.

There is one school of Vaishānavism, founded by Vallabhacharya, which takes an entirely different view of moksha. It teaches that, upon liberation, the soul, through its insight into truth revealed by virtue of perfect devotion, recovers divine qualities suppressed previously and becomes one with God, in identical essence, though the soul remains a part, and God the whole. This is described by the analogy of sparks issuing from a fire.

Swami Prakashanand Saraswati of the International Society of Divine Love, Texas, offers a Vaishāva view, “Liberation from māyā and the kar- mas is only possible after the divine vision of God. Thus, sincere longing for His vision is the only way to receive His grace and liberation.”

Śākta Hinduism
Śāktas believe the soul is one with God Śiva. Emphasis is given to the Feminine Manifest by which the Masculine Unmanifest is ultimately reached. The Divine Mother, Śakti, is mediatrix, bestowing this advaitic moksha on those who worship Her. Moksha is complete identification with the transcendent God Śiva, achieved when the kuṇḍalinī śakti power is raised through the sushumṇā current of the spine to the top of the head to unite
with Śiva. Alternatively, moksha may be conceived of as union with Devī, or with Brahman. The spiritual practices in Śaktism are similar to those in Śaivism, though there is more emphasis in Śaktism on God’s Power as opposed to Being, on mantras and yantras, and on embracing apparent opposites: male-female, absolute-relative, pleasure-pain, cause-effect, mind-body. Shamanistic Śaktism employs magic, trance mediumship, firewalking and animal sacrifice for healing, fertility, prophecy and power. “Left hand” tantric rites transcend traditional ethical codes.

The state of jīvanmukti in Śaktism is called kulāchāra, “the divine way of life,” attained through sādhana and grace. The liberated soul is known as kaula, to whom wood and gold, life and death are the same. The kaula can move about in the world at will, even returning to earthly duties such as kingship, but nevertheless remaining liberated from rebirth, as his actions can no longer bind him.

The Goddess, Devī, gives both mukti and bhakti—liberation and worldly enjoyment. Dr. S. Radhakrishnan explained one view, “The jīva under the influence of māyā looks upon itself as an independent agent and enjoyer until release is gained. Knowledge of Śakti is the road to salvation, which is dissolution in the bliss effulgence of the Supreme.” Sri Sri Sri Sivaratnapuri Swami of Kailas Ashram, Bangalore, India, declares, “My message to mankind is ‘Right thought, right living and unremitting devotion to the Divine Mother.’ Faith is the most important thing that you should cultivate. By faith does one obtain knowledge.”

Śaivite Hinduism
The path for Śaivites is divided into four progressive stages of belief and practice called charyā, kriyā, yoga and jñāna. The soul evolves through karma and reincarnation from the instinctive-intellectual sphere into virtuous and moral living, then into temple worship and devotion, followed by internalized worship or yoga and its meditative disciplines. Union with God Śiva comes through the grace of the satguru and culminates in the soul’s maturity in the state of jñāna, or wisdom. Śaivism values both bhakti and yoga, devotional and contemplative sādhanas. Moksha is defined differently in Śaivism’s six schools.

Pāśupata Śaivism emphasizes Śiva as supreme cause and personal ruler of the soul and world. It teaches that the liberated soul retains its individuality in a state of complete union with Śiva. Vira Śaivism holds that after liberation the soul experiences a true union and identity of Śiva
and soul, called Liṅga and aṅga. The soul ultimately merges in a state of Śūnya, or Nothingness, which is not an empty void. Kashmir Śaivism teaches that liberation comes through a sustained recognition, called prat-yabhijñā, of one’s true Self as nothing but Śiva. After liberation, the soul has no merger in God, as God and soul are eternally nondifferent. In Gorakhnāth Śaivism, or Siddha Siddhānta, moksha leads to a complete sameness of Śiva and soul, described as “bubbles arising and returning to water.” In Śiva Advaita, liberation leads to the “ākāśa within the heart.” Upon death, the soul goes to Śiva along the path of the Gods, continuing to exist on the spiritual plane, enjoying the bliss of knowing all as Śiva, and attaining all powers except creation.

Śaiva Siddhānta has two sub-sects. Meykandar’s pluralistic realism teaches that God, soul and world are eternally coexistent. Liberation leads to a state of oneness with Śiva, in which the soul retains its individuality, like salt added to water. Tirumular’s monistic theism, or Advaita İśvara-vāda, reflected in Merging with Śiva, holds that evolution continues after earthly births until jiva becomes Śiva, the soul merges in perfect oneness with God, like a drop of water returning to the sea. Scriptures teach, “Having realized the Self, the rishis, perfected souls, satisfied with their knowledge, passion-free, tranquil—those wise beings, having attained the Omnipresent on all sides—enter into the All itself” (Atharva Veda, Muṇḍaka Upanishad 3.2.5 bo uph. P. 376).

**Monistic Śaiva Siddhānta**

The primary goal of this form of monistic Śaivism is realizing one’s identity with God Śiva, in perfect union and nondifferentiation. This is termed nirvikalpa samādhi, Self Realization, and may be attained in this life, granting moksha, permanent liberation from the cycles of birth and death. A secondary goal is savikalpa samādhi, the realization of Satchidananda, a unitive experience within superconsciousness in which perfect Truth, knowledge and bliss are known.

*Moksha* does not mean death, as some misunderstand it. It means freedom from rebirth before or after death, after which souls continue evolving in the Antarloka and Śivaloka, and finally merge with Lord Śiva as does river water when returning to the ocean. *Moksha* comes when all earthly karmas have been fully resolved. The Vedas promise, “If here one is able to realize Him before the death of the body, he will be liberated from the bondage of the world.” All embodied souls—whatever be their
faith or convictions, Hindu or not—are destined to achieve moksha, but not necessarily in this life. Śaivites know this and do not delude themselves that this life is the last. Old souls renounce worldly ambitions and take up sannyāsa in quest of Paraśiva even at a young age. Younger souls desire to seek lessons from the experiences of worldly life which is rewarded by many, many births on Earth. After moksha has been attained—and it is an attainment resulting from much sādhana, self-reflection and realization—subtle karmas are made and swiftly resolved, like writing on water. Finally, at the end of each soul’s evolution comes viṣvagrāsa, total absorption in Śiva. “Even as a shadow disappears with the body, even as a bubble returns into water, even as a flame of camphor leaves no trace, so it is when jīva into Param unites” (Tirumantiram, 2587).

“But who is Śiva?” one might well ask. Our Hindu Catechism, Dancing with Śiva, explains, “God Śiva is all and in all, one without a second, the Supreme Being and only Absolute Reality. He is Pati, our Lord, immanent and transcendent. To create, preserve, destroy, conceal and reveal are His five powers. Aum. God Śiva is a one being, yet we understand Him in three perfections: Absolute Reality, Pure Consciousness and Primal Soul. As Absolute Reality, Śiva is unmanifest, unchanging and transcendent, the Self God, timeless, formless and spaceless. As Pure Consciousness, Śiva is the manifest primal substance, pure love and light flowing through all form, existing everywhere in time and space as infinite intelligence and power. As Primal Soul, Śiva is the five-fold manifestation: Brahmā, the Creator; Vishṇu, the Preserver; Rudra, the Destroyer; Maheśvara, the Veiling Lord, and Sadāśiva, the Revealer. He is our personal Lord, source of all three worlds. Our divine Father-Mother protects, nurtures and guides us, veiling Truth as we evolve, revealing it when we are mature enough to receive God’s bountiful grace. God Śiva is all and in all, great beyond our conception, a sacred mystery that can be known in direct communion. Yea, when Śiva is known, all is known. The Vedas state: ‘That part of Him which is characterized by tamas is called Rudra. That part of Him which belongs to rajas is Brahmā. That part of Him which belongs to sattva is Vishṇu’ ” (Kṛṣṇa Yajur Veda, Maitrī Upanishad 5.2 Bo UpH).
Nine Ways of Merging with Śiva

Merger—that is what this book, the third book in the trilogy of *Dancing with Śiva, Living with Śiva* and *Merging with Śiva*, is all about. Some of the big questions about something as wonderful as becoming one with the universe or with God are: Is merger something to accomplish in this lifetime, or shall we put it off to another round? Is merger something that can be achieved even in future lives, or should we consider that it might never happen, or that it just might happen unexpectedly? Is merger with Śiva complete annihilation, an undesirable nothingness that we should delay as long as possible? Shall we cease all striving for realization and wait for *mahāpralaya*, the end of the universe, the Great Dissolution commanded by Lord Śiva, when every soul, young or old, merges in the All of the All—no exceptions, no one left behind, the ultimate perk of the Divine Cosmic Drama, the guarantee of final merger of every soul? Fortunately, the next Big Bang may happen after Śiva gets lonely dancing by Himself and starts His creation all over again.

Merger on the great inner path described in this book is already happening in your life and in the life of every soul on the planet, in the natural course of evolution. In Sanskrit, we express “Merging with Śiva” as Śivasāyujya, “Intimate union with the Divine.” Nine progressive ways of merging with Śiva are possible today, in fact impossible to avoid. Shall we now explore these nine ways, the wonderful ways of merging with Śiva as we walk the San Mārga, the straight path of dharma?

A jīva, or soul, merges with his potential mother who gives a physical body to which his astral body is attached. This is the first merger. Then, when his first guru, the parents, train him to quell the instinctive mind and become a producing member of the family and the social and global communities, the second merger occurs. Why should these two developments be related to merging with the Supreme? It is because Śiva is the life of our lives, as the venerable saints teach. Śiva is the life of the life of all sentient and insentient beings, the sea of prāṇa, ever emanating, mysteriously, from the All of the Allness of His mystery Being, by which all life exists and all happenings happen. Therefore to merge energies with all other humans without making differences is to find Śivaness in all and within all.

Having merged with the biological and social worlds, it then is for the young jīva, embodied soul, to be introduced by the parents to the family
guru for spiritual training. Obedience and devotion to the guru is again another merger into Śivaness, for the satguru is Sadāśiva, or Śiva in form, having realized Śiva in Formlessness. It is from the satguru’s constant, silent emanation that the sīshya thrives, as do flowering trees, bushes and vines thrive and grow from the sun’s silent rays and the occasional showers of rain. No words need be spoken, for both sīshya and guru know the same—the sīshya having had his training in scripture, divine inspiration of song, meaning and dance from his first guru, the parents.

Having walked the San Mārga through the charyā and kriyā mārgas, and having disciplined mind and emotions, the sīshya is ready for the fourth merger into Śivaness. This is accomplished through art, calligraphy, drawing divine forms, writing out scripture in one’s own hand and depicting through drama, by learning and playing music, by having all bodily currents move into the rhythm of the sounds of nature, for nature is nāda in the external. It has its own choreography, and this merger is with Naṭarāja, Lord of the Dance. It is also the merger with knowledge of all kinds, of language and mathematics, of the many sciences and arts.

The fifth merger is deeper: endeavoring to penetrate the intuitive world, communing with nature, encountering the many dreams, visions and other mystical experiences that await the seeker of Truth. It is merger with the selfless life, of seeing oneself in others, and others in oneself, of losing the barriers that divide one from another, and the internal world from the external world. It is living a harmonious life with a heart filled with love, trust and understanding for all, desiring to give rather than wanting only to receive. The light that lights each thought picture when traced to its source is the sixth merger—the yoga of detaching awareness from that which it is aware of and being the light that lights the thoughts, rather than claiming identity as being the thoughts, then tracing this light of the mind out of the mind into the beyond of the beyond. Yea, this is the sixth way we merge into the Divine. The Lord of the Dance emanates His own lighting effects, does His own choreography, creates His own music and enjoys, as the audience, His own performance.

The seventh merger is into the nāda-nādi śakti, that unrelenting sound heard as an inexplicable “eee,” of a thousand viṇās being played simultaneously by Viṇāḍhāra, another form of Lord Śiva, the maker of sound, the composer of the symphony. The nāda is traced to its source, deep within the within, the city of a thousand lights and sounds, for sound is light and light is sound in this sphere of Satchidānanda, all-pervasive oneness with
all form, the Self flowing through the mind, untouched by it, yet sustaining it in a mightily mysterious way.

The eighth merger with Śiva is Paraśiva. Becoming and being time-less, formless, spaceless is the total transformation of the soul body, the mental body, the astral body, the prāṇic body and the physical body. It is the breaking of seals which subsequently makes changes never to be repaired. A new, an entirely new, process begins. It is the ultimate healing of all karmas, the ultimate knowing of dharma.

And now, lastly, once the soul evolves out of the physical, prāṇic, emotional, mental and causal sheaths—annamaya, prāṇamaya, manomaya, vijñānamaya and ānandamaya kośas—and they are needed no more, it evolves into viśvagrāsa, the ninth and final merger with Śiva, as an infant effortlessly becomes a child, a child a youth and a youth an adult. Yes, the soul, jīva, encased in five bodies, is indeed merged into the emanator, preserver and absorber of the inner and outer universes as simply as a drop of water merges into the ocean, never to be found again. This is the timeless path the holy Vedas of the Sanātana Dharma proclaim. As a seed becomes a bud, and a bud becomes a flower, these nine steps of spiritual unfoldment are inevitable for all humankind. A parallel analysis known as dasakariyam, “ten attainments,” is found in ancient Tamil texts.

My First Encounters with Hinduism

Having been orphaned in 1938 at eleven years of age and raised by a family friend who had lived five or more years as a guest of the Mahārāja of Mysore, where she explored Indian art, dance and culture, it was in the path of my natural evolution to come to know Śiva Naṭarāja, the God of the Dance. During those early days, I was taught to drape a dhotī, wrap a turban, dance the tāṇḍava of Lord Śiva, and much more. Indian culture was no stranger then, nor is it now.

In the teenage years, I was much exposed to Swami Vivekananda’s writings and lectures by other swāmīs who preached the Smārta philosophy. Everything was there for me, except for one philosophical glitch. That was Paraśiva or Parabrahman, the timeless, spaceless, causeless Śivam. Knowledge about this aspect of philosophy must have been a carry-over from a past life, for it came up ever so strong in my mind at the time. More exposure to the Smārta sect followed near the end of the 1930s when the Bhagavad Gītā was introduced to the West as the Holy Bible of the
Hindus. The metaphysical and philosophical circles and intelligentsia in America could not believe that an excerpted episode of the *Mahābhārata* preaching violence could be anything but detrimental to future generations in the West. This has proven to be true in many, some bitter, contests, right up to the Supreme Court level. The swāmis in those early years tried to justify God Kṛṣṇa’s urging his devotee to kill his relatives and his guru, that all would be well in the end because the soul never dies, and those who were killed would reincarnate. Western people were at that time, and still are, innocent and believing—having never been taught the notion of divine deception, or a manner of writing where one thing actually means another (they were of the opinion that it was the duty of the wise to make themselves clear)—when Lord Kṛṣṇa was seen to tell the warrior Arjuna to fight and slay his own clan and then have a good night’s sleep, free from conscience, that did not go over well at all. Contemporary swāmis made fruitless efforts to philosophically justify the *Gītā*, but their arguments and explanations were not convincing. This was before the West experienced the Second World War, when people were still very religious, moral and thoughtful about these matters. Eventually, the *Gītā* was rejected for the lofty *Upanishads* of the *Vedas*, which scholars discovered and made available in English.

Yet, in this century the Smārtas, along with many Vaishnāvas, have taken the *Bhagavad Gītā* as their prime scripture, a text which is not a revealed scripture at all. It is smṛiti, specifically Itihāsa, meaning history, a poem excerpted from the *Mahābhārata* epic. Whereas, the *Vedas*—the four divinely revealed and most revered scriptures, śruti, of all Hindus, the most ancient of all books in the world, the bible of the Sanātana Dharma—promoted ahimsā, nonviolence, the *Gītā* condoned war and has thus been critically called kolai nul by eminent swāmis, “the book of carnage,” a book that gives divine sanction to violence.

At age twenty-one I arrived in India, off the ship that had carried me across the seas, walking through the massive Gateway to India, in Mumbai, which was Bombay in those days. Later I would travel South, to Madras, now Chennai, finally coming to Colombo in Sri Lanka. It was the Śaivite elders and pandits of Jaffna, Sri Lanka—one of whom adopted me into his extended family of the Chettiar caste and initiated me into temple worship—who augmented my already mature knowledge of Vedānta. I was happy to find a complete culture that accepted the monistic advaita of Vedānta and yet cherished and practiced the many other dimensions of
life, celebrated festivals, valued the great yoga called bhakti, honored those who performed sādhanas, understood the way of kundalini yoga, knew the mysteries of penance or prāyaśchitta, including rolling around the temple in the hot noonday sun, and lost itself—or should I say found itself?—in the chambers of the hallowed temples where darshan was sought out and the Gods were seen and felt as real beings when invoked by the magical priests to enter the temple at the height of the ceremony.

So, then, not long after I had discovered this richness, Śaiva Siddhānta—a happy, contented blend of Siddhānta (worship) and Vedānta (philosophical teachings)—became a vital part of my daily life. After this I became aware of a problem within Śaiva Siddhānta, which was loosely translated to mean “the final conclusions of the Vedas and Āgamas.” The problem was monism and pluralism, which had been a subject of popular debate for about two thousand years, I was told. It seemed strange to me that it persisted that long and still was not satisfactorily concluded. Of course, I was in my early twenties and had a lot to learn about the way of pandits and their conundrums.

I first became involved in this ongoing debate in 1948 while staying and performing sādhana in Jaffna, living with my adopted family in a humble mud hut, prior to my initiation from the great sage, Jnanaguru Yogaswami. I learned that pluralist adherents in the village were not at all pleased with this modern mystic’s monistic statements and conclusions. At my very first meeting with this extraordinary Nātha siddha, whom I had traveled halfway around the world to seek out, Satguru Yogaswami tested me by asking, “What do you think about monism and pluralism? Explain it to me.” He obviously knew I had been exposed to both sides of the debate through village discussions with elders and pandits. I said, “Swāmī, both are true. It is totally dependent upon how one is looking at the mountain. The pluralist looks at the mountain from the foothills and feels separate from its lofty peak. The monist sits in oneness on that lofty peak.” He smiled, nodded and was pleased.

In my life, the issue again came into prominence in the early ’80s after my recognition by the world community of Śaivites and all of the other three Hindu denominations as Guru Mahāsannidhānam of Kauai Aadheenam and 162nd Jagadāchārya of the Nandinātha Sampradāya’s Kailāsa Paramparā. By that time, our small but dynamic Hindu church had distributed thousands of copies of our Hindu Catechism, Dancing with Śiva, boldly proclaiming the monistic truths of Śaiva Siddhānta and
bravely claiming the term as our own. This did not go unnoticed by pluralist scholars and pandits, who for generations had faced little opposition to their claim that Śaiva Siddhānta is pluralistic by definition. I was challenged and rose to the occasion, thinking that if the debate had not been settled for two or more thousand years, then giving it a little fire and a few challenges might, just might, make a difference, and it did.

The debate goes on even to this day and will continue into the future of futures because, honestly, in every denomination there is this dichotomy, this discussion of how man and God and world relate. Each generation will confront the matter, and each way of looking at the Ultimate is from where the perceiver is sitting, at the bottom of the mountain or at the top. If you are interested in the “ins and outs” of the discussion, turn to Resource One of this book and ascertain for yourself how it finally concluded. Or did it?

Having lived a fairly long time on planet Earth—through the ’30s financial crash, orphaned at eleven, through World War II, through an international emergency ending in incarceration in Algeria with guns at our back when we innocently arrived in 1968 in a nation in turmoil, through innumerable earthquakes in California, three devastating hurricanes on my beloved island of Kauai, several riots in India, an ethnic war in Sri Lanka, the economic roller coaster of America including 1987 Black Monday, winter snowstorms in Nevada and freezing days in Russia with Gorbachev and 2,500 political and spiritual leaders and media huddled in the Kremlin chanting “Aum” three times together, through the banning of our international magazine, HINDUISM TODAY, in Malaysia, the 1993 Parliament of World’s Religions in Chicago, elected one among 23 religious presidents, the 1995 controversial incident of the Great Last Papers of Gandhi in the UK, through a million phone calls from every corner of the Earth on every issue known to mankind, through the opposition of great men and the support of greater men, having been honored and paraded six miles on chariots in Kilinochi, Sri Lanka, pulled by old men and young boys, the showering of baskets of flowers tossed from the rooftops of the town of Tuticorin in South India, received at airports with music and songs and garlands from crowds, as they had received Swami Vivekananda nearly a century before, in Madurai at the Minākshī Sundaram Temple paraded with five elephants, umbrellas, several camels in holy processions, the guest of the governments, meeting with Presidents, Prime Ministers, Ministers and religious leaders of all faiths and leaders in
all walks of life, establishing temples in the USA, Fiji, Mauritius, Canada, Denmark, Germany, England, Switzerland and several other countries, often by establishing Lord Gaṇeśa icons to begin the worship, and later presiding over the completion of some of them, then to endure the issues of the ’80s and the ’90s—yes, having gone through all this and more, I was prepared for the challenges of guiding several hundred families in missions in eight countries and, not the least of it, raising and training 30 āchāryas, swāmīs, yogīs and sādhakas from six nations and being there for the flood of visitors and pilgrims to our remote island from all parts of the world, not to mention the struggle to unite all of the world’s Hindus through HINDUISM TODAY, a monthly effort that reaches to all corners of the Earth, teaching the core Vedic philosophy accepted by all four of the denominations of Saṅātana Dharma. Why did all this happen to me? Well, it was from three words from my satguru: “Follow inner orders.” I thought the orders would never stop, and indeed they continue until this day. Have I been through it all? You might say that! But, it’s not over yet!

When I decided to launch HINDUISM TODAY in 1979, my thinking was: to make Śaivism strong, we have to make all the other three main denominations strong. Because our philosophy is being devoted to Śiva in everyone, we support every Hindu sect equally. Our strength is in having oneness with all the Hindus around the world, even though our philosophical, doctrinal and cultural approaches may differ somewhat. This is for the benefit of the overall Hindu renaissance, which is gaining in power as the century turns, for as each becomes strong, that strength benefits the overall body of Hinduism, giving pride, stability and courage to proceed with confidence. This is Hindu solidarity, one of our heartfelt commitments. The other is monistic theism—Advaita Īśvaravāda—of Śaiva Siddhānta. Now that uniting all the Hindus is being accomplished through HINDUISM TODAY, at the simultaneous turn of the century and the millennium, new challenges are to be faced. The experiences and accomplishments of the past are the foundation for the accomplishments of the future. Having lived this long in this life, and having had many, many lives preceding it, especially at this time on our planet, when controversy, distrust and intrigue are marketable commodities, I can truly say without any dissembling, “I would not have wanted to miss this birth for anything. It has been a fun time, but it would not have been without home base, ‘the Self,’ as you shall discover and come to know and love and become as you read on in Merging with Śiva.”
Self Realization

When the knowledge of the Self first became commonly planted into English and other European languages at the turn of the twentieth century, brought by the Vedic *Upanishads*, it was an event of the time. Mystically inclined people were enthralled and elated. All began striving for the high goal before even preparing for the lower ones that lead up to it. No one thought much about their nonattainment at that time, but went on into other “-isms” and “-asms,” such as Druidism, which was big at that time.

Then came Theosophy and the various sciences of the mind. It was not until the 1960s, after two world wars, that the search for the Self became popular in the mass consciousness. It was talked about, sought for and even touched into by various striving souls. Psychedelic drugs promised ‘the Self’ with a capital S. But alas, these drugs wreaked havoc and became illegal, and there was no way in promoting chemical Self Realization any more. So, the spelling changed. The S, in caps, became lower case s. This psychological seeking caught on like a wildfire. “Find your self;” “Explore your ego (with the small e of course);” “Discover your identity;” “Be your own person;” “Realize your highest potential”—these were the mottos then, and this has carried into the ’90s.

Well, that is not all that happened in the European-based languages, which began to expand to encompass the myriad terms of Earth’s peoples for the highest of the high. The Buddhists have their interpretation of the Self, as do the native American Indian tribes. African tribal religions have theirs, as do the ever-more-popular Pagans of Europe, and even the existentialists and materialists have theirs. The *Self*—known in Vedic Sanskrit as *âtman*, Parabrahman and Paraśiva—meant one thing to the *yogîs* of India and soon meant many things to the uninitiated. *Self Realization* can, and does today, have a conscribed meaning of realizing sexuality through *tantra*, or independence from parents and authority figures. It is, in fact, still a money-making proposition, having a small s or a big S, widely sold on the open market as a highly viable product.

But back to the beginning—the Self is all-pervasive energy, within and through all creation, and transcends even that as being timeless, formless and spaceless. This cannot be sold, bought or mass-produced. Vedically speaking, it is for those souls who have prepared for the journey and is attained only at the cost of egolessness. Nevertheless, it is also sold in
many other s’s: symposiums, seminars, sādhanas, secret mantras, exclusive initiations and seductive sex tantras.

In today’s world there are many institutions and teachers presenting kūṇḍalinī yoga as an elixir of life. True, it can be stimulated upward, but it then goes downward because of the lack of control of the emotions, lower instinctive nature and lack of philosophical background. As a thermometer reacts to heat and cold, so does the kūṇḍalinī when tampered with by the novice under the guidance of commercialization. It is an age where money is a product. It is an age where very little is sacred if it can be sold. The wear and tear on the vital forces of physical, astral and mental bodies is severe when kūṇḍalinī, the holy of holies, is stimulated in the unholy of unholies, those who lack remorse and do not seek penance, those who see themselves as the beginning and end of all, those who are devoid of conscience, who anger and jealously retort, who are self-centered, taking care of me, mine and I first. They are in the lower-nature chakras. In today’s world, some are even paying multi-money for the “kūṇḍalinī experience.”

Some groups, like Transcendental Meditation, have given out techniques too freely to those who are unprepared and unsuited to sustain the consequences of the disciplines. If the lower is not closed off, no one should be introduced into deep meditation, intense prāṇāyāma and occult arts, such as Reiki. These are well-known examples of digression from established protocols for the metaphysical teachings.

In the early 1900s, yogīs came to America and taught so much—all high-powered teachings and techniques—without traditional preparations, that they put many, impressionable women especially, into our mental institutions. During my early ministry I visited mental institutions and released back to their families a few such people who had gone over the edge because of occult practices. In those days when one went into a mental institution he often never came out. A man whose wife began practicing yoga would have her committed. This cycle is repeating itself. The problem is that certain siddhis arise which are just a by-product of the practices, not a development of sādhana, and the repercussions could be disastrous as far as society is concerned.

Sri Chinmoy, Bengali mystic and yogī, world renowned expert on kūṇḍalinī yoga and United Nations peace emissary, has this to say about enlightenment in his book, Samādhi and Siddhi: “To realize the highest Absolute as one’s very own and to constantly feel that this realization is not something you have actually achieved, but something you eternally
are—that is called realization. … Nirvikalpa samādhi and the other samādhis are all high stages. But there is a stage which is superior to nirvikalpa samādhi. That is the stage of divine transformation, absolute transformation. You can be in samādhi, but samādhi does not give you transformation. While you are in your trance, you become exalted, for you are one with God. But when you come back into the material plane, you become an ordinary man. But if you have transformed your outer and inner consciousness, then you are no more affected by the ignorance of the world. … To reach liberation is no easy matter. It is very, very difficult to become freed from ignorance. Out of the millions and billions of human beings on Earth, there may be ten or twenty or even a hundred liberated souls. But God alone knows how many realized souls exist."

There are many concepts as to what happens to the soul after Self Realization and many concepts as to what Self Realization is. There are many concepts as to eventual attainment, and there are many concepts as to whether it is an intellectual understanding that means the end or the goal of the path, and there is nothing beyond that, or experiencing all-pervasiveness, and that is the end of the path, and there is nothing beyond that, or experiencing the void, becoming nothing, and there is nothing beyond that. These concepts are spin-offs of the realizations of various masters who have attained and explained to their disciples the results of their attainments. But actually, realization by understanding the Vedas is basically an intellectual realization of the Self, based on reason, memory, deduction and certain internal perceptions of what this experience must be like. It is, in fact, a realization, and probably a very great one before the days of science and technology. But it is not Self Realization in the truest sense, for there is no transformation as an aftermath. The person is the same person before and after, with the same desires, outlook on life, motivations, temptations, trepidations, stress levels and day-to-day habits.

The experience of Satchidānanda, the all-pervasive essence of prāṇa, can be had through bhakti yoga, total prapatti. In prostrating the physical body before the icons of God, Gods and guru, energy goes into the head. It goes up from the mūlādhāra. It goes up from the soles of the feet. That is total surrender, and in the aftermath one feels a oneness with the universe. Oneness is a captivation of the soul. The same experience can be had through an opposite force. The husband or wife leaves, moves out of the house or dies, or disaster strikes the family, the house burns down, all possessions are destroyed—the soul turns to God and experiences oneness;
temporarily becomes as a renunciate. The soul seeks something more than attachments to people, places and things, and when released from people, places and things through inharmonious disasters becomes its own essence, its all-pervasiveness. This, truly, is a superconscious realization of a superconscious identity, often called the Self, just as an intellectual understanding of what others say the Self is is often called the realization of the Self.

Our scriptures tell us the Self is timeless, causeless, spaceless, beyond mind, form and causation. It is what it is, to be realized to be known. It is the fullness of everything and the absence of nothing. Therefore, it is not a void. Therefore, it is not an intellectual understanding, and therefore it is not all-pervasive, for there is nothing to pervade.

Five, six, eight thousand years ago, Indian society developed over long centuries to a maturity sufficient to bring forth from the inner of the inner, the core of knowledge itself, the Vedas, four in number, called śruti, meaning revealed by God, not composed by man. Meditate upon the following verse and revel in its deep, deep meaning: “He who knows God as the Life of life, the Eye of the eye, the Ear of the ear, the Mind of the mind, he indeed comprehends fully the Cause of all causes” (Śukla Yajur Veda, Brahadārañyaka Upanishad 4.4.18, UPP). Yet another verse explains closeness leading to merging into oneness. Need we say more? It was already said in the so long ago and is alive and potent today as it was then. “As water poured into water, milk poured into milk, ghee into ghee become one without differentiation, even so the individual soul and the Supreme Self become one” (Śukla Yajur Veda, Pañgala Upanishad 4.10 UPR, p. 921).

On the rāja and jñāna yoga path, in attempts to realize Paraśiva, we go to the brink of the Absolute, hover there like a hummingbird over a flower, listening to the nāda, at the brink of where the nāda comes from, being the light at the brink of where the light that lights the images of the mind comes from, and this is all we can do—our one step. The Self realizes you—its nine steps. This is why Śaiva Siddhānta is so great—you move toward God; God moves toward you. You look at God; God looks toward you more graciously, more intently. The Divine comes quickly when the carnal is transmuted into its essence. His darshan of you. You take one step toward God, and He immediately, in the flash of a blink, takes nine toward you. In Śaiva Siddhānta, God is the devotee, and He experiences Himself within Himself in His devotee. The devotee is the devotee of Śiva, endeavoring to experience himself in his God. This pro-
cess is called yoga, rāja yoga, of which jñāna yoga is a by-product of the results and accomplishments along the way.

This is to explain that the mind cannot realize the Self. Awareness cannot realize the Self. Consciousness cannot realize the Self. There can be no name for the Self. To name it is to disqualify it into form. This is why in the incomparable Shūm language it has no name, only ìmkaîf, awareness aware of itself dissolving. Like any other realization, it does have its aftermath and impact on all five states of the mind.

**About this Second Edition:** Happily, in the lovely book you hold in your hands, we have been able to present the mystical artwork in full color, and in a larger, hardbound format. Some of the art was created anew for this special legacy edition—all for your enjoyment on the journey to your inner depths on the path of self-transformation through sādhana.

Love and blessings ever flowing to you from this and inner worlds,

---

**Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami**
162nd Jagadāchārya of the Nandinātha Sampradāya’s Kailāsa Paramparā
Guru Mahāsannidhānam
Kauai Aadheenam, Hawaii
Satguru Pûrṇimā, July 4, 2001
Hindu year of Vṛisha, 5103

---

_Indra Sharma met with Gurudeva one morning on Kauai, marveling at his laughter, thinking such joy could arise only by seeing God. Later he painted the satguru enjoying Śiva’s darshan, holding a triśūla near the Wailua River, with the waterfalls of Mount Waialeale behind._
The Master Course

Pradhāna Pāṭhyakramaḥ

प्रधान पाठ्यक्रमः

DRAWN FROM FIFTY YEARS OF YOGIC REALIZATIONS AND SHARING THE HINDU MYSTICAL TEACHINGS WITH SINCERE ASPIRANTS, MERGING WITH ŚIVA, HINDUISM'S CONTEMPORARY METAPHYSICS IS THE THIRD BOOK OF A REMARKABLE TRILOGY. THE FIRST book is Dancing with Śiva, Hinduism’s Contemporary Catechism, and the second is Living with Śiva, Hinduism’s Contemporary Culture. These three make up a Master Course to be studied daily, 365 days a year. It was in 1957 that the first edition of The Master Course was developed to serve the needs of devotees who worshiped at our temple, the first Hindu temple in America. Since then it has taken many forms: as lessons for personal study, a correspondence course and a series of tape recordings, twelve in all, recorded in the Guru Pīṭham at Kauai Aadheenam in 1970. A beautiful children’s course on the Śaivite religion came out of it in 1993; and now, in the year 2001, after two decades of effort, The Master Course has emerged in its final form as three textbooks, Dancing with Śiva, Living with Śiva and Merging with Śiva, each with 1,000 or more pages of information, insight and sādhanas. The Master Course trilogy is a detailed summary and explanation of ashṭāṅga yoga according to the traditions of our lineage, the Nandinātha Sampradāya’s Kailāsa Paramparā. Ashṭāṅga yoga, also called rāja yoga, has eight successive steps, each one dependent upon the one that precedes it. These eight successive steps are yama (restraint), niyama (observance), āsana (posture), prāṇāyāma (breath control), pratyāhāra (sense withdrawal), dāhāraṇā (concentration), dhyāna (meditation) and samādhi (contemplation).

Often the uninformed prefer to start on their spiritual path at steps seven and eight, ignoring the other six, and more than often wonder why no immediate and lasting results are obtained. Drawing upon over half a century of teaching and explaining, the trilogy articulates in no uncertain terms why you must begin at the beginning, with a firm foundation of philosophical clarity and good character, and proceed from there.
Dancing with Śiva, the first book of the trilogy, lays out the philosophical, Vedic-Agamic beliefs, attitudes and expectations of the Śaivite Hindu religion, which are so necessary to understand, adopt and uphold in order to make true progress in the areas discussed in the other two books. Living with Śiva, the second book of the trilogy, concerns itself with Śaivite lifestyle, culture, family life, character-building and the overcoming of uncomplimentary habits that disturb others as well as oneself. It focuses on yama, niyama and, in a lesser way, āsana and prāṇāyāma (hatha yoga). For the entire system of ashtānga yoga to work, a firm philosophical-cultural foundation, as found in Dancing with Śiva and Living with Śiva, must be subconsciously accepted by the devotee as his own way of looking at and living life, relating it to experience, solving problems, approaching worship and so forth. Merging with Śiva, the third book of the trilogy, encompasses steps five, six and seven, leading to eight, all of which is personally experiential once we learn to dance with Śiva and live with Śiva. This means having a good philosophical understanding, a solid commitment, as well as good character, and living the religion. Upon such a foundation, the yogic and metaphysical experiences described in Merging come naturally and are sustainable.

The Master Course trilogy is a daily, lifetime study for my devotees worldwide to be explored year after year after year, generation after generation. Through great effort we have summarized this entire study of more than 3,000 pages into 365 Nandinātha Sūtras of four lines each that make up Part Four of Living with Śiva. The Master Course is a life-transforming study organized in 365 daily lessons. Devotees may begin at any time—and whatever time lesson one is begun is the most auspicious time—then continue right around the year until 365 lessons are complete. If you are ready to change your life, begin The Master Course today. If not, then perhaps tomorrow. There are three ways to study The Master Course: 1) Internet Study; 2) Home Study; and 3) Formal Correspondence Study.

1. INTERNET STUDY: The Internet Study can be begun immediately at any time. The current lesson of the day is found on the Internet at www.gurudeva.org in the The Master Course Daily Lesson section. Or you can receive it via e-mail by sending a message to gurudeva-mastercourse-subscribe@jnanadana.org. The lessons begin on the first day of the Tamil calendar year, in mid-April, but can be commenced on any day during the year. You need not wait for day one of the year to roll around. Start with the current lesson, which might be number 132—and consider your year
complete when you reach lesson 131. You will find the lessons filled with philosophical, practical and soul-stirring information potent enough to inspire even a skeptic to change his ways of thinking about life and the ultimate goal of existence on this planet. Begin now. Today is the most auspicious time.

2. HOME STUDY: The Master Course Home Study requires the ownership of the three books of the trilogy. Begin your daily reading on any Monday with Dancing with Śiva, śloka one and its bhāshya. Then open Living with Śiva and read Lesson 1. Next, turn to the Nandinātha Sūtras in Part Four of Living with Śiva and read the first sūtra. Lastly, open Merging with Śiva and read the first lesson. Reading each day’s lesson from the three books takes about twenty minutes. Because there are only 155 lessons (ślokas and bhāshyas) in Dancing with Śiva, when you complete lesson 155 of this book, begin again at the beginning. Then, when you complete the second reading, totalling 310 days, begin again with lesson one, and continue reading until lesson 55, to coincide with lesson 365 of Living with Śiva and Merging with Śiva. If you study these lessons each day for a year, you will have completed a profound sādhana, a personal odyssey into the interior of you and on into the depths of Hinduism, a practice sufficient to transform your life by transforming the way you look at life itself. The Master Course trilogy of Dancing, Living and Merging with Śiva can be enjoyed by the entire family year after year after year, studied personally and read aloud at breakfast, dinner or in the shrine room after the morning pūjā. Proceed with confidence and without delay.

3. FORMAL CORRESPONDENCE STUDY: The Master Course Correspondence Study is for those who seek a personalized, supervised approach. This is a service offered by Himalayan Academy since 1957. It requires formal enrollment and qualification, openly describing the goals one wishes to accomplish and the details of one’s background, education and experience. Correspondent students are required to purchase the color edition of all three books. They have access to regular e-mail news reports, discounts on Innersearch Travel-Study Programs and special attention when visiting the monastery in Hawai‘i. E-mail mastercourse@hindu.org for more information.

A word of advice: There is a strong tendency when a student first begins meditation to want to give up external things, to give up work and devote more time to making his meditation the perfect thing. But this is not the spirit of The Master Course. Many more forces that are
negative would result from his turning away from the world as possibly already occurred in his work in the exterior world prior to his ever hearing about meditation. The thrust of The Master Course Correspondence Study is to improve all aspects of one’s life. Step one is for the student to prove to himself that he can work positively in the world, performing his duties with full energy, intuiting how the whole mechanism of life is constructed—the exterior world, his mind, himself. Then ten, fifteen or twenty minutes of good, dynamic meditation a day and The Master Course studies to guide the mind along in a step-by-step manner are more than sufficient. It comes down to readjusting our thinking and making our point of reference the reality within ourselves instead of the reality and permanence of the external world of things, forms and fancy. Once our whole philosophical structure is in line with Śaiva Siddhānta thinking, it is easy to throw the mind into meditation. Then when we are working in our daily life, involved in external things and material affairs, the point of reference is that the energy within and the core of the energy and the Self itself are real.

The key is to put more energy into each activity you are engaged in. Rather than renouncing it, really work at it. Put your whole self in it. Get enthusiastic about it. Then you are flooding more life force through the body, right from the center of life itself. Having the Self as a point of reality reference and not the material things, with the life force constantly flooding through these nerve currents, you are actually seeing what you are doing as part of the cosmic dance of Śiva, as the energy of Śiva flows in and through you. Through this practice you can cut through many of your deep-rooted subconscious hang-ups that were provoked in past lives without having them come to the surface, simply by creating a new habit pattern of facing and looking at yourself as a divine being performing your dharma in God Śiva’s perfect universe. You create the new habit patterns by doing everything as best you can, with as much forethought and as much energy as you can command. This approach will bring steady progress on the path of personal spiritual realization and transformation. Write or e-mail us for an application to begin the supervised sādhanas of The Master Course Correspondence Study. We welcome you. It won’t be easy, but anything worthwhile is not easy.
The Self God

Paraśivaḥ

परश्रवि:

On October 3, 1959, at our temple in San Francisco, just before flying to the island of Oahu in Hawaii, I sat with a small group of initiates in a discussion of the mind and the mind’s essence. We attempted to penetrate in consciousness the realms attained when an individual leaves the actinodic causal body, becoming a pure state of consciousness, a pure state of actinicity, and finally merging into the Absolute, the Self God. And though no one has been able to explain adequately this experience, which is beyond the mind, I was overly inspired to explain the unexplainable. It is just as fresh and relevant today. Inner truths never change. On the following pages, you will find *The Self God* in my own hand.

From this inspired explanation, we learn that man is not man, man is God, and that the inherent nature of his soul is divine, existing in perfect oneness with God. This identity of the soul with God always exists and awaits man’s awakening into realization. In the years that followed, tens of thousands of copies of the little booklet called *The Self God* were printed in America and in Asia and have been widely distributed. To show just how widely, one day our car experienced a flat tire on a road outside a remote village in South India. As it was being repaired, we wandered about. People were passing by now and again. After a while, an elderly villager noticed us and inquired as to our “native place.” I handed him a little pamphlet to be polite. He looked at us, refused my offer and pulled a little booklet from his shirt pocket, saying, “I am in need of nothing more. I have all I need right here.” He held up my *The Self God* booklet. Having made his point to these strangers, he walked on, not knowing he had been speaking to the author. In India and Sri Lanka, it is often referred to as “the little gem,” and is highly regarded as an explanation of the inexplicable nirvikalpa samādhi. As you read this unedited talk, don’t think about it, feel it. Try to feel the vibration of the room in which it was given. Try to feel it in the innermost depths of your being.

To hear the *Self God* in Gurudeva’s own voice, recorded in the early days of his ministry, go to: [www.gurudeva.org/audio/self_god.html](http://www.gurudeva.org/audio/self_god.html)
One night in a mountain cave a yogi, after meditating and worshiping a Sivalinga, transcends his mind completely, realizes the Self God and holds both hands high in the elation of being one with Siva’s perfect universe. The chapter art that follows is by Indian artist Tiru A. Manivelu.
in front of you—nothing;
in back of you—nothing;
and dissolve yourself
into that nothingness
that would be the best way
you could explain
the realization of the Self.
And yet that nothingness
would not be
the absence of something
like the nothingness
inside of an empty box,
which would be like a void.
That nothingness
is the fullness of everything,
the power, the sustaining power,
of the existence
of what appears to be everything.
But after you realize the Self—
you see the mind for what it is,
a self-created principle. 
That's the mind, 
ever creating itself.
The mind is form 
ever creating forms, 
preserving forms, 
creating new forms 
and destroying old forms.
That is the mind, the illusion, 
the great unreality, 
the part of you 
that in your thinking mind 
you dare to think is real.
What gives the mind that power? 
Does the mind have power 
if it is unreal? 
What difference whether it 
has power or hasn't power, 
or the very words 
that I am saying when
the Self exists because of itself?
You could live in the dream
and become distubbed by it.
You can seek and desire
with a burning desire
to cognize reality
and be blissful because of it.
Man’s destiny leads him
back to himself.
Man’s destiny leads him into
the cognition of his own Being
leads him further
into the realization
of his True Being.
They say you must
step on the spiritual path
to realize the Self.
You only step
on the spiritual path
when you and you alone
are ready.
When what appears real to you
loses its appearance of reality.
Then and only then
are you able
to detach yourself enough
to seek to find a new
and more permanent reality.
Have you ever noticed
that something you think
is permanent.
you and you alone
give permanence to that thing
through your protection of it?
Have you ever stopped
even think and get
a clear intellectual concept
that the Spirit within you
is the only permanent thing?
That everything else is changing?
That everything else has a direct wire
Connecting it to the realms of joy and sorrow?
That is the mind.

Go to the Self,
your Effulgent Being,
comes to life in you,
joy and sorrow
become aPlay to you.
You do not have to think
to tell yourself
that each in its own place
is unreal.
You know
from the inner depth
of your being
that from itself is not real.
The substitute of the joy is
that you experience—
As you come into your Effulgent Being, it cannot be described. They can only be projected to you if you are refined enough to pick up the subtlety of vibration. If you are in harmony enough, you can sense the Great Joy, the subtlety of the bliss that you will feel as you come closer and closer to your Real Self.

If you strive to find your Self by using your mind, you will strive and strive in vain, because the mind cannot give you truth. Only God can only
entangle you in a web of deceit.
But if you sanitize yourself,
awaken your true,
fire beautiful qualities
that all of you have,
then you become a channel
a chalice in which
your Effulgent Being
will begin to shine.
You will first think
that a light is shining
within you.
You will seek to find that light
you will seek to hold it,
like you cherish and hold
a beautiful gem.
You will later find
that the light
that you found within you
is in every pore.
every cell of your being.
You will later find that
that light permeates
every atom of the universe,
and you will later find
that you are that light,
and what it permeates
is the unreal illusion
created by the mind.

How strong you must be
to find this truth.
You must become very, very strong.
How do you become strong?
Exercise.
You must exercise every muscle
and sinew of your nature
by obeying
the dictates of the law,
of the spiritual laws.
It will be very difficult.
A weak muscle
is very difficult to make strong,
but if you exercise
over a period of time
and do what you should do
it will respond.
Your nature will respond, too.
But you must work at it.
You must try,
You must try,
You must try very, very hard.
Very diligently.
How often?
Ten minutes a day?
No.
Two hours a day?
No.
Twenty-four hours a day!
Every day!
You must try very, very hard.
Preparing you for the realization of the Self is like tuning up a violin, tightening up each string so it harmonizes with every other string. The more sensitive you are to tone, the better you can tune a violin, and the better the violin is tuned the better the music.

The stronger you are in your nature, the more you can bring through your real nature, the more you can enjoy the bliss of your True Being. It is well worth working for. It is well worth craving for.
It is well worth denying yourself many, many things for to curb your nature. It is well worth struggling with your mind, to bring your mind under the dominion of your will.

Those of you who have experienced contemplation know the depth from which I am speaking.

You have had a taste of your true Self. It has tasted like nothing that you have ever come in contact with before. It has filled and thrilled and permeated your whole being even if you have only remained in that state.
If contemplation
not longer than sixty seconds,
out of it you have gained
a knowing, that you could
refer back to,
a knowing that will bear
the fruit of wisdom
if you relate
future life experiences
to that knowing,
a knowing greater
than you could acquire
at any university
or institute of higher learning.
Can you only try to gain a clear
intellectual concept of realizing
this Self that you felt
permeating through you
and through all form
in your state of contemplation?
That is your next step.
That of you who are wrestling
with the mind
in your many endeavors to try
to concentrate the mind,

as to try to meditate,
as to try to become quiet,
as to try to relax,
keep trying.

Every positive effort
that you make
is not in vain.

Every single brick
added to a temple made of brick
brings that temple
closer to completion.
So keep trying
and one day,
all of a sudden,
You will pierce
the lower realms of your mind
and enter into contemplation.
And you will be able to say:
"Yes, I know,
I have seen.
Now I know fully
the path that I am on."
Keep trying.
You have to start somewhere.
The Self you cannot speak of.
You can only
try to think about it,
if you care to,
in one way:
ful your mind,
body and emotions,
and know that you are
the Spirit
permeating through mind.
which is all form, body, which you inhabit and emotions which you either control or are controlled by.

Think on that,

Prander on that,

and you will find you are the light within your eyes.

You are the fire within your fingers,

"You are more radiant than the sun,

Purer than the snow,

More subtle than the ether."

Keep trying.

Each time you try

You are one step closer

to your true,

gentle soul.
PART ONE

Dancing
In the Light
Bereft of distracting thoughts, ascending the way of kundalini, seeking the Creator that created all, Him that is beauteous light, reaching the mystic moon in union, he becomes one with the Uncreated Being. That, in truth, is samādhi’s tranquility.
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Monday
LESSON 1
Paraśīva, Life’s Ultimate Goal

Never have there been so many people living on the planet wondering, “What is the real goal, the final purpose, of life?” However, man is blinded by his ignorance and his concern with the externalities of the world. He is caught, enthralled, bound by karma. The ultimate realizations available are beyond his understanding and remain to him obscure, even intellectually. Man’s ultimate quest, the final evolutionary frontier, is within man himself. It is the Truth spoken by Vedic rishis as the Self within man, attainable through control of the mind and purification. It is karma that keeps us from knowing of and reaching life’s final goal, yet it is wrong to even call it a goal. It is what is known by the knower to have always existed. It is not a matter of becoming the Self, but of realizing that you never were not the Self. And what is that Self? It is Paraśīva. It is God. It is That which is beyond the mind, beyond thought, feeling and emotion, beyond time, form and space. That is what all men are seeking, looking for, longing for. When karma is controlled through yoga and dharma well performed, and the energies are transmuted to their ultimate state, the Vedic Truth of life discovered by the rishis so long ago becomes obvious. That goal is to realize God Śiva in His absolute, or transcendent, state, which when realized is your own ultimate state—timeless, formless, spaceless Truth. That Truth lies beyond the thinking mind, beyond the feeling nature, beyond action or any movement of the vrittis, the waves of the mind. Being, seeing, this Truth then gives the correct perspective, brings the external realities into perspective. They then are seen as truly unrealities, yet not discarded as such. This intimate experience must be experienced while in the physical body. One comes back and back again into flesh simply to realize Paraśīva. Nothing more. Yet, the Self, or Paraśīva, is an experience only after it has been experienced. Yet, it is not an experience at all, but the only possible nonexperience, which registers in its aftermath upon the mind of man. Prior to that, it is a goal. After realization, one thing is lost, the desire for the Self.

Tuesday
LESSON 2
Like a Child’s Self-Discovery

Look at a child standing before a mirror for the first time, feeling its nose and ears, eyes and mouth, looking at itself reflected in the glass. Feeling and seeing what has always been there is a discovery in experience. Paraśīva is the

*Every soul’s ultimate goal, in this life or another, is to realize its oneness with God. That union is depicted here as Lord Śiva and a jñāni meet and merge. Śiva sits beneath a banyan tree, bestowing His Grace by touching the third eye of the seeker, who reaches up to embrace Divinity.*
same. It is always there in each and every human being on the planet. But involvement in the externalities of material existence inhibits their turning inward. The clouding of the mirror of the mind—that reflective pond of awareness which when calm sees clearly—or the ripples of disturbance on the mind’s surface distort seeing and confuse understanding. Without a clear mirror, the child lacks the seeing of what has always been there—its own face. Paraśiva is an experience that can be likened to the hand feeling and the eyes seeing one’s own face for the first time. But it is not experience of one thing discovering another, as in the discovery of one’s face. It is the Self experiencing itself. Experience, experienced and experiencer are one and the same. This is why it is only registered on the external mind in retrospect. ¶Most people try to experience God through other people. Disciples see a guru as God. Wives see their husband as God. Devotees see the Deity in the temple as God. But all the time, behind the eyes of their seeing, is God. The Self, Paraśiva, can be realized only when the devotee turns away from the world and enters the cave within as a way of life through initiation and under vows. We know the Self within ourself only when we fully turn into ourselves through concentration, meditation and contemplation and then sustain the resulting samādhi of Satchidananda, pure consciousness, in hopes of finding, determined to find, That which cannot be described, That which was spoken about by the āryas, Paraśiva, beyond a stilled mind, Paraśiva that has stopped time, transcended space and dissolved all form.

Wednesday
LESSON 3
Defining the Destination

How can we know when we’re ready to know the Self?
How do we know when the soul is spiritually mature?
When we begin a journey and clearly define our destination, then we must begin from where we are, not elsewhere. Clearly defining our destination requires knowing where we are, requires determining whether or not we want to go there at this time. We must ask whether we have the means, the willpower, to get there. Are we ready to leave the world, or must we fulfill further obligations in the world and to the world? Have we paid all of our debts? We cannot leave the world with karmas still unresolved. Perhaps we desire something more, some further human fulfillment of affection, creativity, wealth, professional accomplishment, name and fame. In other words, do we still have worldly involvements and attachments? Are we ready for the final journey life has to offer? Are we prepared to endure the hardships of sādhana, to suffer the death of the ego? Or would we prefer more plea-
sures in the world of “I” and “mine”? It is a matter of evolution, of what stage of life we have entered in this incarnation—is it charyā, kriyā, yoga or jñāna? When the soul is spiritually mature, we know when we’re ready to know the Self. ¶When one is bound down by his past karmas, unhappy, confused and not performing with enthusiasm his dharma—be it born or chosen—making new karmas as a result, his lethargy results in despair. The camel walks slower with a heavy burden and stops if the burden is still heavier. The burdened have no sense of urgency, no expression of joy. They have stopped. They are standing on the path holding their troubles in their hands, unwilling and unable to let go. ¶Worship of Lord Gaṇeśa sets the path of dharma. Go to His feet. He alone can perform this miracle for you. He will release the mental and emotional obstructions to spiritual progress. He will remove the burdens of worldliness. To live the perfect life of the grihastha dharma, of family life, brings as its fulfillment the all-knowing bliss of Satchidānanda, realizing ourself not as formless Paraśiva but as the pure consciousness that sustains and pervades all forms in the universe. Yes, there is a sense of urgency on the path of enlightenment, but only when we are unburdened of karma, only when we are walking the path of dharma. Only then can true yoga be practiced and perfected.

¶All Hindus without exception believe in reincarnation. In each birth we must fulfill more goals leading to the one ultimate goal which after many births well lived will loom before us as the only goal worthy of striving for in this lifetime. All other desires, all other aims and ambitions pale under the brilliance of even the thought of realization of Satchidānanda and Paraśiva. ¶In fulfillment of our duties to parents, relations and the community at large, become a good householder, be a good citizen, live a rewarding physical, emotional and intellectual existence. These are the natural goals of many. Once this is accomplished in a lifetime, it is easy in future lives to perpetuate this pattern and evolve toward more refined and more difficult goals, such as gaining a clear intellectual knowledge of the truths of the Āgamas and Vedas, most especially the Upanishads, and establishing a personal contact with Lord Śiva within His great temples through the fervor of worship.

Thursday

LESSON 4
Harnessing the Energies

Still other goals must be met: quieting the energies, the prāṇas, through prāṇāyāma, purifying or refining mind and emotion, quelling the ever-constant movement of the restless external mind and its immediate subconscious, where memories are stored, preserved memories
which give rise to fear, anger, hatred and jealousy. It is our past that colors
and conditions, actually creates, the future. We purge the past in the pres-
et, and we fashion the future in the present. All of these emotions are
the powerful force that bursts the seals of the psychic chakras, four, five, six
and seven. Once harnessed, turned inward and transmuted, this life force
drives the spiritual process forward. Ours is the path of not only endeav-
oring to awaken the higher nature, but at the same time and toward the same
end dealing positively and consciously with the remnants of the lower na-
ture, replacing charity for greed and dealing with, rather than merely sup-
pressing, jealousy, hatred and anger. Most people do not understand that
they have a mind, that they have a body and emotions, that what they are
is something far more lasting and profound. They think they are a mind,
they presume they are a body and they feel they are a given set of emo-
tions, positive and negative. To progress on the spiritual path, they must
learn they are not these things but are, in fact, a radiant, conscious soul
that never dies, that can control the mind and directs the emotion toward
fulfillment of dharma and resolution of karma. While living in a normal
agitated state of fears, worries and doubts, seeing the deeper truths is im-
possible. To such a person, there is no doubt about it: “I am fearful. I am
worried. I am confused. I am sick.” He says such things daily, thinking of
himself in a very limited way. This wrong identification of who we are
must be unlearned. Before we actually begin serious sadhana, we must
understand ourselves better, understand the three phases of the mind:
instinctive, intellectual and superconscious. This takes time, meditation
and study—study that must culminate in actual experience of the instinc-
tive mind, the intellectual mind and the transcendent subsuperconscious
state of the mind. Seeing the mind in its totality convinces the seeker that
he is something else, he is the witness who observes the mind and cannot,
therefore, be the mind itself. Then we realize that the mind in its super-
consciousness is pure. We do not have to purify it, except to carry out its
native purity into life, into the intellect by obtaining right knowledge and
transmuting the instinctive or animal qualities. This is accomplished from
within out. It is not as difficult as it may seem.

Friday
LESSON 5
Preparations
For True Yoga

We must live in the now to follow the path to enlighten-
ment. In the lower realms of the mind, where time and
space seem very real, we are worried about the past or
concerned about the future. These two intermingle and
limit conscious awareness. Living in the past or the fu-
ture obstructs us in this way: the past, by reliving old experiences—mainly the negative ones, for they are vividly remembered—clouds our vision of the future. Living in the future overactivates the intellect, the emotion and the desires. The future is little more than another form of mental fantasy. Past and future are equally unreal and a hindrance to spiritual unfoldment. A person functioning in the now is in control of his own mind. He is naturally happier, more successful. He is performing every task with his fullest attention, and the rewards are to be seen equally in the quality of his work and the radiance of his face. He cannot be bored with anything he does, however simple or mundane. Everything is interesting, challenging, fulfilling. A person living fully in the now is a content person. ¶To attain even the permission to perform yoga one must have the grace of Lord Ganapā and the grace of Lord Murugan. Lord Murugan is the God of the kundalini, of the advanced yogic practices. Unfoldment all happens within the kundalini and the chakras within our subtle bodies. Once a profound relationship is developed with Lord Murugan, then, with the guru’s permission and guidance, true yoga may commence. Otherwise, no matter how long one sits in meditation, no matter how hard one tries, it is just sitting, it is just trying. There is no fire there, no sakti, no power, no change. It is the Gods who control the fire and at this stage help the devotee immensely, bringing him closer and closer to the supreme God, Śiva. Quite often the yogī in his deep internalized state may see in vision the feet or form of God Śiva before he begins to blend into the mind of God Śiva, called Satchidānanda. It is God and Gods in form that help us to find the formless God.

Saturday
LESSON 6
The Perspective
Of the Knower

Most people have not realized that they are and were Śiva before they search for Śiva. They are confined to their own individual ānava, their personal ego and ignorance. When we realize that we have come from Śiva, the way back to Śiva is clearly defined. That is half the battle, to realize we came from Śiva, live in Śiva and are returning to Śiva. Knowing only this much makes the path clear and impels us to return to Him, to our Source, to our Self. We only see opposites when our vision is limited, when we have not experienced totally. There is a point of view which resolves all contradictions and answers all questions. Yet to be experienced is yet to be understood. Once experienced and understood, the Quiet comes. ¶The only change that occurs is the awakening of the sahasrāra chakra and the perspective that a mind has which has undone itself, transcended itself
in formless Being and Non-Being, and then returned to the experiences of form. The experiences are all still there, but never again are they binding. The fire or life energy, which rises in the normal person high enough to merely digest the food eaten, rises to the top of the enlightened man’s head, burns through a seal there, and his consciousness has gone with it. He is definitely different from an ordinary person. He died. He was reborn. He is able and capable of knowing many things without having to read books or listen to others speak their knowledge at him. His perceptions are correct, unclouded and clear. His thoughts manifest properly in all planes of consciousness—instinctive, intellectual and superconscious or spiritual. He lives now, fully present in all he does. The internal difference that makes a soul a jñānī is that he knows who he is and who you are. He knows Truth, and he knows the lie. Another difference is that he knows his way around within the inner workings of the mind. He can travel here and there with his own 747, without extraneous external conveyances. He knows the goings-on in far-off places. He is consciously conscious of his own karma and dharma and that of others. For him there is no apartness, due to his attainment within the chakras previously described. His only gift to others, to the world, would be blessings, an outpouring of energy to all beings from the higher planes where he resides. It is the jñānī, the enlightened being, who sees beyond duality and knows the oneness of all. He is the illumined one, filled with light, filled with love. He sees God everywhere, in all men. He is the one who simply is and who sees no differences. That is his difference.

Sunday
LESSON 7
A Path
Of Love

We have been walking through the path of the many Śaiva saints on our garden temple lands. Together we have looked back through history and seen real people living real lives, doing pragmatic things, sometimes foolish things, some even hurtful. There were workers among them, royalty, housewives, yogīs, businessmen, a spiritual community divided by caste but with one thing only in common. They all loved Śiva. That is their heritage. That is their message: that there is hope for all of us on this path to Śiva, hope of attaining His grace. These men and women will be remembered as they were for thousands of years. On this path, you don’t have to be a great rishi or a highly trained yogī. You don’t have to be a great philosopher. You don’t have to know Sanskrit. Just love God, which is the Life of the life within everyone. And to realize that God is the Light of the light within everyone, you have to be
very simple, very uncomplicated, so that obvious realization can manifest through your conscious mind, through your subconscious mind, through your superconscious mind. ¶It’s very simple: the energy within our body is the same energy that pervades the universe, and it’s all emanating right out of Lord Śiva. It’s very simple: the light that lights our thoughts, that light doesn’t care—it has no preferences—whether it’s a good thought or not a good thought. That light is illuminating every thought. Take away the thoughts, and you realize that you are just light. ¶The path of Śaiva Siddhānta, as you all know, is a very simple path. It’s the path of love, a path of devotion, which makes you want to be self-disciplined, because to maintain a feeling of love all the time, you have to be self-disciplined. You don’t discipline yourself to attain the feeling of love. You attain the feeling of love and then you want to discipline yourself because you love the discipline, because it brings more love. ¶The path of Śaiva Siddhānta is worshiping God on the outside and realizing God on the inside, and when the two come together—transformation! That means that you’re different than you were. You have different desires. You have different motivations, different goals in life, because you’ve been transformed. You look at your previous life and you say, “That’s another person.” Why? Because you have found something real on the inside of you. Thoughts on the inside of you—they’re not real, they’re always changing. Feelings on the inside of you—they’re not real, they’re always changing. Śiva on the inside of you is right there—never changes. Those of you who hear the nāda, it’s the same inner sound, morning, noon and night, 365 days a year. The light that lights your thoughts, 365 days a year, twenty-four hours a day, is the same. It lights up your dreams also. And the energy of your body—all coming from Śiva. ¶Śiva is so close to you. The Nayanars, the saints of Tamil Śaivism, teach us a great lesson. They did so much wrong, but they survived with just the love of Śiva and maintained that love without anything getting in the way of it. Of course, if you love Śiva, obviously you have to love everyone else. Love brings forgiveness. Love brings understanding. Love brings feeling. ¶All Śaivites of the world love Śiva. They love each other, and they love the Vaishāṅvites, the Śāktas, the Śmartas, the tribal Hindus and everyone in the world, because Śiva’s energy is working through everyone in the entire world—plants, trees, animals, fish, birds. It’s so simple. The object of the lesson is to make yourself a very simple, uncomplicated person. Aum Namaḥ Śivāya.
All Knowing Is Within You

The māyā we seek to understand envelops the soul, inside and out. The hypnosis it creates baffles thought and word. When you are freed from it, your knowledge becomes purified. Transmuted into the bliss called Śivānanda, it becomes a protective roof over you.
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As soon as we start on the path to enlightenment, we begin to wonder about our own personal life, and that becomes very important to us, even to the point where sometimes it could make an aspirant rather selfish, because he becomes more interested in himself, his own personal life, than people around him. This is one of the things on the path that really should be avoided, and again a complete change of perspective is needed. We have to change our perspective and begin to realize that beautiful body of the soul which has been growing through the many, many lifetimes that we have spent on the Earth. It’s an indestructible body, and each lifetime it grows a little bit stronger in its inner nerve system. That is called the soul, or the psyche. This body has been in existence for some thousand years or more on this planet, through the reincarnation process, and it is rather mature when the individual asks for the realization of the Self. It has lived so many lifetimes and gone through so many different experiences that in its maturity it wants its last experience on this Earth, that of Self Realization. So, therefore, our individual existence, our individual life, should be identified with the immortal body, not with the physical body, not with the emotional body, not with the intellectual body, not with the astral body, which of course is the instinctive-intellectual body, but with the body of the soul that has come along and had one body after another. It’s come along on the physical plane and had a physical body. Then it was overshadowed by an astral body. Then it was overshadowed by another physical body. Then it was overshadowed by an astral body. Then it was overshadowed by a physical body. And the layers went onto the body of the soul—the instinctive, the intellectual, the physical. And now, in its maturity, the layers are coming off again. We drop off the intellect. We drop off the instinctive actions and reactions. The only thing we want to keep is the physical body and the body of the soul. And that is the path that we are on. And when this begins to happen, when the beautiful, refined body of light and the physical body merge as one, we see light all the way through the physical body, right into the feet, into the hands, through the head, through the torso, through the spine. We’re just walking in a sea of light. This inner light is so beautiful. All day long my head has been filled with light. It feels that if I were to reach
up and put both hands around the top of my head, there wouldn’t be a head there. It feels like there is nothing there. It just goes on and on and on into endless space, as I look back up within the head. When I look into the back of my neck, I see an array of, they look like, wires, and these, of course, are the nerve currents that run through the spinal cord. They’re all bright and active and scintillating, drawing energy from the central source of energy. And, of course, if you looked into the central source of energy, what would you see? You would see light coming out of nothing. That’s what it looks like, light coming out of nothing.

Tuesday
LESSON 9
Everything Is Within You

The Self God is within all of this. It is beyond all bodies. It is beyond all form. It is beyond all intellect, beyond time, beyond space. That is the big realization on this planet, the thing that should be yearned for, sought for; all desires should be pointed in that direction. And then, once realized, you live out the life of the physical body and do what you can do in service to your fellow man, who is also coming along the same path that you have walked on before. All knowing also is right within you. This body of light of the soul is the body of the superconscious mind. It is all-knowing. We have to approach it through the physical brain, and it takes a little time to draw forth inspiration and knowing, but the more refined the physical body becomes, the more like this soul body, the knowing is there superconsciously. It’s a beautiful thing to think about, that all knowing is within man. Everything that has been brought through—all books, all systems, all religions, all philosophies—has come through man, but not always through the intellectual man or the instinctive man, but through the man whose body of his soul and his physical body have merged as one.

There are other things that are within us, too. Even the devil that they talk about, it’s also right within us. That’s the instinctive mind. That’s also the intellectual mind, the doubter that says, “I don’t know if I should be on the path to enlightenment. Maybe I should be doing something else.” That’s the area of the mind that causes us to argue with ourselves, or have a mental argument with a friend of ours. That’s the antagonistic force of the instinctive area of the mind, as well as the intellectual area of the mind.

Wednesday
LESSON 10
Handling Each Experience

And while this is going on, what does the body of the soul, the real body of you, what does it do? It’s about its business, working, learning, studying on inner planes of consciousness and waiting for the instinctive and intellectual and physical elements to grow up a little bit and
merge, for life is just a tremendously great experience. Each lifetime has been a great experience for the soul. ¶The more experiences we can have during a lifetime and approach those experiences in a positive way, the more we begin to crush out the instinctive elements, the more we begin to mold the intellect so it is like the superconscious mind rather than being like the instinctive area of the mind, the more we can begin to mold the physical atoms so that they become closer attuned to the spiritual forces emanating from the soul body. The more experiences we can have and face those experiences positively, the faster we evolve. The fewer experiences we have, the slower we evolve. The knowing of how to handle each experience that comes to us in our lifetime comes from the soul. It’s our superconscious self. ¶The instinctive mind will want to run after certain experiences and be repelled by other experiences. It is the area of duality, of likes and dislikes. The instinctive mind will react and resent experiences of a certain nature. The intellectual mind will rationalize other types of experiences that happen to us during a lifetime, argue them out and try to find out reasons why. The superconscious mind of the soul will know the reason why. It will come in an intuitive flash. If it doesn’t, it doesn’t matter anyway. ¶The spiritual body of you, which is permanent, has always remained constant. It has always been constant because it’s directly in tune with the constant central source of all energy of the universe. This one source of energy feeds through your spiritual body and out through the intellectual sheath, the astral or emotional sheath, and the physical body. So, identify yourself as the inner being. Never see yourself as an outer being. Then experience won’t be reacted to. It will be understood from a mountaintop consciousness. Then experience won’t be sought for the enjoyment of the experience. The Self will be sought for, and the experience will be part of the path to you.

Thursday

LESSON 11

No Good, No Bad

Each experience that we have is a good experience, because it molds us. It shapes us, just like an artist would mold a piece of clay. From an ugly hunk of clay can emerge a divine being, molded by the artist. In that same way, the experiences of life, even those that boomerang back on us and those we think are terrible, mold us. But they only mold us quickly and benefit us tremendously if we hold our perspective as the inner man, the timeless man, the immortal being. Only in this way can this happen. That’s the attitude, the thoughts we must have, as we go along on the path of enlightenment. ¶The mere fact that you want Self Realization
in this life means that you have been through hundreds of thousands of experiences. You have been nearly everything that there is to be on this planet. And now, in your last lifetime, you are finishing up the experiential patterns that you didn’t handle in a life prior. Life is a series of experiences, one after another. Each experience can be looked at as a classroom in the big university of life if we only approach it that way. Who is going to these classrooms? Who is the member of this university of life? It’s not your instinctive mind. It’s not your intellectual mind. It’s the body of your soul, your superconscious self, that wonderful body of light. It’s maturing under the stress and strain, as the intellect gives back its power to the soul, as the instinct gives back its power to the soul, as the physical elements give back their power to the soul, and all merge into a beautiful oneness. In this way, the beings of the New Age are going to walk on Earth. Each one will have light flowing through his whole body and he will inwardly see his body glowing in light, even in the darkest night. The good-and-bad concept should be thrown out with a lot of other things, including the up-and-down concept. There is no good; there is no bad. You don’t raise your consciousness, nor do you lower it. These are just concepts that have come in by various philosophers who tried to explain these deeper teachings the very best that they could. What is bad is good, and what is good is good. And a higher state of consciousness and a lower state of consciousness, they don’t exist at all. We simply hold a certain perspective of awareness, and we look out, and we go in.

**Friday**

**LESSON 12**

**Inner States, Outer States**

When you look out through the eyes of your soul, it’s like a great executive in a large building’s penthouse office. His desk is right in the middle of that office, and he looks out and he sees the people working around him. Then he looks farther out and he sees the vast panes of windows. Then he looks farther out, and he sees the city below, and he sees the sky, he sees the traffic. Then he looks back into himself. He sees his subconscious mind, with thoughts about his home life and other things that do not involve his immediate surroundings in this grand office. He looks deeper into himself, and he has an intuitive flash. Something has come to him, how he can help his enterprise be moved and motivated in a more dynamic way. He looks deeper within himself for the source where that intuitive flash comes from, begins to see light within his head, light within his body. Again he becomes conscious of people working around him. Again he becomes conscious of the panes of the windows. He has to
leave this office. He goes down in an elevator. He walks out onto the street. He is the same being. His perspective is an inner perspective. He doesn’t go up and down in consciousness. The mystic does not go up and down in consciousness. It only seems like that. But that is not actually what happens. It makes it very difficult when we hold the up-and-down and good-and-bad concepts, because they work in time sequences. If we are bad, it takes a certain amount of time before we can become good. And if we are good, there is a great possibility that we might be bad during a certain period of our life. If we are in a high state of consciousness, percentages have it that we may be in a low state of consciousness. It’s going to take a lot of time to climb up high, and we might fall down, so what’s the use? We have all of these semantic connotations with the words good and bad and up and down, and therefore we throw them out of our mystical vocabulary and the connotations that go along with them. We say we go within, deep within. We say we come out into outer consciousness. We say there is no good, there is no bad, there is just experience, and within each experience there is a lesson. Some experiences might make our nervous system react so strongly that it may take hours to pull ourselves together. But once we pull ourselves together, that exercise evolves the body of the soul that much more. We have transmuted tremendous instinctive and intellectual energies into this body of the soul. We have fed it. We have given it a good meal. And we never face that same experience again, nor react the same way.

Saturday
LESSON 13
Experience Without Reacting

The next time the same experiential pattern appears, we approach it from a mountaintop consciousness, because we have conquered those instinctive elements. Our intellect has been trained by family and friends, schoolteachers and business acquaintances. We have to build a new intellect, an intellect from the soul out into the intellectual mind, rather than from the instinctive area of the mind into the intellect, to be successful on the path of enlightenment. If we look at the past and we look at the future as both a series of dreams, and the only thing that we are concerned with is our immediate reactions and what we carry with us now, we see that the past is there to test us and the future is there to challenge us. We cannot change the past, but we can change how we react to what has happened to us in the past, and we can change the future, anytime we want to. The soul builds a body around us in this life. That’s what’s happened to all of us. This body goes through the same experiences, year after
year; the emotions go through the same experiences, year after year, until we build up strong enough within ourself to face the experience without reaction to the experience. Then we go into a new series of experiences. Give yourself a test to prove this out. Go to a movie, one that will make you laugh and make you cry and make you suffer, right along with the players. And that’s how we live our life. We laugh, we cry, we suffer, we have joy, we have peace, like actors on a great stage. Then go to the same movie the next day, and go through the same emotions again, another cycle in the same life pattern. Then go to the movie the day following that, and go through the same emotions. Then go the next day, and you will find you will go through the same emotions, but not quite as well. Then go the next day. You will find your mind begins to wander into how the film was produced, just where the cameraman was standing when he filmed this emotional shot. You’re becoming mystical. That is how the mystic faces his experiences. “How was this produced? Where was the cameraman?” Go the next day, and you will again be distracted and may wonder about the voltage that runs the carbon arc light that penetrates the film! Then go the next day. You won’t be involved in the picture at all, or the emotion. You could care less. You had that experience, you lived it through, and you lived it out. It was neither good nor bad. It was neither high nor low. But you’re completely involved in the cameraman, the actors, the personalities of the actors. You begin to get perceptive, and you see that a particular actor was saying something and going through something but thinking about something entirely different. You didn’t catch that the first time. You were blinded by emotion.

Sunday
LESSON 14
Waiting for Intuitive Flashes

Go again and again and again, and finally you would become deeply involved with yourself and the people around you, and you will start having a new set of experiences. Someone’s eating popcorn on the left side and someone’s smoking on the right side, and you get up and move. The very first time you went to see the movie, you were not even conscious of anyone around you. And finally, after going to this same movie for two weeks, you sit down and you start breathing and going within yourself, and you are not conscious of someone on the left side or someone on the right side, or the film or the light penetrating the film or what is on the film. You are breathing and going within yourself, and you begin to enjoy the bliss of your own being. That is what a mystic does in life. That’s a wonderful meditation. If you don’t want to go to the same
film two or three weeks, night after night after night, well then just pretend that you do. Meditate on it, and in the course of a short meditation you will see how a mystic lives his life. Now, of course, one film and its nerve-wracking experiences conquered, there’s always another film being played in town, and you could start right over again—the same thing we do in our experiences. We go through one set of experiences. We react to them. We go within ourselves. We lose consciousness of the experience itself because we know how it was created. We studied it out so well. It has come to us in intuitive flashes. Then we go into the next movie, the next scene. ¶Now, when the mystic wants to understand his series of experiences, he does not analyze himself. He doesn’t go through the emotion of “Why did this happen to me?” “What did I do to deserve that?” “What did this experience come to me for? I want to know the reason, and only when I know the reason can I go on.” This binds him to the intellectual area of the mind. He lives his experiences in the consciousness of the eternity of the moment, and if an intuitive flash, a mountaintop consciousness, comes to him where he can see how he fit into the experiential pattern, he accepts it and he knows it’s right, because it permeates him so dramatically, from the top of his head right through his entire body. ¶The mystic waits for these intuitive flashes, and he links one up with another. But he doesn’t flow his awareness through the intellectual mind and spend time in that area to try to analyze each happening or each reaction to try to justify it, to excuse it or to find out why it has happened. He doesn’t do that. Why? Because the soul, the superconscious mind, doesn’t work that way.
The great souls that realize Śiva who is the Self within will seek forth Śiva in the Self. Those who do not reach Śiva in the Self will never reach Śiva. Do not lament that you know Him not. Follow the proper way and you shall meet Him. He who creates all as the twin lights, Śiva-Śakti, is united in my heart as one light.
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The superconscious mind and the body of the soul have been around a long time. This immortal body of yours has been around a long time, and it’s seen many lives come and go, many experiences pass by the windows of its eyes. Some need no explanation, because they are the playing out of vibrations. Others do need an explanation, the explanation that would come and impress you intellectually from your superconscious, would give you power maybe to face an experience that was yet to come. So, don’t analyze every nuance of a reaction or try to anticipate the next series of experiential patterns, for life is a series of experiences. They are all great experiences.

Hold your center. Find the place within you that has never ever changed, that’s been the same for many lives, that feeling that has been the same within you since you were a little child up to this very time. Find that! Catch that vibration, and you’ve caught the vibration of the soul and identified it to your intellectual mind and your instinctive area of the mind. Then build on that. Work with that. Say to yourself, “There’s something within me that never changes, no matter what happens.”

Work on the analogy that if your foot hurts, your head doesn’t hurt. If you have a pain in your stomach, it doesn’t mean that you have a pain in your hand. In the very same way, if your emotions are upset and you’re suffering, there’s an area within you that’s calm, peaceful, dynamic, vibrant, watching. That’s the body of the soul. Work with that. Find that within you that has never changed, never will change, cannot change. All it can do is become more than what it is. This will give you understanding. This will allow you to innersearch, because you have an inner anchor which you’re always trying to get into. You have identified the core of yourself very, very thoroughly. And each time you have unwound the emotional patterns and the intellectual patterns of an experience, you’ve graduated out of that classroom and you’re on to greater and fuller experiences in this lifetime. If you would like to live a lifetime where you have no experiences at all, because you don’t like experiences—you’ve had a lot of experiences that have been distasteful to you—you cannot do it on this planet. Lifetimes don’t come about that way on this planet. But the core of you is the observer of all experience of the emotional, the instinctive, the intellectual areas of the mind.

The lotus, symbol of spiritual growth, rises out of the mud, up through the water and into full bloom. Our passage through many lives is similar. We begin with base, instinctive traits such as violence, evolve to dharmic family living and finally blossom as an honored spiritual being.
Be That which never changes. Then what happens? When we become this spiritual body and grasp that infinite intelligence of it, we’re just in a state of pure consciousness and we come into the clear white light. We have a wonderful foundation, the only foundation necessary for Self Realization—at that point piercing the last veils of the mind, for even light is mind, and consciousness is, of course, the mind itself. And then we merge with the Self itself. So, that is the path: experience, harnessing the reactions to experience, becoming the body of the soul, merging that body with the physical body after the instinctive and intellectual elements have been harmonized, coming into the clear white light, and then the realization of the Self. It’s a beautiful path. It’s a challenging path, and it’s the path that you’re on; otherwise you wouldn’t be here listening to the story about the path. See awareness as a lotus flower. The lotus flower goes through many, many experiences. A few weeks ago in Bangkok, on Innersearch, we drove out into the Thai countryside and we saw many, many lotus flowers growing wild. They’re just beautiful. See awareness as a lotus flower. First awareness is a seed, and it’s breaking out of the instinctive elements, the hard shell of the seed. But it’s living right within the seed. It is dynamic life at that very time, tuned in with the central source of energy. Then it breaks out and it becomes roots, and then awareness becomes a stem, becomes conscious of water all around it. Finally, the stem emerges above the water, and awareness has leaves and a bud. It’s still limited awareness, because it’s not in its fullness. But as that awareness expands, it opens up into a beautiful lotus flower, then creates more seeds for more flowers. This is the path of awareness. Become acquainted with the awareness, that one beautiful, pure element of the soul, your superconscious body, which is easily found and easily discovered by simply closing your eyes and opening them and saying “I’m aware,” not necessarily of what you are aware of. Close your eyes. Say, “I am aware.” Awareness is closely identified to the realms of sight—hearing, of course, too, but more predominantly sight. As awareness expands and as awareness contracts, we find that we have power over awareness. It merely becomes a tool. The underlying power of awareness is the blissful state of the spiritual body of man, pure consciousness, the central source of all energies, in its blissful, calm state. Meditate on awareness being like a lotus flower.
Meditate on man being like a lotus flower. He comes through the mud, his instinctive mind, and he’s aware of the things of the instinctive mind: hate and greed and love and passion, and jealousy and sorrow, and happiness and joy and excitement. He comes into the intellectual mind. He becomes aware of ancient history and predictions about the future, politics, all sorts of systems, all sorts of organizations, institutions and opinions of other people. And this consumes and overshadows the soul, life after life after life, just as the desires and cravings of the instinctive mind overshadow the soul life after life after life after life. But all this time, the body of the soul is growing up. It’s getting stronger. It’s absorbing the reactions of each lifetime, drawing more energies from the central source of energy to build up and absorb these reactions; and this is food for the soul. Then finally awareness comes into its bud state. It says, “Here I am, a bud, and I’m out of the mud, and I’m out of the water.” We’ll look at the mud as being the instinct, we’ll look at the water as being the intellect and we’ll look at the air as superconsciousness. “Now I want to unfold and be of service to mankind and everyone else who is unfolding, I see them all down in the mud, caught in the mud like I was at one time. I want to help them out of the mud. Then I see hundreds of people caught in the intellect. They’re all in the water. They think they’re a stem, but I know I’m a bud.” Then begins the process on the path of enlightenment for this bud unfolding and awareness expanding. First it becomes aware of the inner processes of the body and how breath controls thought. Then it becomes aware of the inner processes of the mind, how light moves through the body, how the mind of light begins to work, and it goes on unfolding and unfolding and unfolding through the ages. ¶If we look at the past as a catalog and the future as a planning book, and now as the only reality of time, we have dodged the past and we have dodged the future, because we have brought them both into the eternity of the moment. The mystic on the path of unfoldment doesn’t allow his awareness to go into the past and flow through all the yesterdays and relive in his mind what formerly happened to him physically. The mystic doesn’t go into the future and live emotionally experiences that may or may not happen to him. The mystic remains in the present, right now, using the catalog of the experiences of the past and a planning book for his future. This makes him wise, for intellect when it is correctly used at the right time is wisdom. ¶Holding the eternity-of-the-moment feeling and the feeling of the being within that
has never changed, finally you don’t even say it’s a being within. That in itself is duality. You just identify it as you, an immortal being who’s lived for thousands of years, which never changes except it unfolds more, and it lives now. The past and the future are only intellectual concepts that we live with and have been developed by man himself in that particular area of the mind.

Life is a series of decisions also. One decision builds into another. To make a good decision, we have to again bring our total awareness to the eternity of the moment. If we project ourselves into the future to try to make a decision, we do not make a decision with wisdom. If we project ourselves into the past and in that way formulate our decisions, again they are not necessarily wise decisions, for they are decisions made through the powers of the intellectual or the instinctive area of the mind. The best decisions come to us when we hold the consciousness of the eternity of the moment and go within ourselves for the answer. ¶ The best rule in making a decision is: when in doubt, do nothing. Have the subject matter so clearly in mind, so well thought out, that soon the answer will be self-evident to you. There will be just no other way to go. Good, positive decisions bring good, positive actions and, of course, positive reactions. Decisions that are not well worked out—we jump into experiential patterns haphazardly or emotionally—bring reactions of an emotional nature that again have to be lived through until we cease to be aware of them and experience them emotionally. ¶ Each time we have a decision to make, it’s a marvelous test in this classroom of experience. We can make a good decision if we approach it in the eternity of the moment. And, of course, there are no bad decisions. If we make a decision that is different than what we would make in the eternity of the moment—we make it through the instinctive area of the mind or the intellectual area of the mind—we’re not sure, totally, of ourself. We do not have enough information to make a good, positive decision. ¶ So, when in doubt in making a decision, that’s the time to know we have to collect up more information, think about it more. Each decision is the foundation for the next series of experiences. When you are in a sequential series of experiential patterns, you are not making decisions at that time. Only when one experiential pattern has come to an end, and you’re ready for a new set of experiences in certain areas of your life, those are the times when you make new decisions. Weigh carefully each decision, because that is the rudder that guides your ship through the whole pattern
Think it over carefully. Go in for intuitive guidance. And nobody knows better than yourself, your own superconscious being, what is to be the next set of experiential patterns for you to go through in your quest for enlightenment. It’s all based on decisions. Don’t expect someone to make decisions for you. They are second-hand, not the best. Others maybe can give a little bit of advice or supply a different perspective or added information for you to make a better decision. But the decision you make yourself in any matter is the most positive, most powerful one, and should be the right one. Do it from the eternity of the moment. That is the state of awareness to hold.

There are several ways we can make decisions, and there are guidelines to help us. There are basic principles that we can follow in life that other people have followed which helped guide their decisions along. It worked out fairly well for them, so we can follow those basic principles, too. And we’ll go in after a while to outlining some of these basic principles that help us make good, positive decisions, for we can learn by observing other people, the decisions they have made, the reactions and experiential patterns that followed. We can learn by observing other people. The first faculty of the expression of the inner being of your immortal soul is the great power of observation, to learn through observation, as your individual awareness detaches itself from that which it is aware of. You have tremendous powers of observation, for you are a free spirit. You’re just here on this planet to observe. And through your powers of observation you can go through the experiential patterns of other people by observing what they’re going through without having to go through them yourself. Some mystics live several lifetimes in one in this way. Living by basic principles keeps awareness clean-cut, pure, direct and positive, out of the areas of the mind that are confused, unwholesome, unhealthy—areas that react back upon the nerve system of the physical nature. When we are clean-cut, our perceptions are precise. We make our decisions from an up-down point of view, and our path through life is guided by each decision that we make. When we make a decision, it has its reaction. If we do not make a decision, that has a reaction, too, for then decisions are made for us by circumstance, other people, situations or confusion. The confusion becomes so intense that finally we’re forced into a decision. When we become accustomed to making one decision after another from an up-down point of view, our lives are guided in a
systematic, positive, clean-cut, beautiful way. Who does the guiding? You do, with your awakened perceptive faculties.

Basic principles for a good foundation in our lives can be established through consistency. The consistency in approach to what we are doing—a good habit pattern in living our life, as we approach our inner life, the understanding of our inner life, the study of it and the experience of it—has to be on a day-to-day basis. Developing a contemplative lifestyle that is sensible, that is positively worked out, and programming that into our complete pattern of daily life gives us a foundation strong enough to face decisions and the ensuing experiences and the reaction to those experiences in a way that they enhance our spiritual unfoldment. Remember, the lifestyle that we now have was programmed for us by mothers, fathers, religious leaders, teachers, people that we had just met along the way, and good friends. It’s not a particularly good lifestyle in which to hold the perspective that we’re an immortal being. It’s a great lifestyle to hold the perspective that we’re a temporal being, and we’re only here a few years and then we die. To develop a whole new lifestyle takes thought. Our desire has to be transmuted into doing that. In the ordinary lifestyle of human consciousness, our desires generally are for things, for emotional experiences, for intellectual knowing. And that’s all good, but they’re not organized. We have to organize the tremendous power of desire so that it’s transmuted, and we desire the realization of the Self more than anything else. Then you’ll have enough desire left over to get things, to get happiness and to get all the getting that humans want. But the tremendous force of desire is transmuted. The perspective is changed. We see ourself as an immortal being, and we work consistently with our lifestyle, day after day, week after week, month after month and year after year. Each decision that we make is an easier decision to make, and each reaction that we face, we face it joyfully. Each meditation that we hold is more profound than the last, and the spiritual being, the soul body, begins to merge with the physical body, as the elements of the instinct and the elements of the intellect that have been supreme life after life after life begin to give up and transmute their energies into the immortal body of the soul.
Look through your entire life and make a memo of each major experience in this life. Then surmise how many major experiences you have had for the last ten lives. All the accumulative experiences have brought you to the point where you are now, ready to turn inward and realize your infinite being. They have all been good experiences. The reaction to the experience has also been good. It brought you to the point where you are, ready to sit down and say to yourself, “Who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going? What is the power of That which has never changed, which I am and can feel in every cell of my body? Where does the clear white light come from? What is the underlying power of pure consciousness out of which awareness emerges?” All of this and more, too, you will ask yourself and get answers from within yourself, as you, your awareness as the lotus flower, begins to unfold. Always try to remember the reason why you are here. You are here to separate awareness from that which it is aware of and gain your own independence, your liberation, from the instinctive area of the mind. ¶When we’re in it, we believe that everything we’re going through is us. The intellectual area of the mind—when we’re attached and in it strongly, we believe that that is us. When we’re in the superconscious area of the mind, awareness is detached from that which it is aware of. We see ourselves as the traveler traveling through all areas of the mind, not getting stuck in any one area. Then we’re here to go in, to take awareness off the surface of the Earth into outer space, or out of the instinctive and intellectual areas of the mind, into pure superconsciousness, into the clear white light, so it permeates every cell of the body. ¶We’re here to realize the Self, to have that one dramatic experience where everything that we thought was things is turned upside down, and our whole perspective afterwards changes. That is the purpose for living on this Earth. That is the purpose for being here this very moment. That is the purpose for my speaking to you in this way, to impress upon you very thoroughly that you are here for Self Realization, walking on this planet. Get it. Direct all your energies toward it, and then the tremendous power of desire will be for the one goal, not for the many goals toward which desires usually flow. When that happens, Self Realization will come to you. It’ll be very easy. One day, you will be Self Realized.
The black-footed Garuda bird flies across the sky; a black-hued serpent dies in a deep well, all unseen. So, stop bragging of your greatness, O heart! Be like the river that merges into the wavy ocean.
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Monday
LESSON 22
The River, a Symbol of Life

You have all heard about the sacred river Ganges, but have you ever wondered why this river is sacred? Why has this river become personified among all the rivers of the world? Let us meditate on this and let the river tell its own story to us. The river is the esoteric symbol of life’s force, and as it flows it tells us how those cosmic currents flow through the physical body, quieting the emotions and awakening the willpower so that we can keep the mind under our control. This all happens, of course, providing we are in tune and flow with that life force, that illimitable power within us. The birth of this river high in the Himalayas we can liken to our own conception and entrance into physical consciousness. As the river flows to meet the sea, it drops off many disturbances, just as our life absorbs many of its hindrances. The rapids smooth out, the waterfalls become smaller, the mouth of the river broadens, and as the river flows into the ocean we can see this esoteric symbol of life ending its manifest physical form. Let us relate that symbol to our own consciousness, holding it within our mind, the river as a symbol of life. Now look at yourself and see what stops that river from flowing. What stops you from flowing with cosmic forces and becoming one with life’s ocean of eternal bliss? Is it not attachment that keeps us clinging to the bank of the river? Is it not fear that we are attached to? All of the personalities we know and the various material objects we are clinging to keep us holding tightly to the banks of life’s cosmic river. The river still flows on, but we do not flow with it. We are fighting against life’s currents when we allow ourselves to become attached. Think today about the personal experiences in your lifetime and clearly view just how often you cling to the banks of life’s river by attaching yourself to personalities and possessions. Have you ever stopped to think that we even become attached to things that we do not like and to the things that we have done against our better judgment? We are attached to objects, values, schedules, habits, memories, even likes and dislikes. We become attached because we do not stop to understand that each of those experiences that conceived the attachment was just a boulder, a waterfall or an old tree trunk blocking one of the little rivulets as it tried to merge with the great stream ever merging itself into the ocean.

Gurudeva teaches us to flow with the river of life, avoiding attachments. Here a family is floating down the river Ganges in a mythic raft, their faces uplifted in detached trust, avoiding life’s karmic storms. Two quarreling men cling to the banks of the river, unable to progress.
Meditate on a river. Follow it as a visual image from its source to the end where it merges into the sea. You can now clearly see where you have been clinging to the bank of life’s river. You will plainly see just how long you have been clinging to various attachments by holding on to fears, worries, doubts of the future and regrets about the past. Looking at attachment, we see how it holds the mind down, how it submerges personality. Attachment is a stationary thing. Attachment creates the personality. The popular concept of the intellect at this point would be to say, “Well, then, according to this, we are not supposed to be attached to anything, or even have a personality.” ¶But I take this one step farther and tell you, become affectionately detached, for by becoming affectionately detached you absorb all the power of the spiritual force within you. When you absorb the power of the spirit through the body, you will be able to feel it flowing through your most subtle nerves. This vibrant spiritual force within you, vibrating through every cell of the body, quieting the emotions and bringing the mind into effortless concentration, is born of affectionate detachment. ¶Affectionate detachment is stronger than any attachment could possibly be, because attachment is created through unfulfilled desire, salted and peppered with fear. Fear of loss, fear of the unexpected, fear that life may not have much more to offer than what has already been offered, fear of old age, fear of harm, fear of accident—these are the fears which salt and pepper the unfulfilled desires. This is attachment. ¶To be affectionately detached—that is a power. That is a wisdom. That is a love greater than any emotional love, a love born of understanding, a love that merges you into the river of life and allows actinic force to flow within you so that you realize God. We all still have those little attachments—the good ones, the need for love, acceptance and security. These attachments form the positive aspects of the subconscious. We want to free ourselves of all negative attachments, then use the subconscious positively, as a powerhouse directed by our superconsciousness. ¶There is a great wisdom in cultivated affectionate detachment. Let go of the past. Let go of the future. Be a being right now. Being detached does not mean running away from life or being insensitive. It makes us extremely sensitive. When we have the ability to let go, we are warmer, more friendly, more wholesome, more human and closer to our family and friends.
I liken the subconscious mind to a basement. Those of you who have lived in the same house for a number of years have observed the following: as life progresses in the home, old things make way for the new, and the old things invariably are put into the basement. The basement is likened to the subconscious mind; the main floor, to the conscious mind. If one is putting too many things too fast into the basement and is too busy enjoying the new things passing through the conscious mind into the subconscious basement, there is no time to keep the basement in order. Suppose there is an earthquake, an emotional upheaval in life, and the entire house shakes. The lamp shades of the big lamps get mixed up with the shades of the small ones; the pillows of the old sofa get mixed up with the pillows of the armchairs. Should we enter the basement, it may take us several hours to find the articles we’re looking for. That is the subconscious mind. It gets all mixed up if we do not look into ourselves constantly and put our subconscious basement in order.

Our subconscious basement is created first through association with our immediate friends and family and the interrelated strains, tensions, misunderstandings, joys, pleasures, happy memories and sorrows. In a lesser degree it is created in the outside world through the people to whom we have become attached. These attachments are reflections of what is already in the subconscious basement. In other words, we bring out of these people qualities similar to the qualities in our own subconscious. However, if every day at a certain time we meditate, go down into that basement and put a few things in order, pretty soon our basement is orderly and clean. We begin to understand the subconscious, seeing it as transparent, and we have no attachment to anything in it. We are not holding on to any old hates, fears or ancient misunderstandings within ourselves.

When we are not harboring negative attachments to anything that happened twenty or thirty years ago, thus creating tensions in our body and confusion in our mind, the subconscious becomes a powerhouse. The superconscious energies flood easily through you, bringing into your life an abundance of creativity, intuition, perception and bliss. The subconscious in this pure state is of great benefit to you both inwardly and outwardly when properly programmed.
Thursday
LESSON 25
“Nobody
Understands Me”

In practicing affectionate detachment, we are learning to live in the here and now, right in the moment. We are awakening the power of direct cognition, the power that enables us to understand what happens, when it happens and why it happens. We are tuning into the river of life, the great actinic flow. This river flows directly from the essence of being through the subconscious basement and the conscious-mind main floor, creating life’s experiences. Along the way, our cognition of these experiences completes the cycle of its continual flow. That is what we have to learn to tune into. All of our higher teachings give us that wisdom. It is a great step to learn it intellectually and to be able to talk about it, but once that step has been taken, it is not a great step anymore. ¶This wisdom must first be applied at home, then at work. Then it has to be applied among all of your acquaintances and friends. Everyone should understand you and about you, and if you feel there is someone close to you who does not understand you, that signifies that the part of yourself that this person represents does not understand what you think they do not understand. If someone who is close to you does not understand your inner nature, you do not understand your inner subconscious yourself. Why? Because you have only intellectually grasped certain things; you have not fully realized these concepts. He, the friend, as a reflection of yourself, therefore, will not quite grasp your studies or your concepts. As soon as you understand yourself, by having purified yourself, you can explain your realization to your friends in a way they will understand. ¶When explaining yoga teachings, use common examples like the following: “If you plant a seed and water it, you will eventually give birth to the flower.” That is simple and complete. Anyone can understand it. Use little examples and stay away from big terms, mysterious words, for little examples of life are powerful. Talk about trees and how they grow. Talk about children and how they mature into adulthood. Talk about flowers and how they bloom, and relate these to the laws of life. Talk about the mind and how it can be opened up through yoga techniques of concentration and meditation, and you’ll become a great missionary of Hindu Dharma and do much for yourself as well as others. ¶Those who say “Well, nobody understands me. I feel all alone on the path” are going through a period in which they have memorized everything but understand very little and therefore cannot explain or convince their fellow man of these great truths due to the fact that their subconscious basement is still full. When we only learn intellectually and
have not put *dharma* into practice, our subconscious is still cluttered by unrecognized memories.

**Friday**  
**LESSON 26**  
**Be Like the River Water**

You can plainly see that we have to go into the subconscious basement and straighten it out, if need be, by letting go and becoming free. That’s easy to say. It’s a little more difficult to do. Why? Because the basement took time to fill, and it takes time to clean. If we were to straighten out the subconscious basement too fast, that would not be good. It would be going against a natural law. It would be like pouring hot water on plants, as they do commercially, to make them bloom quickly. We must not force natural laws, so we take time in our spiritual unfoldment. The more time you are willing to take, the less pressure you have on yourself and the faster you will attain a permanent enlightenment. ¶Let’s look again at the river of life as it flows into the sea, and again relate that to ourselves and see ourselves letting go of the river banks, merging ourselves into this river, flowing with it and realizing ourselves as the essence of life. Let us not worry about the past ever again. Do not even think about the past. Face everything that comes up in the light of the present, not in the darkness of the past. ¶Be like the river water. Water flows freely anywhere, easily finding its way around rocks and trees. Be pliable in your life, moving in rhythm with life. Let go of everything that blocks the river of life’s energy. Watch your thinking and be careful of your thoughts. Judge every action that you make, judge every word you speak, with this law: “Is it true? Is it kind? Is it helpful? Is it necessary?” Become your own kind judge and make each second a day of judgment, for each second is really a day if you live life fully. If you live completely each second, you will experience many days inside each twenty-four hours. ¶Be free from life’s attachments and don’t allow any more negative attachments to occur in your life. Loosen yourself—be free. Attachments bring all sorts of complications. Freedom brings no complications at all. So, that is what we have to do, recreate our lives each second. Become affectionately detached and manifest a greater love through action. Selfless service to mankind makes you free in the world of mortals. Measure yourself objectively with the river of life and merge with it into the sea of life. Let your service to mankind begin at home and radiate out to the world. Begin at home, with those closest to you, before venturing out among friends and strangers. Let your example be your first teaching. Be free from the past; abide in the present; detach yourself from the future; and live in the eternal now.
Close your eyes and visualize a river flowing into the sea, and see yourself holding on to the bank of the river, and the river flowing on past you. Now let go of the bank of the river and flow down with the river and merge into the sea of life. Feel yourself, right at this instant, living in the here and now. Holding on to the river bank, we hold the consciousness of time and space. Holding on to the banks of the river of life is to recreate within you fear, worry, doubt, anxiety and nervousness. Detach yourself from the banks of the river and again be free. Love the banks as you pass, with a love born of understanding, and if you have no understanding of the bank, study your attachments until you do. ¶Learn to concentrate the mind so that you can study not from books, but from observation, which is the first awakening of the soul. Learn to study by practice. Learn to study by application. Become a student of life and live life fully, and as you merge into the sea of actinic life, you will realize that you are not your mind, your body or your emotions. You will realize that you are the complete master of your mind, your body and your emotions. ¶There is a sacred practice you should perform to keep flowing beautifully with the river of life. It will be a challenge to discipline yourself to set aside the time, but it will benefit you. You must sit by a rolling river and listen to the river saying “Aum Namaḥ Śivāya, Śivāya Namaḥ Aum,” as its water runs over the rocks. Listen closely to the water connecting to the rocks, and you will hear the sacred mantra of life, “Aum Namaḥ Śivāya.” Relax into the sounds the river is chanting and try to be in tune with the perfect universe. The cosmos is perfect, you know. Its laws are divine, its timing flawless, its design unique. ¶While you are sitting alone by the side of the river being one with the perfect universe—the earth, the air, the fire, the water and the ākāśa, the mind—when a thought arises from your subconscious, something about your daily life, a problem or difficulty, pluck a leaf from a tree or bush, mentally put the problem into the leaf and place it into the river. The river will carry the leaf away along with the thought you placed into it. Then pluck a flower and humbly offer it into the river with both hands in loving appreciation for doing this great service for you. Perform this Gaṅgā Śādhana each month, and you will advance on the spiritual path.
Slowly, slowly, by performing Gaṅgā Sādhana you will blend your external consciousness with our most perfect universal consciousness. While sitting by the river, close enough to touch the water, on a rock or tree limb, you are truly uninvolved with everything but yourself. You are now in tune with nature itself. Earth is there. Water is there. Fire is there. Air is there. Ākāśa is there. All the five elements are there. They are outside of you to see and feel, as well as inside of you to see and feel. The goal is to release that part of your subconscious mind that doesn’t blend the within of you with that which is outside of you. You perform this blending by listening to the river murmur, “Aum Namaḥ Śivaya, Śivaya Namaḥ Aum,” the sounds of Śiva’s perfect universe. ¶Now the challenge. This will not be an easy task. The quiet of the noise of nature will release thought after thought from your subconscious mind. So, when each new thought arises—a mental argument or something which has not been settled in your past, an appointment missed or an image of a loved one—gather up the prāṇic energy of the thought and put its vibrations into a leaf. To do this, hold the leaf in your right hand and project your prāṇa into it along with the thought form that distracted you. Then release the leaf and with it the thought patterns into the river. Let the river take them away, while you listen to “Aum Namaḥ Śivaya, Śivaya Namaḥ Aum” of the river as it does. Each time this happens, thank the river by humbly offering a flower with the right hand into the river in appreciation of its having absorbed the worldly thought. To show appreciation is a quality of the soul, something not to be ignored, and, therefore, a vital part of this sādhana. ¶Sādhana is performing the same discipline over and over and over again. Just as we methodically exercise the physical body to build up its muscles, we perform spiritual disciplines over and over again to strengthen our spiritual, inner bodies. Perform Gaṅgā Sādhana time and time again. You will rapidly advance. Remember, the outer river is symbolically representing the inner river of your own nerve system, life force and consciousness that flows through you night and day. So, even as you sit on this rock and look upon the water, in a mystical way, see it as your own superconscious energies, taking away these problems, worries, doubts, ill-conceived and unresolved experiences of the past. Flow with the river of life and merge in Śiva’s ocean of oneness.
Coursing the śakti kundalini, transcend the successive gates of awareness. Reduce the perishable body to its elemental constituents and then discard them. Then do you enter the grace of the Holy One, and there you abide and adore. That, indeed, is the fitting worship of Sadāśiva.

_Tirumantiram_ 1854
The average person who is not a mystic lives two-thirds in the external area of the mind and one-third within himself. The within of himself can be, and sometimes is, very foreboding. He doesn’t understand it. He is a little afraid of it and prefers to involve himself with external things. Possibly he’s had some inner experiences, some emotional unhappinesses, and he shuns anything that is inner. The mystic lives, and is taught to live, two-thirds within himself and only one-third in the external. In learning how to do this, the mystic is taught to become consciously conscious, or aware that he is aware. He learns to separate awareness from that which he is aware of. The person who is not a mystic, living two-thirds in the external mind, says, “I am happy,” meaning, “I am aware of a state of mind called happiness, and I am in that state, so that is me.” Or, “I am unhappy. Unhappiness is me.” The mystic living two-thirds within says to himself, “I am flowing through the area of the mind that’s always unhappy.” He doesn’t change; he is a pure state of awareness.

Visualize a little ball of light. We’ll call that man’s individual awareness, and that light is shining right out from his eyes, and this little ball of light is going through the mind. It’s going through the area of the mind that’s always unhappy. It’s going through the area of the mind that’s always dreaming, the area of the mind that’s delightfully happy, the area of the mind that’s in absolute bliss, the area of the mind that’s absolutely in jealousy all the time, the area that’s in fear all the time—many people live in this area of the mind; it’s quite crowded with lots of balls of light there. This ball of light flows through the area of the mind that’s in resentment. It’s like a churning ocean. It’s a delightful place to be in, especially if you’re a little ball. You get bounced all around. Then there’s the area of the mind that is completely peaceful and has always been peaceful. No mood or emotion has ever been in it to ruffle it, because that’s the peaceful area of the mind. The one who meditates seeks out this area to become aware in.

Man’s individual awareness is just like this little ball of light, and it’s like a camera. It photographs. It registers. It understands. It is pure intelligence. Man knows where he is in the mind, but the first step in awakening on the path of enlightenment is to separate awareness from that which it is aware of.

The mystic sees his awareness as a ball of light, moving from one experience to another. The artist depicts this light of the soul as a moving oil lamp illuminating varied areas of the mind: serenity, discord among spouses, jealousy, joys of dance, dreams and yogic states of mind.
Tuesday  
LESSON 30  
Claim the Being Of Yourself  

We say, “I am sick,” and in the English language that means my body is sick, or I am aware of this body not being in a perfect state of health. The mystic knows he is not this body. He can even remember dropping off the body many, many different times, getting new bodies through the process of reincarnation. We are not what we are aware of. We are separate from that which we are aware of. We are only flowing through these areas of the mind. If we live in San Francisco, we are not San Francisco. If we live in unhappiness, we are not unhappiness. That’s only one of the cities of the mind. This is a great meditation. You can grasp this awakening in thirty seconds. You can grasp this awakening in thirty hours, or thirty minutes. You can grasp this awakening and have it come to you vibrantly in thirty weeks, thirty months, or thirty years or thirty lifetimes. It just depends upon your willpower. ¶As soon as we can understand awareness detached from that which it is aware of, we have a vibrant energy, a tremendous drive. A tremendous willpower is released from within us, and we live with the feeling that we can do anything that we want to do, almost as quickly as we want to do it. We want things to happen now, for we vividly see the area where they already exist within the force fields of the mind itself. ¶How do we live our life from this point? We begin to apply this philosophy in every department of our life. There are some habit patterns in our subconscious mind that have not caught up with this new perspective as yet, and you’ll be running up against them. As soon as you find awareness totally identified with a subconscious area that has become conscious, immediately turn inward, detach awareness from that which it is aware of and just be pure energy. ¶You can expect a beautiful life, a beautiful relationship with the being of yourself. Claim the being of yourself as you. You have enough knowledge now. You don’t have to discover the being of yourself and keep looking for it. Just be the being of yourself and travel through the mind as the traveler travels around the globe. The wonderful story of awareness, I could go on and on talking about it, because it is so very basic and so very, very important. This then makes an infinite intelligence and everyone the same. Only, they are living in different areas of the mind, or different houses.

Wednesday  
LESSON 31  
The Mechanics Of Attachment  

Have you ever had people come to you and tell you all of their problems? What did they do? As a pure state of awareness, they came to you as a pure state of awareness. You were not identified in the area of the mind that they
are living in. So, they came to you, because they want to get out of the area of the mind that they’re living in. They’ve been living in it so long, they think they are that area of the mind, like somebody that has lived in a house so long and is so attached to it that they would rather die than move from the house. So then, they come to you and start telling all the problems. First they start with the little ones, and then they start with the big ones, and all their complaints, heartaches and everything that that area of the mind involves. Now, you can do one of two things. You can gently talk with them and bring them out of that area of the mind into your area of the mind, or they can move your awareness right into that area of the mind, too. And when they go away, you are feeling terrible. You’re feeling just awful. ¶You’ve gone to a movie. The movie screen is just a screen. The film is just film. And the light is just light. And yet the combination of the three can move your awareness into areas of the mind that can upset your nerve system, make you cry, make you laugh, make you have bad dreams for a week, change your whole, entire perspective of life—the combination of these three physical elements can do this, if it can attract your attention. ¶Now, if we are sitting in a movie, and we are realizing that we are going through moods and emotions but we are not the moods and emotions that we are going through—all we are doing is being entertained by our senses—then that’s the mystic. He is enjoying life and what life has to offer. He is even remembering in past lives when he had similar experiences that the players are portraying on the screen, and he has empathy with them. He is living a full and a vibrant life, and yet when he walks out of the movie house, or walks away from the TV, he has forgotten the whole thing. He doesn’t carry it with him. His awareness is immediately right where he is currently. That’s the power of the great eternity of the moment.

Thursday
LESSON 32
Living Two-Thirds Within

Living two-thirds within oneself and one-third in the external world—how do we do it? As soon as we live within ourselves, we become conscious of all of our various secret thoughts, all of our various emotions, that we would just as soon be without. Therefore, we distract ourselves and endeavor to live two-thirds in the external world and only one-third within ourselves. As aspirants on the path, you have to live your life two-thirds within yourself. When you are conscious of the thoughts that you don’t want to think, the emotions that you don’t want to feel, go deep within where they don’t exist. Take awareness to the central source of energy, right within the spine itself. Feel that energy flowing through the
body, moving the muscles, enlivening the cells. Then you are two-thirds within yourself, and the world looks bright and cheery all the time; the sun is always shining. Immediately, when we begin to identify totally with our thoughts as being reality, then we begin to make mistakes. We are living two-thirds in the external world. ¶How to strike the balance? Regulate the breath throughout the day. Keep the spine always straight. Always sit up straight. As soon as the spine is bent, awareness is externalized. We are living two-thirds in the external area of the mind and only one-third within. As soon as the spine is straight, our awareness is internalized. We are living two-thirds within and only one-third out. ¶What’s the biggest barrier? Fear. Afraid of our secret thoughts, afraid of our secret feelings. What’s the biggest escape from fear? Go to the center, where energy exists, the energy that moves the life through the body. The simplest way is move your spine back and forth. Feel the power that moves that spine. Feel the power that moves that spine back and forth. Feel that energy going out through the physical body. Open your eyes and look at the world again, and you will see it bright and shiny. You’re two-thirds in and one-third out in awareness. You’re balanced. “Be renewed by a change of your mind.” Be renewed by releasing awareness from one area of the vast universe of the mind, drawing it back into its source and releasing it again, sending it to another of the vast areas of the mind.

The study of awareness is a great study. “I am aware.” The key to this entire study is the discovery of who or what is the “I am.” It is the key to the totality of your progress on the path of enlightenment. What is awareness? As you open your physical eyes, what is it that is aware of what you see? When you look within, deep within, and feel energy, you almost begin to see energy. A little more perception comes, and you do actually see energy, as clearly as you see chairs and tables with your physical eyes open. ¶But what is it that is aware? When awareness moves through superconsciousness, it seems to expand, for it looks out into the vastness of superconsciousness from within and identifies with that vastness. This is what is meant by an expanded state of awareness. What is awareness? Discover that. Go deep within it. Make it a great study. You have to discover what awareness is before you can realize the Self God. Otherwise, realization of the Self God is only a philosophy to you. It is a good philosophy, however, a satisfying and stable philosophy. But philosophies of life are not to be intellectually learned, memorized and repeated and nothing
more. They are to be experienced, step by step by step. Get acquainted with yourself as being awareness. Say to yourself, “I am awareness. I am aware. I am not the body. I am not the emotions. I am not the thinking mind. I am pure awareness.” It will help for us to make a mental picture. Let us now try to visualize awareness as a round, white ball of light, like one single eye. This ball is being propelled through many areas of the mind, inner and outer, and it is registering all the various pictures. It has, in fact, four eyes, one on each side of it. It is not reacting. The reaction comes when awareness is aware of the astral body and the physical body. It is in those bodies that reaction occurs. We are aware of the reactions in these bodies, for the physical body and the astral body are also part of the vast, vast universe of the mind. Each individual awareness, ball of light, is encased in many bodies. The first and nearest encasement is the body of the soul. The second encasement is the astral, or intellectual-emotion-al, body. The third encasement is the physical body. The radiation from awareness, this ball of light, is the aura. Awareness is an extension of prāṇa from the central source, issuing energy. Energy goes where awareness flows. When awareness focuses on relationships, relationships flow. When awareness focuses on philosophy, that unfolds itself. Ultimately, when awareness focuses on itself, it dissolves into its own essence. Energy flows where awareness goes. I was always taught that if one foot was injured, for example, to focus on the other foot and transfer the healthy prāṇa from that foot to the ailing foot.

Consciousness and awareness are the same when awareness is totally identified with and attached to that which it is aware of. To separate the two is the artful practice of yoga. Naturally, the Shûm-Tyeîf language is needed to accomplish this. When awareness is detached from that which it is aware of, it flows freely in consciousness. A tree has consciousness. Awareness can flow into the tree and become aware of the consciousness of the tree. Consciousness and mind are totally equated as a one thing when awareness and consciousness are a one thing to the individual. But when awareness is detached from that which it is aware of, it can flow freely through all five states of mind and all areas of consciousness, such as plants and the Earth itself, elements and various other aspects of matter. Here we find awareness separate from consciousness and consciousness separate from the five states of mind attributed to the human being. In Sanskrit we have the word chaitanya for consciousness, and for awareness
it is sākshin, meaning witness, and for mind the word is chitta. Consciousness, mind, matter and awareness experience a oneness in being for those who think that they are their physical body, who are convinced that when the body ends, they end and are no more. ¶We have three eyes. We see with our physical eyes and then we think about what we have seen. Going into meditation, we see with our third eye our thoughts. Then we choose one or two of them and think about them and lose the value of the meditation. It is the control of the breath that controls the thoughts that emerge from the subconscious memory patterns. Once this is accomplished, and the idā, piṅgalā and sushumṇā merge, we are seeing with the third eye, which is the eye of awareness, wherever we travel through the mind, inside or outside of our own self. ¶The minute awareness is attached to that which it is aware of, we begin thinking about what we were aware of. Controlling the breath again detaches awareness, and it flows to another area of the mind, as directed by our innate intelligence, this intangible superconscious, intelligent being of ourselves that looks out through the eye of awareness in a similar way as do the two eyes of the physical body. This then divides what we are aware of and thinking of what we were aware of, or distinguishes the process of thinking from that of seeing during meditation. ¶Awareness travels into the wonderful strata of thought, where thought actually exists in all of its refined states. First in these strata of thought is an area where ideas are only in a partial, overall, conceptual stage. Deeper into this stratum, they, as concepts, become stronger and stronger until finally they almost take physical form. Finally, they do take physical form. But you are the pure, individual awareness, the ball of seeing light that is seeing all of this occur within these strata of mind and not identifying too closely with them. The quest is to keep traveling through the mind to the ultimate goal, merging with Śiva. When you are conscious that you are awareness, you are a free awareness, a liberated soul. You can go anywhere in the mind that you wish. ¶The mission is: don’t go anywhere. Turn awareness back in on itself and simply be aware that you are aware. Try to penetrate the core of existence. Become conscious of energy within the physical body and the inner bodies, flowing out through the nerve system and drawing forth energy from the central source of the universe itself. Now try to throw awareness into this central source of energy and dive deeper and deeper in. Each time you become aware of something in the energy realm, be aware of being aware. Finally, you go beyond light. Finally, you go into the core of existence itself, the Self God, beyond the
stillness of the inner areas of mind. That is the mission and that is what humanity is seeking—total Self-God Realization.

Needless to say, the Self does not mean the realization of your personality. Some people think that this is what Self Realization means. “I want Self Realization,” they say, thinking all the time it means, “I want to realize that I am an individual and not dependent upon my parents. I want Self Realization.” Other people feel it means, “I want to realize my artistic abilities and be able to create.” It does not mean that at all. All this is of external consciousness, the intellectual area of the mind. It is a lesser form of self realization. Self Realization is finding That which is beyond even superconsciousness itself, beyond the mind—timeless, causeless, spaceless. ¶After Self Realization, awareness has a new home. It does not relate to the external mind anymore in the same way. It relates to the Self God, Paraśiva, as home base and flows out into the various layers of the mind, and in again. Before Self Realization, awareness was in the external mind trying to penetrate the inner depths. Then it would return to the external mind and again try to penetrate the within through the processes of meditation. After Self Realization, the whole process of the flow of awareness is reversed. ¶Mind and consciousness are synonymous. Awareness is man’s individual spiritual being, the pure intelligence of his spiritual body, flowing through this vast universe of the mind. We want to be able to flow awareness through any area of the mind consciously, at will, as we go in and in and in toward our great realization of the Self God, which is beyond mind, beyond time, beyond consciousness, beyond all form. Yet, it is not an unconscious state. It is the essence of all being, the power which makes the electricity that flows through the wire that lights the light that illumines the room. When we sit, simply being aware of being aware, the currents of the body harmonized, the aura turns to streaks of light dashing out into the room, and we are sitting in our own perfect bliss, simply aware, intensely aware, of being aware. Awareness itself then turns in on itself enough to experience, to become, the Self God—That which everyone is seeking. ¶That is the sum total of the path. That is the path that you are on. That is the experience that if you keep striving you will have in this life, even if it is at the point of death. It is then you will reincarnate as a great teacher on the planet and help many others through to the same goal. For there is no death and there is no birth for the immortal body of the soul that you are, that pure intelligence that goes on
and on and on and on and on and on. So go in and in and in and in and in and in. Arrive at the ultimate goal. Make it your journey, your quest. Want it more than life itself. Generally our greatest fear is death. Why? Because it is the most dramatic experience we have ever had in any one lifetime. Therefore we fear it. We are in awe of death. It is so dramatic that we do not remember, really, what happened during part of the experience, though occasionally some people do. However, the body of the soul knows no birth, knows no death. It goes on and on and on, and its awareness goes in and in and in to its ultimate goal—awareness of itself turned so much in on itself that it dissolves in the very essence of Being, as it merges in Śiva. You cannot say anything more about the Self, because to describe the Self adequately there are no words. It is beyond time, form, cause, mind. And words only describe time, cause and mind consciousness, which is form. You have to experience It to know It. And by experiencing It, you do know It.
They who have awareness see all worlds.
They who have awareness know no sorrows.
When they who have awareness are truly realized, they indeed have seen the Infinite.

*Tirumantiram* 1786
To the awakened mystic, there is only one mind. There is no “your mind” and “my mind,” just one mind, finished, complete in all stages of manifestation. Man’s individual awareness flows through the mind as the traveler treads the globe. Just as the free citizen moves from city to city and country to country, awareness moves through the multitude of forms in the mind. Before we meditate, we view the cycles of our life and erroneously conclude that the mind changes, that it evolves. We view joy one moment, and despair the next and, because we feel so different in these states, assume we have changed. We grow up and look back on our childhood and again see the appearance of change. Through meditation, however, we observe that we have not changed at all. Awareness becomes our real identity, and it is pure and changeless. It was the same at seven years of age as it is today. It is the same in happiness as it is in sadness. Pure awareness cannot change. It is simply aware. Therefore, you are right now the totality of yourself. You never were different, and you never will be. You are perfect at this very moment. Change is only a seeming concept created through false identification with the experiences we have in various areas of the one mind. Everything in the world and everything in the mind is as it should be, in a perfect state of evolution. Superconsciously, we can clearly see this through the eyes of our soul. When looking at it through the instinctive-intellectual mind, we don’t see this perfection. It is as if we have blinders on both sides of our eyes, like a donkey. The carrot of desire dangles right in front of our nose when we are in the instinctive-intellectual mind, and we are going after it, step at a time, step at a time, with our blinders on. We have to go in and in and in and reach an expanded state of awareness and gain that mountaintop consciousness where we perceive that there is no injustice in the world. There is not one wrong thing. All is in perfect order and rhythm in Śiva’s cosmic dance.

Should we acquire the ability to identify as the experiencer instead of the experience, the true and valid nature of awareness and its patterns of movement in the mind become evident. We see the mind as a total manifestation, containing all of the past and future evolutions in the eternal now. The mind is vast in its combinations of time, space and

The meditator knows he is the pure life force flowing through all things, shown here as blue and white swirling energies. With his third eye he sees his own soul body, contacts divine beings, beholds a clear white light and hears the viṇā-like tones of the high “eee” in his right ear.
form. It contains every vibration, from subtle to gross. Awareness is free
to travel in the mind according to our knowledge, our discipline and our
ability to detach from the objects of awareness and see ourselves as the ex-
perience of awareness itself. This explains many of the so-called mysteries
of life. ¶There are people with the ability to look back into the past and
ahead to the future accurately and in detail. That feat is understood clearly
in the light of awareness traveling through the mind. The entire mind
exists right now—past and future included. These psychically talented
individuals have trained their awareness to flow into areas of the mind
that are unavailable to the average person. They go into the mind itself to
view these phenomena. Similarly, ESP, mind-reading and other mystical
wonders are illumined by the knowledge that there is only one mind, and
all phases of it are open to the spiritually awakened person. ¶What we
term states of mind are, therefore, areas of distinct vibration. On the Earth
we have continents, nations, regions, states and cities. Each is distinct and
unique. Denmark is different from Spain. Australia is different from China.
Paris is not at all like Honolulu. So it is in the mind. We have five states of
mind—conscious, subconscious, sub of the subconscious, subsupercon-
scious and superconscious—and within each are hundreds and thousands
of cities. In the subconscious area, the traveler can encounter fear, hatred,
love and good memories. In the conscious-mind area he can experience
business, human relationships and intellectual, social vibrations. In the
superconscious area, there are even more regions, and he comes into vi-
sions, light, sound, overwhelming joy and peace.

**Wednesday**
**Lesson 38**
**Remaining Free, Detached**

As we move through the mind, the mind stays the same,
just as the world stays the same as the traveler moves
from city to city. Paris does not vanish when he enters
New Delhi. It is still there. Others remain in the city, and
he can return. Fear does not disappear from the mind
when we are blissfully fearless. Others still experience it. Our awareness
has simply moved to a more refined area. Therefore, the goal is to make
awareness totally free by not getting too magnetically attached to only a
few of the many areas. If the traveler enjoys Paris and settles down there,
he will never know the other cities of the world. We on the spiritual path
must work hard at keeping ourselves detached from friends, places, hab-
its. Only then can we keep awareness free enough to travel uninhibitedly
through the sublime, inner areas of the mind. ¶Work on that every day.
Observe when awareness gets so involved that it identifies with an experi-
ence. Then consciously tell yourself, “I am not fear. I am awareness flow-
ing in the area of fear, and I can move into other areas at will.” Work at
that. Strive for that simple ability to detach awareness from that which it
is aware of. The rewards gained will be more than worth the effort. Be re-
newed by a change of your mind. Be renewed by releasing awareness from
one area of the vast universe of the mind, drawing it back into its source
and releasing it again, sending it to another of the vast areas of the mind.

Observation is the first faculty to appear in the awakening
of the superconscious regions. Observation, when per-
ceptively performed, is cultivated by abstinence from ex-
cessive talk. Talk dissipates the energies of the aura and
of the vital body of man. A mystic generally does not
talk very much, for his intuition works through reason, but does not use
the processes of reason. Any intuitive breakthrough will be quite reason-
able, but it does not use the processes of reason. Reason takes time. Super-
consciousness acts in the now. All superconscious knowing comes in a
flash, out of the nowhere. Intuition is more direct than reason, and far
more accurate. Therefore, the mystic does not ask many questions or enter
into lengthy conversations. ¶Ponder over this and apply it to yourself. Take
this into yourself and feel it is for you. Do not feel it is being shared with
you to simply know more about the mind and its processes. Apply it to
yourself, for you are on the spiritual path toward merger with Śiva. Begin
to feel that observation is one of your finest faculties, one that you most
cherish. It is the first faculty of the awakening of your superconscious.
Mentally say to yourself many times, “I have good observation. Therefore,
I am superconscious.” This will help you to program your subconscious
to accept the fact that, yes, you are a superconscious being, not a temporal
being that is only on this planet a short span of years and then disap-
pears forever. Remember, your powers of observation are cultivated by
abstinence from excessive talk. That is all you have to do to begin with—
be more silent and observing, not wasting or dissipating this most vital
power. Some people on the spiritual path cannot wait to talk about their
meditations even before they come out of them. They really should stop
doing this. It lessens their vital energies and proves to perceptive people
that they are not superconscious beings.
Begin to feel that your intuition works rather rapidly and is generally very reasonable, but does not use the process of reason. When you really want to reason something out, it may take a lot of time, but when you get an intuitive flash, it’s right there. Then if you want to prove it, you have to reason it out. You will find that reason and intuition agree. Intuition is more direct than reason. That is why you should always use intuition. Always go in and in and in and find answers from within yourself, rather than wasting time scurrying around in the externalities of the mind.

Take this teaching in and apply it to yourself, making every metaphysical and philosophical area work within you. Do not carry all of this around with you as knowledge in the intellect. It will burden your intellect, and soon you will have to forget it, because the subconscious will have more than it can handle of inner teaching. It takes a while to convince the subconscious that you are a spiritual being whose existence does not begin and end with this life. Therefore, this inner teaching must begin to be applied as soon as it has begun to be understood.

The superconscious mind is the most wonderful area of the mind there is, although awareness is not always in it. We are not always aware in the superconscious mind, because we are generally aware in the conscious mind, or aware of our own subconscious or that of another. But the more and more we detach awareness from subconscious binds and conscious-mind attachments, the more we become superconscious. When we feel as if we are living totally in the moment, as if there is no past and there never has been any past or future, we are becoming subconsciously certain we are an intense, vibrating entity of the eternal now. That is superconsciousness, and that is very real. More real than a table, a chair, an automobile or a person sitting next to you is this feeling of being an intense sheath of energy right in the eternal moment, with no past, no future. This is superconsciousness.

When your awareness is in superconsciousness, you see yourself as pure life force flowing through people, through trees, through everything. I have seen myself, in a certain state of *samādhi*, as pure life force flowing through a jungle, through trees, through plants, through water, through air. That is superconsciousness. It is so permanent. It is so real. Nothing could touch it. Nothing could hurt it. In this state we see the external world as a dream, and things begin to look transparent to us. People begin to look transparent. This is superconsciousness. When we look at
a physical object and we begin to see it scintillating in light as it begins to become transparent, this is superconsciousness. It is a very beautiful and natural state to be in. Occasionally, in deep meditation we see the head filled with an intense light, and we know that that is the natural state of man. This is superconsciousness: when we can look at another person and know what he is thinking and how he is feeling and how his subconscious is programmed. While we are looking at him, all of a sudden he can be seen in a past life, or in the future, or in the eternity of the moment. You are so naturally, without striving, in the superconscious area of the mind. No technique can give you these experiences that you unfold into as you walk the path toward merger. You come right into them, and the experience is how you are. Occasionally, when you close your eyes in meditation, you may see the face of your guru or some divine being that possibly once lived on Earth, and now just the shell of his subtle body remains vibrating in the ethers. You see superconscious beings while in the superconscious area of the mind. Occasionally you clairaudiently hear voices singing, music playing, just as Beethoven heard his wonderful symphonies that he recorded like a scribe. It is the superconscious mind again, so near, so real, so vibrant. And when you are in contemplation, so engrossed in the energies within you—within the physical body and the energy within that, and that within that—that you become totally engrossed in the peace of the central source of all energy, that too is superconsciousness. Being on the brink of Self Realization, having lost consciousness of the physical body and of being a mind, you are only conscious of a vast, bluish white light. You get into this through going into the clear white light and out through the other side of it. Then you come into pure consciousness. It is a vast, pure, pale bluish white light—endless, endless inner space. It is just on the brink of the Absolute, just on the brink of the fullness of Self Realization. When you are in this beautiful, blissful state of pure consciousness, you are barely conscious that you are there, because to have a consciousness of being conscious, you have to be conscious of another thing. These are some of the wonderful signposts on the path, all within your immediate grasp in this life, just as the ability to play the vina or the flute beautifully in this life is within your immediate grasp. It takes practice, following the rules and then more practice.
Now we begin to see the vastness and yet the simplicity of the superconscious mind as awareness flows through it. Nothing is there for awareness to attach itself to. When aware of something other than itself, awareness is in its natural state in subsuperconsciousness. Occasionally in superconsciousness we can feel and actually inwardly see the inner body, the body of the soul, and we can feel this body inside the physical body. This is the body of light. Then we know through feeling and seeing that this body has existed and will exist forever and ever and ever, and we enjoy moving within the energies of this inner body. As we feel them, we become so quiet, so centered, that awareness is aware of itself so intently that we are right on the brink of the Absolute, ready to dissolve, to merge, into That which is man’s heritage on Earth to realize, the maturity of his being, the Self God. ¶We grow up physically. We grow up emotionally. We acquire a lot of knowledge. We must acquire the best knowledge, the cream of all knowledge. This is the knowledge of the path to enlightenment. And then, as awareness soars within, we begin to experience the realms of superconsciousness, man’s natural state. Then we have our ultimate experience, awareness dissolving into itself, beyond superconsciousness itself. ¶After Self Realization, you are looking at the film, the movie of the actors and actresses, including yourself, previously seen as real, being more subsuperconsciously conscious of the light projected on the back of the film than of the pictures displayed, which were seen as real before this awakening.
Willpower

When you seek to reach the Lord and miss your goal, take it as the work of your past evil karmas and fervently persevere in your devotion. You shall, at last, reach the Primal Lord.

Tirumantiram 2668
We are not always sitting down concentrating on a flower in the search for the Self. Once you have decided that Self Realization is the ultimate goal for you, go on living your normal life. Everything that you do in life can collectively be channeled toward the ultimate goal, for what you need is a dynamic will. You need a strong willpower. Willpower is the channeling of all energies toward one given point for a given length of time. This will can be brought out from within in everything that we do through the day. It’s a powerful will. It’s available to everyone. It is channeling the rarefied energies of the body, of awareness itself, into attention and concentration upon everything that we do through the day. ¶How do we cultivate the willpower? What do we mean by will? Will means that if you’re going to complete something, you complete it. Finish that which you begin. Finish it well, beyond your expectations, no matter how long it takes. If you are going to do something, do it well, no matter if it is a simple task or a complicated one. If you’re going to read a book and intend to finish the book, then read the book, finish the book, and understand what it had to offer you, for that was the purpose for reading it. ¶It is not developing a strong will by having a lot of half-finished jobs. It is not developing a strong will by starting out with a bang on a project and then fizzling out. These only attach awareness to that which it is aware of and lead us into the distraction of thinking the external mind is real. Then we forget our inner goal of Self Realization because the subconscious becomes too ramified with, basically, our being disappointed in ourselves, or the willpower being so diversified, or awareness being so divided in many different ways that whatever we want to do never works out because there is not enough will, or shove, or centralization of energy, or awareness is not at attention over the project enough, to make it come into completion. A tremendous will is needed on the path of Self Realization, of drawing the forces of energy together, of drawing awareness away from that which it is aware of constantly, of finishing each job that we begin in the material world, and doing it well, so that we are content within ourselves. Make everything that you do satisfy the inner scrutiny of your inner being. Do a little more than you think that you are able to do. That brings forth just a little more will.

An indomitable will is required to succeed on the upper reaches of the spiritual path. Here a man has vowed to build a temple to Śiva at the top of a remote hill. Each stone must be carried from the river below to the peak on a path he also built. Only his willpower sustains the effort.
You need a tremendous, indomitable will to make a reality of your quest of realizing the Being within. Unfoldment doesn’t take a lot of time. It just takes a lot of willpower. Someone can go along and sit at attention, and concentrate and meditate for years and years and years and, with a minimal amount of willpower, constantly be distracted, constantly be complaining and constantly be unsuccessful. Another person can have the exact same approach and over a short period of time be extremely successful, because he has will. The previous way he lived his life, the previous things that he did, he handled in such a way that that willpower was there, or his awareness is a manifestation of willpower, and he goes soaring within on this will.

Will is the fuel which carries awareness through all areas of the mind, that spirit, that spiritual quality, which makes all inner goals a reality. Unfoldment does not take time. It takes a tremendous will. That will has to be cultivated, just as you would cultivate a garden. It has to be cultivated. Those energies have to all be flowing through, in a sense, one channel, so that everything that you do is satisfying, is complete, beautiful.

Discover the will. Back to the spine. Feel the energy in the spine. There is no lack of it, is there? The more you use of it, the more you have to use of it. It is tuned right into the central source. When you become aware of the energy within your spine and within your head, you have separated awareness from that which it is aware of, for that is awareness itself, and that is will. We are playing with words a little. After awhile we will gain a new vocabulary for this kind of talk, but right now we are using our old-words’ way of looking at it, because our subconscious mind is more familiar with these words. Energy, awareness and willpower are one and the same. When we are subconsciously conscious that we are a superconscious being, and the subconscious mind has accepted the new programming that energy, willpower and awareness are one and the same thing, when the subconscious mind has accepted the fact that the mind was all finished long ago in all its phases of manifestation, from the refined to the gross—then the subconscious begins working as a pure channel, so to speak, for superconsciousness. Awareness can then flow in a very positive, in a very direct, way.

You want awareness to be renewed. The first step is—don’t try to go to the Self; you haven’t realized it yet—go to the spine. Feel the spine. After you realize the Self, you go deeper than the spine, you go into the Self and come back. Before you realize the Self and have that samādhi—attention, concentration. Concen-
trate on the energy within the spine. Go in. Awareness, energy and will are all one. Come slowly out again and you have all the willpower you need to finish any job that you’ve ever started, to make decisions, to do things and handle your external life in a very positive way, so that it does not capture awareness and hold it steadfast for a period of time, deterring you on the path of enlightenment.

Wednesday
LESSON 45
Realization Requires Will

Work with willpower, awareness and energy as three separate items first. Feel awareness and discover what it is. Use willpower and discover what it is. Feel energy and analyze energy and discover what it is. Then separate the three of them in your intellectual mind and experiential pattern. Then, after you’ve gotten that done, you will begin to see inside yourself that the three are one and the same. And it is actually the beautiful, pure intelligence of the immortal soul body, that body of light of you, on its path inward into its last phase of maturity on this planet. This inner body of light has been maturing through many, many different lives. If you would like to know how it came along, for instance if you had ninety lives on this planet, each life the body of light matured one year. So your body of light would be ninety years old, so to speak. You can look at it that way. That’s not quite the way it actually is, but looking at it that way gives you an idea of the maturing of this body of light. The pure intelligence of it is your awareness—which is energy and which is will power—that life after life becomes stronger, more steadfast. Finally, in your last incarnation on the Earth, you merge into its final experience, that great samādhi, the Self, beyond the complete, still area of consciousness. You go in not knowing what you are getting into, and you come out wise. Your complete perspective is changed, and you only talk about it to those that are on the path of enlightenment, as they are the only ones steady enough or free enough to understand the depth of this realization. Here are the ingredients: attention, concentration, meditation, contemplation, samādhi. Willpower is the fuel. It does not take time. Someone asked me, “Do you think I can have this samādhi, realize the Self, in ten years?” I said, “I certainly don’t. I don’t think you have enough willpower to realize it in a hundred years, because it doesn’t take time. It takes will. If you had the will, you wouldn’t add ten years on it. You would simply be telling me, ‘I am going to have this realization.’ And I would believe you because I would feel your will moving out of every atom of your body. But the mere fact that you take an intellectual approach, I have to say no, because whatever I
did think wouldn’t make any difference one way or the other. You are not going to get it with an attitude like that, because it’s not something you go out and buy. It’s not another getting, like ‘I have a car. I have clothes. I have a little money. And now, after I get my television paid for, I think I’ll get the Self, because that is the next thing to get. It’s really great. I read about it. I heard about it. I heard a speaker speak about it. I’m all fired up to get this Self, and it’s next in the line of getting, so I’m going to get it!’ It doesn’t work like that. You don’t get that which you have. You can’t get that which you have. It’s there. You have to give up the consciousness of the television, the money, the clothes, the people that you know, the personality that you thought you were, the physical body. You have to go into the elements of the physical body, into the elements of that, and into the energy of that, and into the vast inner space of that, and into the core of that, and into the that of that, and into the that of that, and finally you realize that you have realized the Self. And you’ve lost something. You lost your goal of Self Realization. And you come back into the fullness of everything, and you are no longer looking, and you are no longer asking, and you are no longer wanting. You just are. When you get tired of the external area of the mind that you are flowing through, you simply dive in again.

**Thursday**

**LESSON 46**

**Progress Takes Discipline**

When you go into a meditation, decide first what you are going to meditate upon and then stick with it. It is not advisable to habitually sit for meditation with no particular goal or direction, for we often end up walking in mental or subconscious circles. We have to avoid going into a meditation and then taking off into random or unintended directions, for this then can lend new vigor and strength to uncomely states of mind. You have to be very firm with yourself in meditation sessions. They are serious, not ponderous, but serious applications of life’s force. They are moments of transformation and discovery, and the same care and earnestness of a mountain climber must be observed constantly if real progress and not mere entertainment is the goal. In the very same way, in the external world, if you begin something, you finish it. If you are working on a project creatively, you maintain your efforts until you bring it to a conclusion. It is such people who become truly successful in meditation. You can learn to meditate extremely well, but will be unsuccessful if you don’t approach it in an extremely positive way, if you allow yourself to get sidetracked on the inside once the inside opens up and you can really become aware of inner states. Care must be taken not to wander around in
inner states of consciousness. You can wander in extraneous, unproductive areas for a long, long time. So, you have to be very, very firm with yourself when you begin a meditation so that you stay with it the way you originally intended to do and perform each meditation the way you intended to perform it. This brings us into discipline. Undisciplined people are generally people whom nobody can tell what to do. They won’t listen. They can’t tell themselves what to do, and nobody else is going to tell them either! If you sincerely want to make headway in meditation and continue to do so year after year after year, you have to approach it in a very positive, systematic way. By not seeking or responding to discipline, you can learn to meditate fairly well, just as you can learn to play the violin fairly well, but you will never go much farther than that. For many years I’ve seen hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of people come and go, each one firmly determined to go in and realize the Self, firmly determined to meditate and meditate well. Many did, up to a point. Then they lost interest, became involved in the next social fad or just reached the depth equal to their ability to be constant and well disciplined. They are not anywhere today, inside or outside, for they undoubtedly reached the same barriers in their next pursuit and were compelled to seek another and yet another. I want to impress on you: if you start a meditation, stay with it. Attack it positively. Go on and on and in and in and in.

**Friday**

**LESSON 47**

**Hold Awareness Firmly**

Now, what do you do if during meditation the power becomes very strong and carries you into refined but unanticipated areas of superconsciousness? It is not unusual for a good meditator to go in a different direction when the inner forces or energies become so intense that awareness itself becomes all energy. That’s fine. That’s what you want. That’s also part of your meditation. Go right in and become aware of being aware and enjoy that intensity of inner power. Hold it steady. It won’t sidetrack you or disturb your meditation in the least, but you have to come right back when that power begins to wane to the original meditation that you intended to work with. Work with it in a very positive way. Stay with it and don’t get sidetracked in another area, no matter how interesting it is. Only in this way are you going to really go on past the point of being able to meditate only adequately well. Only in this way, once you are unfolded spiritually to a certain degree, can you go on with your unfoldment. This is a difficult practice, because you will go in for a very fine meditation and get into profound depths and burst into new and interesting areas. This
will happen, and the sidetrack will be fascinating, perhaps much more than your meditation subject. That is the time you must hold awareness firmly and fulfill your original intent. ¶The potter is a good example. He is going to make a beautiful planter pot, and it turns out to be a milk pot instead, simply because he was sidetracked. Then he says, “Oh, an impulse told me I should make a milk pot, right in the middle of making a planter pot.” This example tells you that you have to fulfill your original intent. Then you get confidence. You build a whole layer of subconscious confidence because you know where you are going to go on the inside. ¶Think about this and work with it, because it’s very important to get a grip on awareness in all areas of the mind. Start out with a very firm foundation. This principle will carry through everything that you do. You will become more and more precise. Your physical body will become firm and energetic. Your personal habits will become precise. The way you handle your thinking will be precise. You will pay more attention to details. You won’t assume so much, and you will follow intricate lines of thought through to their conclusion. ¶Someone who meditates well also thinks well. He can flow through that thinking area of the mind and work out things through the thought processes. Someone who meditates has confidence in all departments of life. You can build that confidence. If you sit down to meditate, meditate! Don’t get sidetracked on anything else, no matter how attractive it may be. If the power builds within you, sit for a long time afterwards and let the energy absorb into the cells of your external body. Great energy is released from within. Don’t get up after your meditation and immediately run off to do something. Sit in silent stillness until that power subsides in a gradual and refined way.

The mystic seeks to gain the conscious control of his own willpower, to awaken knowledge of the primal force through the direct experience of it and to claim conscious control of his own individual awareness. In the beginning stages on the path, you will surely experience your mind wandering—when awareness is totally identified with everything that it is aware of. This gives us the sense, the feeling, that we are the mind or that we are the emotion or the body. And when sitting in meditation, myriad thoughts bounce through the brain and it becomes difficult to even concentrate upon what is supposed to be meditated upon, in some cases even to remember what it was. That is why the sādhana of the practices of yoga given in these lessons must be mastered to some extent in order to gain
enough control over the willpower and sense organs to cause the medita-
tion to become introverted rather than extroverted. The grace of the guru
can cause this to happen, because he stabilizes the willpower, the aware-
ness, within his devotees as a harmonious father and mother stabilize
the home for their offspring. If one has no guru or has one and is only a
part-time devotee, then he must struggle in his efforts as an orphan in the
institution of external life, for the world is your guru. His name is Śrī Śrī
Viśvaguru Mahā Mahārāj, the most august universal teacher, grand master
and sovereign. ¶Even before we sit down to meditate, one of the first steps
is to acquire a conscious mastery of awareness in the conscious mind itself.
Learn attention and concentration. Apply them in everything that you do.
As soon as we bring awareness to attention and train awareness in the art
of concentration, the great power of observation comes to us naturally.
We find that we are in a state of observation all the time. All awakened
souls have keen observation. They do not miss very much that happens
around them on the physical plane or on the inner planes. They are con-
stantly in a state of observation. ¶For instance, we take a flower and begin
to think only about the flower. We put it in front of us and look at it. This
flower can now represent the conscious mind. Our physical eyes are also
of the conscious mind. Examine the flower, become aware of the flower
and cease being aware of all other things and thoughts. It is just the flower
now and our awareness. The practice now is: each time we forget about
the flower and become aware of something else, we use the power of our
will to bring awareness right back to that little flower and think about it.
Each time we become aware of any other thoughts, we excuse awareness
from those thoughts. Gently, on the in-breath, we pull awareness back to
the world of the flower. This is an initial step in unraveling awareness from
the bondages of the conscious mind.

Sunday
LESSON 49
Gaining Self-Control

Perhaps the biggest battle in the beginning stages of
practicing attention and concentration is the control of
breath. The beginner will not want to sit long enough,
or not be able to become quiet enough to have a deep,
controlled flow of breath. After five minutes, the phys-
ical elements of the subconscious mind will become restless. He will want
to squirm about. He will sit down to concentrate on the flower and be-
gin thinking of many other things that he should be doing instead: “I
should have done my washing first.” “I may be staying here for a half an
hour. What if I get hungry? Perhaps I should have eaten first.” The tele-
phone may ring, and he will wonder who is calling. “Maybe I should get up and answer it,” he thinks and then mentally says, “Let it ring. I’m here to concentrate on the flower.” If he does not succeed immediately, he will rationalize, “How important can breathing rhythmically be, anyway? I’m breathing all right. This is far too simple to be very important.” He will go through all of this within himself, for this is how he has been accustomed to living in the conscious mind, jumping from one thing to the next. ¶When you sit at attention, view all of the distractions that come as you endeavor to concentrate on one single object, such as a flower. This will show you exactly how the conscious and subconscious mind operate. All of the same distractions come in everyday life. If you are a disciplined person, you handle them systematically through the day. If you are undisciplined, you are sporadic in your approach and allow your awareness to become distracted by them haphazardly instead of concentrating on one at a time. Such concerns have been there life after life, year after year. The habit of becoming constantly distracted makes it impossible for you to truly concentrate the mind or to realize anything other than distractions and the desires of the conscious mind itself. ¶Even the poor subconscious has a time keeping up with the new programming flowing into it from the experiences our awareness goes through as it travels quickly through the conscious mind in an undisciplined way. When the subconscious mind becomes overloaded in recording all that goes into it from the conscious mind, we experience frustration, anxiety, nervousness, insecurity and neuroses. These are some of the subconscious ailments that are so widespread in the world today. ¶There comes a time in man’s life when he has to put an end to it all. He sits down. He begins to breathe, to ponder and be aware of only one pleasant thing. As he does this, he becomes dynamic and his will becomes strong. His concentration continues on that flower. As his breath becomes more and more regulated, his body becomes quiet and the one great faculty of the soul becomes predominant—observation, the first faculty of the unfoldment of the soul. ¶We as the soul see out through the physical eyes. As we look through the physical eyes at the flower and meditate deeply upon the flower, we tune into the soul’s vast well of knowing and begin to observe previously unknown facts about the flower. We see where it came from. We see how one little flower has enough memory locked up within its tiny seed to come up again and again in the very same way. A rose does not forget and come up as a tulip. Nor does a tulip forget and come up as a lily. Nor does a lily
forget and come up as a peach tree. There is enough memory resident in
the genes of the seeds of each that they come up as the same species every
season. As we observe this single law and pierce into the inner realms of
the mind, we see the flower as large as a house, or as small as the point
of a pin, because the eyes of the superconscious mind, the spiritual body,
can magnify or diminish any object in order to study it and understand
it. To know this, to experience this, is to develop willpower to transform
oneself into the knower of what is to be known. Yes, willpower is the key,
the must, the most needed faculty for spiritual unfoldment on this path.
Work hard, strive to accomplish, strengthen the will by using the will. But
remember, “With love in the will, the spirit is free.” This means that will-
power can be used wrongly without the binding softening of love, simple
love. Say in your mind to everyone you meet, “I like you. You like me, I
really do like you. I love you. I truly love you.”
The Clear White Light

The luminaries, fire, sun and moon, receive their luminosity by the grace of divine inner Light. The Light that gives light to those is a mighty effulgence. That Light, dispelling my darkness, stood within me, suffused in oneness.

_Tirumantiram_ 2683
Whenever man comes to the point in his evolution where he has sufficient mastery in the mind to produce “things,” he suffers for the lack of peace, for in his activity on the mental spheres in conceiving, planning, gathering the forces together and finally viewing the outcome as a physical manifestation, he has exercised an intricate control over the nerve fibers of his mind. Thus caught in this pattern, he must go on producing to insure his mental security, for should he stop for a moment, the whiplash upon his senses as the generative functions ceased to be active would cause paranoiac depressions, at times almost beyond repair. ¶The man looking into the “where and when” of the future, blending his energies with those who are also striving to evolve into a more ramified state of mind, can suffer well if he keeps going, producing, acquiring and believing that materiality is reality. Evolution of the species takes its toll, for as man’s mind evolves, he is no longer content projecting into the “where and when” of the material consciousness, and as he seeks some reward of peace for his efforts, he begins to look into the past for solutions, the “there and then” of it all. Thus, finding himself born into a cross-section of awareness between past and future, having experienced both of these tendencies of the mind, causes him to reflect. Philosophy holds few answers for him. Its congested mass of “shoulds” and “don’ts” he knows has proved more to the philosopher who cleared his mind on paper than to the reader who has yet to complement with inner knowing its indicated depths. ¶Occultism is intriguing to him, for it shows that there are possibilities of expression beyond the senses he has become well accustomed to using. But again, evolution rounding his vision causes him to discard the occult symbolism, laws and practices as another look into the past or future of the mind’s depths. ¶The idea of yoga, union through perceptive control of the flow of thought, and of the generative processes of a perceptive idea before thought is formed, is most satisfying. The cognition of the actinic process of life currents intrigues him, and he looks further into the practice of yoga techniques and finds that peace is gained through a conscious government first of the life currents through the body and second of the realm of ideas as they flow into thought. And while remaining the observer of it all in the eternity of the here and now, the seeker fully

A meditator, seated upon a lotus with hands posed in sacred mudrás, is realizing his divine essence, the Self God, represented by the Śivalinga. His body is filled with light, so transparent we can see through it, as his consciousness touches—in tune with a heart’s beat—into the Self.
realizes that time, space and causation are only indicated through holding an off-balanced consciousness of past and future.

The feeling and the realization of the here-and-now intensity of consciousness becomes intriguing to him, and he works daily on yoga techniques to strengthen psychic nerve fibers and perfect his artistry of maintaining this awareness. Many things fall away from him as he expands his consciousness through the classical practices of meditation. He loosens the odic bonds of family and former friends. Magnetic ties to possessions and places fade out until he is alone, involved with the refined realms of mind and in the actinic flow of energies. Occasionally his awareness is brought out into a habit pattern or a concept of himself as he used to be, but viewed with his new stability in his recently found inner security of being whole, this too quickly fades. Whenever darkness comes into the material world, this centered man is light. He sees light within his head and body as clearly as he did in former states of materialistic consciousness when looking at a glowing light bulb. While involved in innersearching some hidden laws of existence or unraveling the solution to a problem of the outer mind, he sits viewing the inner light, and the light shines through the knitted law of existence, clearly showing it in all its ramifications, as well as shining out upon the snarled problem, burning it back into proportionate component parts. Thus becoming adept in using his newly found faculties, he begins to study the findings of others and compare them to his own. This educational play-back process elucidates to his still-doubting intellect the “all-rightness” of the happenings that occur within him. He finds that for six thousand years men have, from time to time, walked the classical yoga path and attained enlightenment, and he begins to see that he has yet far to go, as his light often is dimmed by the pulling he experiences of the past, by the exuberance he shares with the future and by the yet fawn-like instability of the “here-and-now eternity” he has most recently experienced. Now, in the dawn of a new age, when many men are being drawn within, it is eminently easier to attain and maintain clarity of perception through the actinic light within the body. Through the classical yoga techniques, perfecting the conscious use of the actinic willpower, the energies can be drawn inward from the outer mind, and the awareness can bask in the actinic light, coming into the outer mind only at will, and positively. Occasionally young aspirants burst into inner experience indicating a balance of intense light at a still-higher rate
of vibration of here-and-now awareness than their almost daily experience of a moon-glow inner light: the dynamic vision of seeing the head, and at times the body, filled with a brilliant clear white light. When this intensity can be attained at will, more than often man will identify himself as actinic force flowing through the odic externalities of the outer mind and identify it as a force of life more real and infinitely more permanent than the external mind itself.

**Wednesday**

**LESSON 52**

**Psychic Sounds**

Occasionally, through his newly exercised extrasensory perception, he may hear the seven sounds he previously studied about in occult lore. The sounds of the atomic structure of his nerve system, his cells, register as voices singing, the viṇā or sitār, tambūra, or as symphonies of music. Instruments to duplicate these sounds for the outer ears were carefully tooled by the rishis of classical yoga thousands of years ago, including the mṛidaṅga or tabla, and the flute. He will hear the shrill note, likened to a nightingale singing, as psychic centers in his cranium burst open, and then an inner voice indicating to his external consciousness—like a breath of air—direction, elucidation. This inner voice remains with him as a permanent yoga of the external, with the internal consciousness an ever-ready guide to the unraveling of complexities of daily life. Occasionally, in a cross-section of the inner mind, when light merges into transcendental form, the young aspirant may view the golden actinic face of a master peering into his, kindly and all-knowing. He is looking at his own great potential. As the clear white light becomes more of a friend to his external mind than an experience or vision and can be basked in during contemplative periods of the day, the nourishment to the entirety of the nerve system, as ambrosia, bursts forth from the crown chakra. This is identified inadequately as “the peace that passeth understanding,” for he who reaches this state can never seem to explain it. The highly trained classical yoga adept intensifies, through techniques imparted to him from his guru, the clear white light to the brink of God Realization, the void. His entire body is faded into a sea of blue-white light, the ākāśa, where now, past and future are recorded in the linear depths or layers, sometimes seeing himself seated or standing on a lotus flower of shimmering light in an actinodic clear, transparent, neon, plastic-like-body outline as his consciousness touches, in tune with a heart’s beat, into the Self, God Realization. Keeping this continuity alive and not allowing the external consciousness to reign, the young aspirant lives daily in the clear
white light, having occasionally more intense experiences as just described, while meeting daily chores here and now, until he attains the maturity of the nerve fiber essential to burst his consciousness beyond itself into the pure nonconscious state, nirvikalpa samādhi, the Self. Only known and identified by him as an experience experienced, only recognized by others as he maintains his point of reference: that mind is only illusion, ever changing and perpetuating itself by mingling concepts of past and future into the present; that the only reality is the timeless, formless, causeless, spaceless Self beyond the mind. He knows that the mind, which is made from a consciousness of time, creates, maintains and defabricates form, and exists in a relative concept of space. The Self is the only reality and is an intensity far greater than that of any phase of the mind.

Thursday
LESSON 53
Cardinal
Signposts

The young aspirant just becoming acquainted with the path to enlightenment may wonder where he is, how much he has achieved so far. There are a few cardinal signposts he may identify with to know he has touched into the inner realms of his mind. Should he ever have experienced a “here-and-now” consciousness, causing him to fight the “where and when” of the future and the “there and then” of the past afterwards, he can fully impart to himself an award of having achieved some attainment by striving even more diligently than before. The ability to see the external world as transparent, a game, a dream, encourages the aspirant to seek deeper. The moon-like light within the center of his head appears during his tries at meditation, sometimes giving him the perceptive ability to cognize the intricate workings of another’s external and subconscious states of mind, as well as his own, intimately. The ability of the ardent soul to recognize his guru and identify himself in the actinic flow from whence the master infuses knowledge by causing inner doors to open is another signpost that the aspirant has become an experiencer and is touching in on the fringe or perimeter of transcendental states of mind.

Many on the path to enlightenment will be able to identify, through their personal experience, some of these signposts and recall many happenings that occurred during their awakenings. But remember, the recall and the experience are quite different. The experience is “here and now;” the recall is “there and then.” However, by identifying the experience and relating it to a solid intellectual knowledge, the ability will be awakened to utilize and live consciously in inner states of superconsciousness. After acquiring this ability to consciously live superconsciously comes the abil-
ity to work accurately and enthusiastically in the material world while holding the intensity of the inner light, giving perceptive awareness of its mechanical structure. There also comes the ability to work out quickly in meditation experiences of the external mind or worldly happenings through finding their “innerversity” aspects rather than being drawn out into the swirl of them. In doing so, the cause-and-effect karmic experiential patterns of the aspirant’s life that tend to lower his consciousness into congested areas of the mind will clear up as, more and more, the actinic flow of superconsciousness is maintained as the bursts of clear white light become frequent.

Friday
Lesson 54
The Leaders Of Tomorrow

Those among the youth of today who have had some measure of attainment, of which there are many, will be the leaders, businessmen, politicians and educators of tomorrow. As the New Age comes more into fulfillment, they will be able to work effectively in all states of the mind, consciously identified with the overshadowing power of the clearness of perceptive vision of visible white light within the body and through the mind. Still others—disciplined beings of a vaster vision and more profound purpose—will become the mendicant sannyasin, the sage, the catalyst teacher, the pandit philosopher, all working as individuals together to keep the teaching of the classical yoga path to enlightenment alive and vibrant on planet Earth yet another six thousand years. ¶Remember, when the seal is broken and clear white light has flooded the mind, there is no more a gap between the inner and the outer. Even uncomplimentary states of consciousness can be dissolved through meditation and seeking again the light. The aspirant can be aware that in having a newfound freedom internally and externally there will be a strong tendency for the mind to reconstruct for itself a new congested subconscious by reacting strongly to happenings during daily experiences. Even though one plays the game, having once seen it as a game, there is a tendency of the instinctive phases of nature to fall prey to the accumulative reactions caused by entering into the game. ¶Therefore, an experience of inner light is not a solution; one or two bursts of clear white light are only a door-opener to transcendental possibilities. The young aspirant must become the experiencer, not the one who has experienced and basks in the memory patterns it caused. This is where the not-too-sought-after word discipline enters into the life and vocabulary of this blooming flower, accounting for the reason why ashrams house students apart for a time. Under discipline, they become
experiencers, fragmenting their entanglements before their vision daily while doing some mundane chore and mastering each test and task their guru sets before them. The chela is taught to dissolve his reactionary habit patterns in the clear white light each evening in contemplative states. Reactionary conditions that inevitably occur during the day he clears with actinic love and understanding so that they do not congest or condense in his subconscious mind, building a new set of confused, congested forces that would propel him into outer states of consciousness, leaving his vision of the clear white light as an experience in memory patterns retreating into the past. ¶The young aspirant can use this elementary classical yoga technique of going back over the day at the end of the day in an internal concentration period, holding the thought flow on just the current daily experience, not allowing unrelated thoughts from other days to enter. When a reactionary condition appears that was not resolved during the day with love and understanding, in turning to the inner light it will melt away, usually under the power of a perceptive flash of understanding.

**Saturday**

**LESSON 55**

**Turning to the Inner Light**

Thousands of young aspirants who have had bursts of inner light have evolved quickly. Assuredly, this has been their natural evolutionary flow. This over-sensitization of their entire mind structure, so suddenly intensified into transcendental realms, caused the materialistic states to decentralize attachments to their present life-pattern, school interests and plans for the future. A springboard is needed. A new balance must be attained in relating to the materialistic world, for the physical body still must be cared for to unfold further into the human destiny of *nirvikalpa samādhi*, the realization of the Self beyond the states of mind. Enlightened seers are turning inward to unravel solutions in building new models to bring forth new knowledge from inner realms to creatively meet man’s basic needs, and to bring through to the external spheres beauty and culture found only on inner planes, thus heralding the Golden Age of tomorrow and the illuminated beings of the future who, through the use of their disciplined third eye and other faculties, can remain “within” the clear white light while working accurately and enthusiastically in the obvious dream world. ¶Should he come out too far into materialism in consciousness, the inner voice may be falsely identified as an unseen master or a God talking into his right inner ear, but when in the clarity of white light, he knows that it is his very self. Realizing he is the force that propels him onward, the aspirant will welcome discipline as an intricate part of his
internal government, so necessary to being clear white light. It is a great new world of the mind that is entered into when first the clear white light dawns, birthing a new actinic race, immediately causing him to become the parent to his parents and forefathers. When living in an expanded inner state of mind, he must not expect those living in materialistic consciousness to understand him. On this new path of “the lonely one,” wisdom must be invoked to cause him to be able to look through the eyes of those who believe the world is real, and see and relate to that limited world in playing the game as if it were real, thus maintaining the harmony so necessary for future unfoldments. To try to convince those imbedded in materialism of the inner realities only causes a breach in relationship, as it represents a positive threat to the security they have worked so hard to attain. First we had the instinctive age, of valuing physical strength and manly prowess, followed by the intellectual age, facts for the sake of facts, resulting in the progress of science. Now we are in an age of new values, new governing laws, an actinic age, with new understanding of the world, the mind, but most of all, the Self. Understanding is preparation for travel, for it is an age of the mind, and in the mind, much more intense than the speed of light, exist spheres which seers are only willing to speak of to those who have the inner ear with which to listen. The mind of man tends either toward light or toward darkness, expanded awareness or materialistic values. Depending upon the self-created condition of the mind, man lives either within the clear white light of the higher consciousness, or in the external mind structure which reflects darkness to his inner vision.

The uninitiated might ask: “What is it like to be in the clear white light?” The young aspirant may reply, “It is as simple as sitting in a darkened room, closing the eyes in deep concentration and finding the entire inside of the cranium turning into light.” At first it may be only a dim, moon-like glow, a pale flicker of several different colors, but then it becomes as bright and intense as the radiance of the noonday sun, then crystal clear and white. It all depends upon the composition of the mind states of reactionary patterns as to how the light in the cranium will first appear. Of course, clear white light is not absolute, for light invariably implies the existence of shadow. The shadows that sometimes fade out are the instinctive functions that hold the physical body intact. These are represented as attributes in the external mind and character of man. Attachment, for instance, holds our cells together; it is
also the root of much suffering, for attachment to material objects or people keeps man's awareness externalized, incapable of expressing itself in full freedom. Man who is caught in the magnetic forces is prone to resentment. Not being able to cognize various fears as they occur, he stores them up into a conscious resentment of all threats to the false securities found in attachment. Resentment burrows deeply into the outer mind's layers, undermining much of a person's creative endeavor. The reactionary conditions resentment is capable of agitating are subconscious and cast many shadows over clarity of perception for long periods of time. ¶Those who resent are often jealous, another shadow or character weakness which stems from feelings of inferiority, a limited view of one's real Self. After one burst of clear white light has occurred, the force fields of attachment, resentment and jealousy are shattered. An increased control of the mind, an expanded consciousness, is maintained which frees man, little by little, from ever again generating the magnetic holds consuming his consciousness in these shadows. When man allows himself to routine his external thinking and action to settle into uncreative, static conditions, pressures of various sorts build up, and the undisciplined mind releases itself to the emotion of anger, a state of consciousness which renders a man blind to the existence of inner light in any degree. ¶Fear is another shadow which causes man to have an inability to face a critical moment, even in the intimacy of his deepest meditation. But fear is a protective process of the instinctive mind, allowing time to temporarily avoid what must later be faced. Fear, being an intense force in the mind's, as well as the body's, structure, must be handled positively, for when man thinks under the shadow of fear, he causes his fears to manifest. The flickering shadows of worry brought on by allowing the mind to irrationally jump from one subject to another, never centralizing on any one point long enough to complete it, must be handled through disciplining the flow of thought force, for worry provokes a darker shadow—fear. Fear when disturbed causes anger, submerged anger, resentment, causing a jealous nature. Hence the constant play of the clear white light versus its shadows. ¶By becoming conscious of the way in which the mind operates in even a small degree, the young aspirant to light finds it easy to fold back the shadows into shafts of clear white light.
Pervading all nature, Śiva blesses all. But they know not the Truth and adore Him not. To them who adore Him Who is immanent, He is the golden stem of the lotus of the heart deep within.

Tirumantiram 1717
Man is like an egg. He lives and moves within the shell of his own concepts; and within a certain area of the mind that is comfortable to him he finds security. Within this area of the mind there are certain strata of thought flow with which he becomes familiar, emotional stresses that he has adjusted to as he matured. Within the eggshell he finds the pressures of his maturing pressing upon the boundaries of his accustomed area of mind and emotion. One day the shell breaks, and man steps out in all his glory. ¶In this new area of expanded consciousness, he feels insecure. At this time, the mystical teachings that have come down through the ages are of value to him. These mystical teachings become the new circumference of mind, thought and feeling in which he lives. After each new experience that he encounters, he turns toward the teachings of wisdom for confirmation, encouragement and renewed understanding of the path. He unfolds naturally into a new philosophy, a new outlook on life, and seeks to put into practice all he has learned from within himself. To sharpen his sense perception, he turns to the practices of monistic Śaiva Siddhānta and finds that his own individual willpower plays a part in maturing and stabilizing the force fields around him. Previously, when he was unfolding inside the eggshell and experiencing the breaking of the eggshell, his individual will had no part to play. Now, as a more unfolded being, he discovers his inner willpower and, through the perspective of monistic Śaiva Siddhānta, he is able to use it to move his individual awareness into a greater enlightenment and thus intensify life. ¶This then begins a series of inner experiences that become so vibrant and vital to him that he recognizes them even more strongly than the experiences of everyday life in the external areas of the mind known as the world. We speak here of some of these experiences man encounters after the eggshell that surrounded him in his infancy on the path has broken. Relate this to yourself personally. In doing so, you will note areas where you have been in the inner mind. ¶Visualize within yourself a lotus. Have you ever seen a lotus flower? I am sure you have. Now visualize this lotus flower centered right within the center of your chest, right within your heart. You have read in the Hindu scriptures that the Self God dwells in the lotus within the heart. Let’s think about that. We all know what the

Though this aspirant’s eyes are open, they gaze within as he envisions the lotus of the heart. Within this lotus shines a brilliant light, the radiance of his effulgent being. Yet he seeks to go deeper, into the center of that light, where the Self God, symbolized by a Śivalinga, abides.
heart is, and we know what happens when the heart stops. Try to men-
tally feel and see the heart as a lotus flower right within you. Within the
center of the lotus, try to see a small light. Doubtless you have read in
the Hindu scriptures that the Self God within the heart looks like a bril-
liant light about the size of your thumb—just a small light. This light we
shall call an emanation of your effulgent being. We could also call it your
atomic power, the power that motivates, permeates, makes the mind self-
luminous. It is dwelling right within. The Self God is deeper than that.
The lotus is within the heart, and the Self God dwells deep within that
lotus of light. ¶The subconscious area of the mind consumes many dif-
ferent things. Begin now to think about all the things that you own in your
home and all of your personal possessions. The subconscious area of the
mind is attached magnetically to each of them. They not only exist in the
external world, they also exist, quite alive, within the subconscious area of
your mind, along with all the ramifications connected to them. Each item
that you own has a story attached to it which, of course, you remember.
This story, too, dwells within the subconscious mind and is carried along
with you all of the time. ¶But it is easy to rid yourself of the attachments
to material things by going within, once you know how. The light which
emanates from the lotus of the heart knows nothing about what the sub-
conscious area of the mind consumes, because the total area of the mind
in which we are aware is a composite of many things.

Everyone who functions in external and inner life lives in
a slightly different area of the mind and consumes with-
in his conscious and subconscious areas many thousands
of concepts. No person is exactly the same as another in
this respect. The Self within knows nothing of this, be-
cause it exists of itself. Wherever awareness flows through the totality of
the mind, the Self is always the same. When individual awareness turns
inward, it is possible to contact the light radiations within the lotus of
the heart; it then is possible to fully realize Satchidânanda. ¶It is useless
to think about the Self, because it does not exist in the area of the mind
where thoughts are. If you were to think about it, you would only become
aware of concepts within the mind, and that would take you away from
it. It is also useless to talk about the Self, really, in your efforts to realize it,
because when you do, again you take awareness deep into the conceptual
area of the mind, which is further away from your real, self-effulgent be-
ing. ¶The first step is to try to feel the subtlety within you. The light within
the lotus of the heart comes from someplace, doesn’t it? Let us think about it in this way. Each time you take a breath, you bring yourself a little closer, you turn yourself within just a little bit more and release a little bit of actinic energy emanating from the self-effulgent being residing within your heart. This energy is called life. We say, “This is my life.” If you stop breathing, the life in your body stops. We have to use willpower to control the breath. When we do control the breath, we begin to have an immense control, and awareness begins to become detached from that which it is aware of. This means that we are consciously conscious of what we are aware of—that we are aware. We control our individual awareness more than we realize when we practice the regulation and control of breath. For instance, as we breathe, prānāyāma—in on nine counts, hold one, out on nine counts, hold one—we find that we begin to become more alert, more alive. Our awareness is more subtle and refined.

Wednesday

LESSON 59

The Evolution

Of Awareness

The emanation of the light that wells from within the lotus of the heart is always there, regardless of what you do. You may not be aware of the existence of it, but it does exist. You may not care to realize it, but it still exists. When man does not wish to look for the Self God, it is only because his awareness is busy in other areas of the mind, concerned with desires, and he is on the road to fulfill them. The fulfillment of desires causes reactionary conditions within the subconscious mind itself and clouds vision. This causes what is known as the darkness of the mind. When man wishes and desires to find his true Self, his external desires fall in line with basic religious codes for living, and he then is on the path. He is able to realize the essence of each desire on the path of enlightenment, and is able to sense Reality within himself. A beautiful practice is to try to sit quietly, visualizing within the lotus within the heart a light, a strong light emanating clearly, a light that is always there. This light is radiating at a higher vibration than any form with which you are familiar. Let us say, if you were to have this light in your hand and were able to use it in the external world, each form you turned it upon would disappear under the vibration of the light itself. That is as powerful as the effulgent light emanating from the Self, the Śivaness, which you will see within the lotus of the heart. The mind, or consciousness, is form with intense vibrations and lesser vibrations, all interrelating. When we are happy and joyous, we are aware of the refined states of consciousness. But when we are not happy or joyous, we are living in the grosser, darker areas of consciousness.
We have all lived in the gross area of consciousness, and we have all lived in the happy, joyous areas of consciousness. This is the evolution of man's individual awareness.

Man, awareness, seeks happiness, and when he finds happiness, he often finds fault with it, and then he becomes aware in unhappy areas of the mind. This gives him the power to seek happiness again. Man finds fault with happiness and begins to look for something better. In looking for something better, he becomes selfish, greedy, unhappy, and finally he attains what he thinks will make him happy. He finds that it does not, and this makes him again unhappy, and he goes on through life like this. That is the cycle of awareness traveling through the instinctive-intellectual areas of the mind. Therefore, when you are unhappy, don’t feel unhappy about it! And when you become happy, know that the pendulum of awareness will eventually swing to its counter side. This is the natural and the normal cycle of awareness. ¶When you are feeling unhappy and you feel unhappy because you are unhappy, and you feel rather ill all over, sit down and breathe deeply. Try to control your individual awareness and become aware of an area of the mind that is always buoyant and happy. Be gentle with your awareness. Realize that you are not the unhappy area of the mind that you are aware of. Whatever was the cause of your unhappiness doesn’t really matter, because the powerful radiance within the lotus of the heart knows nothing of this unhappy area of the mind. You will be surprised at how quickly your awareness will move from the unhappy area of the mind, seemingly rejuvenate itself and become joyous again at the very thought of the Self God within the lotus of your heart.

There are many things in life which endeavor to keep us away from our true being. These are the cycles of life. We must watch and be careful of these recurring cycles in our life. These joyous and sorrowful occurrences that awareness experiences, sometimes each day, sometimes each week, sometimes each month, are totally dependent upon the positive control that we have of awareness. But then there are greater experiences that have even longer cycles—perhaps a three-year cycle, a five-year cycle, a ten-year cycle or a fifteen-year cycle. ¶The subconscious area of the mind is something like the sacred cow of India. It relives what it takes in. The cow will take in grass and chew it, and then she will chew her food all over again at a later time. The subconscious area of the mind does the same
thing. You will find yourself aware of reliving your life, or getting back into the same cycle of the same pattern of life that you experienced many years ago. This you want to avoid, naturally. It is easy. Ponder over what you are doing now, how you are living, and then go back and find out within yourself how that compares to a previous time in your life when you were living more or less in the same way. In this way, you will come to know what area of the mind you will become aware in next. If something good happened to you after a series of events in the past, you can expect something good to happen to you again. If something happened that was not as good or joyous as you would like it to have been, then you can know that you will become aware in this area of the mind in the future. This you can avoid. You have the power to control your cause and effect.

LESSON 62  
The Diamond Of Light  

Saturday

How do you avoid unhappy states of mind? By consciously flowing awareness into the radiance, the light emanating from the self-effulgent being within the lotus of the heart. Direct awareness through controlled breathing. Remembering this basic principle, tell yourself that it is there, and soon you will begin to feel it. You will actually cause to grow within yourself a subtle nerve force that will turn awareness into the inner being so that consciously you can feel the Self God, your Śivaness, and its emanation that even now exists within you. In this way you can experience true bliss, true happiness, blissful happiness that does not cycle or fade. One moment of contact with your inner being that resides within the lotus of the heart, that is always there—one moment—will clear up a whole situation in the external area of the mind for you. It will give you clear insight into how you should live your life, how to meet your circumstances, how to avoid whatever you do not want to find yourself involved in as the cycles of your life begin to repeat themselves. This self-luminous emanation is like a diamond that is filled with light. Think about it in that way. It is filled with light, this diamond that resides within the lotus of your heart. Try to visualize this clearly and precisely as you read. Visualization of inner things is the same as opening an inner door for awareness to flow through to gain the experience that is already there. Visualization helps to pinpoint awareness and hold awareness concentrated in one certain area of the mind and gently move it to another. With this shining diamond constantly within the body, how could you become aware of an unhappy area of the mind? How could you become selfish? How could you hold resentment? How would it be possible for you to dis-
like another? This diamond within the lotus is within others, too.

How are we going to master awareness so that it does not
feel that it is what it is aware of? We have to pull aware-
ness within, to the more refined areas of the mind. This
is called going within yourself. You have to temporarily
gain enough composure, enough control over awareness,
so that in thirty seconds you can pull within yourself and, in a sense, light
up because you become a little bit aware of the existence of the inner light.
Now, of course, if we are pressured by desires that conflict with basic re-
ligious principles, it will be difficult even to become aware of or to even
think about the inner light. It’s easy, though, to find the darkness of the
mind. But if desires are flowing in accordance with the proper, basic ac-
tion-and-reaction patterns of life, and one is living up to what he knows
he should be living up to and allows the awareness to flow through un-
wholesome areas of the mind, he begins to hurt deeply on the inside. That
is the so-called conscience hurting, because the light shines through the
conscience, too, and makes the conscience self-luminous to us. We cannot
see the light, but we can feel it. And when awareness flows into the con-
sciousness of bliss and peace, you won’t hurt anymore on the inside. The
nerve system will be filled with a new energy, an actinic energy radiating
out of the light from the lotus within the heart. Then you will be happy
and joyous until awareness wanders again and brings up other emotional
or desire temptations. Then you will hurt again. This is what is meant by
the statement “constant striving on the path”—staying mentally healthy
so that the conscience does not hurt. The Self God is within you. The
light emanating from your effulgent being is within you, too, within the
lotus of your heart. The Self God is. It simply is. We do not have to awaken
the light within the lotus of the heart, because it is always there, always
has been, and always will be. We just have to become aware of it. Then go
in and in and in to it until awareness, aware only of itself, dissolves, and
be the Self. Be That.
The Primal Lord blesses all inhabitants of Earth below and the heavens above. From the soul’s blackest chamber, He dispels darkness by radiating from within the pure rays of His dazzling light.

_Tirumantiram 435_
People speak of the “light of understanding.” Before the bright light of spiritual perception is experienced, the light of understanding must be laid as a foundation of philosophical training and appreciation—learning to understand life, for instance, through action rather than reaction. The purified, integrated mind, so perfected in its own understanding, lives in close communion with the soul radiance so that light becomes the constant experience of the mind. It is this to which the yoga student aspires. Living in the light, everything that formerly was hidden becomes revealed. Answers to questions that you had been pondering for many years become instantaneously unraveled in the light of the superconscious. But the mind has a way, in its instinctive, intellectual nature, of casting shadows over the natural radiance of the inner light. Doubt is the by-product of the intellect’s inability to cope with light. When a person depends upon memory or reason for meaningful answers, the mind will break down in doubt. Only when the higher elucidation of the intuition is sought is doubt dispelled. When the instinctive mind becomes lifted into the light, a person is strong enough to be kind when he could have become angry. He generates enough spiritual power to be generous when he might have reacted selfishly. Disciplined periods of meditation nurture a magnanimous and benevolent nature. Such a being is naturally in the light of the supreme consciousness. His great strength is humility, a shock absorber for the malicious experiences in life. Humility makes one immune to resentment and places everything in proportion and balance within the mind. A person lacking in humility does not give the appearance of being firmly rooted and poised within himself. At the other extreme, the arrogant person who lives in the shadows of the mind presents a pitiful picture of insecurity and incompleteness.

Seeking for God in the depths of one’s being through control of the mind, control of one’s thoughts, feelings and emotions, gives birth to the highest qualities of nature. This transformation begins to take place as the light of the soul becomes more and more apparent within the mind. The spiritual path is a constant turning within, turning the light of the superconscious into the dark corners and recesses of the mind. “What is hidden shall be revealed,” and so it is on this path as man reveals his Self.

---

An aspirant is working to change her consciousness—facing states of sensuality, depression, fear, anger and jealousy and slowly moving toward the light of understanding. Turning away from the darker states of mind, she gratefully raises her hands in the Hindu gesture of worship.
to himself. As you sit in meditation in a darkened room, practice directing your consciousness inward, to the center of your brain. If you are able to perceive light within your body, you are on the path to immortality. But should darkness prevail, work diligently each day to clear out resentment, jealousy, fear, worry and doubt from your nature. Then you can sit in a darkened room and be a being of light. ¶The next time you are in a state of worldliness—jealous, angry or feeling sorry for yourself—sit down and seek for the light. If you cannot find it, visualize a light bulb within your head or a flashlight at the top of your head shining down into it. Flash the light on and off mentally, and when the flashlight does not go off, even if you have mentally turned off the switch, then you know that you have the inner light. You will watch awareness move out of the darker area of the mind. It’s a wonderful feeling, and it’s a basic practice of the contemplative life of living two-thirds within oneself and one-third in the external world. ¶I’m often asked, “Do I see light or do I just think that I am seeing light?” I reply, “If you were in a darkened room, you would see light within you, just as you would see on the outside if lights were on in the room or you were in broad daylight. This is because you are seeing with your inner eye, your third eye, which you actually use all of the time. You use your third eye, for example, when you study your subconscious mind and see the memories of your past. The light around the memories is the inner light. If it wasn’t there, you could not see your memories. Take away the mental pictures, and the light alone is before you. You will learn to consciously use the inner eye to see with as you spiritually unfold. All of a sudden, one day you will realize that you are seeing light with your third eye at the same time you are seeing physical things with your two physical eyes.” ¶Here is a technique for learning to see the inner light. Open your eyes while seated in meditation. Follow the rays of light coming into your eyes and into your head until they are complemented with inner light rays. Contemplate light in the external world. Now close your eyes and look for inner light rays within your head. If you don’t find them, open your eyes again and let a few rays in, so to speak. Close your eyes again and look. ¶The inner light is so beautiful. It is firm, like a plasma. It is sometimes fibrous and full of energy. And yet, it is quiet and full of colors. You begin to see color, and in that realm you can hear color at the same time that you see color. You can hear sound and see color all at the same time, and you have the faculty to turn hearing on and to turn hearing off, because you hear with an inner ear. This is, of course, very useful in daily life.
When you listen to people talking, you begin to know exactly what they are meaning because of your listening through your inner ear. When you look at people, you know exactly where they are in consciousness, because you are looking at them with your inner eye.

Another instinctive response to the ebb and flow of life force is disappointment, which intensified becomes discouragement, depression and despair. These three negative states are obstacles to all human endeavor, especially for the spiritual seeker, who must learn early to regulate, control and balance the emotional ups and downs so well that he never experiences discouragement, which is nothing more than an imbalance of force. ¶Life tests and retests our emotional maturity. Whether we meet those tests or fail is entirely up to us. On the Śaivite path, the satguru gives the tests in order to mold and strengthen the seeker’s character. Great strength of character is required to attain spiritual goals, enormous courage and forbearance, and anyone who lacks that strength and stamina will cease striving long before full realization is attained. ¶Therefore, to bring out the natural strengths, the guru will offer challenges. He knows that we all fall short of our own expectations now and again, and that we react either positively by reaffirmation or negatively through discouragement. As the tests of life present themselves, the satguru will observe the seeker’s response time and time again until his emotional body grows strong enough to combat negative reaction to what appears to be failure and later to absorb within itself all reaction to disappointment, the father of discouragement. ¶It is the day-to-day reactions to circumstance that indicate the attainment and not mere recorded knowledge about the path. When the aspirant is able to meet ordinary happenings and respond to them in the effortless wisdom born of detachment, that indicates that his striving is genuine. When he is able to encounter conditions that send ordinary people into states of disappointment or discouragement and when his emotional nature indicates mastery over these lesser states of consciousness, he is well on his way toward filling the gaps of a natural growth of the instinctive vehicles—body, emotions and intellect. ¶But to attain emotional stability, recognition of those vulnerable areas must be cultivated. It is quite natural to encounter circumstances that are potential sources of disappointment. The very recognition and admission are half of the necessary adjustments. As one set of conditions is resolved, another set of a more intense vibration arises naturally to be mastered. With disap-
pointment reined in, the aspirant next faces tendencies of discouragement, then depression and finally despair, for they are all linked together in the instinctive nature of humankind. Once he recognizes these states as belonging to all men and ceases to identify them as personal tendencies, he is then able to cognize their source and convert them. In this way the emotional nature matures under the loving guidance of the spiritual teacher.

What is emotional maturity? It certainly is not to be equated with physical age. I know people who are well past middle life and are not yet emotionally mature. Even if the physical body is totally mature, the intellect, as well as the emotional unit, can remain childish and unstable. The mind may have been educated to the nth degree, and yet such a scholar remains vulnerable to depression and discouragement. The very first step toward emotional mastery is recognition coupled with admission that in some areas we are not yet perfect. Only through open admission can we devote ourselves to the śādhanā that will balance and lessen the forces, allowing us to strive within ourselves to secure ourselves within ourselves. An emotionally mature man or woman is totally secure within and prepared to tap the greater realms of spiritual being. ¶We make very little progress when we strive to conquer these baser instincts in a good mood. However, vast strides are possible when we are miserable and work with ourselves to replace our misery with joy and understanding. Therefore, if you are ever disappointed or discouraged, count it a blessing, for you then have the opportunity to conquer the instinctive nature and really stabilize yourself dynamically on the spiritual path. ¶Often we are disappointed not only with ourselves and our circumstances but with other people as well. We can oversee this and other instinctive responses, such as mental criticism or jealousy, by looking at everyone and saying to ourselves, “I like you. I send you blessings.” We cannot be discouraged or disappointed or jealous when we look our fellow man in the eye and say and simultaneously feel and believe through every atom of our being, “I like you. I send you blessings.” Impossible! Love overcomes all instinctive barriers between people. ¶There may be certain people or a certain person to whom you can say, “I like you,” but for whom this is hard to believe in your heart. If you look deeper into them, you may find they are emotionally immature, a twelve-year-old emotional body walking around in a thirty-five-year-old physical body. Are you going to dislike a person for that? No, of course not. You are going to understand him or her. I’ve seen people with twenty-
two-year-old bodies with the wisdom of an eighty-year old and the emotional stability of a forty-year old. I’ve seen people walking around in a sixty-year-old body with a twelve-year-old emotional body. By learning to understand, we cease to be a personality leaning upon our fellow man and falling into disappointment when he lets us down. No, we must lean on no one but ourselves, our own spine, and not be the reactionary victims of the ups and downs of the world around us or the people around us. Then we will gain our freedom from the instinctive forces we were born into and attain sufficient emotional maturity to love and bless the world, no matter what our circumstances may be.

Thursday
LESSON 67
Understanding Other People

Love is the source of understanding. You know intellectually that within you resides the potential, expressed or not, for all human emotion, thought and action. Yet, you no doubt meet or observe people occasionally whose life and actions are repellent or unacceptable to you. The absence of love has created a vacuum of understanding. For the meditating person, there should not be a single human being whose actions, habits, opinions or conduct lies beyond your ability to love and understand. ¶Try this. This week look at everyone you meet, and feel, from your fingertips right down to your toes, love welling up from your deepest resources and radiating out to them through every cell of your body and especially through your face. Say to yourself, “I like you”—and really feel it. There are many thousands of things that most people do not understand from their confused states of mind, and they therefore act in unseemly ways, due to the ignorance of past karma. Should their ignorance confuse you? Should it cloud your own understanding? Certainly not! We do not love the flower and hate the muddy roots from which it grew, and we cannot hate the instinctive roots of mankind. ¶With understanding, a great thing happens—your life becomes even, balanced and sublime. The ups and downs within yourself level out, and you find yourself the same in every circumstance, find yourself big enough to overcome and small enough to understand. Then you can really begin to do something. When emotional ups and downs are allowed, what happens? Your poor nerve system is terribly strained in a constant state of frenzy and uncertainty. All of your energies are then devoted to coping with yourself, and not much is reserved to accomplish creative, productive projects. As your life even out by using the great power of understanding, the emotional self of you heals and grows strong. Your nervous system, believe it or not, grows, and it
grows strong if you feed it correctly by handling your mind. Understanding is the best nourishment for the emotional body. You must have a basis for understanding your fellow man, and a very good basis is: “I perceive him with my two physical eyes. He appears to be forty years old, but I intuit him to be emotionally a little younger and mentally about sixty—a learned person. I know he is a being of pure awareness going through the experiences he needs to evolve further. Therefore, I shall understand him in this light and make allowances accordingly.” This is not something to think about and appreciate philosophically. It must become as much a part of you as your hands and feet. It’s an easy process if we apply it and a difficult process if we ignore its practice. Understanding, loving and making allowances—these are the strengths of the soul awakened through sādhana, once the emotional ups and downs and the barriers of the instinctive influences of fear, jealousy, anger, deceit and disappointment are conquered. If you are creative, you will begin to truly create. If you are a mystic, you will have deeper and ever more fulfilling insights in your daily meditations. All of the mysteries of life will unfold before your inner vision once the instinctive mind is mastered in your life.

Friday
LESSON 68
Facing Yourself

So, here we come to a very important state for spiritual unfoldment, and that is to face yourself. Have the courage to admit when you are right or the courage to admit when you are wrong. Have the intelligence to know that these are states of mind through which your awareness is passing and they have nothing to do with you at all, because you are pure spirit. The life force within you is pure spirit. It has nothing to do with the turmoil of the mind. And you have the intelligence to know that through the proper handling of your mind, you control your mind. So, for example, you might face yourself and say, “All right, so I was wrong. I became angry, and for three days before I became angry, I was sort of angling for it, sort of creating the situation and antagonizing the situation to work myself up into that state. Now, I don’t perhaps know why I did that. Perhaps because things were too peaceful and I was bored. So I thought I would create the upset. Of course, I didn’t know I would create such an upset and react and feel so badly, but at least it was a change. Things were too quiet and too peaceful, and the person I became angry at was too happy.” When you begin to face your mind like that, you find out how you create every situation, whether you know it or not. Mentally look back at the various states of mind through which you have passed. It is like taking a trip in
your automobile. Each city and each state has its personality and its expe-
rience, and each state of mind through which consciousness has passed
has its personality, too, and its experiences. And yet, that You is always the
same—the You that lives a little bit behind the conscious mind in which
you dwell each day. You will have this power if you dedicate each Friday
or Monday as a holy day. Work for the sake of work if you have to work on
Friday or Monday, dedicating the fruits of your labor to the highest within
you. Pray on Friday or Monday and dedicate the fruits of your prayers to
the highest within you. Sing on Friday or Monday and dedicate your song
to the spirit within you that gave you the power to open your mouth in
the first place, and you will find that your consciousness will expand. You
will be able to solve your problems from your expanded consciousness
all through the week, intuitively. That is what the expanded conscious-
ness brings you into, your intuitive mind, your intuitive, superconscious
mind, which is much nearer to you than you think. The only barriers are
the confusion of the subconscious and the state of mind which continues
that confusion by not following spiritual principles.

The \textit{yoga} break is a break in time in which one may
penetrate the eternity of the moment. It is practiced in
this way. If you find yourself nervous, upset, confused,
drained of energy, lie down on the nearest flat, hard sur-
face, not a bed or sofa, for they will not offer the proper
support to your spine. Stretch out, preferably on the floor, take a deep
breath and command your body and your mind to relax, to release, to
let go of all thoughts and tensions of the moment. Don’t bother trying
to make your mind blank, but simply visualize yourself floating, relaxed
on a cloud buoyed up in space, as it were, apart from all the problems
and tensions of the Earth. Your eyes are closed, your hands are relaxed
by your side, and as you inhale, gently lift the stomach muscles so that
the lower part of the lungs fill with air before the upper part of the chest
does. Visualize a powerful light flooding into your solar plexus as you
breathe in, charging all the batteries of the nervous system, filling your
body and mind with energy and positive will. As you exhale, feel this light
energy diffusing into every part of your body, filtering down through the
legs, through the arms, out through your fingers, up through the top of
your head. As this light floods and fills your body while you breathe out,
it expels ahead of it all the bothers and tensions of the day. After a few
minutes, your breathing will have gained a deep rhythm. You will feel the
life force within you build, and you will be regenerated through the lifting of the spiritual force within your own body. With the inrush of new energy you will feel inspiration returning to your mind, for as the body relaxes, so does the mind relax. If you are especially tense before you begin the yoga break, your muscles may relax quickly, and they will sometimes give a little jerk or twitch as the nervous system disentangles itself. By the time five minutes have passed in the prone position, with your mind solely occupied with the rhythm of your breath and the visualization of the physical body floating on a cloud—filling itself with light as it inhales, distributing the light throughout the body as it exhales—you may feel the inrush of energy flooding through you, as if a hose had somewhere been opened. The yoga break gives perspective in the middle of the busy day, when your mind tends to become tensely narrowed by details.

People who live under tension all of the time are like a machine. They are a product of the material world. Only when they release that tension may they become creative again, products of the soul. In a relaxed state, happiness is found, and the qualities of the soul shine forth. Selfish, greedy people are tense, concerned, often inhibited. Tension breeds negative thinking. Relaxation gives birth to positive creations. If you have little or no control over your mind, it will be difficult for you to find even five minutes during your day in which to place your body in a prone position. Watch then the tendency of your mind to live over and recreate the circumstances that were occupying your mind before you began your yoga break. If you are going to relive the details of your day during your five-minute yoga break, neither your body nor your mind will relax enough to allow the inrush of spiritual energy that should be yours. And if you cannot take even five minutes out of your day to enjoy the relaxation of a yoga break, if you are so wound up and so busy, you may be headed for an illness of some kind. A nervous disorder may finally catch up with you as the years go by, because the physical forces cannot stand constant tension. ¶The best time to take a yoga break is when you feel that you have the least time. If your world were suddenly to fall down around you, leaving you standing alone with no one to lean on, no finances, no family, no friends, where would your power come from? You would have to, in that moment, reexperience the same power that you felt flooding through you as you lay concentrated and relaxed upon the floor. That effulgent, rejuvenating power is the Self, the real You, flowing through “your”
mind and “your” body. Freedom from worldly tensions is only achieved to the degree in which people are able to control the forces of their own mind. In this control they are able to lean upon the power of their own inner security, found in the eternity of the moment. In that moment, your inner strength is found. So, take your yoga break whenever you feel even a little tired physically, a little nervous, a little distraught. That is the time, not when you have time.
Let all your thoughts be thoughts of Śiva, and the Lord by His grace will reveal all. If your thoughts are Śiva-saturated, He will abide ever so closely in you.

_Tirumantiram 1582_
I will be what I will to be. I will do what I will to do. I will be what I will to be. I will do what I will to do. I will be what I will to be. I will do what I will to do. I will be what I will to be. I will do what I will to do.
The power of affirmation changes and remolds the putty-like substance that makes up the subconscious areas of the mind. For years we have repeated sayings and statements, attached meaning to them in our thoughts and through listening to ourselves speak. This has helped form our life as we know it today, for the subconscious brings into manifestation the impressions we put into it. Therefore, to change the subconscious pattern and increase the spinning velocity of it, we must remold with new ideas and new concepts its magnetic forces. This can be done through the power of affirmation. ¶Affirmation, when used in wisdom for spiritual reasons, is a power, and should be understood through meditation. Before beginning to work with an affirmation, we must understand completely from within what we are doing, being sure that when our subconscious has been remolded we can take the added responsibilities, the new adventures and challenges that will manifest as a result of breaking out of one force field and entering into another. Only when we face and accept fully the new effects of our effort should we proceed with an affirmation. First we must understand the nature of this power. ¶An affirmation is a series of positive words repeated time and time again in line with a visual concept. Such a statement can be repeated mentally or, preferably, verbally. Words in themselves, without a pictorial understanding, make a very poor affirmation. To choose the affirmation best suited to our needs, first we must realize what we do not want, and then we must take steps to change it, in the very same way we would discriminate in giving away or throwing away our possessions in order to purchase new ones. Whether one is dealing with home and possessions, thoughts and concepts, self-created inhibitions or blocks and barriers of the subconscious, the principle is basically the same. If one feels, “I can’t,” he cannot. If he is always criticizing himself and lamenting over what he cannot do, then he has to reverse this pattern and change the flow of magnetic mental force, enliven its intensity by saying orally and feeling through all the pores of his body, “I can. I will. I am able to accomplish what I plan.” ¶In applying this tantra, begin by repeating the affirmation fifty or a hundred times a day. In watching your reactions, you may find that the subconscious will not accept these three statements, “I can. I will. I am able.” You may still have feelings of “I can’t.”
I won’t. I am not able.” This then begins a period to live through where the mind’s magnetic forces fight with one another, in a sense. The aggressive forces of your nature are trying to take over and reprogram the passive ones that have been in charge for so many years. Of course, the aggressive forces will win if you will persist with your verbal and visual affirmation. You must not give up saying, “I can. I will. I am able,” until you find the subconscious structure actually creating situations for you in which you can and are able to be successful, happy and acquire what you need, be it temporal goods or unfoldment on the inner path.

Here is another positive affirmation that might be helpful for you: “I am the complete master of all my forces. My spiritual energies govern and control the force fields wherever I am for the highest good. Through understanding, being pure, full of spirited life, I am filled and thrilled with unlimited power, now and forever. I will be what I will to be. I will do what I will to do.” Affirm this affirmation each day this week for seven days. Repeat it three times each morning, three times at noon and three times each evening. You have perhaps often heard friends repeat the same complaint over and over again. They were not only making an affirmation, perhaps unknowingly, for their own subconscious mind, but for yours as well. Therefore, it behooves us always to be with positive people, spiritual, life-giving people, in order to be positive ourselves. It behooves us to listen to that with which we want to live, and to be the changer rather than the changed. The affirmations which violence sets up in the subconscious reactionary habit patterns in the minds of men cause them to fight and kill by spinning emotional force fields out of control. Fear then holds them in these brackets of mind as they react to what they have done. It takes great courage to go from one force field of the mind to another, for this means tearing up long-accustomed patterns and facing a period of adjustment while new subconscious patterns are created. It all has to do with changing the subconscious patterns. This is a power. You can change the patterns of your mind yourself. Try it. It is not too difficult. Each day we make affirmations with our thoughts and our feelings—and the very words that we speak stabilize these patterns. But as the inner light begins to dawn its life-giving rays, a new, positive power comes into our words, our thoughts and the feelings that well up from the subconscious, making new manifest patterns in the force fields of the conscious world for us to meet and speedily experience.
Wednesday
LESSON 73
Drawing on the
Higher Energies

An affirmation can alter your life by creating mentally
the patterns and moods of each day through which you
will subsequently move. Here is one that can be used to
dynamically begin each day. “I am now open to a flow
of spiritual energy in which I perceive the most worthy
course of action for this day. My service, being selfless, opens new doors
of supply, making available all of the tools required so that my work will
be beautiful, energetic and influential to the highest degree.” The sub-
conscious mind is like a piece of clay that can be impressed. These im-
pressions go into the subconscious from the conscious mind and remain
there vibrating until changed. The intuitive mind, which we call the su-
perconscious, works through the subconscious when the channels of the
subconscious are open. Hence, in impressing the subconscious mind, we
must be very careful to create positive channels, and not to create a neg-
ative block. You can also write your own affirmation, but it must always be
positive and carefully worded. ¶The power of thought is very strong, but
only strong for a short time. It is the power of feeling that awakens the
knowing consciousness. For example, suppose we repeat an affirmation
such as this: “All my needs will always be met.” And we repeat it again,
“All my needs will always be met.” In the initial stating of this affirmation,
we understand something about it. However, unless we gain a conscious
mental picture of what the words mean, they mean little more than noth-
ing, for they do not reach deep enough to make contact with the limitless
powers of your inner self. ¶Get into the rhythm of the affirmation. This
causes strong feelings and impressions deep in the inner mind. Each word
has a certain rate of vibration. Feeling is greater than visualization.

Thursday
LESSON 74
Use the Power
Of Feeling

Although each word of your affirmation may have a
certain meaning to you intellectually, the rate of vibra-
tion of the word may not impress your mind in the exact
same way in which you think it should to produce the
result that you desire. An antidote to this is to use af-
firmations in this way. Repeat the affirmation, “All my needs will always
be met,” and feel how it is to feel after all of your needs have been met.
Until you find this feeling, you should not expect the affirmation to work.
Every time that you have a need and that need is met, a certain feeling is
then produced in you. That same feeling you have to feel the very instant
you speak the affirmation. You then open a channel that instant to your
own intuition, through which all good comes. In this state of mind one
has inspiration and will. It is from the intuition that, at the eleventh hour, fifty-ninth minute, fifty-ninth second, every need is met. The next time you have complete feelings from the innermost sources of your being that your every need will be met, quietly repeat that affirmation over again: “All my needs will always be met.” Simultaneously think, visualize and feel deeply with an inner, all-encompassing knowing that each need will be met. This is the esoteric secret of making an affirmation work. People say affirmations work for them but sometimes they do not. Why do affirmations only work sometimes? It is because the subconscious is receiving the affirmation at a psychological moment, and a greater knowing, visualization and feeling has been awakened to some extent. However, at the times when an affirmation did not work, there was no knowing, no visualization or feeling attached to it. Just words. When affirmations are repeated over and over again without feeling or visualization, occasionally negative results are produced, as the vibrations of the words themselves may not register what is intended in the subconscious. Here is another affirmation: “I am the master of my body.” Sit and feel that you are the master of your body. Say to yourself over and over again, “I am the master of my body.” Now, quietly, without thinking, feel and visualize that you are the master of your body. Really know that you are director of your physical vehicle. In repeating this next affirmation, “I am the master of my body, my mind and my emotions,” feel and visualize exactly what these words mean. Then repeat time and time again, “I am the master of my body, my mind and my emotions,” all the while visualizing and feeling exactly what you eventually want to be like, because what you cause now you cause in your future.

This ancient tantra is often used in gaining the material things of life. Affirmations do work in this respect, maybe even a little better than in gaining spiritual awakening, because the material desires are often stronger. If you need some material possession, and if it will do only good for yourself, your family and your friends, use the power of affirmation and see how quickly your need is manifested through one external channel or another. Distinguish carefully a material need from a desire. Desires are dangerous, because it is easy to manifest material desires, but it is not as easy to assume responsibility for what the fulfillment of the desire might entail. That is why people sometimes do attract to themselves material possessions through affirmations and suffer the
complications produced in their lives. This happened because they did not understand the full responsibility of having the desired possessions. An example of a material need is having sufficient money for necessities. Generate the feeling and the picture that you now have sufficient sums of money to meet every human need, but not necessarily every human desire; just the needs. Then practice this affirmation: “I will always have sufficient money to meet all my needs.” Repeat it once. Now stop affirming. Remain quiet, know, visualize and then feel how it is to be open to a sufficient flow of money to meet your every need. Get that feeling! It is a secure feeling, not a flamboyant, reckless feeling, not a feeling that now you can go out and have a good time. No, this is a quiet, secure feeling, born of being in a judicious state of mind. Let us look closely at this feeling again: “I will always have sufficient money to meet all my needs.” Now resolve to hold yourself open to ways and means by which you will have money to meet your every need for yourself and for your family. Be open to ways in which you can better budget the money you now have. Live by the ethic, “Waste not, want not.” Soon you will find that you begin to become secure within yourself as the vibrations of your verbal, visual feeling of this affirmation ring through you entirely. Today you will begin handling the funds you have more judiciously, and soon you will begin attracting abundance from unexpected creative sources. Be open to new ideas, new people, new opportunities, expectant and ready to handle the wealth you have proclaimed as yours.

Saturday
LESSON 76
Consistency
Is Essential

You can write many kinds of affirmations and use them for many different purposes, but remember, they are powerful. They should be carefully worded, and only used in a way which enhances your spiritual life. To be effective, they should be repeated regularly on schedule, five minutes in the morning, at noon and five minutes at night for seven days to begin with. You will surely benefit by the results you cause spiritually, emotionally and materially. The greatest emotional security is brought about through the affirmation, “I’m all right, right now,” which quiets not only the conscious but also the subconscious instinctive fears, bringing forth an immediate influx of spiritual energy through the subconscious, giving peace and contentment to the entirety of the mind by expanding consciousness. As we expand our consciousness through the conscious control of spiritual energy, we become aware of new attributes and possibilities within our nature. Also, we become aware of the realms
of knowledge within us that can be tapped during meditation, or the conscious use of the intuitive mind, to not only solve problems that confront us in our daily activity, but to derive creative solutions from the inner recesses of our own mind. ¶When you say to yourself, “I am all right, right now,” you immediately bring the forces of the mind together. All fears, worries and doubts cease. An influx of spiritual energy fills the subconscious, and a sense of dynamic security permeates your being. “Tomorrow I shall wake up filled with energy, creatively alive and in tune with the universe.” Say this several times to yourself and feel the spiritual force begin to move, the life force begin to move, within your body. You will wake up in the morning filled with creative energy, with a desire to be productive, to create. Answers to problems will be immediately unfolded from within yourself. You will experience finding solutions to questions that have been unanswered within your subconscious mind perhaps for years. A devotee having thus exercised this control over his mind to the point where when he commands the mind to be instantaneously creative, or puts a time limit on it—“Tomorrow I shall be creative, alive and in tune with the universe”—and his mind obeys, then has achieved a conscious control of the intuitive forces of mind. He is truly all right, in every now.

“I will be what I will to be. I will do what I will to do.”

You can repeat these two powerful affirmations over time and time again and thus rearrange, restructure, the forces of your subconscious mind and create a great inner peace within yourself. Become acquainted with the spiritual energies and bring the forces of superconsciousness through your subconscious. This creates feeling, a feeling that you are what you say you are—positive, direct, full of life and energy and creative power. Your intuitive mind proves this through your conscious mind, not only through feeling, but you will find yourself acting out the part in all kindness and security, exercising the positive will of “I will be what I will to be” and “I will do what I will to do.” Feel the spiritual force permeating the entirety of your body. You are the security of your statement, and you accept it into your subconscious mind. As the days go by, you will become more creative and more consciously aware of your spiritual destiny. Find your spiritual destiny for this lifetime. ¶The greatest thing that a devotee must learn is that all knowing is within oneself. Therefore, go to the great superconscious school within you and bring forth knowledge. In order to do this, be confident within yourself. In order to be confident within

Sunday
LESSON 77
All Knowing
Is within You
yourself, have no fear. In order to have no fear, say to yourself, “I am all right, right now.” This will quickly bring you into the here-and-now consciousness. You will feel spiritual force permeating your body, and your intuitive state of mind will be active. Go ahead in full confidence that you are the knower of all that is known. This does not mean that you know everything that is to be known about the material plane, the emotional world of people, or what goes on within their minds. This means that you are nearing the source of all sources, that you understand the ultimate destiny of all souls—to unequivocally merge with Šiva. Spiritual destiny is manifested in the lives of those who stand out from the masses and actually do something, who live a creative life for the benefit of others. This last affirmation affirms an age-old truth and may be said several times before sleep and upon awakening: “I am not my body, mind or emotions. They are but shells of the infinite energy that flows through them all. I am this energy. I am its source. I am on my way to merge with Šiva.”
Let your awareness be unswerving, bound to the mūlādhāra. Through the spinal shaft within, gaze into the inner void. See and yet see not. Hear and yet hear not. Thus sit in meditation. That is the sure means to bar death’s way. When prāṇāyāma is practiced in proper time-measure, breath retention will stand harmonized with prāṇa. In him who trains breath that is prāṇa, time and life remain inseparable.

*Tirumantiram* 591-592
Desperate states of mind are disturbing many people these days. They are caught in emotional turmoil and entanglement, scarcely knowing how to get themselves out of it, or even fully realizing what state they are in. This condition, which often deteriorates as the years go by until nervous difficulties and mental illnesses set in, can be alleviated by the simple practice of meditation. Those who are content to live in a mesh of mental conflict, which is not only conscious but subconscious, will never get around to meditation, or even the preliminary step: concentration. But a person who is wise enough to struggle with his own mind to try to gain the mastery of his mind will learn the vital practice of meditation. Just a few moments each morning or evening enables him to cut the entangled conditions that creep into the conscious mind during the day. The consistent practice of meditation allows him to live in higher states of consciousness with increasing awareness and perception as the years go by.

There are surprises, many of them, for the beginning meditator, as well as for those who are advanced—unexpected consequences that are often more than either bargained for, because on the road to enlightenment every part of one’s nature has to be faced and reconciled. This can be difficult if the experiences of life have been unseemly, or relatively easy if the experiences have been mostly comfortable. What is it that meditation arouses to be dealt with? It is the reactions to life’s happenings, recorded in the subconscious mind, both the memory of each experience and the emotion connected to it. Buried away, normally, waiting to burst forth in the next birth or the one to follow it, these vāsanās, or deep-seated impressions, often come forward at the most unexpected moments after serious meditation is begun. It is the sakti power of meditation that releases them. There can be no repressed secrets, no memories too woeful to confront for the serious meditator. These experiences can be scary if one is “in denial” about certain embarrassing or disturbing happenings.

When this upheaval occurs for you, and it will, combat the paper dragon with the deep, inner knowing that the energy of the body has its source in God, the light of the mind that makes thought pictures recognizable also has its source in God, and nothing can or has happened that is not of one’s own creation in a past life or in this. Thus armed with Vedic wis-

*Seated in the outer chamber of a temple, proficient meditators concentrate without distraction, having honed the skills of breath control, āsana, mudrā and japa yoga. One among them is a novice, barely able to sit in comfort, ungainly and distracted by everything around him.*
dom, we are invincible to the emotions connected with the memory of formerly locked-away experiences. When they come rolling out, patiently write down the emotional impressions of hurt feelings and injustices of years gone by and burn the paper. Seeing the fire consume the exposed vāsanās, the garbage of yesterday, is in itself a great release.

The experienced meditator seeks out the unwholesome areas within himself, endeavoring to expose and rid himself of each knot of karma. The beginning meditator may be shocked and shrink from even continuing the practice of meditation, as his inner mind plays back unhappy thoughts that impose themselves upon his ān̄gī. Many stop meditating altogether at this point and turn instead to the distractions of modern life for solace. But true meditation happens because of soul evolution. We evolve into meditative practices from bhakti, the yoga of devotion. The transition is earned through past good karmas, not chosen as an intellectual or recreational pastime. As the transition of external worship to internal worship is made, the devotee has to face all bad karmas cheerfully and honestly in order to resolve them and move forward. ¶Sitting in a state of real meditation, one must be more alive and alert than a tight-rope walker suspended without a net on a taut cable three hundred feet above the Earth. Do you suppose that this man is sleepy, that he allows his mind to wander? No, every muscle and sinew of his body, every thought, every feeling within him, is absolutely under his control. It is the only way he can maintain the balance which keeps him from plunging to the earth beneath. He must be the master of himself, all the while seeking to identify with his pure soul being, not allowing attention to be pulled here and there—to the physical body, to outside sounds, to thoughts of the past or to concerns about the future. ¶In meditation, you will feel the same intensity of purpose as the tight-rope walker. Every atom in your being must be alive, every emotion under control, every thought seeking to impose itself upon your mind set aside until your purpose is accomplished. If the man three hundred feet up in the air feels a gust of wind coming against him, he must exercise perhaps a hundred times more will and concentration to remain poised in his precarious condition. Likewise, in meditation your mind may be intensely concentrated upon a particular object or thought, and yet you find an opposing thought seeking to divert your attention. The opposing thought may simply be a wind from your subconscious. You must then put more effort into the object of your concentration so that
the opposing thoughts will be set aside and not have power to topple your balance. Upon entering a state of meditation, one may find awareness enmeshed in a struggle between the subconscious of the past and the conscious, external waking state concerned with the present and future. The experienced meditator learns that he is the watcher, pure awareness. When concentration is sustained long enough, he dives into the superconscious, intuitive state of mind. It enables him, in time, to unravel the mystery. An integrated, one-pointed state of being is the goal—a state of inner perception without vacillation, with the ability to move awareness through the mind’s various states at will. To become the ruler of the mind is the goal. To then go beyond the mind into the Self is the destiny of all living on this planet, for most in a life to come.

Wednesday

LESSON 80

Odic and Actinic Forces

Meditation can be sustained only if one lives a wholesome life, free from emotional entanglements and adharmic deeds. Intensive, consistent meditation dispels the antagonistic, selfish, instinctive forces of the mind and converts those channels of energy into uplifted creative action. The same force works to make either the saint or the sinner. The same force animates both love and hate. It is for the devotee to control and direct that one force so that it works through the highest channels of creative expression. When this soul force is awakened, the refined qualities of love, forgiveness, loyalty and generosity begin to unfold. In this ascended state of concentrated consciousness, the devotee will be able to look down on all the tense conditions and involvements within his own mind from a view far “above” them. As the activity of his thoughts subsides, he begins to feel at home in that pure state of Being, released from his identification with and bondage to lower states of mind. A profound feeling of complete freedom persists. Meditation is similar to watching the play of light and pictures on television. Identify with the pictures, and emotion is experienced. Identify with the light, and peace is experienced. Both light and energy forms have their source in God. Begin this evening, while watching the news on TV, by keeping awareness more within the light than the pictures. By all means, begin this ancient, mystical art, but as you progress, don’t be surprised when regrets, doubts, confusions and fears you hardly knew you remembered loom up one by one to be faced and resolved. Perform the vāsanā daha tantra: simply write down all the regrets, doubts, confusions and fears in as much detail as possible, then burn the paper in a fireplace or garbage can. Claim the release from the past impression
that this *tantra* imparts. ¶There are two forces that we become conscious of when we begin to meditate: the odic force and the actinic force. Actinic force is pure life energy emanating from the central source of life itself. Odic force is magnetism that emanates out from our physical body, attracts and merges with the magnetism of other people. The odic force is what cities are made of, homes are made of. The actinic force, flowing through the physical body, out through the cells and through the skin, eventually becomes odic force. ¶As soon as we begin to meditate, we become conscious of these two forces and must be aware of how to deal with them. The odic forces are warm, sticky. The actinic forces are inspirational, clean, pure, true. We seek in meditation the actinic force.

### Thursday
**LESSON 81**

**Transmuting The Energies**

When we begin to meditate, we have to transmute the energies of the physical body. By sitting up straight, with the spine erect, the energies of the physical body are transmuted. The spine erect, the head balanced at the top of the spine, brings one into a positive mood. In a position such as this we cannot become worried, fretful or depressed or sleepy during our meditation. ¶Slump the shoulders forward and short-circuit the actinic forces that flow through the spine and out through the nerve system. In a position such as this it is easy to become depressed, to have mental arguments with oneself or another, or to experience unhappiness. With the spine erect and head balanced at the top of the spine, we are positive, dynamic. Thoughts race through the mind substance, and we are aware of many, many thoughts. Therefore, the next step is to transmute the energies from the intellectual area of the mind so that we move our awareness into an area of the mind which does not think but conceives, looks at the thinking area. ¶The force of the intellectual area of the mind is controlled and transmuted through the power of a regulated breath. A beginning *prāṇāyāma* is a method of breathing nine counts as we inhale, holding one; nine counts as we exhale, holding one count. Be very sure to maintain the same number of counts out as in, or that the breath is regulated to the same distance in as the same distance out. This will quickly allow you to become aware of an area of the mind that does not think but is intensely alive, peaceful, blissful, conceives the totality of a concept rather than thinking out the various parts. This perceptive area of the mind is where the actinic forces are most vibrant. *Sushumṇā*, the power of the spine, is felt dynamically, and we are then ready to begin meditation. ¶Meditate on awareness as an individual entity flowing through all areas
of the mind, as the free citizen of the world travels through each country, each city, not attaching himself anywhere. In meditation, awareness must be loosened and made free to move vibrantly and buoyantly into the inner depths where peace and bliss remain undisturbed for centuries, or out into the odic force fields of the material world where man is in conflict with his brother, or into the internal depths of the subconscious mind. Meditate, therefore, on awareness traveling freely through all areas of the mind. The dynamic willpower of the meditator in his ability to control his awareness as it flows into its inner depths eventually brings him to a state of bliss where awareness is simply aware of itself. This would be the next area to move into in a meditation. Simply sit, being totally aware that one is aware. New energies will flood the body, flowing out through the nerve system, out into the exterior world. The nature then becomes refined in meditating in this way.

**Friday**

**LESSON 82**

**The Benefits Of Meditation**

After one has finished a powerful meditation—and to meditate for even ten to fifteen minutes takes as much energy as one would use in running one mile—it fills and thrills one with an abundance of energy to be used creatively in the external world during the activities of daily life. After the meditation is over, work to refine every attribute of the external nature. Learn to give and to give freely without looking for a thank-you or a reward. Learn to work for work’s sake, joyfully, for all work is good. Find the “thank-yous” from deep within yourself. Learn to be happy by seeking happiness, not from others, but from the depths of the mind that is happiness itself. And when in daily life, observe the play of the forces, the odic force as it plays between people and people, and people and their things. When it is flowing nicely between people, it is called harmony. But when the odic force congests itself between people and tugs and pulls and causes unhappiness, it is called contention. And then, when the odic force congests within oneself, we become aware of unhappy, fretful, disturbed states of the mind. The odic force then is called turbulence. It’s the same force. The meditator learns to work with the odic forces of the world. He avoids shying away from them. The out-there and the within are his playground. The finest times to meditate are before dawn, at noon, sunset and midnight. All four of these times could be used, or choose one. The meditation should be from fifteen minutes to one-half hour to begin with. What to meditate on? The transmutation of the odic forces back to their source, the actinic force. Through per-
fect posture, āsana, we transmute the physical forces and the emotional forces. Through the control of the breath, prānāyāma, we transmute the intellectual forces and move awareness out of the area of the mind that is always thinking—the great dream. ¶Then we become vibrant and confident in ourselves, feeling the power of our spine through which the actinic forces flow out through the nerve system. We learn to lean on our own spine more than on any other person, teacher, book, organization or system. Answers begin to become real and vibrant, hooked on to the end of each question. And these and many more are the dynamic rewards of the sincere aspirant who searches within through meditation.

Saturday
LESSON 83
Becoming Simple

When one begins to meditate, he should approach it dynamically, for it is becoming more alive. He is penetrating his awareness into the very source of life itself, for eventually he hopes to attain the ultimate goal, merger with Śiva, the experience of the Self beyond all time, beyond all form, beyond all cause. The experience of Paraśiva is attained only when one has become very simple, direct, uncomplicated. When a new nerve system has been built within this very body, strong enough to hold awareness within enough so that awareness itself can completely dissolve itself into its own essence, Satchidānanda and Paraśiva are experienced. ¶After that dynamic experience, man’s heritage in this lifetime, one enters back into the mind—which is all form, creating, preserving, destroying, completely finished in all areas of manifestation—and moves freely through the mind, seeing it for what it is. ¶Paraśiva is the ultimate goal in merging with Śiva, the realization of the Self in its totality. How does one know that one has experienced such an experience if you cannot speak of it, if it is beyond the mind, thought, cause, time and space? And yet one does know and vibrantly knows. There are various signposts. One is that one could go into Paraśiva an ignorant person and come out wise. Another: the urgency, the goal, the quest, is over. He loses something: the desire for Self Realization. Another signpost is that the Self, the very core of existence, is always his point of reference. He relates to the exterior world only as an adult relates to the children’s toys. Paraśiva is to be sought for, worked for and finally attained. But a lot of work must be done first. ¶Choose a time for your meditation. Sit up so straight and strong and dynamic that you feel you are at that very moment the center of the universe. Regulate your breath so precisely that awareness flows freely out of the realm of thought into the perceptive areas of the mind. Then begin meditating on the two
forces, odic and actinic. Be like the spaceman high above the surface of
the Earth looking at the odic forces of the cities. Look then, too, at the
odic forces, the magnetic forces, that motivate your life within yourself
and between people and you and things. Feel the actinic force flooding
out from the central source of energy itself. And then turn awareness in
upon itself. Simply be aware of being aware. Sit in dynamic bliss. And in
coming out of this meditation, next feel the power of the spine, vibrant
energy flooding out through the nerve system, the hands, the arms, the
legs, the head. Enter back into life joyfully, joyously.

It is very important to decide exactly what you are going to
meditate on before beginning. Then stay with the decision
throughout the meditation and make every effort to avoid
the tendency to become distracted and take off in a new
direction. The Śūm language as a tool for guiding the
mediator is very helpful, because the individual’s awareness is precisely
held within the chosen area. This is similar to how we must discipline
ourselves to be successful in outer activities. To become distracted is unac-
ceptable. Successful people finish what they begin. It is possible to learn to
meditate extremely well but be unsuccessful in practicing it if the medita-
tor allows himself to become sidetracked once the inside of the mind has
opened. To be successful, one has to be very, very firm with oneself when
beginning a meditation. Each meditation must be performed in the way
it was intended to be performed when the meditation was begun. ¶To be
successful in meditation, we have to bring the mind into a disciplined state.
Undisciplined people can never be told what to do, because they will not
listen. Their awareness is wafted around by every little fancy that comes
along. Those who really want to make progress in meditation and con-
tinue to do so and better themselves year after year after year have to ap-
proach this art in an extremely positive and systematic way. ¶Thousands
of devotees have come and gone since the beginning of my mission in
1949. Each one of them was determined to go deep within and realize the
Self, but many gave up along the way. This was because at times the śakti
power became very strong within them and their inner nerve system was
not ready to receive the impact. Others were successful because they were
more disciplined, and when their inner power came up, they enjoyed its
intensity by holding it steady within the spine. They rested in the bliss
of awareness aware only of itself. They then continued the meditation as
planned after the power began to wane.
Five Steps to Enlightenment

Step by step, practice withdrawal of the mind and look inward. One by one, you will witness the myriad good things within. Now and here below, you may meet the Lord for whom the ancient Veda still searches everywhere.

Tirumantiram 578
The grand old man of the East who ordained me, Jnana-
guru Yoganathan, Yogaswami of Jaffna, used to say time
and time again, “It was all finished long ago.” It’s finished
already. The whole mind is finished, all complete, in all
stages of manifestation. Man’s individual awareness flows
through the mind as the traveler treads the globe. Now we come to the
real study, and this applies right to you and to you personally: the five
steps on the path of enlightenment. What are they? Attention, concen-
tration, meditation, contemplation and Self Realization. Those are the
five steps that awareness has to flow through, gaining strength each time,
on the path to enlightenment. When we first start, awareness is flowing
through many areas of the mind. And if it is a mature awareness, we will
say it’s a great big ball of light, flowing through the mind. And if it’s not a
mature awareness, it’s like a little ping-pong ball, bouncing around. The
little ping-pong ball awareness is not going to walk the path of enlight-
enment, so to speak. It’s going to bobble around in the instinctive mind,
incarnation after incarnation, until it grows to a great big ball, like a
great big beach ball. Then finally it will have enough experiences flowing
through the mind to turn in on itself. When this happens, certain facul-
ties come into being. One of them is willpower. And we learn to hold
attention. We learn to hold awareness at attention. Awareness: attention!
What is attention? Attention is the first of the five steps on the path, that
is, holding awareness steady, centralized in only one area of the mind, and
the area that we choose it to be in, not the area that someone else has cho-
en it to be in. Our awareness is moved around by other people through
the mind at such a fast rate that we think we are moving awareness ourself,
so to speak. That’s a funny way to talk because I’m saying we move aware-
ness as if awareness is something else, other than us. But awareness and en-
ergy and willpower are all the same thing. So, we will just call it awareness
from here on out. When other people move awareness through one area
or another, we call that distraction, or worldly distractions. The mission is
to move awareness yourself. How do you learn to do that? By holding it at
attention. How does attention work? Attention is awareness poised like a
hummingbird over a flower. It doesn’t move. The flower doesn’t move, and
awareness becomes aware of the flower—poised. The entire nerve system

---

Gurudeva teaches the five steps leading to enlightenment, represented here by five ornate steps in a Hindu temple. Climbing those steps, a yogi has reached the inner sanctum and fallen into contemplation near the Sivalinga, guarded on both sides by dvarapālakas, inner-plane sentries.
of the physical body and the functions of breath have to be at a certain rhythm in order for awareness to remain poised like a hummingbird over a flower. Now, since the physical body and our breath have never really been disciplined in any way, we have to begin by breathing rhythmically and diaphragmatically, so that we breathe out the same number of counts as we breathe in. After we do this over a long period of time—and you can start now—then the body becomes trained, the external nerve system becomes trained, responds, and awareness is held at attention.

Then we automatically move into the next step, concentration. The hummingbird, poised over the flower, held at attention, begins to look at the flower, to concentrate on it, to study it, to muse about it, not to be distracted by another flower—that is then awareness moving. Awareness distracted, here, is awareness simply moving to another flower, or moving to another area of the mind.

Give up the idea that thoughts come in and out of your mind like visitors come in and out of your house. Hold to the idea that it is awareness that moves, rather than the thoughts that move. Look at awareness as a yo-yo at the end of a string. The string is hooked to the very core of energy itself, and awareness flows out and it flows in. Awareness might flow out toward a tree and in again, and then out toward a flower and then in again, and down toward the ground and then in again. This wonderful yo-yo of awareness—that is a good concept to grasp in order to become more acquainted with awareness. Awareness held at attention can then come into the next vibratory rate and concentrate. Take a flower and place it in front of you. Breathe deeply as you sit before it. Simply look at it. Don’t stare at it and strain your eyes. But simply become aware of it. Each time awareness moves to some other area of the mind, with your willpower move awareness back and become aware of the flower again. Keep doing this until you are simply aware of the flower and not aware of your body or your breath. Then begin to concentrate on the flower. That is the second step. Think about the flower. Move into the area of the mind where all flowers exist in all phases of manifestation, and concentrate on the flower. Move from one area to another—to where all stems exist, to the stem of that particular flower, to the root that that particular flower came from, and to the seed. Concentrate, concentrate, concentrate on the flower. This is what concentration is—remaining in the thought area of the particular item that you are aware of and flowing through the different color and sound vibrations of the thoughts. How
does it work? The powers of concentration—it is only a name. Actually, what is happening is you are flowing awareness through the area of the mind which contains the elements which actually made that particular flower, and you are perceiving how all those elements came together.

After we are able to hold awareness hovering over that which we are concentrating upon, we come into great powers of observation. We are able to look into and almost through that which we are concentrating upon and observe its various parts and particles, its action and its reaction, because we are not distracted. Even observation in daily life, as a result of regular participation in the practice of concentration, comes naturally. We are able to see more, hear more, feel more. Our senses are more keen and alive. Observation is so necessary to cultivate, to bring awareness fully into the fullness of meditation. This leads us then into our very next step, meditation. Meditation and concentration are practically the same thing, though meditation is simply a more intense state of concentration. The state of meditation is careful, close scrutiny of the individual elements and energies which make up that flower. You are scrutinizing the inner layers of the mind, of how a flower grows, how the seed is formed. You are observing it so keenly that you have forgotten that you are a physical body, that you are an emotional unit, that you are breathing. You are in the area of mind where that flower exists, and the bush that it came from, and the roots and the seed and all phases of manifestation, all at the same time. And you are seeing it as it actually is in that area of the mind, where the flower is that you first put awareness at attention upon, then began to concentrate upon. Then you are meditating on the actual inner area of the mind where, in all stages of manifestation, that particular species actually is within the mind.

Out of meditation, we come into contemplation. Contemplation is concentrating so deeply in the inner areas of the mind in which that flower and the species of it and the seed of it and all exist. We go deeper, deeper, deeper within, into the energy and the life within the cells of the flower, and we find that the energy and the life within the cells of the flower is the same as the energy within us, and we are in contemplation upon energy itself. We see the energy as light. We might see the light within our head, if we have a slight body consciousness. In a state of contemplation, we might not even be conscious of light itself, for you are only conscious
of light if you have a slight consciousness of darkness. Otherwise, it is just your natural state, and you are in a deep reverie. In a state of contemplation, you are so intently alive, you can’t move. That’s why you sit so quietly. Yogaswami once said, “I went in and in and in, so deep within, that a bird was sitting on my head.” That is the type of teaching he would give to cause people to think that the physical body was so quiet, and quiet for so long, that a bird was just sitting on his head, didn’t even know it was a man sitting there—“I went in and in and in and in so deeply that a bird was sitting on my head.” Go in and in and in and in so deeply that a bird could sit on your head, through the stages of attention, concentration, meditation and contemplation of the inner energies of the universe itself. When you are in the mind of energy, in that rarefied consciousness, you are not conscious of the Earth or any planets. You are just conscious of the stratum of energy that runs through Earth, space and planets. It’s not even really energy. We are only conscious of energy when we are conscious of something that seems to be not energy. However, this is contemplation, the very source of that which is within and running through form.

Friday

LESSON 89
Step Five: Self Realization

This, then, leads to samādhi, the very deepest samādhi, where we almost, in a sense, go within one atom of that energy and move into the primal source of all. There’s really nothing that you can say about it, because you cannot cast that concept of the Self, or that depth of samādhi, you cannot cast it out in words. You cannot throw it out in a concept, because there are no areas of the mind in which the Self exists, and yet, but for the Self the mind, consciousness, would not exist. You have to realize It to know It; and after you realize It, you know It; and before you realize It, you want It; and after you realize It, you don’t want It. You have lost something. You have lost your goal for Self Realization, because you’ve got it. I realized, went through that deep samādhi, right through these steps. I was taught these steps at a very young age: attention, concentration, meditation and contemplation, and then into the very deepest, deepest samādhi. After I went through that, I came out into contemplation, into meditation, into concentration, and thought, “How simple. Where was I, wandering around all this time, not to have been able to perceive and be the obvious?” The Čhāndogya Upanishad expresses it so beautifully: “The Infinite is below, above, behind, before, to the right, to the left. I am all this. This Infinite is the Self. The Self is below, above, behind, before, to the right, to the left. I am all this. One who knows, meditates upon and
realizes the truth of the Self—such a one delights in the Self, revels in the Self. He becomes master of himself and master of all the worlds. Slaves are they who know not this truth. He who knows, meditates upon and realizes this truth of the Self finds that everything—primal energy, ether, fire, water and all the other elements, mind, will, speech, sacred hymns and scriptures, indeed the whole universe—issues forth from it” (7.25.1-2; 7.26.1, UPP, p. 118).

The Self is so simple. You have to be so simple to realize the Self, not simple-minded, but so unattached. Awareness has to be able to move so nimbly through the mind, like a graceful deer going through the forest, so deftly through the mind, that none of the sticky substance of the mind, so to speak, sticks onto awareness and holds it steadfast for a period of time. And only with that agility can you move awareness in quickly to the Source, in on itself, until you come out having realized the Self. It is an experience you come out of more than go into. ¶If you were to explain Self Realization in another way, look at it in this way. Right out here we have a swimming pool. Beneath the surface of the water, we will call that the Self. The surface of the water, just the surface of it, we will call that the depths of contemplation, that pure consciousness, that most super-rarefied area of the mind, the most refined area of the mind of pure consciousness. And we are going to dive through pure consciousness into the Self. We will call the physical body awareness. It’s a body of light, and it’s going to dive into the Self, into the depths of samādhi. But to do that, it has to break the surface, has to break pure consciousness. ¶So, then, we make a preparation. Attention! We take all our clothes off. We put on a bathing suit and walk around the pool. We are getting ready for this great dive. Concentration! We pull our forces together. We don’t quite know what is going to happen to us. Meditation! We look over the swimming pool. We look over the whole thing. We are studying out the philosophy of just what we are going to do. We even try to measure the depth of the Self. We talk to people about it and ask, “Have you jumped in there?” Some say, “No, but I intend to one day,” and others will answer, “Yes.” “Well, can you tell me something about it?” They say, “Uh-uh, no.” Then you go into contemplation. You just stand. And you are completely aware of just standing there, right on the brink of the Absolute, and you are standing—so, so, so much conscious that you’re there; you are just aware of being aware. And then you laugh, and then you jump in. As your hands and
head go into the water, they disappear. As the body breaks the surface, it disappears. As the legs go in, they disappear. And we are all looking at the surface of the swimming pool and don’t see you there anymore. You just disappeared, the whole body. ¶As you come out of that samādhi, first the hands and head come up and begin to appear again—then the chest, then the entire torso. Then, as you climb out from the pool, the legs reappear, and finally the feet appear again. You are just the same as you were before, but you are all clean on the inside. Awareness has a new center. The center is way down in the bottom of there, someplace that you can’t even talk about. You have realized, when you come out, that you have realized the Self. ¶Before you went in, you knew all sorts of things about it. You could quote a thousand different things about the Self; you knew so much. And when you come out, you don’t know anything about it at all. You know you have had a tremendous experience. You have had an inner bath. Then you go back into just enjoying the experience—contemplation. Then you begin to meditate, coming out again on the experience. And there is a vastness in you that awareness can no longer penetrate. It’s a tremendous vastness; you just can’t penetrate it anymore. You go in and in and in, and then all of a sudden you realize that you have realized the Self again. And you go in and in and in, and then all of a sudden you realize that you have realized the Self again. And everything is different. ¶You look at the world from the inside out. You look at people from the inside out. You look at a person, and immediately you see how he came along through life. You look at his face, and you see what his mother looks like. You look into his subconscious mind; you see what his home looked like. You see what he was like when he was ten years old, fourteen, twenty, twenty-five years old; now he is thirty. And at the same time you are seeing what he is going to look like when he is forty years old, and so forth. You see the whole sequence, all now. Then you really know, after that deep samādhi, that the mind, in all phases of manifestation, was all finished long ago. It’s already complete. ¶Before that, you try to believe in that concept. And it’s a vast concept to believe in, because at certain times, when awareness is flowing in the external areas of the mind, it certainly doesn’t look that way at all. Our perspective is limited.
After the deep samādhi of Self Realization, our per-
spective couldn’t really be called vast; we simply see
things the way they are. And it’s as simple as that. We see
things the way they are, and that is the way they are, from
the inside out. You look at a tree. You see the energies of
the tree all working within the tree. Then, after that, you see the leaves and
the bark, and yet you see it all at the same time, all working together. That
is Self Realization. ¶Those are the five steps on the path of enlightenment,
five steps that you have to work with. The first one could be the most diffi-
cult—attention. It is making a strong, brave soldier that’s going on a great
mission out of awareness. By calling awareness to attention, awareness
immediately has to detach itself from that which it was previously aware
of. For when awareness is attached to that which it is aware of, it thinks
it is that thing. It doesn’t think it is that thing, but seemingly so. When
we detach awareness from that which it is aware of, we can move freely
through the mind, first in a limited area of the mind, then in a more and
more vast area of the mind. ¶Then we learn to concentrate, which awak-
ens the power of observation. If you have attention and concentration,
the other stages come automatically. But for Self Realization, you have
to really want it more than your life; for that deep samādhi, that’s what
it is: more than your life. The realization of the Self, beyond the rarefied
areas of pure consciousness, is more than your life. You have to want it
more than your life. ¶Memorize these five steps: attention, concentra-
tion, meditation, contemplation, samādhi. Now, there are various stages
of samādhi—savikalpa samādhi, nirvikalpa samādhi—but when I use the
word samādhi, I refer to Self Realization, the Totality, the Ultimate, which
I just described. It is worth seeking for. It is worth striving for. It is worth
making a mission of existence on this planet for. ¶We are not on this
planet to become educated, to get things, to make money, to dress up the
physical body, to acquire property, to feed ourselves. We are on this planet
for the realization of the Self, for that one thing, to go within ourselves.
That is why we have come to this planet, and we will keep coming back
through the process of reincarnation, time and time and time again, until
that awareness grows up into a great big ball, where it is strong enough to
move through the rarefied areas of the mind—if we are comparing aware-
ness to a ball, from a ping-pong ball, to a volleyball, to a beach ball—and
finally we are just there.
Life, the Great Experience

Though they practice *yoga* for eight thousand years, still men do not see the Lord, sweet as ambrosia and delightful to the eye. But if, illumined, you seek Him within, He is there in you, as a reflection in a mirror.

*Tirumantiram 603*
At one time or another in life, each of us has had similar experiences of temptation. There were times when we went against what we knew to be the better action, did things we knew we would be sorry for later. We knew because the actual knowing of the consequences of our actions or inactions is resident within us. Even the demons of ancient scripture are actually within us, for that is the lower, instinctive nature to which power is given when we go against what we know to be the best for us. Even the greatest souls have temptations. The souls who are the oldest and the strongest have the strongest temptations and desires. Do you often ask, “Why should this happen to me? What did I do to deserve this?” The experience was created and born of your own strength. Any lesser experience would have meant little more than nothing to you because no lesson would have been derived from it. ¶When we go to kindergarten, we are taught gently. When we go to the university, we are taught in the language of the university. The teachings only come to us from life in a way that we can best understand them, in a way that we can best call forth our inner strength. I have been in many situations and expected people to meet certain standards, but I have discovered that there are many basic things people just don’t know. ¶If you check back through the pages recording various periods of your life, you will observe that knowing grew from certain experiences which you held memory of in your subconscious mind. You can also look within yourself and observe all that you do not know that you knew. For example, start with all those things you are not sure about. You must resolve all of these things through understanding before you can clear your subconscious mind. When you have cleared your subconscious mind through understanding the lessons from the experiences you are still reacting to, you will unfold the inner sight of your clear white light and begin to live in your true being. ¶The yoga student must establish basic principles in his life. He must try very hard to do this. The knowledge of interrelated action and reaction is within the consciousness of man. To understand the deeper experiences of life, we must analyze them. We must ask ourselves, “What does this experience mean? What lesson have I derived from it? Why did it happen?” ¶We can only find answers to these questions when we have established a foun-
dation of dharmic principles, which are the mental laws governing action and reaction. Below are listed thirty-six contemporary dharmic principles that stabilize external forces so that a contemplative life may be fully lived. When practiced unrelentingly, they bring the understanding of the external and deeper experiences of life.

1. Simplify life and serve others.
2. Live in spiritual company.
3. Seek fresh air and sunshine.
4. Drink pure water.
5. Eat simple, real foods, not animal flesh.
6. Live in harmony with nature.
7. Consume what you genuinely need rather than desire.
8. Revere the many forms of life.
9. Exercise thirty minutes every day.
10. Make peace, not noise.
11. Make a temple of your home.
12. Develop an art form or craft.
13. Make your own clothing and furniture.
14. Express joy through song and dance.
15. Grow your own food organically.
16. Plant twelve trees a year.
17. Purify your environment.
18. Leave beauty where you pass.
19. Realize God in this life.
20. Be one with your guru.
22. Love your fellow man.
23. Rely on the independent energy in the spine.
24. Observe the mind thinking.
25. Cultivate a contemplative nature by seeking the light.
26. Draw the lesson from each experience of life.
27. Detach awareness from its objects.
28. Identify with infinite intelligence, not body, mind or intellect.
29. Be aware in the eternal now, not in the past or the future.
30. Do not take advantage of trust or abuse credit.
31. Keep promises and confidences.
32. Restrain and direct desire.
33. Seek understanding through meditation.
34. Work with a spiritual discipline.
35. Think and speak only that which is true, kind, helpful and necessary.
36. Create a temple for the next generation by tithing.

If you desire to find the answer to any question intently enough, you can find the answer within yourself, or you can find it in our holy scriptures or books of wisdom. Pick up one of these books, open it, and you will intuitively turn to the page which holds an answer to your question. You have had the experience at one time or another of recognizing your answer as confirmation that all knowing is within you.

There is a state of mind in which the sifting-out process of action and reaction is not possible. This is when the subconscious mind is confused. Too many experiences have gone into the subconscious that have not been resolved through understanding. Balancing the subconscious mind is like keeping accounts or balancing books. Suppose you have hurriedly put many figures on your ledger. Some of them are correct but a few are not, and others do not belong, so the books don’t balance. You may spend hours over these ledgers, but they won’t balance because it is human nature that we do not see our own mistakes. It takes someone else to gently point them out to you. As you quietly sit in concentration over your books, trying to balance them with a deeper understanding, your guru, teacher or friend may walk in the door and in five minutes find the error. You correct it and, like magic, the darkness lifts, the books balance perfectly and you inwardly see your clear white light. The ledger is your subconscious mind, the figures are your experiences, and until you understand them you will remain in darkness, in a state of imbalance. You will not only feel this disharmony, you will be able to see it portrayed as darkness within your body. For just as it is your experience which makes up your subconscious state of mind, so it is your subconscious which creates the physical body and makes it look as it does. There are some people skilled enough to look at your face and your body and thereby read what is in your subconscious
mind. My spiritual master, Jnanaguru Yogaswami, could look at another’s mind, see and understand the nature and intensity of the darkness or light. It is a science only a few are trained in accurately. He knew that the physical body is really created by the sum total of the conflicts and tranquilities within the subconscious state of mind. As man becomes enlightened through cognition, the conflict lessens, giving birth to the dawn after the darker hours. Hence the statement about the third eye, “When the eye becomes single, the whole body shall be filled with light.”

Wednesday

LESSON 94
ExPERIENCE IS A CLASSROOM

Each experience is a classroom. When the subconscious mind has been fully reconciled to everything that has happened, when you have fully realized that everything you have gone through is nothing more and nothing less than an experience, and that each experience is really a classroom, you will receive from yourself your innerversity personal evaluation report, and it will be covered with the highest grades, denoting excellent cognition. Each of these higher grades is important, for when you put them together they will unfold a consciousness of understanding, making you eligible for your graduation certificate of visually seeing the clear white light within your head while sitting in a darkened room. Yet, if you have failed a class, or several classes, not only will the marks show, but it will also take you longer to graduate. If you haven’t taken from each experience its sum of understanding, subconsciously you remain in the classroom reacting to the lesson you are learning, even though the experience may have occurred fifteen or twenty years ago. So, we have to end each of these experiences in understanding. We have to be promoted to the next deeper grade of awareness so that, with the universal love born of understanding, we can close the classroom doors behind us and receive our diploma. When we receive this first diploma of the clear white light, we are given the greater knowledge and wisdom of what this great experience of life is all about. How do we realize what life is all about? By having lived it fully we fully realize that the past is nothing more and nothing less than a dream, and a dream is comprised of pleasant experiences and nightmares. Both are just experiences, neither good nor bad, right nor wrong. But you must remember that even the greatest souls have had nightmares, confusions, heartbreaks, disappointments, losses, desires that have been unfulfilled and experiences that they have not been able to cognize. And then they have come to a point in their lives when their inner being started pushing forward to the conscious plane. In other words, they have had
just about all the experience necessary to graduate out of the instinctive-
intellectual world, or consciousness. The great, intuitive superconscious
nature begins pushing forward to the conscious plane, stirring up within
the subconscious the remnants of the past. As those remnants come up,
they have to be faced and cognized through meditation, thus creating the
foundation for understanding the basic laws and principles of life. Then
comes the dawn of the clear white light.

Thursday

Lesson 95

We Create Our
Mind Each Instant

I always try to keep the approach to the study of life and
the unfoldment of the inner Self very simple by giving
examples of the flower that begins as the little seed and
grows into a stem forming a bud. We know nothing of
the blossom until the bud opens, and we know little of
the bud after it has become a blossom. However, each process within that
growth to maturity is an experience for the plant. The seed contains with-
in itself its basic laws of growth. The stem will tell its own story as it grows.
The bud contains many experiences and has contained within it a com-
plete story of its own. As the blossom unfolds, it tells a radiant autobiogra-
phy of beauty. ¶In the philosophies of the Orient, the inner mind is often
depicted as the lotus flower. That is what the mind would look like if you
could see the mind. We can look at things on the material plane. The ugly
things tell us how ugly the mind can become. When we look at the beauti-
ful creations of nature, we see how lovely the mind can be. ¶It is up to us to
choose how we want to create the mind, conscious and subconscious. I say
“how we want to create the mind” because we are creating our mind each
instant. There is no past! That dream as it passes before our vision is right
now. We call it the past because we say we remember, but as we are remem-
bering, we are recreating what we are remembering in the present. There is
no future! That is also a dream or a vision, just like the past, because when
we think of the so-called future we are recreating it before our vision right
now. Therefore, there is no past; there is no future. Now is the only apparent
reality! Now is the only apparent reality, and it is up to us to decide how
we want to create our mind, because we do create our mind each instant.
¶We can make basic decisions. “I would like to be nice to a certain friend of
mine. That is the one who has not been too friendly to me lately.” This is
a basic decision. Go out today, and if someone does harm to you, or your
friend is not kind to you, show your love by doing something kind for him.
It is up to us to decide how to face life, be it “love your neighbor,” or “an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.” It is up to us to fathom the reaction
we are going to cause in ourselves and others by each of our decisions. Since each decision will bring its own reward, it is up to us to determine whether we want to suffer through a reaction as a result of an action that we have not duly considered in the light of dharmic principles. Life is a series of decisions. Each instant, as we create the instant, we are creating the decision. We are facing the reaction we caused to come before us, and in facing it with the power of principle we are building the so-called future. So, a man has two paths, and every moment is a moment of judgment. Good judgment comes from concentration—directing the flow of thought. It does not always have to be difficult to choose.

**Friday**  
**LESSON 96**  
**The Art of Being Constant**

There is an art which you can learn which will make all of your decisions easier. It is the art of being constant. Consistency wins. Consistency is one of the most important qualities of a devotee. It is only through consistency in your daily life that you gain the awareness which enables you to cognize the experiences of life, taking from them their real lessons. It is only through consistency that you can avoid many of the boulders that lie in your way on the classical yoga path to enlightenment. Practice the art of being constant, and you will unfold your destiny, discover what you were born to do and learn how to accomplish it in this life. For in that security you will awaken and fulfill your destiny and realize the Self. Thus having your feet planted firmly on the ground, your consciousness can dwell freely in the spirit born of Self Realization. Study your approach to life today as you practice this exercise. Take some of the experiences from your subconscious state of mind. Add them up and see how well your life balances out. Visualize a scale before you. Put the total of the experiences understood and the lessons derived from them on one side. Put on the other side of the scale the total number of experiences that you do not fully understand and from which you can still reap lessons. See how they balance. If they balance evenly, you are well on your way to becoming steadfast and constant. If they overbalance on the reactionary side, you are on the right track because you now have the power to balance your scale—your subconscious. If they overbalance on the understanding side, you should consider dedicating your life to the service of others. Sit quietly with your eyes closed. Look deep within and trace back to the peak experiences that have happened through your life from your earliest days. Quickly fan through the pages of your life and pinpoint each climax, and know that that climax was the sum total of many experiences, forming
one great experience out of which one great lesson of life was born. Take the experiences that you are not quite sure of—all the ones that you cannot form into a solid stone of understanding. Take those experiences and resolve to trace down each intuitively. Don’t analyze. Just look at the sum total of the experiences, and after awhile you will get your clarification in a flash of intuition. This will be of great benefit to you. The great lessons that those experiences offer will become apparent as you progress in your practice of concentration. Do this, and you will do much for yourself.

This is why you were born. The one and only reason why you are existing in your material body is first to unfold into your clear white light, then penetrate deeper and deeper, touch into the Self, become a knower of the Self, Satchidānanda, and then deeper still into nirvikalpa samādhi, Self Realization, preparing for the next steps on the classical yoga path—moksha, freedom from rebirth, and viśvagrāsa, merging with Śiva.

You will soon realize that you create the mind in any way that you want, that you are master of your mind. To become master of your mind, you must realize that understanding is fifty percent of control of the mind, and you have to work at it as an accountant would work to balance his books, as a musician has to work to master his instrument. To know yourself is why you are on Earth. You were born to realize the Self. You are not here to make money, to clothe yourself or to entertain yourself. These are incidentals. You are here on this planet to realize the Self God, and the only way to experience Self Realization is to awaken within you a dynamic, indomitable, actinic will. To do this, the steps are: first, find out what and where the willpower is. Everyone has it. Willpower is that quietness within, that serenity that is likened to a light so bright that you cannot see it with the physical eyes. Second, learn to use this actinic will. Begin with little things that you do. Become satisfied with everything that you do. To you, it must be a work of art, even if it is just drying a dish, cleaning a floor or painting a picture. Your work must satisfy you, and if it does not satisfy the inner you one hundred percent, you must use your indomitable will power and keep striving until it does. You must become a perfectionist unto yourself, but first decide what your standard for perfection is. You must control the quality of your work. Take on no responsibility that you cannot handle. By doing this, you will find that you have much more control over the physical body and emotions than you ever thought possible. You will begin to demonstrate to yourself your powers of control over material
creations, the physical body and the emotions of the instinctive area of the mind. Demonstration comes as you use your indomitable willpower.

It is one thing to talk; it is another thing to demonstrate what is declared. Demonstration is a result of your awareness flowing through the superconscious area of the mind. The superconscious mind is actinic or radiant force, whereas the conscious and subconscious states of mind are manifestations of odic force, or magnetism. Excessive talk arises out of confused conscious and subconscious states of mind. Find your actinic spiritual destiny in this life. Learn to live fully each instant, completely in the eternity of the moment. Become refined by constructive, rather than abusive, practices. Become positive through the generation of good deeds, rather than those uncomplimentary experiences we react to and reenact. Yours is a new and positive destiny, one that is true, constant and free from want or dangers. Life ahead for you can only become one of fulfillment and radiance as you adjust to dharmic principles. Follow these thirty-six gentle guidelines for living and meditate regularly in the morning when you awaken and just before sleep each night. That is all that is needed by the beginner on the eternal path to those enlightened heights of superconsciousness to which the subtle, individual, intelligent awareness of man aspires. On and on through the mind we travel daily, once awareness has become detached from the limited area of mind it has been trapped in. The journey seems endless! It is. Seek on, seek on. Look in, look in. And on that solid foundation of good character, move into that place in the mind and live there, seeing no difference between the inner and the outer states of fluctuating awareness. Be that now for which you have been striving. The search is within. Go within the mind. Go in and in and in and make fathomable the unfathomable depth of Being. You can do it. It has been done countless times over the past several thousand years. Give yourself the great benefit of believing in yourself and flow inward, inward—to the totality of it all.
Purity, compassion, moderate appetite, patience, forthrightness, truth and steadfastness—these he ardently cherishes. Killing, stealing and lusting he abhors. Thus stands the one who observes the ten virtues of yama’s way. Tapas, japa, serenity, belief in God, charity, vows in the Śaiva way and Siddhānta learning, sacrificial offerings, Śiva pūjā and pure speech—with these ten, the one following niyama perfects his ways.

Tirumantiram 556-557
Monday
LESSON 99
Restraints and
Observances

When we are children, we run freely, because we have no great subconscious burdens to carry. Very little has happened to us. Of course, our parents and religious institutions try to prepare us for life’s tests. But because the conscious mind of a child doesn’t know any better, it generally does not accept the preparation without experience, and life begins the waking up to the material world, creating situations about us—magnificent opportunities for failing these tests. If we do not fail, we know that we have at some prior time learned the lesson inherent in the experience. Experience gives us a bit of wisdom when we really face ourselves and discover the meaning of failure and success. Failure is just education. But you shouldn’t fail once you know the law. ¶There have been many systems and principles of ethics and morality established by various world teachers down through the ages. All of these have had only one common goal—to provide for man living on the planet Earth a guidepost for his thought and action so that his consciousness, his awareness, may evolve to the realization of life’s highest goals and purposes. The ancient yoga systems provided a few simple yamas and niyamas for religious observance, defining how all people should live. The yamas, or restraints, provided a basic system of discipline for the instinctive mind. The niyamas, or positive observances, are the affirming, life-giving actions and disciplines. From the holy Vedas we have assembled here ten yamas and ten niyamas, a simple statement of the ancient and beautiful laws of life.

The Ten Yamas, Restraints for Proper Conduct from the Vedas

1. Noninjury, ahimsā: Not harming others by thought, word, or deed.
2. Truthfulness, satya: Refraining from lying and betraying promises.
3. Nonstealing, asteya: Neither stealing, nor coveting nor entering into debt.
4. Divine conduct, brahmacharya: Controlling lust by remaining celibate when single, leading to faithfulness in marriage.

Life is full of difficulties and challenges, both within ourselves and outside. Depending on how we face them, these can be hindrances on our path or opportunities to grow and learn. Here a man is fearlessly confronting his problems in the form of a ferocious and fictitious beast.
5. Patience, *kshamā*: Restraining intolerance with people and impatience with circumstances.

**The Ten Niyamas, Observances For Spiritual Life from the Vedas**

1. Remorse, *hrī*: Being modest and showing shame for misdeeds.
6. Scriptural listening, *siddhānta śravaṇa*: Studying the teachings and listening to the wise of one’s lineage.
7. Cognition, *mati*: Developing a spiritual will and intellect with the *guru’s* guidance.
Life offers you an opportunity. As the Western theologian speaks of sins of omission as well as sins of commission, so we find that life offers us an opportunity to break the law as indicated by the *yamas*, as well as to omit the observances of the *niyamas*. If we take the opportunity to live out of tune with Hindu *dharma*, reaction is built in the subconscious mind. This reaction stays with us and recreates the physical and astral body accordingly. Have you ever known a friend who reacted terribly to an experience in life and as a result became so changed mentally and physically that you hardly recognized him? Our external, conscious mind has a habit of not being able to take the meaning out of life’s most evident lessons. The basic laws of life are so simple that many people don’t heed them. Why? Generally because the opportunities afforded us to fail these tests are so plentiful that we generate very good reasons for not paying attention to our lessons. Shall we say it is normal to fail some of these tests? Yes, isn’t this like getting a failing grade on a report card in school, not passing some of the tests and having to take a course over again? We must learn from our experiences or find ourselves repeating them again and again. It is our teaching not to react to life’s experiences, but to understand them and in the understanding to free ourselves from the impact of these experiences, realizing the Self within. The true Self is only realized when you gain a subconscious control over your mind by ceasing to react to your experiences so that you can concentrate your mind fully, experience first meditation and contemplation, then *sāmādhi*, or Self Realization. First we must face our subconscious. There are many amusing ways in which people go about facing themselves. Some sit down to think things over, turning out the light of understanding. They let their minds wander, accomplishing nothing. Let me suggest to you a better way. In facing ourselves let us relate our actions, our thoughts and our feelings to the *yamas* and the *niyamas*, the wise restraints and observances of Hindu Dharma. In aligning ourselves with these universal laws, we can soon see how clear or muddy is our own subconscious. Fulfilling the restraints first allows us to take the next step on the spiritual path, which is the fulfillment of the observances. As long as we are evading our taxes, it is difficult to live up to the ideal of honesty. As long as we are beating our children, it is difficult to adhere to nonviolence. As long as we are swearing, using *asura*-invoking, profane words in the home, it will be difficult to cultivate patience. As long as we indulge in pornography, a mental form of
adultery, it will be difficult to practice purity. Yes, it will be difficult to cultivate a contemplative nature. All these and more will require serious penance, *prāyaśchitta*, as it is known in Sanskrit, to change the nature and bring it into harmony with the profound ideals of the ancient Indian sages and yogīs.

We carry with us in our instinctive nature basic tendencies to break these divine laws, to undergo the experiences that will create reactive conditions until we sit ourselves down and start to unravel the mess. If we are still reacting to our experiences, we are only starting on the *yoga* path to enlightenment. As soon as we cease to react, we have for the first time the vision of the inner light. What do we mean by this word *light*? We mean light, literally, not metaphysically or symbolically, but light, just as you see the light of the sun or a light emitted by a bulb. Even in the Abrahamic scripture it is given, “When your eye becomes single, your whole body shall be filled with light.” You will see light first at the top of the head, then throughout the body. An openness of mind occurs, and great peace. As a seeker gazes upon his inner light in contemplation, he continues the process of purifying the subconscious mind. As soon as that first *yoga* awakening comes to you, your whole nature begins to change. You have a foundation on which to continue. The *yamas* and the *niyamas* are the foundation. On the spiritual path to enlightenment, each of your decisions is going to be a basic decision, based on your knowledge of the laws of the mind. You must be aware that if you have not been tested by life through breaking its laws, you will in the future be so tested. You have to be aware that each test is an opportunity for either failure or success, and it is all up to you. Circumstances will always present opportunities for failure, and your reasoning mind will always be able to say, “I could have done nothing else under the circumstances.” Often, even under the circumstances, advanced souls are able to take the more difficult course through the natural exercise of humility. Decisions of this nature direct the conscious mind to the recognition of natural inner security. When you fail one of life’s tests, all you can fail is yourself, the Self within you.

Knowing the law puts you at a psychological disadvantage, in a way. It is not quite as bad when you act for the first time out of ignorance, in any situation. Suppose you are riding with a friend in a car and he passes through a red light and gets a ticket and a scolding from the officer, and
you say to your friend, “Oh, that’s all right, you didn’t know. You haven’t been driving long and your lesson may cost you some money.” You are forgiving of your friend’s error. Two months later, in riding with him again, he passes through another red light. And, what do you know, he gets another ticket and a scolding, and you sit back and say, “There is no excuse for that; you knew better. You saw that red light, didn’t you?” This time you are not lenient with your friend, because you know he is aware of the law.

¶You will behave with your own mind in the same way subconsciously if you depart from the spiritual law once you recognize its intrinsic value. Through concentration on life’s basic principles, you will become subconsciously aware of these laws, and then it will be easy for you to maintain them without effort, and the example of your life will be a light to shine for the benefit of many others. ¶Have you ever stood right at the edge of a mountain cliff? You were very careful about falling over the edge, weren’t you? But have you ever experienced that tendency in your nature that makes you a little shaky at the edge of the mountain, that makes you wonder what it might be like to be falling over the cliff, even if the first ledge, shall we say, is not too much of a drop? What is it that makes you want to experience falling over the edge? Some people say they experience this feeling. Others may not have. But let anyone stand on the edge of a mountain precipice and then say that there is not something occurring within them that makes them be quite careful. ¶If you deliberately fall, even a short distance, you could not climb back to the top without having some kind of scar or bruise on your physical form—maybe only a blow to your pride. But you would carry back with you the results of the fall. It is the same with the spiritual law. Once you are aware of its operation and you deliberately allow yourself to fall, you can return to the path with effort, scarred by the memory and strengthened with the influx of renewed energy as you again search for enlightenment, remembering that we only fail when we stop trying.

¶Concentrate each night upon the events of the day and see how close you have come, either consciously or subconsciously, to deviating from your newly established yoga principles. Your span of life here is only a short time, and it benefits you to live it the best way that you can.

**Friday**

**LESSON 103**

**Transcending Pettiness**

Your journey on this Earth has only one goal, Self Realization. You are here to attain the highest possible states of consciousness. You are not here to react to the petty incidents that occur in the valley of the subconscious. You are here to learn to control the mind and live on the
mountaintop. If you fail yourself, you are the one who must suffer your failure. Often, in retelling their failures or their sufferings, people react to or re-enact the original experience all over again. But learning to extract the lesson from the experience is like walking through the rain without getting wet. ¶We have to hold a constant vigil and keep our feet firmly planted on the spiritual path at all times, knowing that we can fall off the path until we have attained full illumination, or Self Realization, in this or future lives. By taking a stand within yourself on small issues, you can always find a different way, a way which will open the door to new opportunity, selflessness and serenity. But, to the degree that we are unable to restrain the inclinations of our lower mind, to the degree that we find ourselves incapable of entering into positive observances, so do we open ourselves to inferiority complex, jealousy, hatred, self-indulgence, lust, fear, greed and all sorts of mental and physical ailments. Being aware of the laws of life allows an uninhibited and natural unfoldment, just as a bud unfolds into a flower. ¶People sometimes say to me, “I am a little fearful of the path of classical yoga unfoldment, because I don’t want to lose the way I am.” Of course, these people are not really happy with the way they are. Look back at your baby pictures and you will see that most naturally you lost and left behind the form that was yours at that time, and assuredly this will happen in the future. As you unfold in yoga, you will lose the way you are. You will mature as a bud matures into a flower, fulfilling its evolution, but it must leave behind its original shape, and open. In this same way, through discipline, your mind will open up into its fullness. ¶Here is a visualization exercise. Bring before the vision of your inner eye the qualities and attributes which you would like to unfold in your nature. Visualize yourself being the kind of person you want to be, doing the kind of things that are going to benefit mankind most. Look back over your day and find out how close to the edge of the mountain you came. Train your subconscious mind to keep you away from the edge of the mountain. Make the yamas and niyamas meaningful habit patterns to your subconscious, as they were meaningful to your intellect.

Saturday
LESSON 104
Changing Your Circumstances

You change your own circumstances all the time, whether you know it or not. Even your mind is different today than it was a week ago. The various experiences you have brought to yourself have made it that way. The point to realize is that you can gain an intricate control of the various things that change in and about you. Lean the thoughts and feelings of
your creation in the right direction, and discover how quickly your circum-
stances will change their direction. This is the secret of self-control. This
is the practice of yoga. Try it, and lose the habit of concern, for concern is
only a by-product of a part of the mind being out of control. ¶What does
the world offer us but an opportunity for action? It is the reaction that we
sometimes get surprised by. The circumstances of your life are either push-
ing you toward greater understanding, if you are aspiring to realize the real
Self, or they are pushing you toward confusion, if you have a tendency to
react animalistically, making the personal self predominant. When per-
sonal concerns become the most important things in life, you are bound to
suffer under the emotion of resentment, and resentment is just a confused
state of mind. ¶The unfortunate thing is, resentment tends to attract even
more circumstances worthy of even more resentment. So don’t bother to
resent, because you are only making yourself inferior to the person or the
circumstance that you hold resentment for. That is right. Resentment, in
all its heaviness, places your consciousness beneath that of the person you
feel is imposing on you. ¶Be equal to whatever you meet! That is a better
way to react to life. It is accomplished simply by meeting everything in
understanding, by demanding understanding from within yourself. And
if you feel that everything happening to you is a play of universal love and
you are able to maintain that consciousness of universal love in yourself,
then you are beyond the happenings of the world. Lifted in consciousness,
you can see through and enjoy all the states of consciousness. The circum-
stances of your life will reflect this change. ¶Watch for those small inci-
dents that imperceptibly get under your skin and create an eruption a few days
later. Little things that do not contribute creatively to your life are an indi-
cation that there is some kind of subconscious disturbance that you have
not resolved. Look your nature right in the face in meditation, without
squirming, and you will discover what the little disturbances are, some
issue over which you are rationalizing, a small resentment or worry that is
keeping a part of your mind confused, and thus, necessarily, most of your
circumstances confused.

People always tend to identify, instinctively, freedom with abandon. But the type of abandon that seeks personal
gratification always gets you “tied up in a knot.” Abandon instead your personal fears and desires by bringing your
mind under the dominion of concentration in everything you do, and you, the real you, will become freed, released from the bonds
of your own mind. Concentrate your mind when you are feeling confused, and you will bring peace to its disturbed states. Peace is control, and control is freedom. If everyone gave half as much thought to the digestive power of the mind as we do to our stomachs, there would be fewer asylums. Are you able to assimilate and understand everything you put into your mind? Or do you carry experiences with you for days, mulling over the past? Some of the things that you see, hear, read about or think about impress you deeply. Other things do not. What kind of impressions do you carve upon your mind? Turning our backs on everything that may be unpleasant to us is not the answer, but if you observe your reactions as they are taking place and then later, the same day, turn a calm, detached eye to your experience, you will reenter understanding through the controlled state of your meditation. Do not wait for muddy waters of the mind to settle down in their own good time when you feel confused. You will only hasten your evolution by making your mind silent and composed by using a dynamic willpower to restore order when you feel least disposed to do so. Draw upon your resources. People like patterns. The subconscious has a natural tendency to resist change. It is slow to realize that life is constant change. That is why it is so easy to fall into a rut. It requires a daring, spirited nature to call forth unused resources, to step out of the routine into a fuller and freer life. It requires daring to leave behind confused states of mind and bring forth new knowledge or wisdom from a meditation. Control is always silent power. Emotion, confusion, lack of control is noisy weakness. Learn to assimilate. When you are engaged in conversation, do as the wise men of India do, pause after a while and let your thoughts assimilate. Have a view of the direction in which your mind is going, and you will have a good control over the direction of your life’s circumstance. Rely on the Self. Find the permanency within you that has never changed through the ages, and you will realize that change is only in the ever-changing mind. Control your mind to the nth degree and you will realize your own natural state of Being, beyond all circumstances—the Self. You will go through many different tests to prove your own realization to yourself. Face each test graciously. Welcome each test and welcome each temptation that shows you the strength of your will over the chaotic senses. You have only to quiet all things of the mind to realize your identity with the eternity of God Śiva, the Spirit, the eternal Self within you.
Faces drawn in distress, hearts stricken with grief, the devas all together rushed and cried, “Lord! We bow to You.” Thus they prayed, prostrating low. And He of unsurpassing renown said, “Arise; fear not.”

_Tirumantiram_ 352
Nowadays meditation is becoming very popular. Everyone is talking about being centered. If you’re right in the center of yourself, you don’t hear any of the noise or activity. You’re just peaceful within yourself. It’s only when we come into the cross-section, the cross-fire of life, that we feel we’re not all right. Then we begin living in the great lie of the universe, the great fear that if we die we might be gone forever. We forget all of the wonderful philosophy and beautiful teachings that we’ve been studying, and we’re just not all right. My satguru, Yogaswami, made the very bold statement once, “There is not even one thing in this world that is not perfect!” You have to take a master like that very seriously. He was satguru for over fifty years in a very orthodox area of the world. “There is not even one thing in this world that is not perfect,” he said. Some of us look around at the world, and we find plenty of things that are wrong with it. I never have. I have always thought this is a wonderful planet—wouldn’t have missed it for anything. It is a great time now to be alive, even though some of us don’t think so, even though the planet is somewhat polluted, and some people have myriad complaints. Meditation is not an escape from the exterior world. We have to straighten ourselves out in the exterior world first before meditation and inner life can really be successful. Sometimes we worry about our job, our business, our family or even that we are not living as spiritually as we think we should. This is my advice: gain the perspective first that it is a wonderful world, that there is nothing wrong in the world at all. Then ask yourself this question: “Am I not all right, right now, right this instant?” And answer, “I’m all right, right now.” Declare that. Then a minute later in another now ask again, “Am I all right, right now?” Just keep asking this one question for the rest of your life, and you will always feel positive, self-assured and fine. This attitude eliminates fear, worry and doubt. I discovered this formula when I was seven years of age. It came to me from the inside one day when I was worried about missing my favorite radio program. We were on our way home in a snow storm at Lake Tahoe, and I was afraid we might get stuck and I’d miss the program. I saw my mind, awareness, go off into the future, and I brought it back by telling myself, “I’m all right, right now. It hasn’t happened yet.” As it turned out, we didn’t get stuck in the snow and I did get to listen to

*The devotee here kneels in a state of blessedness, eyes lifted toward her Lord Siva, who cradles her in the sheltering palm of His hand. In her state of centered and serene awareness she inwardly discerns His perfect universe and knows that nothing is wrong in this world.*
Captain Midnight. After that, I would say to myself, “I’m all right, right now,” every time something came up that stretched my imagination into the future, into worry, or into the past when something disturbing lingered in my memory patterns that I did yesterday that maybe I shouldn’t have done. Each time that happened I would say, “I’m all right, right now, am I not?” And I would have to always answer, “Of course, yes.” I started doing this at the age of seven, and still today I am convinced that I am all right, right now!

**Tuesday**
**LESSON 107**
**Lean on Your Own Spine**

How can we stabilize the path on those days when it’s just plain rough? The first thing to do on the path is to change our perspective of looking at life. Initially, as we come onto the inner path, we look at the map of the journey—we read books. A book is a map. We then make up our mind whether or not we want to make a change in our lifestyle and our perspective. Once we decide that we do wish to go on, a good way to begin is to reprogram the clay-like subconscious mind. Reprogram the negative habit patterns by firmly believing that you’re really all right. The second thing to accomplish is to learn to lean on your own spine. Everyone nowadays wants to lean on someone else. We lean on our families until they push us out into the world. Then we lean on our friends until they can’t help us anymore. But still we keep on leaning. Then we lean on our therapist until we run out of money. This attitude of leaning on another is not the foundation needed for the delicate states of deep meditation to be sustained. We have to lean on our own spine. But first we have to claim our spiritual heritage and feel “I’m all right, right now.” By saying this and believing it, we pull the energies in just a little and become centered again. When we ask ourselves point blank, “Am I all right, right now?” we have to come up with a “Yes.” Lean on your own spine. Feel the power in the spine. Feel the energy in the spine. The energy in the spine is not concerned with any fear or worry or doubt—not at all. It is a pure, powerful, blissful energy. Lean on it, and you will go crashing through into inner states of meditation. Things in the world will also work out right for you. You will be in the flow of life. You will have perfect timing. Beautiful things will begin to happen to you in the exterior world. Opportunities will open up for you where there were no opportunities before. People will become nice to you who ordinarily would not. All this and more begins to happen because mentally you are leaning on yourself, and people in general like you to do this. Don’t lean on a philosophy. Don’t lean on a guru. Don’t
lean on a teacher. Lean on your own spine and that power within it. Then the _guru_ can be some help to you, for you will obey his directions when he speaks. The philosophy begins to come alive in you, for you can complement it with your own inner knowing.

Wednesday

**LESSON 108**

**Realization Is the Key**

What does it mean to “get centered” and to “be centered”? Actually, what it means is to feel the primal source within, to feel so centered that you are the center. And we always are something of what we feel, our hands or our legs or our bodies or our emotions or our desires. Most people on the path have the desire to get rid of their desires. It’s an impossible battle. Have you ever tried to get rid of your desires? If you would stop trying to get rid of your desires, then you would be centered, because you then take the energy out of desire. You take awareness away from that world of desire, and you get right in the primal source of the energy which flows through the physical body. It flows through the emotional network, right through the intellectual mind. That primal source of energy is flowing through the spine in each and every one of us this very moment. Feel it?

The entire spiritual unfoldment process, oddly enough, is designed to throw you off center so that you have to work to pull yourself on center. First life throws you off center. You have all kinds of experiences. You make mistakes and, with your indomitable will, have to control that fluctuating awareness to get it right on center and be all right, right now. Feel that powerful energy flowing through every nerve current and be that energy rather than the fluctuating nerve current. Then, one day, when you really get good at it, you find a _guru_. You are firmly on center, and he tries to throw you off. My _guru_, Yogaswami, would always throw his disciples off center and set them spinning. They had to work hard with themselves to get on center again. That strengthens the sinews and the muscles of man’s becoming himself, becoming totally aware that he is aware and then controlling his mind by not allowing his awareness to get caught up in the vast illusion of the externalities of the mind. How’s that? That’s a good one—the vast illusion of the externalities of the mind!

What is this center? Well, it’s like the inside of an empty glass. You know something is there, and when you’re aware of it, you know that you’re aware inside that empty glass. However, when you’re aware of the glass itself, that’s something else. When you’re aware of the outside of the glass, that’s something else again. When you’re aware of the table the glass is sitting on, again that’s something else. Now imagine you are like the glass.
Become aware of the space inside. That is the tangible intangible you have to grasp. The best way to work this is a very simple way. Let’s try it now. Just open and close your hands and feel the muscles and the bones. Now feel an intangible something, an intangible energy, which is that life force, and soon you will feel a force within that. That is your force of awareness that gives the command to the life forces, to the muscles and sinews which open and close your hand. So, be that intangible force rather than the hand. Be the commander who commands the muscles to relax and tense, to open and close. It’s an intangible reality. This you realize. You don’t think about it. Your intellect cannot give it to you. Your instinct and emotions cannot give it to you. It’s something you have to realize. When you grasp it, you start to unfold and awaken spiritually. It comes from the deeper chakras, the higher chakras. And it’s very easy. You either have grasped it or you haven’t grasped it. So, work with that and grasp that. Then the unfoldment process begins. Finally you begin to see light within the head, light within the body. You begin to have beautiful, beautiful inner experiences. Everybody these days wants to have profound inner experiences without the use of drugs, or without the use of anything but their own positive willpower. That’s the goal of the unfoldment of the people of all nations today, according to my own poll. And it is the right and mature goal.

Thursday
LESSON 109
The Meditative Perspective

Someone asked, “What happens in a person’s daily life when he first starts to meditate?” Many things can and do happen to you when you first start to meditate. For instance, your friends may think that you’re withdrawing from them. They’ll say you’re afraid of the world so you’re trying to get away from it all by meditating. Other people will quickly congratulate you and say, “You’re finally on the path. We’ve waited a long time for you to find the path.” Then you’re taken into a certain social group who are also on the path, who have long since stopped meditating but do appreciate it when you do! They will talk to you so much about the path, they will finally get you to stop meditating, too. All sorts of things will happen to you. The best thing to do when you begin meditation is to live in a good environment, among good people. Meditate alone and don’t talk about it to anyone except the person who is helping you on the path. Do it inconspicuously, privately. It’s an inner process, so it should be performed alone. Then only inner things will happen to you, and your outer life will become better and better and better. You’ll get into a blissful flow with life—a perfect timing in your outer life. You will find
yourself standing in the right place at the right time, every day. You will
be in the energy flow with life, guided by your intuition. All the wonderful
things that you should be experiencing on this planet will begin to come
to you. By changing yourself, you don’t necessarily outwardly alter world
events. But you do find where the world is and that it is functioning just
as it should be, in a perfect balance of adjusting forces. From his position
at the pinnacle of consciousness, my guru, Yogaswami, saw the harmony
of life. From the top of the mountain looking down, you see the natural
role of a raging ocean and the steep cliffs below—they are beautiful. From
the bottom of the mountain, the ocean can appear ominous and the cliffs
treachorous. Yogaswami looked at the universe from the inside out and
saw that there is not one thing out of place or wrong. You can gain that
perspective through meditation, which releases the human concepts of
right and wrong, good and bad, easy and difficult. This is the perspective
you find on the inside of yourself. Man is in a perfect state of being right
now. The great sages and rishis found this truth. They were not more
perfect than their contemporaries, just more aware. You are perfect this
very moment. You are all that you will ever be. If you don’t see it that way,
then you live in a difficult state of affairs, striving toward perfection
and being imperfect along the way. Awareness of perfection is attained by
sitting down and arriving at the state of expanded cosmic consciousness
inside yourself. It’s there, only to be discovered. You can do that in nine
minutes, nine hours, nine days or nine years. Take as long as you like.
The fact remains that deep inside you is perfection. So, you see, you have
a choice. You can remain in the valley, live in fear of the stormy ocean of
life and death, or you can scale the nearby mountain and see from the top
how it is from that perspective. Either way, you and everyone in the world
are all right in the now.

Friday
LESSON 110
Living
Positively

The mystic lives within himself and deals positively with
the events and forces outside himself. He is always con-
sciously striving to realize that limitless Reality within
him. That is his practice. Yet he welcomes the challenges
of the world, not as a karma forced upon him against his
will but as his own self-created dharma. If he is really a mystic, he doesn’t
run away from these challenges. He inwardly knows that life’s daily dif-
ficulties bring forth his inner strength in response to them. He sees the
underlying purpose of life. He accepts and doesn’t reject. He searches for
understanding, for the lesson that lies behind each experience instead of
resenting the experience, which then creates another subconscious barrier for him. He knows that most problems are with man and the way he looks at things. So, the mystic doesn’t need to retreat from the world. The same process continues regardless of where he goes. He can be as peaceful or as disturbed in New York City as in a secluded Himalayan valley. It all depends on what goes on within him. Nor should he be emotionally concerned with the problems of the world in which he finds himself. A concert sitārist is doing himself and his fellow man no good by saying, “How can I play so beautifully when everyone else plays so poorly?” Similarly, the mystic cannot take the attitude, “How can I be peaceful and content when the world is in such a mess?” We need beautiful music and we need beautiful, peaceful beings. Actually, the mystic sees the world as a conglomerate of adjusting forces, and through this perspective he is not emotionally involved in these forces. The world is a mirror of ourselves and is perfectly all right to the man who is content within himself. But you have to find this out for yourself, because unless you experience it, nothing I say will convince you that everything you have been through and are going through is wonderful and a fulfillment of the great pattern of your life. Even a great soul faces difficulties, but he does not take them personally. Generally people take problems too personally by identifying closely with them. When they experience anger, they are angry. When they experience bliss, they are blissful. The mystic identifies with the experiencer instead of the experience. He sees himself as pure awareness that travels in the mind. When he is in San Francisco, he is not San Francisco. Similarly, when he is in anger, he is not anger. He says to himself, “I am pure energy. I am the spiritual energy that floods through mind and body. I am not the body, the mind or the emotions. I am not the thoughts I think or the experiences I experience.” Thus, he molds a new identity of himself as a free being who can travel anywhere in the mind. Such a person is always at the top of the mountain. We have to examine this concept of who we are. When we begin to totally feel all right about ourselves, the meaning of the word I begins to change. I no longer means the body of us. I means energy, awareness and willpower. Soon we gain the total truth that we are living in the body, but we are not the body we live in. Examine the word I and honestly see what it means to you. Does it mean the physical body? Does it mean the emotions? Does it mean the intellect? Does it mean the spiritual energy?
When we forget who we are, who we really are, we live in a consciousness of time and space, and we relate to the future, to the external us, to the past, and to our subconscious internal us. This can be rather confusing. Most people are therefore confused and seek to distract themselves in an effort to find peace. A conscious awareness of now only comes when we remember who we really are. This doesn’t mean we cannot plan for the future or benefit ourselves by reviewing experiences of the past. It simply means that we always remember that we are the essence of all energy, the source. Return to the source. Merge with Śiva. At the source there is always peace. The key to this entire practice is to become consciously aware of energy. In this constant remembering we have the feeling of being the center of the universe, with the whole world functioning around us. To be fully anchored in the knowledge of the source of our being, the eternal now can and must be a constant experience. It’s easy to live in the now if you work with yourself a little every day and concentrate on what you are doing each moment. To begin to work toward establishing yourself in the eternal now, first limit time and space by not thinking about or discussing events that happened more than four days past or will happen more than four days in the future. This keeps awareness reined in, focused. Be aware. Ask yourself, “Am I fully aware of myself and what I’m doing right now?” Once you have gained a little control of awareness in this way, try to sit quietly each day and just be. Don’t think. Don’t plan. Don’t remember. Just sit and be in the now. That’s not as simple as it sounds, for we are accustomed to novelty and constant activity in the mind and not to the simplicity of being. Just sit and be the energy in your spine and head. Feel the simplicity of this energy in every atom of yourself. Think energy. Don’t think body. Don’t think about yesterday or tomorrow. They don’t exist, except in your ability to reconstruct the yesterdays and to create the tomorrows. Now is the only time. This simple exercise of sitting and being is a wonderful way to wash away the past, but it requires a little discipline. You have to discipline every fiber of your nerve system, work with yourself to keep the power of awareness expanded. Regular practice of meditation will bring you intensely into the eternity of the moment. Practice supersedes philosophy, advice, psychology and all pacifiers of the intellect. We have to practice to keep awareness here and now. If you find yourself disturbed, sit down and consciously quiet the forces in yourself. Don’t get up until you have completely quieted your mind and emotions.
through regulating the breath, through looking out at a peaceful landscape, through seeking and finding understanding of the situation. This is the real work of meditation that is not written much about in books. If you can live in the eternity of now, your life will be one of peace and fulfillment. Visualize yourself sitting on top of a mountain. There is no place to go except inside yourself. If you were to go down the northern side of the mountain, you would be going into the future and its ramifications, which are only conceptual. If you were to go down the southern side, you would be going into the past and its similar recorded ramifications. So, you stay where you are, at the pinnacle of consciousness, well balanced between past and future. Everything is in its rightful place in the master plan of evolution, so you sit, just watching, sensing the clarity of your own perfect being, learning to live in spiritual consciousness every day. That is your heritage on this Earth.

Last night we drove past Lake Tahoe and the lake was calm. That calmness is what you see within your mind when your problems are solved within you. If you were to look down in the bottom of the lake, you would see old tree trunks, tin cans, garbage and other things, which can be compared to unsolved problems. When the bottom of the lake is sandy, that is like the lake of your consciousness after all your problems are solved. As you know, there are three types of people: the ignorant man laughs and makes fun of things he does not understand; the intellectual man smiles condescendingly and criticizes, using other’s opinions he has read or heard in the past; the wise man will look at what he understands, try to understand it further and later explain it so others can understand it. As you evolve spiritually, you go through these various states of unfoldment. You never know what state of consciousness you will come into next, since you have never evolved spiritually before. In schooling yourself to live in the eternal now, you overcome anticipated reactions of the subconscious mind, the mind of feeling and habit patterns. Many people have two conflicting approaches to the same problem: one a state of understanding, and the other born of habits of the past. Clear that situation, so that when it comes up you will not have an anticipated reaction; you will cancel it ahead of time. Remain quiet and do not allow your emotional mind to talk to you. You are lost if it does, from reactionary habit patterns of the past, if you listen. As you pray each day, learn to concentrate, meditate and demonstrate your will over your mind. Demonstrate to yourself, and ev-
everybody else will see the result. Subdue ancient habit patterns latent in the subconscious mind. Then you will react not from anticipated reaction but from an action born of your intuitive nature. That is how to accomplish understanding. ¶Let us watch an anticipated reaction—an example of how we think we are going to react. “I am going to be tired tonight,” we say, for instance, after a hard day’s work. You are anticipating a reaction. What are you doing? You are setting up a vibration to be tired when you get home. Instead, you can forget about being tired and jump into a very interesting situation without getting tired by living in the inspiration of the moment. ¶Remember one thing, we have to get our joy out of the doing, not the result. That is the difference between the Oriental and the Occidental. The Oriental receives his joy in the doing, not the result. The American rushes through his doing, thinking he will get his joy from the result, so is in a state of tension all the time. Life is a constant state of joy in doing. We will have mixed results if we look for joy in results, and our subconscious mind will be frustrated. Receive joy in everything you do. ¶You have a greater understanding to apply to your life today. In application you set up new habit patterns—the clear, calm sort which allow you to look in the lake and see the sandy bottom. Don’t look for your reactions experienced in the past, and life will hold continuous, joyous surprises. You will hold yourself in sufficient control so that you can concentrate, meditate and contemplate. The study of yoga is a full-time job, started on Monday and carried out twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, to see results. ¶If you are not peaceful, you are still reacting to past habit patterns. If you don’t feel peaceful, pretend that you do. Feel peace. Feel everybody feeling that same calmness right now. Feelings rub off on other people. If you can demonstrate a constant, consistent peace, get acquainted with peace, the chemical ingredients carried with you all day long, and make others feel peaceful, you will be doing something very fine for world peace, because the world starts with you. The little that you do is important, and it will ramify and expand your consciousness and the consciousness of everybody around you. Try it and see. Hold the consciousness of peace within you. The instinctive nature of man does not want to do that. Conquer that, and that promotes peace in itself.
They traverse the spheres of sun and moon, 
\( piṅgalā \) and \( ādā \), and see visions of past, present 
and future. And in that full moon day the nectar, 
\( amrīta \), ripens. Until lowering into the external 
mind from \( kuṇḍalīnī \) heights, time stands still.

*Tirumantiram 875*
“You have only just a minute, only sixty seconds in it. Didn’t want it, forced upon you, can’t refuse it, didn’t seek it, didn’t choose it, it is up to you to use it. You must suffer if you lose it, give account if you abuse it. Just a tiny little minute, but eternity is in it. For not to love is not to live, and not to give is not to live.” There is really very little to be said intellectually about the eternal now. You have to live in it, and in living in it you discover a higher state of consciousness than you have experienced in your life. Because the vibration of the eternal now is so very high, part of your mind and nature does not like to experience the security of the eternal now, which is really the height of security. It takes practice to maintain a continued experience of the eternal now. ¶Can you visualize yourself, right at this instant, balanced on the top of a tall tree? If the tree were to bend too far forward, you would fall to the ground, or down into time and thought. If it were to bend too far back, you would again fall. Balanced on the top of this tree, you can look out over the countryside and enjoy everything you see. But if you stop to think about one thing of the past, you would become so engrossed in what you are thinking about that you again fall to the ground. You find that you cannot live in a thinking consciousness balanced so high. Here you live in the eternal now, with great awareness of what is around you and within you, but with no thought on it. ¶Can you feel like this? Right now you are here. Right now nothing else matters. You are aware. You are alive, and you are in eternity. Finding the eternal now is a vibration even more powerful than that of sound or light, for you are in the consciousness of Being—being intensely aware, being very alive. In that state of consciousness you can see that when you begin to think, it is like climbing down the tree and walking along through the forest. On the ground you cannot see the forest for the trees. On top of the tree you can see the entire forest and enjoy it. In the eternal now you find awareness in every part of your body, every fiber of your consciousness. Your life depends upon your awareness! Here you can enjoy seeing the birds fly by, the waterfall, the countryside. ¶You can enjoy all that, but you dare not stop to think upon the flight of one bird, because you would become too engrossed in thought and fall into a lower state of consciousness. That bird might remind you of a pet bird you had at home, and the

Three men represent states of mind people dwell in. One lives regretfully in the past, recalling poor childhood days when father drove a bullock cart. Another lives anxiously in the future, worrying about what may come. A third abides in the eternal now, serene, secure and centered.
thinking mind would go on and on, landing you on the ground. When
you become aware and start living in eternity, in the eternal now, you find
that eternity is within you. Then you can see there is no life. Nor is there
any death. You have transcended even the laws of reincarnation in that
state, holding the consciousness of eternity, for you are beyond the soul
which reincarnates and creates a new form around itself.

Tuesday
LESsON 114
Torn Between
Past and Future
What is the instant? That is what we have to discover
through a moment of concentration. What is the mo-
ment? We all know what the past is—many people live
in the past, over and over again, and they never catch up
with the present. Other people live in the future—but of
course when they do, they are really only living in the past, too, and they
never find the present either. ❰Just as an example, how many times have
you gone to the temple without being fully there? Part of you was there,
part of you was living in the past, part of you was trying to live in the
future; and there you were, emoting over the things that happened that
should never have happened, and fearful of things that might happen
in the future, which probably won’t happen unless you continue being
fearful of their happening until you create them! ❰Do you know that the
ability to live right now, in the instant, is a spiritual power, reflecting the
awakening of the soul and requiring a subconscious control of the mind?
Your soul is never bothered with the things that disturb the rest of the
mind! The mind lives in the past, and the mind tries to live in the fu-
ture. But when you quiet your mind, you live in the present. You are living
within your soul, or the higher state of your mind which is undisturb-
bod by the things of time. ❰Also, when you live in the present, you eliminate
fears, worries and doubts. Of course, you might feel a little out of place
for a while, as if you weren’t anybody, if for years and years you have been
accustomed to making fears, worries and doubts your cherished posses-
sions—more important to you than anything. There are people who just
wouldn’t know who they were if you took away from them their fears,
worries and doubts. But if you want to be somebody, something, a state
of being, you want to live in the eternal now. ❰There is a simple formula
for attaining the eternal now. If you can remember it, you can center your-
self within yourself very quickly and experience living right this instant.
Imagine yourself now, worried, bothered and disturbed, and in the midst
of your disturbance say to yourself, “I am all right, right now. Just this
instant, I am all right.” What a shock to the disturbed part of your mind!
It will not only be shocked, it will be shattered out of its disturbance when you declare the truth that you are all right in the eternal now.

Wednesday

LESSON 115

I’m All Right, Right Now

It is one thing to say “I am all right, right now,” and it is another thing to feel it. Can you feel that you are all right, right now? Can you really believe it? Can you hold that feeling, so that this affirmation becomes permeated through your subconscious mind? Let this feeling permeate so deeply through your subconscious mind that it begins working within you, the same way your involuntary subconscious keeps your heart beating and the other processes of your body going. ¶ “I’m all right, right now.” Let the feeling of these words vibrate within you. Then every time you abide in the luxury of worry—and the luxury of worry is one luxury you cannot afford—say to yourself, “I’m all right, right now,” and forget about where you are going, forget about where you have been and just be where you are, where your physical body is, in its immediate surroundings.

¶ When you do that, you find that where you were going and what you were worried about has to do with the egotistical you—your pride and the various qualities that you hasten to rid yourself of when you think you should improve yourself. So, it is really very practical to live now and be all right in all the nows. But remember, since living in the eternal now lifts you into a higher state of consciousness than you have been accustomed to, you have to continue to feel that you are all right, right now. When you continue in the consciousness of the eternal now, something mysterious and wonderful begins to happen—your soul, your superconscious, begins to work out your spiritual destiny. When you quiet your mind, and only when you quiet your mind, you give your soul a chance. What difference does it make if you do have problems? They will work themselves out if you can keep the confusion of your lower states of mind out of the way.

¶ Visualize your soul now as a shaft of light. Visualize your mind as various layers surrounding that soul, covering up the brilliancy of that light. If you live in the layers around the soul, which only cover up the brilliancy of the light, you add to the confusion around the soul. But you can live in that shaft of light. By realizing that you are all right this instant, that light of your soul has a chance to shine through the surrounding layers of the mind just a little, enough to calm your future. For your future is made in the present, in the eternal now.
Thursday

LESSON 116

Progress Takes Persistence

When you find yourself with your mind calmed, your future automatically works itself out. I have had so many people ask me questions, seeking advice. I very seldom give advice, because very few people really want it. The majority have already made up their own minds, and what they are looking for is permission to go ahead and do what they have already decided upon. But if a person asks a question three, four, five times, then you know they are seeking advice. It is a rare person, however, who can take that advice. Often enough, some people may bring to you their problems. They tell you all their troubles, and you tell them how to work them out, because you can see a little bit farther than they can, due to the fact their minds are confused and yours is calm. But they end up by taking their problems right back again, and instead of working them out, they only add to the confusion. That is like going to a university, sitting in on a class, skipping the rest of the classes and expecting to pass the final exam when you have had only one lesson. It does not work there, and it doesn’t work in spiritual life either. There are those who run from one teacher to another, staying with each one only long enough to find enough fault with him or his organization to be able to avoid the teaching and to run on to another teacher. These people are far from the stability of living in the eternal now, for as soon as they find fault with themselves and face overcoming their problems, they have to blame it all on someone else and run away. Spiritual unfoldment is not unlike a university in this sense: you have to go through with all it has to offer for a number of years. If you skip from one university to another and back again and expect to graduate, you find that you are always being set back before you can go ahead! It just does not work. It takes the average person some time before he can bring his entire mind and all his actions into the focus of the eternal now. Just hearing about it is not going to give you a birth into that state of consciousness. You will have to struggle and strive to hold the eternal now. It will take constant practice of spiritual principles to permeate the grosser layers of the mind with the clarity of the eternal now.

Friday

LESSON 117

The Quest For Security

You have at one time or another watched yourself pick up a new idea: “I shall do this and this and this!” Then, because you had a reaction over something, your enthusiasm died; you forgot the idea and bounded off onto something else. This is the way the mind works. You forget when you reach a part of your mind that has no inclination to understand. That is a part
of the instinctive mind. If you run up against a habit pattern that is too strong for your will, it is like going along in a straight line and suddenly ricocheting off in another direction. But while this happens for a long time, after a lot of study and constant self-discipline—without which the study does not do too much good—the principles of the spiritual life finally become permeated through your entire being, and you become close to your soul in the eternal now.

This week, when you think about it, you will say to yourself, “I’m all right, right now,” and you will feel uplifted in knowing that this is so. But next week you will forget to do it. It makes you feel too complete, too secure. And being too secure is like being insecure, isn’t that true? I met a family from the South recently that was having quite a time trying to adjust to the security of success! The husband has been a salesman all of his life, only just meeting the more or less routine needs of his family, three girls and one boy. He and his wife had always nurtured a desire for a lot of money so that the family could live in complete security, and every month for years they had put away just a little savings, with an eye to making the type of investment, at the right time, which would satisfy their dream. Not long ago they found themselves able to buy into land with “remote possibilities of oil.” By spending the last of their savings to initiate drilling, by remote chance they did strike oil, bringing them almost immediate affluence through a chain of circumstances that has changed the entire pattern of their life. Now they feel more insecure than ever. When their money finally came in abundance, they found they really did not know what to do with it. They were worried because they had no experience in handling it. They felt totally transplanted, totally insecure in their apparent security. After several conversations, they began to see that they had found their security in the desire for money; feeling that they did not have enough had become an integral part of the family’s subconscious. Because they were not able to live in the eternal now, they could not catch up with their new condition of life. Many people who find security in material desires are not able to become accustomed to something they are not already acquainted with.

Saturday

LESSON 118

Be a Friend To Yourself

In the process of spiritual unfoldment, which brings you closer and closer to merging into the eternal now, you have to become accustomed to a new you. Become acquainted with yourself, become an old friend to yourself, and you will find living in the moment, in the inspiration of now, becoming second nature to the new you. Remember, it takes time
to become an old friend to yourself, the same amount of time it would take to acquire a mature friendship with someone else. In our beginning meditations on the Śaivite path of enlightenment, we must establish firmly in our intellect the basic truth of “the now.” Now and its seeming counterparts, “then and when,” are only ambiguous to us when the instinctive energies are scattered and unrelated and when there is absolutely no self-discipline of the vital forces which, when accomplished, harnesses man’s individual awareness in such a way that he becomes, over long periods of time, actually aware that he is aware, as well as being aware that his awareness is entangled in the externalities of mind due to an eventful scattering of instinctive forces. Furthermore, his awareness persists in the intuitive know-how and ability to disentangle itself from that external state as it becomes yanked back, deep within its natural state, the eternity of the moment. This ability is acquired through regular and regulated practice of yoga, diaphragmatic breathing and simple, yet profound, inner, mental, intuitive practices performed daily at the same time. Having preceded the practice of yoga by firmly establishing in the subconscious realm of the mind the inevitability of the permanency of the moment, called now, through all areas of thought, there is one dispelling power, and that is man’s personal ability to withdraw his awareness from past and future and, from that static state, view out upon all areas of thought rather than wallow in them. We transgress our heritage on this planet through spending inordinate amounts of time in past and future and the mixture of the two. The penance is misery, confusion and sorrow, as we stumble over the furniture in a darkened room. Turn on the light, claim your heritage and live in the moment. Center awareness deep within the head. Sit in the center of the room. Enjoy the artifacts, rest in the center of the mind and view the panorama. Only by experiencing and acquiring the ability to re-experience, through the practice of yoga, the eternity of the moment can the aspirant allow deeper and deeper access to the fullness of his being.

Before beginning a new project, meditate. Collect up the ramified forces flowing through and around your body and bring them all to one point by regulating the energies through the control of breath, prānāyāma. Thus arriving at the now, if only for an instant, begins the auspiciousness of the moment, after which the project should be begun. By thus meditating and through this practice, inner results infiltrate worldly undertakings, and the opposing forces succumb to the clarity of your per-
ceptions derived through initially being aware in the now, if only for a few
seconds. ¶When you are experiencing the totality of the moment, you are
not aware of the past, nor are you aware of the future or anything within
the externalities of the mind. You are aware of the ākāśa, the primal sub-
stance of the superconsciousness of the mind. You are able to have a con-ti-
nuity of intuitive findings within it and gain much knowledge from within
yourself. For the beginner on the path, the concept of the eternity of the
moment is refreshing, and he does touch into it occasionally when he tries
to meditate. This is encouraging to him, and he gains a new impetus to
pursue his inner life more courageously than before. ¶It is impossible to
intellectually try to experience the here-and-now state of consciousness,
as it is impossible to describe the feeling one would have standing on the
top of a tall mountain. Only through experience can these transcendental
states be known. Therefore, become perfect in yoga. Your rewards will be
great and your future sublime. ¶As the first attempt in finding the infinite
reality of the eternity of the moment, sit quietly, draw all of your faculties
into the center of your head and try to see the glowing white light there.
When this light is seen, a high-pitched sound might also be heard, and
you are then in the eternity of the moment. Bringing oneself to the repeti-
tion of this practice successfully and systematically, day after day, month
after month, year after year is the yoga to be practiced to merge awareness
deeper and deeper into superconsciousness. ¶Now, you can think and you
can feel, and feeling is more convincing. When your mind is disturbed,
your feeling is personality-centered. When your mind is quiet, your subtle
feeling is superconscious, spiritually aware. Feel that you are the complete
master of your body, of your mind and of your emotions. Can you really
feel that? Feel the life within you. Feel your will dominating your mind.
Your will is your soul in action. You may think about your will as being
your soul in action, but you must feel the real you, the real “I am.” Tell
your subconscious mind twenty-four hours a day that this is true: that you
are the master of body, mind, and emotions. For in one instant of real-
izing this, knowing this, feeling this to be true, you will find that you are
all right, right now, in this instant, and you will find yourself entirely free
from fear, worry and doubt. Live completely, regardless of your circum-
stances, then the circumstances in which you divide yourself will adjust
themselves to become as beautiful as the beauty of your soul.
The ignorant prate that love and Śiva are two, but none of them knows that love alone is Śiva. When men know that love and Śiva are the same, love as Śiva they ever remain.

_Tirumantiram 270_
Monday
LESSON 120
What Is
Pure Love?

Love is the sum of all the spiritual laws. We may say that love is the heart of the mind. Anything that comes before you in life can be conquered through universal love, a force which is a demonstration of the soul. Universal love has nothing to do with emotional infatuation, attachment or lust. It flows freely through the person whose mind is unclouded by resentment, malice, greed and anger. But in persons whose minds are partially out of control and under the control of another, the force of the soul ends up as infatuation or attachment. Pure love is a state of Being. Whereas everyone is running around trying to get love, it is found in giving. When a person begins to lose the idea of his own personality through concern for others, he will attract a like response to himself. The outgoing force of the soul in action brings freedom to the lower states of mind. The instinctive person is ordinarily so preoccupied with his own self, so wrapped up in his own shell, that he cannot give a thought to the welfare of another. He cannot give anything of himself. Such a person usually feels sorry for himself and finds other people unloving and unresponsive. He is still far from any realization of the Self within. The unfortunate person who is burdened by resentment, for instance, feels that the world owes him more kindness than he is receiving. When he loses his resentment for the world simply by becoming interested in people, the world will once again reflect back the expression of this soul force, known as universal love. You may visualize this pure state of love as a force of light flooding out from the center of your Being. If you place sheets of paper too close to a light source, you temporarily block the light and scorch the paper. People are always scorching themselves by holding up against their own “inner-light paper” qualities such as resentment, malice and greed. Spontaneous acts of benevolence and selflessness, prompted by a will to perfection, lift the striving soul in feeling and begin slowly to remove the coverings from the light which is the soul. You can’t expect immediate action, of course, because you may still carry the seeds of destructive qualities within you, and it is these seeds which continue to hold man in lower states of consciousness. The action and reaction of the self-centered state of mind creates tension and discord in mind and body. Often, when the diaphragm is tight, the muscles are tense, breath-

---

Men, women and children of every hue and background have approached Lord Śiva, who has drawn them all close, embraced and accepted each one. In Śaivism, love is the sum of the law. Love of the devotee merges in the love that God is and has for His creation, for every soul.
ing is difficult and your whole disposition is on edge. A person attains relaxation and peace through a benevolent act in which he loses himself in another’s happiness. The cycles of tension and release, tension and release—which are constantly given birth to in the instinctive and intellectual state of mind—are only broken as the unfolding soul expresses itself in devotion, breaking up the crust of personal concern and hurt feelings.

Love may also be thought of as the full expression of the intuitive mind, a continuing flow from the source of Being. Most people would not be able to withstand the reaction to this force were it to be fully released within them. To suddenly relieve a person of all tension would be like making a poor man rich overnight. The instinctive mind feels lost and insecure under the impact of any sudden change in evolution. As the soul, the superconscious mind, or the light of God, begins to shine through the rest of the mind, the mind will either become reactionary or cooperative. Some people have a terrible fight within themselves as the soul begins to shine forth, and yet their only lasting satisfaction in life is in the outpouring of their individual soul qualities. Sometimes students of Inner Being are able to control their actions or their speech when they become disturbed, but the thought force projected by their suppressed sulking is just as negatively effective. Seeking to understand the condition that has upset you will give control of the negative force and eventually lift you into the state of love which conquers all things. Of course, the practice of understanding must begin at home. You must train yourself to know where you are in consciousness at all times. When you can become fully aware of the states of consciousness through which you pass, there will be no one whom you cannot understand, no one with whom you could not communicate through the medium of love. Until you learn the operation of this law as the sum of all laws, you will continue to harbor contention, to prefer argument and to walk the path of difference. Through bhakti yoga, the yoga of devotion, the combative mind becomes erased, absorbed into the consciousness of the One Self, the Being permeating all beings. With the help of devotion, you can soar within. You cannot only pull away detachedly from unwholesome areas of the mind, but it is possible to keep yourself in an inward state of expanded consciousness.
Wednesday
LESSON 122
Find Your Security Within

What is it all about when we are burdened? This is only the external odic force fields of magnetic energy in the area of the mind called the world and the subconscious. When we are totally aware in this limited state of consciousness, we have the feeling of being burdened. When we are aware in this state of mind, it is impossible to seek out an explanation or to accept an explanation from another. How many times during your life have you explained to your friends who were totally aware in the external area of the mind the reasons for their being there and the way to release themselves from these areas and soar within? You knew they knew what you were talking about, but they would not accept what you had to say, possibly because they had not thought of it first. The magnetic areas of the odic force field of the external mind are that strong. They were burdened by the conscious and subconscious limited areas of the mind. Awareness had become submerged. ¶The only real security comes from within. Gain security, and if your security comes from within you, you become unburdened. However, if one gains his security from the external mind, then of course he will not accept help if help is given. What is help anyway, but man sharing with man? Who is the helper and who is the one who is helped? You have often heard teachers say, “Every time I give instruction, I learn more than my students.” Is the teacher giving the opportunity to the students to learn, or are the students giving the opportunity to the teacher? Obviously, it is quite mutual. The external ego does not give us help. It only ramifies awareness into even more externalized areas of the mind. The mind of light, your superconsciousness, is the only area of the mind where permanent bliss, security and steadfastness occur when awareness flows through it, even in the outer areas of your nature. The mind of light is the only thing that can uplift awareness, shuffling off the burdens of the external mind. It is the great teacher.

Thursday
LESSON 123
The Power Of Devotion

For eleven years I led a bhakti pilgrimage, a devotional pilgrimage, to the top of Mount Tamalpais in California, the first Sunday of every month. I never missed one. The devotees, in looking over three cities with me, could intuit that within each city there were problems. Each home in each city contained an area of the mind that was problem ridden. ¶Those who had the devotion went to the top of the mountain. Hence, the opportunity to expand their awareness for an hour or so and look over the external states of the mind. There they set their pattern for meditation
for the ensuing month. It takes great dedication, devotion and *bhakti* to disentangle awareness from that which it is aware of, to flow into and become aware of expanded areas of mind. The rewards are great. We are able to look over and through our expanded vision the totality of the exterior area of our mind and intuitively know the answer to the experiences that we are going through. ¶This may seem difficult to comprehend, but it is really very simple. When awareness is burdened in the exterior area of the mind, we simply release awareness from that area of the mind that it is aware of. Release the burden—but not by taking on more burdens or trying to find out the whys and wherefores of it all. In other words, we alleviate the pressures that awareness and our nerve system feel because of being involved in the exterior area of the mind and thus become devoted to our own superconsciousness. The power of devotion, love, *bhakti*, melts the odic-magnetic force fields, releasing awareness to soar into superconsciousness, the mind of light. And then we can focus, superconsciously, from our intuitive state of mind and look at the exterior world from a new perspective, from right within the very core of life itself. It does not take long. It does take one quality though—devotion, found in the yoga called *bhakti*. ¶What is devotion? Devotion involves going deep enough to understand the great principle of the fulfillment of one’s duty. Who must be devoted to whom? Members of a family to their temple, a wife to her husband, a husband to his religion, children to their parents, the student to the teacher, the disciple to the *guru*. No matter what you are studying—mathematics, chemistry, philosophy, cybernetics, sociology, religion, a lifestyle—the professor should represent what you are going to be. That is why you are studying with him. Only through devotion will you be totally aware, open, free, inspired. Only through devotion will you become what you aspire to unfold within yourself.

**Friday**

**LESSON 124**

**Bring Forth Good Qualities**

Where do you get devotion? Not from the teacher. The teacher is only an awakener. He imparts knowledge to you, a vibration to you. He awakens you to the possibilities of the grandeur within yourself. Can a professor of geometry give you the total knowledge of that subject? No, he cannot. He can only show you the ways you can unfold the totality of the subject matter from within yourself. He gives you certain formulas and laws. You have to take them in and in and in where the solutions are. ¶How do we unburden awareness from the external areas of the mind through devotion? Our attitude has to be correct. Only in that way can
we manifest the qualities that we want to manifest. Everyone has many different qualities and tendencies in his nature. Some are flowing freely. Others are suppressed. Others are repressed. Some are active and others temporarily inactive. Friends bring out the qualities and mirror the inner tendencies of each of us. When a person changes his life, he also changes his group of friends. It happens automatically. One group of qualities becomes inactive, and another group of tendencies begins to manifest itself in him. Our tendencies formulate our attitudes. Our attitudes, once consistently held, stabilize our perspective in looking at life. ¶The first step in unburdening awareness from the externalized odic-magnetic areas of the mind is to cause a bhakti, a love, a devotion, right within the nerve currents of your body. This is the first step. Get in love with the inner self. Begin to study the qualities of your nature, your tendencies. Write them all down on a piece of paper. Choose the ones that you wish to use and cross out the ones that you do not care for. Choose your qualities and tendencies as carefully as you choose your clothing. ¶Many people spend much time thinking about what they are going to wear. Hour after hour they are shopping in the stores. If you were to add up over a period of one year’s time the number of hours they stood in front of the mirror dressing the physical form, it would be quite surprising. How about the inside? Do we dress up the inside, too? We can, you know. Choose the qualities and tendencies to wear this spring and in the summer and fall, too. Pick carefully the smile on your face. Let it come from deep within. We can dress up the face in all sorts of ways, but the qualities of our nature are those which really shine through. We can paint over greed and resentment, but the quality of bhakti, devotion and love, will shine through all paint. It is its own decoration. Dress up the inside. Make the qualities and tendencies of your nature match the outside. This is one of the great duties on the path. Bring forth the great qualities of devotion through the yoga called bhakti.

Saturday
LESSON 125
Awaken True Love

Devotion is the keynote to the fulfillment of duty. “What is duty?” “What are my duties?” Take a piece of paper. List all of your duties, all of the promises that you have made. A duty is very important. Devotion and duty lay the foundation for the spiritual unfoldment that everyone is talking about in this age. We do not find the path in books. We find the path in how we handle our individual lives. ¶Paint a mental picture of yourself as you want to be. Everyone has an ideal. You want to be kind; you want to be helpful at all times; you never want to miss an opportu-
nity to serve or to help your fellow man. You want to be spontaneous, to be gracious, to be pure and direct in word, thought and deed. These are the qualities. The tendencies are there, for you are on the path. This is your new inner wardrobe. Wear it and wear it well. ¶How do you put on this wardrobe? Sit quietly and breathe deeply, eyes closed, and review the wardrobe, the qualities, the tendencies of the greatness within you. You will begin to feel that love, that softening, that bliss of inner peace which is there. ¶In the yoga called bhakti, you release an energy through the physical body, through the nerve system, from the central source of all energy. This energy is a constant flow, filling and thrilling every nerve current, muscle and sinew of your physical body. It will be a constant flow as you express the qualities that you have chosen. This constant flow of energy will permeate your physical body as a blessing to the world. This is the life of one who is in the fulfillment of the yoga called bhakti. ¶Bhakti yoga is the awakening of the love nature through the practice of devotion and giving. Giving begins new life. Giving is an essential for spiritual unfoldment, for until we give and give abundantly, we don’t really realize that we are not the giver; we are just a channel for giving. Abundance, materially and spiritually, comes to you when you cease to be attached to it, when you can take as much joy over a little pebble as you could over a precious ruby. The power of giving is a very great power, a great power that comes to you through yoga. You hear about yoga powers, the power of levitation, the power of suspended animation, but the truly great powers are the power of giving, the power of concentration, the power of subconscious control over your mind, body and emotions, the power of universal love—practical powers that can be used today.

Sunday
LESSON 126
Be a Master Of Giving

Why can’t you spiritually unfold until you learn to give and give and give until it hurts? Because that hurt is your block. Many people give, and they give generously, up to the point where they feel, “I have given a lot,” or “I have given too much,” or “I gave as much as I can give,” or “I will give more when I can,” or “I enjoy giving and I used to give a lot, but I can’t give so much right now.” These are the little blocks that come up within man’s nature and undermine man’s nature and bind him down to the depths of the negative areas of the subconscious mind. And then he can’t progress. Why can’t he progress? Because he can’t have devotion unless giving unfolds as his light. Now, the man who has unfolded into giving doesn’t qualify his giving, he doesn’t even think about
it. If he doesn’t have a lot of material things to give, if he is going through circumstances which do not permit him, then what does he do? He gives what he can, in devotion, little things to make people happy, little things to progress activity, little things to progress himself. He gives what he can, and he gives more than he can. And when something is given to him, that gives him the power to give again. That is the great law. That is the great unfolding. ¶When a seeker has unfolded to the power of giving, he doesn’t think about himself so much, because he is spontaneous. He is always looking for an opportunity to do something good for someone else. When someone has not unfolded into giving, he thinks about himself a great deal, and he calculates his giving, because he has to give in proportion to something else. But by giving in proportion to something else, he is creating his future limitation. He is saying, “I am just this big, and I will always be just this big, because that is as far as my consciousness can go. By limiting your giving, by limiting your consciousness, as time goes by, your consciousness will shrink, even if you don’t know it. Your friends will notice, but you won’t. It will shrink and shrink and shrink. And that is one of the things your friends won’t tell you—that your consciousness has shrunk, and you are not the same as you used to be. ¶This works in reverse, too. The person who has a heart full of joy, even if he doesn’t have material possessions to speak of, always finds something to give; he gives what he has. He knows that he is not the giver at all, and when something comes his way, he gives of it freely. He is a vehicle for giving, and finally he is so full of abundance in consciousness that he knows he is not the giver, and he fulfills bhakti yoga in his life. If you give and give freely and spontaneously, you feel good about it, and if you do it again, you feel even better about it. But if you give and give selfishly, you feel bad about it, and if you continue to do so, you’ll feel worse. If you give and give spontaneously, you will awaken your inner nature, and spiritual power will flow through you, and you will merge with God within you. But if you give and give selfishly, by hanging on to your gift after you have given it, you close the door to spirituality. ¶Giving is in many, many forms. Give freely, and your gift will come back to you, often doubled. That is the incomparable law of karma. Then this opens the door for another gift to be given. Your intuitive nature will tell you how you can give, when and where, and soon you will find yourself giving every minute of every day in the most spontaneous ways.
That which is neither internal consciousness nor external consciousness
nor both together, which does not consist solely in compact conscious-
ness, which is neither conscious nor unconscious, which is invisible,
unapproachable, impalpable, indefinable, unthinkable, unnameable,
whose very essence consists of the experience of its own self, which
absorbs all diversity, is tranquil and benign, without a second, which
is what they call the fourth state—that is the åtman. This it is which
should be known.        Atharva Veda, Māṇḍūkya Upanishad 2.7. ve, p. 723

He who dwells in the light, yet is other than the light, whom the light
does not know, whose body is the light, who controls the light from
within—He is the åtman within you.        Sūkla Yajur Veda, Brihadāranyaka Upanishad 3.7.14. ve, p. 708

When nourishment is pure, nature is pure. When nature is pure,
memory becomes firm. When memory remains firm, there is release
from all knots of the heart. Sāma Veda, Čhândogya Upanishad 7.26.2. upr, p. 489

With his mind purified, with his consciousness purified, with patience,
thinking “I am He,” and with patience when he has attained the con-
sciousness of “I am He,” he is established by wisdom in the supreme
åtman who is to be known in the heart.        Sūkla Yajur Veda, Paiṅgala Upanishad 4.9. ve, p. 441

The ten abstinences are nonviolence, truth, nonstealing, chastity,
kindness, rectitude, forgiveness, endurance, temperance in food
and purity.        Sūkla Yajur Veda, Trīshikhī Brāhmaṇa 32-33. ym, p. 19

As the sun that beholds the world is untouched by earthly impurities,
so the Spirit that is in all things is untouched by external sufferings.
Krishna Yajur Veda, Kaṭha Upanishad 5.11. bo upm, p. 64

He who knows this, having become peaceful, controlled, detached,
patient and concentrated, sees the åtman in himself and sees all in the
åtman. Evil does not overcome him, but he overcomes all evil; evil does
not consume him, but he consumes all evil. Free from evil, free from
passion, free from doubt, he becomes a knower of Brahman.
Sūkla Yajur Veda, Brihadāranyaka Upanishad 4.4.23. ve, p. 718
Revealed and yet dwelling hidden in the cave is that which is called the great Abode. Whatever moves and breathes and blinks is fixed therein. Know this as being and also nonbeing, the desire of all hearts, transcending knowledge, best beloved of every creature. Burning as a flame and subtlest of the subtle, in which are firmly fixed the worlds and their peoples—that is the imperishable Brahman. That is life and word and spirit, the true, the immortal! That, my friend, is to be known—know that!

*Atharva Veda, Muṇḍaka Upanishad 2.2.1-2, VE, p. 685*

Like the waves in great rivers, there is no turning back of that which has been done previously; like the tide of the ocean, the approach of one’s death is hard to keep back. Like a lame man, bound by the fetters made of the fruits of good and evil, like the condition of a man in prison, lacking independence; like the condition of one in the realm of death, beset by many fears; like one intoxicated with liquor, intoxicated with the liquor of delusion, rushing about like one possessed by an evil spirit; like one bitten by a great serpent, bitten by the objects of the sense; like gross darkness, the darkness of passion; like jugglery, consisting of illusion; like a dream, false appearances; like the inside of the banana tree, unsubstantial; like an actor changing dress every moment; like a painted scene, falsely delighting the mind; and therefore it has been said, “Objects of sound, touch and the like are worthless objects for a man,” for the elemental self, through attachment to them, does not remember the highest state.

*Krīṣṇa Yajur Veda, Maitri Upanishad 4.2 UPR, p. 420-421*

The Self resides within the lotus of the heart. Knowing this, consecrated to the Self, the sage enters daily that holy sanctuary. Absorbed in the Self, the sage is freed from identity with the body and lives in blissful consciousness.

*Sāma Veda, Čhāndogya Upanishad 8.3.3-4. UPP, p. 122*

High truth, unyielding order, consecration, ardor and prayer and holy ritual uphold the Earth; may she, the ruling mistress of what has been and what will come to be, for us spread wide a limitless domain.

*Atharva Veda 12.1.1, VE, p. 123*

May the wind blow us joy, may the sun shine down joy on us, may our days pass with joy, may the night be a gift of joyful peace! May the dawn bring us joy at its coming!

*Atharva Veda 7.69.7, VE, p. 302-303*
PART TWO

Living
In the Now
My God is the melter of my heart of love. Let all adore my God, the Lord of primal love, first of beings, my Śiva, who again and again melts my heart. May He render me His love in foremost measure! Praise Him but once, the Pure and Holy One, and He will be your escort to heaven. He, Lord Śiva, decked in honeyed konrai blooms, sits enthroned in my love, steadfast and free.

_Tirumantiram_ 274-275
Devotion in Hinduism is known as *bhakti*. It is an entire realm of knowledge and practice unto itself, ranging from the child-like wonder of the unknown and the mysterious to the deep reverence which comes with understanding of the esoteric interworkings of the three worlds. Hinduism views existence as composed of three worlds. The First World is the physical universe, the Second World is the subtle astral or mental plane of existence in which the *devas*, or angels, and spirits live, and the Third World is the spiritual sphere of the Mahādevas, the Deities, the Gods. Hinduism is the harmonious working together of these three worlds. Religion blossoms for the Hindu as he awakens to the existence of the Second and Third Worlds. These inner worlds naturally inspire in man responses of love and devotion and even awe. They are that wonderful. Devotion in Hinduism occurs on many levels and at different cycles of time in the evolution of the soul. All forms of devotion are equally valid, and none claims itself as the only proper form of worship. There is devotion to the tribal Deities, to the scriptures, to the saints and to the *satguru*. But the most prevalent expression of worship for the Hindu comes as devotion to God and the Gods. In the Hindu pantheon there are said to be 330 million Gods. Even so, all Hindus believe in one Supreme Being who pervades the entire universe. The many Gods are perceived as divine creations of that one Being. These Gods, or Mahādevas, are real beings, capable of thought and feeling beyond the limited thought and feeling of embodied man. So, Hinduism has one God, but it has many Gods. There are only a few of these Gods for whom temples are built and *pūjās* conducted. Gaṇeśa, Śiva, Subramaniam, Viśṇu and Śakti are the most prominent Deities in contemporary Hinduism. Of course, there are many others for whom certain rites or *mantras* are done in daily ceremony, often in the home shrine. These include Brahmā, Śūrya, Sarasvatī, Lakshmī, Agni, Chandra, Ayyappan, Hanumān, Mariyamman and others. The Hindu traditionally adopts an *Iṣṭa Devatā*. This is a personal Deity chosen from the many Hindu Gods, often according to the devotee’s family background or the feeling of closeness to one form of divine manifestation. It is the unique and all-encompassing nature of Hinduism that one devotee may be worshiping Gaṇeśa while his friend worships Subra-

*The artist places us creatively behind Śiva Naṭarāja so we can see the adoration on the faces of a man and wife worshiping their beloved Lord. They have finished their morning *pūjā*, draped a flower garland around the bronze mūrti’s shoulders and drawn a simple kolam with holy ash.*
maniam or Vishṇu, and yet both honor the other’s choice and feel no sense of conflict. The profound understanding and universal acceptance that are unique in Hinduism are reflected in this faculty for accommodating different approaches to the Divine, allowing for different names and forms of God to be worshiped side by side within the temple walls. It may even happen that one may adopt a different personal Deity through the years according to one’s spiritual unfoldment and inner needs.

The Hindu religion brings to us the gift of tolerance that allows for different stages of worship, different and personal expressions of devotion and even different Gods to guide our life on this Earth. Yet, it is a one religion under a single divine hierarchy that sees to the harmonious working together of the three worlds. These intelligent beings have evolved through eons of time and are able to help mankind without themselves having to live in a physical body. These great Mahādevas, with their multitudes of angelic devas, live and work constantly and tirelessly for the people of our religion, protecting and guiding them, opening new doors and closing unused ones. The Gods worshiped by the Hindu abide in the Third World, aided by the devas that inhabit the Second World. ¶ It is in the Hindu temple that the three worlds meet and devotees invoke the Gods of our religion. The temple is built as a palace in which the Gods reside. It is the visible home of the Gods, a sacred place unlike every other place on the Earth. The Hindu must associate himself with these Gods in a very sensitive way when he approaches the temple. ¶ Though the devotee rarely has the psychic vision of the Deity, he is aware of the God’s divine presence. He is aware through feeling, through sensing the divine presence within the temple. As he approaches the sanctum sanctorum, the Hindu is fully aware that an intelligent being, greater and more evolved than himself, is there. This God is intently aware of him, safeguarding him, fully knowing his inmost thought, fully capable of coping with any situation the devotee may mentally lay at His holy feet. It is important that we approach the Deity in this way—conscious and confident that our needs are known in the inner spiritual worlds. ¶ The physical representation of the God, be it a stone or metal image, a yantra or other sacred form, simply marks the place that the God will manifest in or hover above in His etheric body. It can be conceived as an antenna to receive the divine rays of the God or as the material body in or through which the God manifests in this First World. Man takes one body and then another in his progression
through the cycles of birth and death and rebirth. Similarly, the Gods in their subtle bodies inhabit, for brief or protracted spans of time, these temple images. When we perform pūjā, a religious ritual, we are attracting the attention of the devas and Mahādevas in the inner worlds. That is the purpose of a pūjā; it is a form of communication. To enhance this communication, we establish an altar in the temple and in the home. This becomes charged or magnetized through our devotional thoughts and feelings, which radiate out and affect the surrounding environment.

Chanting and satsaṅga and ceremonial rituals all contribute to this sanctifying process, creating an atmosphere to which the Gods are drawn and in which they can manifest. By the word manifest, I mean they actually come and dwell there, and can stay for periods of time, providing the vibration is kept pure and undisturbed. The altar takes on a certain power. In our religion there are altars in temples all over the world inhabited by the devas and the great Gods. When you enter these holy places, you can sense their sanctity. You can feel the presence of these divine beings, and this radiation from them is known as darshan. The reality of the Mahādevas and their darshan can be experienced by the devotee through his awakened ājñā vision, or more often as the physical sight of the image in the sanctum coupled with the inner knowing that He is there within the microcosm. This darshan can be felt by all devotees, becoming stronger and more defined as devotion is perfected. Through this darshan, messages can be channeled along the vibratory emanations that radiate out from the Mahādevas, as well as from their representatives, the Second World devas who carry out their work for them in shrines and altars. ¶To understand darshan, consider the everyday and yet subtle communication of language. You are hearing the tones of my voice through the sensitive organ, your ear. Meaning comes into your mind, for you have been trained to translate these vibrations into meaning through the knowing of the language that I am speaking. Darshan is a vibration, too. It is first experienced in the simple physical glimpse of the form of the Deity in the sanctum. Later, that physical sight gives way to a clairvoyant vision or to a refined cognition received through the sensitive ganglia within your nerve system, the chakras. Through these receptors, a subtle message is received, often not consciously. Perhaps not immediately, but the message that the darshan carries, direct from the Mahādeva—direct from Lord Gaṅeśa, direct from Lord Murugan, direct from Lord Śiva Himself—manifests in
your life. This is the way the Gods converse. It is a communication more
real than the communication of language that you experience each day.
It is not necessary to understand the communication immediately. The
devotee may go away from the temple outwardly feeling that there was no
particular message, or not knowing in his intellectual mind exactly what the
darshan meant. Even the words you are now reading may not be fully cog-
nized for days, weeks or even months. The depth of meaning will unfold
itself on reflection. Visiting a Hindu temple, receiving darshan from the
majestic Gods of our religion, can altogether change the life of a worshiper.
It alters the flow of the prāṇas, or life currents, within his body. It draws his
awareness into the deeper chakras. It adjusts his beliefs and the attitudes
that are the natural consequence of those beliefs. But the change is slow.
He lives with the experience for months and months after his visit to the
temple. He comes to know and love the Deity. The Deity comes to know
and love him, helping and guiding his entire evolutionary pattern. Dar-
shan coming from the great temples of our Gods can change the patterns
of karma dating back many past lives, clearing and clarifying conditions
that were created hundreds of years ago and are but seeds now, waiting to
manifest in the future. Through the grace of the Gods, those seeds can be
removed if the manifestation in the future would not enhance the evolu-
tion of the soul.

Hindu temples are new to this side of the planet, and
the knowledge of the very special and entirely esoteric na-
ture of the Hindu temple is unknown in the West. One of
the first misunderstandings that arises in the West is the
purpose and function of the “graven image.” The Judaic-
Christian tradition firmly admonishes against the worship of graven im-
ages, though, of course, in Catholicism saints and images, and in Eastern
Orthodoxy their pictures, are reverently worshiped. The Hindu doesn’t
worship idols or graven images. He worships God and the great godlike
Mahādevas. The image is only that, an icon or representation or channel
of an inner-plane Deity that hovers above or dwells within the statue. The
physical image is not required for this process to happen. The God would
perform His work in the temple without such an image, and indeed there
are Hindu temples which have in the sanctum sanctorum no image at all
but a yantra, a symbolic or mystic diagram. There are other Hindu temples
which have only a small stone or crystal, a mark to represent the God wor-
shiped there. However, the sight of the image enhances the devotee’s wor-
ship, allowing the mind to focus on the sacred bonds between the three worlds, allowing the nerve system to open itself to the *darshan*. Sight is very powerful. Sight is the first connection made with the Deity. The sight of the icon in the sanctum stimulates and enhances the flow of uplifting energies, or *prānas*, within the mind and body. Each Deity performs certain functions, is in charge, so to speak, of certain realms of the inner and outer mind. Knowing which Deity is being worshiped, by seeing the image of the Deity there, unfolds in the mind’s eye a like image and prepares the way for a deeper devotion. In a Hindu temple there is often a multiplicity of simultaneous proceedings and ceremonies. In one corner, an extended family, or clan, with its hundreds of tightly knit members, may be joyously celebrating a wedding. At another shrine a lady might be crying in front of the Deity, saddened by some misfortune and in need of solace. Elsewhere in the crowded precincts a baby is being blessed, and several groups of temple musicians are filling the chamber with the shrill sounds of the *nāgasvaram* and drum. After the *pūjā* reaches its zenith, *brāhmin* priests move in and out of the sanctum, passing camphor and sacred ash and holy water to hundreds of worshipers crowding eagerly to get a glimpse of the Deity. All of this is happening at once, unplanned and yet totally organized. It is a wonderful experience, and such a diverse array of devotional ceremonies and such an intensity of worship can only be seen in a Hindu temple. There is no place on Earth quite like a Hindu temple. Esoterically, the Gods in the temple, who live in the microcosm, can work extraordinarily fast with everyone. There is so much going on that everyone has the sense of being alone. The weeping woman is allowed her moment of mourning. No one feels that she is upsetting the nearby wedding. No one even notices her. The temple is so active, so filled with people, that each one is left to worship as he needs that day—to cry or to laugh or to sing or to sit in silent contemplation in a far-off corner.

**Friday**

**LESSON 131**

**The Centrality Of Temples**

Like the Hindu religion itself, the Hindu temple is able to absorb and encompass everyone. It never says you must worship in this way, or you must be silent because there is a ceremony in progress. It accepts all, rejects none. It encourages all to come to God and does not legislate a single form of devotion. Hindus always want to live near a temple, so they can frequent it regularly. People arbitrate their difficulties in the vicinity of the temple. The Hindu people treat the temple very seriously and also very casually. It’s a formal-informal affair. Between *pūjās*, some may sit
and talk and chat while others are worshiping. You might even find two
people having a dispute in the temple, and the Deity is the arbiter of
their quarrel, giving clarity of mind on both sides. Each Hindu temple
throughout the world has its own rules on how to proceed and what to
do within it. In some temples, in fact most temples in South India, all the
men are required to take off their shirts and enter bare-chested. However,
if you are in a business suit in the South Indian temple in New York, that’s
all right. You are not required to take off your shirt. Every temple has its
own rules, so you have to observe what everybody else is doing the first
time you go. Hinduism is the most dynamic religion on the planet, the
most comprehensive and comprehending. The Hindu is completely filled
with his religion all of the time. It is a religion of love. The common bonds
uniting all Hindus into a singular spiritual body are the laws of karma
and dharma, the belief in reincarnation, all-pervasive Divinity, the age-
less traditions and our Gods. Our religion is a religion of closeness, one to
another, because of the common bond of loving the same Gods. All Hindu
people are a one family, for we cannot separate one God too far from an-
other. Each in His heavenly realm is also of a one family, a divine hierarchy
which governs and has governed the Hindu religion from time immemo-
rial, and will govern Sanātana Dharma on into the infinite. Hinduism
was never created, never founded as a religion. Therefore, it can never end.
Until the Persians attached the name Hindu to those people living east of
the river Indus, and the name Hinduism later evolved to describe their
religious practices, this ancient faith bore a different title—the Sanātana
Dharma, the Eternal Truth. The understanding was that within every man
the germ or cell of his total affinity with God exists as the perennial inspi-
ration of his spiritual quest and wellspring of all revelation. This enduring
sense of an ever-present Truth that is God within man is the essence of the
Sanātana Dharma. Such an inherent reality wells up lifetime after lifetime
after lifetime, unfolding the innate perfection of the soul as man comes
more fully into the awakened state of seeing his total and complete one-
ness with God.

Saturday
LESSON 132
In God’s Presence

In the beginning stages of worship, a Hindu soul may
have to wrestle with disbelief in the Gods. He may wonder
whether they really exist, especially if his own intuition is
obscured by assimilation of Western, existentialist beliefs
and attitudes. Yet, he senses their existence, and this sens-
ing brings him back to the temple. He is looking for proof, immersed in
the process of coming to know the Gods for himself. He is heartened and assured by hundreds of saints and rishis who have fathomed and found close and enduring relationships with the Gods, and who then extolled their greatness in pages of scripture and chronicle. ¶The devotee stands before the sanctum and telepathically tells the Gods a problem, and with hopeful faith leaves and waits. Days or weeks later, after he had forgotten about his prayer, he suddenly realizes the problem has disappeared. He attempts to trace the source of its solution and finds that a simple, favorable play of circumstance and events brought it about. Had the Gods answered his prayer, or would it have happened anyway? He brings another prayer to the Gods, and again in time an answer appears in the natural course of his life. It appears to him that the Gods are hearing and responding to his needs. Trust and love have taken root. He goes on, year after year, bringing the Gods into his secular affairs, while just as carefully the Gods are bringing him into their celestial spheres, enlivening his soul with energy, joy and intelligence. ¶The Hindu looks to the Gods for very practical assistance. He devoutly believes that the Gods from their dwelling in the Third World are capable of consciously working with the forces of evolution in the universe and they could then certainly manage a few simpler problems. He devoutly believes that the Gods are given to care for man on the planet and see him through his tenure on Earth, and that their decisions are vast in their implications. Their overview spans time itself, and yet their detailed focus upon the complicated fabric of human affairs is just as awesome. ¶When a devotee settles upon his Ishā Devatā, the one God to whom his endearment and devotion will be directed, that Deity assumes the position of his spiritual parent. Many of you are parents and know the inestimable value that correction and timely discipline serve in the raising of children into responsible, mature adults. The Gods are our spiritual parents. When a devotee is not living up to his best, betraying his own silent vows taken unto himself, his Ishā Devatā, or personal Deity, is present enough in his life, alive enough in his mind, to know this. The God has the ability to scan ahead in time and make a sharp and often painful adjustment or severe penalty in the life of the devotee to protect him from an even greater impending tragedy or mental abyss.
The Gods do not treat everyone alike. The attitude that all souls are equal and subject to equal standards of right and wrong behavior is not an Eastern understanding. Nor is it the way the Gods view the souls of men. There are younger souls and older souls, just as there are children and adults. They live worlds apart in the same world. Souls living side by side may actually be hundreds of lives apart in their spiritual maturation, one just learning what the other learned many lives ago. The Gods discern the depth of the soul, and when they are approached they see the devotee not only as he is but as he was and will be. They help the devotee in understanding within the sphere of intelligence which they command. Often one God will primarily direct one specialized mind stratum. He will come to know the problems and nuances indigenous to that mind region. Thus, the same misdeed performed by three souls of different ages under similar circumstances is viewed as three different misdeeds by the Gods. An older soul is more aware, more able to control himself and therefore more responsible for his actions. He should have known better and finds that his transgression brings painful retribution. Another less mature soul is still learning control of the emotions that provoked his misdeed, and he is sharply scolded. Still another soul, so young that awareness has not yet fathomed the laws of karma, of action and reaction, and who remains unawakened to the emotional mastery the situation demanded, is lightly reprimanded, if at all. The Gods in their superconscious judgment of human deeds and misdeeds are infinitely fair and discerning. Their judgments are totally unlike the notion of a God in heaven who arbitrarily saves or condemns. In Hinduism all men are destined to attain liberation. Not a single soul will suffer for eternity. Therefore, the Gods in their deliberations are not making what we would consider personal judgments. Their decrees are merely carrying out the natural law of evolution. They are always directing the soul toward the Absolute, and even their apparent punishments are not punishments, but correction and discipline that will bring the soul closer to its true nature. Now, of course, human law is not like this, especially today, but in civilizations past and in the great religious Hindu empires of India, there were such equitable courts of law, with enlightened men of justice, where sentences and punishments were meted out upon careful scrutiny of the individual, his particular dharma and the duties and expectations it bound him to uphold. It is through the sanction of the Gods that the Hindu undertakes the practice of yoga—that
orthodox and strictly Hindu science of meditation that leads to merger of the many with the one. *Yoga* is the culmination of years of religious and devotional service and can only be successful with the support of the Gods who are the sentries guarding the gates of the various strata of consciousness. This sanction, once obtained, can and does allow the *kūndalini* force within the core of the spine to safely rise and merge with the Supreme that all Hindus know is the Absolute—timeless, causeless and spaceless. But first, much work has to be done.
Offer oblations in love, light golden lamps. Spread incense of fragrant wood and lighted camphor in all directions. Forget your worldly worries and meditate. You shall attain true and rapturous moksha. Worshiping thus, there is nothing that you cannot attain. Worshiping thus, you shall inherit the wealth of Indra, heaven’s king. Worshiping thus, you shall gain miraculous powers. Worshiping thus, you shall attain moksha.

_Tirumantiram_ 1005-1006
Monday
LESSON 134
Lord Gañeṣa, The Gatekeeper

Lord Gañeṣa is the first God a Hindu comes to know. As the Lord of Categories, His first objective is to bring order into the devotee’s life, to settle him into the correct and proper flow of his dharma—the pattern of duties, responsibilities and expectations suited to the maturity of his soul. As the Lord of Obstacles, He deftly wields His noose and mace, dislodging impediments and holding avenues open until the individual is set in a good pattern, one that will fulfill his spiritual needs rather than frustrate them. Always remember that Gañeṣa does not move swiftly. He is the elephant God, and His gait is slow and measured. As the God of the instinctive-intellectual mind, His darshans are carried on the slower currents of mind, and so His response to our prayers is usually not overnight or sudden and electric, but more deliberate and gradual. Yet, our patience is rewarded, for His work is thorough and powerful, of matchless force, persisting until our lives and minds adjust and our prayer has become reality. Lord Gañeṣa is also known as the Gatekeeper. Access to all the other Gods comes through Him. It is not that He would want to keep anyone from another God, but He prepares you to meet them and makes the meeting an auspicious one. This preparation can mean lifetimes. There is no hurry. It is not a race. Gañeṣa will faithfully bar access to those who do not merit a divine audience and an ensuing relationship with the other Deities whose darshans are faster. Should a devotee gain unearned access and invoke the powers of other Deities before all preparations were concluded, karma would accelerate beyond the individual’s control. Worship of Lord Gañeṣa, however, may begin at any time. Gañeṣa is the ubiquitous God. There are more shrines, altars and temples for Lord Gañeṣa than for any other God. Gañeṣa bhakti is the most spontaneous worship and the simplest to perform. It requires little ritual. Just the ringing of a small bell at the outset of a project before His picture or the burning of camphor or the offering of a flower is enough to invoke His presence and protection. Throughout India and Sri Lanka, there are small, unadorned shrines to Gañapati under shaded trees, along country roads, at bus terminals, along footpaths and in the city streets. His blessings are indeed everywhere. Helping Gañeṣa, whose powers of mind outreach the most advanced computers we can conceive, are His gaṇas, or devonic helpers.

In the predawn hour a devotee has gathered the offerings for pūjā: flowers, water, bell, fresh clothing for the Deity, camphor, a basket of bilva leaves and holy ash. So great is his devotion to the Śivalinga, that Śiva, in His spiritual body of light, is inspired to bless the votary’s head.
These ministering spirits collect the prayers of those in need, ferret out and procure the necessary information and bring it before Lord Gaṅeśa’s wisdom. ¶As we come closer to the wonderful Gods of Hinduism, we come to love them in a natural way, to be guided by them and to depend on them more than we depend on ourselves. The exuberant enthusiasm so prevalent in the West, of holding to an existential independence and expressing an autonomous will to wield the direction of our lives, loses its fascination as we mature within the steady radiance of these Gods and begin to realize the divine purpose of our Earthly sojourn. ¶One might ask how the Hindu can become so involved in the love of the Gods that he is beholden to their will? Similarly, one might ask how does anyone become so involved and in love with his mother and father, trusting their guidance and protection, that he is beholden to them? It works the same way. Where you find the Hindu family close to one another and happy, you find them close to the Gods. Where they are not close, and live in a fractured or broken home, the Gods will unfortunately have been exiled from their lives. They will not be invoked, and perhaps not even believed in.

Tuesday
LESSON 135
Your Will and The Gods’ Will

Someone once asked, “They say true bhakti is giving your whole will, your whole being, to God. If you do that, aren’t you making yourself completely passive?” Many think that the ultimate devotion, called prapatti in Sanskrit, means giving up their willpower, their independence and their judgment for an attitude of “Now you direct me, for I no longer can direct myself, because I no longer have free will. I gave it all away.” This is a good argument against prapatti, to be sure, but a gross misinterpretation of the word, which is the very bedrock of spirituality. This is not the meaning of prapatti at all. Not at all. I shall give an example. People who are employed by others work with full energy and vigor, utilizing all their skills on the job, day after day after day, year after year. They give of their talents and energies freely, but they do hold back some of the energies and fight within themselves. This is called resistance. That resistance is what they have to offer on the altar of purification. Getting rid of resistance, to be able to flow with the river of life, is what prapatti is all about. Prapatti is freedom. This truly is free will. Free will is not an obstinate will, an opposite force invoked for the preservation of the personal ego. This is willfulness, not free will. Free will is total, intelligent cooperation, total merging of the individual mind with that of another, or of a group. Those who only in appearance are cooperative,
good employees rarely show their resistance. They hold it within, and
day after day, year after year, it begins tearing them apart. Stress builds up
that no remedy can cure. In religious life, we must have prapatti twenty-
four hours a day, which means getting rid of our resistance. ¶There are
various forms of free will. There is free will of the ego, or the instinctive
mind, there is free will of the intellect that has been educated in dharma,
and there is free will of the intuition. For many, free will is an expression
of the little ego, which often entangles them more in the world of mâyā.
For me, true free will means the dharmic will that is divine and guided by
the superconscious. In reality, only this kind of will makes you free. ¶Hin-
dus with Western education, or who were raised and taught in Christian
schools, whether they have accepted the alien religion or not, find it very
difficult to acknowledge within their own being the existence of the Gods,
because the West primarily emphasizes the external, and the East empha-
sizes the internal. Thoroughly immersing oneself in the external world
severs man’s awareness from his psychic ability to perceive that which is
beyond the sight of his two eyes. ¶You might ask how you can love some-
thing you cannot see. Yet, the Gods can be and are seen by mature souls
through an inner perception they have awakened. This psychic awaken-
ing is the first initiation into religion. Every Hindu devotee can sense the
Gods, even if he cannot yet inwardly see them. This is possible through
the subtle feeling nature. He can feel the presence of the Gods within the
temple, and he can indirectly see their influence in his life.

Wednesday
LESSON 136
Karma and
Consciousness

The Hindu does not have to die to have a final judgment
or to enter into heaven, for heaven is a state of mind
and being fully existent in every human being this very
moment. There are people walking on this Earth today
who are living in heaven, and there are those who are
living in hellish states as well. All that the Hindu has to do is go to the
temple. As soon as he goes to the temple, to a pūjā, he is contacting the
divine forces. During the pūjā, he is totally judged by the Deity. All of his
karma is brought current and he goes away feeling good. Or he might go
away feeling guilty. That is good, too, because then he performs penance,
prāyaśchitta, and resolves unseemly karma quickly. ¶It might be said that
every day that you go to the temple is judgment day. Isn’t it a wonderful
thing that in our religion you can either go to heaven or hell on a daily
basis, and the next day get out of hell through performing penance and
ascend to heaven? The Hindu sees these as states existing in the here and
now, not in some futuristic and static other-worldly existence. There are certainly inner, celestial realms, but like this physical universe, they are not the permanent abode of the soul, which is in transit, so to speak, on its way to merger with Śiva. ¶It is not necessary for the Hindu to wait until the end of life to become aware of the results of this particular life. Because he knows this and does not wait for death for the resolution of the results of his accumulated actions and reactions in life, his evolution is exceedingly fast. He lives perhaps several lives within the boundaries of a single lifetime, changing and then changing again. If he errs, he does not worry inordinately. He merely corrects himself and moves on in the progressive stream of human evolution. He is aware of the frailties of being human, but he is not burdened by his sins or condemning himself for actions long past. To him, all actions are the work of the Gods. His life is never static, never awaiting a judgment day; whereas the Western religionist who believes there is an ultimate reckoning after this one life is spent is piling up everything that he has done, good and bad, adding it to a medley in his mind and waiting for the Grim Reaper to come along and usher in the Day of Judgment. ¶Hinduism is such a joyous religion, freed of all the mental encumbrances that are prevalent in the various Western faiths. It is freed of the notion of a vengeful God. It is freed of the notion of eternal suffering. It is freed from the notion of original sin. It is freed from the notion of a single spiritual path, a One Way. It is freed from the notion of a Second Coming. Why, I think some of the devas in this temple are on their, let me see,... 8,450,000th coming now! They come every time you ring the bell. You don’t have to wait 2,000 years for the Gods to come. Every time you ring the bell, the Gods and devas come, and you can be and are blessed by their darshan. They are omniscient and omnipresent, simultaneously there in every temple on the planet as the bell is rung, That is the mystery and the power of these great Gods who exist within the microcosm.

Because it is relatively free from mistaken doctrines, the Hindu approach to life—and the Hindu approach to time and the Hindu approach to worry, and the Hindu approach to the subconscious mind—is very different from the Western approach. The Hindu knows that he is evolving through a succession of lives on the planet, and he is not in a hurry. The devout Hindu accumulates little karma, because his subconscious is constantly being brought current by the worship of the Gods. Thus, karma is controlled. The Hindu looks at religion as the most joyous
expression life can offer. The Hindu considers all of mankind his brothers and sisters, all created by the same Creator, all destined to the same attainment. ¶When he visits the temple, he is seeking to understand the minds of the Gods, seeking their blessings and their guidance. He stands before the Deity in humble awe of the grandeur of a world he can only partially conceive. He inwardly tries to sense the Deity. If he is even slightly clairvoyant, he may see the Deity overshadow the image within the sanctum. At first he may see the image appear to move, thinking it his own imagination. He may observe the expression on the Deity change from day to day and from hour to hour. He may become aware of the Deity’s influence in his life and awaken a love for the Gods whom he once only vaguely thought were plausible. ¶The Hindu is not an existentialist. He does not believe that God is unknowable. He does not believe in the dismal fate of mankind alone in the universe, with only himself to depend upon. The Hindu believes that he is born with his destiny, and the patterns are set. He blends his will with the will of his religious community and with the will of the Gods in the temple, because he doesn’t have the concept of a free will that is answerable to neither man nor God. ¶Belief is a pattern placed within the mind for a particular purpose, so that awareness will flow through that particular pattern for the rest of the person’s life. Generally, the pattern is put into the mind of a child before he is thinking for himself, or your friends or family or teachers will put beliefs in your mind. You will say, “Yes, I believe that,” without actually thinking it out for yourself. It is from our beliefs that our attitudes arise. Your individual awareness, your ability to be aware, has no way of functioning unless there are patterns within the mind for the prāṇas to flow through and around. You have to have a mind to work through. ¶First there are beliefs, and then attitudes. In the Hindu home and culture, beliefs and attitudes are taught very carefully and systematically, with love and attention, so that the individual becomes a productive member of the community even before leaving home. Those first mind impressions are important, and if they are correct and not fraught with misconceptions, they will properly guide the person through life with a minimum of mental and emotional problems. The person will correct himself or herself rather than having to be corrected by society.
This is one of the reasons that religious tradition is very, very important. Modern existential thought tells us that we can do anything we want to; we don’t have to follow tradition. Out of such a belief comes a great sense of loneliness, a schism between the individual and all his ancestors, all the generations that preceded him on this planet. Out of such a belief comes the breaking up of culture, society, religion and families.

 Tradition allows you to go through life’s experiences in a controlled way, rather than just throwing yourself into life and upon life without forethought and preparation. When you respect tradition, you call upon the collective wisdom of tens of thousands of years of experience. When you follow tradition, you share the solutions of untold problems, solved once perhaps before recorded history began in order that future generations might avoid them. Tradition is wisdom of the past inherited by the men and women in the present. Our religion has a vast tradition, and not everyone can or does follow the entirety of it. There is the greatest freedom within Hinduism. You can choose to not follow tradition, but tradition is there to be followed when you choose to do so. Of course, we can take the path of trial and error, testing every single precept before adopting any. That is a tedious path which leads slowly to the eventual goal. By depending on our Gods, on our forefathers, on our religious ancestors, we move more swiftly along the spiritual path. In the early stages we tend to untraditional ways. That is natural. Experience later shows us another way, and we begin to become traditionalists. This maturation comes to all souls over a series of births as they learn to perfect the intricate patterns of Hindu culture and religion.

 There are certain traditions that can be broken up, that are lost and forgotten, covered over by the sands of time because they are traditions that men put in motion. Some traditions set in motion by people to solve certain problems at certain times have no relationship to our circumstances and in our times. The Hindu tradition is initiated and administrated from the inner worlds, from the Devaloka. The Deities are the source of most tradition. They ordain the proper way to chant and the mantras to be used. They establish the language, the music, the dance, the systems of worship. Following the Hindu traditions better and better over the years attunes your mind to the great, positive mind flow of over one billion people on our planet. Ours are the world’s most ancient traditions. They are the most profound, based on an esoteric understanding of man and his purpose in life. Tradition guides experiences
in life. It is a protective mind structure. Any experience that you have to go through is gently guided by this great mind structure. The old ways are world patterns that have come down through thousands upon thousands of years, which you have, in previous lives, lived through and known.

The mind of man—and by that I mean his entire mental, emotional and spiritual structure—exists within the microcosm, which exists within the macrocosm that we can see and touch and that we call the physical universe. The Gods also live within the microcosm. The microcosm is within this macrocosm and, then again, within that microcosm is another dimension of space, another macrocosm. Similarly, you can look into a drop of water through the microscope and see a new dimension of space in which myriads of tiny creatures are experiencing a total existence. Those minute living things are in the microcosm; from where they stand they see it as a macrocosm. While you might say there is only one millionth of an inch between each of those little organisms swimming in the drop of water, to them it may seem like fifty yards. There are tens of thousands within that single drop, and yet they are not at all crowded, for it is a different dimension of space. This is how the microcosm can have an even bigger macrocosm than this one within it. That bigger macrocosm is the Third World, the Śivaloka, where all the Gods and Mahādevas reside. It is within you, but it is ethereal, which means it is nonphysical. Your mind is in the microcosm. That is how it does all the things that it does. You can take your mind completely around the world in an instant, or across the galaxy. Right now we can take our minds to a star that is 680 million light years away from Earth. We can think about that star and see it in our mind. Time is not involved; nor is space. Thought is there instantly. The Gods are also in the microcosm, and in the macrocosm within the microcosm. From their view, all that they do for you, to help you work out a problem, even if they work on it for days of their time, happens faster than instantly. Since your mind, too, exists within the microcosm, the change takes place instantaneously. It then takes a day or two for the effects of that change to be felt in the macrocosm. Deep within your mind, in the microcosm, the problem vanished the instant you stood before the God in the temple. It takes you a few days, or at least a few hours, to catch up to the inner event and see the results in physical form.
When you worship the God in the temple through \textit{pūjā} and ceremony, you are bringing that Divinity out of the microcosm and into this macrocosm. You supply the energy through your worship and your devotion, through your thought forms, and even your physical aura. The \textit{pujārī} purifies and magnetizes the stone image for this to take place. The Gods and the \textit{devas} are also magnetizing the stone image with their energy, and finally the moment is ready and they can come out of the microcosm into this macrocosm and bless the people. You observe that they stayed only for an instant, but to them it was a longer time. The time sense in the inner worlds is different. ¶If you want to get acquainted with the Gods, first get to know Lord Gaṇeśa. Take a picture and look at it. Put a picture of Lord Gaṇeśa in your car or in your kitchen. Get acquainted through sight. Then come to know Him through sound by chanting His names and hymns. This is how you get acquainted with your personal Deity. You will get to know Him just as you know your best friend, but in a more intimate way, for Gaṇeśa is within you and there ahead of you to guide your soul’s evolution. As you get acquainted with Him, Gaṇeśa then knows that you’re coming up on the spinal climb of the \textit{kuṇḍalinī}. He will work with you and work out your \textit{karma}. Your whole life will begin to smooth out. Religion is the connection between the three worlds, and temple worship is how you can get your personal connection with the inner worlds. You never really lose connection with the inner worlds, but if you are not conscious of that connection, then it appears that you have. ¶The Gods of Hinduism create, preserve and protect mankind. It is through their sanction that all things continue, and through their will that they cease. It is through their grace that all good things happen, and all things that happen are for the good. Now, you may wonder why one would put himself under this divine authority so willingly, thus losing his semblance of freedom. But does one not willingly put himself in total harmony with those whom he loves? Of course he does. And loving these great souls comes so naturally. Their timeless wisdom, their vast intelligence, their thoroughly benign natures, their ceaseless concern for the problems and well-being of devotees, and their power and sheer godly brilliance—all these inspire our love.
You may turn your bone to fuel, your flesh to meat, letting them roast and sizzle in the gold-red blaze of severe austerities. But unless your heart melts in love’s sweet ecstasy, you never can possess my Lord Śiva, my treasure-trove.

_Tirumantiram 272_
The yoga of pure devotion is found at the beginning, the middle and the end of the path. Merging with Śiva is more and more a deeply felt experiential reality when the soul gives of itself to Śiva inwardly and outwardly in unabashed devotion. Prapatti truly is the key that unlocks the love needed as merger increases as the years pass by and, as Satguru Yogaswami said, “Love pours forth to melt the very stones.” Bhakti yoga is not an intellectual study. It is a practice. It is also not an emotional experience. There is a difference, which we will come to understand. Bhakti yoga is not a cure-all, nor a means to fast enlightenment. Rather, it is the foundation for enlightenment. It is not a technique. Nor is it a magic mantra. It is a way of life. The transformation that comes from living in the state of bhakti yoga is the softening of the heart. 

External worship, bhakti yoga, is taught first on the spiritual path, because it produces a softened, mellow heart. It is to waste the guru’s time to give training in meditation and contemplation before the heart has been softened through bhakti yoga. The patient guru will wait until this has happened within the devotee. Otherwise, any accomplishment attained through intense rāja yoga practices will not be sustained. And the problems that arise within the devotee’s subconscious mind—should he be taught rāja yoga before the proper preparation has been mastered—will go back on the guru. The guru will then have to act as the psychiatrist to solve the problems arising from the forced awakening. Whereas a mature bhakta takes such problems, or negative karmas, which are sometimes aroused as a result of deep meditation, to the temple Deities, placing them at their feet to be dissolved. This will not happen for the devotee who has not experienced living in the state of bhakti yoga, because the relationship has not yet been established between himself and the Gods. Therefore, the wise guru starts his devotee at the beginning of the path, not in the middle. The path begins with charyā, getting to know the Gods and developing a relationship with them through service. Charyā is karma yoga. Then kriyā is experienced. Kriyā is bhakti yoga. Once bhakti yoga has melted the heart, then the deep yoga concepts and meditation techniques of rāja yoga may be practiced. They are to be understood within the internal mind, not just memorized. The wise
guru will never teach deep meditation techniques to angry, jealous, fearful devotees. Such devotees should first learn to serve selflessly, by performing karma yoga projects in the āśrama, and then perform simple bhakti yoga until all anger has melted into love. ¶The inner knowing that “All is Śiva’s will” is one of the first benefits of bhakti yoga. Only through true bhakti can the yogī achieve and maintain the inner state of Satchidānanda. It is only the true bhaktar who can sustain living with God and the Gods unreservedly and begin to internalize his devotion into deeper meditations. One cannot internalize devotion until it has been truly externalized. Here is an example to explain the process of the internalization of devotion. A devotee resents something said to him by another devotee and flares up in anger. The two devotees part, but the anger remains in the form of burning resentment. The emotion of anger has been internalized, but may later be unleashed on someone else.

Many Hindu teachers in the West teach purely advaitic meditation with no theism or religious practice, but most who have come to the West from India were raised in Hindu homes. They have within them a firm religious, cultural foundation for yoga. Many do not pass the religious culture on to their Western devotees, however. In an orthodox Hindu community they would most likely teach in a more traditional way. Advaita philosophy is appealing to the Westerner. It does not require a change in lifestyle. ¶The nondual, advaita-based meditations do bring the devotees out of the conscious mind, but more often than not lead them into the subconscious. It is here, within the subconscious, that unresolved problems with family and one’s own personal ego begin to appear. Without a proper religious-cultural background and traditional Hindu belief system, these problems are difficult to handle. This turmoil is certainly not the purpose of advaitic meditations, but it is a by-product. The wise guru trains his devotees in traditional Hindu culture and values and teaches the beginning yogas, as well as temple protocol, music, the arts and dance. All these should be mastered to build a proper subconscious foundation within the mind. Karma yoga and bhakti yoga are the necessary prelude to the higher philosophies and practices. ¶Group meditation is all right, as the group can really help the individual, as does the individual help the group. Intense meditation awakens the saṃskāras, the impressions of the past, and intensifies the prārabdha karmas, bringing them into manifestation before their time. It has a greenhouse effect. ¶No one should perform
intensive meditation alone until he or she can serve selflessly and accept praise and blame and criticism without complaint or resentment, but with a sweet smile. Only when a devotee has reached this stage is he or she firmly on the kriyā mārga, which will lead quite naturally to the yoga mārga. Then, finally, rāja yoga and other kinds of more refined, intensive sādhanas can safely be performed. These will clean up the karmas of the past without mental pain, once the proper foundation has been set within the mind and character of the devotee. The progressive sādhanas of karma yoga, bhakti yoga and then rāja yoga are like clearing a path of its stones. First you remove the big stones. Then you walk back along the path. You still see big stones, but they are half the size as the first ones that were removed, and you remove these as well. Then you walk back along the path and remove more stones that stand out as large, and on and on until the path is clear. It is a refinement process. The seeker on the path has to be soft, pliable, easy to get along with, as well as firm-minded. Therefore, bhakti, which is love in action, is a necessary prerequisite to success on the San Mārga, the straight path to God, toward merger with Śiva. All kinds of yogic techniques can be practiced, but they hold no fruitful rewards for those who are not firm-minded and not strong in the essential virtues. The prideful, antagonistic and difficult-to-get-along-with people must soften their hearts. This is done through bhakti and karma yoga. These practices alone will free the devotee from the ānava mārga—the path of building up and keeping the personal ego strong. The ānava mārga is a difficult path to leave for the San Mārga, but the results on the San Mārga are so much more rewarding in the long run. It is often postulated by certain Indian schools of thought that once you reach a certain stage, bhakti should be set aside because it is dual by nature. But a devotee arriving into a high state of consciousness does not give up his love for God and the Gods. His devotion does not stop; rather it becomes more intense. He does not stop eating, relating to family, friends and other devotees. These are all dual things, too. Yes, it is true that some teachers preach this doctrine. But to avoid the charyā mārga, having perhaps never been on it, and say, “I am on a greater and much higher one; I don’t have to do that” is another philosophy, not ours. In Śaiva Siddhānta, the mārgas are progressive stages of character building. They are a foundation for good character, which is built on bhakti. Proper habit patterns created through the daily sādhanas of karma yoga and bhakti yoga lay this foundation within the mind, body and emotions. In case a devotee fails in pur-
suit of the higher yogas, he will always have his success on the charyā mārga to rely upon. For someone to say, “I now intellectually understand the Vedas and do not need to express love and devotion” is sad indeed. One who had really realized the truths of the Vedas would never say this.

_Bhakti_ is a state of mind, an arrival at an inner state of consciousness. People who become angry, people who become jealous, people who are fearful, people who get confused are living in the _asura loka_. They are the ones who upset others and experience revenge. They have yet to come up even to the ānava mārga and attain a little appreciation of themselves. They have yet to experience being secure in their own identity. They have yet to “be their own person,” “find their own space.” They must first close the door on channeling _asuric_ entities. Once firmly planted on the ānava mārga, they begin feeling that they are God’s gift to the world and may seek out a spiritual teacher. If the teacher does teach them _karma yoga_ and _bhakti yoga_, they begin to realize that there are forces in the universe, souls in the universe, who are much greater than they are now or will ever be for a long time. Once this happens, the die is cast. They are on the spiritual path to their own eventual enlightenment. Our scriptures, the Śaiva Siddhānta scriptures, are filled with stories of the greatest jñānis who performed _karma yoga_ and _bhakti yoga_ and also spoke out the highest truths of jñāna. The tales explain that during auspicious days of the month they performed intense _rāja yoga tapas_. This is the _yoga_—the arms and the head and the torso of yoga. You do not perform only one yoga without all the others. It is an integral whole. On occasion we observe devotees pilgrimaging to a temple, prostrating so devotedly. But after leaving the temple, they slap one of their children. We know that upon entering the house they argue with their spouse and complain about their in-laws. Where is the true _bhakti_ here? This is what _bhakti_ is not. Unfortunately, the children who observe this hypocrisy remember it for a long, long time. A child might think, “You love Lord Gaṇeśa, Mom, but you can’t love me.” When you love a baby, you will not hit it when it cries, even if the crying disturbs you. Wise _gurus_ will not initiate anyone into _rāja yoga_ techniques who does not have a sweet nature and a natural outpouring of _bhakti_. No one auditions for the symphony orchestra until he has mastered all that his first, second and third music teachers have taught him. Suppose a devotee who is not virtuous is taught an intense _rāja yoga_ meditation and practices it ardently over a long period of time until
a burst of light is seen. Then the devotee, now feeling quite above others, argues with his parents, or flashes out in anger when talking to a friend. At that moment, all the good merit and benefits of the rāja yoga awakening are erased. This is because the prāṇa of higher consciousness has been dissipated by the angry words, which now burn deeper into the mind of others than they would have before. No, a kindly, gentle nature must precede rāja yoga sādhanas. That is for sure. ¶Bhakti is the base and the bedrock of spiritual unfoldment. A devotee who has an amiable nature, who is a good, considerate and giving person, is obviously a bhaktar. The disciplines of bhakti yoga make one a devotee, and a devotee is a very selfless type of person. These disciplines can take many forms, but the fruit of bhakti yoga, which is a loving disposition, must be attained before one can go further on the path with security. The proof is in the actions and attitudes of the individual. If he really sees Lord Śiva in and through all things, how can he not be a bhaktar? If he truly understands the law of karma, he cannot possibly resent any happening. He knows that the experiences of today were created in the past. He truly knows that today’s actions mold the experiences of a future time. Yes, bhakti yoga is the bedrock of all minor and major enlightenments. Devotees who are very kind people, devotional, obedient, intelligent, will fulfill whatever assignments their guru gives—be it a pure advaitic path, the rāja yogas or the path of karma yoga.

Thursday
LESSON 144
Lower States Of Mind

When someone begins on the path from states of consciousness below the mūlādhāra, in the confused thinking areas of the mind, in the angry chakras, religion will be to him a superstitious, forbidding, very unclear area. These chakras are also known as talas, or states of darkness, self-concealment and distortion. They are the “nether poles” of the higher chakras and of the seven corresponding lokaś. Confused thinking we can define as “self-preservation thinking.” When a person is within this chakra, the feelings of “me and mine” are strong. It is a state of outward passion and sense indulgence. This is the vibration of the tala-tala chakra, which could be translated as “under the bottom level,” “place-nonplace” (tala-atala), or “realm of nonbeing.” In this fourth center below the mūlādhāra, the protection of one’s small universe at all costs is the consciousness. ¶Should such a person ever become uplifted, since his consciousness is deep within the lower chakras, he would first come up in consciousness into jealousy, the sutala chakra, meaning “great lower region,” a “good
matter” state of spiritual darkness ruled by desire and passion. The feeling of jealousy is a higher consciousness than that of the chakra below, which confuses the thinking. The next upliftment, after jealousy and confused thinking, is the release into the chakra of anger, the second force center below the mūlādhāra. This is the vitala chakra, translated as “the region of the lost,” “realm of division or confusion.” The upliftment to follow anger is to enter the chakra of fear, a state of spiritual annihilation called the atala chakra, meaning “without bottom,” or “no place.” Fear is a higher consciousness than anger or jealousy. It is people who live in this chakra who make up the masses who fear God rather than love God. ¶The fifth chakra below the mūlādhāra is called rasātala, literally “state of sense enjoyment.” This is the true home of the animal nature. Here personal selfishness predominates. Persons strongly in the consciousness of this force center care nothing for the problems and suffering of others. ¶Below this, dare we speak of it, is the mahātala, “the greatest lower region,” where ego rules supreme. This is the realm of unconscionable acts, wherein perpetrators feel absolutely no remorse for the most heinous wrongdoings. The conscience is completely dormant for those locked in this realm. Negativity, depression and other dark states of mind are the order of the day for those in the mahātala chakra. Finally, at the bottom of consciousness is the pātāla chakra, “lower region of wickedness” or “fallen state,” where dark ignorance rules. This is the realm of vicious destruction, of revenge, murder for the sake of murder. Basking in the twisted vibrations of this area of consciousness, depraved transgressors torture others without a thought, express malice without a twinge of conscience, harm others in innumerable ways for sheer enjoyment and take delight in the emotional, mental and physical suffering of fellow humans and all beings that cross their path. Hatred is the ruling force in the pātāla chakra; malice reigns supreme. Far from reason, and farther still from compassion and insight, are those who live in the darkness of this area of mind. ¶We can see that coming up through the lower chakras is quite an ordeal. But once the individual goes through the fear chakra, he comes to Lord Gaṇeśa’s feet and enters the realms of memory and reason, clarity and understanding. It is at this point in the unfoldment through the chakras, which is a journey of consciousness, that he would begin thinking of others and seek to benefit them more than himself. From here on, the path of spiritual unfoldment is not as ominous as it was before. There are no threatening areas, except that it is possible to fall back into lower consciousness.
The Gods are the controllers of these force centers within man. They live in the innermost areas of form. To enter the mūlādhāra chakra, the aspirant must go through Lord Gaṇeṣa. And when the aspirant progresses to the manīpūra chakra, Ganeṣa will introduce him to Lord Murugan. Once this is accomplished, the devotee will worship Lord Murugan as the Be-All and End-of-All, just as Gaṇeṣa was worshiped when consciousness was in His chakras. Lord Murugan is the controller of the manīpūra chakra, the chakra of willpower, and the two chakras above it, direct cognition and universal love. Now we can begin to see that the aspirant has to proceed in consciousness through the three chakras that Lord Murugan controls and meet all the tests before this God will introduce him to Lord Śiva. Lord Śiva’s realm is chakras number six, seven and beyond. The aspirant still must go completely through the chakras of Lord Śiva’s realm to become Śivaness—to experience His all-pervasiveness, and on into the essence of all essences, Paraśiva. The aspirant who dearly loves Lord Śiva must finally go beyond Śiva’s personal aspect to reach the impersonal side, and this is why, when he finally emerges from Paraśiva, he is really a true bhaktar. He is the true monistic theist. In the world of duality, theism is in itself a duality. Theism is very compatible with the mind of man, which is duality itself. Monism, on the other side, is beyond the mind itself. Monism is timeless, formless, and it is spaceless as well. True monism cannot be conceived by the mind. Yet, the mind does know of its existence. When the devotee has proven himself, the Gods begin to take notice. We meet a God as we go up through the chakras above the mūlādhāra. We meet an asura as we go down through the chakras below the mūlādhāra. A God appears as each higher chakra breaks open. As the mūlādhāra opens and awareness comes through it, we encounter Gaṇeṣa. When we experience fear and anger, we meet and are influenced by the asuras of fear and anger. In the chakra that governs confused and selfish thinking, we meet and are influenced by the asura who rules this realm. Descending to the still lower chakras of petty theft, fraud and stealing, grand larceny, murder and violence, we would meet professionals in these areas. There are always inner Gods and outer Gods, for each chakra is a realm of consciousness with its own inner and outer hierarchy. A chakra is a world, a sphere of consciousness. There are astral helpers and physical-plane helpers connected to each chakra. These spheres of consciousness do interrelate. A mentally healthy individual is functional in about three chakras, or spheres
of consciousness, at a time. A person with severe mental problems would be in a single sphere of consciousness and could not deal with things that happened to him outside that area of the mind, or *chakra*. When you meet the God or *asura* of a particular realm, it would always be a conscious meeting, but you may not always see the God or the *asura*. His presence would certainly be felt. Some symbol would appear, such as an image of Lord Ganeśa, or of Lord Śiva. A lot of people are open to Śivanness now and see Him through His images. Terrorists are seeing their *asura* gods in their guns, explosives and other weapons. At this time in the Kali Yuga, all states of consciousness are out in the open. All of the fourteen *chakras* are manifest in one way or another on Earth. It is a very intense time on the planet, and likewise a ripe time for spiritual unfoldment.

Saturday
LESSON 146
How Bhakti Is Cultivated

Once a person rises in consciousness out of the *chakras* below the *mūlādhāra*, and the foundation of *bhakti* has been laid, then going into refined states of mind through meditation becomes easy. This is because devotion has removed the barriers. Those who love each other can communicate easily. The devotee who has reverence for a temple and devotion for the Gods within it can communicate easily with those Gods. *Bhakti yoga* is love on all levels of consciousness—physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. *Bhakti yoga* makes us feel good. When in a state of *bhakti yoga*—yoked with the Divine through love—meditation is natural, and one can “soar within” with ease. There are no barriers where love is concerned. The greatest inhibiting factor in practicing *bhakti yoga* is the doubting, cynical, intellectual mind. Doubt and skepticism harden the heart and narrow the mind. People in this state cannot really become devotees until their heart softens and their tense intellect relaxes. They must fulfill the *sādhana* of reconciliation, which is to go before each person they know and worship that person as a God. This *sādhana* is done in meditation. The devotee has to meet each one by bringing up the person’s face before him and sending kind thoughts and blessings of *prāṇa*. This must be done time and time again until love comes into the heart for each of them. Only after this *sādhana* has been accomplished will *bhakti* begin to bloom in the heart. The bloom of *bhakti* softens the heart and relaxes the intellect. When you have the energy of *bhakti*, of love, flowing through your body, meditation is easy. You don’t have to go through the preliminaries. You are already functioning in the higher *chakras*. The *bhakti* experience takes the *prāṇas* into the higher *chakras* from the lower
chakras. But if you are living in the consciousness of personal, communal, national or international antagonism, entering meditation will be difficult. All the preliminaries will have to be carefully gone through—prāṇāyāma, deep concentration, the lifting of the prāṇas into the heart and throat chakras, etc. Then slowly the internal bhakti is complete, and the vibration of love begins to be felt. This is time-consuming. ¶The Śaiva Siddhāntin finds it much easier to do this preliminary work in the temple through the externalized yoga of bhakti, rather than trying to internalize the bhakti and lift the prāṇas while seated in lotus position, which is time-consuming and not as enjoyable. Whereas, to lift the energies from the lower chakras to the higher chakras through performing bhakti yoga in the temple during worship is easy, natural, and considered by the Siddhāntist as being a pure joy. ¶The best way to learn bhakti yoga is to choose the finest bhaktar among your religious group and emulate him. You can read about bhakti yoga, understand it intellectually and learn what it is supposed to do for you. That is fine. But to progress on the path up the spine, it is necessary to be a part of a religious group. The group helps the individual, and the individual helps the group. There are nearly always one or two real bhaktars within every religious group. Therefore, to learn bhakti yoga, emulate one of them. This in itself is forgetting yourself, as you copy another person’s actions and attitudes. True, the person you choose may not measure up to your standards in other areas of life. But if in approaching the Deity, he shows true humility, patience and total surrender, be like him. If you join another Hindu group, visit another temple or satsaṅga group, pick out a true bhaktar there and emulate him or her as well. This is the way to learn bhakti yoga. Vegetarianism is an essential for the bhakti yogī, as is proper personal, cultural conduct in all matters of society. Śaivite culture and a consistent lifestyle keep the bhakti yogī always reminded of the Divine within the universe and within himself. Those who have no barriers to love find it is easy to see God in everyone.

Sunday
LESSON 147
Unqualified Surrender

What do we mean by internalizing worship? In external worship we are trying to see God and communicate with God with our two eyes and our physical nerve system. We enjoy His darshan and feel His śakti. In deep meditation, the external worship is deliberately internalized, and we are trying to see God with our third eye and feel God’s all-pervasiveness through our psychic nerve system. Externalizing bhakti is really much easier than internalizing it. But once the externalized bhakti
is perfected, it will be easy and natural to internalize bhakti right along. When this is accomplished, the most rigorous hurdles and time-consuming practices of yoga, which often lead the person onto ānava mārga, will have been side-stepped. ¶To internalize worship, after the pūjā is over sit before the Deity and draw into yourself all the prānas you feel around your body. Then draw those energies up the spine into the head. This is done with the mind and with the breath. It is very easy to do. It is especially easy when one is at the end of a major karmic cycle. The bhakti of uncompromising surrender, prapatti, to the God during a temple pūjā awakens the amṛita. The amṛita is the sweet essence from the sahasrāra chakra. It is the binding yoke to the Divine. Bind yourself in the lotus posture after temple worship and simply internalize all the feeling that you had for the God during the worship. That’s all there is to it. The yogī yoked within enjoys the amṛita that flows from the cranium throughout his body. Devotees who want to awaken the higher chakras and sustain that awakening on the safe path will throw themselves into becoming uncompromising bhaktars. Then all the Gods of all three worlds will open their hearts and shower their blessings upon them. ¶What is my advice for those who find such uncompromising surrender hard to imagine but realize it is their next step on the path? Go on a pilgrimage once a year, read scriptures daily, perform pūjā daily, go to the temple at least once a week, if not more often—fulfill these disciplines, known as the pañcha nitya karmas. This is the basic Śaiva Siddhānta sādhana. ¶But on another level, one will not be able to fulfill the pañcha nitya karmas if he or she is not fulfilling the yamas and the niyamas, for these are the character-builders. We must possess a good character to be successful in bhakti yoga. Therefore, begin at the beginning. Right thought produces right speech, which produces right action. Right thought is produced through the knowledge of dharma, karma, saṁsāra and the all-pervasiveness of God. This knowledge correctly understood disallows the devotee from having wrong thoughts. He simply has right thought, and of course, right speech and action follow naturally. ¶Śaiva Siddhānta extols the guru and says that when the student is ready, one will appear. The guru will always restate the dharma to a devotee who is having problems with bhakti yoga practices. He will always direct the mind to the beginning teachings, for it would be obvious that the student does not understand one or more of them. If the devotee is not following the pañcha nitya karmas or the yamas and niyamas, it is obvious that purified knowledge of these four areas—dharma, karma, saṁsāra and Śivan-
ess—needs to be strengthened. Individual practices to advance spiritual unfoldment include prostrating before God, Gods and guru, full body, face down, arms and hands outstretched, and in that act, total giving up, giving up, giving up, giving up. In Sanskrit it is called prāṇipāta, “falling down in obeisance.” What are these devoted ones giving up? By this act they are giving the lower energies to the higher energies. It is a merger, a blending. When one is performing this traditional devotional act, awakening true prapatti, it is easy to see the lower energies from the base of the spine, the mūlādhāra chakra, rising, rising, rising up the spine through all six chakras above it and out through the top of the head. It is transmuting, changing the form of, the base energies which breed conflict and resistance, “mine and yours” and “you and me,” division, insecurity and separateness, into the spiritual energies of “us and we,” amalgamation, security, togetherness. Once the giving up of the lower is total—body and face on the ground, hands outstretched before the image of God, Gods or guru—those energies are surrendered into the higher chakras within the devotee, and it is a blissful moment, into the consciousness of “us and ours,” “we and oneness,” and inseparable love, thus claiming their individuality, not as a separate thing, but as a shared oneness with all. Thereafter, these devoted ones, having been transformed, are able to uplift others, to harmonize forces around them that they work with day after day after day, year after year after year. This total surrender, prapatti, is the meaning of Siddhānta. This is the true meaning of Vedānta. The combination of both, and the pure practice of prapatti as just described, brings out from within the deeper meanings of Vedānta, the Vedic philosophy, without having to depend on the path of words, lectures and debates. My satguru was once heard saying, “It’s not in books, you fool.”
They are learned in Vedic lore. Knowing God is within them, they thought themselves to be God and plunged into distracting pleasures, forgetting all thought of God.

_Tirumantiram 529_
Much has been said of the path toward merger with Śiva, and much remains to be said. But the truth is this: most people on this Earth are following another path for the moment, the path of self-indulgence and self-interest and selfishness. No doubt, it is the most popular path, and it has its own pandits and masters, who teach how to perfect the path of the external ego, how to perfect worldliness, how to perfect the trinity of I, me and mine, how to perfect self-indulgence. But that is not the ultimate path, which is followed by the few, by mature souls. It is important for aspirants to know that the real path leading toward merger with Śiva has many detours, pitfalls and sidetracks that beckon unwary travelers. It is important for him or her to know about these side paths, to be warned, as I am doing now, to be wary of them, to be cautious, to be extremely careful. One of these I call the ānava mārga, or the path of egoism. True, it is not a traditional path, but it is a path well worn, well known in all human traditions. In fact, you could say there are three such untraditional paths, three worldly mārgas: ānava, karma and māyā. The last two bonds, karma and māyā, are the first to begin to diminish their hold on the soul as one proceeds on the path to enlightenment. And when these fetters begin to loosen, the ānava, the personal ego identity, thoughts of “me,” “my” and “mine,” should also begin to go, but often don’t. When karma and māyā begin to go, ānava often becomes stronger and stronger and stronger. The karma mārga is when the soul is totally enmeshed in the actions and reactions of the past and making new karmas so swiftly that little personal identity, or egoism, is experienced, like a small boat bouncing on a vast ocean of ignorance, the ignorance of the māyā mārga. This mārga is not spoken of at all in Hindu scripture, except indirectly, yet all the sages knew of its delightful distractions. It is truly there for the soul who is bound to ignorance of how to know karma, know dharma, or even know anything but the next and the next experience, as each is eagerly thrust upon him. Here the soul is bound by karmas, bound by māyā, giving the abilities to ignore. That is the path that has to be left once on it, the sidetrack to be ignored and passed by. A sharp turn, a firm decision, brings this unhappy soul onto the ānava mārga, the path of extreme personal identity. Here the realization comes that “Yes! I am a person on this

Enamored with the senses, unaware of and thus not interested in dharma or his inner Divinity, a man surrounds himself with the pleasures and distractions of the world: women, wine, fine apparel, rare fruits and flowers and the intellectual diversions found in books and games.
Earth with the rights of all. I am no longer bound and harassed by experience. I can adjust experience, create new experience for myself and for others. I can be the controller. I am I.” ¶The I becomes the realization and sometimes the end of the path of the *karma* and *mâyâ mârga*. The I, that all-important personal identity, so strong, becomes the realization of the small and limited “self,” which appears to be a big and real “self” to those who have found this path, which is not the spiritual path, but the path of grayness; while the *karma* and *mâyâ mârgas* are the paths of darkness. Yes, the *ānava mârga* is a real mârga, a labyrinth. It truly is. ¶We are concerned to define *ānava* because a word can be dispatched too quickly; a concept can be forgotten. *Ānava*, the personal ego, finding oneself, with a small “s,” the personal identity, gaining intellectual freedom are all modern clichés. Defining the *ānava mârga* appeared in my mind as a necessary thing to do while I was helping devotees to understand the *charyâ mârga*, the *kriyâ mârga*, *bhakti yoga*, *karma yoga* and *râja yoga*. To offset the negative with the positive better explains the positive. To understand the pure essence of ignorance, where it comes from, its values, beliefs and motivations, better defines the heights of wisdom out of which comes *dharma* and aspirations for *mukti*. Sometimes, in fact, we see *ānava mârgîs* thinking they are *yoga mârgîs*. ¶We cannot advance on the path without a starting place. No race was ever won but that everyone began at the same place. To know where we are on the path of life progressing to *mukti*—which is one of the four tenets of life, *dharma*, *artha*, *kâma*, and *mukti*, merger with Śiva—we should not be deluded by the ignorance of what the *ānava* actually is, and what *artha* and *kâma* are, the strength of their hold on the soul, preventing the *dharma* and the final attainment of *mukti*.

Tuesday

LESSON 149

Self-Concern, Self-Preservation

People who are living totally on the *ānava mârga* are not religious, and if attending religious functions, they stand with folded arms, on the outside looking in. Their only emotions are for themselves, their immediate family and friends, but only if the latter prove useful to them. *Selfishness* and *avarice* are two descriptive words for their lifestyle. To their immediate family, they are protective, kind and resourceful, provided the spouse, sons and daughters are productive and equally as concerned for the family welfare. The animal instinct prevails of “Let’s preserve the nest, the lair, at all costs.” ¶The businessman on the *ānava mârga* is generous by all appearances, gives enough to gain praise, adulation and to make friends. In proportion to his wealth, he gives a pittance. There is always
some attachment to the gift, some favor to be eventually reaped. The gift
is a purchase in disguise. The āṇava mārgī in giving charity would always
want adulation, credit, name to be mentioned, and if it is a large amount,
some control in the use of it. There are strings attached. He may even fol-
low up years later and wreak criticism and havoc if the gift given in cash
or kind is not maturing in value. ¶In contrast, the devotee of God on
the kriyā mārga would know that he was only giving to himself through
indirection, and place his gift freely in the hands of those he trusts. Trust
is always preceded by love. There is no difference between the two, except
the method of follow-up. The āṇava mārgī becomes the law. The kriyā
mārgī knows that divine law will work for him if he follows the path of
righteousness, while the āṇava mārgī is driven to manipulate the law in
fulfillment of each of his concerns. ¶Emotional ups and downs are con-
tingent to the āṇava mārga. Four steps forward, three steps backward,
a step to the side, six steps forward, two steps backward, a step to the
side, six steps backward, three steps forward, a step to the side—it is an
amazing dance. It’s a maze. They all think they are going someplace. This
dance of ignorance is not one of Lord Śiva’s favorite dances, though it is
definitely one of His dances. He does it with a smile and a sneer, mirth
and a tear on His face. He actually has most of the world doing this dance
now. Ignorance is equally distributed throughout the planet. The intrinsic
ability to ignore, consistently and persistently, the eternal truths of the
Sanātana Dharma is one of the great qualifications of the āṇava mārgī.
¶Television is a window into the āṇava mārga. We see extremely suc-
cessful professional people who maybe have started on the āṇava mārga and
have bypassed it to the artful acting portrayal of people on the āṇava mār-
ga. We can see in their eyes, they have a life that is seeking and searching,
understanding and knowing, and their magnetism keeps them before the
public year after year after year. These are the professionals. Then we see
on TV the āṇava mārgīs by the dozens. They come and go, are hired and
not rehired. ¶Before the āṇava mārga, there is only confusion, unqualified
thoughts, desires that are only motivative or directional, not crystallized
into any kind of a concept that can be manifested toward a fulfillment.
The confusion arises out of the drive for self preservation. All animal
instincts are alive in such a human being. He does not hold to promises,
does not seek to strive, is a proverbial burden on society. Society is made
up of āṇava mārgīs and those who live in the other mārgas. Deception,
thief, murder, anger, jealousy and fear are often the occupation and the
emotions of those living without a personal identity, a well-defined ego. A personal identity and well-defined ego is the āṇava, and the pursuit of the development of that is the mārga. Each purusha, human soul, must go through the āṇava mārga, a natural and required path whose bloom is the fulfillment of the senses, of the intellect and all the complexities of doing. It is prior to our entrance upon the āṇava mārga and while we are happily on the āṇava mārga that we create the karmas to be understood and overcome later when we walk the charyā and kriyā mārgas. You have to understand before you can overcome. This is the time that we “do ourselves in” and later understand the all-pervasiveness of Śiva, the laws of karma, dharma, saṁsāra. Yes, of course, this is the time the mischief is done.

Wednesday
LESSON 150
Fear, Anger and Opportunism

Those who want to hold a position and those who don’t want to hold a position combined, those who have no time to perform sādhana, who avoid their yearly pilgrimage, whose family cannot gather in the shrine room, who do not read scripture daily and attend a temple infrequently, if at all—they are doing extremely well on the āṇava mārga, in my estimation. Their artha and kāma are coming along just fine. Dharma is ignored, and mukti just may not happen. Many people on the āṇava mārga perform yoga, japa, disciplines of this kind, and gain great adulation, as well as business contacts, through it. But nothing is gained other than a few minutes of quiet and aloneness. These are the opportunists, the people who make the world go ’round as we see it today. Swāmis are most precious to those on the āṇava mārga, giving blessings, amplifying their desires; adulation is sincere but not real. The swāmī is taken into their family as a personal figurehead of it, like a status symbol. They do not enter the swāmī’s āśrama to do sādhana and become a part of his life. And if the swāmī rebels, preaches dharma and holds back blessings, he is generally abused. “Love you, use you and abuse you” is the methodology of those on the āṇava mārga. All swāmis, gurus and priests know this only too well.

The āṇava mārgī looks at God from a distance. He does not want to get too close and does not want to drift too far away, lives between lower consciousness and higher consciousness, between the maṇipūra, svādhishṭhana and mūlādhāra and the lower three, atala, vi-tala and sutala, which represent fear, anger and jealousy. He does not get into confused thinking. That is super lower consciousness, in the realm of the talātala chakra. He is guided by reason. That is why he can come into the other mārgas. Therefore, God is at a distance. He sees himself
pluralistically, separate from God, coexistent with God. Those who fear God anger easily. They fear their elders. They fear their government. They fear impending disaster, and they fear disease. God is just one item on the long list of things that they fear. They are not on the path of spiritual unfoldment. Their higher chakras are dreaming benignly, waiting for the consciousness to explore them. Only when someone begins to love God is he on the path of spiritual unfoldment. Only then is he a seeker. Only then does his budding love begin to focus on religious icons. Only then is he able to nurture his love into becoming a bhakti and at the same time a religious person, a giving person. This is the charyā path. We come onto the charyā mārga from the ānava mārga. We come to Lord Gaṅeśa’s feet from the ānava mārga. He is now the guide. The personal ego has lost its hold. The ānava mārga, and the glue that holds it together, is ignorance of the basic tenets of Hinduism. There is no way one can be on this mārga if he truly accepts the existence of God pervading all form, sustaining all form and rearranging all form. There is no way this mārga could be pursued by one understanding karma, seeing his manifest acts replayed back to him through the lives of others, his secret diabolical thoughts attacking him through the lips of others. The ānava mārga does not include this knowledge. The dharma of a perfect universe and an orderly life, the consciousness of “the world is my family, all animals are my pets” is an abhorrent idea to someone on the ānava mārga, especially if he is casted by birth in this life. The ānava mārgī abhors the idea of reincarnation. To pay the bill of one’s indiscretions in another life is not what ānava is all about. There is a forgetfulness here. When you renounce your childhood, you forget that you ever were a child. You forget the moods, the emotions, the joys and the fears and all that was important at that time.

Thursday

LESSON 151
Surrender Is The Way Out

The yoga mārga must come naturally out of intense bhakti and internalized worship. The intensity of bhakti is developed on the kriyā mārga. The final remains of the ego are pulverized on the charyā mārga, where Siva-thondu, selfless service, is performed unrelentingly with no thought of reward, but a hope that the punya, merit, will be beneficial in the long run. The ānava mārga is easy to leave through total surrender to God, Gods and guru, along with seva, service to religious institutions. Surrender, prapatti, is the key. All the religions’ teachings teach surrender to the divine forces. Great suffering, the psychic surgery kind of suffering, great repentance, is experienced in the overlapping of the charyā mārga
with the ānava mārga. The beginning knowledge of Hindu temple worship, scripture, being dragged into it by some aggressive teacher, later a desire for reconciliation—all this leads to penance, prāyaśchitta, followed by serious sādhana. It is not without a great ordeal and effort, soul-searching and decision-making that one mārga bends into the other or bows before the other before it releases the consciousness to go on. One mārga must really bend before the other before one can be released. Before entering another mārga, it is a matter of giving up, which is painful, most especially for the ānava mārga people, for whom suffering is no stranger. ¶How can someone on the ānava mārga be convinced that there is a better way to live, think and act? The word here is pursuit. Ānava people are always pursuing something, the fulfillment comes on the ānava mārga, and there is fulfillment, but in a never-stopping pursuit of fulfillment. As soon as we stop the pursuit of fulfillment, we become unhappy, empty, feel unfulfilled and, I might even say, at times depressed. The ānava mārga is the I-ness, me-ness, mine-ness; me, my, I. “I want, I give, I get, I collect.” I, me and mine are the key words here. The true ānava mārgī is the owner, the getter, the consumer, not always the producer, vulnerable to the emotions of fear, who uses jealousy as an asset to obtain. Anger is the motivating power to fulfill desire, by stimulating fear in others. He is a master of deceit. The true ānava mārgī, perfected in the art, has at his beck and call the eighty-four wiles of the lower emotions. ¶Why would someone begin to feel the need to change to a nicer way of life? The word why is the important word here. They are questioning, they are asking, they are intuiting another way of life. They have observed, obviously, others living a fuller life, fulfilled by the fulfillments of their pursuits, having left the ānava mārga. Ānava mārgīs have become aware of the existence of the charyā mārgīs and maybe a kriyā mārgī or two. It is the very force of the desire of pursuit that leads the purusha, the soul, to the charyā mārga into Śaiva Siddhānta. I see the whole thing like a tunnel—the karma mārga, the māyā mārga, the ānava mārga, the charyā mārga, the kriyā mārga, yoga mārga—which the soul matures through as a child matures from a child to an adult. The problem is that it takes a little doing to define the pursuit. Therefore, the entrance of this tunnel, to be a good ānava mārgī, is kind of crowded, and this is where the problem lies. To truly get on the ānava mārga, to define the ego’s identity, one must have the goal of pursuit. ¶There are two mārgas before the ānava mārga begins, within the realm of deep ignorance. Here reside the masses who
live in confusion, the professional consumers who know the generosity of society, who will never in this lifetime manifest a desire, a goal, a thought for the future worthy enough to be accepted on the ānava mārga. They are the slaves of the ānava mārgis, those whom, as slaves, they manipulate without conscience.

Ānava is one’s personal ego, his identity and place in the world and position on the planet. If his motives are proper and the position is earned on account of good deeds, it is not ānava. But if, when praised, he takes credit for himself, it is ānava. Ānava is the tricky substance of the mind. It is behind every door, it’s peeking in every window. It is the first thing to come at birth and the last thing to go at death. To break the chain of ānava, the yoking to the Infinite beyond comprehension in any state of mind must be complete and final. And yet, while a physical body is still maintained, the ānava elf is still lurking in the shadows, saying “praise is better than blame, name must come into fame, and shame is to be avoided at all cost.” This is the ānava routine. It keeps people held down on the planet in the instinctive-intellectual mind of remorse and forgiveness and suffering the adjustments to circumstance that occur beyond their power of understanding. A big gun that shoots the bullet of the depth of knowledge of karma, the second bullet, of the deep understanding of the perfect universal energies, and the third bullet, of the dharmic way of a balanced life, kills the ānava and brings that purusha onto the charyā mārga, onto the path of the Gods, the hospital of the soul at that point. The final conquering of the tenacious ānava is the final mahāsamādhi, when all three worlds sing, “Mukti has been attained,” the final goal of life that we on this planet know, merger with Śiva. Because ignorance is all-pervasive, equally distributed throughout the world, one must leave the world and get a wise dome, wisdom, a wise head. He must transmute the energies from the solar plexus—nothing must affect him there—to his third eye, see into the past, see into the future, and with that seeing understand the present. If we were to admit that there are really seven mārgas, we would find that charyā, kriyā, yoga and jñāna are progressive states of fullness, and the ānava mārga, by comparison, is a static state of emptiness. This feeling of emptiness is a motivative, driving force of desire toward the attainment of the feeling of fullness. The feeling of fullness is the awakening of the higher chakras, of course. And the constant feeling of completeness is, of course, the permanent awakening of the sahasrāra
The feeling of emptiness distinguishes the ānava mārga from the other four mārgas, and this is why it is not included in Śaiva Siddhānta, but is not excluded either, because the ānava mala is mentioned here and there and everywhere within the scriptures. For the sake of understanding individual ego in its struggles to be whole, we have delineated it as a path leading into charyā, kriyā, yoga and jñāna. The path of the ānava teaches us what to do and what not to do. It creates the karmas to be lived through and faced in many lives to come. And when dharma is finally accepted and understood and the religious patterns of life are encompassed in one’s own personal daily experience, then and only then do we see the end of this path in view. So, the ānava mārga is definitely not a never-ending maze or a no-man’s land. Though a state of ignorance, it is still a state of experiential learning. All is leading, in evolution of the soul, to Saṅatana Dharma. Everything preceding charyā is ānava mārga. People try to fill their emptiness with things. They work so hard for their money, thinking, “Oh, when I can buy this object for my home I will feel fulfilled.” They buy it with their hard-earned money. A day or two later, after ownership has taken effect, the initial fulfillment of ownership wanes, and unfulfillment, which has always been there, takes over, with the accompanying desire for the next fulfillment, object, or in the case of the intellectual, the next idea, group of ideas or new sphere of knowledge. There is no fulfillment in the instinctive-intellectual mind. This is the way it is. This is the way it has always been, and always will be, too.

A powerful businessman, a bum on the street, a highly educated scientist and the uneducated field worker could all be sharing the ānava mārga. It is a path of gratification of the ego, or the gratification of other persons’ egos. These days egos get gratified by going to heads of corporations, meeting important people and bowing before heads of state. It is on the charyā mārga that we learn that rich and poor, the powerful and lowly are all purushas, pure souls, jīvas encompassed in a physical body. And on this mārga we learn to bow before God and the Gods. We learn that their home, their officiating place, is the temple, the home shrine and under sacred trees. Being in their presence makes the charyā mārgi feel small. The first glimmer of the feeling of smallness is the first footstep on the charyā mārga. Those who are not successful in life yet, and experience the repercussion of karmas of past lives denying them things, experiences, security and wealth, are the ruthless ānava mārgis. For those
who have fulfilled their dharmas, and desire has waned for more—they
don’t need more money, they don’t need more food, they don’t need
more houses, they don’t need more respect—the ānava wanes of its own
accord, like an old leaf on a tree turns color and falls to the ground. They
enter the charyā mārga and kriyā mārga with matured respect and hu-
mility. ¶The one who has little desires the most. He takes issues with the
smallest things. The instinctive desire to save face is ever prevalent in his
mind, for his face is all he’s got. He doesn’t have anything more. The rich
and ānavically powerful can buy new things, and when something goes
wrong in life, change their image by retreating into their money, place,
prestige and come out anew. Those full of ānava who have satisfied, put
to rest, the many desires of life, entering the charyā, kriyā and yoga mār-
gas gain a new spiritual face, a light in the eye and become looked up to
even more than they were when they were sought out for donations for
worthy causes. ¶Even the jīvanmukta doesn’t like unjust criticisms, but
he is bound by his wisdom to nondefensiveness, just, unjust, true or false.
“Let them say what they have to say, and if it affects me, it is helping me on
the way to my final mukti.” He would bless them for that. The ānava mār-
gi is not like people on the other mārgas, who have mixed feelings about
these issues. The ānava mārgi is a prefect in retaliation. That comes as
one of the powers or boons of living on this mārga, along with deception
and the ability to lie one’s way out of a situation. And to save face, place
and position, no matter how lowly they might seem, is the goal of life for
the ānava mārgi. So, one should never drive the yoga mārgis, kriyā mārgis
back to the ānava mārga, because they would maintain their higher vision
and be masters of the art and win at every turn. They should be left alone
to pursue their goals. ¶In the Śaiva Siddhānta system of understanding,
the progressive mārgas define the unfoldment of the individual soul, or
the awakening of the chakras. When one comes to the temple because
he wants to, has to and needs to live near one, he is on the kriyā mārga.
This does not mean the ānava mārga has not gone away or he has lost his
personal identity. There is a little of the ānava always with us right up to
the moment of mukti. The ānava presides through the fourteen chakras,
but is most expressive before the awakening of the knowledge of the Gods
and their abilities as helpmates to spiritual unfoldment. You don’t get off
the ānava mārga. Individual ego slowly diminishes as the soul unfolds
from mārga to mārga. Nandi the bull represents the ego, personal identity,
and in a large traditional Hindu temple, we see many images of Nandi,
getting progressively smaller as we approach the innermost sanctum. This indicates the soul’s progression toward God or the diminishing ego.

Ånava still exists in the other mārgas, but it diminishes. It first starts out as “I’ll do it all myself. I need no one to help me.” Fulfillment comes through fulfilling each individual desire. Self-preservation is a very important part of the personal ego. But then, later, as progressive steps are taken, spiritual identity fulfills the emptiness, as water fills up a container. Only at the moment that mukti occurs does the container vanish. Until then the ånava is like smoldering coals in a burnt-out fire. New wood can be thrown upon them. They can be fanned up. Detractors to a spiritual movement will often try to reawaken the ånava of its leader and kill out the rival movement by creating his downfall. Ånava comes strongly to the Hindu when not living up to Hindu Dharma, when not performing sādhana, when there is no desire for mukti. When he has a fatalistic view of karma, when his Sanātana Dharma does not include pilgrimage once a year, daily reading of scripture, home pūjā, temple worship, when he is overly involved in the acquisition of wealth, ignoring all the other goals of life—we have here the makings of a fine ånava mārgi. Being overly involved with personal pleasures, kāma, neglecting artha, not understanding karma, we have the makings of a wonderful ånava mārgi. Being overly involved in dharma or the desire for mukti, we have here the makings of a wonderful karma yogi, bhakti yogi, rāja yogi, jñāna yogi. The normal Hindu needs a normal balance of all the goals. It is no accident that the Hindu sages can understand the ånava within man. Yes, of course, they passed through it themselves and are just tapping their own memory patterns, seeing the actions of others and knowing the outcome. As the soul leaves the ånava mārga and enters the charyā path, a budding love begins to unfold. He is now conscious in the mūlādhāra chakra, looking out through the window of memory and reason at the world around him. His personal ego, which had until recently been well placed on the ånava mārga, is feeling bruised. It now has to deal with some very real challenges—loving one’s country, loving the world, family, friends. The charyā mārga brings him into penance, which eventually brings him into sādhana, which is regulated penance. Without sādhana, penance tends to be spontaneous, erratic; whereas consistent sādhana is the regulation of penance. Now the soul begins dropping off the bonds of karma, mâyā and ånava as it unfolds into bhakti, love. This is true Śaiva Siddhānta. All this is not
without being a painful process. Therefore, the protective mechanism of fear, which in itself is an avoidance process, is right there to help—in the chakra just below the mūlādhāra. The presence or absence of spiritual surrender and willingness to serve shows whether a person is on the ānava mārga or on the charyā mārga. Devotees on the charyā mārga are striving to unfold spiritually and reach the kriyā mārga. People on the ānava mārga are not striving at all. They are their own self-appointed teachers and proceed at their own pace. When we are on the charyā mārga, we have a lot of help from family, friends and our entire religious community. When we are on the kriyā mārga, the entire Hindu community, the elders and others all get behind us to help us along our way. Then when we are finally on the yoga mārga, we have all the saptha ṛishis helping us. The satgurus are helping, too, and all three million swāmīs and sādhus in the world are helping us along the path at this stage. When we have entered the jñāna mārga, we are bringing forth new knowledge, giving forth blessings and meeting the karmas that unwind until mukti.
The five-lettered Pañchākshara is the Lord’s abode. Pañchākshara’s manifest form is Namah Śivāya. Its subtle form is Śivāya Namah. Thus is He in that mantra, manifest and subtle.

*The Yoga of Incantation*
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**Monday**  
**LESSON 155**  
**The Magic Of Japa**

Japa is the prelude to rāja yoga. Japa links Siddhānta with Vedānta through the repetition of the mantra Aum Namah Śivāya—or Aum Šaravāṇabhava for the uninitiated. Those who are initiated into the sacred Pañchākshara, Aum Namah Śivāya, have the advantage, because the repetition of this mantra will make them eventually see directly Śiva’s perfect universe, and they in themselves will become a blend of Vedānta and Siddhānta. The uninitiated are in preparation, using the mantra Aum Šaravāṇabhava Aum, thus quieting their minds, realizing the all-pervasiveness of Śiva and seeing that the natural state of the mind—when all karmas are temporarily suspended—is Satchidānanda, is peace, is bliss. Therefore, japa yoga is the prelude to rāja yoga and all other forms of sādhana. Japa is very widespread in Hinduism, more so than meditation. Japa yoga is easy to practice. The inexperienced can take it up immediately. It does produce certain results until they forget the mantra, which can happen! This may seem strange, but I have met devotees of gurus who had actually forgotten their mantra, even after paying a goodly sum to receive it. The innocent Americans and Europeans are the orphans and adopted children of Indian gurus. Some of these teachers, unaware of the critical differences of religion and culture of their new-found and eager devotees, respond by bringing them immediately into japa and rāja yoga, avoiding the known initiations and the basic philosophical and cultural foundations necessary for ultimate success. In the case of Indian devotees, these cultural and philosophical foundations would have been acquired within the family home. This foundation is necessary, as it directs the subconscious mind, which is the inner motor of a person, preventing him from opposing, inhibiting and invalidating the realizations that naturally occur when one practices yoga. So, first we learn the philosophy, then through japa and more advanced yogas we realize it. Whereas in performing japa and rāja yoga before you know the philosophy, what you previously learned may conflict with what you now realize. This can be very disconcerting. When the philosophy is properly understood, we possess right thought, right speech and right action, which is proper behavior. This is culture. Hindu culture is very different from the European cultures, which are based largely on Abrahamic beliefs. Humility and obedience

---

_In their home shrine a married couple share a spiritual moment. They are performing japa together, counting on their 108-bead mālas while silently chanting the Pañchākshara Mantra, “Aum Namah Śivāya,” shown in the Tamil language above the sugarcane-bedecked Naṭarāja._
before elders and those who are wiser is a very big part of Hindu culture, as is the regard for knowledge and wisdom and the deeper philosophies. Therefore, a good character expressed day by day within the individual who is freed from anger and from contentious mental arguments is a central foundation for the practice of yoga. One without such purity should not practice japa yoga lest he awaken the knowledge of his imperfections which are better to keep veiled. For knowing such could send him into states of remorse, early repentance—which means being penitent before one has the stability to take on the reaction of such a momentous discovery and undertaking. To meditate, one must be free from anger, jealousy and contention. Karma yoga should be practiced by the devotee prior to this to smooth out all character flaws. Sivathondu—which is another word for karma yoga—service to Śiva, is the platform for japa yoga. Those who are victims to episodes of anger, to pangs of jealousy or to periods of fear should not meditate and should not perform japa. They should perform Sivathondu, attend group meditations and group prāṇāyama sessions. This is because they must first be lifted up into the mūlādhāra chakra and above. They are living below it and must raise their consciousness in order to proceed deeply into themselves. It is the group itself in this case that will lift the individual who cannot easily lift himself. This process should be guided by a strong-minded, compassionate moderator.

One who performs japa properly will realize what he knows. You see, japa opens up the inner mind and focuses the energies of certain chakras, which are consciousness encased within the psychic nerve ganglia of the nādi network. Therefore, if he is a divine person, he will realize that Divinity. If he is an angry, selfish person, then he will realize that. We would want him to realize the former but not the latter. Through karma yoga, Sivathondu, the angry, hateful, contentious, competitive person will face himself through a series of small situations in which small realizations will occur. The instinctive nature and habits will be corrected until the individual is able to work smoothly over long periods of time. We would not want to open up his mind to the impurities, lest he become depressed or even morose and suicidal. Therefore, japa yoga obviously is an initiation that should come a little down the road, farther down the path. Generally, those who want to practice japa yoga and do have impurities working within them fall away from repetitive mantras very quickly, becoming a little afraid of what might happen if they are
successful. Their own soul is watching after them in this early stage. Then there are those who are ardent, fanatical, you might say, who want to get results in a limited period of time and have no sense of the consequences. They work tirelessly to do this. The wise guru would discourage much practice of intense mantras or meditating alone, and would instead encourage karma yoga, giving to others, working for work’s sake, serving for service’s sake, not looking for rewards. Group meditations and group chanting are fine at this stage, as is temple worship, until the purification process has had time to work its magic. ¶In short, there are two kinds of Hindus—a majority who worship in the temples without a philosophical background and those who do have such a background and take part in their religion, discussion of the higher knowledge and meditation upon it, feeling no need for the Gods or for temple worship. The Pañchākshara Mantra, Aum Namah Śivāya, the center of the Vedas, is the link between the two, between Siddhānta and Vedānta, because it makes the mind realize what it knows. Every Siddhāntin knows a little about Vedānta and disregards it. And every Vedāntin knows a bit about Siddhānta and disregards it. Through chanting Aum Namah Śivāya, finally you will realize what you know, including what you previously disregarded, and that blends the two—makes the whole person. The purusha becomes satisfied living in the physical body. The jīva becomes Śiva. ¶Initiation is essential for the ultimate results in chanting Aum Namah Śivāya, though the uninitiated can and do say Aum Namah Śivāya. Within them it won’t have much of an effect, but there will be an effect. This effect will be more potent and powerful once you have dikshā, having studied and purified yourself through the purificatory process of sādhana. It would be so much better to chant Aum Śaravanaḥabhava at this time, invoking Lord Murugan to bring the guru forth in your life who will initiate you. Murugan is the first guru, the first swāmī and renunciate. This is the preparatory stage.

Wednesday
LESSON 157
The Value Of Initiation

Oftentimes japa and chanting are the ardha-Hindu or non-Hindu’s first introduction to Sanātana Dharma. An ardha-Hindu is often one who has been given a Hindu first name. It is our experience over the last fifty years that their japa has little effect unless they make the full commitment to becoming stalwart members of the Hindu religion and join a mature community. Those who are inside a department store handling and purchasing the merchandise and those outside looking through the window at the same merchandise are two different groups. Ardha
means half, and *ardha*-Hindus are those who have come half way to making a full commitment and are still making up their mind. They are still on the outside looking in. Their *japa* doesn’t have much power until they bring other aspects of their life into line with the Hindu Dharma. ¶For the non-Hindu who has not made a commitment, the universal *mantra* *Aum* is the most significant and precious of all *mantras*. This can be chanted by those of all religions, without restriction. The sounds of a city make “Aum.” A child at birth says “Aum.” A mother giving birth says “Aum.” The last breath of a dying person is “Aum.” Even the cows say “Aum.” *Aum* is the *mantra* of Lord Gaṇeśa. All are striving for His holy feet. Those who are struggling with the lower nature, those who have not made a commitment to the Sanātana Dharma, a commitment which for the newcomers to the fold could be verified by their Hindu name on their passport, should all chant *Aum*. ¶To demonstrate the authority vested in the *mantra*, let me tell you a story. A minister in a court was summoned before the mahārāja. The minister also happened to be a brahmin priest, a kulaguru with the power to give initiation in the most sacred *mantra*, *Aum Nama˙Íivâya*. The king asked him, “We would like you to initiate me into the sacred Pañchâkshara Mantra.” The guru said, “Yes, Majesty, I shall begin preparing you for your initiation.” Then the king decreed: “No, we will take the initiation right now, and never mind the preparations.” The kulaguru objected, “This is quite impossible. My guru restricts me from giving initiation without due preparation.” The king retorted, “So, we will do the *mantra* without you. Or else explain to me how the *mantra* would work differently with the initiation than without.” The kulaguru said, “Yes, Majesty, I shall give you an explanation.” ¶In a loud voice, the guru called to the five guards standing amidst the gathered audience, “Guards, come forward instantly and arrest this man, the mahārāja, he is into wrongdoings. He is demanding an initiation into the great Pañchâkshara Mantra without the willingness to undergo the necessary preparations required by our noble *sampradâya*.” The guards stood silent, eyes wide, looking at the mahārāja, wondering what to do. The mahārāja, losing his composure upon hearing his minister’s preposterous command, was struck with awe and thought, “What madness has overcome this holy man?” He then shouted to the guards, “Here, promptly: arrest this minister of mine, this kulaguru who is behaving in such an insolent manner against the throne. Tie him securely and take him away.” The guards rushed forward without delay, grabbed the guru and held him tight. ¶The guru laughed and said,
“Hold on a minute! I was just answering your question, Majesty. I spoke the mantra ‘Arrest this man.’ However, since I am not initiated into the court, not ordained to have that power, the guards stood idle and did not respond. You then gave the same mantra, ‘Arrest this man.’ Because you were carefully prepared and initiated as king, the guards responded.” Upon hearing this, the mahārāja threw himself at the kulaguru’s feet. The guards who had been hearing the entire conversation then released their captive, and themselves touched the holy man’s feet and returned to their posts. In the months ahead the mahārāja meticulously prepared himself for and received his initiation. Now all three worlds cooperate with him. His kingdom flourishes, crops grow, the rains come when needed, the rivers run clear and the wells are always full, the cows are fat, the mangos fall sweetly from the trees, the Gods in the temples provide discipline for the king’s subjects, and Himalayan rishis regularly visit the kingdom, giving of their wisdom to one and all. Even though His Majesty chants, with the proper visualization, Aum Namah Śivāya 108 times daily, one thing is missing: the king himself has not yet attained to full and complete God Realization. There is a story yet to be told.

The mantra is the name of the inner-plane being whom you are calling. If you say, “Aum Namah Śivāya,” are you ready to see what Śiva will show you, once He comes and lifts the veils? Maybe a little preparation—cleaning a few things, straightening up the house, the subconscious basement—is in order first. If you say, “Aum Śaravaṇabhava,” is your mind really ready to become peaceful, or is it disturbed by fits of anger? But every soul is ready to say, “Aum,” and come to the feet of the Lord of Categories, who will set everything in order from the many yesterdays. ¶If you are in the temple worshiping Lord Murugan, the mantra Aum Śaravaṇabhava obviously has a total, overall effect. If you say “Aum, Aum, Aum” in front of Gaṇeśa, Gaṇeśa becomes conscious of your presence. The Deities are present in the temple. They may not be present in a person’s home or under a tree. The main effect the mantra would have there would be to focus the concentration and quiet the mind. ¶If someone is already meditating and is self-instructed, not under a guru, and working for an eventual initiation to receive a mantra upon which to do japa, then whatever japa is performed should neither be too much nor too intense. We suggest for the non-Hindu Aum, and for the unitiated Śaivite Aum Śaravaṇabhava, 108 repetitions prior to meditation. This is
totally on the safe side and will greatly enhance the meditation. There is
an idea that there is a special mantra for each person, and that a mantra
should be secret. It has been my experience that gurus who are amassing
wealth from unsuspecting Americans and Europeans will give all kinds of
mantras. And they will be couched in a format that is sellable, like pack-
aged merchandise. They will be made secret. But none of the traditional
mantras that produce true realization and are lauded and acclaimed are
secret. They are well known by every Hindu in the world. Each Hindu
throughout the world knows whether he has purified himself or not, and
prepared himself or not, sufficiently to pronounce them—though he may
pronounce them at any time he wishes, and an impact and a beneficial ef-
flect will follow in his life. But the spiritual impact of pronouncing a mantra
after earning an initiation (this does not mean paying for it, but earn-
ing it through study and practice, character building, improving, proving
oneself to one’s guru) that effect is life-altering. It cleans the karmas of
many past lives, perfects the lives of the future, and lays the foundation for
moksha at the end of this or a future life. Let this not be misunderstood.
There are two classes of mantras, not powerful and powerful, meaning
potentially dangerous. The only danger that a powerful mantra could have
is opening a person to himself. The problem is not with the mantra, but
with what is inside the individual when the chakras open and he can see
his karmas of the past and his impending karmas of the future. That’s why
a mantra is carefully given, like a medical prescription. You don’t give two
aspirins to a baby. You give a half of one, or a quarter. And just as a child’s
physical body takes years to grow up, so do the mind and emotions. If the
early adult years are put into training and purification through karma
yoga, bhakti yoga and study of Vedānta, then there are no troubles on the
path to enlightenment. To turn on a light in a dark room with a flick of a
switch is quite a shock to the darkness of the room itself. Would we want
this to happen within the individual on the path? No. We want to turn up
the dimmer very slowly so he or she can gradually adjust to the brightness
that was there all the time. Many people want initiation because they
want to get away from something. They want something to cure their ills.
Others don’t know what they want. They are disturbed, distraught with
their prārabdha karmas, and they want relief. What they should be given is
Śaiva Siddhānta—a comprehensive path of accomplishment. They should
not be given a high-powered mantra that will, when it opens the mind,
cause more frustration and disturbance from what the seeker sees. But
Once given such initiation—having no tools, mentally, emotionally or physically, to conquer the past *karmas* that the experiential emotions are intensifying (which should have been conquered through *karma yoga* and *bhakti yoga*)—the seeker falls into despair. It is the conscientious *guru*’s responsibility to provide an on-going, progressive training prior to initiation and to continue it afterwards. Those who make their living by selling *mantras* would be considered fraudulent by traditional Hindu standards.

Knowing the meaning of the *mantra* is very helpful when the devotee is visualizing it at the same time. Then he also knows when he reaches the goal which the *mantra* is supposed to produce within him. Since most *mantras* are in Sanskrit, it is easy enough to find the meaning in the Sanskrit dictionary. We must remember that the first *mantras* were given in the language spoken by the people. Sanskrit *mantras* were given to people who spoke Sanskrit. Yet, *mantras* could be phrased in other ancient sacred languages as well. It is just that the Sanskrit language relates to the unfoldment of the inner being, which most other languages don’t do as much. However, even in the English language, or any language, rituals are performed that do invoke the spirit forces of the religion. It just so happens that in Hinduism, Sanskrit is the most accepted language of all, agreed upon by the Hindu hierarchy of all three worlds. ¶ *Japa* is a *sādhana*, and all *sādhana* is repetitive. *Japa* is taking a few words as a *mantra* and repeating it over and over again for mind control and personal enlightenment. This would attract good beings on the astral plane and strengthen the protective aura of the individual doing *japa*. There is no reason to think that performing *japa* would affect the astral world in any way other than to bring forth goodness, compassion and admiration of the beings there toward the devotee performing this discipline. ¶ *Namah Śivāya Aum* and *Aum Śaravaṇabhava* have been revealed for spiritual unfoldment. They are not for magical purposes. Nor is *japa* intended for healing or other aims in the physical realm. True, Japanese Buddhists chant *Aum Namo Myoho Renge Kyo* for success, jobs and wealth, but this is not *japa* in the Hindu understanding. This is more along the lines of affirmation. *Japa* is very close to *rāja yoga*. *Japa* leads to spiritual renunciation, *rāja yoga* to enlightenment, stimulating the *chakras* of the head. *Japa* is never used in the Hindu tradition to pray for material things. Hindus do pray for material blessings, health and abundance but not through the use of *mantras* or *japa*. For these they turn to prayers, songs and
ritual which stimulate the *chakras* of willpower, reason and cognition, giving the worshiper physical, emotional and mental vigor to bring the worldly goods into his hands. *Mantras* for *japa* are usually short, but not always. The Gâyatrî Mantra, consisting of thirteen words, is an example of a rather long *mantra*. In summary, *japa* is religiously repeating just a few important, well-defined words, syllables or “seed sounds,” called *bîja*, to awaken the higher nature. Where did *mantras* come from? Mystical ślokas came from the rishis of ancient times who held conversations with the great Mahâdevas and devas of the inner worlds. Out of this developed certain rituals that could, when performed properly, create certain causes in the physical world. In the English language we sometimes call these affirmations. An affirmation, as presented in our teachings, is generally for self-improvement. One is talking to his own subconscious mind. Because every sound has a color and creates a form on the astral plane when pronounced, the *mantra* must be pronounced properly, slowly, thoughtfully, with feeling, mentally seeing the color, mentally hearing the sound. The ideal way to perform *japa* 108 times is by also listening to the nādanādi śakti, the high “eee” sound one hears within the head when in a high state of consciousness. To perform *japa* quickly, as in a marathon, sometimes called “machine gun *japa*,” brings little benefit. If you don’t have time to do *japa*, don’t do it at all. It should not be a meaningless ritual. It should be a very meaningful experience. When we perform *japa* aloud, it is easier to concentrate the thought. The *mantra* is heard and therefore our mind does not wander. We must remember that letting the mind wander into irrelevant thoughts mitigates the benefits of the *japa*. Therefore, we must remain concentrated. We perform *japa*, which is a sādhana, for pragmatic benefits. There is no other reason. Therefore, we should keep our mind on what we are doing. Visualize the proper colors that the *mantra* produces from one stage to the next. In Śaravaṇabhava Aum we visualize light blue fading into white and fading back into light blue, back and forth—“Śaravaṇabhava Aum, Śaravaṇabhava Aum, Śaravaṇabhava Aum.” Blue is the color of the ākāśa, ether, and Śaravaṇabhava takes you there. Once the *japa* is perfected aloud, it may be done silently, simply by moving the lips but not making a sound, and then later making the sound internally without moving the lips. The ultimate accomplishment in the performance of *japa* is the yoga of going to sleep while verbally and mentally pronouncing the *mantra*, which continues during the sleeping hours. Upon awakening, the same *mantra* is still being repeated, mentally
and then verbally, without a break in continuity. This is quite an accomplishment, but it has been done.

There are some who in their spiritual exuberance follow the practice of doing 10,000 or 100,000 mantras a day in their japa, hundreds of thousands a month, millions a year. This is totally beneficial if under the direction of a guru who supervises the process. Most likely it would be given to an individual to conquer pride and arrogance. If a seeker is performing such intensive japa without the guidance of a guru, he then would be forcing a situation, using the mantra and the practice of japa like a drug, holding no concept in his mind of the results to be attained or even knowing if he has attained the results he should be attaining. It is the guru who always knows the results of the practice. But he never tells the results to the initiate. Attainment is never revealed intellectually until attainment has unfolded from within the individual, lest the intellectual knowledge of the attainment yet to be attained become a barrier to the attainment itself. ¶Each guru has his own methods of mantra initiation from his own sampradāya. It’s a school of verbal teaching. Most importantly, preparation must be attained and maintained in order to convince an orthodox guru that the commitment is strong enough to make the initiation beneficial. Initiation from an orthodox guru begins a process of learning. It is not the end of a process of preparation after which the devotee is totally on his own once he pays his fee. There are many orthodox gurus in every country of the world. Choose your guru carefully by observing the devotees around him and what they have accomplished. If he has a preparation of training prior to initiation, qualifications to meet, such as vegetarianism, scriptural study, the performance of certain disciplines over a selective period of time if he receives no fee for the initiation other than a gratuitous dakshiṇā afterwards—the amount left to the discrimination of the devotee, a love offering, or a contribution toward the payment of a pūjā in a temple to the priest—and if he provides ongoing, more intensive training and education, scripturally and culturally, after the initiation, preparing the devotee for the next stage of initiation, then you have a traditional satguru. ¶For the ultimate benefit in performing the japa sādhana, look on the Hindu Vedic calendar, pañcāṅga, and choose the āmrīta yoga days. These are the most auspicious. Next are the siddha yoga days. On any given day, the most auspicious time is during gu-lika kāla. These are the times when the forces of the universe—this means
the entire universe, and most especially our galaxy—promote spiritual unfoldment. Of course, the daily experience of 108 repetitions should persist. Any intensification of this—1,008 times, for instance—would be best performed at a specially auspicious day and time. Other auspicious times of day are before sunrise and at sunset. The very best place and time to perform japa is in the temple after the pūjā, when all is quiet. This is the most ideal surrounding to repeat japa 108 times to gain maximum benefit. When performing japa, just breathe normally. Japa may be preceded by the prāṇāyāma practice that you have been taught by your guru. ¶ Japa is a very good preparation for meditation. And you meditate on the mantra as you do the mantra. You can’t meditate on the mantra without repeating the mantra inwardly. When the mantra is linked with meditation, it should be pronounced slowly so that you can meditate on each syllable of the mantra that is being repeated. You must remember that japa is the repetition of a few words or a few syllables. That is the sādhana of japa. Everything else is something else.

**Sunday**  
**LESSON 161**  
Pañchākshara  
Is Perfection

*Aum Namah Śivāya* is such a precious mantra because it is the closest sound that one can make to emulate the sounds rushing out of the Self into the mind. Chanting it is profound because it is a sound channel which you can follow to get close to the Self of your self—sort of like following a river upstream to yourself. *Aum Namah Śivāya* can be equated with Śiva’s drum of creation, called damaru. When *Aum Namah Śivāya* is repeated, we go through the chakras, Na-Ma Śī-Vy-a Aum. The Aum is in the head chakra. Within *Namah Śivāya* is each of the elements—earth, water, fire, air and ether—which in the mind are transmuted into all-pervasive consciousness, and that is also transmuted into the great chakra way above the head at the end of the Aum. In just the breath, the space of time between the next repetition of “Aum Namah Śivāya…Aum Namah Śivāya…Aum Namah Śivāya,” the prāṇas, having reached Paraśiva, fall back into the spiritual, mental, astral and physical worlds, blessing them all with new energy, new life and new understanding. “Namah Śivāya Aum, Namah Śivāya Aum, Namah Śivāya Aum, Namah Śivāya Aum” is the constant process of life. It is the essence of life itself. We must realize that at any given moment we are a complete Paraśiva-Satchidananda jīva, only working on the “Maheśvara part”—on the jīva’s becoming Śiva. Paraśiva is there. Satchidananda is there. The maturity of the purusha, of the jīva, the embodied soul, is not. Therefore, *Aum Namah Śivāya* takes us into the
reality above and beyond the relatively real. To know it is to experience it, and to experience it is to become initiated. ¶I have been performing Aum Namah Śivāya for over fifty years. At first it had no meaning other than, “Wonderful, at last I got my mantra, and an assignment from my guru to perform japa regularly.” As the japa progressed, all the inner worlds opened, all the doors of the mind. All the spiritual forces were unleashed, and the ability to control them came naturally. You see, Namah Śivāya Aum brings the totality of the individual to the forefront and makes it manifest in daily life. This most pragmatic mantra is found at the center of the Vedas, in the hymn known as Śrī Rudram, and Śiva is at the center of Namah Śivāya Aum. As the center of the Vedas, it blends Vedānta with Siddhānta, fusing them together with the fire of realization. So, I and all Śaiva Siddhāntists are a fusion of Vedānta and Siddhānta, with all doors open of understanding of the fourteen windows, the chakras of the mind, and even more than that. ¶My satguru, Siva Yogaswami, placed great emphasis on japa, repeating the name of Śiva with concentration and feeling. This great Nātha jñānī explained, “May we not forget that mantra is life, that mantra is action, that mantra is love, and that the repetition of mantra, japa, bursts forth wisdom from within. Japa yoga is the first yoga to be performed toward the goal of jñāna. In the temple perform japa. Under the sacred tree, perform japa. I performed japa all of this life as a silent sādhana, and it is automatic now.” Siva Yogaswami enjoined his devotees: “Wear rudrāksha beads, repeat the Pañchākshara, let your heart grow soft and melt. Chant the letters five, and in love you will discover Śiva’s will. Chant so that impurities, anxieties and doubts are destroyed. All hail Namah Śivāya.”
Bound by the primordial limitations, all living souls experience the five states: waking, dreaming, deep sleep, beyond deep sleep, the state beyond. Endless indeed are the bodies and organs that *mâyâ* endows. All souls alike, caught in birth and death, are struck by *karma*.

*Tirumantiram* 2160
Popular thought prevalent today is that we have an external mind to be shunned and an inner being to be reached. I look at the internal areas of the mind and the external areas of the mind as being one and the same, an integrated whole, one totality of mind. In my personal life I have proven this to myself time and time again for more than fifty-one years. The inner universe of the mind is tremendous. It is much larger, more complex and better organized than any of the universes we can see with our physical eyes. The superconscious areas of mind deep within each of us are more advanced than the externalities of the material conscious world. As an example, this planet, Earth, began in a very simple way. Man himself has made it extremely complex. Man has added to the planet all of the buildings, all of the systems, the laws, the cities, the countries, the states. Man has done this all himself. Quite often I humorously say, “The Gods created heaven and Earth and man decorated them.” The inner mind is many times more complex than this. Man is discovering new things within the sea and in outer space. All of these vast new discoveries are being registered within his subconscious mind. Only through his deep, intuitive, perceptive faculties, resident within the inner area of his mind, is he able to grasp these new findings, relate them to discoveries of the past and conditions of the present and hold a mountaintop overview of it all. But if he does not have this deep, intuitive, perceptive faculty awakened, man becomes confused by these new discoveries and fearful of his future. Only the one who is inwardly awake, vibrant, alive and has the burning desire to know and be creative with that knowledge is content and at peace with himself and the world at large. For the more he knows about the external world, the more he discovers from deep within himself as he passes this knowledge on to the present generation, who will in turn pass it on to the succeeding generation, systematically and in an organized way. Many enlightened souls on the Earth today are handling the knowledge acquired from the exterior areas of the mind and the knowledge acquired from the depths of their own being in this way. To perform this mental activity, one does not have to be mystically inclined. A mystic is one who lives two-thirds within himself and one-third within the external areas of the mind.

---

These men represent the three aspects of our being: instinctive, intellectual and intuitive. The warrior is our base drives, lower emotions and physical impulses. The scholar is our mental prowess and rational understanding. The sage is our superconscious and deepest inner nature.
the external mind and only one-third within himself is not classified as a mystic. Let us look at the one-third of the inner area of mind in which he is living. It can be a delightful inner world or a very tragic area of the mind. This depends upon the character of the individual himself, the nature of his evolution and how he conducts himself in daily life. Although he is living only one-third within, intuitive flashes can penetrate the exterior walls of his consciousness strongly enough to change the history and course of humanity.

Tuesday
LESSON 163
The Mind’s Three Phases

The totality of the mind is vast and complicated. However, it is helpful to look at the entirety of the mind in three basic phases: the instinctive, the intellectual and the intuitive. The instinctive mind is easy to become aware of and experience. It includes the impulses of our physical body, our cravings, our desires, our digestive system, and our emotional mechanism that works through the physical body. The systems of elimination and blood circulation and the regulation of the heartbeat are all within the instinctive mind. This phase of mind functions automatically, or instinctively. It is as much alive in the animal kingdom as among humans. Man alone develops the intellectual mind and is responsible for its composition as he lives along through life. This phase is a mixture of man’s instinctive desires and cravings coupled with the knowledge he has gained from others and from his own intuitive discoveries. Within man’s intellect, he organizes a vast amount of knowledge that begins to accumulate from a very early age. Ninety percent of this knowledge deals with the externality of the world and mind itself. The intellect can consume most of man’s time through an incarnation, and usually does, lifetime after lifetime. The intuitive, or superconscious, phase is even more complex, more organized, more refined than the instinctive or intellectual phases. It is mystically known as the mind of light, for when one is in this state of mind, he may see light within his head, and sometimes throughout the entirety of his physical body, if his inner sight is developed enough. Otherwise, he just begins to feel good all over, as actinic energy permeates his nervous system. When intuitive flashes come, he knows the next thing to be done in a creative activity. This is the superconscious area of the mind. When man is extremely perceptive, tremendously creative, and knowledge seems to come to him from the inside of himself spontaneously, he is a superconscious being. *Instinctive* is a word that some may understand and others take offense at. Don’t. It only means “natural or innate,” nam-
ing the drives and impulses that order the animal world and the physical and lower astral aspects of humans. For example, self-preservation, procreation, hunger and thirst, as well as the emotions of greed, hatred, anger, fear, lust and jealousy, are all instinctive forces. They are very real in animals and humans alike. When the mind functions instinctively, it is controlled by the habit impressions made in the subconscious during its journey through the experiences of life. Instinctive also means that the driving force comes from the sexual nature. The nature is turned in that direction subconsciously, even though the conscious mind may not be cognizant of the fact. It also means that in the event of an emergency, the animal nature would take over completely, being jarred loose from lack of what I term “mind-control,” or from what might be called self-control.

Wednesday

LESSON 164

Intellect and the Instinctive Mind

The first steps on the spiritual path consist in learning to harness these tendencies and impulses and transmute their energies into the higher nature. But we should not think of the instinctive mind as “bad,” for it controls the basic faculties of perception and movement, digestion, elimination, ordinary thought and emotion and the many other vital functions of the physical being. Animals, birds, fish, reptiles and insects are the personification of the instinctive mind. Living mainly in the areas of fear, they react immediately to change. Their driving forces are sustenance, sex, shelter and security for their young and themselves. It is these instinctive drives that are the most difficult impulses for humans to deal with. They are, for people, the seeds of all the desires of all the entanglements within the four areas—sex, money, food and clothes—which we capture in one word, desire. Yes, it is desire that propels humanity onward.

¶The instinctive mind also has within it various forces: the force of fear, the force of anger, the force of jealousy and the dynamic force of self-preservation. It is what it is—instinctive. It is impulsive and immediately reacts to all situations. Though it is a great force in developing the intellect, its greatest enemy is intuition, the mind of the soul, which guides humans out of the morass of the lower nature into sublimity. ¶Most of us find the intellect a saving grace when it comes from the transformation of the instinctive nature into something more substantial. Constantly we strive to broaden our intellect, increase our knowledge, govern the mind with organized thinking and control our emotions by repressing the instinctive nature. This is nature’s way of increasing man’s justification of that which has passed before the window of the mind and was not pleasing to
his intellect, the justification being that enough knowledge has not been acquired by the intellect to sufficiently suppress the instinctive nature. ¶While the instinctive mind places great pulls on the individual, the intellectual mind often has a stranglehold. An intellectual person could run this explanation through his intellect and be able to explain it back better than we are unraveling it here, relating this point to that point exquisitely, yet deriving absolutely nothing from the conclusions to improve his own life. The next day his mental interest would be off on another subject.

Thursday
LESSON 165
Intellect
And Intuition
Mystics never demean or belittle intellectual reasoning. The intellect is not bad. It is good and necessary when used correctly. But they also do not elevate it too highly, knowing it is not the whole mind, it is only one phase of the mind. Instinctive, intellectual and intuitive phases define the whole of the mind. We often use the terms “unfolding intuitive faculties” and “developing intuition” in an effort to encourage an individual on the path to work within himself in subduing his intellect so that he can actually observe the already functioning totality of his intuitive mind. ¶In order to subdue the intellect—that partial conglomerate of thought patterns and modes of procedure which accord with the culture of the day—it is first necessary to inwardly observe how one’s acquired intellect actually functions. Observation is a faculty of the intuitive mind, and this particular aspect of observation only comes into usage after daily meditation has been maintained over a long period of time. Once an inkling of success in knowing intuition and how it differs from reasoning, emotional impulses and pre-programmed patterns within the subconscious awakens, the contest is won. Then and then only we can sustain this knowledge and dive deeper into the inevitable, all the time losing the future and the past, and loosening the reins of the intellect. ¶Some men say they are part of God, that the God Spirit is within them. The intuitive mind we consider to be that part of God’s vast mind—our inspiration. If you have ever had a hunch and had it work out, that is the intuitive mind working within you. It has temporarily dominated your conscious mind and made it possible for you to look into the future and estimate its happenings. The intuitive mind is the essence of time, yet it understands time and timelessness, its essence. It is the essence of space, yet it comprehends space and spacelessness. It is real, yet it does not exist—real only when used, nonexistent to the lower realms of the mind. ¶Man’s individual awareness is either captured by the nerve system of external consciousness
of the animal bodies, which his soul inhabits as vehicles to live in on Earth, or captured by his celestial nerve system. This, then, is the intuitive nature, the natural expression of the transcendental soul known as man. Observing the great vastness of the mind, we can draw another conclusion and say that there are five states of mind: conscious, subconscious, subsubconscious, subsuperconscious and superconscious. The first state is the conscious mind, in which we perform our daily routines. When awareness is in the conscious mind, we are externalized. This means we take our direction mainly from memory of past experiences, from other people, from newspapers, magazines, radio, television or our emotions. The average man is aware in the conscious mind from the time he awakens in the morning until he falls asleep at night. That’s what makes him average. Only when he becomes mystically inclined does he become consciously aware of some of the other four states. ¶The second state is the subconscious mind, the grand storehouse and computer of man. It faithfully registers all thoughts and feelings that pass through the conscious state, whether correct or incorrect, whether positive or negative. It registers them and acts or reacts accordingly. ¶The subsubconscious, the third state of mind, is a conglomeration of various actions and reactions that we have experienced in daily life. It is a subtle state composed of two or more vibrations of experience which mingle and form a third vibration. We have an experience. We react to it. Later we have a similar experience. We react to that. These two reactions merge in the subsubconscious, causing a hybrid reaction that lives with us many, many years. ¶The fourth state is the subsuperconscious mind. Deep, refined and powerful, it filters intuitive flashes from the superconscious mind through the subconscious gridwork. There are times when you want very much to find a clear answer from within yourself. However, being aware in the conscious mind predominantly, awareness is cut off from direct contact with the superconscious. So, you begin to ask questions of yourself. These questions are registered in the subconscious. The subconscious, like a well-programmed computer, begins to search for the right answer from the superconscious mind. Then, all of a sudden, you know the answer from the inside out. Finding solutions through insight or intuition is one of the functions of the subsuperconscious. It also is the source of all true creativity, inspiration, understanding and perfect timing in daily events. ¶The superconscious is the fifth state of the mind. Within it is one world
within another world and yet another. All mystical phenomena and deep religious experiences come from the superconscious. It is the mind of light, beautiful and vast. When one is superconsciously alive, he feels joyously alive throughout the totality of his being—physically, emotionally and mentally—for new energies are working through his nerve system. This state of the mind is available to everyone to be aware in. The superconscious is the mind of bliss. It is vast, pure intelligence. The subsuperconscious mind is that aspect of the superconscious functioning through established subconscious patterns. ¶As we learn to identify these states, one from another, we also become more sensitive, like the artist who learns to observe depth, color and dimension within a beautiful painting. His sense of enjoyment is far superior to that of the average man who simply sees the painting as a nice picture, having no appreciation of the intricacies of color, depth, movement and technique.

Saturday
LESSON 167
Unfolding the Superconscious

The average man may have occasional subsuperconscious experiences and rare superconscious intuitive flashes. His awareness, however, is not attuned to know the intricacies of the working of his own mind. Therefore, he is not able to identify one from the other, making his sense of enjoyment less than that of the mature mystic. Because he is unaware of the higher states of mind, the average man may harbor his awareness deep in a subconscious state of suffering over the past for long periods of time, thereby completely ignoring his superconscious intuitive flashes when they come. As a result, his ability to bring awareness inward, out of the external, conscious and subconscious states of mind and into more blissful and refined areas, is lessened. Now sādhana is necessary for him to unfold his inner depth. Although he is unaware of these superconscious happenings within himself and unable to astutely pinpoint and dramatically distinguish them from his turbulent subconscious, his superconscious breakthroughs do have an effect upon the totality of his being. But when man lives externalized in the conscious and subconscious states, all the inner enjoyment and conscious abilities of exercising perceptive faculties are completely lost. The ritual of daily sādhana must be performed to quell the ordinary mind’s tumultuous turbulence. ¶There are many mystics in the world today who have had no formal training and seem to unfold inwardly very rapidly simply by learning about the five states of mind, how to distinguish one from another, and how to move awareness within them consciously and systematically. They are participating in and
enjoying some of the benefits of being able to experience step-by-step
direct cognition of the five states of mind—conscious mind, subcon-
scious mind, sub of the subconscious mind, subsuperconscious mind and
superconscious mind. There is but one mind and, in its functioning, it
works the same in everyone, as an autonomous, interrelated, self-per-
petuating mechanism. Concentrate upon that mind. Find out what the
mind is. Observe your thoughts, feelings and actions from within, and
know that your mind is yours to use to the extent that you control the
mind with the will. ¶Why must you study the mind? Because understand-
ing alone is fifty percent of the control of the mind. This understanding
is necessary to impress the subconscious deeply enough to secure aware-
ness so that spiritual strength continues to come from within, from the
superconscious through the subconscious. Before we can meditate, we
have to know our way around within the mind. What part of you under-
stands how the mind works? It is your superconscious. The subconscious
can’t understand how the mind works, because it’s the repository. The
subsubconscious can’t understand. It’s a collective repository. Your con-
scious mind can’t understand either, for it is opinionated knowledge—
looking at the world through the eyes of others. Only the superconscious
and subsuperconscious can conceive how the mind works.

Sunday
LESSON 168
Understanding
Is Control

When a situation comes up, I observe how the conscious
mind looks at it. Then I ask how my subconscious would
see it. Pondering further, I inquire how my subsupercon-
scious relates to it; then, how my superconscious views it.
Through this process I get a clear picture of what hap-
pened, how it happened and if I should take it seriously. You might react
strongly to a happening, but when you look closely you see it wasn’t much
to be concerned about. It was just the subconscious reacting, so you forget
it. The subconscious was the problem. It is your subsuperconscious, intu-
itive understanding that makes such judgments. ¶Remember, these are
not five separate departments. They all interrelate. The conscious and
subconscious work together. The subsubconscious seems to work inde-
dependently of both the conscious and the subconscious, but it is not really
independent. It is just another aspect of the subconscious. The supercon-
scious is our vast, pure intelligence. The subsuperconscious is one aspect
of the superconscious, functioning through subconscious patterns. ¶As
we begin working with ourselves, we remold the patterns that set the
course of our life. We remold our subconscious mind. We begin to iden-
tify with infinite intelligence, not with the body or the emotions or the intellect. As we prepare for the realization of the Self in this life, we set new energies into action within our body. We begin to flow our awareness out of the past and into the present, right into the now. This steadies emotion. Then we cease to have concepts that the physical body or the emotional body is “I.” We begin to claim spiritual independence and are able to watch the mind think. By remolding old habit patterns in the subconscious mind, we cultivate a contemplative nature and become nonviolent in thought and action, having that innate understanding of the karmic cycles of the working of the various states of mind. We are able to love our fellow man. It is easy to keep promises and confidences, for we have a certain restraint. We can begin to direct desires and acquire a certain inner poise which we did not have before, and we continually find new understanding through meditation. ¶In order to meditate, it is not enough to memorize the five states of mind—conscious mind, subconscious mind, sub of the subconscious mind, subsuperconscious mind and superconscious mind. It is not enough to memorize the processes of unwinding awareness and reprogramming the subconscious through affirmation, attention, concentration and observation. We must study out and apply these teachings to ourself. We must master them. This is the way we become a different person than we are today. When we simply memorize, we are only putting another intellectual covering over the beauty of our soul. ¶Surround yourself with superconscious people, people who are on the path. Being in their presence will help you, and their being in your presence will help them. The group helps the individual as the individual helps the group. This is provided the group is of one mind, both inner and outer. Place yourself in a good environment, a physically clean house, clean clothing, clean body, and among people who are shining forth from within. Do not surround yourself with people who are bound in the conscious mind, engrossed in jealousy, hate, fear and the other instinctive-intellectual qualities that cause contention in and among them. This will disturb you and hinder your progress on the spiritual path. If you are going to sit for meditation, you must follow these inner laws. ¶Do not argue with anyone anymore. A mystic never argues. Argument pulls awareness into the conscious mind and programs the subconscious in a strange way. It becomes mixed up. Then it has to be unscrambled. Also, never try to convince anyone of anything. If you are talking to a mystic, he will understand what you are going to say as you speak it. Usually before you have spoken he will have
grasped the point of it. He is that sharp. He is that keen. If you are talking to someone who lives deep in the intellect of the conscious mind, he will want to discuss endlessly. He will want to argue subtle points, and the issue will never be fully settled, especially if you disagree with him. ¶The mystic sits in meditation and asks himself, “Who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going?” He has the sensitivity to take a little flower and study it and conquer the functions of distraction as he works to hold his awareness at attention, like a well-disciplined soldier of the within, with a will supreme in governing that attention. This caliber of mystic will in this way learn to concentrate inwardly, as his supreme will dominates his powers of awareness, bringing forth the body of the soul into the physical elements so its keen inner observation is unfolded.
In their bewildered thoughts are the three lions: lust, anger and ignorance. In their meandering thoughts are the four jackals: mind, intellect, will and egoity. In their sensory thoughts are the five elephants: taste, sight, touch, hearing and smell. These are the internal and external foes of the contending mind.

*Tirumantiram* 2214
Monday
LESSON 169
Not Getting Bogged Down

Concentrate on the following aphorism and try to ferret out its deepest meaning. Begin by breathing diaphragmatically for a few minutes until you feel relaxed and at ease. “There is but one mind. The consciousness, or ego, functions within the mind’s various phases. The one-tenth of the mind of the conscious plane, in ramification, is carried on by its own novelty. The object is to control the conscious mind and become consciously conscious.” After looking deeply into this aphorism from within yourself, write out your own explanation of it on a piece of paper and keep it for future reference. When we are functioning in the conscious mind, we must not totally identify with it, but hold on to our individual awareness as the watcher and controller. Think deeply on this as you concentrate on the aphorism and realize that in our study of the one mind we are moving along an ancient path to enlightenment which has five sequential steps: attention, concentration, meditation, contemplation and God Realization. ¶Mind is vast, and from a mystical point of view it includes everything, even encompassing the elements of the physical plane. Mind and matter are not two different things. Matter is simply one phase of the mind, and it is in the conscious mind that material existence has its existence. Expand your concept of the mind to include the entire universe, from atom to galaxy. Then realize you are that mind, and that its outer manifestation is but one-tenth of the totality of the mind. ¶When we live in the conscious mind, we are aware of other people’s ideas. We listen with our ears, we see with our eyes, we feel with our fingers. We are involved in our physical senses, functioning instinctively as far as the physical body goes. We are functioning intellectually as far as our education goes, and we are dealing and working vibrantly and vitally in the world of external form. We can live in the conscious mind and be aware of that area of consciousness life after life after life after life, because the conscious mind is ever changing, perpetuated by its own novelty. One thing or idea leads us to another, and then on to another and another and another. We listen to people talk, and we want to know what they will say next. ¶The conscious mind is very curious. We taste something and we want to taste something else. We see something and we want to see something else. We feel something and we want to feel something else. We feel something and we want to feel something else, and we

Gurudeva likens the conscious mind to a donkey and a carrot, for it pursues what’s in front of it without much thought. Here a woman’s external mind is depicted as a house with many rooms, each filled with a different experience: family, meals, conversations and relationships.
go on and on, completely dominated by our five senses. This domination by the senses makes up the totality of the conscious mind. These five senses are constantly active, as energy continually flows out into the external world through them. The conscious mind makes up what is called the external world, and the external world is the conscious mind. We are all participating in making our own conscious mind as we go along through life. Though the conscious mind is only seeming, it is very real while we are in it, as it glorifies in adding to itself. This process is called the intellect. As concepts and partial concepts are added one after another, the average person develops his or her intellect, and if it is not balanced by inner knowing, it holds the person firmly in the external realms of consciousness. Many people are trained to think, having had their conscious mind programmed in such a way, that the superconscious mind is nothing but a farce, that it doesn’t exist at all, that the only reality is the external world, and pleasing the external senses is what life is all about. They are coached to believe that anything of an inner life or an inner nature is just pure fantasy, imagination, which only weak-minded people believe in. Many people live this way, with their awareness bogged down in the conscious mind—believing reality to be outside their physical body. The object of spiritual unfoldment is to transcend the conscious mind into superconsciousness and beyond.

Tuesday
LESSON 170
The Donkey And the Carrot

When we are in the conscious mind, we are like a donkey with a carrot in front of our nose. We are always walking to try to get that carrot. We are never satisfied, and we are never happy. The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence. No matter how much money we have, we want more. No matter how many clothes we have, we need more. No matter how many television programs we watch, there is always a better one coming up. No matter how many sights we have seen, the next one may surpass them all. No matter how much food we eat, there is always the next big wonderful meal to enjoy. No matter how many emotions we experience, the next set of those emotional experiences will be the high point of our entire life, and we are sure of it. That is the conscious mind. When we live in the conscious mind, we only surmise. We make guesses. We are never quite sure if we are right. Therefore, we are insecure, because the conscious mind only knows what has gone before it. It is certain only about the past. If it has been provided with a good memory, then it knows the past very well. But without a good memory, the conscious mind
doesn’t know the past well at all. So, when we are in the conscious mind, we have one predominant and solid quality that we really can be sure of, and that is fear. We are afraid! We’re afraid of the future. And many of the things in the past petrify us, for we don’t want them to happen to us again. We don’t know quite how to avoid them, because with awareness caught in conscious-mind concerns, our superconscious faculties are temporarily cut off. The superconscious mind is seen as a figment of imagination, a product of superstition. ¶The conscious mind is the real enemy, the real barrier, the real distractor to someone on the path of enlightenment. It is intriguing. It is the temptress. It leads us on and on and on, life after life after life after life after life after life after life. It is a wonderful state of mind, however, as long as our superconscious faculties are also available for awareness to flow into once in a while to become refreshed and renewed by a change of perspective and influx of energy. Otherwise, the conscious mind is a difficult and onerous state of mind in which to live, day after day after day. The spiritual path leads us out of the morass of the darkness of the conscious mind into the mind of light, which we call superconsciousness.

Wednesday
LESSON 171
Reason Reigns Supreme

It really hardens a person to live in the conscious mind all the time, because he has to build an ego shell around himself for protection, and that makes him insensitive and rough. One of the biggest protective influences of the conscious mind is anger. Anger makes a person cunning in his thinking, and of course the predominant underlying quality of anger is fear. He is always afraid of something. It is generally something that may happen or is going to happen. He is always in conflict with someone. These are the motivating forces of the conscious mind: anger and fear. Most people live in the conscious mind unconsciously. ¶The conscious mind is the area of the mind where memory and time are Gods, and reason is the Supreme Ruler. “If it is not reasonable, it is not acceptable,” declares the conscious mind, and “If we can’t measure it, it does not exist.” That is the conscious mind. It is active. It is alive. The conscious mind perpetuates itself, and we all help it to do that. It is carried on in ramification by its own novelty. We can always find in the conscious mind some distraction to please us, to intrigue us, to dominate our awareness of other states of consciousness. And we don’t have to look very hard to find it. ¶The mystic’s goal is to control awareness while he is in the conscious mind—to know where he is in consciousness. When he finds he is aware
in the conscious mind, and the five senses have become his ruler, he then controls his awareness within the conscious mind itself. He does this in a number of ways. One way is through the control of breath. Breath is life, and life is breath. Breath is the controlling factor of awareness. Awareness rides on breath. Breath is also a controlling factor of our willpower. A seeker must develop a dynamic will to walk the path of enlightenment, so that he does not stumble or falter, but continues onward no matter how difficult the path seems to be for him. ¶The mystic loves the conscious mind, for he sees it like an adult sees the toys of children. An adult does not take children’s toys too seriously, but the child does. Meditate on that comparison. Meditate also upon the conscious mind while you are aware in it. Write down on a piece of paper the various areas of daily experience over a period of three days to which you are most attached. Then meditate on those time periods until you are able to see the chemistry that makes the conscious mind appear to be what it is. When you live two-thirds within yourself, even physical things begin to look transparent to you.

**Thursday**

**LESSON 172**

**Like Writing On Water**

Spiritual unfoldment leads us along the path into the illuminated knowing of where we are in consciousness at any point in time. There are many methods through which this may be accomplished. Carefully choose one path and then stay with it with extreme loyalty. For this a preceptor is needed, a spiritual guide to answer questions, to raise questions for you to find answers to within your meditations. It is an arduous journey. The rewards come only near its end. ¶To live positively in the conscious mind each day, exercise at least a half hour. Keep the vital energies of the body high and healthy. Eat simply and follow a vegetarian diet, feeding the stomach rather than the mouth. Be considerate of others always and live inconspicuously, almost transparently, by not ruffling your surroundings, by keeping the home neat and clean, by passing through a room or place and leaving it in a nicer condition than before you arrived. Seek fresh air and learn to breathe deeply. Get out in the sun. Move the physical body, walk briskly, dance, keep the energies vibrant and buoyant. Be close to nature. Grow food. Develop an art or craft so the hands are active, creative. Of course, being neat and attractive in personal appearance keeps the thoughts of others toward you positive. This is the way to live in the conscious mind. Try to live life as though you are walking in the rain without getting wet, or carefully writing on water. No ripples, no disturbance, no reactionary residue that has to be faced at some future date.
When we live unconsciously in the conscious mind, we most often look at the physical body as who we are. We say, “I am hungry,” “I am happy,” “I am not feeling well,” “I want to go to America” or “I have just come to Bangalore.” Instead of “I am not feeling well,” we mean our physical body is not feeling well. Instead of “I want to go to America,” we mean we want to take our physical body to America. Our language is a conscious-mind language. The perspective of our language is constructed to make the conscious mind the real thing, the entire reality of the world. From little children we have been taught that the conscious mind is real and that anything other than this real, solid, conscious mind is to be doubted.

The mystic walks in the opposite direction. He goes against the crowd. He learns to swim upstream. It is a little more difficult for him, but oh so worth it. The seeker has to learn that the conscious mind is only a vast dream created by many, many people who are dreaming openly. They are dreaming, and every mystic knows it. They are forming the dream by what they say, by their emotions, by what they think and by that in which they involve themselves. The mystic knows there is no enduring reality to the vast dream made up by people themselves, by their desires, their relationships, their cravings and their insecurities.

Friday

LESSON 173

Shrouding the Soul Body

If we were alone in a desert, there would not be much of the conscious mind present. Our emotions would subside. Our perceptions would be keen and uncluttered. Our senses would awaken. Our reality would be mostly an inner reality. We would have to call upon our inner resources to subsist. But as soon as a city grew up around us with hundreds of people in it, we would experience the development of a vast conscious mind, for everyone would contribute just a little bit to it. Problems, projects, confusions and involvements of every kind would assert themselves, absorbing our awareness. Most of the inner resources we relied upon formerly would be forgotten as we ceased to depend upon our own strength and innate intelligence. We would begin depending upon a rule book. We would rely on what someone else thought, on what was taught in the universities, stored in the libraries, legislated by politicians and promulgated by the news media. We would follow opinion religiously and develop an intellect. And one by one, all of these layers of the conscious mind would cover the soul, making the outer more evident than the inner. The beautiful, radiant body of the soul would be covered in the very same way that we would take a gorgeous lamp glowing with
light and put pieces of fabric over it. First we would put a yellow piece of fabric over it, an intellectual coating. Then we might argue about some intellectual concept. Others would say, “I don’t believe you.” And you say, “I know I’m right.” Then we would put a pink piece of fabric over the lamp. Pink is the color of emotion and self-aggrandizement. Perhaps we would continue trying to help our friend, and he would say, “I don’t want any help. Get out of here!” We might become angry with him and put a red piece of fabric over the lamp. And when we are depressed amid all these mixed emotions, we cover the light with a black piece of fabric. When jealous of our fellow man, we drape a dark green piece of fabric over it. Where is the light of the body of the soul, that crystal-clear light? It’s there, temporarily covered. The body of the soul actually looks like a plastic body filled with light. You have seen mannequins with arms, legs, torso and head made completely out of transparent, neon-like plastic. If you were to put a light in such a mannequin, it would glow. This is what your soul body, your psyche, looks like. The conscious mind has truly become a reality for those who have layer upon layer covering this body of the soul. They are living with all of those emotions vibrating in them. Greed, hate, resentment, jealousy and anger are all totally alive on the inside. Yet, plastered on the outside of it all are beautiful, superficial emotions. Saturday
LESSON 174
Conscious and Subconscious
Remember, the sum total of the conscious mind only knows what has preceded it, what has gone before it—the past, what it can remember. It will only accept that which seems to be reasonable. So when the process of going inward persists, the sheaths have to be removed, one after another. The senses have to be quieted, the subconscious mind reeducated. This is how the conscious mind and the subconscious mind work hand in hand. The subconscious mind is like a great computer. It responds to the programming that has been set in motion through all the previous lives. Our reaction and habit patterns of this life form our tendencies of the next life, and the tendencies of our last life make our reactions and habit patterns of this life. Life after life after life, we have been programming the subconscious mind. It has been mainly programmed by awareness caught in the instinctive emotions of the senses of the conscious mind itself. The conscious mind can become just as vast and wonderful, or as terrible, as we want to make it. It is not to be feared. It is not to be ignored, either. It is to be understood. The conscious mind is a state of mind just like all the others, for there is only one mind.
Our individual awareness flows through the various phases of that one mind. The conscious mind is primarily an odic force structure. Odic force is the emanation of actinic force through the physical body. Hidden tendencies, repressions, suppressions and reactionary habit patterns accumulate in the subconscious mind and give enough ballast of odic force for awareness to be neatly attached to everything of which it is aware. We are then in the conscious mind most of the time, and not inwardly oriented. When people are caught in the conscious mind and believe it to be absolute, they believe in finite terms such as: “When you’re dead, you’re dead. So live your life and really get as much as you can out of it, because when you’re dead, you’re dead, and that’s the end of it.” They believe that the external world is absolutely real, and that anything of an inner life is simply imagination. They live a rather shallow life, perpetuated by their emotional habit patterns and reactions. They anger quickly. They are quick to become jealous. They are suspicious, and they become emotionally attached to other people, with whom they later argue or fight. They love to be entertained. They seek entertainment, trying to get more of everything that is possible to get. Their desire nature is never satisfied in their conscious-mind experience. Awareness has been enmeshed in these conscious-mind desire cycles for such a long period of time that to release it and dive deep within, we must first gain mastery of awareness through attention and concentration. After awareness is wise to the conscious mind and the subconscious has been positively reprogrammed, attention and concentration bring us into subsuperconscious states. We begin to breathe regularly and diaphragmatically. We become aware of only one thing at a time in the physical world, allowing one thing to attract our attention, rather than continuing to ramify. This practice begins to weave awareness into subsuperconscious, perceptive states.

You have heard the statement “Being in the world, but not of it.” This is done through detachment. It is an attitude. It is a perspective. It is how we hold ourselves within that really matters. Basically, that is the only difference in the beginning stages between one who is on the spiritual path and one who is not on the path—it is how awareness is held within, the perspective from which the conscious mind is viewed and responded to. The conscious mind is created and ramified by man himself. It is carried on by its own novelty. It goes on and on and on, and awareness can go on and on and on and on in it. Only in those quiet mo-

Sunday
LESSON 175
The Meaning Of Detachment

CHAPTER 25: THE CONSCIOUS MIND
ments of retrospection does someone who lives in the conscious mind relax, turn inward and understand a little philosophy. This pondering gives release, a new influx of energy. The object in being on the spiritual path is not to have just a little influx of energy, but to be the energy itself—consciously. The object is to have awareness basically attached to the primal life force, and to see that and experience that as the real thing, rather than be attached to a collection of possessions and memories in the material world. Anyone who is strongly in the conscious mind has a feeling of possession and a feeling of fear. We’re afraid of losing possessions. We own something. We love it! We break it! We cry! Our nerve system hurts when the odic force detaches. It was attached to that which we owned. Emotional involvement is a function of odic force. Holding awareness within the higher states of mind does not mean we cannot own anything. It means we will love it more when we do, but we will not be attached to it to the point that we become emotionally torn when it goes away. Understanding of the forces comes as we unfold on the path. Someone who is not involved deeply in the conscious mind is not subject to as many instinctive emotions. He is more of a real person, more himself. Most people think of the conscious mind as the entirety of the mind. But actually it is only one-tenth of the mind’s entirety and, therefore, should not frighten us in any way. Nor should we wish to retreat from the conscious mind. The only retreat is simply to detach awareness from that which it is aware of and allow it to go soaring within to that indefinable source from which all energies spring. Dive into the source and lose awareness within it and attain your ultimate goal.
Light the lamp of mind and dispel the darkness of egoity. Extinguish the fire of wrath and brighten all lamps within. Thenceforth alike, the mind’s light is an undying lamp indeed.

_Tirumantiram 602_
What is your subconscious mind? Think about this for a minute. Realize that everything that has once passed through your conscious mind in the form of experience is resident right now within your subconscious. Not only that, but imbedded within the cellular structure of your body, in the DNA code—one of the most formidable discoveries of modern science—lie all the experiences of your genetic history. The life, the biological evolution of your forefathers, is all registered in the molecular strands of your subconscious, capable of being recalled into memory. ¶In our study together we will be concerned with much more than the negative areas of the subconscious. We will discover that the subconscious can be a great help in our daily life—once we learn to impress it properly, and consciously utilize the latent powers within it. Then it ceases to be a deterrent to well-being, and becomes a valuable tool, available at all times and under all circumstances as we progress through the experiences of life. ¶The subconscious mind, like the conscious mind, has a form of its own. It is given form, shape and momentum by the nature of your experiences in life and the way you react to them. Most people are not happy with the form of their subconscious mind. They are still reacting to early experiences, early environments. Some people go to great expense in trying to change the form of their subconscious through therapy or travel, but because there is no absolution in either, in time they generally manage to recreate their subconscious in the same old form. Childhood experiences do have a profound influence on one's make-up in this life, but these influences are by no means binding. Any attitude, any personality conflict or block in the subconscious can be demagnetized and resolved. ¶How do we change the form of the subconscious? We purify it by resolving in understanding those experiences which have created it. How do we resolve those experiences through understanding? We bring them up into the light and face them without reaction. By resolving our reactive experiences in understanding, the subconscious becomes more and more transparent to our own view and, therefore, necessarily undergoes positive change. To be able to objectively observe one's own experiences without reaction is one of the powers acquired through the performance of sâdhana.

Exploring the states of mind, this seeker reflects on the nature of the subconscious by recalling his childhood. He remembers moments as a baby in his mother's lap, one summer day when he and a friend found a mango tree full of ripe fruits and his years of work mastering the drum.
Suppose when you were young you stole some money from your mother’s purse. “She promised me this once and broke her promise,” you rationalize. “Besides, I really need it,” you add. Then, because you are not particularly pleased with yourself, you pack this experience away in a corner of the subconscious where you will not need to think about it. You suppress it. But the next day, your mother casually mentions the subject of money to you, and you react or emotionally re-enact the experience. You feel guilty. Not wanting to think about it, you suppress it again, deeper in the subconscious. Suppose then later in life your mother has become seriously ill, and in a reflective mood you realize that you have not been close to her for many years. Mixed in with a rush of buried memories you come across the incident of the stolen money. For the first time you appreciate and realize the sense of guilt that had lingered, influencing your life since that time in a hundred subtle ways. In the light of understanding, the experience suddenly becomes clear to you, and you objectively and unemotionally see yourself as you were at that time. You feel relieved and strangely lifted, not because you were able to analyze why you stole the money, but because in totally facing and accepting yourself in that circumstance you realize that you have expanded beyond it into a new realm.

Intuition travels through a purified subconscious. Before we can utilize the superconscious or intuitive realms of the mind, we must be able to resolve those past experiences which may still vibrate in our subconscious. Realize, however, that you need not seek out mental repressions. Simply face each one honestly as it naturally arises in life. Imagine that you are trying to arrive at an important business or family decision. All the facts you need to know have already been outlined, yet you find yourself frustrated in not being able to arrive at a clear decision. The more you concentrate upon the problem, the more obscure does the answer seem. What your conscious mind isn’t aware of is that the personality problems you are having with your superior at the office, or with your spouse at home, are clouding the issue. Soon after, while relaxing on a family outing, thinking about nothing in particular, a great feeling of compassion, forgiveness and understanding wells up within you, and all at once that “bright idea” needed to solve the problem comes to you unbidden.
Why does intuition come at this time? Your mind being at rest and no longer disturbed, intuition can flow through it unhampered. Then, too, the elements of a problem have a way of piecing themselves together in the subconscious when it is allowed to relax. Your best answers often come after you have removed the searchlight of your conscious mind’s focus for a time. This is the superconscious working through the subconscious, making it subsuperconscious. ¶You have now unfolded the key to living an intuitive and productive life. People who live positive lives have clear goals well impressed in the subconscious mind. They often draw upon their subsuperconscious mind, though they may call it by another name—perception, insight, intuition, instinct or sixth sense. ¶The subconscious mind may appear to be a very complex state of mind, as anything is when we do not understand it. Through daily sādhana you will learn how to clear the subconscious of its unnatural states of confusion and how to keep it clear, transparent. Through sādhana you will understand the relationship of the subconscious to the instinctive mind. ¶The subconscious mind performs many, many functions for us. In fact, it would be impossible to do without it. But think of some of the uses of the subconscious—the skills which your memory bank acquires, such as typing, driving, playing musical instruments or speaking a language. As soon as any learning process becomes subconscious, the conscious mind is free to direct its attention to new areas of learning. Even all the processes of the physical body are governed by the subconscious mind. Can you imagine having to think through and control your heartbeat, or your digestion every time you enjoyed a meal, or the intricacies of muscular coordination? It is only when we interfere with the natural processes of the subconscious—which are very intelligent if left alone—that we become aware of our dependence upon this positive state of mind. ¶Here is an exercise in using the subconscious constructively. Before going to sleep at night, decide what time you want to awaken yourself in the morning. Visualize the hands of a clock at that time and impress yourself with the feeling of waking up at the particular hour which you set for yourself. Then, just before you go to sleep, forcefully impress your subconscious with the command to awaken yourself at whatever hour you have chosen. Confidently anticipate that your subconscious will do this. Don’t worry, don’t doubt, don’t question—just observe the way in which your subconscious works for you if you but let it. ¶The subconscious
mind is a storehouse, a reflection of all previous conscious mind experiences. The power of our decisions creates our reactions of tomorrow. When tomorrow’s reactions happen, they program the subconscious. We have to be careful that our programming is just right, so that the channels to superconsciousness begin to open through the subconscious.

*Thursday*

**LESSON 179**

**Facing Old Memories**

When man finally turns inward, sits down and asks “Who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going?” what is the first thing he discovers? The subconscious mind, of course. Do not be afraid of the subconscious. It is useless to be afraid of the past. If memories come up from the subconscious as if they happened yesterday, and you begin reacting emotionally and even physically all over again, say to yourself, “Welcome, welcome, welcome, memory from the past. My goodness, you’re shaking my emotional body. I remember going through these emotional states years ago, and here we are reliving this film over again. But now I am on the spiritual path to enlightenment. I am the Self. One day I’m going to realize it fully. I only live in this physical body. I use these emotions, but I won’t be used by them. They are my tools. So here you are, my memory pattern, trying to make me feel like I did five years ago before I reprogrammed my subconscious and awakened spiritually. O, memory from the past, you have tested me well. Thank you.” Then, like a good secretary, write down on a piece of paper everything you can remember about these experiences that have come before your vision, and burn the paper when you have finished. Write down the entire experience that you are reacting to emotionally. This paper-burning serves three purposes. First, it is symbolic to the subconscious that you are not going to react anymore to that particular problem. You have, through the act of writing it down, taken it out of the subconscious. Second, burning the paper means that no one else will read it, which might cause other problems. It also means that through the act of burning subconscious memories, you have released them forever. When you begin to meditate, you become keen and perceptive enough to begin to see within yourself. Occasionally, you will see into the subconscious area and begin emotionally to relive the past. This means that many of the predominantly strong memory and reactionary patterns of the past loom up before you, one after another, and you may begin to react to them all over again, emotionally and even physically. These are not real experiences. It is only a layer of the subconscious exposing itself to your inner vision, indicating that reprogramming
is needed. Handle each layer dynamically. Welcome the thoughts and accompanying feelings in a hospitable way. Do not fear them or regret them, and certainly do not criticize yourself for having them. Simply remove them from the subconscious by writing them down and burning the paper. The reaction will subside, but the memory will linger as an education upon which you can formulate decisions for the future, thus avoiding the same problem.

Generally, people start meditating and do fairly well in the beginning, for their great desire to unfold spiritually propels them within themselves. But when the subconscious mind begins to upheave its layers—as it naturally must for the unfoldment process to continue beyond an elementary stage—meditators become afraid to look at the subconscious patterns of their seemingly not-so-perfect past. To avoid facing themselves, they stop meditating, and the subconscious subsides. The once-meditating seeker returns more fully to the conscious mind and becomes distracted again in order to forget “all those terrible things.” At the time, the remembered past seemed to be terrible because the impressions were strong, magnified by sensitivities awakened through meditation. For many years thereafter the one-time meditator can be heard to say, “I’d like to meditate, and I do sometimes, but I don’t have time, really, to meditate.” What he is actually saying is, “Most of my time is used up distracting myself so that I won’t have to meditate anymore and won’t have to face my bothersome subconscious.” On the path to enlightenment, you have to face everything that has gone into the subconscious, not only in this life, but what has been registered in past lives. Until you do, you will never attain Self Realization. Your final obstacle will be that last subconscious area that you were afraid to face, looming up before you in the form of worries, fears and repressions that you will wish to push away, hide from, so that neither you nor anyone else can see them. To hear of the Self is a great blessing, indeed, but to desire to realize the Self means that in this and your past lives you have gone through all of the experiences that this Earth consciousness has to offer. You have died all of the deaths and had all of the emotional experiences. You have had the good of the world and the bad of the world, and the mixed good and bad of the world through all of your many lives before you come to the life where you say, “I want to realize the Self in this life.” Now you begin to tie up all the loose ends of past experiences that have not been fulfilled or resolved, because those
loose ends are what bring you back to birth.

**Saturday**

**LESSON 181**

**Meditation’s Great Obstacle**

Things that you cannot face in yourself you will hate when you see them in someone else. To counteract this, your universal love, the platform for Self Realization, must be awakened into the emotions of the instinctive mind and filter out into the conscious mind. So, as you are meditating and the various aspects of your subconscious come up, face them positively, reprogram them beautifully, and they will settle back into simply a memory pattern, resolved and incapable of disturbing you again.

If you see something in someone else you do not like and it is affecting you emotionally, sit down and face it within your own subconscious mind. The sore spot is located there. If you feel someone is doing something that you do not think he should be doing, and this really gets on your nerves, just know that under the right circumstances you may do the same thing, because the tendency to react to it is there in your subconscious. Get into yourself and reprogram that area of your subconscious with good, positive affirmations. Firm up your lifestyle, be more strict with yourself, use your willpower and think positively. Do not allow a weak link in a chain of habit patterns to bar your spiritual unfoldment even for a moment. Sometimes we detect the weak link in our own chain by looking into the lives of other people. If your parents are living the type of life that grates on your nerves, begin to realize now that perhaps when you become their age you may live a similar life. The grating effect that you feel indicates that the seeds of that kind of life are just coming up, and you are trying to suppress them by criticizing your parents; whereas what you should be doing is strengthening yourself through having compassion toward them.

One of the biggest barriers on the spiritual path is to dislike our own subconscious as we become familiar with it. We must watch this pitfall very closely. The subconscious mind is not an enemy. It is just a well-used piece of equipment that we are renewing. If we make an enemy out of the subconscious mind and walk around hanging our head wondering why this happened and why that happened, and “If it were not for the subconscious I would be farther along the path,” we are simply programming the subconscious to become an even more formidable barrier. Instead, we have to bless the subconscious mind and look at it as a vital tool to help us in our spiritual evolution. Take a mountaintop attitude. If you are having a difficult day, tell yourself, “I’m working with my subconscious mind. Admittedly, things are not working out very well for me today, but I think
I will have it all adjusted by evening.” Run to the store, buy a lot of paper, do a lot of writing and burning and clear up various subconscious areas and release awareness to soar within again. This is called the vāsanā daha tantra. ¶ The point I want to make is: do not fear the subconscious mind. Realize that it has not been programmed as it should be. Therefore, the program has to be changed. Realize that your superconsciousness is the master programmer. Get busy and reprogram your subconscious through the power of affirmation. You can do it through the powers of meditation. ¶ Of course, there is a portion of the subconscious mind that remains more or less the same, handling the instinctive, involuntary processes of the physical body. But by following a sattvic diet, which is conducive to meditation, this area of the subconscious also begins to improve. As we improve food intake and elimination processes, we stop storing up poisons in our cells. As stored poisons are released within the body, they are eliminated regularly. This more physical area of the subconscious mind is also improved through proper breathing, proper posture, hatha yoga, getting plenty of sun, exercise, walking and all of the many wonderful things that benefit the physical body. ¶ Add to your contemplative lifestyle a craft. Working with your hands in doing a craft as a hobby, taking physical substance and turning it into something different, new and beautiful—this kind of creativity is important in remolding the subconscious mind. It is also symbolic. You are actually remolding something on the physical plane and, by doing so, educating yourself in the process of changing the appearance of a physical structure, thus making it easier to change the more subtle mental and emotional structures within your own subconscious mind.

Sunday
LESSON 182
Seeing Oneself
In Others

It is a principle on the path that until we are rather advanced we do not really know whether we have reprogrammed the subconscious mind or not, or if the reprogramming has been done correctly. However, we do know when we create something with our hands whether it is done correctly and carefully. We also know when it is finished, for we can see it on the physical plane. Taking a physical substance into our hands, using it carefully and systematically, and disciplining ourselves to finish that which we have begun is a powerful process. By doing this, we overcome habit patterns of carelessness and of not being able to pay attention to details. We also overcome the habit of becoming distracted. So, choose a hobby or a craft. It should be something that you do
with your hands that changes the form of physical objects, such as taking clay and out of it making a beautiful vase or using yarn to weave a lovely tapestry. ¶As soon as the subconscious mind has been positively reprogrammed, even just a little, the channels of intuition begin to open, and you feel peaceful. Disturbances within your mind subside. At this stage on the path you often wonder if you are making progress anymore. You hold a consciousness like being in an airplane going a thousand miles an hour while holding the feeling of not moving. When you feel as if nothing is happening to you inside anymore, you are living in an intuitive state, the eternity of the moment. Your intuition is now penetrating your external mind all of the time. ¶When your subconscious has been cleared of past reactionary patterns and reprogrammed thoroughly, you do not take exception to things that happen in the world. In understanding, you love everyone and embrace every event. You intuitively sense just what they are all going through, because you have in your memory banks knowledge of each happening acquired during all the lives you have ever lived. This becomes available to you subsuperconsciously. You begin remembering when you went through the very same thing your friend is going through. It may have been a life or two ago, but you went through it all the same. Therefore you know his next step, because you know how you got out of the same experiential pattern yourself. Then you begin to know that your soul body and your physical body are becoming one. You are slowly beginning to realize that you truly are an effulgent, spiritual being living on the Earth. ¶The only thing that is not spiritual, seemingly, is the subconscious mind, but that is an illusion because it has been programmed in a haphazard way. You have gone along through your many, many lives, having many, many, many experiences. It has collected up diverse habit patterns and erratic programming. When you attack this programming positively and work with it, the subconscious becomes a tremendous tool and is no longer the unfriendly obstacle that it was. It becomes subsuperconscious and new energies start flowing into the physical body. New understanding begins to come from within. Your perspective in looking at life is steady now. ¶Man has not always realized that a subconscious area of mind exists. For hundreds of years, humanity in the West believed that the conscious state was the only reality. Humanity has had religious inclinations also, and believed in superconsciousness, but felt that superconsciousness was totally outside and away from the individual self. That is why God is talked of as being way up in the heaven, and the angels high in the sky.
These beliefs caused the superstition, religious misunderstandings and contradictions that have come down to us through the ages. Why was God supposed to be outside the being of man, way up in the sky? It was because the subconscious area of mind was in-between. From this limited perspective, man saw himself as a little, insignificant nothing that has come from someplace, not knowing for sure when or how he got here in this conscious state. He knew he was a kind and hateful, generous and greedy, jealous, intellectual, instinctive being. He knew that. He knows it today. That is how one gets along through life. You have to fight for what you want. You have to argue. You have to be jealous, or else how are you going to get anywhere? You have to be quick-tempered to dominate others. You have to scare people, get your own way and elbow your way through life. That is the way to live when totally in the conscious mind.
The Sub of the Subconscious Mind

Light and darkness live together in the mind, and thus the soul seeks grace and ignorance at once. The jiva’s inner knowing is bereft of light. Apart from those who have attained wisdom, the rest despair of ever dispelling their mind’s darkness.

Tirumantiram 1010
There is one area of the subconscious mind that seems rather devious and extremely hard to program. It is called the sub of the subconscious mind. It often could seem like faulty software in the computer. But when finally programmed correctly, it can become the greatest asset. It brings us good luck and assists with perfect timing through life. At times we feel as if nothing is happening to us anymore. Everything is going along smoothly. We walk up to a closed door and the door opens for us. We walk up to a telephone and it begins to ring. These signs show us that the subsubconscious is going along very nicely. As soon as we do not enjoy this fine timing, it is generally because of the sub of the subconscious area. For when two programs of a similar nature go into the subconscious computer at different times, they mix and mingle and form a third program within the subconscious that is difficult to fathom intellectually. This is recorded in the sub of the subconscious. For this reason, the sub of the subconscious mind seems awesome and foreboding. If both of the programs are good, beneficial, positive and spiritually vibrant, things go smoothly for us. But if they are not, this area of the subconscious can be very disturbing. Remedies are deep introspection and emotional-intellectual honesty. The subsubconscious can become very powerful, creating healthy new tendencies in this life and molding a dynamic personality. Two thoughts, at different times, sent into the subconscious mind, form in what is called the sub of the subconscious a totally different rate of vibration when intermingled—that is, if the psychological arrangement of the mind was the same at the time each thought entered it. This subconscious formation of thought often turns into feelings of the lower, instinctive nature and causes the external mind to react to situations in a way that it normally would not have done. The subsubconscious mind not only attracts situations that express its contents, but creates situations by playing upon the subconscious itself. The sub of the subconscious mind, therefore, is the part of the subconscious that stores and manages the unfathomable result of the combinations of intense, emotionally-charged experiences, either positive or negative. These combinations create a third, hybrid reactionary condition quite unlike what either experience alone could have caused. Color shall be

A subsubconscious complex is created when two similar experiences enter the subconscious, making a third. A woman recalls tea staining her sari at a party. Years later she sees coffee spilled on her husband. These combine to create her fear of social events, as blue and yellow create green.
our example. Blue stands alone as a color, and so does yellow. When they merge, they make a third color, green, which creates a mood when you look upon it, different than the mood that arises from looking upon blue or yellow alone. Only in understanding that green is a composite of yellow and blue is the mystery dispelled. Add white to red and you get pink. Add water to soil and you get mud. This is easy to understand and shows the nature of impressions coming together in the subconscious. Add oxygen to hydrogen and you get water. That is a mystery which parallels the nature of the subsubconscious mind, a realm where one plus one equals three, while in the subconscious the sum is two.

Yes, two different reactionary thoughts of a similar vibration sent into the subconscious at different times under similar psychological conditions create a third, different subconscious happening. This happening registers in the subsubconscious and continues to vibrate there until it is dissolved and reabsorbed within the subconscious itself. If psychological structures build up as problems in the subsubconscious and are not resolved, they can inhibit or hold back the superconscious. One then easily feels depressed and subject to many lower emotions. Then the concept that one is a self-effulgent being seems quite distant, indeed. When the subsubconscious build-up is problem free, superconsciousness is there, bringing success and well-being.

The subsubconscious concerns us primarily as the state of mind which relates to congested subconscious force fields, or vāsanās, caused by two similar intense emotional reactions at psychological moments. The resultant deeply suppressed emotions are puzzling to the seeker because, unless he is able to resolve through periodic review his subsubconscious, he may find them welling up from within him unbidden, and he knows not why. The subsubconscious influences us when we are encountering an experience similar to one that caused one of the two component reactions. This releases highly unexpected emotional responses, inobvious reactions and new behavioral patterns, some positive, some negative. The hybrid formation continues to react within the subsubconscious mind until resolved. Once understood, the mystery is gone. The vāsanā loses its emotional power. To a very great extent, it is the subsubconscious that harbors our subliminal aspirations, self-esteem, impulses toward success, neuroses and overall psychological behavior.

An example of this state of mind is as follows. A young man goes to an office party and accidentally spills coffee on his suit. Being a gentle, shy
man, he becomes embarrassed and emotionally upset when everyone
turns to look at him. Many months later, he attends his sister’s wedding.
In her excitement at the reception, she accidentally spills tea on her beau-
tiful new sāri. She is naturally embarrassed. But it is a psychological mo-
ment for him, intensified by his attachment to his sister, and he becomes
more embarrassed for her than she is for herself. ¶A year later he discover-
ers that each time he attends a social gathering, his solar plexus becomes
upset, his digestion is affected, he gets a headache and has to leave. The
fear mechanism, stimulated by the subsubconscious mind, is protecting
him from another upsetting condition among a group of people. This
continues for a number of years until the subsubconscious, in a semi-
dream state, reveals itself to him and he sees clearly how the two re-
actionary thought patterns, caused by the dual experiences, met and
merged and gave rise to a different conscious experience—the indigestion,
the headaches and the dread of being among people. Once the obstacle
was resolved in the light of understanding, he would be able to be among
people in gatherings without these ill effects.

Wednesday
LESSON 185
The Mind’s
Potent Alchemy

It is only when the emotionally charged experiences that
go into the subconscious are of a strictly instinctive na-
ture that the subsubconscious is uncomely or not ben-
eficial and becomes a strong hindrance to well-being.
On the other hand, experiences of a positive, intellec-
tual or spiritual nature merging in the subconscious can create a subsub-
conscious that is quite dynamic and helpful, giving courage and compe-
tence in worldly affairs. Feelings of security, love and compassion can
come up from the subsubconscious during psychological moments in
one’s life to counteract and eliminate or subdue feelings of jealousy, ha-
tred and anger, which are natural to the instinctive mind. ¶For example,
a man’s business flourishes during the summer. The next winter he expe-
riences great exhilaration and satisfaction at winning a skiing competi-
tion. The summer success and the winter accomplishment merging in the
subconscious create a third, different impression which builds an abiding
confidence and impulsion toward future victory. The next year, he goes
into a second business and again prospers. His competitors wonder how
he has avoided the seasonal ebbs and flows of this particular business.
“How has he been so lucky?” they wonder. The strong impression of being
successful planted in the subsubconscious has created a positive habit
pattern for the forces of the subsuperconscious to flow through. ¶The
subconscious can also be formed by the blending of strong, intuitive, religious or mystical impressions. For instance, a devotee has an elevating vision of a Deity in an early morning dream or a conscious vision during meditation. A year later, while meditating, he has the experience of flying through the ākāśa in his astral body. These two impressions merge in the subconscious and create a deep-seated faith and unwavering certainty in the inner realities. Such vāsanās bring up courage and eliminate the fear of death, replacing it with the assurance that life is eternal, the soul is real and the physical body is but a shell in which we live. Now we have seen that the subsubconscious state of mind can be beneficial, or it can hold impressions that are actual obstacles in our path that must eventually be dealt with and overcome. Both positive and negative impressions can lie vibrating within it at the same time without interfering one with another.

Thursday
LESSON 186
Resolution
In Dreams

Through the powers of meditation, one can straighten out a few of the subsubconscious mind’s predominant misprogrammings that cause tendencies that make us act in certain ways. The subsubconscious mind can be understood consciously when the thoughts which created this “sub” are traced. These will usually be found when the conscious mind is at its lowest ebb. When resting it is possible to study the sub of the subconscious mind with ease. The body is relaxed and the conscious mind has loosened its hold on external objects. When study has commenced, trace through the thought pictures consciously, without disturbing the overall picture. Take into consideration the fact that all thought stems from a series of influences within the ego. These influences take form and shape in thought. When you manifest pictures before you, trace them to their conception by holding the consciousness lightly over the mind, blotting out all distractions that may creep into the mind in an effort to disturb your consciousness. Take your findings, whatever they may be, and consciously think them through until all doubts have been dispelled. You will then find that through your conscious effort the sub of the subconscious mind has been understood consciously as well as subconsciously.

Generally this process occurs automatically. We resolve the obstacle in the dream state. When we meditate deeply before sleep, we pass through the dream world and enter superconsciousness. From here, the work is done on the subsubconscious mind. Should we try to remember these dreams or analyze them and meditate at the same time, we would repress them again in the subconscious and strengthen these same patterns.
and tendencies. When we have had a long series of peculiar dreams, often this is the subsubconscious mind working out these habit patterns and tendencies and throwing them back into the subconscious to be programmed beautifully and correctly. To clear the subsubconscious of uncomfortable happenings, especially if you are living a good, religious life and performing regular sādhana, you can simply command it to clear itself. It will do so during the in-between dream state that you have experienced just before awakening. Therefore, the advice is, when you are going through your first stages of unfoldment, clarifying and reprogramming the sub of the subconscious mind, do not analyze your dreams.

Friday
LESSON 187
Not Analyzing Your Dreams

When the ego functions in subconscious or subsubconscious dream states, situations are created. These situations, remembered while in a conscious state termed “awake,” will create on the conscious plane similar happenings. Here again we have a manifestation of the subsubconscious mind in the dream. It is apparent that we dream things that we could not have possibly thought up. Such dreams are a conglomeration of seemingly unrelated happenings that pass through the mind. The unrelated happenings do, however, re impressions the subconscious and conscious mind if remembered, and in turn impress the subconscious again, and similar happenings are created in our everyday life. This, perhaps, is hard to believe, but as each of us thinks back over our life, we can pick instances where this rings true. ¶To change this picture, use the power of the subconscious mind to clear its sub and release within you the full abundance you were born to live. When using the subconscious mind in manifesting control over this situation, take into consideration that it is not able to eradicate the vibration. But during sleep your subconscious will make it possible for you to continue working out the rate of vibration created while in the dream state and remembered while awake. Simply tell your subconscious mind, when you are in the process of remembering a dream, to work out the remaining particles of that experience during sleep rather than recreating it on the physical plane. ¶When awakening after having had some bad dreams, say to yourself, “Great! I must have really started reprogramming the sub of the subconscious mind last night. I certainly should be feeling more positive with a stronger will in a day or two.” The key is to forget about your dreams as soon as you awaken if you are practicing attention, concentration and meditation. ¶When the ego wakes up from sleep, the physical body should immediately be put into
action. To go back into the state of sleep immediately after naturally becoming conscious causes the five positive currents to be unconventionally depolarized; the ego passes into the subsubconscious regions.

The sub of the subconscious mind can and does create situations of an uncomely nature. It is well known that repressions are formed by a series of suppressed desires. When these repressions are released, the emotional unit undergoes a change. It is also well known that all the thoughts placed into the subconscious remain there until they materialize into something definite. Then they will reappear. It is a little different with the subsubconscious mind, for it not only attracts situations that will bring these thoughts out, but creates situations by playing upon the subconscious itself. The subsubconscious mind, through its natural magnetism, attracts so-called temptations and unhappy conditions. The conscious mind, weakened by harmful practices, falls into this self-created trap. There the ego seemingly suffers between the subconscious thoughts that created the “sub,” the ego’s conscious expressions, and its subsuperconscious knowing. Guilt is one of the results of this state, also pride and anguish. These are a few of the qualities resulting from the subsubconscious state of mind. When the “sub” is controlled through a deep understanding of its inner workings, the ego, or consciousness, is free from being bound in identifying itself with the mind, body and emotions. The ego, or consciousness, can then progress towards the dynamic realization of your real Self—beyond the mind, the mind that is under your control. Otherwise, the ego is caught in the cross-section between the conscious mind and its subsuperconscious knowing, resulting in superstition, ideology, fanaticism and an argumentative nature.

The subsubconscious mind is very simple. We can compare it to \textit{kumkum}, the red powder worn as a dot on the third eye, which is a combination of yellow turmeric and pale green lime juice. We can also liken it to ice, formed when water meets with freezing temperature. Cooking is perhaps the best common example. We place vegetables in a pot on a stove or fire, and we add the delicious curries. With the heat coming up from beneath the pot, the ingredients merge together as one. The vegetables no longer taste like they formerly did and neither do the spices. It is not possible to separate the vegetables from the spices once the cooking has begun. A traumatic emotional experience occurs and is recorded in the subconscious. This we liken to placing the vegetables into the pot. Eight months later, a similar
experience happens and is reacted to with equal emotion. It happens, it is re acted to, it goes into the same pot. The vegetables have joined the spices. A subconscious remembrance of the previous experience comes up and is accompanied by a heat of emotion. This is the heat that w elds the two impressions together, just as fire cooks the curried vegetables. The two experiences have now become one, inseparably blended to gether in the subconscious, making a third impression, or vāsanā, totally different from the two impressions that manufactured it. It is unique and complete within itself, driven forward by an emotional force even greater than its two component experiences. ¶It is this subliminal power that makes the subconscious mind an overwhelming hindrance or a tremendous helpmate when used properly. When existing in negative ignorance, it is a deterrent on the path to enlightenment. The solution to eliminating the power of emotion that compels these blended karmas forward is simple. We only have to understand the ingredients—the vegetables and the spices—and resolve each one separately. Once cognized, even the most complex patterns can be resolved or unraveled through writing down one's inmost feelings and burning the paper in an ordinary fire. This is called the vāsanā daha tantra. Remember, however, that it is not necessary to remove each and every negative impression, one by one. Rather, we seek to strengthen the positive impressions. This in itself is sufficient and will allow unseemly impressions to be naturally resolved.

As we study the mystical teachings of our religion, we begin to reprogram the subconscious mind and mold it like we mold clay. We become more conscious of our fears. We tell ourselves, “There is nothing to be afraid of. There is not one thing to be afraid of.” We are able to talk to the subconscious mind in this way. It is called affirmation. “I am a fearless being. I am a fearless being,” we keep saying to ourselves time and time and time again. In affirming this truth we begin reeducating or reprogramming the subconscious mind. Finally, we begin to remove the layers upon layers covering the soul. ¶In India there is a traditional analogy of a lamp whose light is concealed by a screen of colored pieces of cloth. It is said we can uncover the lamp, representing the light of the soul, by reprogramming the subconscious. First we take off the black piece of cloth. The dark green one is still there, so little light comes through as yet, and we are faced with the instinctive emotion—our great protective power of being jealous. Both fear and jealousy are protective mechanisms of
the mind. We work with our jealous nature as we make other affirmations. “I have all that everyone else has. The same power that is within everyone is within me.” In this way we begin reprogramming the subconscious and gain more and more confidence in ourselves. Jealousy is inferiority. We feel we lack that which someone else has, so we try to cut them down a little bit to our size. Jealousy makes people mean. Finally, we work our awareness through this dark green sheath of jealousy, and we remove that sheath from the lamp of the soul. A little more light now shines through, and we begin to feel good about ourself—“I’m not so bad after all. In fact, I’m pretty good.” We become more confident and penetrate even deeper while working on the next instinctive quality, and the next and the next and the next. Finally, as we take off the last sheath, we find that we are That which we were all the time. We are inwardly free. We have removed awareness from the conscious mind and brought it through the subconscious state into pure superconsciousness. Now the physical body seems to us but a shell, a place in which we live in order to express ourselves on the surface of the Earth. The spiritual body seems to us to be our real body, and we wonder why we didn’t realize that before.
You need no shouting when you withdraw into understanding. You need no speaking when you are seated in superconsciousness. You need no holy rites when you are inwardly detached. You need no meditation when you have reached the actionless state.

*Tirumantiram 1634*
We have to adjust our subconscious to the idea that we are a superconscious being, rather than an instinctive being or an intellectual being driven by the impulses of the five senses. Awareness is the core of us. If we dropped off this physical body today, we would be a superconscious being without a physical body. If we stepped into another physical body tomorrow, we would still be a superconscious being, but with another physical body, different than the one we had yesterday, with an entirely new subconscious and new external environment. ¶I would like you to visualize dropping off your physical body and going over to, say, Sri Lanka or Bosnia to pick up a brand new body. See yourself stepping into it, adjusting your nerve currents within it, getting up from the battlefield, putting it into the hospital and healing it up and going home to its parents with a medal of valor. ¶You would have a new physical body, a new subconscious mind and a new external environment to adjust to. In this new body you would soon forget that you are a superconscious being. You would be so involved in being Ananda from Toronto who recently arrived there as a refugee from the war. But the superconscious being of you would know that it was a superconscious being, and finally Ananda would begin to know it, too. New rays of light would be coming through Ananda’s aura. The subconscious would be reprogrammed quickly, and pretty soon Ananda would become a man who meditated, in the very same way you meditated before you dropped off your old body and picked up Ananda’s body on the battlefield. There would not be much of a break in continuity. This gives you a brief look at reincarnation. Your subconscious can readily adjust to this simple concept. ¶There is one theory of reincarnation that holds we do not have to incarnate as little babies, but that we can incarnate as full-grown people when we know how it is done. More evolved souls can do this because they know the inner laws. Less evolved souls must incarnate through the womb, because this is the process that is most instinctively natural. This is one of the fringe benefits of becoming conscious in the superconscious body. Become consciously superconscious. That is the goal.

As the superconscious awakens, the seeker’s third eye, the ājñā chakra, reveals a world of light and sound, inner peace and mystical experience. This woman sees Śiva dancing atop her head, His anklet softly jingling as blissful energies, symbolized by flowers, flood her nervous system.
When Are You Superconscious?

It is easier to know when you are not superconscious than when you are superconscious, because your superconsciousness is such a natural state. It is such a beautiful state. It is such a full, wholesome state to be in, that you are not aware generally that you are superconscious. When you are not feeling too well within yourself, you are not superconscious. When you are feeling really good and satisfied within yourself, you are superconscious. When your timing is right, when everything is happening just right during the day, you are superconscious. When nothing seems to be happening right, then your awareness is flowing through one of the congested areas of the thought realm. When everything seems to be going wrong, you are flowing through an instinctive area or a congested intellectual area. When you are arguing with yourself, you are not superconscious. You are flowing through an area of the intellectual mind, taking two points of view and flowing from one to another. When discussing something with someone, you are not superconscious, for superconsciousness is a one-way street. You speak right from the core of existence without really thinking about what you are going to say. You just speak out and hear what you said afterwards. When you are arguing with someone, you are not superconscious. You have moved into a congested area of the thought strata of the mind and you are verbalizing it, and are congesting the aura, too. Then awareness has to be unwound from that area of the mind and directed back again to superconsciousness. When you are disturbed about yesterday, or even have a consciousness that there was a yesterday, you are not in a superconscious state. When you are afraid, you are not in a superconscious state. When you are peaceful, when you are calm, when you are in the eternity of the moment, when you feel secure on the inside of you, you are in a superconscious state. Superconsciousness is not something you will get, because you have never been without it. You are superconscious this very minute, and functioning in all five states of the mind.

Become aware of the totality of Being. This does not take a lot of time. The easiest way, the simplest way, is to be aware of the spine and the energies within the head. Locate the consciousness of energy. Be aware of energy. When you are aware of energy, you automatically forget what you were previously aware of and it fades away. You leave the consciousness of the instinctive-intellectual area of the mind and move into.
superconsciousness. If you can remain totally centered in awareness of the energy within your spine and the energy within the head, you become aware of the same energy within everybody and everything you see. You are immediately in a superconscious state when this happens. Therefore, the simple goal is, stay in this consciousness of energy for the rest of your life. It is just that easy, but it is not quite that simple to accomplish, because you have already trained your awareness to move into other channels of the mind, and it will do that automatically as soon as you cease to be aware of the energy within the spine. Then you forget that you are a superconscious, immortal being and begin to think you are only temporal. You may begin to think that there is a past, or that there is a future, and begin to feel that the eternal now is an insecure time. You may find yourself beginning to lean on other people rather than on your own spine. When you discover this happening, then begin to meditate. Go deep within yourself again and find superconsciousness. Seek the company of people who center their awareness within. This will make it easier for you to do so. Being around people who center awareness in the external areas of the mind is difficult because they draw your awareness into the external areas of the thought strata. People who really value awareness being “hooked,” shall we say, into the inner areas of energy, and have studied that function of energy, draw your awareness into it. When this happens, you begin to see from inside out. You actually see from the inside of everything that you look at to the exterior of it. You look at a tree. You first see the energy within the tree. The bark is the last thing you see. When you are in an outer consciousness, first you see the bark of the tree and then you intellectually surmise that there must be energies within it because you happen to notice that a leaf is growing and assume that it must be alive. How awkward awareness is when it is stumbling around in the external area of the mind. And how smooth awareness flows freely when it is dynamically cruising into inner layers of inner space. We shall now compare the superconscious mind to an onion of seven layers, each interior layer more subtle than the outer ones. 1) Experiencing the consciousness of the eternity of the moment, as if the world was revolving around you; 2) Experiencing a cosmic energy, a divine force, flowing through your external mind which is more real to you than the external mind itself; 3) Experiencing hearing voices singing, music playing—the divine sounds of the flute, mridanga, vina and tambura—while in meditation or early in the morning just before awakening; 4) Experiencing seeing the faces of
Gods or *devas*, or a *rishi’s* face, looking into yours while in meditation or early in the morning just before awakening; 5) Experiencing the peace and inner poise of the all-pervasive Satchidānanda; 6) Experiencing the ānandamaya kośa, the body of the soul, as it comes into conscious union with the physical body; 7) Experiencing being on the brink of the Absolute, Paraśiva, the void, having lost consciousness of the physical body and of being any of the five states of mind. These seven states of superconsciousness are only a few, to be sure, of this vast area of mind.

**Thursday**

**LESSON 193**

**Learn to Move Awareness**

You must not think the superconscious mind is way out of your reach simply because of the word *super*, because it is quite the contrary. It is within you. It has always been within you. All you have to do is to reprogram the subconscious a little and move awareness out of the conscious mind, and your journey is within. You are superconscious now. You have to accept that. You do not have to “get to be” superconscious. This is not something that is going to happen to you all of a sudden and then cause you to be different. The thing that is going to happen to you is that you will release your individual awareness from the so-called bondages of the habit patterns of the external mind that it had been accustomed to flowing through. Once it is released, you will automatically flow into other inner areas of the mind because you have been studying about them and now have the map clearly outlined for you. You might be wondering why, if you are supposed to be superconscious right now, you have not had the wonderful experiences that I have told you about. This is easy to answer. You may be superconscious now but not consciously superconscious all of the time, or even for long enough periods to have these beautiful experiences. So when I say you are superconscious right now, that is true, or you would not even be hearing about it. It is no accident our meeting in this way to share some of my inner life and this particularly deep subject matter. It is providential, I would say, and has occurred at the proper time of your unfoldment on the path. Though you are superconscious right now, awareness is still externalized enough that you touch into it only a little bit and then are pulled back to the subconscious or to the conscious mind. Through regular practice of meditation, one learns to move awareness through the superconscious areas like a dancer learns to move across the stage according to the rhythm of the music. It takes much practice for the dancer to acquire the technique in the preparation of himself to fulfill his calling. He has to live a disciplined lifestyle. It is the same for the contem-
plative. He has to work with and exercise the currents of awareness so dynamically that he can flow into a superconscious area and remain there long enough to look around a little bit and enjoy it.

Friday
LESSON 194
The Use
Of Intuition

Intuition is the natural way in which man expresses himself on Earth or any other planet on which he might find expression of his being. This natural flow of mana, the Polynesian word for prānic  śakti, from and through him only becomes inhibited when he disconnects from the nerve system of the celestial into the nerve system of the animal. When this occurs, there, therefore, is a disconnect between superconsciousness and external consciousness. Man’s individual awareness is either captured by the nerve system of external consciousness, of the successive animal bodies which his soul inhabits as a vehicle to live on Earth in, or man’s individual awareness is captured by his celestial nerve system, matured on aged planets in the galaxy prior to arrival here on Earth. This, then, is superconsciousness—the natural expression of the transcendental soul known as man. Intuition day by day occurs spasmodically, but it does occur. And systematically one can gear his observation of his own intuitive faculties and find out exactly when these intuitive functions occur within him. It is a well-defined fact that we have the faculty of precognition of coming events. It is also concurrently known that feelings of fear may precede impending danger. It is for the individual to disentangle and sort out within his own daily experiential pattern which is which. In this way he becomes knowledgeable in the great university of his own mind as to what is a daily intuitive occurrence and what is not. How does one distinguish between intuition and usual thought-feeling processes? Desires come through feeling, warmth of emotion, as do thoughts, schemes, ways of manipulating the media forces for one’s own personal benefit or that of a loved one. This is contrary to the power of intuition, which runs cold and is direct, like a bolt of lightning in the inner sky or the subtle rainbow of an etheric aura which bypasses the processes of current thinking, giving answers before the question and solving problems before they have accrued. It is only through sādhana and divesting oneself—in order to perform sādhana—from the social structure of the conglomerate of mortals that surround you that you will actually be able to prudently delineate between true intuition and the imposing factors of need and greed that often seem paramount when living up to the externalities of the instinctive nerve system.
Saturday
LESSON 195
Subduing
The Intellect

Here’s a fine example of the use of intuition. You have often been in a situation in your own mind where you felt a subtle, direct impulse from deep within you as to how you should proceed. Most probably you denied it as fantasy and commenced in a logical way to fulfill your impulses and desires from previous patterns of experience, only to find that you would have traversed agonies and confusions had you followed the subtle impulse of direction which was rejected to enhance established patterns of procedure. But I might add that that first impulse must have registered itself as cold and clear, direct and profound. Only if it did would it have indelibly imprinted itself within your memory patterns, clear and sharp, thus distinguishing itself clearly from all warm, emotional feelings that appear to be reasonable and totally in line with the current pictures of the day. ¶In current events, most people guide their lives on prior reasonable patterns. This knowledge is only prophetic. It has absolutely no relation to the other courses of action entered into by intuitive decision, which in turn would encase man’s individual awareness into the strong, dynamic superconscious being that he ever was, is now and always will be. ¶Though we often use the terms “unfolding intuitive faculties” and “developing intuition,” they are only used in an effort to encourage the aspirant on the path to work within himself in subduing his intellect so that he can actually observe the already functioning totality of the intuitive area of the mind. ¶In order to subdue the intellect, that conglomerate of thought patterns and established modes of procedure according to the culture of the day, it is first quite necessary to inwardly observe how one’s acquired intellect actually functions. Observation is a faculty of the intuitive area of the mind, and this particular aspect of observation that I have just described comes into usage only after regular periods of meditation have been maintained over a long period of time. True, our intuitive faculties do constantly mingle through thought sequences each day, but our ability to distinguish one from another is accrued only through regulated discipline of our individual power of awareness. Once an inkling of success comes in knowing intuition and how it differs from reasoning, emotional impulses and pre-programmed patterns within the subconscious, the contest is won. Then and then only we must persist to sustain this knowledge and dive deeper into the inevitable, all the time losing the future and the past, and loosening the reins of the intellect.
When you begin to sense this changeless existence within, your intuition begins to awaken, and if you function through the use of your intuition you are able to clear many misunderstandings about the experiences of life. In this clarity, intuition is born. Right now you perhaps think you are the mind; you may feel remote from your Inner Being, but ask yourself each time you think you have found yourself, will this change? You will find that every image you hold of yourself is subject to change—even your soul, or your superconscious mind, is subject to change through evolution and, therefore, is impermanent. Only the Self, the very core, is eternally the same, eternally Real. Find your Inner Being through feeling; realize it is closer to you than your hands or feet, closer to you even than your breath. Your mind will want to leave this consciousness as soon as you attain it, but gently guide your mind back through the channel of concentration until once again you become rejuvenated, uplifted in the awareness of That which has never changed. That is your very Self, and That is God. Jnanaguru Yogaswami said, “Search without searching.” By this he meant that as long as we are searching for God in meditation, there are two—God and the seeker. He did not mean that we should stop looking for God, stop meditating or stop striving and live an ordinary life or give up sādhana. He was saying that to deepen your meditation, while seated in the lotus position, doing prāṇāyāma, to deepen this state, stop looking and begin to realize that you are That which you are looking for. As long as there is searching, Paraśiva has not been found, for searching is two, and It is one. But you must keep searching until It is found. How to attain That? Satguru Yogaswami said, “Stop looking, and just be.” Give up consciousness which is seeing and registering that which has been seen. Become the sound, nāda; just be and merge into the Ultimate Quiet. When the disciple is on the brink of the Absolute, the timeless Paraśiva, twoness disappears in the overpowering presence of Śiva, and consciousness is absorbed and annihilated in His transcendental Being, which is nondifferent from the disciple’s. However, if the disciple continues looking for this experience and thus, in the act of his search, solidifies himself and the sought-after experience as two different things, he becomes the obstacle and the problem to be eliminated. In the end, the Great Mystery is known as one, as two, as neither one nor two.
In the hint of His grace, the whole universe shall be revealed to you. When the darkness of ignorance lifts, the Great One stands revealed. When you seek Him, your swarming thoughts centered on Him, you shall see the light of jñāna, and thus become immortal.

Tirumantiram 1794
After the subconscious mind has been very, very carefully reprogrammed into the contemplative lifestyle, there is little difference to us between the subconscious and the superconscious states. Therefore, basically, we have moved our awareness into an entirely new mind structure, or at least it seems new to us. This is called the subsuperconscious mind, or the area of the superconscious that has a subconscious which is connected with the physical-body functions and everyday life affairs. ṢThe subsuperconscious state is the total man, functioning at a higher vibratory rate than he did when in the instinctive-intellectual area.

What is the subsuperconscious mind? It is the superconscious of the devotee, well-programmed in the contemplative life. This devotee can work with himself and move awareness freely through any area of the mind that he wants to, consciously, without being hindered by habit patterns and reactionary conditions of the past which were programmed in the subconscious for him by parents, schoolteachers, friends and the public in general as he came along through life from birth. ṢWhen your timing is perfect and everything works correctly around you, things happen as you expect them to happen, or even better, you are in the subsuperconscious area of the mind. Certainly you are not in the subconscious area or in the external conscious mind. You are subsuperconscious. You are aware within the inner realms and the external realms at the same time. When you feel stationary, stable, as if the whole world stopped and there is only you in the center, and yet you are able to converse with your friends—this is a subsuperconscious state. Subsuperconsciouslyness is really awareness traveling, propelled by energy and willpower. ṢThe devotee who has developed the subsuperconscious area of the mind can sit quietly as a being of pure cosmic energy and observe the many thoughts of the mind without being affected by them. The intuitive knowing that we are pure awareness, the soul, and not the thoughts that we think gives the security to move from concentration into deeper meditation. The subsuperconscious state gives that inherent feeling of inner stability, the feeling of being stationary or centered within the realms of the thinking mind. ṢLet us look at a mystic walking down the street who is conscious of his energy, only doing one thing—walking, moving the physical body.

_The subsuperconscious mind becomes the daily experience of mature meditators unhindered by reactionary patterns. Here a seeker sees light in his head and spine, and hears the nāḍa, a vīṇā-like inner sound. He inwardly cognizes and resolves his karmas, shown as a thunderstorm._
He is aware of pure energy moving that physical body and walking, and yet many different things are passing by him, or he is passing by them. He sees store windows, automobiles, people, things. Many, many things are happening around him as he is walking down the street, conscious of being pure energy. Man in the subsuperconscious area of the mind in meditation is sitting as a being of pure energy. Even if many thoughts go past his vision, he knows he is flowing through the world of thought as a subsuperconscious state of awareness. Awareness is in a stationary state within the realms of the thinking mind. When we are out of the thinking mind, we are in the conceptual, subsuperconscious areas.

Superconsciousness functions through the conscious mind as well as the subconscious. Basically, we have no need for those two particular categories of mind unless we slip out of superconsciousness and start to rebuild a subconscious by spending too much time with awareness flowing through the conscious area of the mind, or the world of the senses, which is separate, in a way, from superconsciousness. In short, this is called worldliness. When we neglect our religious life and spend too much time only being aware in the environment of the external world, a subconscious begins to build, clouding the inner sky and separating us from the sun, God Śiva. Is worldliness having two Mercedes, a large house, lots of money, and everything that you want in life? No, those are the tools that you must have to fulfill your dharma. Worldliness is the animal nature, the nature that gets angry, jealous, hateful. That’s worldliness. So, when the subconscious mind becomes too full, then we are totally in the conscious mind and don’t want to have any desire to look inside ourselves, because we are afraid of what we might see, and then we are worldly.

The subconscious mind is divided into two sections. One regulates the involuntary processes of the body and the other the involuntary processes of the emotions, the instinctive habit patterns, our action and reaction process and all the things we experience in everyday living. Most people on the path have experimented with proper nutrition, have closely watched their diet, and have seen that it has had an immediate effect upon the physical body. The body began to change, to look different and feel better to live in. It became more vibrant and slender as the food intake had its chemical reactions upon the cells. Generally, unless they had acquired a deep understanding of nutrition, or it became a part of their lifestyle, they drifted back to their old patterns of eating. They found that the body quickly
changed into the way it used to behave, look and feel, because of the improper chemical balance from the food intake. This is what can happen in the part of the subconscious mind which handles the involuntary processes of the body. ¶The very same thing happens in the part of the subconscious mind that handles the processes of the emotional body. The aspirant on the spiritual path can work diligently with himself and put a fine program into his subconscious, but if he does not use that program and keep up the intensity by traveling on the path—if he sits down on the path where he is and stops striving, if he allows previous habit patterns, action and reaction processes, to remodel his subconscious again from the instinctive areas of the mind—the subconscious will rebuild itself, or re-program itself, all by itself, into the same conditions it had before he started working with it. ¶Be alerted to this. Be careful with the subconscious mind. If you are on the path, keep moving along. Stay in a good environment. Keep up the intensity and associate with those who are on the path, those who are working with themselves, those who are inwardly striving, and by their example and the vibration of their being, they will inspire and help you work with yourself and inwardly strive. ¶When old habit patterns start to reprogram the subconscious mind almost without your knowing it, the vibration of those that are striving on the path around you will check those qualities from gaining too much power. We are influenced by our environment. We are influenced by the people around us. Therefore, be with the people that can influence you the best until you are reprogrammed powerfully enough to influence those around you.

Wednesday
LESSON 199
Defining the Sub-Superconscious

The subsuperconscious mind is a quiet subconscious. That is actually what it is. It is the subconscious that has been made to be peaceful by putting into it a contemplative lifestyle. It is a receptacle for the superconscious areas of mind to permeate the physical body from the psyche, so that the body of the soul can look out through the eyes of the physical body, radiate through the cells of the physical body and allow superconscious rays to radiate out through the aura. ¶Would you like to try to locate the subsuperconscious state of mind? Look at the room around you. That is the conscious mind you are aware in. Next, focus on your feelings and be aware of what you are thinking. You are now aware in the subconscious mind. Next, feel your spiritual identity, feel the power in your spine. Sit up straight. Feel powerful energy on the inside of your spinal cord. At the same time you are identified with being the
energy in the spine, and separating the feeling of energy from the physical spine, look at the room around you and become conscious of your personal thoughts and feelings. Doing this brings you into a subsuperconscious state, because you are conscious of your superconsciousness, the power and energy and life and spiritual forces resident right within the body. Simultaneously, you are conscious of your thinking faculty, the room around you and yourself as being pure energy. It is that easy to be in a subsuperconscious state, more difficult to remain in it for long periods of time. ¶The feeling of the eternity of the moment is experienced upon the first arrival into the subsuperconscious state of mind. This occurs when the subconscious state of mind is in a quiescent state, a state of full receptivity to superconsciousness. It has not been destroyed, but has been purified of all barriers, such as negative attachments. When this occurs, the devotee has the feeling that there is no future, there is no past, and the only reality is the eternity of the moment. ¶The subconscious mind, thus opened to the influx of actinic power, creates a force field called an actin-odic force field. That is, the odic forces of the subconscious, having been permeated with enough actinic energy so that the odic forces are quieted, organized and controlled through actinic power, form a new state of mind called the subsuperconscious state of mind. ¶Great vistas of creativity are opened to those who learn to keep open and receptive to the subsuperconscious mind. Music, art, drama and dance flow most spontaneously, and answers to questions in the subconscious, previously unanswered, come forth in intuitive flashes, without the use of reason, while not conflicting with reason. A feeling of contentment and confidence resides within an individual who has learned to consciously identify and use the subsuperconscious mind.

**Thursday**

**LESSON 200**

**Security in the Superconscious**

When the superconscious forces diminish, the subsuperconscious mind, in effect, recedes from the actual consciousness of the devotee, and he becomes simply conscious of his subconscious mind. In the very same way, from time to time, the conscious mind overshadows the subconscious mind, and the devotee becomes conscious fully in the external world, the subconscious mind receding from his conscious awareness of it. Therefore, the object of the devotee is to control the materialistic forces and the impressions that they create in his mind, so that he can become consciously conscious in the state of mind he chooses. ¶The greatest sense of security is the feeling: “I am all right, right now.”
Simply believing this temporarily quiets not only the conscious but also the subconscious instinctive fears and brings forth an immediate influx of intuitive, superconscious awareness through the subconscious, giving security and solidarity to the entirety of the mind by expanding consciousness through actinic energy. As we expand our consciousness through the conscious control of actinic energy, we become aware of new attributes and possibilities within our nature. Also, we become aware of the realms of knowledge within us that can be tapped through our continued sādhanā. Meditation is conscious use of the subsuperconscious mind to solve problems that confront us in our daily activity and derive creative solutions from the inner recesses of our own mind. Another way of using the superconscious forces is through affirmation. When you say to yourself, “I’m all right, right now,” you immediately bring the forces of the mind together. All fears, worries and doubts cease. An influx of actinic energy fills the subconscious, and a sense of dynamic security permeates your being. To consciously use the subsuperconscious mind, before you go to sleep at night repeat this affirmation to yourself, over and over again: “Tomorrow, I shall awaken filled and thrilled with the cosmic energy of God Śiva, creatively alive and in tune with the universe.” Say this several times unto yourself and feel the actinic force begin to move, the life force begin to move within your body. You will awaken in the morning filled and thrilled with creative energy and with a desire to be productive, to create. Answers to problems will be immediately unfolded from within yourself. You will experience the mechanism of playback, of finding solutions to questions that have been unanswered within your subconscious mind perhaps for years. All this and more will come to you through the grace of God Śiva and our many Gods if you diligently and regularly fulfill your sādhana.

A devotee who can command his mind to be instantly creative, and be consistently successful, has acquired a conscious control of the use of the subsuperconscious state of mind. This is because the subconscious mind—made of odic force, a sticky-like substance that absorbs impressions, holds impressions and files them (not always, however, in an organized way)—has been understood, dissolved and brought in line with the cosmic forces through living a religious life. In this pure condition, the devotee’s attempts to direct his own mental forces are quite naturally successful. Unobstructed, the superconscious forces flow into
the life of the devotee, and creativity is in abundance. Once the first breakthrough has been made, we find that these brilliant rays from the cosmic mind—which we also call Satchidānanda, the mind of God Śiva, the Gods and your immortal soul—penetrate the sticky-like substance of the subconscious, reorganizing and purifying it. ¶The next time you feel physically, mentally or emotionally fatigued, use your willpower to command access to the cosmic energies that exist deep inside of you. Do not allow the body or mind to fall into lethargic, depressed states. Feel the life forces stirring, flowing out to invigorate every cell of your being. ¶When you can see a white light aglow in your head in a darkened room, or even see a flash of it, or hear the inner, high-pitched sound, “eee,” humming in your inner ear, then you know that you are consciously functioning in the subsuperconscious state of mind. Devotees who have had their first flash of white light in their head or heard the constant high-pitched “eee” in their inner ear have awakened the process of the subsuperconscious state of mind, and it works quite automatically after that. All they have to do is to learn how to consciously use their subsuperconscious transcendental powers. All this will naturally occur through their continued sādhana. ¶The first breakthrough of the clear white light is subsuperconsciousness. The odic force fields of darkness which are seen within oneself are created by beliefs that conflict with the Sanātana Dharma, resentment and past conflicting karma. These are built up through the centuries of man’s intermingling within his own species. This inner darkness or odic force has created man’s subconscious mind, and conscious mind, the way he knows it today. Every devotee is inwardly desirous of breaking through the barriers of this inner darkness, realizing the discontent caused by the influx and outflow of connecting odic forces, not only between himself and family, friends and relations, but also in his association with the world at large.

Saturday
LESSON 202
Bursts of Light And Intuition

Intense desire for spiritual unfoldment eventually manifests itself in a breakthrough of actinic will, which permeates the subconscious mind of the devotee until he completely identifies himself as an actinic being. This happens from within the deeper realms of man’s mind and eventually manifests itself into consciousness, then into thought patterns and then finally into speech and action. Actinic will also appears from the transference of desire from material objects and activity into finding some real solution within oneself for the eventual quest of all men: peace of
mind. This actinic force becomes so strong, finally there is a breakthrough or burst of light. This happens quite naturally within many people who have not even availed themselves of classical yoga teachings. This first breakthrough throws into orbit, so to speak, the subsubconscious state of mind, for an infinitesimal flow of actinic force thereafter begins to permeate the subconscious mind, easing darkness or confusion or pressures of the conglomerated, accumulated force fields. After this first breakthrough, the devotee becomes more creative, kinder, a little happier and more metaphysically inclined, for the subsuperconscious mind becomes another building force field. Occasionally devotees have flashes of intuition, bursts of prophetic knowing. Some devotees also occasionally enter trance states, when messages may come through their voice from the superconscious mind without their conscious-mind knowledge. When the trance subsides, there is usually no memory of what they said or did. Such subsuperconscious states are often brought forth by intense religious emotion, which occasionally becomes so overwhelming that it pierces the worldly subconscious and conscious mind. Your belief in your subsuperconscious power will also unfold your destiny in this life. “I will be what I will to be. I will do what I will to do.” You can repeat these two affirmations over and over, time and time again, and rearrange, restructure, the forces of your subconscious mind and create a great inner peace within yourself. Turn on to actinic force and bring the forces of superconsciousness through your subconscious. This creates feeling, a feeling that you are what you say you are—positive, direct, full of life and energy and creative power. Your subsuperconscious mind proves this through your conscious mind, not only through feeling, but you will find yourself acting out the part in all kindness and security, exercising the positive will of “I will be what I will to be” and “I will do what I will to do.”

There are those who simply follow the pattern of odic force fields of others and never realize their actinic destiny because they have never had the ability to break through the odic force barriers with their actinic power. Actinic destiny is found by those who stand out from the masses and actually do something, who live a creative life for the benefit of others. Actinic power creates through the subconscious, but it is a flowing-through or flowing-out power. Odic power is a holding on to, a sort of sticky type of power. Move through odic force fields unnoticed. Those who have awakened their subsuperconscious powers often
become exuberant and, more than often, a wee bit egotistical. And yet, a
deeper subsuperconscious attribute is that of humility. Humility within
itself is a power, a power of the fullness of the subsuperconscious mind,
giving you the ability to move through the odic force fields unnoticed.
Because of the nature of odic forces—which constitute people in their
conscious and subconscious mind, cities, nations and events—the flow
of actinic force can or could be disturbing to certain force fields. The
consequences have, through history, been disastrous from time to time.
Therefore, keep your subsuperconscious knowledge and powers where
they are, as an inner mechanism of you, available to your conscious use.
Do not advertise your subsuperconscious power, because odic force fields
of jealousy or fear could be stimulated against you. Therefore, learn to
move inconspicuously in the odic-force world, while contributing to the
beauty of the world through your conscious use of your subsupercon-
scious mind. All that is beautiful has come from the subsuperconscious
powers awakened within man. So, let your life shine by your actions rather
than by your advertising subsuperconscious powers. There is no pride
so great or hard to be rid of than spiritual pride. Having the availability
of actinic force working through the subconscious mind can very easily
become distorted into building up even a greater odic subconscious mind.
And now, on the lighter side of thinking, here is another way to use your
subsuperconscious powers consciously. When you know the next thing to
do, or the right thing to say, this is your subsuperconscious mind. Practice
feeling confident, secure in the consciousness of the eternal now. Absorb
the feedback from groups of people, or people you are talking with, and
when your subconscious mind has collected the feedback, feel dynami-
cally the eternity of the moment, and you will know just the right thing to
say, or the next thing to do. This is using your subsuperconscious powers
consciously. The greatest thing that a devotee must learn is that all know-
ing is within oneself. Therefore, go to your innerversity, your great sub-
superconscious school, and bring forth knowledge. In order to do this, be
confident within yourself. In order to be confident within yourself, have
no fear. In order to have no fear, say to yourself, “I am all right, right now.”
This will quickly bring you into the consciousness of the eternity of the
moment. You will feel actinic force permeating, or more life permeating,
your body, which is subconscious, and your subsuperconscious state of
mind will be active. That is, go ahead in full confidence that you are the
knower of all that is known.
When the *prāṇa* of the breath is contained within and not exhaled, the thoughts, too, are contained there, and the Lord shall leave you not.

_Tirumantiram_ 586
The mystic, while in the beginning stages, tries diligently through his sadhana to extract his awareness from the thinking area of the mind while simultaneously trying to perceive without thinking about what he has perceived. It is the overview of what has been perceived that the mystic endeavors to superconsciously grasp in a series of flashes. He well knows that thinking is the more externalized strata. The mystic constantly, through every waking moment and even during sleep, endeavors to strengthen his acute observation through perceiving the overview of thought strata rather than thinking through them. My guru often said, “There is a chair at the top. Sit in it and look at the world from that perspective.” The mystic constantly sits in this chair, looking at mind from the threshold of the Absolute. It is the baser emotions, when stimulated, that bring awareness from inner depths into the thought strata of the mind, thus strengthening human emotions and feelings with powers of reason and memory. Therefore, for those not too deeply engaged in the external emotional traps, certain sadhanas can be performed to regulate and control these instinctive drives. When they are less impulsive and forceful, one has a sense of being able to control one’s thoughts. Later on, if the sadhana persists, the sense that awareness travels in and among these thoughts is felt, and still later the perceptions occur of hovering above thought, looking out upon the thought stratum of the mind or a portion of it. To give an example of the thought state, and a deeper state of not thinking but perceiving thoughts, imagine sitting before a television set. The set has not been turned on, and you are thinking about various things that involve you personally and wish to distract awareness from them by watching a television program. When you turn to the program, sitting across the room from the set, you have the sense of perceiving the thoughts, moods and emotions of the program, without necessarily thinking yourself. You perceive. Similarly, the mystic can be called the watcher of the play of life, for he is totally identified with his inner depths, rather than the thought strata and structures he perceives. The mystic lives in a state similar to that of a child, for a child does not think, but perceives. He, of course, reacts emotionally to some of his perceptions, but it is only when he reaches twelve or fourteen, sometimes younger,
that he begins to enter the thought strata of mind. The mystic has de-
liberately arrived at this state of the child through sadhana and, of course,
has awakened the facilities in himself to go into the next succeeding, even
more refined, areas of consciousness. ¶The entire concept of creating a
thought, or thoughts of the mind already being in existence, or thoughts
and concepts disintegrating or being destroyed because they are no longer
used, is totally dependent upon the nature of the sadhana of the mystic.
There are four different perspectives in looking at the mind from within
oneself. In Shûm, these four perspectives are called shûmîf, mûlîf, simnîf
and difî. And of course, many more combinations of these perspectives
can be utilized and have been, thus creating the various philosophical and
metaphysical outlooks that we know today. How thought is seen within
one’s mind totally depends on the positioning of one’s individual state of
awareness. This, in turn, depends upon prior sadhana he has performed.

Thought and matter are synonymous. They have only to
be seen in this way to be understood as such. From the
external area of the mind, matter seems to be separate
from thought. However, from the central, internal per-
spective of the mystic, thought, energy and matter are
one. Things and forms are and have been manifestations of thought con-
glomerates through the ages. And, of course, as you look upon animate
and inanimate matter with your own faculties, they are immediately re-
duced to thought. This is the way it is seen by the mystic who has attained
Self Realization. He also knows thought to be of an apparent, more perma-
nent nature than animate and inanimate objects, which appear to change
rather rapidly. ¶Therefore, we now have the hypothesis that thought, en-
ergy and manifested form are one and the same, only seen as different by
the unenlightened. Therefore, we must concur that instantaneously upon
thinking about any segment of manifested form, we are simply moving
individual awareness into the subtle ether of the mind where the form
exists in unmanifest state. By “unmanifest,” I mean not having physical
size, shape and density. Therefore, if matter were not thought, how could
it be reduced to thought? This then leads us to another view of form,
thought and energy, and that is of the all-pervading energy, the base of
all form and thought, the primal substance of the mind—internal and
external manifestations of form. Were this to be removed, there would be
no form, no thought—either interior or exterior. Man’s individual aware-
ness is of the nature of this all-pervading actinic energy of the universe.
I say “of the nature of” because it has several other qualities as well, being a bridge between the viewing of form and formlessness. There are various strata of thought, and of these the most obvious, of course, is what normally is termed thinking. The motivation thought stratum of the astral plane, because of its being more refined in nature, therefore more permanent, precedes all externalized thinking. We are not aware of this until we begin to meditate often, having perfected concentration and meditation. However, there is yet another area of thought, which can be viewed from the fifth dimension of the mind, and here we see form in all phases of manifestation from one point in inner space and time. We can look to the future and to the past, viewing one singular object, and see a change in manifestation as new, individual frames on a motion picture film, each one being slightly different from the other. This really has to be experienced to be believed—that all phases of manifestation and all of the various and varied forms of the universe exist in the great circle of life. Therefore, we can conclude that it is the point in time and space where our awareness resides that keys us in to seeing only one frame at a time on this circle of creation, preservation and dissolution of form, which leads into the creation of the same form again. The mystic, once recognizing his particular point in time and space, can travel around this circle of life at will, his control being prior sādhana performed well during early years of unfoldment.

Wednesday Lesson 206 Awareness Externalized

In concentrating on a flower, one of the sādhanas that you have been given, when awareness is held steady and only the flower exists within the mind, as well as outside your body, close observation and scrutiny of the flower can then begin. An intuitive flash will bring knowledge of the complete cycle of that particular form in all phases of its manifestation. This intuitive flash comes to those just beginning the processes of meditation. Later on, the process can be slowed down and sustained. We cannot be imaginative here or fantasize, for only through actually keying into the particular area in time and space does one begin to contemplate future and past in relationship to it. Living in the external area of the mind, it appears that thoughts are always changing. New concepts come and old ones go, as do customs and systems of living. From an inner perspective, it is similar to riding on a train, seeing the countryside, animals, people and buildings quickly pass by. Everything seems to be changing, but it is only you who is traveling through space. So it is within the mind. You
travel through inner space rapidly or slowly, depending upon the nature of your *sādhana* or your natural emotional velocity. It is through holding fast to this perspective that a swift inroad to further enlightenment can be attained. If you hold to the perspective that thoughts and forms are always changing, your awareness automatically traps itself into the pygmy consciousness as a victim in a vast, ever-changing conglomerate of *prānic* mind substances. You have experienced this, no doubt, as it is the experience of those who have not awakened to the inner path. What we must seek to see is the all-pervading energy which permeates all form. It is not necessary to centralize on one thought or sequence of pictures as opposed to another to gain this new perspective, for we cannot, in a sense, climb up to it. We have to drop down into it by going deep within the essence of the mind and intuiting the all-pervading force. We come out of that state as a pure, unhindered awareness, able to flow and focus detachedly in the accustomed areas of mind that make up what we term “our life,” and as new cavities of mind awaken before our vision, we flow in and out of them not hampered or hindered by what is seen.

**Thursday**

**LESSON 207**

**The Sources Of Thought**

Sometimes the thoughts you think are not your own. Your individual awareness may have inadvertently been pulled into an area of the mind that someone else is aware in. So, unintentionally you may be reading someone else’s thoughts as your own, and if they are of a nature that you do not approve, it is possible that you may be disappointed in yourself. Keen discernment must always be employed by the aspirant on the path in order to decipher which is which. This is difficult, but you should always question thoughts that just pop into your head to find out whether they are, in fact, your own or those of another. A general outline that you can follow in deciphering your personal thoughts from those of another is this.

As soon as you begin to question your thinking with this in mind, if the thoughts are yours, you will continue thinking in the same way after the questioning has subsided. However, if they are those of another, through the simple act of questioning whether they are or not, you have removed awareness from the area of mind they are vibrating in. Then when the questioning has subsided, you will forget that trend of thought and go on with one of your own. Their thoughts will fade from your memory in a similar way dreams do when you awaken in the morning. This is by no means an inference that you should every minute of the day question your thinking as I have just described. For, more than often, with people whom
we love as well as with other friends and acquaintances, you would want to be always drifting into the areas of mind they are in, and they with you. It is only on rare occasions that thoughts of an uncomely nature, of an instinctive nature, especially sexual, may militate against your sādhana. My advice is, rather than blame yourself, first question to see if such fantasies are actually your own. Mass hysteria and fear of a national or global disaster can also be picked up by the sensitive individual, sometimes unknowingly. Along the same lines, we should be alert to this. ¶There is a Śaivite hermit, the venerable Markanduswami, living in a humble mud hut in Sri Lanka. He is very old, and was for many years a disciple of Jnanaguru Yogaswami. In fact, his every utterance is a quote from his guru. One afternoon at his hut he described Yogaswami’s approach to dealing with thought during meditation. He said, “Yogaswami said, ‘Realize Self by self. You want to read this book, that book and all these books. The Book of Infinite Knowledge is here (pointing to his chest). You’d better open your own book.’ The prescription he gave me to open that book is this: ‘When you are in meditation, you watch the mind. Here and there the mind is hopping. One, two, three,…a hundred. In a few seconds the mind goes to a hundred places. Let him be. You also watch very carefully. Here and there this mind is running. Don’t forget Self for a second. Let him go anywhere, but if he goes to a hundred places, you must follow him to a hundred places. You must not miss even a single one. Follow him and note, He is going here. Now he is going there.’ You must not miss even a single one. That is the prescription Satguru Yogaswami gave me to open this inner book. He said, ‘Watch very attentively and learn to pick up things coming from within. Those messages are very valuable. You can’t value them. Realize Self by self and open this inner book. Why don’t you open your own book? Why don’t you make use of it? Why don’t you open your own book? What an easy path I am prescribing for you!’”

We can see that from the mystic’s point of view, he is the watcher. And as the mirror is in no way discolored by what it reflects, so is the mystic in his perfected state. Your perfected state, too, as the watcher, is right there, deep within you. The next time you sit for meditation, follow my guru’s advice to us all and witness your thoughts. Be that stationary awareness, holding form in its own perfection. All you have to do is to watch your mind think. Then and only then are you experiencing your perfect state of inner being. The only difference between the jñāṇī
and the novice is that the jñâni stays in there longer as the watcher, whereas the novice experiences this only momentarily from time to time. This is the result of a great abundance of your sâdhana, and as the watcher, once stabilized within a new platform, a new beginning is commenced. There is much preparation that you can perform to attain this prolonged state more rapidly. There are some do’s and don’ts to be heeded and explicitly obeyed. Do regulate your in-breath to equal the same number of counts as your out-breath, and feel the bliss of your body as it becomes relaxed and harmonized. Don’t allow indulgence in sexual fantasy for even one moment. Do correct your diet to that of sattvic foods that grow above the ground. Don’t indulge in mental argument with yourself or anyone else. These four suggestions are the basic formula for cleansing the dross from the mind as well as from the subconscious by not putting more into it. Assuredly, results are dimmed if an aspirant meditates in the morning, engages in mental argument in the afternoon and sexual fantasies before sleep, or at any other time. His yogic discipline then would simply strengthen his fantasies and their repercussions, as well as the excitement of mental argument. Therefore, having these two greatest barriers out of the way, the path is clear, the sâdhana easier to handle and the results cumulative. At the beginning of your practice of trying to decipher the nature of awareness as opposed to the nature of thought—which must be satisfactorily done before awareness can truly be detached—refrain from criticizing yourself or others as you begin to observe the many things you have been thinking about all these many years. For it is a fact that once you are able to observe your own thoughts even a little—though you may be unhappy with many of those thoughts, as they do not subscribe to the new philosophy and outlook which you have become interested in and appreciate, and even though you may abhor some thoughts and attitudes—you are already detached from them somewhat. So, don’t make matters worse by criticizing yourself for the thinking and mental habit patterns you are observing. This can cause tension in the nerve system and work directly against the prânâyâma that you may be practicing, and nullify the results. Rather, claim yourself to be the watcher at this early stage, and obey the two don’ts that I have just mentioned. Beautiful philosophical thoughts and refined feelings will fill in and take the place of minutes or hours previously used in mental argument and instinctive fantasy.
In the philosophical-theological perspective of the mind which I call \( mûlîf \), we see thoughts as traveling from one to another. This is what they seem to do, from one point of view. They not only travel from one person to another, but are seen to pass rapidly before our vision, ever demanding and commanding our awareness to travel with them. We are then faced with the tedious task of quieting the mind by endeavoring to control these thoughts. Through breath control and various forms of prior understandings, which are cumulative as we persist in the performance of our \( sâdhana \), the deep, mystical perspective which I call \( shûmîf \) soon situates individual awareness deep enough within ourselves, undisturbed by physical or emotional upheavals and intellectual tangents, that the world of thought may be viewed as stationary, and it is awareness that moves from thought to thought, scanning and registering what it sees. This, as I have mentioned before, is the perspective to be sought and attained through the performance of \( sâdhana \).

Remaining in one place in the inner depths of the mind, totally aware of being in that one place, as well as aware of that which is happening about you, is the state to be attained and maintained throughout your life. By being the watcher, ignorance is dispelled, emotion is quelled, and the foreboding stampede of excitement is subdued. By being the watcher, the overview of life is precise, and an equal balance between the inner and the outer is maintained. During the course of this practice, you may feel totally apart from what you had come to believe were the realities of life. It must always be remembered that an initial dissatisfaction had occurred, compelling the search within to begin. It was this dissatisfaction that first consciously established the deep, inner state of being able to watch your mind think and experiences occur. But this state, once attained, is not easy to maintain. Practice is needed to give confidence and accept new habit patterns in the outer realms of daily expression. The practice is the constant pulling of awareness within, and from there, that one central point, looking out upon the mind. Only in performing this act time and time again does success come and stay. If you have never experienced watching your mind think, observing your emotions play, watching your body move while living within it, then you may find it difficult to conceive of this state of perpetual permanence within one central point deep within. As we have to start somewhere, let’s begin with the body. The eyes watch the hands at work, and while doing this, we can think about the hands. Also, one step deeper,
it is possible to think about the eyes and inwardly observe the mechanism of sight. There is a “you” in there that is observing this mechanism of sight, the eyes, the eyes seeing the hands, the thoughts about the hands, eyes and sight. This “you” is the watcher, the witness—the state that the mystic is consciously conscious in. Becoming conscious in this state through this one simple practice is possible for short periods of time, and once you have understood the principle involved, success is assured.

Sunday
LESSON 210
Become
The Watcher

We must be aware that it is only reawakening consciousness into a natural state, and that there is nothing mystical, difficult or inward that has to occur to hold an awareness of the inner and outer simultaneously from one central point in the mind. It is only because one is not accustomed to thinking in this way that it may seem difficult. But little children are in this state much of the time, and it is natural to them. The beginning stages of watching the mind think I shall describe as similar to sitting quietly with your eyes open and, while not thinking about anything in particular, simply looking at what is around you—all of the time feeling somewhat empty on the inside, but seeing what is in front of you, to the left side of you, to the right side of you, above you, below you, and knowing what each object is, but not thinking about any object or collection of objects. Your eyes are watching; who lives behind them is the watcher. The objects that the mind perceives are similar to thoughts. When you close your eyes and begin thinking about the objects you have been looking at, duplicating your surroundings in your mind by creating thought pictures of those objects, there is a deeper you who is the watcher of those thoughts. This you can practice all through the day almost anywhere you are. It takes no particular skill or practice. It can be done at any time. You are simply becoming conscious of the natural processes of awareness, consciousness and thought which have been going on day after day all through your life up to this point. Each time you practice being the watcher, using the method just outlined, as soon as you begin to succeed, you will immediately receive the impact of realization of the extent of involvement in the external mind that had occurred between these periods of practice. You will find that the more you practice regularly, increasingly, more frequently, you will remember to continue “the witness” in the midst of daily life—while riding in conveyances, talking with people, shopping in crowded stores, even in the midst of a disagreement or at the pinnacle of a creative flow. “You,” the watcher, will preside,
and in presiding will carry that inner presence so necessary for a full and fruitful life. With this in mind, be encouraged, for we must remember that total involvement in the externalities of the mind seems to be the cultural trait of this century. Therefore, it may take a few years to change the pattern. To send awareness soaring within to home base is not easy when the rest of the world is plunging in the opposite direction. If at first you only succeed a few minutes a day being able to watch the mind think or watch the eyes see, that is sufficient, as long as the practice is regular and consistent, day after day. Other kinds of practice previously outlined in the sadhana of this book will strengthen this ability and increase your capacity to maintain that equal balance between the inner and the outer, if performed with regularity. This intricate study of awareness steadied versus fluctuating thought can only be pursued by taking the slow and sometimes arduous approach, not being overly enthused by success or discouraged by failure.
The Physical and Prāṇic Bodies

The gross body with prominent presence, the subtle body that takes invisible shape, and the causal body that is known by inference—all these bodies ultimately merge in the Lord’s feet.

Tirumantiram 2130
Meet Your Physical Body

Introduce yourself to your physical body by looking into a mirror today, a full-length one if possible. Say to yourself aloud, “I am not my physical body. I am much greater than my physical body.” You will immediately see this to be true if you approach the mirror and stand before it with these two thoughts in mind. Then listen to yourself saying, “I am not my physical body. I am much greater than my physical body.” The physical body is only one of the vehicles through which your highest being functions. To gain a concept of how much greater you really are, you must first begin bringing those several vehicles under your conscious control. This is done first by using the power of understanding, which is about fifty percent of the application of control when it comes to the world of the mind. ¶Quite often new aspirants coming to me to enter the classical yoga path will say, “I am sick of this body and its desires. I want to renounce it and live entirely spiritually.” There is nothing wrong with such a resolve, except that usually the aspirant really means, “I have no control over my body. I don’t understand it, nor any of my emotional drives. They control me, and somehow I can’t get away from the consciousness of them.” ¶As long as you react to your physical body, despising or cherishing it too much, you cannot progress well in sādhana or religious life. However, through the practice of concentration of the flow of thought forces, and through the deliberate use of your willpower, the power of cognition, deep understanding will unfold within you, acting as a controlling agent of the odic forces that sometimes can be so turbulent. ¶As an exercise in concentration, locate the different parts of your physical body through feeling while sitting still. Feel all of your muscles. Feel each bone. Locate them with your mind’s eye. Feel every organ, your heart, your liver, etc. Feel your circulatory system, the warmth, the flow. You are using the feeling faculties of the subconscious mind, the part of the subconscious that governs the involuntary processes of the body. The other part governs the involuntary processes of the mind, such as habits. In feeling the various parts of the body you are actually becoming consciously conscious of odic force, using the aggressive vibration of this force to become conscious of the physical body.

At dawn each day this limber seeker practices hātha yoga in his shrine room under the benign gaze of Lord Ganesa. To sensitize himself to prāṇa, vital energy, he has put his prāṇa into one of six glasses of water and will soon learn to identify, only by taste, which one it is.
Did you know that the physical body reflects the higher states of your consciousness and actually registers the flow of actinic force? There are advanced yogis who can look at the physical body of a beginning seeker and observe how evolved he may be on the spiritual path. He would also be able to intuit from his observation the remaining subconscious seed experiences that yet must be worked out either physically or mentally. Your physical body will express the highest that is within you when the actinic forces are flowing freely through it. Often the physical body reflects the lower nature when the odic forces are turbulent and in or out of control. The best way to keep the actinic force flowing through the physical body is practicing the art of giving, doing little things for others that you have not been asked to do. This keeps you creative, and being creative is actinic, superconscious and religious. Giving, doing without thought of return, affectionate detachment, creates an odic vacuum which your actinic, spiritual forces flow into and fill. As you practice this bhakti and karma yoga art, your relatives and friends, even strangers, will recognize your unfoldment, for the actinic forces, the real you, will permeate your physical body, making each of your features alive.

Here is a five-minute routine for rising in the morning that will help keep the actinic forces flowing.

1) As soon as you awaken in the morning, take a deep breath, slowly exhaling. Say aloud, “Jaya Ganêsâ! Anbe Sivamayam, Satyame Parasivam.” Then, to move the vital health body into action, stretch out the fingers of both hands so that the palms are flat, then close the fingers into the heel of the palms pressing with a firm pressure, and scrape the fingertips up the palm of the hand until the fingers are again extended straight. Do this several times with a firm, even pressure. This stimulates the vital prânic body and the subtle nerves.

2) Again extend the fingers of both hands out straight. Slowly move first the little finger in toward the palm of the hand, followed by the next and the next, making a fanlike motion until all the fingers are again parallel and pressing into the heel of the palms. Again scrape the fingers up across the palm of the hand and extend them. Each finger is connected to vital nerves which govern one of the organs of the body. Through stimulating the movement of the hand, you are actually organizing and awakening the odic forces in the entire body.

3) The next exercise is also done before you get out of bed. Clasp the hands behind the neck and with knees straight and toes pointed, raise the body, touching the right elbow to the left knee. Lower the body...
slowly to the prone position, then raise again and touch the left elbow to the right knee. Practice this each morning, to strengthen the abdominal muscles and stimulate visceral activity, until you can do sixteen to twenty repetitions with ease. 4) Next clasp the hands behind the back of the neck, lifting the head up six or eight inches, pulling the elbows down toward the chest. 5) Next, rotate the ankles around and around. Do this eight or ten times, then point the toes down, pull them back, down and back. These exercises will contribute to moving the vital health body into action. They bring vital health odic force and prāna into the muscles, the bloodstream and the vital nerve currents of the body. This entire series of exercises should take about five minutes, after which time you should feel like jumping out of bed and facing an actinic day. This series of exercises immediately breaks up the astral congested, instinctive odic forces of the mūlādhāra that may have accumulated during sleep, flushing the vital fluids into the circulatory system and on into the muscular structure. A strong, healthy body is an emblem of a stable, well-balanced conscious and subconscious mind.

Wednesday
LESSON 213
Personality and Individuality

You can only detach yourself from your odic physical body when you know that a higher you exists, when you have gained stability by identifying yourself as actinic force. Don’t mistake your personality or ego for your actinic individuality. Often the two terms individuality and personality are taken to be synonymous, but this is far from true. In classical yoga teachings we look at individuality as being the actinic energy, or the clear white light, the pure energy substance of the mind, which is constant, ever unfolding itself, peaceful and controlled. The personality we consider as the various masks or personae which cover the individuality. The personae which are heavy, dark and glued on to one’s face, so to speak, are those of an intense ego, congested odic force. They are most difficult and rather painful to drop off, or even to pull off. The personae which are transparent allow the clear white light from the actinic being to shine through. One can have many of these personalities and have fun using them constructively in the world, doing things of the world, always recognizing that the clearness of actinic vision shines through the mind-constructed personality of the individual’s race, occupation, social background and various accomplishments. Many people become attached to their personality and suffer when it changes. One cannot, however, be attached to his individuality. In identifying the difference between person-
ality and individuality, we can say that man’s individuality is the actinic, superconscious mind, which is constant, permanent, ever-unfolding and secure, and deep within, at a more intense rate of vibration than his odic conscious and subconscious mind, which make up the ever-changing personality. It is conceivable that man can have many different personalities, but he can have only one constantly unfolding individuality. And so it is the ego or personality masks we must identify as being the unreal and impermanent, and the actinic individuality as being the permanent, secure, ever-unfolding and refined actinic phase of the mind. This week do an internal concentration on the words *personality* and *individuality*. Try to locate your individuality by identifying your several masks or personalities that you have created in this life and write your findings on why you can get attached to personality but cannot get attached to individuality.

You perhaps have had a series of good, positive and constructive experiences. They have gone deep into your subconscious mind. The subconscious mind has reorganized itself, giving you a more positive, constructive, fruitful outlook on life. As a result, several weeks later your friends say to you, “You look different. Your face has a glow. You appear eight years younger.” These compliments also go into your subconscious mind, and you begin to feel good about your physical body. These good feelings, constructive, healthy feelings, again go into the subconscious mind and build from within itself a new atomic structure for the physical body. You take a new lease on life. Your body grows younger because your mind has had good impressions placed within it. Think on this. Be renewed by a change of your mind, and seek for the constructive experiences with a positive reaction. Allow the reaction to bear fruit within the subconscious mind. Concentrate and feel the good feelings permeating the nerve currents running through the physical body, thus being renewed actinically from within. Good feelings are like food to the physical body. Food from deep within the nervous system, fed out through the circulatory system, right out to the skin, makes for an inner glow which can be seen on your face and through the rest of the body. This constitutes happy organs. In other words, all of the organs of the body are working in perfect timing, one with another, being proportionately fed by actinic energy and the vital odic forces. A good, well-balanced “force diet” makes for healthy organs and controlled, calm, central and sympathetic nerve systems.
When we live in our personality, we are limited, but our individuality reigns supreme. A balance of actinic and odic forces running through the physical body bursts forth into individuality within the aspirant on the spiritual path. This cherished individuality, the feeling that you are the center of the universe, and your created world revolves around you, does not make one egotistical, but rather forms within the consciousness a deep humility, or a deep feeling of the realities of life, thus laying a solid foundation for meditation. 

*Hatha yoga* is a science of perfecting the physical body through the use of certain postures, or *āsanas*. In a deeper sense, it is a system of handling the physical body so that you are able to gain a conscious, actinic control of the odic forces of your subconscious mind. When the body is tuned up to a rhythmic pitch, you can single out the seeds of basic odic desires and destroy them.

The practice of *hatha yoga* places the physical body in different *āsanas* in a regular, routine arrangement, so that the nerve currents in the body area are tuned up to a perfect pitch. No stretching, no straining, no pulling, no stresses. Once you have memorized the correct postures of *hatha yoga* in their progressive order, you will find that after practicing them for only a few minutes, your mind will be able to concentrate itself without any effort whatsoever. You will be in an automatic state of subconscious concentration because you will have no nerve strain to distract your mind or bottle up the odic force. You will find yourself more alive consciously, and much more alive subconsciously, than you have ever been before. A child can do most of the *hatha yoga* postures quite naturally. When you can, too, you will have that youthful freedom of mind-flow again. *Hatha yoga*, practiced correctly over a period of time, makes the mind so acute that you become able to “single out the seed of desire by disregarding all other corresponding erroneous thoughts.” In other words, in the practice of this science alone, the *yoga* student begins to burn out congested seeds of desire from within without even thinking about them. As you become more and more perfected in *hatha yoga*, the odic forces, both passive and aggressive, become adjusted, balanced and controlled. Through the practice of *hatha yoga*, the physical body becomes a perfect vehicle for the mind to live in. The tensions which have been built up through the years become fleeting, and the mind becomes actinically alive. This enables the *yoga* student, as he presents himself to the *yoga* master for personal training, to single out the seed of desire and, in the light of understanding,
destroy it. This retroactively brings forth a great wisdom through the conscious use of the subsuperconscious mind. When this happens, you don’t have to think to know. You know, and thinking is the result. Affectionate detachment from friends and relations is automatically accomplished, and a greater love for them flows in through actinic understanding.

Friday
LESSON 215
The Sheath
Of Vitality

In the West we have only a few close equivalents for the Sanskrit word prāṇa, and they are odic force, actinic force and energy. But prāṇa is not really a form of energy or a force; it is the sum total of all energy, all force, in its various manifestations. Science has proven that all matter is in vibration, that the difference in these vibrations is what gives matter its form. At one time scientists believed the atom to be the smallest unit within matter, but progressively smaller units have been discovered. When the smallest subdivision of matter is reached, prāṇa, or pure energy, remains. Prāṇa is the sum total of energy, because the whole material universe is, in a sense, manifested from it. The odic prāṇic sheath is the health body, prāṇamaya kośa, hovering just within and through the physical body, extending out from the physical body about two to five inches. Odic prāṇa is physical vitality. Actinic prāṇa and willpower are one and the same. You have probably read of cases of suspended animation, men buried alive for hours or days without air or food. When this actually occurs and it is not faked, it is usually due to the control of prāṇa. After extensive training, odic force can be stored in a static state in the body and then used in the absence of air or food, for it is the essence of air or food. Some animals that hibernate do this as well. Frogs have been found buried in earthen mounds in the United States and are said to have been hibernating there hundreds of years without food, water, or air, yet once liberated they showed every sign of life. And man can do it, too, with proper training over a long period of time. This, of course, is not a complete unfoldment of the meaning of life. It is only the conquest of the second aspect of man, odic prāṇa. Breathe deeply in and out, in and out, in and out. As you breathe in, feel as though you are pulling odic prāṇa into you as well as air. As you breathe out, feel as though you are sending out the air, but keeping the odic prāṇa in the body, all the time storing it in the solar plexus. Soon you should begin to feel full of energy, solid and stable. Here is another exercise. Select a dimly lit place that you can use as a background against which to view your hand, such as a closet. Open your right hand, in which you have been storing odic prāṇa, and hold it against
the dark background. With your eyes half open, gaze at your hand relaxed. Don’t try too hard. You should be able to see the odic prāṇa around each of your fingers. It will be seen as a cloudy, vaporous substance. If you are in perfect health, the odic prāṇa will be clearer and more readily apparent. Some sensitive yoga students can see the odic prāṇa around the physical body of people.

Fill six glasses with water. Place them on a table before you. Take one of these glasses of water and hold it in one hand while with the other hand you shake the fingertips into the glass but without touching the water. Feel the odic prāṇa falling from the hand and fingers into the water, being absorbed into the water and held there. Thus we have mixed two forms of odic power, that of the physical-health odic prāṇa and the odic manifestation of water. This creates magnetism when these two forces come together in the external, odic water. Mark the glass of water that you have magnetized so that only you will later be able to identify it, then place it with the other five glasses. Switch the glasses around so that it is not apparent which glass was magnetized. If you are doing this exercise by yourself, you may close your eyes when you switch the glasses so that you do not identify the glass that has been magnetized. Now, the test. Close your eyes and drink from each glass. You close your eyes so that your taste will be most keen, and you will not be distracted by anything you see, having your entire mind on your taste buds. As you taste each glass of water, you will notice a distinct difference in the taste of the water in the glass you magnetized with odic prāṇa. You will achieve a great control over your prāṇic sheath by learning to breathe diaphragmatically.

The following experiments, coupled with diaphragmatic breathing, will help you awaken your own knowledge of the controls over odic prāṇa and your own odic prāṇic sheath. Take a deep breath through the nostrils, at the same time holding a mental picture of taking odic prāṇa into the body from within the air. You may visualize it in the form of a vapor, like the odic prāṇa you perhaps saw around your hand. Visualize the odic prāṇa going all the way down to your solar plexus, while the air is only held in your lungs. The odic prāṇa stays in your solar plexus while you exhale air from the lungs. From the solar plexus area, the odic prāṇa will automatically flow through the muscle tissue to the blood and begin to store up in various nerve centers in reserve for future use. In mastering this exercise, you will build up the vital body energies and calm the nerves.
It is not necessary to do this often, only when you feel the need of storing up odic prāṇa. Odic prāṇa is often used unknowingly for healing various physical distresses, emotional upsets and mental strains. A child runs to his mother; the odic prāṇa coming from the mother, freely flowing toward the child, comforts any distress the child may be going through. The child runs off vigorously, taking a good supply of odic prāṇa from his mother through absorption. You can supply odic prāṇa to any part of your body that may be ailing and gain some relief. For emotional distress, store odic prāṇa in the solar plexus, and to relieve mental strain, store it in the upper back and chest area. As you inhale odic prāṇa, draw a mental picture of the process. When you make a mental picture, you are also employing odic force to form the picture, for all mental pictures are made out of odic force. After the mental picture of the physical area in your body that is in distress is well formed, visualize the odic prāṇa being sent to that particular organ or part of the body. Inhale, then hold your breath a few seconds as you visualize the odic prāṇa flowing from the solar plexus to that area of your physical body. When you manage to flow enough odic prāṇa into the distressed area of your physical body and the health body becomes more vibrant, you will notice the distress ease. Do this for short periods of time. Remember, inhale, hold a few seconds while sending the energy to the distressed area, then exhale the air, holding the odic prāṇa in the part of the body that needs extra energy most. “Where awareness goes energy flows.” All breathing should be through the nostrils, not the mouth, deep and slow, natural and rhythmic.

Prāṇa is not air, of course, yet it is contained in the air in a certain manifestation. Much prāṇa is found in the air among the trees or near the ocean. All of nature and the forces of nature are various manifestations of odic prāṇa that have taken visual shape. Plants feed on the odic prāṇa in the air. You can absorb prāṇa simply by walking through a grove of trees. The air is filled with it. Take a walk today, out into the odic force field of nature and absorb the prāṇa in the air through your breath and through the pores of your skin. You will feel the prāṇa entering into your prānic sheath, or vital health body, and remaining there while you exhale. Sit quietly and use the internal method of concentration when you think on this. Each time your mind wanders, pull it firmly back to the subject of concentration. Remember, in concentration, that the process of making the mind return to the object or subject of concentration forces
a flow of odic as well as actinic prāṇa through the most subtle nerve currents, causing them to grow strong, so that soon your concentration will be effortless as your subconscious responds to your conscious-mind concentration efforts, causing a new process called meditation to occur in the wonderful world of the mind. Concentrate on the prā̄nic health body flowing through and just within your physical body. Mentally go over the exercises we have done this week in proving the flow and existence of odic prāṇa to the subconscious habit mind, so that by establishing a new habit pattern, the subconscious will aid instead of barricade your natural unfoldment on the path to enlightenment. Your subconscious needs certain proofs of these inner laws to solicit full cooperation. Mentally trace odic prāṇa to its source and cause. Does it come to an end? If so, where? Where does actinic prāṇa begin? You will soon find that odic prāṇa does come to an end, for it merges in the subconscious area of the mind into the subsuperconscious. You will find that odic prāṇa depends on the existence of actinic prāṇa for its existence. As you concentrate on the interrelated flow of odic prāṇa and ascertain the area of the inner mind where actinic prāṇa begins, you should conceptually see how you have been controlling odic prāṇa during this entire week through the use of your subsuperconscious state of mind. You are maturing through the knowledge of the within of your Being, which you have been studying these last few months. Remember, in the wonderful world of the mind, understanding, gaining mental perspectives, finding proof, no matter how small, within ourselves—these form important controls over the mind. The art of concentration, though the basic and most fundamental control of all, is not the only control over the mind on the classical yoga path to enlightenment. Harmony is control of even deeper aspects of the mind, as are understanding and actinic love. As we expand our consciousness on the yoga path to enlightenment, we hear more, see more, feel more, know more within ourselves. This is intense. We must not fear intensity, for intensity is actinic. Your actinic Being is intensity itself, actively alive and always shining out. Man can be thought of as seven aspects of form, but the Self is beyond the mind or beyond form, for mind is form. Mind is consciousness; consciousness is form. The Self is formless. Therefore, you can contemplatively say, “I am That, I am.”
The Astral Body

Into the union, the Holy One entered. Gathering tattvas five and twenty, Śiva fashioned the five-sheathed body. Munificent indeed was His gift! A veritable bundle of desire He made.

*Tirumantiram 465*
You will recall from last week the first aspect of man, the physical body, and the second aspect, the vital health body. The third aspect is the astral body. The astral body is almost an exact duplicate of the physical body. However, changes that appear upon the physical body, such as aging, first occur within the structure of the astral body. The astral body is of the subconscious mind, at the level of the memory and reason chakras. It can be easily disturbed and is sometimes called the emotional body. It is made of odic prāṇa and kept intact by the general life flow of actinic prāṇa bursting constantly forth from its atomic structure. Being the exact counterpart of the physical body, the astral body appears like the physical body in size, shape, in every sense except weight. It differs in weight because it is composed of astral odic matter. This matter vibrates at a higher rate of vibration than what we might call physical matter. "Try to picture for yourself the fact that the physical body and astral body are of different vibrations and fit one inside the other, connected by the energy factor, which is the odic prāṇic energy of the vital health body. The astral world vibrates just inside the physical world that we see through our physical eyes and feel with our physical hands. Therefore, it is an exact duplication of everything that exists materially to our physical senses. This is logical to us, knowing and having identified the states of mind, for each state of mind is a form of vibration working together with all the others. The “one mind” is in different forms of vibration, all working together, one aspect within the other. "As we can walk and talk using our conscious mind and our physical body as a vehicle during our waking hours, so can we walk and talk using the duplicate of the physical body, our astral body of the subconscious mind, during the hours we are asleep. When we are in the astral body in the subconscious world, other people are also in that world, and forms of communication take place, as in the physical world. "There is a cord of odic and actinic force which connects the two bodies. It is called the silver cord. Should someone travel too far from his physical body astrally, or have an intense astral experience, an extra supply of energy would be drawn from the vital health body and the physical body, and he would be tired on awakening. "The inner study of you can be complicated, for you are a most complex being of many dimensions.

The astral body is a duplicate of the physical body in size and shape, a subtle sheath depicted here hovering behind the man. Gazing in the mirror, he sees his refined inner self, his astral form, more vividly than his outer body.
As we embark on this week’s study of the inner you, it may be helpful to have a list which you can refer to now and then to put together the pieces in the right order. The age-old teachings which are captured in this book boldly claim “man” to be more than is usually understood, that being a mortal body with an intellect, small or large. Man, as the mystics understand him, is the immortal soul surrounded by seven aspects. Here follows a summary of the “seven aspects of man” established around the actinic causal body of the soul, ānandamaya kośa, “sheath of bliss;” 1) the physical body, annamaya kośa, “food-made sheath;” 2) the vital health body, prānic sheath, prāṇamaya kośa; 3) the astral body, instinctive aspect of manomaya kośa; 4) the human aura and instinctive mind, prabhāmaṇḍala and manas chitta; 5) the intellect, odic causal sheath, buddhi chitta; 6) the subtle nerve system, nāḍis and chakras; 7) the intuitive mind, actinodic causal sheath, vijñānamaya kośa, “sheath of cognition.”

Just as we have school, entertainment, discussions and meetings with friends in the conscious mind on the physical plane, so do we go to school, enjoy entertainment, discuss problems and meet and talk with friends on the astral plane. And as the subconscious mind receives impressions from the conscious mind during our waking hours, so does the conscious mind receive impressions from the subconscious mind as we go through experience during our sleeping hours. In the same way, people have seen with the eyes of their astral body, while simultaneously conscious through their physical eyes, people on the astral plane. Similarly, those who are traveling on the astral plane can see people on the physical plane, as they look out through the odic astral force field into the gross conscious-mind world. Travel is much faster on the astral plane, as it is done through desire, and the astral body is a much more refined rate of vibration than is the physical body, which functions close to the time sequence as we know it.

Each night when you read your lesson in this book, realize that therein is your key to entry into the astral school of Himalayan Academy. Going to sleep thinking about the lesson you have been reading, try to wake up slowly in the morning and, with effort, recall what you have been doing during the night on the astral plane. The astral world is a plane in space, just as the physical world, as we know it in the conscious mind, is a space plane. It is the particular rate of vibration which each of these worlds generates that determines the space plane it occupies. Looking out through the conscious mind, we perceive outer space. Looking into the
subconscious mind, we perceive inner space. As the habit patterns of the subconscious mind control many of our conscious-mind happenings on the physical plane, so does the superconscious mind control many of the occurrences of the astral plane through the subconscious astral body. This has to do with the awakening of the subsuperconscious mind. The subsuperconscious mind becomes stronger and stronger, providing we exercise our intuition on the conscious-mind level. Just as you choose your friends on the physical, conscious plane, so do you attract kindred beings to you in the astral world. By keeping our homes clean and peaceful, by keeping our bodies and clothing fresh and clean, the odic force becomes quite pure and enables us to be more actinically alive. This condition also keeps lower astral people away from us, so long as we do not ourselves enter into an instinctive, astrally odic vibration. The spiritual, actinic vibration keeps all lower astral influences away, just as doors, locks, windows and walls discourage unwanted entrance into buildings. It is not advisable to admit lower astral entities if you are sensitive to this possibility, for doing so creates a double influx of odic force, whereas the striving of a yoga student is to become actinically superconscious and not to intensify the odic subconscious. Astral entities live in their own world on the astral plane. Possibly you enter this plane at night, too, but during the day we must attend to our conscious-mind activities and take care of our immediate programs, keeping the two worlds apart as distinctly as our sleeping state is separated from the state of being awake. When the physical body dies, this automatically severs the actinodic silver cord that connects the astral and physical bodies. Then the process of reincarnation and rebirth eventually begins. The physical body remains on the physical plane as a conglomeration of magnetic forces and begins to dissolve into the forces of surrounding nature. The actinic life of the physical body and the vital health body travels up the silver cord as it dissolves and lends a tremendous charge to the astral body. This movement registers on the subconscious astral body all conscious-mind memory patterns of the life just lived, and the person becomes fully conscious on the astral plane. This tremendous charge of odic and actinic force registering upon the astral body at the time of transition, or death, is what stimulates and gives the initial impulse to the process of reincarnation. This process is largely controlled by the activity of subconscious habit forces. Before the reincarnation cycle fully takes hold, however, the person just departed often quickly recreates the same states of consciousness, the same interests
he was accustomed to on the physical plane, and he may go on as usual, meeting his family who visit him during their sleeping hours in their astral bodies. Although the astral body is still bound by the habit patterns of its physical life, it continues to wear away from the moment of transition, and odic force is continuously fed back to the physical plane in an effort to make contact again with family, friends or loved ones through the medium of memory and desire. Another physical body is created, and a reentry into the conscious world is made. The old astral body is dropped off, and the newly generated actinic forces give life to a new physical body and a new health body, along with a new astral body. The new astral body is the sum total of all preceding subconscious experience, and it may be quite mature during the time the physical body is only a child. The odic astral form that was left behind is called an astral shell and eventually corresponds to the corpse of the dead physical body.

Wednesday
LESSON 220
The Aura and Instinctive Mind

As we begin the study of the fourth aspect of man, let us hold in mind the first three: the physical body as the first aspect, the vital health body as the second aspect and the astral body as the third aspect. The fourth aspect is the instinctive mind and the human aura, the colorful spectrum that registers whatever state of mind the person passes through. The human aura is the reflection of specific evolution. But it registers most clearly the basic reactionary patterns of the instinctive mind. Within the instinctive mind there are both aggressive and passive odic forces. Some of these are fear, anger, jealousy, deceit, pride, greed—and then there is that form of attachment sometimes called odic or magnetic love, as well as happiness and affection. These emotions are either aggressive or passive, depending upon the motivating factors involved. The motivating factors are desire, a lack of control of odic force, or a type of actinic, superconscious flow which motivates from within to the externals of human consciousness. When this actinic flow is in action, the more refined emotions of compassion, benevolence and joy are experienced. Basically, all of these qualities may be defined as being either odic or actinic. The actinic forces flow from the core of the soul out through the odic force field, and when the actinic forces become diminished, odic forces congeal and rush in to fill the gap. Fear is passive odic force. Anger is aggressive odic force. The two basic colors of the odic aura are gray and red. Gray is the color of fear, which when it leads to depression or intense fear becomes black. Red is the aura’s registration of anger. In a suppressed state
of the instinctive mind, when desire has not been met, the aura registers a reddish black to portray the emotion of lust. ¶Fear dominates the lives of many people, even when they have no reason for being afraid. It is a protective mechanism of the lower, instinctive nature inherent in every human being; animals, too. The fear of the darkness, for instance, was born in primitive man’s lack of a shelter. Long before he discovered the use of fire or even learned to live in caves, he trembled in the darkness when the sun went down each day, for he knew he was at the mercy of wild animals and other dangers of the night. Even today, the ability of men to fear endows them with a natural caution in the face of the unknown. The gray cast permeates the aura during protective investigation until it is proven that a condition of safety exists. ¶Today man still retains fear of the darkness. But now he surrounds himself with electric light, symbolizing the new golden age in which his actinic force has begun to penetrate through the instinctive mind, refining this mind just as the glow of electricity refines the vibration of the Earth at night. Among other forms of fear are fear of death, fear of poverty, fear of water and fear of high places.

¶Anger is also, like fear, an instinctive control, and at one time served its purpose. The onrush of anger served to protect man’s private interests in critical situations by injecting adrenaline into his blood and thus preparing him for defense. But as man evolves closer to his real, actinic being, he discovers that actinic love, understanding, compassion and wisdom are higher qualities than anger. Two more instinctive emotions that motivate the passive and aggressive odic forces into action are jealousy and deceit.

¶The actinic age is bursting forth upon this planet. Its signposts heralding the spiritual mind of man are portrayed in symbolic happenings upon the Earth, such as the electric light, atomic energy, probes into space, probes into the subconscious, probes into prior lives and dangerously expanding states of awareness stimulated by chemicals. All this and more show us that man has outgrown the lower, instinctive emotions such as jealousy, portrayed in the odic aura around and through the body in the color of dark green, and deceit, portrayed as green-gray.

Thursday
LESSON 221
Harnessing Instinctiveness

Yes, man has outgrown jealousy and deceit, but how often does he realize this? The newspapers are filled with examples of people who let themselves be controlled by these emotions. When jealousy is felt, one feels that the person they admire has more control over the odic and actinic forces than they do, and in a frantic effort to balance the forces,
they devise plans to tear down the odic forces or cease the flow of actinic forces of their prey. Jealousy is treacherous when it turns active and aggressive and makes a person deceitful. Many people do not feel deceit to be an emotion after it has been existent in their nature long enough to become a habit. Instinctive emotions often become habits when allowed to be indulged in too much, especially these basic and baser ones—fear, anger, jealousy and deceit—all of which are resident in the lower chakras, below the mûlâdhâra chakra. Fear, anger, jealousy and deceit produce an odic aura web of green, gray, black and red, running through and through the organs of the astral body, affecting the organs of the physical body, as well as draining the vital health body of needed odic power. This cuts the actinic flow to a minimum, so that the only life in the body exists in a dull, crafty sparkle in the eyes. These basic instinctive emotions of the subconscious mind are the substance through which we evolve. As more control of the forces is effected, the colors of the aura lighten and the nature is refined. This refining process is done quickly through discipline on the râja yoga path to enlightenment. Every effort that you make to curb and control your base, instinctive nature brings you that much closer to your spiritual goal. There is a very true saying, “You are only as actinic as your lowest active odic force.” Those things to which you still react represent your low points and must be turned into actinic understanding before you can dissolve the odic force field that contains them. Another dimension of the instinctive mind is the habit mind. Habits are built into us from childhood. Some remain conscious and others enter the subconscious. The most difficult to overcome are our habitual identifications with the force fields of our city or state, our country, our race, and even the world itself. The many ramifications of human behavior which pertain to a study of the habit mind could fill many books. Prejudice is one of the negative emotions contained in the habit mind. We may not think of prejudice as being a habit, but it is. Many adults retain very strong habitual prejudices. They do not care for people who do not belong to their particular race, caste or social class. When there is any sudden shift or disturbance in the race’s instinctive mind, its forces may very suddenly and quickly become aggressive, arousing the lower instinctive emotions. When, however, the race mind is allowed either to run its natural evolutionary course, or it is kept under control and its own sense transcended, then man realizes that he cannot judge himself or another on the basis of race, color, caste, creed or nationality, but rather on the basis of spiritual individuality. Make
a list of all the negative emotions which still reside in your instinctive force field. Should you find that you are dominated by one or more of these emotions, admit it to yourself honestly. This admission, this facing yourself, loosens the hold of the odic force and allows some actinic force to penetrate and dissolve the lower force field of the instinctive emotion you are examining. First step, admission; second step, observation. When, for instance, you become angry, fearful or jealous, observe yourself in this action. Immediately become aware of actinic force. Become an empty being of colorless energy; see the dark auric colors dissolve into a radiance of blue, yellow, lavender and white. You can do this with your present understanding that the actinic force is much higher than the instinctive mind, much greater than the astral or the physical or health bodies.

Friday
LESSON 222
The Intellect, Or Outer Ego

The fifth aspect of the soul is the odic causal sheath, or intellectual mind, known in Sanskrit as buddhi chitta. It functions on the odic causal plane within the Second World of existence, Antarloka, the creative realm of the intellect. Here the individual organizes information, gains new ideas or new ways of looking at old projects, and uses this knowledge to move vast magnetic force fields around on the Earth's surface. This plane is primarily subconscious, with occasional influences from the superconscious. It is basically a mental plane where odic forces are manipulated. The intellect is the aspect of the soul you use when you sit and think, memorize or reason. The intellect can also be projected to distant places without leaving the physical body. Through this aspect, the adept can perceive what is there and accumulate knowledge or information. ¶The first shining forth of man’s individuality comes when he has the conscious control of the intellectual mind. After the practice of internal and external concentration has been perfected and the subconscious processes of meditation have taken hold, the thought forms of the yoga student become distinct and clear. A thought form is made of astral matter. It is odic force and has a color and is created within the consciousness of man. The intellectual mind works through the mechanism of creating, preserving and destroying thought forms. The intellect is the manifestation of a series of well-constructed thought forms. Therefore, the better a person is educated, the more distinctly and clearly does the intellect function. ¶There are people all over the world today who have only unfolded to the fourth and fifth aspect of man and are guided simply by the habit patterns of the instinctive-intellectual mind. But the govern-
ing of the odic force fields in the world as it is today is done through the conscious control of the intellect or the odic causal sheath. ¶ Diplomacy, a kind of love—one not wanting to hurt one’s fellow man, suppression of the emotions of hate and anger—brings about a kind of harmony. These are products of the intellect which when developed into a strong intellectual sheath is able to control the baser emotions through controlled memory, controlled reason and controlled willpower, the three faculties of our ability to govern forces of nature. ¶ Neither overrate nor underrate the intellect, for it fills several important functions in life, the great experience. But remember, the intellect is not the totality of man, it is only, figuratively speaking, the fifth aspect. The intellect is not the full mind, it is only one part, about one-tenth of the mind. The subconscious and the superconscious make up the other nine-tenths. ¶ Opinionated knowledge is a faculty of memory. We study, we listen, we hear and we quote the opinions of others. Opinionated knowledge is stored up in the memory gridwork of the subconscious mind. This provides security, or a platform, for the intellect, making it strong, developing an ego. Therefore, intellect is our ego. The ego separates people from people, nations from nations and the soul from realization of the Self. ¶ “Your real education is the innerversity.” Perhaps you have been thinking that this statement is anti-intellectual, against education. Let’s examine the real meaning, function and purpose of education. Education is not worn. It does not stick to you. It is not your collection of someone else’s opinions. Through education, you stimulate your intellect. Education is that which you bring out from within yourself as a result of your personal interest in the fulfillment of your birth karmas, or prārabdha karmas. Education means exposure to new ideas and old opinions, giving you the tools to explore your own opinions freely, make decisions, research and review them and advance your understanding of God, soul and world. This is education. It is not static. It is as fluid as a river. Or it should be. You have the choice, the ability, to remold your intellect any way you want. The great truths of life are a part of your being. They are within you. They unfold to you slowly as you evolve your comprehension of them. Yet, they are always there within you, waiting to be realized. The only real, permanent education is your unfoldment into the building of the intuitive mind through the control of the intellect. ¶ Since the intellect is made fundamentally of thoughts which are ever creating, preserving and destroying themselves, the control of thoughts builds the seventh aspect of man, the intuitive mind, or
actinodíć causal sheath, known in Sanskrit as vijnānamaya kośa. Intuition, knowing, awareness and understanding—these are products not of the intellect, but of the intuitive mind. The dedicated student who has applied himself seriously leaves college not with a “know it all” feeling but with an awareness of the limits of the intellect, and profound respect for the vast amount of knowledge that he has yet to discover or unfold. Conceit is a sure sign of insecurity; humility denotes awareness.

Observe the intellect as it is manifested in the world around you. You can see its limits. You can also see when it becomes a tool for the intuitive mind. When you discover great truths in the books you read, when creative ideas come to you, observe, with affectionate detachment, the people around you, the situations in life through which you pass. As you have learned, observations give birth to understanding, and understanding comes from your superconscious mind. Thus, the intellect must be developed to a certain extent and then controlled through the control of thought. Thought forms are manifestations of astral matter, or odic force, and travel through astral space, or odic force fields, from one destination to another. They can build, preserve and destroy. Thought forms can also protect, and they can create. Thought forms can also be seen, just as auras can be seen. ¶The intellect is the external ego, but it is only the external ego when it is in control and has cut itself off sufficiently from superconsciousness by becoming opinionated. When the intellect represents the ego, we say a person is unable to change his mind, no matter how much you try to convince or talk with him. He is stubborn, unyielding, even unfriendly if he becomes agitated or disturbed in his effort to hold the intellect together. ¶Should the intellectual nature become disturbed, the astral body then takes over and the instinctive mind or the instinctive qualities are prevalent at that time. This is quite apparent in undisciplined people, because the intellectual nature is undisciplined. When the astral body and the intellect work hand in hand, they create an instinctive-intellectual individual filled with opinionated knowledge, undisciplined instinctive drives, and emotions of hate and fear that have not been transmuted into the realms of reason and controlled through allowing a gridwork of positive memory patterns to build. ¶Within man, and functioning at a different rate of vibration than the intellect, is found the power or the motivating force of the mind, the chakras, or force centers. There are seven of these basic force centers, which are stimulated
into action and unfoldment by the idā, piṅgalā and sushumṇā currents. The idā and piṅgalā are odic psychic currents (the Chinese yin and yang) interwoven around the spinal cord. Directly through the spinal cord runs the sushumṇā current, which is actinodic. The idā current is passive odic force; the piṅgalā current is aggressive odic force. The sushumṇā is an actinodic current. These currents govern the sixth aspect of man, the chakras. These currents are like the reins which will guide a horse as we ride in one direction or another. ¶The intuitive nature, man’s seventh aspect, is composed of a greater amount of actinic energy than odic. It is formed by the sushumṇā current that runs between the idā and piṅgalā currents up through the spinal cord. However, it is the state of mind that a yoga student must learn to identify as his own, so to speak. Until this time he usually identifies with the intuitive mind of his guru. This identification serves as a constant reminder of the existence of his own intuitive nature. Many students seem to know when the guru is in a higher state of intuitive awareness, but they may fail to realize that the knowing or recognition of that state is their own higher state of intuitive awareness, occurring simultaneously with that of the guru. This is one of the great benefits awarded a yoga student working in the guru system: his opportunity to identify with the intuitive mind of the guru. ¶When the yoga student learns to control his own odic force field to the point where he no longer identifies with his physical body, his astral body or his intellect, he can then identify his external ego with his intuitive nature, or subsuperconscious mind. This new and humble identity is a sporadic sense in the initial stages on the yoga path, for only when the student is really actinic does he utilize the intuitive mind consciously, perceiving it through the faculties of cognizantability. One does not entertain thoughts when in this state of full awareness. In this consciousness, one views and perceives through the anāhata chakra of direct cognition. The intuitive nature is the most refined aspect of the astral body. Although the intuitive aspect is made primarily of actinic force, there is enough odic force within it to enable man to enter into the realm of creation in the material world. This seventh aspect of man is a plateau, a leveling off of one cycle of evolution and the beginning, at the same time, of another.
Soul Body, The Real You

Within all seven aspects of man lies the body of the soul, the actinic causal body, ānandamaya kośa, the real you. The soul body has a form, just as the astral body has a form, but it is more refined and is of a more permanent nature. It is this body which reincarnates, creating around itself new physical and astral bodies, life after life after life. This process matures and develops the body of the soul. Hence we have old souls and young souls, depending on the maturity and unfoldment of the soul body, or depending upon the number of lives or the intensity of maturing experience which the individual has passed through. ¶The body of the soul is pure light, made of quantums. It is indestructible. It cannot be hurt or damaged in any way. It is a pure being, created by Lord Śiva, maturing its way to Him in final merger. The body of the soul is constant radiance. Its mind is superconsciousness, containing all intelligence, and is constantly aware, does not sleep and is expanding awareness as the soul body matures. For the soul-realized person, awareness travels through the mind as a traveler travels from city to city, country to country, never caught in any one area for longer than necessary, always consciously conscious of awareness in consciousness at every moment. The body of the soul lives in the eternity of the moment, simultaneously conscious of past and future as a one cycle. The true nature, everlasting secure personal identity, is realizing oneself as the soul body. This is truly finding our roots, our source, our indestructible, ever-maturing soul. ¶In the years that follow complete illumination, or realization of the Self, in obtaining a stabilized nirvikalpa samādhi, a body of pure, actinic, golden energy, the svarṇaśarīra, begins to form. I experienced this beginning to happen in me in 1955. At that time there was only enough odic force to hold the physical body together in material activity. This new actinic body is built through the consecutive practice of nirvikalpa samādhi on a daily basis, which forms one of the highest disciplines of siddha yoga. ¶However, it should be mentioned that the first great attainment to be striven for by the aspirant is the experiencing of inner light, which is taught to family people and renunciates alike, implying that he has enough inner dominion and control over the intellect that the radiance within the head or body is actually seen. This implies also a working control of the manipūra chakra and a conscious awareness of the working of the anāhata chakra of cognition, allowing a burst of actinic energy to the viśuddha chakra of love. ¶The next step for aspirants is what is known as “touching into the
Self.” When this occurs, the soul body is released, made completely autonomous, so that they can then be trained in its conscious use and control. It is in this body that they attend higher plane schools and communicate through vibration with others in the soul body. From then on, it is for them to train with the guru personally so that they learn to use and control the body of the soul. With this control and altered consciousness, they eventually come into a sustained realization of the Self, nirvikalpa samādhi, in this or a future life, for the next phase on the path to merger is to make ready and then sustain renunciate life in the truest sense by becoming a Nātha sannyāsin. ¶It must be said that many frustrate themselves by seeking realizations beyond their abilities, while not accomplishing the realizations that are within their abilities. We must remember that savi- kalpa samādhi relates to the anāhata and viśuddha chakras, sustained by a purified intellect and a dynamic will. Whereas, nirvikalpa samādhi is of the ājñā and sahasrāra chakras and those above and is sustained by complete renunciation of the world to the point where the world renounces the renunciate. These are the venerable sannyāsins. ¶Control of the mind builds the intuitive nature. By directing the flow of thought, perceptively discriminating between actions, aware of attending reactions, the yoga student soon learns the use of his actinic power. In order to hold an expanded consciousness, this power must be brought into use, and when it flows through the intellect, it automatically changes the chemistry of the intellect while it begins to build the intuitive nature. ¶Reverse your thinking about yourself. Feel that you come out of timelessness, causelessness, spacelessness. Visualize the pure radiant body of light, the being of the soul, the “I Am,” the “Watcher.” Then around that is formed the intuitive mind, and around that is formed the intellect. Then the chakras come into view, governing the highest to the lowest states of mind, and the īdā, piṅgalā and sushumnā currents. The instinctive nature is formed around this, then the human aura, through which thought forms are created, then the vital health body, and then the physical body.
That light within is as pure as the lightning’s light. It is light that is great and red. It is the light of Śiva that beams jñāna. It is the light of chakras above. It is the light born of constant awareness of the pure sound, Aum. It is the light that is blended from all these lights.
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LESSON 225
The Remarkable
Human Aura

The human aura extends out around the body from three to four feet, even from five to six feet in the case of more evolved souls. It is made up of a variety of vibratory rates or colors. Each area of the mind that awareness flows through reflects a change in these vibratory rates of colors in the human aura. When you have developed a certain psychic sight, by seeing through the eyes of the soul, you will be able to look at a person, see the aura around him and know immediately the area of the instinctive, intellectual or superconscious mind he is aware in at that particular time. ¶For instance, if someone’s awareness was flowing through the realms of depression, that is, the area within the vast mind substance that contains the vibratory rate of depression, his aura would look rather gray, dim and dismal. If he was aware in the feeling of a genuine love for all humanity, his aura would look light blue, fringed and tinged with yellow. However, if his love for humanity was of a superficial, emotional nature, being more idle talk and emotion than subsuperconscious compassion, his aura would be pink or reddish, telling you there was still a lot of instinctive fire, and should an upsetting circumstance occur, he could easily forget about universal love and become quite angry. Then the pink would turn to flaming red streaked with black. After this, if he were to feel remorseful about the emotional upheaval, the aura would turn to dark blue, and you could hardly see his face for the deep blue mist that would form around his body. If awareness was flowing through the area of the mind of inferiority and jealousy, the aura would be dark grayish-green in color. Someone with healing inclinations would have a pale green aura. A student increasing his intellectual knowledge would have an aura of brilliant yellow. The combinations are almost endless. ¶Several colors often appear in the aura at the same time. For example, the red of suppressed desire and seething anger might appear along with the yellow of intellectual involvement. This person’s head would be surrounded in yellow, and the lower part of his body streaked in red. Even a touch of very dark green might appear, showing that jealousy caused his anger. It becomes easy to diagnose emotional problems simply by looking at the vibratory rate of the aura’s colors and judging the area of the mind awareness is flowing through.

In a secluded forest grove this concentrated Śivabhaktar is offering flowers to the Śivaliṅga during a simple Śiva pūjā. He is inwardly working to visualize himself surrounded by a circle of golden yellow light to uplift his consciousness with this bright, positive color.
The vast plasma of the mind is complete and finished in all of its various states, departments, areas and moods. It only seems as though it is being created as we move our awareness through it. Each area of the boundless universe of the mind has its own colors and sounds. We interpret them through our nerves and register them as feelings. When we separate awareness from that which it is aware of, it is possible to separate feeling from that which we feel. Then we can become aware of the sound of feeling and the color of feeling, as well as the color of sound, the sound of color and the feeling of sound. It will require some good meditation on your part to fully grasp this concept. But in time you will come to understand the complete gamut of emotion and its vibratory rates as you begin to become aware of the aura around the physical body. When someone is flowing his awareness through subsuperconscious areas of the mind and programming his subconscious anew, his aura rapidly changes. You know he is progressing on the path, for his aura goes through various changes of color patterns week after week as he works inwardly with his awareness. A devotee sitting in meditation, diligently working within himself, will in the course of half an hour change the colors of his aura three to four to five times, as he moves his awareness from the instinctive-intellectual areas into the brilliancy of subsuperconscious realms. His aura will take on shades of light blue and light yellow interlaced with white. Then as he moves into superconsciousness, rays of light from the central source of energy will begin to emerge from the core of his spine and flood out through his aura and penetrate the atmosphere of the room. You feel his presence as a *darshan*. The sub of the subconscious mind has an aura of its own, deep within the outer aura that we have been describing. It is seen “within” the physical body itself and is different from the daily emotional-intellectual aura which appears around the physical body as a result of awareness being in one area of the mind or another. All the reactionary conditions of our past which are currently reacting in our subconscious mind are reflected in the colors of this inner subconscious aura. Oddly enough, the inner aura looks much like a modern art painting. This part of the aura does not flood out around the body, but hovers deep within the body in the area of the chest and torso. Peering deep into the torso, one can see its various colors. They do not move. Modern art painters may without knowing it be depicting the subsubconscious aura of themselves, their family and their friends, for that is exactly what some paintings look
The inner aura might look like this: on the left side of the chest, a large area of green; down in the lower abdomen, a patch of red; near the throat, yellow; and across the heart area are streaks of orange or purple. These colors do not move. They just remain there vibrating, and the rest of the aura moves around and through them.

As soon as one begins to meditate, to gain enough control of awareness, the colors begin to move a little. When the meditator breaks out of his ordinary daily life habit patterns by beginning to reprogram his subconscious mind, his inner aura begins to change. When after a good meditation a predominant subconscious reactionary pattern comes before his vision as if it happened yesterday, and he begins to react to it all over again, one of these color patterns may move up to the throat area. He will have to swallow. At that point, if you ask the question, “What’s on your mind?” he would speak out this reaction. I always recommend it be written down and burned instead of spoken. Then that color leaves, never to reappear, and another one rises from underneath. A green color might leave and a brown one come up in its place. These repressed areas eventually will dissipate, and awareness, once divided in many different ways, will pull in its tentacles from externalized areas of the mind until it can move freely through all areas of the mind. Each time one of these deep-rooted subconscious reactionary conditions leaves, the inner aura becomes more fluid, brighter and less rigid. The devotee becomes more wholesome. After an entire subconscious cleansing, due to maybe a year of someone working with himself and developing and reprogramming his subconscious mind positively, the chest would turn into a pure sheet of very beautiful yellow, and rays of white light could be seen coming out from within it. This would continue until the devotee stopped working with himself. And if he began dwelling more in subconscious areas or encounters a condition in life which he is not able to face within himself and regresses into resentment, selfishness, self-pity and spite, the chest would cloud again and look exactly like a modern art painting. The mind is like a vast universe. Man’s individual awareness travels through the mind from one planet to another, one area to another. Or, if we compare the mind to the world, man’s individual awareness travels through the mind from hate to love, to joy, to sorrow, to all the various ideas and concepts within the mind, as he would travel from country to country, city to city. Therefore, the human aura is very consistent. Each time man’s individual
awareness flows through love, the human aura reflects the pastel colors of love, as it would reflect the colors of hate, fear, jealousy, exuberance, compassion and the various areas of the intellect. One can learn to read the colors of the human aura and know in what area of the mind the awareness of the person is flowing.

The big question always arises, “How do we know whether or not we are seeing an aura, or if it is just our imagination?” Actually, there is no such thing as imagination, according to the general use of the word. When we go within ourselves, we find that each thing that is so-called imagination, or “in the world of image,” actually exists within the refined substance of the mind, and we are just becoming aware of it where it is imprinted in the vast internal substance of the mind. Only when we become aware of something that we imagine for a long enough period do we bring it out of the subtle areas of the mind and impress it upon the memory patterns of the physical brain. At that point we do not call it imagination. We begin to call it real. Finally, if we can bring it into physical manifestation, then we really begin to call it real. I suppose that this is the way man’s individual awareness has become externalized, so that he looks at the external world as real and the internal, refined areas of the mind as being unreal or elusive. It was not always so, however, because with the absence of the things to externalize man’s individual awareness, man is naturally within himself. ¶When awareness is within the very depths of the mind, so that color and light and sound are one and the same to him, he then looks at his fellow man from the inside out. He would first see the spine of someone he was looking at, and the lights within the spine, and then he would see the inner aura, then the outer aura of the individual, and last he would see the physical body. When awareness is externalized to the point where we see physical things as reality, then we see the physical body first, and have to strain to see the aura and the internal layers of consciousness. ¶Go within yourself and all things will be unfolded to you on the inner planes of consciousness, as well as in the external states of mind. You will begin to see through them all. Seeing an aura is like seeing through someone. Their physical body begins to fade just a little bit, and we see where their awareness is flowing in the wonderful world of the mind. ¶The colors around the person are first seen within your own mind. You would not clearly see them around their physical body. Later, after becoming adjusted to this new form of
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LESSON 229
Psychic Sight’s Use and Misuse

The mystic learns how to use his already developed sixth sense, his third eye. It is used all the time, constantly, day in and day out, though not consciously. For example, someone may walk into your home. You look at him and say, “You are not feeling very well today. You seem disturbed.” How do you know? Inside yourself you are seeing his aura. If he enters looking bright and shiny, you know how he feels inside because you see his aura. The spiritual path to realization of the Self, however, is not to see and analyze auras. The quest is to flow awareness through even the core of energy itself, into the vastness of the Self God, where awareness completely aware of itself, dissolves in its own essence, and merges into timelessness, into causelessness, into spacelessness, into Śiva, beyond that still, still area of the mind. Yes, learning to read auras can be a hindrance on the path to enlightenment because one can become the center of attraction, for everybody wants to know what his aura looks like. The aura is constantly changing. To give a reading of a friend’s aura would be like telling him what kind of clothes he is wearing. The next day, he may be wearing something different. Also, when you can see someone’s aura, quite often you do not notice it. Generally if you do have this awakened inner perception of auras, you would only notice someone’s aura if it were peculiarly dull or strongly radiant. A mystic who has control of this faculty does not generally see auras all of the time, just when he wants to. But if a person’s aura were outstanding in a certain way, naturally it would stand out clearly and be seen easily. And so, when we look into such an aura, we are actually looking into the area of the mind in which his individual awareness is traveling, for the mind is always totally in a state of creation, with awareness flowing through the mind just as the traveler roams the world. The mystic has to caution himself not to become
overly involved in the emotions of others. He must protect his inner life by living two-thirds within and only one-third in the external realms of consciousness. And he must be wise enough to know that each one has to walk either over or around all the boulders in his path. In other words, if you are around people who are not good, who have dark auras, who have deep-rooted subconscious areas that represent a lot of black, gray, red, green blobs hidden in the psychic nerve currents of their chest, and you are not quite out of that area yourself, the vibratory rate of those people will draw you back into those areas of the mind. That is why those who live the contemplative life like to be among themselves. They like to be with people of the same lifestyle. It is necessary. It is extremely necessary to surround yourself with a good environment to make progress on the spiritual path past a certain point. You can meditate a little bit to move awareness into a peaceful area of the mind or get a little burst of inner light, or practice breathing and have a healthier body and a sound nerve system. But if you really want to go deep within toward your goal, you have to move awareness, physical body, emotional body, mental body, in with a group of people that are thinking along the same lines and living the same lifestyle. The group helps the individual and the individual helps the group. ¶The gift of psychic vision should be developed very gradually through the stages of sādhana. The veiling grace of Lord Śiva is for very good reason. Some people are born with psychic sight and maintain it throughout their lifetime. As this faculty was developed in a prior birth, the wisdom and understanding of its proper use comes naturally to them. But more commonly, psychic sight develops slowly, almost imperceptibly, through an unbroken continuity of sādhana. Through the unveiling grace of Lord Śiva we are allowed to see what needs to be seen at the proper time in our life when we can sustain the resultant reactions. ¶We often observe the facial expressions and body language of friends and strangers and thus learn the contents of their conscious and subconscious mind, and from this deduce how they are thinking and feeling. But much can be concealed if we see no deeper. For example, someone may be smiling when he is really feeling depressed. However, when we see with our astral vision, there is no mystery. When we peer into their subconscious mind, we see the colors of their moods and emotions that perhaps are not reflected in their faces. Yes, colors and auras do relate to the five states of mind, conscious, subconscious, sub of the subconscious, subsuperconscious and superconscious.
There are seven great force centers of psychic nerve ganglia, called *chakras*, within the physical body, the astral body and the body of the soul. Each *chakra* is a spinning vortex of mind power, a vast collective area of many, many different thought strata of odic and actinic energy. When awareness flows through any one or more of these areas, certain functions happen, such as the function of memory, the function of reason and the function of willpower. As the *chakras* spin, releasing energies into the body, these energies permeate the physical cells with life and vitality and radiate out through the force fields that surround the body. The forces are cloud-like or fog-like in consistency and reflect these energies in much the same way as a cloud reflects the rays of the sun. You have watched clouds in the sky at sunset. They appear to change color from white to pink to orange and then to darker shades. Of course, the clouds do not change. The light waves change. The clouds faithfully reflect the color of the light. In a similar way, the human aura is a reflection of the wave length of energies generated in our mind by our emotions and from our body. The basic odic and actinic energy of the aura itself does not change. It is the energies emanating from the *chakras* that change. The aura simply mirrors those energies as color vibration. Within the aura are psychic nerve currents called *nādis*. It is through these *nādis* that you feel someone standing next to you without turning your head to look at him. Also, by standing next to a person, two or three feet away, you can feel how he is feeling. Feelings are transferable, for feelings are vibrations which can be felt through the subtle nerve system. You feel them with these astral *nādis* that extend out from the body into and through the aura. Often-times you may identify with the feelings that you pick up from others and begin to feel that way yourself, while actually you are just picking up the vibration from someone near you. As we have learned, through the clairvoyant vision these feelings can be seen as colors in the astral atmosphere surrounding your acquaintance. As feelings are transferable, the colors within our aura are transferable, too. We now know that our aura, and the thoughts and feelings which give rise to it, affects and influences those around us. In a sense, we “rub off on one another.” A positive example is the way in which the pure and healthy aura of the faithful and devoted Hindu wife enhances the aura of her husband. His mental state is generally more positive as a result, and his business prospers.
With the knowledge of the effect that we have on others through our mental and emotional astral atmosphere, we gain a wonderful *siddhi*: the ability to develop and improve our own aura and thus our daily mental and emotional state, and at the same time the power to improve the aura and mood of those around us. Your *sādhana* now is to take pains to develop your aura in the direction of more desirable colors and to gradually eliminate undesirable ones. ¶Now we shall begin to understand how to perform this new *sādhana*. It works in two ways: 1) by visualizing one or more bright, positive colors flooding your aura, immediately your awareness leaves the undesirable area of the mind (such as depression, anger or jealousy), and you experience more positive feelings; 2) by consciously moving your awareness into more positive areas through the repetition of positive affirmations or *mantras*, while at the same time working to bring through the corresponding feelings, such as joy, happiness or contentment. In this way the aura is infused with bright, positive colors. Consciously working to improve one’s own aura becomes doubly important when we remember that its colors, being magnetic, react back on our mind and emotions, thus intensifying and neutralizing the original mental states which called them forth. We have all found this to be true through the lesson that any negative mood or mental state seems to hold one in its clutches of its own accord, and it takes willpower to pull oneself into a more positive frame of mind. But, as you may have found in your previous experience with *sādhana*, consistent effort does yield results. You can steady and strengthen your mental and emotional faculty just as you can strengthen your physical muscles and steady your nerves through exercise and practice. ¶By consistently visualizing desirable colors in your aura, especially during moments of trial and emotional turmoil, you can become quite facile and skillful in controlling your individual awareness. Brightening up your aura in this way neutralizes the remnants of negative emotion and charges the aura with actinic energy. Automatically, feelings of depression and despair give way to courage and confidence. Feelings of jealousy and resentment give way to confidence and compassion. ¶As you continue with this *sādhana*, you will see how well it can work for you. This practice will also help you to further build and mold your character in accordance with the *yamas* and *niyamas* by keeping your awareness out of the darker or more dense states of the mind. You will soon develop a strong and more attractive personality which will naturally uplift
others. You have discovered the five states of mind: conscious, subconscious, sub of the subconscious, subsuperconscious and superconscious. You also understand the three phases of the mind: instinctive, intellectual and superconscious. Now we are learning about our individual awareness, what it is and how it travels through the vast universe of the mind just as a traveler moves from place to place on the Earth. In each place that the traveler visits, he is affected by the vibrations around him. He absorbs the thoughts of others and their moods. He is influenced by the events he participates in. Similarly, when your individual awareness travels through the mind, it is influenced or colored by the vibrations within each area of the mind it becomes aware in. This influences your nerve system and lays the foundation for your thoughts and feelings, thus giving rise to the colors in your aura. These colors are ever changing, because your own awareness is constantly moving through the vast universe of mind substance.
Earth shines as golden in the body; water appears white; fire, red; air, dark; ether, smoky. Thus do the five elements appear within, concealed.

*Tirumantiram 2145*
Monday
LESSON 232
Color-Flooding Your Aura

You as a devotee have often gone to the temple with your problems and placed them at the feet of the Deity. In the unseen world of the Devaloka what actually happens is that the Deity and His many devas work with your problems by working with your aura, most especially the inner aura, by disintegrating or clearing up any congestion they find. They lighten the darker colors that were created by traveling through troubled states of mind, infusing them with rays of white and violet light from the inner sanctum. We rarely see this happening, but we can certainly feel it, and we depart the temple feeling relieved and freed from congestion and worry. Often we can hardly remember what we were upset about. You can also flood your aura with rays of white and violet light, just like the Deities and devas do. If you are in a bad mood because of having just become angry with someone because you were jealous of him, there is a remedy that you can perform for yourself. Your aura is now brownish with murky dirty green, possibly accented with black and red sparks. To counteract this heaviness, just add white. Visualize white light flooding out from the center of your spine into and through your aura. Visualize violet rays flooding into your new white aura, invigorating and cutting through the darkness. When you go, as pure awareness, right into the center of your spine and flood white mind substance out into your aura, the white mixes with the black, and gray appears in your aura. Immediately you experience fear, but this emotion soon passes as more white enters the aura. The gray soon disappears. As still more white enters the aura, the flaming red of anger turns to the pink shades of tolerance and compassion. The dark browns and the murky dark green of jealousy turn to the emerald green of confidence and humility. A feeling of peace and contentment comes as the new colors react back on the emotions. All this and more happens to you from within you because you deliberately moved your individual awareness deep into the center of your spine and flooded white rays of light out through your aura. It takes but a little effort on your part, a little concentration, persistence and faith in your ability to change your own mood by a positive effort of will. You, too, can do as the devas do. Try it today. You have no doubt experienced difficulty in getting up in the morning. What is the remedy for this? What color

*Understanding color’s magical properties, this seeker visualizes white light flooding out from her spine into her aura to deliberately lighten the darker colors and thus elevate her mood and emotions. While chanting on her beads, she is visualizing lavender, light blue and yellow.*
would you flood your aura with to invigorate your physical body in the early morning? Flood your aura with red, of course, a nice bright red. It doesn’t take much effort to visualize the color red. You will know that you have succeeded when all of a sudden your physical vitality awakens and you feel invigorated and ready to jump up for a wonderful day. All of us at one time or another experience mental laziness. What is the remedy? Simply flood your aura with yellow by visualizing yellow light all around you, and soon you will be drawn into the thinking area of the mind and be able to progressively pursue your studies. Visualizing orange strengthens your intellectual aggressiveness because red is added to the yellow. So if you want to become intellectually aggressive, a quality needed to succeed in the business world, after you have succeeded in flooding your aura with yellow light, then flood your aura with orange light and experience the change for yourself.

If resentment and anger are not conquered in this life, all the *karmas* of the creation of these upsets through life condense and go to seed. In the next life, in condensed form, the colors of the inner aura of the sub of the subconscious mind remain in the mind substance of the baby, waiting for similar situations to occur, to burst out in a full array of color and take over the outer aura emotions and the conscious and subconscious mind. As the baby grows physically, the inner aura grows, too. That’s why parents often sing religious songs and bless the baby with white light, to help in harmonizing the seed *karmas* so they don’t awaken in all their negative power. They work to lighten the colors with white light, and the *karmas* are lightened. Thus, the wise Hindu parent attempts to subdue the sub of the subconscious mind reflected in the permanent aura of the child even at an early time in life. Each area of this *prâṇic* montage of color represents a whole conglomerate of experiences the child had in past lives but did not resolve and therefore must go through again in this life. Yes! You can bless yourself as well. With little effort at all, go within yourself and become aware of the center of your spine where the white light is and let the light shine out, flooding your entire aura. As it does so, it also will neutralize the more permanent inner aura, lightening the heavier colors, if any, into shades and hues that will inspire and invigorate your future life. When the darker colors are finally gone, they are gone forever. This is indeed a blessing you can give yourself, or which the Deity can give you in the temple with the instant power of His rays.
You might be wondering at this time, what exactly, then, is a curse? A curse is just the opposite of a blessing. When someone becomes angry at you, or you become angry with someone, he is actually cursing you, or you him. This is because powerful vibrations of red and black, grays and muddy, brownish greens are being sent from one person to another. Truly, this hurts, and bad karma is made. Our holy scriptures tell us that we must purify our intellects. What does this actually mean? It means that we must lighten up the colors that are within our subconscious and sub of the subconscious mind. When the intellect is finally purified, the outer aura shows many pastel colors in and through it. The permanent inner aura will be filled with beautiful patterns of golden yellow, blue and lavender. But once the intellect is purified, good mental maintenance must occur daily so that congested areas are not recreated out of habit. This is the great value of a regulated religious life and daily sadhana. To keep the colors of our subconscious and subsubconscious refined, our religion tells us to go on a long pilgrimage once a year. This means we take our inner aura that has been building up through the year and place it at the feet of the Deity at some far-off temple. While on the pilgrimage, we are able to collect all its colors, emotions and deep feelings and leave them, along with our offering of fruit and flowers, at the God’s holy feet to be disintegrated by Him. So great are the Gods of our religion. To keep the colors of our subconscious and subsubconscious refined, our religion tells us to read scripture daily, because their high-minded thoughts and concepts bring purple, lavender, pink and yellow into our aura. To keep the colors of our subconscious and subsubconscious refined, our religion tells us to perform pūjā daily to personally invoke the higher beings in the Devaloka at our own home shrine and obtain their blessings. It may interest you to know that such blessings lighten not only the aura of each one in the household but also the physical building itself. To keep the colors of our subconscious and subsubconscious refined, our religion tells us to provide the essential sacraments in life for the children, so that the permanent impressions of these special combinations of color and sound are placed into the inner aura of the subsubconscious mind and added to the ones that are already there from previous saṅskāras.
Sometimes you may experience stressful moments during your daily śādhanā. They will soon pass, never to reappear, so do not be worried. What is actually happening is that the white light coming out from within you penetrates various pockets of the inner aura, and one by one they are being lightened up. However, each time the inner light penetrates one or another of these congested subconscious pockets of color, the memories of what created them are stirred. This brings up, to be reexperienced, the corresponding thoughts, feelings and emotions. Because they are unbidden, the stress of this intrusion is felt in the external nerve system. Be assured, it will pass. Breathe deeply and be assured it will pass. Breathe deeply and diaphragmatically and all will be well. This is a form of mild self-imposed psychic surgery, as the colors adjust to the rays of white light from deep within your spine through the grace of Lord Śiva. ¶If your child is crying uncontrollably and you can’t get to sleep, what color would you bless him with? Would you get angry and yell, “Why don’t you go to sleep! I told you, you’re disturbing your father!” Flashes of red? The child would be terrified. No, you would harmonize the child’s emotions with shades of blue and pale green. An important part of your śādhanā is to familiarize yourself with the mental-emotional counterpart of each of the colors. You can familiarize yourself with the individual physical, mental and spiritual effect of each color simply by looking at one color after another and experiencing the results. Each color and the emotions it reflects are like two sides of the same coin. Learn them so well that the thought of one immediately brings the idea of the other. This knowledge is the foundation of your color śādhanā. Enter into this wonderful world of color with interest and earnestness. ¶You can perform color śādhanā in a number of ways. For example, study the way various colors in your immediate environment make you feel. How do you feel when you enter a room that is painted blue? White? Yellow? Another way to study color is to visualize each of the colors within your conscious mind. Place before you a piece of paper of the color you wish to visualize. Look at the paper and then close your eyes and try to see the exact same color in your mind. Then open your eyes and look at the paper again and with eyes still open turn your head away from the paper and try to see the color in your conscious mind. Literally fill your mind with the color of the paper. After you have accomplished this exercise with one color, repeat it with another, then another and then another. By using your great soul
faculty of observation and through the grace of Lord Gaṇeśa, you will perceive many proofs of the significance of color. You will soon amass a stock of experiences within your subconscious mind of each color and its corresponding mental-emotional state.

The next phase of your sādhana can begin when you have memorized the colors and their corresponding mental and emotional states and this knowledge is clearly defined in your conscious and subconscious mind. Start by giving yourself a thorough, honest, emotional and mental-maintenance examination. Begin by analyzing your fine, noble qualities and writing them on a piece of paper. Then, on the same piece of paper, note your weak, instinctive frailties. These are qualities you would like to get rid of or change to bring your nature into a more refined level of consciousness. Now, perhaps for the first time, you will be looking at yourself as a total physical, emotional, mental and spiritual being. Next, decide which weakness needs attention first and begin applying what you have learned about flooding your aura with the color that will effect the changes you desire. If you are persistent in your efforts, you will be pleased with the results. Choose a failing in your character, such as jealousy. Once you’ve made up your mind to deal with jealousy and lighten the ugly, dark-brownish-green in your inner and/or outer aura, make a clear mental picture of light green and yellow and flood those colors into your aura by just a slight effort of your will. You do not have to exert much effort to do this. You need only relax and hold a clear mental picture of the desired colors. Visualize the two colors and project them out from the center of your spine into your inner and outer aura. That is all you have to do. As soon as the light green and yellow flood your aura, you will feel an immediate change in your mental and emotional state. The antagonistic feelings of jealousy will begin to fade. The opposite mental quality of understanding and the emotional quality of self-assurance will automatically be strengthened as a result. Once you perfect this technique on one or two difficult traits, such as jealousy, anger or resentment, you can begin to transform other weak areas of your nature, such as shyness, lack of self-confidence or being overly critical of others. The procedure is the same. And the best time to work on the area is when you have been propelled into it by something that happens to you. Each time you feel yourself entering one of these areas of the mind, and your awareness is consumed by one of these feelings—in which case your aura has
taken on its corresponding colors—simply visualize the counterbalancing color and flood it into your aura. If you are overtaken by anger and resentment—blackish red with streaks of yellow—visualize light blue entering your aura and surrounding your body. The light blue will neutralize the fiery reds, and before you know it the anger and resentment are gone. Visualizing the light blue color actually drew your awareness out of certain areas of the instinctive mind into intuitive states. Instead of anger, you experience compassion and understanding. By making this part of your sādhana, you have acquired a fine new tool to cope with your instinctive-intellectual emotions and mental states. There will be times, of course, when the pull of the instinctive-intellectual areas will be so strong that it will be difficult for you to visualize a counterbalancing color. So strong are the pulls of the lower nature that it may even be distasteful to think of the intellectual and superconscious colors. However, through performing this sādhana regularly, there will come a time when each time your awareness is pulled into an undesirable instinctive area, you will be able to exercise the inner nerve system of your soul body and bring the instinctive, intellectual elements of your nature under your control.

I want to encourage you and to give you confidence to flood your aura with colors. It takes but a little of your willpower to do this. The intent itself is the thrust of awareness required. Willing consists of a mental command, leaving the rest to the natural mechanism of the mind. Therefore, let us pray to our dear Lord Ganeśa to help us remove the obstacles of doubt and fear. If you are working through the day to bring a certain color into your aura, carry something with you or wear something of that color. The more you are aware of the color you are working with through the day, the better the results. This is because your attention will automatically take up the impression of it, and the corresponding quality will be enhanced in your character. A little practice during your half-hour sādhana period and through the day, and some positive experiences with color will soon give you the confidence you need. Patience, perseverance and earnest interest will be the keys to your success. As you know, it is not uncommon for the emotions of one person to affect those around him. It is therefore important that you learn how to “charge” your aura with prānic energy so that the darker colors from the auras of others do not penetrate your own. If and when they do, you will experience their moods and emotions and may interpret them
as your own. But actually you have simply accepted into your aura the dark reds, muddy browns and greens from their aura. You simply did not have enough prāṇa in your aura to ward off the intrusion. Such mental thought forms and undesirable colors from others’ auras are often called psychic influences. To protect yourself from psychic influences, you can charge your aura with the vital prāṇa from your own prāṇic body. To do so, sit quietly, breathe deeply and mentally get in touch with your prāṇic body, first by visualizing it and secondly by feeling it. The prāṇic body of most people extends out from the physical body about one or two inches, depending on the level of vitality. Of course, the prāṇic body also completely permeates the entire physical body. As you sit quietly, breathing deeply and slowly, become intimately aware of the vitality, the prāṇa, running throughout the physical body. As you breathe in, feel the vitality of your body. Feel the magnetic energy within it. Feel its life. Then, as you breathe out, mentally and through feeling release some of this vitality, this prāṇa, this life force, and send it out into your aura. Keep sending it out on the out-breath to the aura’s outer edges all around your body, from your head to your feet. The outer edge of the human aura is about three or four feet away from the physical body. After you have charged your aura with vital prāṇa in this way about nine times, you should begin to feel a magnetic shell being built around the outer edge of your aura. You will feel very secure and content as you sit within your own aura, which is charged with prāṇa from your own prāṇic body. You are protected from all kinds of psychic influences, seen and unseen. But the prāṇa within your aura will eventually wear away, and you will have to recharge it when it does. For the beginner, it only lasts an hour or two before it has to be rebuilt. When you become more advanced in this practice, it will happen almost subconsciously, or automatically, when you sense the need. Once you master this simple method of charging your aura with prāṇa, you will soon develop an immunity to undesirable thought forms and emotional colors of those around you. This is a great aid to prevent taking on the negative influences of the place we are about to visit, the person we are about to meet or the gathering we are about to enter.

Saturday
LESSON 237
Protective Emanations

After you have quickly increased the prāṇic strength of your aura, you can easily flood it with any color you wish. Each color has its own special protective qualities, which can be chosen to counteract or balance out the particular vibrations you are or will be experiencing. Let’s take the
example of protecting yourself from the auric emanations of persons who are ill, a condition you will encounter if you visit a hospital. You can easily counteract this influence by flooding your aura with colors of health and physical strength. This will not only protect you, but it will also improve the condition of those around you. How do you do this? Become aware of your spine and visualize a stream of white light in its center from the base to the top of your head. Then mentally draw from this pure white light warm red and vibrant pink. As a healing power, visualize pale green surrounding the patient, a color many modern hospitals have adopted to invoke healing. To increase your vitality even more, visualize yourself effortlessly performing some strenuous physical or athletic feat. For example, mentally go through all the motions of lifting something heavy with ease and you will soon feel the energy rising within you. ¶The aura of the successful doctor or nurse invariably shows the presence of bright reds and vivid pinks. Most successful doctors and nurses who are in contact with their patients possess the mental and emotional vibrations of strength, power and confidence. They remain cheerful and bright despite the negativity of the many around them suffering from disease and despair. The doctor’s strong aura, well protected, does not absorb the gray shades of his patients. Gray in the aura, which indicates fear, opens the individual to all kinds of negative influences. ¶If you are going to have an important intellectual discussion with someone and want to be sure to remain poised and centered, what colors should you flood your aura with? The answer: bright oranges and yellows. This will bring a new energy to enhance your intellect and protect you from being overpowered by the intellectual force of someone else. You have probably experienced times when you were overwhelmed in this way and came away from a discussion regretting having been swayed from your original perspective. This technique can help prevent this by making you mentally stronger and more agile. This is also a way to help overcome shyness. Surrounded by a vibrant aura charged with bright orange and yellow, you are a secure and confident individual, able to enter into discussion with new self-assurance. The vibrations of others tend to rebound from your aura. You are relaxed and friendly, and intelligence pours forth uninhibitedly from you. One more thought on this subject: it is also wise to hold a mental image of your head being surrounded by a golden aura of yellow light. This will create the vibration in which thoughts flow freely without interruption and perception is quickened as you speak.
Now, perhaps most importantly, you must learn how to protect your emotional nature. The emotional nature is often the most vulnerable and easily influenced of all. You will have to admit that far too often you have been moved into action by your emotions rather than your intellect. To guard your emotions is to keep the instinctive nature harnessed under the firm reins of your intellect. The colors used to harmonize and protect the emotional nature are light blue and violet. By flooding your aura with beautiful sky blue and vivid violet, you quiet your own lower emotions and feelings and become impervious to the negative feelings and moods of those around you. With the advent of these colors, your individual awareness is transported into the more refined, uplifting realms of the subsuperconscious mind. Always remember that by flooding your aura with bright sky blue and lavender, you are automatically building an armor to protect yourself from others’ lower feelings and passions, such as anger, jealousy, hatred and lust. So, make a study of bright, clear blues and violets and select the ones that appeal to you the most. Intuitively you will know which hues are best for you. Beautiful hues of blue and violet will always be found in the auras of successful teachers, missionaries, social workers and those who work among those of lesser emotional and mental refinement than their own. ¶There is one last part of this sādhana that you should learn to make your understanding of the human aura complete, and that is the knowledge of the auric circle. The auric circle is an energy shell around the aura itself. It acts as a shelter or shield against all forms of psychic influences directed consciously or unconsciously against the individual. Unlike charging the aura with prāṇic energy through breathing, the auric circle is quickly and easily formed by making a mental image of an egg completely surrounding your aura. The shell should be visualized as a great oval of translucent white light with an opening at the top the size of your head. It is egg-shaped or oval because it fringes the aura as the shell encases an egg. It should be visualized about three to four feet in depth at the widest point, tapering to about two feet at the head and feet. ¶It takes but a little effort of the will to visualize and project this protective, translucent shell around your aura on the astral plane. Though you may not see it, you will feel its protective presence. Once you have built up the protective shell around your aura, then it needs only to be renewed from time to time. You can easily do so by extending both arms out in front of you, waist high. Then press the palms of your hands together and
visualize energy flowing from your solar plexus into your hands. Once the flow of prāṇa is established, slowly part your hands while feeling the prāṇa emanating from your fingertips. This prāṇa remains in the outer shell of your aura. Move your arms out to the side and then completely around to the back of your body until the fingers and palms touch again. All the time you are doing this, keep sending the prāṇa out into the shell of your aura from your fingertips. Strengthening the protective circle around your aura in this way from time to time will be quite helpful to you in manifesting a fuller and more joyous life, because it will definitely ward off all forms of psychic attack or evil influence, no matter what the source. The auric circle surrounding a vibrant aura charged with the proper colors, fortified by sending the vital prāṇas from the prānic body, affords protection against the draining of physical strength by astral entities in extreme cases of astral attacks. In short, this protective, translucent white shell is a spiritual shield which filters out those influences which would be harmful or upsetting to you. Before beginning your prayers or meditations, you should always strengthen this protective shield.
The gross body of the waking state, the subtle body of the dream state, both made of twenty-five *tattvas*, are verily of *bindu’s* power. That power, permeating the soul, penetrates the states of waking and dreaming.

*Tirumantiram* 2187
Dreams have been a mystery and a puzzle to people of all ages throughout time. The wonderment of dreams has been apparent in history, philosophy and now even in science. This leads us to assume that the dream state is not unlike the waking state, for especially in this technological age of communication, we live more in our mind than in our physical body. Millions are computer literate and deal in concepts far beyond the normal state anyone would have found himself in one hundred years ago. The mind never sleeps—only the physical body experiences this indulgence—and the physical brain perceives and records what passes through the mind, but the astral brain perceives and records...oh-so-much more! Therefore, keeping this in mind, there is a continuity of consciousness twenty-four hours a day, but not all of it is perceived or recorded by the physical brain, either through the day or through the night. This is why it is difficult to remember all the details of one’s life and experience, even as short a time as forty-eight hours ago. It is only the important things, those which make the strongest impression within the physical brain’s memory patterns, that are remembered. ¶In the inner worlds, inner universe, there is a life not unlike this one that we experience as a jīva, but far more complete, intricate, logical and much more advanced. Within this world, the Antarloka, there are great schools where students gather to learn of a more productive future that they can participate in creating when they incarnate. Here they mix and mingle with other souls whose physical bodies are sleeping and whom they will work and cooperate with during their next cycle of birth. It is a well-planned-out universe, both the outer universe and the inner universe. The value of sleep for the person on the path is to gain the ability to bypass the lower dream state and soar deeper within to these inner-plane schools. This is done by the repetition of mantras, japa yoga, just before sleep, after relaxing the body through hatha yoga and diaphragmatic breathing. ¶It is almost traditional in many cultures to try to remember one’s dreams, and dreamologists will even interpret them for you. This all borders close to the realm of superstition and is far less desirable for spiritual growth than other more pragmatic types of practices. A beginner on the path, or even one in the intermediate phase, should endeavor to forget dreams and strengthen

---

_**Very special dreams come from the Gods, and are more akin to visions. During sleep, a devotee sees Śiva, Pāti, approaching, His raised hand holding a fetter, pāśa, with which He binds the soul, paśu, symbolized in Saiva Siddhānta by the white bull, Nandi.**_
the fibers of the mind and psyche through daily *sādhana*. There is actually a time, on the *yoga mārga*, after the *charyā* and *kriyā mārgas* have been well mastered and passed through, that the remembrance of one’s dreams is beneficial and fruitful, but this would only be between the *guru* and the *śishya*. ¶When *japa* is well performed and the sincere desire is maintained to transcend the forces of the physical body and enter into the astral schools of learning, the aspirant would have dreamless nights. A deep sleep would prevail. There may be a few seconds of dreaming just before awakening, to which one should not pay any attention, as the astral body quickly reenters the physical. But a deep, dreamless sleep is in itself an indicator that the *purusha* is totally detached from the physical forces and totally intact and functioning in the Devaloka. Himalayan Academy is an academy in the Devaloka in which *rishis* of the Nandinātha Sampradāya teach, help and guide tens of thousands of devotees of God Śiva who have been influenced by the words and teachings of our *sampradāya*. ¶We want to forget bad dreams as quickly as possible, lest by remembering them through the conscious mind we impress them in the immediate subconscious and make them manifest in daily life. To think about a bad dream is to create. To forget it is to avoid creating. Therefore, if you have the slightest worry about dreams and are not directly under a *guru’s* guidance on a daily basis, it is best to let them slide by and consider them unimportant and not a part of you, as you would consider a television program to be. ¶Really bad nightmare kinds of dreams are not natural to the sleeper’s mind. Therefore, we must assume that they are produced by outside influences, such as what the neighbors are going through in the next apartment, the apartment above or the apartment below, or what a dear friend or relative may be experiencing in daily life. Subjective as they are, the frustrated, confused, even threatening, dreams of this nature are taken to be one’s creation or one’s own problem. However, this is more than often not true. A child may be tormented by nightmares and wake up screaming, and the solution would be to have it sleep in another room, away from the next-door apartment where the husband and wife are battling, entertaining hateful thoughts. These kinds of quarrels permeate the inner atmosphere one hundred yards around, as far as the loudest voice could be heard if there were no walls. This is why those on the path seek the quiet of a forest, a life away from the city, in order to perform *sādhana* in their spiritual pursuit. Dreams of capture and chase are not products of one’s own mind. They are definitely outside influences.
When we are in a dream, it seems so real to us. When we wake up, we reflect on it as a dream, which is usually thought of as unreal. Similarly, Indian philosophers enjoy saying that we are in this life and it seems real until we wake up, through spiritual enlightenment, to a greater reality. If we postulate that dreams are real, we must then acknowledge that what we remember of them is our uninhibited states of consciousness, experience, unencumbered by society, local and national customs or inhibitions planted into the mind by parents at a young age. Knowing this will let us know who we really are, underneath the façade, encumbered by society, suppressed by beliefs and attitudes of the waking state. We are free in our dreams. No one is looking at us. Society, family and friends are not judging us. Knowing who we really are, underneath the façade, will let us know who we really are.

Ayurveda physicians state that those of the kapha dosha, which is water and earth, often dream of water. One who is of the pitta dosha, fire nature, dreams of fire. A vata, or air nature, dreams of air. But they also say that it may be best to forget your dreams, because they might be produced by indigestion or constipation. And these may be dreams you would not want to remember. Nevertheless, if dreams depict who we really are, it may be beneficial for those under the guidance of a satguru to write them down each morning upon arising and put them at his holy feet at the end of each month. This would be strictly a guru-śishya training relationship and for a specified period of time, not more than four months. It might be scary, even disheartening, for you to do this for yourself. And satgurus would recommend that you forget your dreams upon awakening, for if remembered they may bring that reality into the awakened reality and produce experiences you would not want to experience.

One more thing comes to mind—this is that occasionally I have experienced being absolutely aware, fully conscious of the physical body, eyes closed, while simultaneously seeing through the eyes of the inner body and communicating through thought with astral people in my room. Sometimes when the mathavāsis have been late to feed me because I was napping but fully conscious, the guardian devas would come before me with delicious food, nicely prepared, and with their astral hands spoon it into my mouth, and I could actually smell and taste it. When the astral meal is over, I am not physically hungry anymore. During the height of the Sri Lanka civil war crisis, when thousands of my devotees there were being killed day after day, several times during the day I deliberately took naps, off and on. Just before these sleeps and just
before awakening in the morning, I would meet with those who had been killed and bless them one at a time as they came before me. I was totally conscious as my astral hand would put the blessing, the mark of vibhūti, Śiva’s sacred ash, upon their forehead. Then they would go on into the Śivaloka. This type of physical-astral experience is definitely not a dream; nor is it a superconscious vision. It is an actual, intense human happening involving this world and its astral double, coexisting in communicative activity. Unlike dreams, which are quickly forgotten, these physical-astral experiences, not unlike superconscious visions, leave an indelible mark in the physical brain and are more vivid months and even years later than when they were experienced. ¶For three or four years in the late fifties, I researched the death experience and its astral interface with this apparent reality. The dream world was explored, and the astral interface with waking consciousness within it. We discovered that there are many thousands of astral lovers who regularly visit women to satisfy their sexual desires. These women are single, either not married yet, or divorced, or married, but their husbands were not able to satisfy them. It was also discovered that because of this psychic phenomenon, women who have had unhappy marriages are more attracted than men to spiritualism, as it was called in those days. Such astral male lovers are called gandharvas in the Vedas, and their female counterparts are the apsarās. These are definitely experiences, astral-physical-plane interface experiences, as real as happenings during the waking day.

Wednesday
LESSON 241
Interpreting Dreams

In the early 1980s, just before Sri Lanka’s civil war, I was invited by the government to travel through the country and visit all who were attached to our Śiva Yogaswāmī Paramparā during the past century. There were massive parades for miles and miles in villages we passed through, grand receptions, rides on great chariots and hundreds of garlands from those that came alive for the event. All during these times, knowing that war was imminent, I preached that Śiva’s devotees do not fear death, it is only a passing into another life. Later, at the height of the civil war, when my devotees were experiencing the transition and the killing and torture, it was perplexing to me to understand how people that were so high in consciousness and culture could go so low. ¶In many, many astral, conscious states, I visited the lowest chakras, protected by devonic helpers and unseen by those within them, and discovered for myself these regions before ever reading about them. Having never read a book from cover to
cover in my life and, having been trained from very early years, sixteen
or seventeen, to have the experience first and then somehow or other
it would be verified by scripture later on, this was my path. I was told
that to know what was coming up in the experiential pattern of spiritual
unfoldment could be to put into the subconscious mind the experience
and memories of it, which would not be the experience at all. This, I was
taught, would build a spiritual pride that would detour one from the path
to Self Realization. Very carefully I observed this, fully understanding the
wisdom of the advice. It was amazing to me to have verified in obscure
scriptures that the chakras, or talas, below the mūlādhāra were exactly as
when I visited each of them, guided by mighty devas who had the power
to go anywhere within the mind. Life has taught me that knowledge is best
when it is experiential, not intellectually learned and then remembered.
This I have endeavored to impress upon my devotees over the past five
decades. Hindus say there are kinds of dreams conjured from the needs
of the individual, and then there is another kind that is sent by the Gods.
I myself have appeared in dreams to people that have never seen me, seen
my picture or even knew of my physical existence. Gods communicate by
pictures. Therefore, certain kinds of dreams have meaning if they are sent
by the Gods. Signs, symbols and body language to the Asian people have
great meaning. For instance, folding your arms across the chest in the
West may be just resting them; in the East it is a sign of disdain. Dreams
from the Gods come to very religious people who live a disciplined life
of sādhana, rising at four in the morning, and living Hindu Dharma to
the best of their ability to understand it. They have attracted the atten-
tion of the Gods because they have penetrated the realms of the Gods. If
they let down, then they would not have those kinds of visitations any
longer. The average lifetime is about eighty years in the United States.
The average time someone sleeps is about one third of his life. Therefore,
we are dreaming about twenty-seven years of our life. We assume that
dreams only occur when the physical body is asleep. But what about the
unproductive thoughts, the daydreams, thinking about unfounded fears,
the uncontrolled states of waking mind, mental arguments, mental fears,
the uncontrolled combative thoughts, fantasies—sexual, violent, tender,
loving, worrisome, fretful, indecisive or gruesome? If someone confesses
his dreams he has at night, he should also confess his dreams during the
day. The ancient scriptures say that dreams are like our waking thoughts
in this way: if we dream and forget the dream, it is as though the dream
had never happened. If you think a thought during the day and forget
the thought, it’s as though the thought had never happened. It’s when we
remember and speak out a dream or remember and speak out a thought
that it has reality on this plane.

Some dreams come from the person’s nature, vāta, pitta, kapha, and others from the emotional nature, some from subconscious fears, and some from just playing
back experiences in daily life. But certain dreams are
brought by the Gods. We might not call these dreams,
by our way of defining them. And there are prophetic dreams. Prophetic
dreams come from the superconscious mind, beyond the subconscious. It
is a state of mind that sees into the future and into the past simultaneously,
is able to read the ākāśic records. During intense periods of one’s life that
will manifest in the future, be they good, bad or mixed, it is this state of
mind within every human soul that is tapped, or that of its own volition
infiltrates its wisdom in coming events upon the physical brain through
what is called a prophetic dream. There is no mystery here. Sincere souls
should be warned of impending dangers or good fortune that might dis-
rupt their current mundane lifestyle. To be forewarned is to be forearmed.
Like visions of the Gods and astral-physical interfaces, prophetic dreams,
which are more like visions, are also remembered and cannot be forgot-
ten. They are remembered day after day even more vividly than when
they occurred. Let’s not be unaware that our own superconsciousness, our
third eye, our dūrdarśana, our far-seeingness, can warn us of events. ¶If
you dream that you are dying, in Hindu thought it means you are going
to live. But if you dream your teeth are falling out, you are going to die.
And we must know that this has been tried and tested and proved worthy
over thousands of years of experience. I myself, being of a kapha dosha,
dream of water. When the water is calm, I know that there will be no
mental disturbances in the foreseeable future. But when there are dash-
ing ocean waves, I know that within seventy-two hours, three days, there
will be a mental disturbance with an aggression of mental force. This has
been proven to my external, conscious mind time and time again. The
ancient texts speak of giant floods that consume the world, as in typical
dreams. The single most talked about dream in Indian lore is of flying. ¶If
you remember a dream a month later, it is not an ordinary dream. It has
meaning. Therefore, if you are prone to go to a dream analyst, and you
want to get the right knowledge from his perception, present to him an
astral-physical interface, a dream or a vision, at least thirty-one days after it has happened and which is still important to you and a part of your life. This is the best advice we can give for an honest appraisal. This is very good satguru advice. ¶The most prophetic dreams come in the early hours just before sunrise. The more subconscious-cleansing type dreams come before that time. But in my own experience, the really impressive dreams come just before waking up at three or four o’clock in the morning. It’s always a couple of hours before sunrise. Eleven or twelve o’clock? No! These are kind of witchy times, subconscious times, and dreams experienced then just fade away. ¶When you wake up during the night, discipline should be applied lest you just roll over in a semi-conscious state and return to the dream world, going back into a subconscious or lower astral area— which might be negative, might be positive, you don’t know. To avoid this, you should become fully awake. The ideal practice for seekers is to sit up when you wake up during the night. Sit and listen for a minute or two to the nāda-nādi śakti or go into the light within your head if you are able. Then, if you wish, consciously lie down and go back to sleep, just like you did when you went to bed in the first place. ¶If you then have difficulty returning to sleep, you can assume you have had sufficient rest for your physical body. In such a case, don’t force yourself to return to sleep, waiting for the alarm to ring, which is a kind of indulgence. Instead, get up. That means fully get out of bed, get dressed and do something useful. If you just roll over and go into the semi-conscious dream world, you can go into subconscious areas, into the Pretaloka, and even have astral attacks from astral entities, and even into the talas below the mūlādhāra. This drains the physical and astral energies of their life and vigor. In my early training, both ways were tested, so the knowledge from actual experience is evident. Follow the formula: “Wake up, get up.” One of my śādhanas practiced in Sri Lanka in the late ’40s was to sleep for only two hours, wake up with the help of a small alarm clock, sit in the lotus posture and meditate as long as possible, reset the alarm for another two hours, and repeat until just before sunrise. ¶When people begin to meditate and are on the spiritual path, working with themselves—and this means that they do accomplish making a difference in their behavior, their beliefs, attitudes and daily actions—their dream life will reflect these results as well. For them, the dream karmas can be worked out. Karma is often qualified as a force that is sent out from us and returns to us, generally through other people. Nearly always, karma is related to the waking
state. However, we do experience emotions in dreams. The world within is as solid as is the body in which we find ourself in the awakened state. We do experience in the inner worlds, while the physical body is asleep, forces going out from our thoughts, feelings and what we say and think, and these obviously are dream karmas, real karmas that will eventually manifest on the physical plane unless reexperienced and dissolved within the dream world itself. The reason why dream karmas can only be worked out by those who are performing sādhana and making actual changes in their lives is because they have effected a certain soul control over their mind, physical body and emotions, and this naturally carries over into the dream reality.

We really should have another word for this dream reality, as the word dream has taken on connotations of something that only exists in one’s imagination. These kinds of dreams—when a person is in his astral body and can feel what he touches, emote to his experiences, think and talk—are not what is known as the dream state. This is an astral experience, similar to the death experience, but the astral body is still connected to the physical body. Dreams and death are brothers, with the exception that the silver cord is not broken, which is the psychic cord of actinodic energy, or the umbilical cord between the astral body and its physical duplicate, or of the physical body and its astral duplicate. Therefore, when one begins the regular practice of sādhana, meditation, mantras, correcting behavioral patterns in daily life, the astral body is able to disconnect from the physical body and an astral reality is experienced, which is not a dream when remembered, in the sense that dreams are usually denoted to be. The English-language concepts of dreams—such as “when I wake up,” “when I was dreaming” or “I tried to remember my dream”—set the pattern for the psychology behind dreams in the Western context. We could say, “I realized I was consciously active as I reentered my physical body and tried to impress in my physical brain the creative work, activity, thoughts, feelings and experiences that happened throughout the night.” This would be affirming twenty-four-hour consciousness, of which the physical body plays a very small part in its apparent reality. Because they are experienced, because they affect our waking life and because many of them are portents of the future: these are reasons Adi Sankara gave in saying that dreams are real in many respects. In the West, dreams are thought of as more or less unreal. In the East they are thought of as both real and
unreal. The Sanskrit word for dream, svapna, is etymologically related to the Greek word hypnos and includes the content of dream and the form or process of dreaming. It is one of four avasthās, or states of consciousness, given in the Upanishads: jagrat, the waking state; svapna, the sleeping or dreaming state; sushupti, deep sleep; and turiya, the fourth state, also called samādhi.

We have spoken earlier about the twenty-four-hour consciousness of the mind and how even in the waking state an uncontrolled mind is dreaming and fantasizing, and we made the point that it is only the physical body that experiences the phenomenon of sleep. The astral body does not have to. It can remain awake and active twenty-four hours a day, because it is always functioning within the physical body during the physical body’s waking hours as well. We actually live in our astral body twenty-four hours a day. That is the true home of the soul, mind, emotions, seed karmas. The astral body, when fortunate enough to have a physical body, uses it at least half a day every day, when that body is not sleeping. More and more subtle dimensions of consciousness are dealt with in sādhana. Ultimately, perhaps, one even begins to work with dreams in subtle ways. The Hindu idea that one would not steal or injure even in a dream seems to reinforce this subtlety. A dream that might not mean anything to an ordinary person, say an incident of stealing, might be thought important to an adept. Often religious people suppress their natural feelings in order to live up to religious concepts of virtue and ethics that they have not naturally worked into and earned by clearing up their past behavioral patterns through daily sādhana, self-inquiry and change in belief through belief therapy. This means totally eradicating one belief and replacing it with a new one that is more in line with the religious principles they have decided to mold into their life than were the older ones. Because of this suppression, the expression of the desires is released and experienced during dreams. Many people who have accomplished these repressions exceedingly well have repetitive dreams. Here the guru would take note of the dreams that were occurring to see if they were actually suppressed desires, feelings and emotions that had to be talked about in the light of day and changed, especially if they are recurring. The recurrence of the same or similar dream experience indicates that work needs to be done within the seeker, who has set for himself too high a standard during the waking state and is not performing enough sādhana and tapas to maintain that standard. Therefore, the letdown comes when no one is watching. During dreams he can do what he really
The key here for the seeker is not to carry the dream into daily life and then start to do what he did in the dream in the physical world. This would only make more karmas and compound the situation, stop the sādhanas and open a door for perhaps endless other karmas or a complete life change, change of personality. The remedy is, if possible under the guidance of a guru, to perform certain sādhanas, tapas, penance, self-inquiry, even a penance for having the dream, while remembering the high standards of virtue and good conduct that should have been maintained during that sleep cycle. This explains the Hindu point of view that one should not steal even during dreams, commit adultery, harm anyone or act against dharma, the yamas and niyamas, in any way.

In India there is the concept that dreams affect not only the dreamer himself but those around him as well. Partially this is because the concept of self is intertwined with everything else: family, community, village, cosmos. Thus, a dream by the guru would affect all of his monks.

The dreams that a guru would dream would become the teachings of the guru to all sishyas. But because the sishyas were in tune with his inner mind, the knowledge would be imparted to them at the same time that the dreams were occurring. Therefore, they would very rapidly pick up on the teachings that developed out of the dreams. Similarly, families, friends, loved ones and relations are all connected. To be connected to a guru would not disconnect you from your family, but only from the members of the family that were not connected to the same guru. They would, all of a sudden, be on the outside of the family looking in, because they would not be in the inner, dream, astral, inner-plane-school phenomenon that being connected to a guru provides. When entire families are of the same sampradāya and hold allegiance to the same paramparā, all goes well in the continuity of consciousness through the entire life cycle. There is no reason to think that dreams are individually secret in the vibrations they create and that they do not affect the inner minds of those the person is connected to. But then again, this applies to people who are doing regular spiritual disciplines and are tapping inner resources and through these inner resources are tapping the higher dimensions of the mind and striving for higher consciousness. The first thing a guru would do, or which you can do, if somebody tells about a dream, is to discern if he is an undisciplined person. If so, the dream obviously reflects his undisciplined nature. If he has been disciplined in the past and is now resting on his
accomplishments and has let down on his disciplines, or if he is currently
doing yoga at a certain time each day, this knowledge itself will show in
the dream’s quality. In India, dreams are also understood to be good and
bad omens. The Atharva Veda’s appendix sixty-eight is all about the sym-
bolism of dreams. Traditional good omens are dreaming that you have
been killed, that your house has burned down. Indian dream analyzers
actually interpret those dreams as positive. Dreaming that your teeth are
falling out is bad. Being covered with oil is bad. Dreaming of a woman in
a green or red sārī is bad, though dreaming of a woman in general is con-
sidered auspicious. If you dream that someone gave you an umbrella or
that you are riding on a camel, that is good. It is only ignorance—which
is the ability to ignore—to pass over an entire subject area of knowledge
with a superficial reason or comment. These age-old traditions which
have stood the test of time are obviously a systematic investigation by
many learned people of what tens of thousands of men and women have
experienced after having had dreams of these kinds and thus formulated
these postulations. The Western rationalist would write them off simply
as superstition. The word superstition comes from the Latin supersti-
tio, originally meaning “a standing still over.” Webster’s Dictionary defines
superstition as “any belief or attitude based on fear or ignorance that is
inconsistent with the known laws of science or with what is generally
considered in the particular society as true and rational, especially such
a belief in charms, omens, the supernatural, etc.” These simple words are
very important because they have the power to block out from human
consciousness vast amounts of mystical knowledge. The Hindu looks at
time not in a twenty-four-hour day, but a cycle of lifetimes, of many lives,
and from creation of the soul to its eventual fulfillment of merger in
Siva. The Westerner looks at time as a straight line. It has a beginning; it
has an end. The line begins at birth and ends at death. Therefore, such
a short line of consciousness cannot waste time in superstition, imagi-
nation. Whereas the Hindu believes that the knowledge acquired in one
life should be carried over to the next life, the next and the next. It is an
ever-building, ever-growing maturation of not only the soul but the many
bodies it inhabits. The theme that we are working with is the continuity
of consciousness from birth to death—but even more, from the creation
of the soul to its final merger into its creator, having fully matured into
the image and likeness of the creator—and the experiential consciousness,
twenty-four hours a day, as creating karmas.
It is the one-life belief that creates the big distinction between waking and sleeping. It is the super misconception that the objective reality is real and the subjective reality is fantasy, unreal. Quite the contrary, the subjective reality is real and the objective reality is less real from the Hindu point of view. Both the subjective and objective realms are given reality by the previous samiskāras impressed within the soul, and when done with and healed, those subjective and objective realities fade away. It is because of these samiskāras that people do not merge with Śiva as Śiva, why the jīva does not become Śiva immediately. Experiences had and karmas made in a physical birth will require a physical birth to heal them. Experiences and karmas made in the dream world will require sleep experience to heal them.

One of the strong themes in Hindu dream thought is that of shared dreams. This means two people having the same dream and confirming it later by talking about it, two people communicating in a dream which reflects later in reality, or two people entering a dream together. Tibet’s gurus and disciples would dream the same dream consciously, being of such one-mindedness, with the purpose of creating something on the physical plane, and if they pooled their minds like that, they would be able, according to our tradition, to create something that never existed before.

Two people sharing the same dream and communicating within that dream is a definite astral-plane experience. People endeavoring to have the same dream is a systematic teaching of the Nandinātha Sampradāya, such as entering inner-plane schools where everyone is learning from great Nātha adepts. People having the same dream and then talking about it and saying “Yes, I had a dream like that at the same time” may be a prophetic message from the Gods and devas, a form of channeling. The intelligent souls living in the inner world want to communicate something to those in the outer world and can’t communicate it directly through a psychic, so they try to communicate it through dreams through numerous people. These are usually very prophetic dreams. Dreams of this kind should not be taken overly seriously if only two people have them, because one might be just agreeing with the other that he had also had it, compromising or looking for favors. If two people have had the same dream, they should look for a third person who has also had the same dream. This is the protective step to take. The inner-plane beings will project the same image and knowledge through five, ten, fifteen individuals, so there will always be a third person, or a fourth or a fifth. Then these prophetic kinds...
of dreams can really be taken seriously. With these kinds of projected dreams, there is no need to panic, because they are projected by the great overseers of this planet long before anything foreboding would happen, to give inhabitants a chance to understand and adjust the situation. They are not given in the framework of something happening in two or three days or a week or two. Enlightenment gives experiential understanding of all states of mind, from the nothing which is the fullness of everything and the fullness which is the emptiness of nothing, into sound, color, combinations of colors and sounds, which is form. The forms that interrelate with forms make saṃskāras. The forms of the saṃskāras remembered separate and categorize the forms, and voilà, human life is created. Enlightenment means seeing the entire picture simultaneously, because when the light is turned on, everything in the room is seen. When the light is turned on in the mind, everything in the mind is seen. There are no mysteries, no dark areas, no gray areas. Unlike turning on the light in the room, which immediately produces shadows, enlightenment illumines everything in the mind from the inside out. There are no shadows, no mysteries. Yes, dreams are no mystery to the enlightened, but are seen no differently than the waking state. There is only one reality in form, which is the pure consciousness which is conscious of form, and this reality is what realizes itself as formless, timeless, spaceless. An enlightened man does not dream or live differently, but simply sees his dreams and waking life differently. The unenlightened person has definitely a darkness, many gray areas in the struggle for enlightenment. Or, if he is not struggling for enlightenment, the blackness within is his reality. An occasional flash of light, which might come with a bright, unexpected idea, is like a word from the Divine, considered a word from the Divine. The unenlightened are blinded by their own good deeds, mixed deeds and bad deeds of the past, couped up in darkness and held there by their lethargy and inability to attempt a yoga, a union, with the Divine. As a single leaf from a tree can guard your eyes from the bright impact of sunlight when held between you and the sun, so can one single belief—and the religious ones are clung to most religiously—hold a believer in dark areas of the mind.
There is nothing higher than dharma. Verily, that which is dharma is truth.  
Sukla Yajur Veda, Brihadrānyaka Upanishad 1.4.14. bo uph, p. 84

There is One Real. Call it Śiva. This Parabrahman is formless, stainless, one without a second, changeless, beyond the highest. This Maheśvara is all-knowing, all-doing, sovereign of all, self-luminous, without beginning or end. All embodied souls, jīvas, all the born creatures, are portions of Me, like sparks of the fire. But human birth is the most important, for it is then that one becomes awake, aware of his state of bondage and the necessity of release. It is then that one is in a position to take steps for his liberation from bondage’s hold. Humans have a self-will and are not totally subject to the impulses and drives of nature as are other creatures. It is only on this Earth—and that, too, in a human body endowed with a soul—that one can choose one’s path for spiritual progress. But not all are aware of the precious opportunity afforded by human birth, which is truly the ladder to liberation.  
Kulārṇava Tantra 1. bo kt, p. 18

Borne along and defiled by the stream of qualities, unsteady, wavering, bewildered, full of desire, distracted, one goes on into the state of self-conceit. In thinking “This is I” and “That is mine” one binds himself with himself, as does a bird with a snare.  
Krishna Yajur Veda, Maitri Upanishad 3.2. uph, p. 418

By means of the hymns one attains this world, by the sacrificial formulas the space in-between, by holy chant the world revealed by the sages. With the syllable Aum as his sole support, the wise man attains that which is peaceful, unageing, deathless, fearless—the Supreme.  
Atharva Veda, Praśna Upanishad 5.7. ve, p. 775

The resplendent Self, through the ecstasy of spiritual joy, inspires all virtuous thoughts among men of divine nature.  
Rig Veda 8.32.28. rs v. 9, p. 3,025

Vāsanā is divided into two, the pure and the impure. If thou art led by the pure vāsanās, thou shalt thereby soon reach by degrees My Seat. But should the old, impure vāsanās land thee in danger, they should be overcome through efforts.  
Sukla Yajur Veda, Mukti Upanishad 2. upa, p. 7
The spirit of man has two dwellings: this world and the world beyond. There is also a third dwelling place: the land of sleep and dreams. Resting in this borderland, the Spirit of man can behold his dwelling in this world and in the other world afar, and wandering in this borderland he beholds behind him the sorrows of this world and in front of him he sees the joys of the beyond.

Śukla Yajur Veda, Brihadāranyaka Upanishad 4.3.9. upm, p. 134

Japa is the happy giver of enjoyment, salvation, self-fulfilling wish. Therefore, practice the yoga of japa and dhyāna. All blemishes due to transgressions of rule, from the jīva up to the Brahman, done knowingly or unknowingly, are wiped away by japa. Kulārṇava Tantra 11.1. KT, p. 111

Just as fire without fuel is extinguished in its own source, so is the mind extinguished in its own source when thoughts have ceased. When the mind of a seeker after truth has become extinguished in its own source, he is no longer deluded by the sense objects, which are deceptive and are subservient to karma. The mind indeed is this fleeting world; therefore it should be purified with great effort. One becomes like that which is in one’s mind—this is the everlasting secret. Only by a tranquil mind does one destroy all action, good or bad. Once the self is pacified, one abides in the Self and attains everlasting bliss. If the mind becomes as firmly established in Brahman as it is usually attached to the sense objects, who, then, will not be released from bondage? The mind is said to be two kinds: pure and impure. It becomes impure when it is touched by desire, and pure when freed from desire. When a man, having made his mind perfectly stable, free from attachment and confusion, enters upon the mindless state, then he attains the supreme abode. The bliss that arises in the state of highest absorption, when the pure mind has come to rest in the Self, can never be expressed by words! One must experience it directly, one’s own self, in one’s inner being. If a man’s mind is merged in the Self, then he is completely released, just as water is not distinguishable in water, or fire in fire, or air in air. The mind alone is man’s cause of bondage or release: it leads to bondage when attached to the sense objects, and to release when freed from them. Thus it is taught.

Kṛishṇa Yajur Veda, Maitri Upanishad 6.34.1-7; 8-11 VE, p. 422
PART THREE
Merging
In the All
Unaware of the evil fruits that *karma* brings, they choose not to attain the *jñāna* which grants liberation from *karma*. “Renounce *karma* and be liberated”—this Vedic teaching is unknown to them who, wallowing in *karma*, will never reap the rich harvest.

*Tirumantiram 2557*
Memory patterns are extremely magnetic. They cause us to have experiences of the type that make us wonder, “Why should that have ever happened to me? What did I do to attract this? What did I do to cause that? I don’t deserve this happening to me.” The vibrations that cause these experiences were put into effect in this or a past life. Prāṇic forces deep within imprint memory patterns of these actions we put into motion, causing us to face the reactions of them in this life. We face those reactions collectively through other people and through our own action. We are impelled to do certain things. Why? We call it karma. Karma means cause and effect. We throw a boomerang. It travels out into the air, turns around and comes back to us with equal force. In a similar way, our actions and even our thoughts set up patterns of reaction that return to us with equal force. This is the natural law of karma. Every action, every effect, in the universe has been preceded by a specific cause or set of causes. That cause is in itself an effect of prior causes. The law of karma is the law of cause and effect, or action and reaction. When we cause a traumatic disruption within ourselves or within others, the action is imprinted in the memory patterns of the mūlādhāra chakra. The seed has been planted and will remain vibrating in the depths of the mind even though consciously forgotten. We carry it over from life to life, from birth to birth until one day it blossoms into the fruit of our action—reaction. The reason patterns of the svādhishṭhāna chakra, just above memory, do not understand these experiences at all, because that chakra functions at a different rate of vibration. So, only after the event has occurred, or the impulses have come, can we reason them out rationally. Since we have forgotten our past life and are only left with the prāṇic reverberations deep in the memory cells, we don’t know the causes. In fact, there seems to be no cause for many of the things that happen to us in life, no reason or justification. This can be frustrating. However, that is karma, and it is generally written off by saying, “That’s karma.” It is an effect to a previous cause. The best attitude to hold when you first recognize the existence of karma is to realize that, true, it is a joy or a burden, and to stand straight, carrying that joy or that burden well balanced, seeking at all times not to add to it. Carry your karma cheerfully. Then begin the tedious task.

Karma is a self-creating principle, and each soul is responsible for his own karma. That concept is symbolized by a sculptor’s carving himself out of a granite stone, just as we create our own experiences through our thoughts, words and deeds. Ganeśa, the Lord of karma, looks on.
of unwinding these multitudinous patterns through performing daily śādhana. Each next step will become quite obvious to you as you begin to find that you are the writer of your own destiny, the master of your ship through life, and the freedom of your soul is but yours to claim through your accomplishments of your yoga.

Tuesday
LESSON 247
How We Face
Our Karma

How can we work out karma? There are thousands of things vibrating in the mūlādhāra chakra, and from those memory patterns they are going to bounce up into view one after another, especially if we gain more prāṇa by breathing and eating correctly. When meditation begins, more karma is released from the first chakra. Our individual karma is intensified as the ingrained memory patterns that were established long ago accumulate and are faced, one after another, after another, after another.

¶In our first four or five years of striving on the path we face the karmic patterns that we would never have faced in this life had we not consciously sought enlightenment. Experiences come faster, closer together. So much happens in the short span of a few months or even a few days, catalyzed by the new energies released in meditation and by our efforts to purify mind and body, it might have taken us two or three lifetimes to face them all. They would not have come up before then, because nothing would have stimulated them. ¶First, we must know fully that we ourselves are the cause of all that happens. As long as we externalize the source of our successes and failures, we perpetuate the cycles of karma, good or bad. As long as we blame others for our problems or curse the seeming injustices of life, we will not find within ourselves the understanding of karmic laws that will transmute our unresolved patterns. We must realize that every moment in our life, every joy and every sorrow, can be traced to some source within us. There is no one “out there” making it all happen. We make it happen or not happen according to the actions we perform, the attitudes we hold and the thoughts we think. Therefore, by gaining conscious control of our thoughts and attitudes by right action, we can control the flow of karma. Karma, then, is our best spiritual teacher. We spiritually learn and grow as our actions return to us to be resolved and dissolved. ¶The second way to face karma is in deep sleep and meditation. Seeds of karma that have not even expressed themselves can be traced in deep meditation by one who has many years of experience in the within. Having pinpointed the unmanifested karmic seed, the jñāni can either dissolve it in intense light or inwardly live through the reaction of his past action. If his meditation
is successful, he will be able to throw out the vibrating experiences or desires which are consuming the mind. In doing this, in traveling past the world of desire, he breaks the wheel of *karma* which binds him to the specific reaction which must follow every action. That experience will never have to happen on the physical plane, for its vibrating power has already been absorbed in his nerve system.

**Wednesday**
**LESSON 248**
**Working It Out**
**On the Inside**

A third way that past actions are re-enacted is through the actual intense reactionary experience and working with yourself, conquering inner desires and emotions. When something happens to you that you put into motion in a past life or earlier in this life, sit down and think it over. Do not strike out. Do not react. Work it out inside yourself. Take the experience within, into the pure energies of the spine and transmute that energy back into its primal source. In doing so, what happens? You change its consistency. It no longer has magnetic power, and awareness flows away from that memory pattern forever. You could remember the experience, but your perspective would be totally detached and objective. This is the most common way *karma* is resolved, in day-to-day experiences. By living an inner life, you stop creating uncomplimentary *karma* and can therefore consciously face the reactions of the past without the confusion of additional day-to-day reactions. ¶Everyone lives an inner life. When you are thinking over that film that you saw last week, that is inner life. When you are deeply involved in a reactionary area because of something that has happened or is happening to someone else, you are living inwardly the same experience that you think he is going through. ¶In your life, someone you love has gone through an experience, and you have shared it with him. You felt his suffering and began to live it through dramatically. Actually, that same experience under a different set of conditions would have been happening to you, but it was happening to you in an indirect way through observation. You were able to vicariously work through this *karma*. ¶Perhaps your friend is destined to lose his leg in this life because he caused someone else to lose a leg in a past life. If he is living as an instinctive being, with all the energies flowing through the first two *chakras*, memory and reason, and through the passive physical forces, that experience will come to him in full force. However, perhaps he has his energies flowing through aggressive intellectual forces. Even if he is not consciously on the path of enlightenment, but is kindly and subdues his instinctive reactions by his intellect, that *karma* would still come back to
him, but he would experience it in a different way. ¶One morning he may pick up the newspaper and read about an automobile accident in which someone has lost a leg. This news jars him. His solar plexus tightens. His reaction is so severe that he cannot eat his breakfast that morning. He does not know why, but all day he lives and relives every experience the article describes. He wonders, “What if this had happened to me? What would I do? How would I face it? How would I adjust my consciousness to it?” At work he imagines himself going through life with one leg—the therapy, the family concern, the emotional adjustment. It may take him three or four days to work his awareness out of that reaction. He does not know why that particular article in the newspaper impressed him so much. It seems foolish to him to think so much about the event and he tries to forget it. Soon thereafter, while hiking in the mountains, he stumbles and falls, cutting his thigh on the jagged rocks, tearing a few ligaments. The full force of the karmic experience comes, but because of his present goodness and previous blessings earned through control of his intellect, he receives the experience as a minor wound and an emotional reaction to another’s losing his leg. This seed karma is worked through within himself in this way. He does not have to lose a leg, as he would if he were living in the instinctive mind of fear, anger and jealousy.

Thursday
LESSON 249
The Effect of Self Realization

“I am the master of my fate.” This is how you become the master of your fate and the ruler of your own destiny. Through meditation you can bring everything to the now. “What happens when all the karma of all my past lives is worked out and I finally bring myself up to the now? Then what happens?” you might ask. You would truly be an artisan, an absolute expert at working out karma in the mental and spiritual spheres, and could begin to help working out karma for other people. Karma is transferable. One can take on some of the karma of other people, work it out for them and make their burden a little easier for them. ¶After the realization of the Self, Paraśiva, the forces of dharma and previous karma still exist, but through the force of the realization of God, much of the impending impact of karma has dwindled, and it is faced differently, treated differently. Prior to the experience of realization, karmas were dealt with in individual increments. After realization, the sum total is seen. The spiritual destiny is realized. The karma and dharma and the future manufacturing of karma are viewed from within out, as a totality. ¶One does not have the experience of realizing the Self until all of his
karma is in a state of resolve. This means that the action-and-reaction patterns were balanced out, one against the other, through his ability to be steadfast in his yoga, brahmacharya and previous superconscious insights which have revealed the true nature of himself. When this begins to occur in him, he actually sees that man is not man, man is the Self, God, for his karma and the forces of his dharma have begun to become transparent to him. ¶Through the power of his realization, the karma is created and simultaneously dissolved. This occurs for the one who lives in the timeless state of consciousness. If one were to realize the Self each day, he would live his life like writing his karma on the surface of water. The intensity of the Self is so strong that action and reaction dissolve, just as the water’s surface clears immediately when you remove your finger from having written or made designs upon it.

Friday
LESSON 250
The State Of Resolve

When you hear the high-pitched sound “eee” in your head, your karma and your dharma are at that moment well balanced in this life. This is reassuring to know, as is the fact that if you persist in this state for an exceedingly long period of time, you would come into the realization of the experience of God. However, as you doubtless have already experienced, distractions you have set into motion teasingly bring awareness into another area, and almost without your knowing it, the high-pitched “eee” sound has faded and a thought has taken its place. ¶When you are in a state of resolve—and resolve is the key word here; this means you have resolved the major karmas of conflict—good fortune and all the emotions arise, both generated through understanding the awakened philosophies by the practice of yoga and the results obtained. Then the karmas of the head chakras begin to unfold, resulting in these sublime feelings. These karmas are only experienced after many Paraśiva experiences, but they are felt before as a blissful impending future. It is from these karmas the word bliss derives. Only beyond the beyond the beyond—within the vastness within the heart and core of the universes, when space turns to spacelessness, time stops and mâyā’s endless cycles are no more—are there no more karmas. Mâyā’s endless cycle of creation, preservation and dissolution are karmas in the manifold creations of this process.
Responsibly resolving karma is among the most important reasons that a satguru is necessary in a sincere seeker’s life. The guru helps the devotee to hold his mind in focus, to become pointedly conscious of thought, word and deed, and to cognize the lessons of each experience.

Without the guidance and grace of the guru, the devotee’s mind will be divided between instinctive and intellectual forces, making it very difficult to resolve karma. And only when karma is wisely harnessed can the mind become still enough to experience its own superconscious depths. The guru guides and also shares a bit of the heavier burdens, if one is fortunate enough to be dedicated enough to have a guru who will lend his powers in this way. But each aspect of the karma, the outgrowth of the dharma, must be passed through by the disciple, creating as little as possible of a similar karma on this tenuous path of the repetition of the cycles of life.

The guru is able, because of his enlightenment or tapas, or as his tapas, to take upon himself the karma of another. Just what exactly does this mean? You have already found such persons at the moment of your birth—your mother and your father, who, perhaps unknowingly, took the full impact of your dharma, and continue to take the impact of the karma you create, deeply within their nerve systems. If your karma is of a heavy nature, it could disrupt the entire home, and they could suffer because of it. On the other hand, if your dharma is devonic, full of merit accrued by generosity, good deeds and graciousness in your former life, your presence in their home is a blessing, and the force of your arrival may mitigate influences in their minds of an uncomely nature, bringing peace, harmony and forbearance into the home. The guru may take unto himself, into his nerve system, some of the heavier areas of your karma in the same way your parents performed this function for you perhaps unknowingly.

Planetary changes activate new karmas and close off some of the karmas previously activated. These karmas then wait in abeyance, accumulating new energy from current actions, to be reactivated at some later time. These karmic packets become more refined, life after life, through sādhana. All of this is summed up by one word, evolution. The planets do not cause the events or the vibrations that individuals react to either positively or negatively. The magnetic pulls of light or the absence of light release that which is already there within the individual. If not much is there, not much can be released. The magnetic pulls and the lack of magnetism are what jyotisha (Vedic astrology) is telling us is happening at every point in time. Two
things—magnetism and its absence. On and off. Light and dark. With and without. Action and no action. Therefore, these keys release within the individual what was created when other keys were releasing other karmas. It is our reaction to karmas through lack of understanding that creates most karmas we shall experience at a future time. The sum total of all karmas, including the journey through consciousness required to resolve them, is called saṅsāra. Dharma is like a box, made of restraints and observances. The box contains karma. It allows an individual to work through his birth karmas and prevent unseemly new karmas from being created to be worked out in the next life. Without the guidance of dharma, the individual is free to make all kinds of new karma.

**Sunday Lesson 252**

**Categories Of Karma**

We are born. Birth is like going on an Innersearch Travel-Study Program. In preparing for our journey, we pack certain belongings. We don’t bring everything that we own, which we could liken to our saṅchita karmas. We might try to, but we don’t. We bring only two suitcases, which we can manage quite easily, one in each hand, with wheels on them. Our other suitcases and things in our closet we leave at home. These are like the karmas that we don’t bring with us when we are born. We bring just a certain portion of our karmas to live through in this life, called prārabdha karmas. Karmas left to be worked out in another life are in seed stage, inactive—hanging in the closet. So, here we are, with our two suitcases of karma, and the idea is to go through life and come out the other end without the suitcases. Unless we have dharma, which we are committed to and live fully, which has the restraints, we would fill up the suitcases again, buying knick-knacks, as you all have been doing, so that when you get off the boat, your suitcases are full again. That becomes karma, kriyamāna karma. We have choices to not make new karma, especially the ones we don’t want to face in the future. That is the cycle of life. It works like that until all the suitcases are empty. The swāmīs who renounce the world and do tapas are trying to burn the seeds of the karmas that they did not bring with them in this life. They set fire to the whole house. They renounce the world and put restrictions upon themselves that others don’t, especially those who are going through their purushārtha karmas. You also have to do your karma. Understanding all this, we can see the need for daily discipline. What do we mean, exactly, by the terms good karma and bad karma? There is good karma as well as bad, though we say there is no good nor bad—only experience. Still, some karmas are more dif-
icult to bear, experience and reexperience than others. This is where it is extremely important to inhibit the tendencies to let loose the forces that externalize awareness, while at the same time performing the sādhana of realizing the Source through internalizing awareness. It is this constant pull between the inner and the outer, or individual awareness soaring back and forth between the externalities and internalities, that keeps churning the fiery forces of karma into the smoldering coals of dharma. Good karma is denoted by good merit, since every cause has its due effect. Therefore, so-called bad karma brings injury, pain, misunderstanding and anguish, which when suffered through completes the cycle. ¶Ancient yogīs, in psychically studying the timeline of cause and effect, assigned three categories to karma. The first is sañchita, the sum total of past karma yet to be resolved. The second category is prārabdha, that portion of sañchita karma being experienced in the present life. Kriyamāna, the third type, is karma you are presently creating. However, it must be understood that your past negative karma can be altered into a smoother, easier state through the loving, heart-chakra nature, through dharma and sādhana. That is the key of karmic wisdom. Live religiously well and you will create positive karma for the future and soften negative karma of the past. ¶Right knowledge, right decision and right action imperceptibly straighten out, unkink and unwind ignorantly devised or contrived past actions. The key word is reform. Re-form, re-make, re-cast. To put into a molten state and be re-formed is what happens to our karma when we enter dharma. Adharma is creating karma, good, not so good, terrible, mixed and confused. Dharma reforms all of this—reshapes and molds, allowing the devotee to do good and think good, to be clearly perceptive. Putting all the karma in a molten state is bhakti. Happy karma, sad karma, bad karma, when consciously or unconsciously wanted to be held on to, inhibits bhakti. Bhakti brings grace, and the sustaining grace melts and blends the karmas in the heart. In the heart chakra the karmas are in a molten state. The throat chakra molds the karmas through sādhana, regular religious practices. The third-eye chakra sees the karmas, past, present and future, as a singular oneness. And the crown chakra absorbs, burns clean, enough of the karmas to open the gate, the door of Brahman, revealing the straight path to merging with Śiva.
Closing the gateway below the mūlādhāra, center your thought on the door of Brahman above the sahasrāra and meditate on that into oneness. Fix your lance-like vision on that vast inner space. Thus practicing kundalini yoga, you shall vanquish time.

_Tirumantiram_ 583
Many seekers work or even struggle regularly with their meditations, especially those who are just beginning. “How does one know if he is really meditating or not?” That’s a question that a lot of people who meditate ask themselves. When you begin to know, having left the process of thinking, you are meditating at that point. When you sit down and think, you are beginning the process of meditation. For instance, if you read a metaphysical book, a deep book, and then sit quietly, breathe and start pondering what you have been reading, well, you’re not quite meditating. You’re in a state called concentration. You’re organizing the subject matter. When you begin to realize the interrelated aspects of what you have read, when you say to yourself, “That’s right. That’s right,” when you get these inner flashes, the process of meditation has just begun. If you sustain this intensity, insights and knowledge will come from the inside of you. You begin to connect all of the inner flashes together like a string of beads. You become just one big inner flash. You know all of these new inner things, and one insight develops into another, into another, into another. Then you move into a deeper state, called contemplation, where you feel these beautiful, blissful energies flow through the body as a result of your meditation. With disciplined control of awareness, you can go deeper and deeper into that. So, basically, meditation begins when you move out of the process of thinking. I look at the mind as a traveler looks at the world. Himalayan Academy students have traveled with me all over the world, in hundreds of cities, in dozens of countries, as we’ve set up āśramas here and there on our Innersearch Travel-Study programs. Together we have gone in and in and in and in amid different types of environments, but the inside is always the same wherever we are. So, look at the mind as the traveler looks at the world. Just as you travel around the world, when you’re in meditation you travel in the mind. We have the big city called thought. We have another big city called emotion. There’s yet another big city called fear, and another one nearby called worry. But we are not those cities. We’re just the traveler. When we’re in San Francisco, we are not San Francisco. When we’re aware of worry, we are not worry. We are just the inner traveler who has become aware of the different areas of the mind. Of course, when we are aware in the thought area, we

In ancient times, and rarely today, meditators would seek solitude in the wilderness to explore the within. Here a seeker has built an austere thatched hut in the foothills to live in and practice yogas. Śiva is watching over him with protective grace, symbolized by His embracing hair.
are not meditating. We’re in the intellectual area of the mind. We have to breathe more deeply, control the breath more and move awareness out of the thought area of the mind, into that next inner area, where we begin to know. Such an experience supersedes thinking, and that is when meditation starts. I’m sure that you have experienced that many, many times. ¶Many people use meditation to become quieter, relaxed, or more concentrated. For them, that is the goal, and if that is the goal, that is what is attained, and it’s attained quite easily. However, for the deeper philosophical student the goal is different. It’s the realization of the Self in this life. Meditation is the conveyance of man’s individual awareness toward that realization. Each one, according to his evolution, has his own particular goal. If he works at it, he fulfills that goal. For example, a musician playing the piano might be satisfied with being able to play simple, easy tunes to entertain himself and his friends. Yet, another musician more ambitious in the fine arts might want to play Bach and Beethoven. He would really have to work hard at it. He would have to be that much more dedicated, give up that much of his emotional life, intellectual life and put that much more time into it. So it is in meditation.

Meditation Is a Fine Art

Meditation is a fine art and should be approached in the same way the fine arts are approached. That’s the way we teach meditation at Himalayan Academy, as a fine art. The artist-teachers are not running after the students. You don’t learn a fine art that way. You go to your teacher because you want to learn. You might go a long distance. You want to learn, and so you study. He gives you something to work on. You go away and you work on it, and you come back having perfected it. That’s how we expect Academy students to progress along the path. Something has to happen on the inside, and it usually does. ¶Controlling the breath is the same as controlling awareness. They go hand in hand. During meditation, the breath, the heartbeat, metabolism—it all slows down, just like in sleep. You know, deep meditation and deep sleep are extremely similar. Therefore, the practice of prāṇāyāma and regulation of the breath, the prāṇas, the currents of the body, should really be mastered first. In the very same way, the dancer doesn’t just start out dancing. He starts out exercising first. He may exercise strenuously for a year before he begins to really dance. The pianist doesn’t sit down at the piano and start with a concert. He starts with the scales and with the chords. He starts by limbering his fingers, by perfecting his rhythm and posture. Meditation has to be
taught like one of the fine arts. It’s only the finely refined person who can really learn to meditate. Not everyone who wants to meditate can learn to meditate. Not everyone who wants to learn to dance or to play the piano can learn how to really, really do it. We need this preparation of the physical body so that the physical and emotional bodies behave themselves while you are in a deep state of meditation. Your breath will slow down until you almost seem to stop breathing. Sometimes you do, and you’re breathing with an inner breath. You have to educate yourself to that so it doesn’t make you fearful and bring you out of meditation with a jerk and a gasp, which can then inhibit you. You can get fearful in meditation. So, good basics must be learned for one to become a deep meditator. You can spend hours or years working with the breath. Find a good teacher first, one who keeps it simple and gentle. You don’t need to strain. Start simply by slowing the breath down. Breathe by moving the diaphragm instead of the chest. This is how children breathe, you know. So, be a child. If you learn to control the breath, you can be master of your awareness. The sense of bhakti yoga, a sense of devotion, is extremely important on the path. Unless we have a great bhakti, a great devotion, we can easily be shaken from the spiritual path. It’s the fuel that keeps us motivated. If we prepare our room before meditation by lighting an oil lamp or candle, a stick of incense, or only setting out a few fresh flowers, it puts us in a state of readiness; and for any serious thing that we do, we must prepare. If you’re going to cook a fine meal for a special guest, you take a bath first. You prepare yourself; you get ready. You get mentally, emotionally and physically ready. Meditation is the same thing. Physical preparations have their effect on the mind and emotions, too, turning awareness within and creating a mood and environment where there are fewer distractions. If you would prepare for meditation as exactly and precisely as you prepare yourself in the external world to go to work every day, your meditations would be much improved.

Wednesday
Lesson 255
Thought, Diet And Desire

Devotees occasionally ask, “When you experience a thought you don’t like, should you go around the thought, or go to the center of the thought and find out why you don’t like it?” Look at thoughts as people. I see thoughts when I’m in the world of thought like a school of fish. I’m there in the ocean, sitting and looking, and a school of fish goes by, right in front of me. Well, look at thoughts as people. You are aware of other people, but you are not other people. You are just aware of
other people. So, when you see someone you do not like, you don’t have to do anything about it. Let him be. It’s the same with thoughts. When a thought comes passing by that you don’t like, let it go. You don’t have to glue yourself onto it and psychoanalyze it; it doesn’t do the thought any good to be psychoanalyzed by you! A vegetarian diet is a big help on the spiritual path. Of course, it’s only one of the helpers on the path. I’ve worked out a very simple look at food. I look at food in four ways. You have four types of food: fresh food, dead food, clean food and dirty food. Not necessarily all fresh food is clean food. Much fresh food that we get nowadays is dirty food, because food is like a sponge. It will sponge up into itself chemicals, smog and inorganic substances. These are harmful to the physical body, because the physical body is organic. So, the object of nutrition for meditation is to eat clean, fresh, organically grown food and to avoid eating dead, chemically grown, dirty food. Every time you have a delicious dinner in front of you, ask yourself the question, “Is this clean fresh food or dead dirty food? Or, is this clean dead food or is it fresh dirty food?” After that, have a wonderful dinner, if you can! Basically, we eat one-third fruits, nuts and seeds and two-thirds fresh vegetables, salads, grains and dairy products. Such a diet keeps the physical and emotional forces subtle and refined, which therefore makes meditation subtle and refined, too. The within is very refined. We always try to the best of our ability, and we’re not finicky at all about watching the combination of foods. We have talked before about desire and transmutation. The idea of transmuting one’s desires really means becoming aware of something inside that you want even more than the external desires. Ultimately, man’s greatest desire and urgency is for the realization of the Self in this life—the core of his Being. Realize that and live with it and enjoy it while on this planet. Once we intensify that desire, other desires become less intense, only because we are less aware of them. They are still intense for the people who are aware of them, because they still exist, right in the mind substance. Here’s a wonderful meditation that I think you will enjoy. It shows you how simple the mind can be. How many hairs are there on your head? Thousands, but there’s only one hair in the total mind structure. People have thousands, and animals even have more, but basically there is only one hair. Think about that. There is only one eye. People have two, and so do animals. But study one eye and you know them all. There’s only one tooth. People have a lot of them, and so do animals, but there is basically only one in the universe of the
mind. Meditate on that and bring everything to the one. Then, when you get it all worked out—that there’s only one hair, there’s only one eye, there’s only one tooth, there’s only one fingernail, and there’s only one of everything—start throwing those few things away. Throw away the tooth and make it disappear. Throw away the hair and make it disappear. This will take you right to the essence, the total essence of your being. Of course, probably your awareness will wander in the meantime, and you won’t get through this meditation. But keep working at it and really make everything extremely simple. We look at the world with our two physical eyes and we see such a complexity that it’s almost mind-boggling to encompass the entirety of it all. It’s much simpler than that on the inside.

### Thursday

**LESSON 256**

**Energy and Meditation**

Highly emotional states should be avoided by one who meditates. The reaction to the emotional experience is too strenuous for him to live with. It takes quite a while for that reaction to re-enact back through his nerve system. When one goes through an emotional state, it takes seventy-two hours for the basic emotional system to quiet and about one month for him to unwind out of the reaction to the action. So, he must really watch the emotions and keep that power very much under control. Therefore, one who meditates should not argue. One who meditates should not allow himself to become emotional. Then should he suppress his emotion? Well, if he is so emotional that he has to suppress his emotions, then he is not going to be meditating anyway, so we don’t have to bother about it.

Let’s intensify a few ideas about meditation. Put power into your meditation. Put power into your meditation so that whether you sit for five, ten or fifteen minutes a day, you go into meditation with full force and vigor. In this way, you come out of your meditation with something more profound than the thought or feeling you took within. You then begin to build up a tremendous, dynamic force, a reservoir within yourself which acts as a catalyst to push you on to contemplative states. A contemplative state of consciousness is by no means a passive state of consciousness. It is a very dynamic state of consciousness, so dynamic that the best you can do is to sit still without moving physically as you begin to enjoy it. Meditation, as you may know, is a very active state, where every thought and every feeling is directly under the flow of your will and cognition. Of course, we must remain relaxed also, being certain not to externalize our efforts, to become outwardly fanatical or pushy.
There is an inner will and an outer will. We must use the inner will in our daily efforts to meditate. Meditation does not have to be prolonged to accomplish what you want to gain in unfoldment through your perceptive insights. Ten to thirty minutes is enough in the beginning. However, after you have finished with a dynamic meditation, you might sit for a longer time in the bliss of your being and really enjoy yourself as the pure life energy radiates through your nervous system. Meditation is essentially work, good hard work, and you should be willing to work and expend energy so that you can meditate. \textit{Karma yoga} activity, the ability to serve in the temple selflessly, wholeheartedly and accurately, is a must if you want seriously to amalgamate the instinctive forces that demand reward for work and be able to meditate with full force, vim and vigor. There are many ways to prepare yourself for meditation. First, generate energy. Jump up and down, exercise, do knee bends, do push-ups and get your mind active and interested in something. It is impossible to meditate unless you are interested in what you are meditating on. Perhaps you have found this out. Then sit down dynamically. Close your eyes. Breathe, keeping your spine straight and head balanced at the top of the spine. The spine is the powerhouse of the body. Feel the power of it. Now go full force into the challenge you have chosen to take into meditation. Observe, investigate, elucidate and stay within. Keep your body motionless until you bring out something more than you intellectually knew before, a new observation or a new thought sequence. Your meditations cannot be a milk-toast state of consciousness, a passive-magnetic state of mind.

\textbf{Friday Lesson 257 Overcoming Karma}

Seekers ask, “How can I stay awake when I meditate? I fall asleep almost every time. This happens even during the day. It’s terrible.” The answer is, it is absolutely impossible to go to sleep while in meditation and still call it meditation. It is possible to put the body to sleep deliberately and then go into meditation. If you catch yourself dropping off to sleep while sitting for meditation, you know that your meditation period is over. The best thing to do is to deliberately go to sleep, because the spiritual power is gone and has to be invoked or opened up again. After getting ready for bed, sit in a meditative position and have a dynamic meditation for as long as you can. When you become sleepy, you may put yourself to sleep by deliberately relaxing the body and causing the \textit{prāṇas} to flow. Mentally say: “\textit{Prāṇa} in the left leg, flow, go to sleep; \textit{prāṇa} in the right leg, flow, go to sleep; \textit{prāṇa} in the right arm, flow, go to sleep; \textit{prāṇa}
in the left arm, flow, go to sleep; torso actinodic prāṇa, flow, go to sleep; head with inner light, go to sleep.” Then the first thing you know, it is morning. ¶How does meditation affect one’s karmas? Karma is congested magnetic forces, and meditating is rising above karmic binding influences. You can control the congestion of karma or avoid the congestion and thus control your karma. This proves to yourself that you are the creator, the one who preserves and the destroyer simultaneously on the higher levels of consciousness. Yet, you have to come back occasionally to the “little old you” on this level and do the things that you have been accustomed to doing as a human, until you fully have the complete realization of the Self God—the imkaitf experience. Then you penetrate the doors of the Absolute into the core of existence itself, and you become the Self that everyone is searching for. But to overcome karmic patterns, the will must be tremendously strong and stable, and that means we must demand perfection in our life. ¶Why would you ever want to place demands of perfection upon yourself? You now walk the path of perfection, and you must be so to walk that path. What is this perfection? First, it is a clarity of cognition. Second, it is a bursting of actinic love for your fellow man. Third, it is an openness and willingness to serve and fit in, in any capacity. Fourth, it is living a contemplative lifestyle better every day. Fifth, it is mastering all of your yoga disciplines given to you by your guru. Sixth, it is the ability to hold responsibility, maintain a continuity of your own karma yoga, yet have the mobile quality to be ever ready to do something different without losing continuity of what you have been doing in holding your responsibility. ¶If you can gear yourself to accomplish all this, you are on the path of enlightenment and you will surely prove to yourself, when you have your realization, that you are a free man in a free world, subject to nobody, to no power, even the power of karma. How could That which is formless and causeless be subject to anything?

Saturday
LESSON 258
Finding Your Guru

I am often asked, “When one feels it’s time to travel the spiritual path, do you recommend he aggressively seek a guru or passively wait and see what happens?” When one is ready to swim, should he walk around the swimming pool, or should he dive in and get on with it? Naturally, he should dive in and take each thing that comes along in a very positive way. That is the thing to do. Otherwise, in waiting and putting it into the intellectual mind, all the different doubts come up and make a big fog which again he has to live through. He missed his timing. ¶The guru-dis-
ciple relationship is so central in Hinduism. A guru is a helper on the inner path. Visualize a rocky stream path leading up a high mountain. The guru is there to help you over some big boulders and through the swamps and to send out a scout to help you back on the inner path if you become externalized. You don’t need a satguru all the time. Most of it you have to do yourself, after you have his grace and learn the rules. But, he is there when you need him inwardly; he is just there, and that is reassuring. Do everything that you possibly can for your guru. The guru is like the wind. You may not always have him as close to you, so throw yourself into his work selflessly. He has a mission that came to him from his guru and his guru’s guru. It is your mission in this life, too, realization of the Self God within and helping others do the same. ¶I have been asked many times, “How does one choose a guru?” Well, if you were in a crowd of people and you hadn’t seen your mother and father for five or ten years, you would immediately know them. You could pick them out of a large crowd. You’d immediately know. And so it is with the guru. There are, shall we say, commercial gurus. Pick a guru. Here a guru, there a guru. A guru, in the classical sense of the word, doesn’t have a great many devotees. He might have a lot of people who think he’s really great, especially if he chants well or does something that is outstanding. It’s easy to get a lot of followers. Traditionally, a guru can only take a few close disciples, and he generally does. ¶If you’re looking for a guru, try to feel his vibration. Better still, talk to his students to see if they have any substance. Ask them, “Have you had any inner experience?” If they start talking about everything, telling you all about it or try to convert you, be cautious. On the other hand, if they look content within themselves and test you out a little to see if you’re sincere, you know that they’re taught to be wise. Look at the students. See how they interact among themselves. Observe closely what they do. Note how well disciplined they are. In this way, you get to know the caliber of the man who is their satguru. Find out who his guru is and where the line of darshan power comes from. Then you get to know, to really know. Don’t be too hasty in picking your guru. That is the best advice. Maybe it’s not for you in this life to have a guru. Maybe next life or the life after that. There’s no hurry, and yet there is a great sense of urgency on the spiritual path, a great sense of urgency. Don’t go hunting for a guru. Just be alert enough to know when you encounter him. ¶How does one know whether an inner experience is real or imaginary? Well, we don’t have to go very far
in answering that question, because everyone has inner experiences. Two people are in love. They fight. They separate. That’s an inner experience. And it’s real, isn’t it? That emotion, that tearing apart, those wonderful mental arguments where nobody quite wins—they’re all real. Even such an argument is an inner experience, but of a more externalized, instinctive-intellectual or gross nature. Yet, it’s very real. It shakes the muscles. It can even make us perspire. It lives within us. It could keep us awake at night or give us disturbing dreams. It’s a real and a vital experience. We have to go through these grosser inner experiences first before our inner life becomes more refined. They are just as real—seeing light within the body, light within the head and hearing the inner sounds. All of the things you have read about come to you after you have gone through the inner experiences of the instinctive and intellectual mind. First we go through our inner instinctive experiences, then our intellectual experiences, then our intuitive or creative experiences. Finally, we come to the Self, which we realize is the totality of all inner experiences, being beyond experience itself.

**Sunday**

**LESSON 259**

**Going Into Meditation**

The refined, inner energy that you experience in your deepest meditations is always there, was always there and shall always be there. It’s just there. You don’t have to call upon it. It’s just there. Just be aware that you are it, and not that you are any other of the many other types of things that you can be. Just be that intangible, tangible energy and don’t be the emotions that you feel. Don’t be thoughts that you think. Don’t be the stomach that’s hungry. Don’t be the body that’s moving. Don’t be the place that you’re going to. Just be that energy. Then you can do anything in the external world and really enjoy life. Here are some basic signposts for successful meditation. Remember them and do them slowly on your own. First, sit up nice and straight with the spine erect and the head balanced at the top of the spine. Proper posture is necessary because the very simple act of equalizing the weight and having it held up by the spine causes you to lose body consciousness. Just the equalizing of your weight can do that. Breathe deeply and rhythmically. Feel the energies of the body begin to flow harmoniously through the body. Now try to feel the warmth of the body. Simply feel the warmth of the body. Once you can sense physical warmth, try to feel the totality of the nerve system at one time—all of the five or six thousand miles of nerve currents. It’s simple. Feel it all at one time and grasp that intuitively. Now, this nerve
current is being energized from one central source, and we’re going to find that source. It’s in the central core of the spine. Feel that energy flow through the spine and out through this nerve system, which finally causes warmth in the physical body, which you’ve already felt. But now don’t feel the warmth of the body. Don’t feel the nerve system. Feel only the power of the spine. Once you have done this, you are ready to meditate. You’re alive in your body. You look alive. You look vital. Your face is beginning to glow. Next simply sit in a state of pure consciousness. Be aware of being aware. Don’t be aware of a second thing. Simply be aware that you are aware—a totality of dynamic, scintillating awareness, vibrant right in the central source of energy. It’s closer to what you really are than your name, than your intellectual education, than your emotional behavior or the physical body itself, which you only inhabit. From this point in your own personal meditation you can take off and travel in many different directions. If your guru has given you a mantra, for instance, contemplate on the inner vibrations of the mantra. Chant it to yourself, or follow whatever inner instructions he has given you. ¶Coming out of meditation, we perform this process in reverse. Again feel the power of the spine and let that power flow right out through the nerve system, energizing the miles and miles of nerve currents. Feel your nerve system coming to life. Feel the warmth of the body as we come back into physical consciousness. Finally, open your eyes and view the external world around you and compare it to the internal world that you very rapidly just touched into in your meditation. It’s easy to remember this entrance and exit to meditation. Do it often. Get to know the energy flows of the body. Live in the pure energy of the spine. Lean on no one. If you must lean on something, make it your own spine.
When the breaths of idā-moon and piṅgalā-sun course their way unhindered through the spinal channel, your body will be imperishable, and abiding joys shall arise even here in this world below. This is the true way of Śiva yoga.

*Tirumantiram 883*
In the esoterics of unfoldment on the path of enlightenment, there are some mechanics about what happens inside of the human body, its nerve system, that you should know about. There are two basic forces working within the body, as I have explained, the instinctive area of the mind and the intellectual area of the mind. Within these are two forces working that flow out from the central source of energy through their respective currents. They are called the idā and the piṅgalā forces.

The idā current is pink in color. It is the vibration of the physical body. It is the Earth current. When the energy is flowing through that current, or nāḍī, we are more conscious of the physical body, or more in physical consciousness. We are not in the world of thought but in the world of feeling. We feel very strongly and experience very strong emotions when the energy is flowing through the idā current. In some people the energy flows through the idā current constantly. They have very strong emotions and deep sentiments. They live in their emotion most of the time, emoting over one thing or another. They emotionally and deeply feel through this idā current how other people feel. They take other people’s feeling onto themselves and have a preoccupation with their physical bodies. This is the current that can produce another human being in a woman, or develop athletic abilities in a man. When the vibratory force of energy flows through the idā current, the entire physical body responds. It is physically active. We like to work. We like to move. We like to exercise. We like to do things. We enjoy equally the base emotions and the movements of the physical body. When the energy flows through idā in some people, they actually enjoy suffering. There are people deep in this current who if they did not have something to suffer over would not feel whole. They would feel they were not living fully enough on this planet. They would not feel human, for the idā current is the current of being human. It is very base. It is very earthy. Still, those living in this current are intuitive. They do have intuition, but their intuition conflicts with their heavy emotion, so intuition comes through periodically, in intuitive flashes. They may even become superstitious because of this. The idā current flows most strongly through the left side of the physical body. The piṅgalā current is quite different. Blue in color, it is the current of the intellect, flowing

Kuṇḍalini is the fiery force of the actinodic causal body which expands consciousness, arising within the golden sushumna channel in the meditator’s spine. Around it twine the pink ida and blue piṅgalā, crossing at the chakras and uniting in the crown chakra during Self Realization.
mostly through the right side of the body. When the pure life energy is flowing through the ājñāna current, we are not as conscious that we have a physical body. We are aware in the mind. We are inquisitive. We like to talk a lot. We like to argue. We like to reason. We enjoy discussion. It is the intellectual current. We like to read. We like to memorize the opinions of other people. We like to memorize our own opinions and tell them to other people. We like to do business. When the energy is flowing through the ājñāna, we do not emote much. We think over our emotions. We analyze our feelings and thoughts. This is the aggressive human current. People living in this current do not pay much attention to the physical body. They let it take care of itself. They also are inclined to let other people do the emoting. They become powerfully strong in that aggressive type of intellectual force. When we are in the ājñāna current, we are headstrong, somewhat pushy, pushing ideas across to other people, and inclined to be argumentative. We have a strong facility of reasoning. It is a very positive and powerful current.

Once in either current for a long time, it is difficult to flow awareness out of it. There are some people who are predominantly ājñāna, aggressive in nature and strong in their human elements in that area. There are some people who are predominantly idā: human, physical and earthy, and full of feeling. And there are some who switch from one to the other. These are the more rounded and well-adjusted type of people, who can move awareness through the ājñāna current and through the idā current and adjust the energies almost at will. We have still another basic strong current that you should know about. It is called sūkhumṇā. It is one of fourteen currents within the spine which govern the instinctive, intellectual, conscious, subconscious, sub of the subconscious, subsuperconscious and superconscious areas of the mind. The idā and the ājñāna are two of these fourteen, so this leaves eleven more within the spine. When we begin a religious pilgrimage or retreat into sādhana and we want awareness to dive deep within, we have to withdraw the energy of the vibrating idā and the vibrating ājñāna current into sūkhumṇā. This is quite a chore, because these currents have had energy flowing in them for a number of years. So, to rechannel that energy is to rechannel the entire circumference of awareness into the sūkhumṇā current. This takes a lot of practice. Breathing, of course, is a major function of control here. Haṭha yoga is a major function, too. Sitting in the lotus position conquers a great
deal of the idā current. The practices of concentration and observation conquer a great deal of the pîñgalā current. Some good, solid study that disciplines awareness, such as the study of math, music or a skill, moves awareness into the pîñgalā and helps balance these two currents. Then the next step is to bring awareness into sushumṇā. This is the path. However, if awareness is flowing through the pîñgalā current already and is extremely aggressive, that means the entire nature of the individual is extremely aggressive, intellectual, and it is extremely difficult for him to withdraw those energies into the sushumṇā current. Why? Because he will argue within himself mentally and reason himself out of it. He will simply go to another book, or have a different intellectual look at it, or go to another teacher, or watch television instead, or go to another lecture. He will never quite get around to bringing in this aggressive pîñgalā energy from the intellect back to its source, sushumṇā, so that he can go within and experience superconscious realms of the inner mind consciously. These two forces, the idā and the pîñgalā, are the big challenges. They are what makes a person “human” in the popular sense of the word. It is the degree of energy that flows through the areas of the idā and pîñgalā that forms one’s nature, his actions, reactions and responses. The areas of his external personality are governed by these two currents. How do you bring about a balance? It is done by regular practice of the five steps. Choose a time to withdraw deliberately the energies from both the idā and pîñgalā currents and to move awareness into sushumṇā in a very positive way. In the morning when you awaken and at night before you sleep are the best times. Breathe regularly, the same number of counts in and out. Sit in the lotus posture. When you sit in the lotus posture, you are actually short-circuiting the idā current to a certain extent. When you are breathing regularly, through the control of the breath, you are short-circuiting the pîñgalā current to a certain extent. Then, when awareness flows into the core of energy within the spine, you soon become consciously conscious of the sushumṇā current. At that point, awareness is within and begins immediately to draw upon all the externalized energies of the body, and these two psychic currents are drawn within to their source.
When we chant the mantra Aum, and do it correctly, we pronounce the AA so that it vibrates the physical body. The OO has to vibrate through the throat area, and the MM, the head. In doing this, we are deliberately moving awareness out of the muladhara and svadhishthana chakras, deliberately harmonizing all the forces of the instinct and physical body, and of the ida and the pingalas currents. Chanting the AA and the OO and the MM brings the sushumna into power. We are transmuting and changing the flows of all the energies through the physical and astral body and blending them as much as possible into the body of the soul. The mantra Aum can be chanted at any time. It can be chanted silently and cause the same vibration through the body. When you chant Aum, the ida and the pingalas blend back into the sushumna. You will actually see this happening. You will see the pink ida current begin to blend back into the golden center of the spine. At other times it is seen winding through the body. The same happens with the pingalas force. It, too, moves back into the spine, until you are all spine when you are centered in the sushumna. This is how it feels, like being all spine. This beautiful, pure energy flows out through the sushumna and the ida and the pingalas and then on out through the body. This energy becomes changed as it flows through the first three or four chakras. It makes what is called prana. This energy runs in and through the body. It is a great mind energy which is in the world of thought. All the stratum of thought are prana. The human aura is prana. Prana, or odic force, is transferred from one person to another through touch, as in a handshake, or through a look. It is the basic force of the universe, and the most predominant force found within the body. You have to really study prana to get a good understanding of what it is. It runs in and through the skin, through the bone structure, through the physical body and around the body. Breath controls prana. This practice is called pranayama. It is the control of prana, the regulation of prana, or the withdrawal of prana from the external world back to its primal source. That is why pranayama is so important to practice systematically, regularly, day after day, so we get all the prana into a rhythm. In this way we get a rhythm of the pure life force flowing through ida, pingalas and sushumna and out through the aura. We gain a rhythm of awareness soaring inward, into refined states of the ajna chakra and sahasrara chakra, the perspective areas from which we are looking out at life as if we were the center of the universe. This is how we feel when we are in these chakras.
Diaphragmatic breathing is breathing according to nature. When man becomes confused, nervous, tense, fearful, he breathes out of tune with nature—out of tune with himself. Then his breathing is spasmodic, labored, shallow, and he has to expand his chest to get enough breath to keep going on. That’s right: breathing by expanding the chest is incorrect, unnatural, and conducive to nothing but ill health unless you are practicing an advanced breathing exercise, and then the chest is only expanded after the area beneath the chest is filled. And unless you are doing physically strenuous work, you will be able to bring more than sufficient air into your lungs by the simple, natural contraction and relaxation of the diaphragmatic muscle. The diaphragm you can feel right below your solar plexus, in the area where the floating ribs separate. Place your finger tips on top of the diaphragm and cough. If your fingers are directly on top of the diaphragm, you will feel them jump out away from you as you cough. The quickest way to teach yourself natural breathing (the way you breathed until about the age of seven) is to lie on the floor with your spine absolutely straight. Place a book or some light object on top of your diaphragm. When you breathe in, the diaphragm will extend itself downward in the body and you will feel it push out and up away from the floor; watch the book rise. Breathing out is as important as breathing in, for without expelling all the waste matter and carbon dioxide from the lungs, they are not free to take in more fresh oxygen. As you exhale, the diaphragm relaxes slowly, smoothly and completely. The book, which previously was lifted away from the floor by the pressure of your expanding diaphragm, now returns back to its starting position. You will find that squeezing or contracting the abdominal muscles slightly will aid you in making a complete exhalation, allowing most of the air to leave the lungs. At the end of your exhaled breath, your stomach should be flat, and the diaphragm relaxed, ready for the next inhalation. You are now on your way to perfect breath and mind control.

Thursday
LESSON 263
An Exercise in Energy Balance

Control of the prāṇa is also guided through nutrition. Food and air contain a great deal of prāṇa. Prāṇa is transferred from one person to another, from a person to a plant, from a plant to a person. It is the life of the world of form. We should eat types of food that contain a great deal of prāṇa so that we are making prāṇa ourselves. Consider the physical body as a temple, with plumbing and electricity. To maintain this temple, watch what you eat and be conscious of the areas where you
flow awareness in the world of thought. The vibration of certain thoughts upsets the nerve system of this physical-body temple. Also, be careful of the people that you mix with, so that their awareness and vibrations do not pull your awareness into unwholesome areas and the vibrations of their aura do not affect your temple. This is extremely important to observe, especially during the first few years of unfoldment. ¶When we are in ideal surroundings, in the shrine room of our own home, we can balance the passive and active currents of the body—the idā and piṅgalā forces. First, do this simple prāṇāyāma. Breathe easily, in and out, in an even rhythm, say, four heartbeats to the inhalation and four heartbeats to the exhalation. This steady rhythm will soon begin to balance the idā and piṅgalā. ¶As the piṅgalā force becomes quieted and regulated, you will hear a ringing about an inch above the right ear. This is the sound of the nerve current of the piṅgalā nāḍī. And as the idā force becomes quieted and regulated, you will hear a ringing about an inch above the left ear. This is the nerve sound of the idā nāḍī, slightly different from the tone of the piṅgalā nāḍī. The direction of energy flow in the piṅgalā nāḍī is up, whereas the idā nāḍī flows downward. When the energy in the two nāḍīs is balanced, a circle is formed, creating a force field in which the sushumṇā nāḍī is regulated. ¶Now, to bring the sushumṇā force into power, listen to both tones simultaneously. It may take you about five minutes to hear both tones at the same time. Next, follow both tonal vibrations from the ears into the center of the cranium, where they will meet and blend into a slightly different sound, as two notes, say, a “C” and an “E,” blend into a chord. The energy of the nāḍīs is then flowing in a circle, and you will enter the golden yellow light of the sushumṇā current. Play with this light and bask in its radiance, for in it is your bloom. The unfoldment progresses from a golden yellow to a clear white light. Should you see a blue light, know that you are in the piṅgalā current. If you see a pink light, that is the color of the idā. Just disregard them and seek for the white light in the tone of the combined currents until finally you do not hear the tone anymore and you burst into the clear white light. Thus you enter savikalpa samādhi—samādhi with seed, or consciousness, which is the culmination of this particular practice of contemplation. ¶After doing this for a period of time, you will find that you lose interest in the exterior world. It will seem transparent and unreal to you. When this happens, you have to learn to bring your consciousness back through meditation, deliberately into the processes of inner knowing and thought, and back into the exterior
world through concentration. It requires a deliberate concentration then to make the exterior world seem real again to you. Now is the time for devotees who have worked diligently in concentration and meditation and in clearing up personal problems to enjoy their yoga and be happy in their attainments, to enjoy the bliss that is their heritage on Earth.

Within the quantum level of consciousness there originates a vibration, a steady vibration, that can be heard with the inner ear as a high-pitched “eeeee,” as if a thousand viṇās were playing, as if all the nerve currents in the astral body, physical body and the body of the soul were singing in harmony. It is a divine combination of the īḍā and piṅgalā tones blended together in the sushumṇā. Each lineage of gurus has embedded within the psyche of tradition a certain combination of sounds, and listening to this mystic sound holds all devotees close to their satguru and all those who preceded him. It is also said that when one is in another birth, the sound is the same, and this will eventually lead the aspirant back to his spiritual lineage. Listening to the nāda, as it is called in Sanskrit, or nāda-nāḍi śakti, brings the threshold of bliss and shows that the balance of all karmas has been attained. Listening to the nāda and tracing it into its source carries the seeker’s awareness to the brink of the Absolute. There are today mystical orders that do nothing but listen to the nāda while looking at and enjoying the darshan of their guru’s picture. Many sincere seekers wonder why they cannot hear “eeeee,” the nāda, during their meditation, whereas others not only hear it during meditation but during the day when talking, shopping or just meandering through the garden. This is to say, it is there when awareness enters that area of the mind. The mind has to be made empty. That means resolving all unresolved conflicts within the subconscious. The striving to hear the nāda will bring up unresolved issues. They may plague the conscious mind until resolved. At first you might disregard them and feel they will go away as abruptly as they came. But later, when they persist, and the major one is deception—yes, we can even deceive ourselves—we are inwardly forced to face up to, admit our secrets and make amends. When deception goes, the nāda comes. When the subconscious is heavy, the nāda and the brilliant colors it radiates fade. Failure on the path puts the nāda out of range of the inner ear of the soul. The mystical nāda, it’s a medley of sounds, and each sound which is there has a color, but may be covered, as is the light of the mind of the soul, the clear white
light. It is covered, but not permanently. Admittance of the mistakes, the experience of repentance and the performance of penance, called prāyaścitta, lay the foundation for a reconciliation that will release the force of lower nature into the higher and uncloud the veil that hid the inner light, that hid the nāda—that incomprehensible high-pitched “eee,” sounding within the head, that incomparable source of inner security, contentment and outpouring of love. When you hear the nāda, endeavor to project it in love’s outpouring to all those who are in your orbit of communication. They will feel the blessings when your divine love is projected through your nāda into their nāda. This is the height of selfless consciousness, universal love, a constant, mystical outpouring and experience of oneness. The sushumṇā is nāda and more. Nāda śakti is. It just is.

### Saturday Lesson 265

**Kundalini, the Spiritual Force**

Hatha yoga (ha-pingalā and ṭha-iḍā) balances the two forces, the iḍā and the piṅgalā. The straight, erect spine releases the actinodic flow of the sushumṇā current. The mind centered in the contemplative atmosphere, cognizing timelessness, causelessness, spacelessness while sitting in the lotus position, awakens the pineal and pituitary centers, and the door of Brahman at the top of the head. The force of the actinodic causal body, the sheath of cognition, vijñānamaya kośa, a pure actinic force running through the sushumṇā current, is called the kuṇḍalini. As this kuṇḍalini force becomes activated, the sushumṇā power begins to grow, or the actinodic causal body begins to grow, and the higher chakras of cognition and universal love begin to spin faster. Once kuṇḍalini power has been activated, its force expands or contracts consciousness. As man’s consciousness expands into actinic spheres, more kuṇḍalini power is used. This power is lessened as his consciousness emerges into the limited fields of the odic world. Often known as the serpent power, the kuṇḍalini is coiled at the base of the spine in the instinctive man who resides mostly in the force fields of memory and fear. When this power becomes uncoiled, the serpent, or kuṇḍalini, luminously raises its head, and finally, after nirvikalpa samādhi, it lifts its power to the top of the head. When nirvikalpa samādhi has been practiced daily for many, many years—according to the classical yoga teachings, for twelve years—and the golden body has been built, the kuṇḍalini force coils itself in the sahasrāra chakra of the yogi, at the top of the head. This is known as the manas chakra, located about where the hairline begins at the forehead. This chakra eventually becomes the mūlādhāra chakra, or the memory-pattern chakra, of the golden body.
The manas chakra is fully activated when the golden body is fully unfolded. This is known in Hindu and Egyptian mystic schools as the golden body of light, for it registers in the minds of those who look upon it, to their soul body, as a golden ball of light or a golden body. ¶When the kuṇḍalinī rises into the realms of pure actinicity, the pineal gland and pituitary center are activated. When these two centers are activated simultaneously, the forces of both of them merge, bringing man into nirvikalpa samādhi.

Therefore, the aggressive odic force merges with the passive odic force, in perfect balance, and the actinodic power of the sushumṇā current comes into perfect balance, poised with the kuṇḍalinī force. The yoga adept finds himself on the brink of the Absolute, cognizing That which he cannot explain, knowing there is something beyond which the mind does not know, conceiving That which cannot be conceived, because form, which is mind, cannot conceive formlessness. Then the yogī touches into the Self and becomes a knower of the Self, merges with Śiva. ¶When the idā, piṅgalā and sushumṇā forces merge and reside in perfect balance, the third eye awakens. When the pituitary, pineal glands and the sushumṇā source are in perfect balance, man is able to perceive consciously into other worlds of the mind. The golden body, as it begins to grow after the renunciate, or sannyāsin, attains nirvikalpa samādhi, is built by man’s service to his fellow man.

Sunday
LESSON 266
The Way after Realization

When a yoga guru brings others from darkness into light and from light into Self Realization, he is also strengthening his own golden body. When a satguru makes it easy for his sannyāsins to remain in the practice of Self Realization, encouraging them and demanding of them the practice of nirvikalpa samādhi, he helps them hold their forces in check through the power of his golden body. ¶After nirvikalpa samādhi, the sannyāsin has a choice to serve mankind or to wait for mankind to unfold into the consciousness that he has attained. This is called being a bodhisattva or upadeśī, one who serves, or an arahat or nirvāṇī, one who waits. The golden body begins to grow through service and by bringing others into enlightenment as a bodhisattva, or through the constant practice of nirvikalpa samādhi while living a strictly secluded life as an arahat, only mixing with those of his own level of realization. ¶The sahasrāra chakra at the top of the head and the ājñā chakra at the brow, or the third eye, are the two controlling force centers of the soul body. These force centers become the two lowest chakras of the yoga master’s new golden body,
svārṇaśārīra, as this body begins to build after his first nirvikalpa samādhi.

The usual experience before nirvikalpa samādhi is for the aspirant to become a knower of the Self. This could occur at any time during his training. In order to attain this experience of “touching into the Self,” he must have a complete balance of all odic and actinic forces within him. A noted change in his life pattern often occurs after he becomes a knower of the Self, for the soul body has become released into orbit, and he has then a subsuperconscious control of this body. In other words, the odic-force tie has been released. This body has quickly matured. Then, if practicing contemplation as prescribed by his satguru and finally working out the various karmic binds or holds in the lower odic force field with the help of the guru, he attains complete Self Realization, or nirvikalpa samādhi. Then the golden body, svārṇaśārīra, is born through the merging of the forces of the pituitary and the pineal gland, setting the sahasrāra into a constant spinning motion. This constant spinning motion generates the force which propels the yoga adept back into nirvikalpa samādhi. Each time he goes into nirvikalpa samādhi he intensifies a little the spinning movement of this chakra, unfolding it a little more, and as this occurs, the golden body begins to build. When the yoga adept touches into the Self and becomes a knower of the Self, attains nirvikalpa samādhi, becomes Self Realized, yoga powers come to him. These yoga powers are often renounced, depending upon the rule of the order to which he belongs, whether it be a teaching order or an order of hermits. According to the need, a power is developed. The powers that a yogī can use are as many as the petals within the sahasrāra chakra. They are 1,008. These powers are conceived through the nāḍīs—small, elastic-like psychic nerve currents extending out into and through the aura of the body. The nāḍīs work in conjunction with the chakras, and with the major currents of the body, iḍā, piṅgalā and sūshumṇā. Realizing Parasāiva gives you great power, but to use that power very sparingly or not at all is the greater thing to do, because the power itself works of its own accord. If you have powers, siddhis that are unfolded, it is best not to consciously use them. You can demonstrate to yourself to be sure you have them, but these siddhis are all connected with devonic forces that will work totally for righteousness without your demonstrating them. That is why no one wants to come up against a rishi. Similarly, a good king does not use his power. He makes everything flourish without appearing to be powerful. His greater power happens in unseen ways. Remember, when the kuṇḍalini force becomes strong within you during a meditation,
just sit and be aware that you are aware—a blissful state called *kaif* in Shûm, the language of meditation. You will feel very positive and experience yourself as a great big ball of energy. When the energy begins to wane, try to absorb it into every cell of your external body, then continue your meditation exactly where you left off. In this way you will build a strong, disciplined nerve system and subconscious mind. This will lead you naturally onto the next inner plateau, then to the next and the next. ¶Never allow yourself to be complacent in your spiritual attainments. Always continue to strive. Even *rishis, swâmis* and *yogîs* who have totally realized Paraśiva continue to work on themselves from within themselves. They don’t let down, because if they did it would be many years before they had the next experience of the timelessness, formlessness, spacelessness of the unspeakable Paraśiva experience. The message, therefore, is, at the beginning of meditation and at the end, keep striving. Don’t turn back, but proceed with confidence.
He is *dharma*. He is birthless and kinless. He abides in the wilds, living by alms. He has renounced all, and to all those who renounce, He destroys their bonds of birth. You unknowing ones, know this.

*Tirumantiram* 1616
There are two traditional paths for the devout Hindu of nearly every lineage. The first is the path of the renunciate. The second is the path of the householder, who guides human society and produces the next generation. The ancient rishis evolved well-defined principles for both, knowing that unmarried aspirants would most easily unfold by adhering to principles of nonownership, noninvolvement in the world and brahmacharya, while married men and women would uphold the more complex and material family dharma. Though the principles or guidelines for these two paths are different, the goal is the same: to establish a life dedicated to spiritual unfoldment, hastening the evolution of the soul through knowledge of the forces at work within us, and wise, consistent application of that knowledge. In our Holy Orders of Sannyāsa, the two lifestyles of Hindu renunciates are described as follows. “Some among them are sādhus, anchorites living in the seclusion of distant caves and remote forests or wandering as homeless mendicants, itinerant pilgrims to the holy sanctuaries of Śaivism. Others dwell as cenobites, assembled with their brothers, often in the āśrama, aadheenam or maṭha of their satguru, but always under the guru’s aegis, serving together in fulfillment of a common mission. These devotees, when initiated into the order of sannyāsa, don the saffron robes and thereby bind themselves to a universal body of Hindu renunciates, numbering today three million, whose existence has never ceased, an assembly of men inwardly linked in Śivasambandha, their mutual dedication to Śiva, though not necessarily outwardly associated.” We can thus see that in the strictest traditions, the renunciate path includes only those who have received initiation, sannyāsa dikshā, from a qualified preceptor, for only they have fully and irrevocably renounced the world and closed off all other options for their future. However, depending on the tradition, the renunciate path broadly includes the wandering sādhu, or homeless mendicant, and the sādhaka under vows preparing for sannyāsa at some future time. We have studied the three primary currents in the human nerve system. The aggressive-intellectual current is masculine, mental in nature and psychically seen as blue in color. This current is termed in Sanskrit pīṅgalā. The passive-physical current is feminine, material in nature. This current, which is

_Hindu tradition defines two paths: that of the renunciate and that of family life. Here a young sādhu sits meditating near a river, recalling his own choice in life, depicted in the scene behind him, between being a solitary monk practicing yoga and a married man._
pink or red, is known as *idā*. The third current is spiritual in nature and flows directly through the spine and into the head. Being yellowish-white, the *sushumṇā*, as it is called, is the channel for pure spiritual energies that flood into the body through the spine and out into the 6,000 miles of nerve currents. Depending on the nature and *dharma*, each individual’s energy expresses itself as predominantly physical or intellectual—passive or aggressive—or spiritual. However, in the *sannyāsin* the two forces are so precisely balanced that neither is dominant, and he therefore lives almost totally in *sushumṇā*. The monastic, whether a monk or a nun, is in a sense neither male nor female, but a being capable of all modes of expression. ¶At times, the renunciate’s *sādhana* is austere, as he burns layer after layer of dross through severe *tapas*. He wears the saffron robe, studies the ancient ways and scriptures. He chants the sacred *mantras*. He reflects constantly on the Absolute. He lives from moment to moment, day to day. He is always available, present, open. He has neither likes nor dislikes, but clear perceptions.

**Tuesday**

**LESSON 268**

**The Meaning Of Renunciation**

---

Having stepped out of his ego shell, the *sannyāsin* is a free soul. Nothing binds him. Nothing claims him. Nothing involves him. Without exclusive territory, without limiting relationships, he is free to be himself totally. If he has problems within himself, he keeps them silently within and works them out there. If he speaks, it is only to say what is true, kind, helpful or necessary. He never argues, debates, complains. His words and his life always affirm, never negate. He finds points of agreement, forsaking contention and difference. No man is his enemy. No man is his friend. All men are his teachers. Some teach him what to do; others teach him what not to do. He has no one to rely upon except God, Gods, *guru* and the power within his own spine. He is strong, yet gentle. He is aloof, yet present. He is enlightened, yet ordinary. He teaches the basic philosophy of monistic theism, or nondual Reality. He speaks wisely of the Vedic scriptures and ancient *śāstras* and lives them in his own example. Yet, he consciously remains inconspicuous, transparent. ¶He is a man on the path of enlightenment who has arrived at a certain subsuperconscious state and wishes to stay there. Therefore, he automatically has released various interactions with the world, physically and emotionally, and remains poised in a contemplative, monastic lifestyle. The basic thought behind the philosophy of being a *sannyāsin* is to put oneself in a hot-house condition of self-imposed discipline, where unfoldment of the spirit can
be catalyzed at a greater intensity than in family life, where the exterior concerns and overt responsibilities of the world predominate. \textit{The sannyāsin} is the homeless one who remains detached from all forms of involvement—friends, family, personal ambition—finding security in his own being rather than attaching himself to outward manifestations of security, warmth and companionship. He is alone, but never lonely. He lives as though on the eve of his departure, often abiding no more than three nights in the same place. He may be a pilgrim, a wandering \textit{sādhu}. He may be a monastic contemplative living in a cloistered monastery or semi-cloistered āśrama. In preparation for \textit{sannyāsa}, the aspirant leaves behind family, former friends and old acquaintances and steps out into a new pattern of subsuperconscious living. He strives to be all spine-power, all light. When we see him trying, although he may not be too successful at it if he is going through some inner turmoil or challenge, we know he is striving, and that is an inspiration to us. His very existence is his mission in life. He has dedicated himself to live a life of total commitment to the path of \textit{yoga}, and by doing so he sustains the spiritual vibration for the householders. It is the renunciate who keeps the Vedic religions alive on the Earth. He keeps the philosophy vibrant and lucid, presenting it dynamically to the householders.

\textbf{Wednesday Lesson 269}

\textbf{The Stage of Path-Choosing}

The two paths—householder and renunciate—every young man has to choose between them. In Hindu tradition the choice is made before the marriage ceremony, and, if not, during the ceremony itself. The choice must be his and his alone. Though guided by the advice of parents, elder family members and religious leaders, the choice is his and his alone as to how his soul is to live through the birth \textit{karmas} of this incarnation. Both paths take courage, great courage, to step forward and embrace the responsibilities of adult life. \textit{In making this decision in our tradition we have found it valuable for the young man to spend time in a Hindu monastery where he can live the monk’s life for a period of six months or more and receive spiritual and religious training that will enhance his character for a positive future, no matter which path he chooses. Only by living for a time as a monk will he come to truly understand the monastic path and be empowered to make a knowledgeable choice between that path and the traditional \textit{dharma} of the householder, raising a family and serving the community.} One of the best times for this sojourn apart from the world, setting aside life’s usual concerns, is just after
high school or during an interim break. Then, after the time in the monastery, a firm and positive consideration should be made, in consultation with family and elders, as to which of the two paths he wishes to pursue. Once this decision is made and blessings given by the family preceptor, a path-choosing ceremony, Ishta Marga Samskara, should be held in the presence of the religious community to which he belongs, thus making the decision known publicly to one and all. Path-choosing is a beginning, pointing a direction, declaring an intention. Marriage becomes a lifetime commitment only when the final marriage vows are spoken. This is preceded by months or even years of choosing a spouse, a process that calls forth the wisdom of the two families, community elders, religious leaders and those who are trained to judge astrological compatibilities. Renunciate life in our Natha tradition and many others becomes a lifetime commitment only when final, lifetime vows of renunciation of the world are voiced. This is preceded by ten or more years of training during which the postulant monastic renews temporary vows periodically, at two-year intervals. During this lengthy time of training, the sadhaka is free to choose not to renew his vows at any juncture and opt instead for the path of the householder and be welcomed back into the family community. In some lineages, no formal vows are even taken, but there are traditionally understood norms of conduct, proprieties and protocol to be adhered to. For choosing the renunciate path is indeed not just like taking a position in a corporation. It is embracing a way of life, an attitude of being. We might say that one does not choose renunciation, but rather is chosen by it, when the soul is matured to the point when the world no longer holds a binding fascination. While considerations of the order that one will join are practical realities, it is vital that the young man choosing renunciate life does so not seeking place or position in a particular order, but sets out as a free spirit, unencumbered, under the guidance of his satguru, willing to serve everywhere and anywhere he is sent, be it in his guru’s central ashrama, a distant center, a monastery of another guru or alone on an independent sadhana. The clear path is to define the path itself. Then, proceed with confidence.

Thursday
LESSON 270
The Way of
The Bachelor

Of course, not all are necessarily able to set forth with perfect clarity in life. Thus, both the renunciate and householder communities accept singles who are not selfish and self-indulgent, who gather together into their respective home-like environments, sharing finance, food
and worship. It is in Hindu culture the way of the unmarried devotee, who, whether woman or man, wears white and abjures the family dharma while not necessarily joining an āśrama, wandering as a sādhu or following any monastic regimen. This is not a formal path, but it is a spiritual lifestyle which if successfully fulfilled is an alternative for those who cannot follow one of the two traditional paths. Singles who succeed in living harmoniously with one or more like-minded individuals may be considered worthy to enter āśramas in association with a guru and under the authority of a rigorous discipline greater than they could provide for themselves. ¶This might be called the way of the spiritual bachelor or spinster—the brahmachārī or brahmachārīni. These are humble men and women, often under simple vows, who are not following the traditional renunciate path, but don’t intend to marry and so remain celibate and dedicate themselves to serving God, Gods, guru and humanity. Among them are those who are still deciding between the two paths, even at a later age. It usually does not include those whose spouse has passed on or who have suffered a divorce, as they are considered still a spouse, nor others whose heavy karmas would disallow them from entering a traditional order for one or more reasons. This life of bachelor or spinster can, when strictly and sincerely followed, be a joyous and useful life in service to dharma and fulfillment of spiritual goals. This is provided that devotees do not isolate themselves but eagerly and persistently serve the family community and the renunciate community with dedicated, cooperative effort, and get along one with another in harmony, love and trust, in the spirit of true Sivathondu, service to Śiva, never alienating themselves from others, but stepping forward as best they can to serve selflessly and wholeheartedly. The positive cooperation of their untiring energies is truly recognized in all three worlds. ¶There is another group that has no path, who neither marry nor follow the path of discipline and who are self-indulgent, unwilling to live with others and benefit from hastening their karmas through interaction, so that this puts many of their karmas on hold for another life. These souls think they are making spiritual progress, but they are, in fact, making new unwholesome karmas through a selfish lifestyle of noncommitment and unexamined egocentricities. They fail to realize or accept that interaction with others, whether householders or monastics, is needed to bring up quickly the karmas to be resolved in this birth and perhaps the next, and that avoidance of others offers no stimulus for progress. ¶Such single men and women may delude them-
selves into thinking they are sādhus, mendicants, yogīs or mystics, but in actuality they have invented their own routines which are not in harmony with the sādhu path of strictness and tradition. Following a self-chosen, self-defined path, they answer up to no one and, therefore, deal with the clever avoidance syndrome. ¶They are considered to be like children by both the renunciate and the householder. Both groups constantly work to set aright these obstinate, unruly seekers, to bring them into a lifestyle of unselfish behavior, of interaction with others, encouraging them to replace egocentric patterns and preferences with the higher qualities of selfless service, group involvement and, above all, prapatti, humility, total surrender to the Divine within the temple and themselves. They are encouraged to overcome anger, back-biting, fear, jealousy, overt intellectual knowing, and talkativeness with the sādhana of silence, mauna, to bring forth the humility needed to make spiritual progress in this life. Many, however, are sincerely committed to noncommitment. Strange as it may seem, these unguided souls use up their allotted time for guidance and then beg for more. Those who walk on neither of the two paths are a daily burden to both the householder and the sannyāsin.

Friday
LESSON 271
Following Neither Path

It is necessary for spiritual unfoldment on the path to enlightenment to live among others, be loyal, faithful, not promiscuous, to settle down and establish a cooperative routine of community life. Living among others—even having roommates who think, believe and have adopted the same spiritual, religious disciplines—grants the burden of good conduct, prompt resolution of problems and an abidance of sharing, giving and caring during the trials and happinesses that naturally arise in living with others. ¶Those who are self-indulgent have no inclination to share companionship in a family, an āśrama or spiritual community, as getting along with others is burdensome, bothersome, impossible to even imagine. Their subconscious is so full of dross that their aloneness relieves it somehow—through self-indulgence on the Internet, sweets, preferential foods and avoidance of confrontations of any kind which might or would conjure up anger, distance and dispel the little I-ness into I-identity within a group where kukarmas and sukarmas are shared as their life on the spiritual path moves upward and upward and upward. ¶All gurus should disallow and throw such seekers out of their āśramas, lest they become accomplished detractors and herald an Internet site against them. Their only purpose is to infiltrate, dilute and destroy—not always consciously,
perhaps, but subconsciously—and to bring everything down to their own level. The borderline conflicts that they create, where no one is exactly right and no one is exactly wrong, hold back the spiritual work, the mission of the lineage, temporarily, perhaps only for a moment, an hour or a day. Their mission of preaching indecision to those who have decided is fulfilled. When they tire of their new surroundings and are ready to move on, they infiltrate another group, endeavoring to take along with them those they have converted to their ways. All satgurus, gurus, swāmīs, heads of Hindu orders and those of other faiths, too, have recognized this problem and are alerted to potential infiltration, dilution and disruption of their group by those who do not belong because they will not follow the accepted patterns and instead endeavor to adjust them, dilute them into the nothingness which they would find inside themselves if they were even to spend a moment or two alone. ¶Other faiths are a little better disciplined in demanding followers to be totally converted to their particular denomination and not admitting into their sanctuaries, monasteries and administrative bodies those who have not taken up a strong commitment. It is here the trouble lies for Hindu-based organizations, bringing in members of Abrahamic religions, faiths which are, by their own proclamations, dedicated to the destruction of Hinduism. Truly devout born members of Hinduism would never turn against the cause they support, nor would those who join the faith by valid adoption or conversion—for to make their unwavering commitment, they made sacrifices, be it a family inheritance or alienation from their community, such as Jews, Christians and Muslims have faced who left their fold and converted to the Sanātana Dharma. The voice here is commitment to an established religion and fully converting to it by severing from any and all prior affiliations. Also, there should be zero tolerance for inharmonious conditions. So many gurus live surrounded by conflicts amongst followers as a way of life. No wonder they pass on before their time. ¶It has always been my advice to gurus and swāmīs to impose aloneness as a prāyaśchitta, penance, on dissidents who have infiltrated their core. In their aloneness, they would experience the torment of their own misdeeds, and their departure would be imminent, or in their aloneness their soul might shine forth and deliver a message to their errant mind—perhaps preprogrammed by others who sent them to break up the group—and emancipate them from the destructive and disruptive path they are on. Those within the āśrama pursuing a higher path, training for true renunciation, are then freed
from the detractors. The detractors are also freed to find good spouses and raise good families within the confines of their faith. Every group has such misfits within it from time to time. Wise gurus and swāmis will ferret them out and send them on their way before they make too many bad karmas that will sorely impact their next birth. Many devotees ask about realization amidst family life, not renouncing the world, but just changing your attitude about life: “I mentally renounce the world and therefore I am a sannyāsin.” Realization in family life is in the anāhata and viśuddha chakras, which then stimulates the chakras above into psychic abilities of various kinds: astral projection, foreseeing the future, reincarnation-readings of past lives and more. These realizations are stabilizing to the families, especially to the elders of the extended family when three generations live in one house. However, the family man would not want to seek for timeless, formless, causeless Paraśiva, because this would be a foundation, a starting point, for detaching from the family, and he would never look back. To renounce the world may not be possible, but if he were to continue seeking for total transformation, the world would renounce him. The family would find their newly acquired mendicant incompatible with their desires and goals. The wife would find her spouse more interested in himself than her, with difficulties in maintaining income, continuity of family duties, distaste for work in the world, and the desire to retire into mountain caves, or at least a peaceful forest. All these thoughts, desires and feelings manifest in deserting family duties, or grihastha dharma, and its penalty is bad merit and breaking the vows that fulfill that dharma. So, you can see the dilemma that entangles stepping over the fiery line without the proper preparation, qualifications and initiations. It is the sannyāsa initiation that gives permission, the starting point for the experience of Paraśiva and the aftermath of transformation. This is what the orange robes signify in orders that set for themselves this ideal as their true goal.

Saturday
LESSON 272
A Message
To Sannyāsins

To further delineate the nature of renunciate life, I would like to share with you a letter I wrote to the sannyāsins of my Saiva Siddhanta Yoga Order. It constitutes the introduction to Holy Orders of Sannyāsa, the vows and ideals they live by. ¶“The first part of your life was lived for yourself; the second part will be lived in the service of others, for the benefit of your religion. You have been tried and tested through years of training and challenges and proved yourself worthy to wear the kavi, the orange robes, and to fulfill the illustrious Śaiva sannyāsin dharma. ¶“The
sannyāsin harkens close to Śiva and releases the past to an outer death. Remembering the past and living in memories brings it into the present. Even the distant past, once remembered and passed through in the mind, becomes the nearest past to the present. Sannyāsin never recall the past. They never indulge in recollections of the forgotten person they have released. The present and the future—there is no security for the sannyāsin in either. The future beckons; the present impels. Like writing upon the waters, the experiences of the sannyāsin leave no mark, no sanskāra to generate new karmas for an unsought-for future. He walks into the future, on into the varied vṛittis of the mind, letting go of the past, letting what is be and being himself in its midst, moving on into an ever more dynamic service, an ever more profound knowing. Be thou bold, sannyāsin young. Be thou bold, sannyāsin old. Let the past melt and merge its images into the sacred river within. Let the present be like the images written upon the water’s calm surface. The future holds no glamour. The past holds no attachment, no return to unfinished experience. Even upon the dawn of the day, walk into your destiny with the courage born of knowing that the ancient Śaivite scriptures proclaim your sannyāsin’s life great above all other greatness. Let your life as a sannyāsin be a joyful one, strict but not restrictive, for this is not the path of martyrdom or mortification. It is the fulfillment of all prior experiential patterns, the most natural path—the straight path to God, the San Mārga—for those content and ripened souls. Leave all regret behind, all guilt and guile, others will preserve all that you proudly renounce. Let even the hardships ahead be faced cheerfully. ¶ “Never fail to take refuge in your God, your guru and your Great Oath. This is the highest path you have chosen. It is the culmination of numberless lives, and perhaps the last in the ocean of saṁsāra. Be the noble soul you came to this Earth to be, and lift humanity by your example. Know it with a certainty beyond question that this is life’s most grand and glorious path, and the singular path for those seeking God Realization, that mystic treasure reserved for the renunciate. Know, too, that renunciation is not merely an attitude, a mental posture which can be equally assumed by the householder and the renunciate. Our scriptures proclaim that a false concept. True renunciation must be complete renunciation; it must be unconditional. There is no room on the upper reaches of San Mārga for mental manipulations, for play-pretend renunciation or half-measure sādhana. Let your renunciation be complete. Resolve that it will be a perfect giving-up, a thorough
letting-go. Let go of the rope. Be the unencumbered soul that you are. Be the free spirit, unfettered and fearless, soaring above the clamor of dissen-sion and difference, yet wholeheartedly and boldly supporting our Śaivite principles against those who would infiltrate, dilute and destroy. All that you need will be provided. If there is any residue of attachment, sever it without mercy. Cast it off altogether. Let this be no partial renunciation, subject to future wants, to future patterns of worldliness. Give all to God Śiva, and never take it back. To make this supreme renunciation requires the utmost maturity coupled with a dauntless courage. It requires, too, that the wheel of saṁsāra has been lived through, that life hold no further fascination or charm.

Sunday
LESSON 273
A New Spiritual Birth

“Through experience the soul learns of the nature of joy and sorrow, learns well to handle the magnetic forces of the world. Only when that learning is complete is true saṁnyāsa possible. Otherwise, the soul, still immature, will be drawn back into the swirl of experience, no matter what vows have been uttered. True renunciation comes when the world withdraws from the devotee. Sannyāsa is for the accomplished ones, the great souls, the evolved souls. Sannyāsa is not to be misinterpreted as a means of getting something—getting enlightenment, getting puñya, or merit. Sannyāsa comes when all getting is finished. It is not to get something, but because you are something, because you are ready to give your life and your knowledge and your service to Śaivism, that you enter the life of the sannyāsin. The kavi, or saffron robes, are the royal insignia of the sannyāsin. Those in kavi the world over are your brethren, and you should feel one with each of these hundreds of thousands of soldiers within. ¶”The ideals of renunciation as practiced in the Sanātana Dharma are outlined fully in these Holy Orders of Sannyāsa. Live up to them as best you can. You need not be a saint or jīvanmukta to enter into the ancient world order of sannyāsa. Renunciation in its inmost sense is a gradual process. It does not happen instantly when a vow is spoken. Do not mistake sannyāsa dikshā as the end of effort, but look upon it as a new spiritual birth, the beginning of renewed striving and even more difficult challenges. There will remain karmas to be lived through as the soul continues to resolve the subtle attachments, or vāsanās, of this and past lives. It is enough that you have reached a knowing of the necessity of tyāga. It is enough that you renounce in the right spirit and pledge yourself to meet each challenge as befits this tradition, bringing honor to
you yourself and your religion. ¶“Finally, you are charged with preserving and defending the Śaiva Dharma teachings of the Nandinātha Sampradāya’s Kailāsa Paramparā as brought forth in *The Master Course* trilogy of *Dancing, Living and Merging with Śiva*, and in *The Holy Bible of the Śaivite Hindu Religion*. You are cautioned against being influenced by alien faiths or beliefs. You are the vault, the repository, wherein are kept the priceless treasures of Śaivism, secure and available for future generations. All who accept these Holy Orders accept a selfless life in which all monastics work their minds together, thus keeping the *sangam* strong and effective. You must not veer from the San Mārga, nor follow an individual path, nor remain remote or aloof from your brother monastics. It is a serious life which you now enter, one which only a *sannyāsin* can fully undertake. Remember and teach that God is, and is in all things. Spread the light of the One Great God, Śiva—Creator, Preserver and Destroyer, immanent and transcendent, the Compassionate One, the Gracious One, the One without a second, the Lord of Lords, the Beginning and End of all that is. Anbe Sivamayam Satyame Parasivam.”
Men and Women Are Not the Same

Course the breath in appropriate ways through the feminine *idā* and masculine *pingalā* ēṇadīs. Seat yourself in agreeable āsanas and, directing the breath within, ascend upward through the triangle-shaped *mūlādhāra*. Truly, you may see the feet of the Lord who is timeless eternity.

*Tirumantiram* 2173
If both husband and wife are on the spiritual path, the householder family will progress beautifully and deeply. Their love for one another and their offspring maintains family harmony. However, the nature of their sadhana and unfoldment of the spirit is different from that of the sannyasin. The family unit itself is an odic-force structure. It is a magnetic-force structure, a material structure, for they are involved in the objects and relationships of the world. It is the family’s effort to be “in the world but not of it” that gives the impetus for insight and the awakening of the soul. The struggle to maintain the responsibilities of the home and children while simultaneously observing the contemplative way, in itself, provides strength and balance, and slowly matures innate wisdom through the years. ¶The successful Hindu householder family is stable, an asset to the larger community in which it lives, an example of joyous, contented relationships. Members of the family are more interested in serving than being served. They accept responsibility for one another. They are pliable, flexible, able to flow freely like water. They worship and meditate daily without fail and strictly observe their individual sadhanas. Their insight is respected and their advice sought. Yet, they do not bring the world into the home, but guard and protect the home vibration as the spiritual center of their life. Their commitments are always first to the family, then to the community. Their home remains sacrosanct, apart from the world, a place of reflection, growing and peace. They intuitively know the complex workings of the world, the forces and motivations of people, and often guide others to perceptive action. Yet, they do not display exclusive spiritual knowledge or put themselves above their fellow man. ¶Problems for them are merely challenges, opportunities for growth. Forgetting themselves in their service to the family and their fellow man, they become the pure channel for love and light. Intuition unfolds naturally. What is unspoken is more tangible than what is said. Their timing is good, and abundance comes. They live simply, guided by real need and not novel desire. They are creative, acquiring and using skills such as making their own clothing, growing food, building their own house and furniture. The inner knowing awakened by their meditations is brought directly into the busy details of everyday life. They use

In the traditional home, the man is provider and spiritual head, prone to aggressive and intellectual currents of mind. The woman is the nurturing head of the house, inclined to emotional and passive states. With both in their dharmic roles, the home is balanced and harmonious.
the forces of procreation wisely to produce the next generation and not
as instinctive indulgence. They worship profoundly and seek and find
spiritual revelation in the midst of life. ¶Within each family, the man is
predominantly in the piṅgalā force. The woman is predominantly in the
ida force. When the energies are the other way around, disharmony is the
result. When they live together in harmony and have awakened enough
innate knowledge of the relation of their forces to balance them, then both
are in the sushumṇā force and can soar into the Divinity within. Children
born to such harmonious people come through from the deeper chakras
and tend to be highly evolved and well balanced.

Tuesday
LESSON 275
Maintaining
A Balance

Should the woman become aggressively intellectual and
the man become passively physical, then forces in the
home are disturbed. The two bicker and argue. Con-
sequently, the children are upset, because they only re-

EXAMPLE

The balancing of the idā and piṅgalā into sushumṇā is, in fact, the pre-ordained spiritual sādhanā,
a built in sādhanā, or birth sādhanā, of all family persons. To be on the
spiritual path, to stay on the spiritual path, to get back on the spiritual
path, to keep the children on the spiritual path, to bring them back to
the spiritual path, too—as a family, father, mother, sons and daughters
living together as humans were ordained to do without the intrusions of
uncontrolled instinctive areas of the mind and emotions—it is impera-
tive, it is a virtual command of the soul of each member of the family, that
these two forces, the idā and piṅgalā, become and remain balanced, first
through understanding and then through the actual accomplishment of
this sādhanā. There can be no better world, no new age, no golden future,
no peace, no harmony, no spiritual progress until this happens and is
perpetuated far into the future. This is the sādhanā of the father. This is
the sādhanā of the mother. And together they are compelled by divine
law to teach this sādhanā to their offspring, first by example, then through
explanation of their example, as youths mature into adulthood. Those
unfortunate couples who neglect or refuse to perform this sādhana—of balancing the iḍā and piṅgalā, and from time to time bringing both into the sushumṇā—are indeed distressed by their own neglect. At the time of death, as their life ebbs into the great unknown, they will, in looking back, see nothing but turmoil, misunderstanding, hurts—physical hurts, emotional hurts, mental hurts. Their subconscious will still be hurting, and they will know the hurt they gave to others will follow them into the next world, then into the next, to be reexperienced. Their pain knows no cure during their last few hours before transition from the physical body into one of the astral worlds they earned access to, as their good deeds, misdeeds and wrongful deeds are gathered together and totalled. Therefore, it is for the wise, the understanding, the hopeful parents to follow the iḍā-piṅgalā-sushumṇā sādhana daily, weekly, monthly, yearly. This is the path for the family persons toward merger with Śiva. It truly is.

Who is the spiritual leader of the house? The man or the woman? Dancing with Śiva states: “The husband is, first, an equal participant in the procreation and upbringing of the future generation. Second, he is the generator of economic resources necessary for society and the immediate family. The husband must be caring, understanding, masculine, loving, affectionate, and an unselfish provider, to the best of his ability and through honest means. He is well equipped physically and mentally for the stress and demands placed upon him. When he performs his dharma well, the family is materially and emotionally secure. Still, he is not restricted from participation in household chores, remembering that the home is the wife’s domain and she is its mistress.” If this happens, everything works out naturally in the home in a very harmonious way. If this does not occur, then the prāṇic forces do not flow as well for the family. Why? Because the stabilizing influence of the prāṇas, under control and well balanced, has not come to pass. As a result, there can be no effective invoking of God, Gods and guru. Arguments, rude and harsh words fly back and forth, children are maltreated, and backbiting of the husband, relatives, friends and neighbors is not uncommon. Adultery with prostitutes or casual pickups tempts, distracts and burdens the husband with guilt, especially during his wife’s monthly retreat and during pregnancy. The life of a family going through such karmas is chaos. The children, who modern psychiatrists and ancient seers say, are guided by the example of their parents, are thrown overboard, as from a ship they safely
boarded with full confidence. Reality points out that there are no, never have been, nor ever will be, delinquent children. Delinquent parents are the culprits; “the parents are what is wrong with society; children are only guilty of being guided by their example.” ¶The wise men of ancient times understood how the prānic life forces flow within man and woman. They knew that the family man’s being in the sushumṇā current stabilizes the forces of the home. If he is meditating and going within himself, his wife will not have to meditate as much. She and the children will go within to their Divinity automatically on the power of his meditation. If he radiates peace, Divinity and confidence, they will too, without trying, without even being conscious of it. ¶One thing to remember: the family man is the guru of his household. If he wants to find out how to be a good guru, he just has to observe his own satguru, that is all he has to do. He will learn through observation. Often this is best accomplished by living in the guru’s āśrama periodically to perform sādhana and service. Being head of his home does not mean he is a dominant authority figure, arrogantly commanding unconditional obedience, such as Bollywood and Hollywood portray. No. He must assume full responsibility for his family and guide subtly and wisely, with love always flowing. This means that he must accept the responsibility for the conditions in the home and for the spiritual training and unfoldment of his wife and children. This is his purusha dharma. To not recognize and not follow it is to create much kukarma, bad actions bringing back hurtful results to him in this or another life.

**Thursday**

**LESSON 277**

**Wife and Mother**

When the wife has problems in fulfilling her womanly duties, strī dharma, it is often because the husband has not upheld his duty, nor allowed her to fulfill hers. When he does not allow her to or fails to insist that she perform her strī dharma and give her the space and time to do so, she creates kukarmas which are equally shared by him. This is because the purusha karmic duty and obligation of running a proper home naturally falls upon him, as well as upon her. So, there are great penalties to be paid by the man, husband and father for failure to uphold his purusha dharma. ¶Of course, when the children “go wrong” and are corrected by the society at large, both husband and wife suffer and equally share in the kukarmas created by their offspring. In summary, the husband took the wife into his home and is therefore responsible for her well-being. Together they bring the children into their home and are responsible for them, spiritually, socially, culturally, economically, as well as for their edu-
What does it mean to be the spiritual head of the house? He is responsible for stabilizing the prānic forces, both positive, negative and mixed. When the magnetic, materialistic forces become too strong in the home, or out of proper balance with the others, he has to work within himself in early morning sādhana and deep meditation to bring through the spiritual forces of happiness, contentment, love and trust. By going deep within himself, into his soul nature, by living with Śiva, he uplifts the spiritual awareness of the entire family into one of the higher chakras. How does he accomplish this? Simply by moving his own awareness into a chakra higher than theirs. The awareness of his family follows his living example. The family woman has to be a good mother. To achieve this, she has to learn to flow her awareness with the awareness of the children. She has been through the same series of experiences the children are going through. She intuits what to do next. As a mother, she fails only if she neglects the children, takes her awareness completely away, leaving the children to flounder. But if she stays close, attends to each child’s needs, is there when he or she cries or comes home from school, everything is fine. The child is raised perfectly. This occurs if the wife stays in the home, stabilizing the domestic force field, where she is needed most, allowing the husband to be the breadwinner and stabilizer of the external force field, which is his natural domain.

**Friday**

**LESSON 278**

**How Forces Go Awry**

Odic force is magnetic force. Actinic force comes from the central source of life itself, from Lord Śiva. It is spiritual force, the spirit, pure life. The blend of these two forces, the actinodic, is the magnetic force that holds a home together and keeps everything going along smoothly. If a family man and woman are both flowing through the aggressive-intellectual current, the magnetic-odic forces become strong and congested in the atmosphere of the home, and inharmonious conditions result. They argue. The arguments are never resolved, but it is a way of dissipating the odic forces. If the man and the woman are flowing through the passive-physical current, the magnetic odic forces are not balanced. They become physically too attracted to one another. They become unreasonable with each other, full of fear, anger, jealousy, resentment, and they fight or, worse, take their frustrations out by beating, calling names and hurting, in many other ways, each other and their own children who came trustingly into their family. True, it is within the child’s prārabdha karmas to experience this torment, but it is the duty of the parents to pro-
tect him from it, creating an environment in which unseemly seeds will not germinate. True, it may be the child’s *karma* to experience torment, yet the parents do not have to deliver it. Wise parents find loving means of discipline and protect themselves from earning and reaping the unseemly *karmas* through improper *himsā* methods of punishment. ¶However, if each understands—or at least the family man understands, for it is his home—how the forces have to be worked within it, and realizes that he, as a man, flows through a different area of the mind than does his wife in fulfilling their respective, but very different, birth *karmas*, then everything remains harmonious. He thinks; she feels. He reasons and intellectualizes, while she reasons and emotionalizes. He is in his realm. She is in her realm. He is not trying to make her adjust to the same area of the mind that he is flowing through. And, of course, if she is in her realm, she will not expect him to flow through her area of the mind, because women just do not do this. ¶Usually, it is the man who does not want to, or understand how to, become the spiritual head of his house. Often he wants the woman to flow through his area of the mind, to be something of a brother and pal or partner to him. Therefore, he experiences everything that goes along with brothers and pals and partners: arguments, fights, scraps and good times. In an equal relationship of this kind, the forces of the home are not building or becoming strong, for such a home is not a sanctified place in which they can bring inner-plane beings into reincarnation from the higher celestial realms. If they do have children under these conditions, they simply take “potluck” off the lower astral plane, or Pretaloka. ¶A man goes through his intellectual cycles in facing the problems of the external world. A woman has to be strong enough, understanding enough, to allow him to go through those cycles. A woman goes through emotional cycles and feeling cycles as she lives within the home, raises the family and takes care of her husband. He has to be confident enough to understand and allow her to go through those cycles. ¶The *piṅgalā* force takes man through the creative, intellectual cycles. Man brings through creativity from inner planes. He invents, discovers, foresees. We normally consider it as all having been created within his external mind, but it is done through his *piṅgalā* force operating on inner planes of consciousness. He is not going to be smooth always and living in superconscious states, for he has to go through experiential cycles. He must be inspired one day and empty the next. He must succeed and fail. He is living his destiny and working out *karmas*. 

A woman living in the *idā* current goes through her emotional cycles, too. Her moods change regularly. She laughs, cries, sulks, enjoys. He has to be wise enough to allow her to have these ups and downs and neither criticize nor correct her when she does. If conditions become strained within the home, the man of the house becomes the example by feeling the power of his spine and the spiritual force of Śiva within it. He finds that he remains calm and can enjoy the bliss of his own energy. He finds ways and means to create joy and happiness and make odic forces that may have gone into a heavy condition beautiful, buoyant and lovely again. ¶Rather than arguing or talking about their cycles, the man who is spiritual head of his house meditates to stabilize the forces within himself. He withdraws the physical energies from the *píṅgalā* and the *idā* currents into *sushumṇā* in his spine and head. He breathes regularly, sitting motionless until the forces adjust to his inner command. When he comes out of his meditation, if it really was a meditation, she sees him as a different being, and a new atmosphere and relationship are created in the home immediately. ¶The children grow up as young disciples of the mother and the father. As they mature, they learn of inner things. It is the duty of the mother and the father to give to the child at a very early age his first religious training and his education in attention, concentration, observation and meditation. ¶The parents must be fully knowledgeable of what their child is experiencing. During the first seven years, the child will go through the *chakra* of memory. He will be learning, absorbing, observing. The second seven years will be dedicated to the development of reason, as the second *chakra* unfolds. If theirs is a boy child, he is going through the *píṅgalā*. If a girl child, she is going through the *idā* current and will go through emotional cycles. By both spouses’ respecting the differences between them and understanding where each one is flowing in consciousness, there is a give and take in the family, a beautiful flow of the forces. ¶The āchāryas and swāmis work with the family man and woman to bring them into inner states of being so that they can bring through to the Earth a generation of great inner souls. It is a well-ordered cycle. Each one plays a part in the cycle, and if it is done through wisdom and understanding, a family home is created that has the same vibration as the temple or a contemplative monastery. ¶In summary, woman is in the *idā* current predominantly and does not think or flow through the same areas of thought strata as the man does. If he expects her to think
the same way that he is thinking, he is mistaken. Once they have a balance of the forces in the home, she is not going to be analytical. She will be in thought, of course, but she will not indulge in his ramified thinking. She is naturally too wise for this. If he wants to have discussions with her or use her as a sounding board, he is inadvisely guiding her into the *piṇgalā* current. And if she is going through one of her emotional cycles at the time, she will become upset with him for apparently no reason at all. He has to realize that her intuition is keen, and that she will have, from time to time, profound intuitive flashes. She might explain to him spontaneously the answer to something he has been thinking about for days, without his having verbally expressed to her what was on his mind. This happens quite often in the positive, harmonious home.

**Sunday**

**LESSON 280**

**Mutual Appreciation**

Tremendous confusion can exist within the family if the man and the woman think that they are the same and are flowing through the same areas of the external mind. The only area that they should flow through together is the *sushumṇā*, the spiritual. And when they are both intently in the intuitive mind, they will unravel deep and profound things together. She is in the home, making things nice for him. When he returns from his mental involvements in the world, it is up to him to get out of the intellectual mind and into the spiritual currents of his superconsciousness in order to communicate with her at all, other than on a subconscious, physical or materialistic level. ¶For harmony to prevail between a man and a woman, he has to live fully within his own nature, and she has to live fully within her own nature. Each is king and queen of their respective realms. If each respects the uniqueness of the other, then a harmonious condition in the home exists. ¶A good rule to remember: the man does not discuss his intellectual business problems with his wife, and she does not work outside the home. He solves his problems within himself or discusses them with other men. When he has a problem, he should go to an expert to solve it, not bring it home to talk over. If he does, the forces in the home become congested. The children yell and scream and cry. ¶A contemplative home where the family can meditate has to have that uplifting, temple-like vibration. In just approaching it, the *sushumṇā* current of the man should withdraw awareness from the *piṇgalā* current deep within. That is what the man can do when he is the spiritual head of the home. ¶A woman depends on a man for physical and emotional security. She depends on herself for her inner security. He is the guide and the ex-
ample. A man creates this security by setting a positive spiritual example. When she sees him in meditation, and sees light around his head and light within his spine, she feels secure. She knows that his intuition is going to direct his intellect. She knows he will be decisive, fair, clear-minded in the external world. She knows that when he is at home, he turns to inner and more spiritual things. He controls his emotional nature and he does not scold her if she has a hard time controlling her emotional nature, because he realizes that she lives more in the idā force and goes through emotional cycles. In the same way, she does not scold him if he is having a terrible time intellectually solving several business problems, because she knows he is in the intellectual force, and that is what happens in that realm of the mind. She devotes her thought and energies to making the home comfortable and pleasant for him and for the children. He devotes his thought and energies to providing sustenance and security for that home.

¶ The man seeks understanding through observation. The woman seeks harmony through devotion. He must observe what is going on within the home, not talk too much about it, other than to make small suggestions, with much praise and virtually no criticism. He must remember that his wife is making a home for him, and he should appreciate the vibration she creates. If he is doing well in his inner life, is steady and strong, and she is devoted, she will flow along in inner life happily also. She must strive to be one with him, to back him up in his desires and his ambitions and what he wants to accomplish in the outside world. This makes him feel strong and stand straight with head up. She can create a successful man of her husband very easily by using her wonderful intuitive powers. Together they make a contemplative life by building the home into a temple-like vibration, so blissful, so uplifting.
Piercing the chakras that are multi-petalled—four, six, ten, twelve and sixteen—behold then the twin petalled ājñā center. You have indeed arrived at the holy feet of the timeless, causeless One.

Tirumantiram 1704
Hindu scriptures speak of three worlds, fourteen worlds and countless worlds. These are different ways to describe Śiva’s infinite creation. Of the fourteen worlds, seven are counted as rising above the Earth and seven as descending below it. Correspondingly, there are fourteen great nerve centers in the physical body, in the astral body and in the body of the soul. These centers are called chakras in Sanskrit, which means “wheels.” These spinning vortices of energy are actually regions of mind power, each one governing certain aspects of the inner man, and together they are the subtle components of people. When inwardly perceived, they are vividly colorful and can be heard. In fact, they are quite noisy, since color, sound and energy are all the same thing in the inner realms. ¶When awareness flows through any one or more of these regions, the various functions of consciousness operate, such as the functions of memory, reason and willpower. There are six chakras above the mūlādhāra chakra, which is located at the base of the spine. When awareness is flowing through these chakras, consciousness is in the higher nature. There are seven chakras below the mūlādhāra chakra, and when awareness is flowing through them, consciousness is in the lower nature. In this Kali Yuga most people live in the consciousness of the seven force centers below the mūlādhāra chakra. Their beliefs and attitudes strongly reflect the animal nature, the instinctive mind. We want to lift our own consciousness and that of others into the chakras above the mūlādhāra. This brings the mind out of the lower nature into the higher nature. We do this through personal sādhana, prayer, meditation, right thought, speech and action and love for Lord Śiva, who is All in all. ¶The mūlādhāra chakra, the divine seat of Lord Gaṇeśa, is the dividing point between the lower nature and the higher nature. It is the beginning of religion for everyone, entered when consciousness arrives out of the realms below Lord Gaṇeśa’s holy feet. ¶The physical body has a connection to each of the seven higher chakras through plexes of nerves along the spinal cord and in the cranium. As the kundalini force of awareness travels along the spine, it enters each of these chakras, energizing them and awakening, in turn, each function. In any one lifetime, man may be predominantly aware in two or three centers, thus setting the pattern for the way he thinks and lives. He de-

*Seven instinctive chakras are depicted here in the legs and feet, seven central chakras, and seven subtle chakras above the head. The lokas are roughly shown as differently shaded bands: from bottom to top are Naraka, Preta, Deva, Jana, Tāpo and Satya.*
velops a comprehension of these seven regions in a natural sequence, the perfection of one leading logically to the next. Thus, though he may not be psychically seeing spinning forces within himself, man nevertheless matures through memory, reason, willpower, cognition, universal love, divine sight and spiritual illumination. It may help, as we examine each of these centers individually, to visualize man as a seven-storied building, with each story being one of the chakras. Awareness travels up and down in the elevator, and as it goes higher and higher, it gains a progressively broader, more comprehensive and beautiful vista. Reaching the top floor, it views the panorama below with total understanding, not only of the landscape below, but also of the relation of the building to other buildings and of each floor to the next.

In Sanātana Dharma another analogy is used to portray the chakras—that of a lotus flower. This flower grows in lakes and pools, taking root in the slimy mud below the surface, where no light penetrates. Its stem grows upward toward the light until it breaks the surface into fresh air and sunshine. The energy of the sun then feeds the bud and leaves until the delicate lotus blossom opens. The first chakra is called the root chakra, mūlādhāra. Awareness takes root in the baser instincts of human experience and then travels through the waters of the intellect, becoming more and more refined as it evolves until finally it bursts into the light of the superconscious mind, where it spiritually flows into the 1,008-petaled lotus chakra at the top of the head. By examining the functions of these seven great force centers, we can clearly cognize our own position on the spiritual path and better understand our fellow man.

The chakras do not awaken. They are already awakened in everyone. It only seems as if they awaken as we become aware of flowing our energy through them, because energy, willpower and awareness are one and the same thing. To become conscious of the core of energy itself, all we have to do is detach awareness from the realms of reason, memory and aggressive, intellectual will. Then, turning inward, we move from one chakra to another. The physical body changes as these more refined energies flow through it and the inner nerve system, called nādis, inwardly becomes stronger and stronger. The mūlādhāra chakra is the memory center, located at the base of the spine, and is physically associated with the sacral or pelvic nerve plexus. Mūla means “root” and adhāra means “support,” so this is called the root chakra. Its color is red. It governs the realms of time and memory, creating a consciousness of time.
through the powers of memory. Whenever we go back in our memory patterns, we are using the forces of the *mūlādhāra*. This *chakra* is associated also with human qualities of individuality, egoism, materialism and dominance. Man lives mostly in this *chakra* during the first seven years of life. This center has four “petals” or aspects, one of which governs memories of past lives. The other three contain the compiled memory patterns and interrelated *karmas* of this life. When this *chakra* is developed, people are able to travel on the astral plane. It is complete within itself, but when the first two *chakras* are charged with gross, instinctive impulses and developed through Western education, with its values and foibles which contradict Hindu *dharma*, they can create together a very strong odic force which, when propelled by the worldly will of the third *chakra* toward outer success and power, can dominate the mind and make it nearly impossible for awareness to function in the higher force centers, so great is the material magnetism. Men living fully in these lower three *chakras* therefore say that God is above them, not knowing that “above” is their own head and they are living “below,” near the base of the spine. You have seen many people living totally in the past—it’s their only reality. They are always reminiscing: “When I was a boy, we used to… Why, I remember when… It wasn’t like this a few years ago…” On and on they go, living a recollected personal history and usually unaware that they have a present to be enjoyed and a future to be created. On and on they go, giving their life force energies to the task of perpetuating the past. The *mūlādhāra* forces are not negative forces. Used and governed positively by the higher centers, the powers of time, memory and sex are transmuted into the very fuel that propels awareness along the spinal climb and into the head. Similarly, the mature lotus blossom cannot in wisdom criticize the muddy roots far below which, after all, sustain its very life. The center of man’s reasoning faculties lies in the second, or hypogastric, plexus, below the navel. It is termed *svādhishthāna*, which in Sanskrit means “one’s own place.” Its color is reddish orange. Once the ability to remember has been established, the natural consequence is reason, and from reason evolves the intellect. Reason and intellect work through this *chakra*. We open naturally into this *chakra* between the ages of seven and thirteen, when we want to know why the sky is blue and the “whys” of everything. If very little memory exists, very little intellect is present. In other words, reason is the manipulation of memorized information. We categorize it, edit it, rearrange it and store the results. That is the essence of the limited
capacity of reason. Therefore, this center controls the \textit{mūlādhāra}, and in fact, each progressively “higher” center controls all preceding centers. That is the law. In thinking, solving problems, analyzing people or situations, we are functioning in the domain of \textit{svādhishthāna}. ¶This center has six “petals” or aspects and can therefore express itself in six distinct ways: diplomacy, sensitivity, cleverness, doubt, anxiety and procrastination. These aspects or personae would seem very real to people living predominantly in this \textit{chakra}. They would research, explore and wonder, “Why? Why? Why?” They would propose theories and then formulate reasonable explanations. They would form a rigid intellectual mind based on opinionated knowledge and accumulated memory, reinforced by habit patterns of the instinctive mind.

\textbf{Wednesday}

\textbf{LESSON 283}

\textbf{The Centers of Reason and Will}

It is in the \textit{svādhishthāna chakra} that the majority of people live, think, worry and travel on the astral plane. If they are functioning solely in the reasoning capacity of the mind, devoting their life’s energies to its perpetuation in the libraries of the world, then they would take the intellect very seriously, for they naturally see the material world as extremely real, extremely permanent. With their security and self-esteem founded in reason, they study, read, discuss, accumulate vast storehouses of fact and rearrange the opinions and conclusions of others. When guided by the higher \textit{chakras} and not totally entangled in ramifications of intellect, the powers of \textit{svādhishthāna} are a potent tool in bringing intuitive knowledge into practical manifestation. Reason does not conflict with intuition. It simply comes more slowly, more cumbersomely, to the same conclusions. Nevertheless, the intellect, in its refined evolution, can harness and direct the base instincts in man. ¶Within the third center, called the \textit{manipūra chakra}, are the forces of willpower. \textit{Maṇi} means “gem,” and \textit{pūra} means “city,” so \textit{manipūra} signifies the “jewelled city.” Its color is yellow. It is represented in the central nervous system by the solar plexus, where all nerves in the body merge to form what has been termed man’s “second brain.” This is significant, for depending on how the energy is flowing, the forces of will from this \textit{chakra} add power either to worldly consciousness through the first two centers or to spiritual consciousness through the fourth and fifth centers. In Hindu mysticism, this dual function of willpower is conveyed in its ten “petals” or aspects, five which control and stabilize the odic or material forces of memory and reason, and five which control the actinic or spiritual forces of understanding and love. There-
fore, the *manipūra* energies are actinodic in composition, while *mūlaḍhāra* and *svādhishṭhāna* are purely odic force structures. When awareness functions within the realms of memory, reason and aggressive willpower, men and women are basically instinctive in nature. They are quick to react and retaliate, quick to have their feelings hurt and quick to pursue the conquest of others, while fearing their own defeat. Success and failure are the motivating desires behind their need to express power and possess influence. Consequently, their life is seeded with suffering, with ups and downs. They look for a way out of suffering and yet enjoy suffering when it comes. They are physically very hard working and generally not interested in developing the intellect unless it can help them achieve some material gain. In these states of consciousness, the ego rises to its greatest prominence, and emotional experiences are extremely intense. If, on the other hand, the willpower has been directed toward higher awakening, awareness is propelled into deeper dimensions. Gains and losses of material possessions and power no longer magnetize their awareness, and they are freed to explore higher centers of their being. Inwardly directed, the willpower gives resolute strength to these aspirants, strength to discipline the outer nature and to practice *śādhana*.

**Thursday**

**LESSON 284**

**Cognition and Divine Love**

With the spiritual will aroused, awareness flows quite naturally into the *anāhata chakra*, the heart center, governing the faculties of direct cognition or comprehension. Connected to the cardiac plexus, this *chakra* is often referred to as “the lotus of the heart.” Its twelve “petals” imply that the faculty of cognition can be expressed in twelve distinct ways or through as many masks or personae. Its color is a smoky green. Man usually awakens into this region of cognition around age twenty-one to twenty-six. Life for seekers in this *chakra* is different than for others. It is in *anāhata*, literally “unstruck sound,” that the aspirant attains his moun-taintop consciousness. Instead of viewing life in its partial segments, like seeing just the side of the mountain, he raises his consciousness to a pinnacle from which an objective and comprehensive cognition of the entirety is the natural conclusion. Uninvolved in the seemingly fractured parts, he is able to look through it all and understand—as though he were looking into a box and seeing the inside, the outside, the top and the bottom, all at the same time. It looks transparent to him and he is able to encompass the totality in one instantaneous flash of direct cognition. He knows in that split second all there is to know about a subject, and yet would find it
difficult to verbalize that vast knowing. Various highly endowed psychics are prone to utilize this force center, for such spiritual powers as healing are manifested here. ¶People with the *anāhata chakra* awakened are generally well-balanced, content and self-contained. More often than not, their intellect is highly developed and their reasoning keen. The subtle refinement of their nature makes them extremely intuitive, and what is left of the base instincts and emotions is easily resolved through their powers of intellect. It is important that the serious aspirant gain enough control of his forces and *karmas* to remain stabilized at the heart center. This should be home base to him, and he should rarely or never fall below *anāhata* in consciousness. Only after years of *sādhana* and transmutation of the sexual fluids can this be attained, but it must be attained and awareness must settle here firmly before further unfoldment is sought. ¶Universal or divine love is the faculty expressed by the next center, called the *viśuddha chakra*. This center is associated with the pharyngeal plexus in the throat and possesses sixteen “petals” or attributes. Whereas the first two centers are predominantly odic force in nature and the third and fourth are mixtures of odic force and a little actinic force, *viśuddha* is almost a purely actinic force structure. On a percentage scale, we could say that the energies here are eighty percent actinic and only twenty percent odic. Whenever people feel filled with inexpressible love and devotion to all mankind, all creatures, large and small, they are vibrating within *viśuddha*. In this state there is no consciousness of a physical body, no consciousness of being a person with emotions, no consciousness of thoughts. They are just being the light or being fully aware of themselves as actinic force flowing through all form. They see light throughout the entirety of their body, even if standing in a darkened room. This light is produced in the *ājñā chakra* above through the friction occurring between the odic and actinic forces and perceived through the divine sight of the third eye. The sense of “I,” of ego, is dissolved in the intensity of this inner light, and a great bliss permeates the nerve system as the truth of the oneness of the universe is fully and powerfully realized. *Viśuddha* means “sheer purity.” This center is associated with blue, the color of divine love. ¶The *jñāni* who has awakened this center is able for the first time to withdraw awareness totally into the spine, into the *sushumṇā* current. Now he begins experiencing the real spiritual being. Even at this point he may hold a concept of himself as an outer being, as distinct from the inner being he seeks. But as he becomes stronger and stronger in his new-found love, he realizes that the inner be-
ing is nothing but the reality of himself. And as he watches as the outer being fades, he realizes that it was born in time and memory patterns, put together through the forces of reason, and sustained for a limited period through the forces of will. The outer shell dissolves and he lives in the blissful inner consciousness that knows only light, love and immortality.

The sixth force center is ājñā, or the third eye. Ājñā chakra means “command center” and grants direct experience of the Divine, not through any knowledge passed on by others, which would be like the knowledge found in books. Magnetized to the cavernous plexus and to the pineal gland and located between the brows, the ājñā chakra governs the superconscious faculties of divine sight within man. Its color is lavender. Of its two “petals” or facets one is the ability to look down, all the way down, to the seven talas, or states of mind, below the mūlādhāra and the other is the ability to perceive the higher, spiritual states of consciousness, all the way up to the seven chakras above the sahasrāra.

Thus, ājñā looks into both worlds: the odic astral world, or Antarloka, and the actinic spiritual world, or Śivaloka. It, therefore, is the connecting link, allowing the jñāni to relate the highest consciousness to the lowest, in a unified vision. This center opens fully to the conscious use of man after many experiences of nirvikalpa samādhi, Self Realization, resulting in total transformation, have been attained, although visionary insights and, particularly, inner light experiences are possible earlier. ¶ The composition of this chakra is so refined, being primarily of actinic force, that a conscious knowledge of the soul as a scintillating body of pure energy or white light is its constant manifestation. From here man peers deeply into the mind substance, seeing simultaneously into the past, the present and the future—deeper into evolutionary phases of creation, preservation and destruction. He is able to travel consciously in his inner body, to enter any region of the mind without barrier and to reduce through his samyama, contemplation, all form to its constituent parts. ¶ It is not recommended on the classical Hindu yoga path for one to sit and concentrate on this force center, as the psychic abilities of the pineal gland can be prematurely awakened over which control is not possible, creating an unnecessary karmic sidetrack for the aspirant. Visions are not to be sought. They themselves are merely illusions of a higher nature around which a spiritual ego can grow which only serves to inhibit the final step on the path, that of the Truth beyond all form, beyond the mind itself. There-
fore, the pituitary gland, which controls the next and final center, should be awakened first. This master gland is located about an inch forward and upward of the left ear, near the center of the cranium. At that point one can inwardly focus awareness and see a clear white light. This light is the best point of concentration, for it will lead awareness within itself and to the ultimate goal without undue ramification. ¶The sahasrāra, or crown chakra, is the “thousand spoked” wheel, also known as sahasradala padma, “thousand-petaled lotus.” Actually, according to the ancient mystics, it has 1,008 aspects or attributes of the soul body. However, these personae are transparent—a crystal clear white light, ever present, shining through the circumference of the golden body which is polarized here and which seems to build and grow after many experiences of sustained nirvikalpa samādhi, manifesting a total inner and outer transformation. ¶The crown center is the accumulation of all other force centers in the body, as well as the controlling or balancing aspect of all other sheaths or aspects of man. It is a world within a world within itself. When the yogī travels in high states of contemplation, when he is propelled into vast inner space, he is simply aware of this center in himself. In such deep states, even the experience of light would not necessarily occur, since light is only present when a residue of darkness is kept, or since light is the friction of pure actinic force meeting and penetrating the magnetic forces. In the sahasrāra, the jñānī dissolves even blissful visions of light and is immersed in pure space, pure awareness, pure being. ¶Once this pure state is stabilized, awareness itself dissolves and only the Self remains. This experience is described in many ways: as the death of the ego; as the awareness leaving the mind form through the “door of Brahman,” the Brahmarandhra, at the top of the head; and as the inexplicable merger of the ātman, or soul, with Śiva, or God. From another perspective, it is the merger of the forces of the pituitary with the forces of the pineal. Great inner striving, great sādhana and tapas, first activate the pituitary gland—a small, master gland found near the hypothalamus which regulates many human functions, including growth, sexuality and endocrine secretions. It is inwardly seen as a small white light and referred to as “the pearl of great price.” When the pituitary is fully activated, it begins to stimulate the pineal gland, situated at the roof of the thalamic region of the brain and influencing maturation of consciousness expansion. The pineal is inwardly viewed as a beautiful blue sapphire. For man to attain his final, final, final realization, the forces of these two glands have to merge. Symbolically, this is the completion of the
circle, the serpent devouring its own tail. For those who have attained this process, it can be observed quite closely through the faculty of divine sight. This is the story of man’s evolution through the mind, from the gross to the refined, from darkness into light, from a consciousness of death to immortality. He follows a natural pattern that is built right in the nerve system itself: memory, reason, will, direct cognition, inner light perceptions of the soul, which awaken a universal love of all mankind; psychic perceptions through divine sight; and the heavenly refinement of being in the thousand-petaled lotus. ¶During each age throughout history, one or another of the planets or chakras has come into power. Remember when the Greek God Cronus was in supreme power? He is the God of time. Mass consciousness came into memory, or the mūlādhāra chakra, with its new-found concern for time, for a past and a future, dates and records. Next the mass consciousness came into the svādhishṭhāna and its powers of reason. Reason was a God in the Golden Age of Greece. Discourse, debate and logic all became instruments of power and influence. If it wasn’t reasonable, it wasn’t true. Next the chakra of will came into power. Man conquered nations, waged wars, developed efficient weapons. Crusades were fought and kingdoms established during the period. Our world was experiencing force over force. Direct cognition, the anāhata chakra, came into power when man opened the doors of science within his own mind. He cognized the laws of the physical universe: mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy and biology. Then he unfolded the mind sciences by penetrating into his subconscious mind, into the chakras where he had previously been. With man’s looking into his own mind, psychology, metaphysics and the mind religions were born. ¶Now, in our present time, the mass consciousness is coming into viśuddha—the forces of universal love. The forerunners of this emerging Sat Yuga, popularly called the New Age, are not worshiping reason as the great thing of the mind or trying to take over another’s possessions through the use of force. They are not worshiping science or psychology or the mind religions as the great panacea. They are looking inward and worshiping the light, the Divinity within their own body, within their own spine, within their own head, and they are going in and in and in and in, into a deep spiritual quest which is based on direct experience, on compassion for all things in creation. ¶As the forces of the viśuddha chakra come into prominence in the New Age, it does not mean that the other
centers of consciousness have stopped working. But it does mean that this new one coming into prominence is claiming the energy within the mass consciousness. When this center of divine love gains a little more power, everything will come into an exquisite balance. There will be a natural hierarchy of people based on the awakening of their soul, just as previous ages established hierarchies founded on power or intellectual acumen. With that one needed balance, everything on the Earth will quiet down, because the *viśuddha chakra* is of the new age of universal love in which everyone sees eye to eye, and if they do not, there will always be someone there to be the peacemaker. Look back through history and you will see how these planetary influences, these great mind strata of thought, have molded the development of human society.

**Sunday**

**LESSON 287**

**Chakra Cycles In Each Lifetime**

The same cyclical pattern of development in human history is evident even more clearly in the growth of the individual. In the seven cycles of a man’s life, beginning at the time of his birth, his awareness automatically flows through one of these *chakras* and then the next one, then the next and then the next, provided he lives a pure life, following Sanātana Dharma under the guidance of a *satguru*. In reality, most people never make it into the higher four *chakras*, but instead regress back time and again into the *chakras* of reason, instinctive will, memory, anger, fear and jealousy. Nevertheless, the natural, ideal pattern is as follows. From one to seven years of age man is in the *mūlādhāra chakra*. He is learning the basics of movement, language and society—absorbing it all into an active memory. The patterns of his subconscious are established primarily in these early years. From seven to fourteen he is in the *svādhishthāna chakra*. He reasons, questions and asks, “Why? Why? Why?” He wants to know how things work. He refines his ability to think for himself. Between fourteen and twenty-one he comes into his willpower. He does not want to be told what to do by anyone. His personality gets strong, his likes and dislikes solidify. He is on his way now, an individual answerable to no one. Generally, about this time he wants to run away from home and express himself. From twenty-one to twenty-eight he begins assuming responsibilities and gaining a new perspective of himself and the world. Theoretically, he should be in *anāhata*, the *chakra* of cognition, but a lot of people never make it. They are still in the bull-in-the-china-shop consciousness, crashing their way through the world in the expression of will, asking why, reasoning things out and recording it in memory patterns which they go
over year after year after year. But if awareness is mature and full, having incarnated many, many times, he goes on at twenty-one to twenty-eight into the *anāhata chakra*. Here he begins to understand what it’s all about. He comprehends his fellow men, their relationships, the world about him. He seeks inwardly for more profound insight. The *chakra* is stabilized and smoothly spinning once he has raised his family and performed his social duty and, though he may yet continue in business, he would find the energies withdrawing naturally into his chest. It is only the renunciate, the *mathavāsi*, the *sannyāsin*, who from twenty-eight to thirty-five or before, depending on the strictness of his *satguru*, comes into the *viśuddha chakra*, into inner-light experiences, assuming a spiritual responsibility for himself and for others. This awakening soul appreciates people, loves them. His heart and mind broadly encompass all of humanity. He is less interested in what people do and more in what they are. It is here that, having withdrawn from the world, the world begins to renounce him. Then, from thirty-five to forty-two, or before, he perfects his *sādhanas* and lives in the *ājñā chakra*, experiencing the body of the soul, that body of light, awareness traveling within naturally at that time, withdrawing from mundane affairs of the conscious mind. From forty-two through forty-nine he is getting established in the *sahasrāra chakra* in a very natural way, having met all of the responsibilities through life. This is the exacting path a devotee would follow under the training of a *satguru*. Ideally, and traditionally, the young man should come under the training of a *guru* at about fourteen years of age, when he is just coming into the *manipūra* area of will. At this point, the will is malleable and can be directed into the channels of the inner climb, rather than directed toward the outer world, though he may work or study in the outer world, too. But his motivation is inner. Carefully guided, awareness flows through each of these force centers, and at fifty years of age, he is fully trained and mentally prepared to take on intense spiritual responsibilities of his *sampradāya* and soar even more deeply inward in a very, very natural way.
Guiding the kundalini through the six chakras, with single-minded purpose they direct the mind, sitting immobile, like a wooden stake, impervious to touch or sound. To the wise yogis who thus set their aim high, the Lord grants His grace.

Tirumantiram 1457
In mystic cosmology, the seven *lokas*, or upper worlds, correspond to the seven higher *chakras*. The seven *talas*, or lower worlds, correspond to the *chakras* below the base of the spine. Man is thus a microcosm of the universe, or macrocosm. The spine is the axis of his being, as Mount Meru is the axis of the world, and the fourteen *chakras* are portals into the fourteen worlds, or regions of consciousness. The actinodic life force within the *sushumna* current runs up and down the spine and becomes very powerful when the *idâ* and *piṅgalâ*, or the odic forces, are balanced. Then man becomes completely actinodic. He doesn’t feel, in a sense, that he has a body at that particular time. He feels he is just a being suspended in space, and during those times his *anâhata* and *viśuddha* *chakras* are spinning and vibrating. When, through the practice of very intense, sustained states of contemplation, he merges into pure states of superconsciousness, the *idâ* and the *piṅgalâ* form a circle. They meet, and the pituitary and the pineal glands at the top of the head also merge their energies. This produces deep *samādhi*. The pituitary gland awakens first and through its action stimulates the pineal. The pineal shoots a spark into the pituitary, and the door of Brahman, the Brahma randhra, is opened, never to close. I once saw the *sahasrâra* on a long stem above my head when I was in New York in 1953 or ’54. ¶The *sushumna* force also merges, and the *kundalinî*, which is at this time playing up and down the spine like a thermometer, as the fire-heat body of man, rises to the top of the head, and man then goes beyond consciousness and becomes the Self and has his total Self Realization, *nirvikalpa samādhi*. ¶The *idâ* *nâdi* is pink in color. It flows down, is predominantly on the left side of the body and is feminine-passive in nature. The *piṅgalâ* *nâdi* is blue in color. It flows up, is predominantly on the right side of the body and is masculine-aggressive in nature. These nerve currents are psychic tubes, shall we say, through which *prâna* flows from the central source, Śiva. The *prâna* is flowing down through the *idâ* and up through the *piṅgalâ*, but in a figure eight. The *sushumna* *nâdi* is in a straight line from the base of the spine to the top of the head. The *idâ* and *piṅgalâ* spiral around the *sushumna* and cross at the third *chakra*, the *manipūra*, and at the fifth *chakra*, the *viśuddha*, and meet at the *sahasrâra*. This means that there is a greater balance of the *idâ* and the *piṅgalâ* in
man’s will center, the *maṇipūra chakra*, and in his universal love center, the *viśuddha chakra*, and of course at the great *saṅga* center, the meeting place of the three rivers, the *sahasrāra chakra*. ¶The *sushumṇā nāḍī*, flowing upward, is the channel for the *kuṇḍalinī śakti*, which is white. It is the cool energy, as white contains all colors. When the *kuṇḍalinī* rises, which happens almost imperceptibly under the *guru’s* watchful eye, consciousness slowly expands. The novice only knows of the subtle yet powerful spiritual unfoldment when looking back to the time the practices were begun. Now he sees how life was then and how now his soul’s humility has overtaken the external ego. ¶Through breathing exercises, meditation and the practice of *hatha yoga*, the *īdā* and the *piṅgalā*, the aggressive and passive odic forces, are balanced. When they are balanced, the *chakras* spin all at the same velocity. When the *chakras* spin at the same velocity, they no longer bind awareness to the odic world; man’s awareness then is automatically released, and he becomes conscious of the actinodic and actinic worlds. ¶Those *chakras* at the crossing of the *īdā* and *piṅgalā* are the more physical of the *chakras*, whereas those it skips are energized by the *sushumṇā* itself. When the *yogi* is really centered within, the *īdā* and *piṅgalā* then blend together in a straight line and merge into the *sushumṇā*, energizing all seven *chakras*, and in the older soul slowly, very slowly, slowly begin to energize the seven *chakras* above the *sahasrāra*. When this happens, he no longer thinks but sees and observes from the *ājñā chakra* between the eyes. He is totally consciously alive, or superconscious. It is only when his *īdā* and *piṅgalā* begin functioning normally again that he then begins to think about what he saw.

**Tuesday**  
**LESSON 289**  
**Kundalini Out of Control**

There are three channels through which the spiritual energies of the *kuṇḍalinī* can rise. The one recommended is the *sushumṇā*. The other two are to be avoided. When the *kuṇḍalinī śakti* flows outside of the *sushumṇā nāḍī* into and through the *īdā nāḍī* on the left side of the spine, which corresponds to the left sympathetic nerve system, it is fragmented into other smaller and more sensitive nerve currents connected to the organs of the physical body. It produces heat within this formerly cool *nāḍī* network. The person becomes overly emotional, feminine in nature, talks a lot, often has hurt feelings, cries at the least provocation and engages in other emotional behavior patterns that center around the personal I-ness. Such persons always want to help others, but rarely actually do. This heat, though astral, is felt in the physical body in the solar plexus.
When provoked, the person angers and is always quick to defend the personal ego in saving face. Similarly, when the serpent power flows up through the pingalā nādi and into the sympathetic nerve network on the right side of the body, the person becomes overly intellectual, very masculine in nature, talks little, has steel nerves and patterns centering around the conquest of others through intellectual debate. He is prone to long silences, holding in emotions, and to secret patterns of behavior to stimulate or satisfy base desires. In other words, he is not open, smiling, friendly, companionable. In either case, the kundalini sakti rising through the idā or pingalā can move upward only to the viśuddha chakra and no farther. This is the impasse. ¶The misdirection of the kundalini happens most often to the less disciplined, those more eager for attainments on the fast track, those not under the watchful eye of the satguru. Nevertheless, the novice feels a dynamic awakening of power. This heat, produced by the kundalini sakti flowing through either of these two nādis of the sympathetic nerve system, can and often does produce jerking in the body, spine and neck. ¶More often than not, the jerking body, twisting neck and the “I now know it all” attitude are taken for a highly spiritual experience and even validated as such by certain teachers. But it is as if we were driving on a rocky road, thinking it to be a smooth highway. It is an unusual experience, to be sure, building the personal ego into something it was never intended to be. When this happens to a devotee, the wise guru or swāmī recommends that all spiritual practices be immediately stopped. Japa should be stopped. All prāṇāyāma except the simplest regulation of the breath should be stopped. Reading scripture should be stopped, worship of all kinds should be stopped. Anything other than wholesome, humbling karma yoga, such as cleaning bathrooms, should be stopped. Growing food should be encouraged. Bare feet on the ground and at the same time hands in the dirt is the best way to bring the rampant kundalini down to the mūlādhāra chakra. Once it is down, it can be directed up through the right current, but only when the devotee does not have conflicting patterns in his life. ¶Unlike the subtle movement of the divine serpent power through its proper channel, the sushumna nādi within the spine, its misdirection may reflect a dramatic change in the nature, turning the once humble student into an ego giant, either overly emotional and self-centered or intellectually argumentative; both types are not self-reflective in any way. From a perhaps once shy person, we now have a “Come to me, I will fix you, repair you, inspire you, for I am aware,” or
worse, “I am enlightened.” Once the spiritual ego has taken over, some even claim to have attained more than their teacher. They don’t need a teacher anymore. For them, the guru is on the inside, and their heated discussions, emotional outbursts and challenging positions eventually take their toll on their own being.

Wednesday
LESSON 290
Quelling the Kundalini

As it is said, “What goes up must come down.” This is especially true with the kundalinī śakti moving through either of the other of the two wrong channels, where it can produce “dis-ease”— discomfort, physically, emotionally, intellectually and astrally—that no doctor’s effort can fathom the cause of or effect a cure. At various junctures, as it rises, the kundalinī śakti, or serpent power, attacks the organs in the vicinity of the chakra it is passing through, biting and poisoning them on the astral level. As it climbs, each one of the astral organs is hurt and felt as a physical ailment. This often reflects as a symptomatic problem in the kidneys, then stomach problems and later heart problems and thyroid difficulties. At each juncture, the doctor would be perplexed by the ailment, unable to find a medical cause, then doubly perplexed when that problem leaves and the next one arises. Though treatments and multiple tests are more than often given, the source of the problems is usually undetected.

A devotee going through this experience often challenges the will of his satguru, whereupon he is left to his own devices, as it lies beyond even the guru’s ability to help or guide him further. For the rule is: the guru takes nine steps toward the seeker for each humble, cooperative, eager step the devotee takes toward him. When the devotee balks, begins to argue and challenge the guru’s will, this is the guru’s signal to withdraw, a mystical sign that his ninth step had been taken. Should he take the tenth, he enters without a welcome, and tangles when steps eleven and twelve are taken. To withdraw then would cause an unwanted karma of hurt, pain and anguish. So, the wisdom of the ancients is “For every one step taken toward the guru, the guru takes nine toward the devotee.”

Then Śri Śrī Śri Viśvaguru Mahā-Mahārāj-ji steps in and takes over, and the failed aspirant either is corrected by the forces of circumstance to give up spiritual pursuits for financial or other reasons, or he spins off the spiritual path into Viśvaguru’s aśrama, called Bhogabhūmi, place of pleasure (another name for Earth). It is the biggest aśrama of all. Here followers learn by their own mistakes and make fresh new karmas to be experienced in yet another life.

To avoid these problems, and worse, the kundalinī śakti has
to be brought down all the way—slowly, not abruptly, lest the person become suicidal—all the way to the base, to the *mūlādhāra chakra*, and then redirected up the proper channel. As pride comes before a fall, the fall of the spiritual pride is again another hurt, a final bite from the serpent, and as the poison flows through all organs, temporary physical, mental and emotional suffering is the consequence.

Many seekers want a future of wealth, family and friends and they want the very highest spiritual illumination, too. This is their spiritual pride setting an unrealistic pattern. We must remember that after one renounces the world, with his entering the higher *chakras*—*viśuddha*, *ājñā* and *sahasrāra*—the world renounces the individual. If married, he no longer can fulfill his *purusha dharma*, his family duties. He can no longer hold employment that offers benefits for longevity. His perspective of the world and advancement in it has been changed forever. As a ship floats aimlessly on the ocean without a rudder, so does the unprepared soul meander who has forced his way, uninvited through initiation, into the realm of the saints and sages of Sanātana Dharma. This is why householders and all who have not properly prepared themselves, been well schooled and tested by a competent preceptor, should not go too deeply into *rāja* or *kuṇḍalini yoga* practices. ¶If they are prone to anger, jealousy, contempt and retaliation, they should abstain from any of the *yogas* of *japa* or exploratory meditation. These will only intensify and *prāṇanize* the lower *chakras* that give rise to demonic forces. Rather, they should perform the always healing *vāsanā daha tantra* and confine themselves to *karma yoga*, such as cleaning in and around the temple and picking flowers for the *pūjās*. These simple acts of *charyā* are recommended, but should be not extended to intense worship. ¶Then, and only then, their life will be in perspective with the philosophy of Sanātana Dharma and begin to become one with Śiva’s perfect universe. Brahmadvara, the door to the seven *chakras* below the *mūlādhāra*, will then be sealed off as their experiential patterns settle into the traditional perspective of how life should be and each individual should behave within it. ¶The use of drugs is another foreboding danger, for certain stimulants set in motion the *kuṇḍalini* simultaneously into higher and lower regions. For instance, when the user of drugs, like an intruder, forces his way into the experience of the oneness of the universe, the totality of now-ness and all-being, by touching into the fourth *chakra*, *anāhata*, simultaneously every other
center below the anāhata is stimulated, meaning svādhishthāna and the first, third, fifth and seventh below the base of the spine—the centers of reason, fear, jealousy, selfishness and malice. Noticeable mood swings of those who rely on drugs hamper the person throughout life. Only severe prāyaśchitta, penance, can set the course toward spiritual healing.

The seven chakras, or talas, below the spine down to the feet are all seats of instinctive consciousness, the origin of fear, anger, jealousy, confusion, selfishness, absence of conscience and malice. ¶ The first chakra below the mūlādhāra, called atala and located in the hips, governs the state of mind called fear. When someone is in this consciousness, he fears God as well as other people—even himself at times. In the chakra below that, called vitala and located in the thighs, anger predominates. Anger comes from despair or the threatening of one’s self-will. When people are in the consciousness of this chakra, they are even angry at God. With their wrath, they often strike out at those around them, leaving a trail of hurt feelings behind them. From sustained anger arises a persistent, even burning, sense of resentment. ¶ The third chakra below the mūlādhāra, called sutala and located in the knees, governs jealousy. Jealousy is actually a feeling of inadequacy, inferiority and helplessness. When mixed with anger it causes terrible reactions within the nerve system of the astral body. When people are in the consciousness of this chakra, they often deny the existence of God and are contentiously combative with one another. ¶ The fourth chakra below the mūlādhāra, called talātala and located in the calves, governs instinctive willfulness, the desire to get rather than give, to push others no matter what the reactions may be, all to benefit oneself. When people are in the consciousness of this chakra they proclaim the existence of materialistic advancement over everything else. Greed, deceit, coercion and bribery prevail. This is truly a “dog-eat-dog” state of mind. ¶ The fifth chakra below the mūlādhāra, called rasātala and located in the ankles, is the true home of the instinctive mind. When people are in the consciousness of this chakra they see to the well-being of “number one” first, “me, myself and I.” Memory, reason, willfulness; thoughts, feelings and actions without conscience are all motivating factors here, governed by anger and fear. To this state of mind, jealousy, anger and fear are experienced as intense, even high, states of consciousness. There are even philosophies that have been conceived based on the states of consciousness experienced in these five chakras below the mūlādhāra. One of these
is existentialism. Many true atheists reside in the fifth chakra below the mūlādhāra, and it is in this chakra that a great part of the mass consciousness resides at this time in the Kali Yuga. ¶There are still two more chakras below this one. The sixth chakra below the mūlādhāra, called mahātala and located in the feet, is “theft without conscience.” Persons living here feel that “the world owes them a living.” They simply take what they justify to be theirs anyway. The seventh chakra below the mūlādhāra, called pātāla and located in the soles of the feet, governs revenge, murder for the sake of murder, malice expressed through the destruction of others’ goods, properties, minds, emotions and physical bodies. Hatred abides here. Malice reigns supreme. This is the consciousness of terrorists and those who support terrorists with vigor and enjoy from afar their every killing, rape and torturous act. Reason seldom influences those who live in this state of mind. ¶From here, at the bottom, there is no other way to go. The only way is up. Evolution takes its toll in bringing the consciousness of these wanton souls up and up into personal ego and some semblance of self-esteem, and then up into the ability of being jealous, then up into conquest of their fears and memory of their past actions, fearful that these horrific events might be repeated, then finally ascending into memory and reason, then into willpower in the manipūra chakra. Here they may become religious, repentant, resistant to ever, ever wanting again to face the experiences they look back at constantly and cry about in their remorse. Yes, there is only one path. It goes up or it goes down. ¶Here, in the manipūra chakra, which coordinates with the chakra of memory, they are ready to practice prāyaśchitta, penance—whatever it takes to extract the emotion from the memories which are tangled together deep in the subconscious. This is a painful process. But evolution makes it necessary to be lived through. Once accomplished—and practically speaking it is not easily or always accomplished—this changes for the better the course of the prāṇas that flow through the subconscious, the sub of the subconscious and subsuperconscious mind for themselves, their family, ancestors and progeny several generations back and many generations into the future. ¶To further explain, those who are well settled in consciousness within these seven chakras below the mūlādhāra are not interested in religion. They are irreverent and deny the existence of God. It is here that superstitious fears often prevail. There are no rules. There is no conscience. The various interrelated states of consciousness found within these seven chakras foster chaos, confusion, feelings of hopeless-
ness, despair—all adharmic states of mind. These are the rates of vibration of the instinctive mind below the mūlādhāra, where Lord Gaṇeśa sits in all His majesty.

Gaining stability in any of the chakras above the mūlādhāra avails a certain control over the related chakras below the mūlādhāra. For example, the mūlādhāra has power over the second, fourth and sixth chakras below the base of the spine, the centers of anger, confusion and absence of conscience. Manipūra, the third chakra, has power over the mūlādhāra and the same Narakaloka centers in an even more expansive way. The reason center, svādhiṣṭhāna, chakra two, controls the centers of fear, jealousy and so on. The cognition, seeing-through-worldliness chakra—anāhata—the fourth center above the mūlādhāra, controls the reason chakra and the centers of fear, jealousy, egotistic self-preservation and so on. ¶All the chakras, indeed, are functioning in everyone, as everyone has willpower, memory, reason and so on. But each soul has a home base. The ahiṃsā person whose home base is anāhata chakra would not harm others, because he perceives the unity of all. The person living in the ājñā chakra above could never harm others, because he is immersed in divine love. The home base of the terrorist who takes pleasure, joy and pride and receives medals of honor for his disdain of human rights is the pātāla chakra, at the bottom. The average person, and this is what makes him average, functions predominantly in about six chakras. These would be six below the mūlādhāra for someone for whom fear is the high point. Three within that six are the sustaining elements. ¶The upper seven chakras spin clockwise, and this spinning creates the śānti, or ever-growing peace, within an individual dominated by them. The lower seven spin counterclockwise, and this produces an ever-growing turmoil within one so affected. The vulnerable part of spiritual unfoldment is when someone is in the higher chakras—for example will and reason—and has one or more lower chakras open as well. This means one set of chakras is spinning clockwise and the other set is spinning counterclockwise, which accounts for great mood swings, elation, depression, self adulation, self condemnation. So, Brahmadvara, the doorway to the Narakaloka just below the mūlādhāra, has to be sealed off so that it becomes impossible for fears, hatreds, angers and jealousies to arise. Once this begins to happen, the mūlādhāra chakra is stabilized and the renegade becomes a devotee of Lord Gaṇeśa. You cannot come to Gaṇeśa in love and respect if you are an
angry or jealous person. That is our religion. As awareness flows through the first three higher chakras, we are in memory and reason patterns. We see the past and the future vividly and reside strongly in the conscious and subconscious areas of the mind. When awareness flows through the anāhata and viśuddha chakras, our point of view changes. We begin to see ourselves as the center of the universe, for now we are looking out and seeing through the external world from within ourselves. We look into the primal force within ourselves and see that this same energy is in and through everything. The chakras also relate to our immediate universe. Put the sun in the center, representing the golden light of sushumṇā. The Earth is the conscious mind; the moon is the subconscious mind. The vibratory rates of the planets are then related to the seven chakras: the first chakra, mūlādhāra, to Mercury; the second chakra, svādhishṭhāna, to Venus; the third chakra, maṇipūra, to Mars; and so forth. In this way, if you know something of Vedic astrology, you can understand the relationship of the influence of the planets as to the formation of the individual nature, and how these various chakras come into power, some stronger than others, depending upon the astrological signs, for they have the same rate of vibration as the planets. Now you can see how it all ties together. Through the knowledge of the chakras you can watch people and see what state of consciousness they are functioning in. It is helpful to know that all souls are inwardly perfect, but they are functioning through one force center or another most of the time, and these force centers determine their attitudes, their experiences, how they react to them and more.

When at the moment of death you enter the astral plane, you only are in the consciousness of the chakras that were most active within you during the later part of your lifetime and, accordingly, you function in one of the astral lokas until the impetus of these chakras is expended. It is the chakras that manufacture the bodies. It is not the body that manufactures the chakras. Since you have fourteen chakras, at least three are the most powerful in any one individual—for example, memory, will and cognition. Each chakra is a vast area of the mind, or a vast collective area of many, many different thought strata. Generally, most people who gather together socially, intellectually or spiritually are flowing through the same predominant chakra, or several of them collectively. Therefore, they are thinking alike and share the same perspective in looking at life.
The chakras exist as nerve ganglia that have a direct impact on organs in the physical body, as psychic nerve ganglia in the astral body and as spinning disks of consciousness in the body of the soul, anandamaya kośa. The power to close off the lower chakras—to seal off the doorway at the lower end of the sushumṇā—exists only when the soul is presently incarnated in a physical body. All fourteen chakras, plus seven more above and within the sahasrāra, are always there. It is up to the individual to lift consciousness from one to another through right thought, right speech, right action, showing remorse for errors committed, performing regular sādhanā, worship, pilgrimage and heeding other instructions the satguru or swāmī might offer for personal guidance. All this and more teaches the prāṇas of consciousness, and most importantly, individual awareness, the art of flowing up through the higher centers through the process of closing off the lower ones. Spiritual unfoldment is not a process of awakening the higher chakras, but of closing the chakras below the mūlādhāra. Once this happens, the aspirant’s consciousness slowly expands into the higher chakras, which are always there. The only thing that keeps the lower chakras closed is regular sādhanā, japa, worship and working within oneself. This is demonstrated by the fact that even great yogīs and rishis who have awakened into the higher chakras continue to do more and more sādhanā. They are constantly working to keep the forces flowing through the higher centers so that the lower ones do not claim their awareness.

Now, all of this perhaps seems very complex and esoteric. But these are aspects of our nature that we use every day. We use our arms and hands every day without thinking. If we study the physiology of the hands, we encounter layer after layer of intricate interrelationships of tissues, cells, plasma. We examine the engineering of the structural system of bones and joints, the energy transmission of the muscular system, the biochemistry of growth and healing, the biophysics of nerve action and reaction. Suddenly a simple and natural part of human life, the function of the hands, seems complex. Similarly, we use the various functions of consciousness, the chakras, every day without even thinking about them. But now we are studying them in their depths to gain a more mature understanding of their nature. Actually, there are more chakras above and within the sahasrāra. Buddhist literature cites thirty-two chakras above. Āgamic Hindu tradition cites seven levels of the rarefied dimensions of Paranāda, the first tattva, as chanted daily by hundreds of thousands of priests during pūjā in temples all over the world. Their names are: vyāpinī, vyomāṅga,
anantā, anāthā, anāśritā, samanā and unmanā. I have experienced these higher chakras or nādis, as they are in this subtle region, as conglomerates of nādis. These force centers are not exactly chakras, as they are not connected to any organ or part of the physical body. They are chakras or nādis of the body of the soul, which when developed as a result of many, many, many Paraśiva experiences, slowly descend into the mental and astral bodies. The mental body becomes permanently different in its philosophical outlook, and the astral body begins to absorb and be transformed by the golden body, or svarṇaśarīra.

*Tirumantiram 1715*
There are two basic forces in the universe, which you can look up in the dictionary. One is called odic force. The other is actinic force. Odic force is magnetic force. Odic force is the force of collective energies that make things—trees, chairs, tables, houses, the physical body. Odic force is of the material world—dense and heavy. The aura around the physical body and the forces of nature which govern much of man’s life on Earth are odic force. Actinic force is your pure life force coming from the central source deep within, out through the nerve system. But as soon as this pure life force begins to mingle with the astral atoms and the physical body atoms, it turns to odic force. The study of these two forces can give you a great awakening—two primal forces. The sahasrāra chakra, the ājñā chakra, the viśuddha chakra—the top three, the head and throat centers—are primarily actinic force centers of rarefied inner consciousness within the superconscious itself. The anāhata chakra, the heart center, which allows us to look out into the external world and within to the internal areas, is primarily a mixture of actinic force and odic force. It’s called actinodic. It’s a mixture of these two forces. However, the lower three chakras—manipūra, svādhishthāna and mūlādhāra—are primarily odic force chakras. They are the forces that make up what we call the world. The idā and pīṅgalā forces are basically odic forces. So, therefore, when the odic force is withdrawn back into the sushumṇā, back into its actinic substance, we completely lose awareness of the external world. That is how we enter meditation, by withdrawing the odic forces. The prāṇa is the in-between. It is the actinodic force that flows in and through odic and actinic forces. It is the binder of these two forces. But it’s easier to relate to the word odic and the word actinic and compare these two forces, because you can feel them through your physical body. Lift your arm. The movement of the spirit within is actinic force, and all the rest that happens is odic force, including the arm itself, the vibrations around the arm. They’re all odic force. The mixture of what is going on is actinodic force, which is the closest, in looking at it in this way, that we come to prāṇa. When we are in actinic force and we are aware of it, we have harmony, we have peace in all aspects of our external life. Everything goes right and everyone sees eye to eye and finds points of agreement, one
with another. There’s no argument, and there’s no confusion. However, when we become conscious in and awareness is flowing through the odic force realms, awareness actually thinks it is odic force. Then we have inharmonious conditions to live in. No one sees eye to eye, one with another. There’s argument, and there is contention. Look at these chakras as vast fields of collective related and interrelated thought realms, like vast cities, and look at awareness as the traveler through these chakras. When you are flowing awareness through one of these vast energy fields of actinodic force or actinic force, with these thought or perceptive layers within it, you think a certain way as you hit each of these strata of thought. Think of it in that way. As you travel through, the nerve ganglia within the spinal cord are registering all this and bringing what you are experiencing into your immediate consciousness. You become aware of it through the nerve ganglia within the spine. Through a mixture of actinic and odic force, willpower and awareness motivate the travels through these layers of the mind. When the nerve force does begin to register when you’re in a certain chakra, it begins to vibrate, and it throws off color and it throws off sound, and then, within you, you do see these disc-like wheels spinning. I have experienced that. I have seen them, and they’re just like they are represented in the picture books, but much more vivid. They have sounds—in fact, they’re quite noisy—because color and sound and energy are all the same thing in the inner realms, and that is how they have produced these images that you see in books on mysticism and occultism. However, they are greater than that. They are great energy fields in the inner man, and they flow. They are what make up people. The physical body has a connection to each one of these seven chakras, though you may not be aware of all of them—you may only be aware in one of them or two of them—and that is the way you think.

Tuesday
LESSON 296
Controlling Odic Force Fields

Occasionally, a devotee will come along in meditation and have sublime inner experiences. He’s experiencing the viśuddha chakra, and he has inner light experiences. He’s just on top of the world. A month later, he meets some karmic boomerang. He doesn’t have the stamina or the discipline to hold awareness within, and he starts flowing through the second chakra, and he’s saying, “I’ve never had any experiences at all. I wonder why? (the second chakra is reason) I wonder why I don’t have some inward experiences,” and why this and why that and why something else. “I wonder why I’m even doing meditation.” He’s wondering why all
the way along, and he’s quite argumentative. I say, “Don’t you remember the beautiful experience that you told me about? You came all wide open.” “Oh, no, no, no.” He doesn’t remember that at all. “What experience?” he asks. “Don’t you remember? You were right here in the temple,” I say, trying to lead him gently back to his experience, “and your head turned into a sea of light. You sat there for an hour and then came and told me all about it.” Then we pretend it only happened a moment ago, and he is back within again. This happens quite regularly. Therefore, to stabilize awareness, so it does not flow through the first chakra, the fifth chakra, the third chakra, the second chakra, to stabilize awareness, what do we do? Attention, concentration, meditation. Attention, concentration, meditation. We work daily within ourselves so we stabilize, and so that willpower and awareness become one and the same great motivating force, so we travel through the areas of the mind that we want to, not propelled by the forces of karma as they boomerang back, not propelled by those forces. We have to work within daily to stabilize the breath and the body so that will and awareness become one and the same great motivating force. Then, when the patterns and stumbling blocks of the past loom before us, we have the strength to stay within and maintain the continuity of one inner unfoldment after another.

These magnetic forces are either passive or aggressive in their manifestation. Business advertising is one example of aggressive odic force in use. Sexual magnetism is one example of passive odic force. Our physical body is composed of a subtle balance between active and passive magnetic forces. When the aggressive odic force becomes too active, the passive forces become disturbed and illness results, generally of a mental or emotional nature. When the passive odic forces become overstimulated, physical ailments of a purely physical nature result. Odic forces are colorful and are of the conscious and subconscious world. Actinic force is colorless, or very refined in color, and is the vibration of deeper consciousness. When the mind is in a disturbed state, the odic forces are out of balance with each other. The trained yoga adept knows how to open himself to the inflow of actinic force, which then quiets or appeases the odic discharge. The evolution of the adept through meditation depends on the measure of his control and use of the odic forces as he enters into the consciousness of the actinic world. Many people start on the path of Self Realization in an almost involuntary way, simply by asking the fundamental question, “Who, or what, am I?” In so doing, they turn the mind fiber in upon itself and become tuned into
Everyone has his own actinic wave length or actinic ray upon which, or within which, his awareness glides in the realms of expanded consciousness. A satguru’s actinic ray is actually heard as nāda, the “eeee” sound. This mystic sound the guru hears as he tunes into his guru. His guru listens to the same sound to be one with his satguru, and on and on, back in time, which is within the “now.” To become one with, or of a similar vibration with, the actinic vibration of the satguru is synonymous to listening to the sound of the guru’s lineage. This is called the nāda-nāḍī śakti. The devotee endeavors in this meditation to listen to his guru’s nāda, not his own but that of his guru, his guru’s guru and all the others back in time. This is oneness, the oneness of a devotee merging into the satguru’s lineage.

Each lineage has within it a nāda of a different velocity of sound, varied in pitch and depth. This is Hindu mysticism. This is the magic of Hindu oneness. This is sampradāya. This is paramparā. This is what I want you to do: in the beginning, don’t try to hear your nāda. Try instead to hear mine. You will know you are hearing my nāda, and not your own, when it is slightly louder. This is nāda-nāḍī śakti. This is your first siddhi. It will bring many good benefits into your life, smooth out the karmas, bringing you from future to future, keep you inspired and on the subtle path, strengthening your psychic protection, strengthening your personal force field and that of all the loved ones connected to you, whether they themselves hear nāda or not. There is a large religious movement in India whose one and only practice is to gaze at the founder’s picture and to listen to the inner sound, which is the followers’ connection to him and thus to the Divine in all. I’m hearing the nāda now, as I speak, that of my satguru, Yogaswami; his satguru, Chellappaswami; and his satguru, Kadaitswami, and that of innumerable rishis, back to Tirumular and his satguru, Nandinatha, and those beyond and beyond and beyond, to the beginning of time, for there has never been a time on this planet or any of the earths the same distance from other suns in our galaxy or any of the others when our Nandinātha Sampradāya has not existed. Nāda is always present and within divine lineages of Sanātana Dharma, the eternal path, the eternal religion, the eternal truth, more advanced than modern science, but not conflicting in any way with the discoveries of science, as these good souls penetrate into Sanātana Dharma and unravel its mysteries. There are advanced forms of communication and training that
utilize these energy rays. Two people may be a continent apart, entirely separated from each other’s odic, conscious and subconscious force fields, and still be subject to actinic mind communication. This has been called soul communication. It is possible because in the superconscious mind, where actinic rays exist, time and space are conceptually different. In the evolutionary cycle, man eventually becomes conscious of the actinic force as it flows through the odic areas of the mind. On these rays, education comes from the inside of himself out to the conscious mind. A person going through such an experience feels he has tapped a higher, intuitive resource. Psychically seen, an intellect developed in this manner, rather than through mere sensory observation, has a golden appearance. The education of the mind’s odic force field from its actinic source creates what I call the “golden yoke.” It is the yoke of liberation, because in its exercise one penetrates to the very depths of the inner being. In so doing, the inner awakening and knowledge brought forth from this superconscious realm registers on the odic force field of the conscious mind’s intellect. It is known that sages have learned languages, mathematics and all flows of knowledge in meditation. Uneducated men have become scholars by opening what Jnanaguru Yogaswami called “your own book.” Now, we can lose this expanded consciousness, once it has been gained, by allowing ourselves to become identified again with the odic world. As soon as we stop making the effort to penetrate the actinic realms, the ordinary forces of attachment, fear and desire force in upon us. It then requires extra effort to balance the forces and penetrate the life-giving, light-giving regions in meditation. When this happens again, one has the experience of seeing light within the cranium—the friction of the actinic force permeating and lighting up the odic force field. A guru-disciple relationship may be established on the actinic plane for years before a physical meeting and training takes place. The study and unfoldment begins when one turns within himself, creating the irrevocable “golden yoke” and attuning himself to the same actinic ray of consciousness in which the guru functions. Teachings can then be conveyed on these rays, as long as guru and disciple are in harmony. By working with this golden yoke, one’s karmic experiences are hastened, but at the same time they are encountered in a more orderly fashion.
LESSON 298
The State of Contemplation

The force field of actinic consciousness is one which a guru has worked perhaps for many years to enter. His awareness of it is his control of it. This mechanism works in the same way a corporate executive guides the forces of his business, through knowledge of the field and experience. A guru learns control of actinic force fields just as a businessman learns to control his odic force fields.

The odic force and the actinic force make up this planet. The action and interaction of these two forces working together cause the life that we see on Earth. Quite often, in meditation I see the planet as completely transparent, just like a tremendous, transparent, translucent sphere. It looks light, and it is floating in a clear space, a blue space. This space is called ākāśa. I am seeing the planet in the ākāśa, vibrantly seeing the collective odic and actinic forces working within and through it.

Coming out of this state, one can see easily the way in which human beings are created. The woman holds the power of the odic force field. The man holds the power of the actinic force field. Between them they cause a chemicalization that brings through the soul and the physical and emotional body of a newborn child. Depending upon this chemical balance, they give birth to an old soul or a young soul. That is why it is so important for families to have a deeply religious life. What is a religious life? It is the balance of these two forces, the odic force and the actinic force. It is so important that there is an absolute harmony between the man and the woman. This guides and governs the inner currents of the children until the age of twenty-one. At that time, the inner forces dissolve from the family and are governed by their own superconscious mind.

I have seen this all happen from the inside. It is a vast and beautiful picture. Of course, with vast populations now covering the planet, it is happening more than ever—more births, more deaths, more forces to contend with. At this time in the evolution of this planet, the actinic forces are breaking through the odic force fields due to the planetary configurations, making this an actinic age, an age of light and great illumination, an age of contemplation.

The state of contemplation is not just peacefully sitting and getting all jazzed up on the inside. It is as refined an activity as penetrating subtle thoughts and feelings on the superconscious plane until all intellectual structure dissolves in the atom’s essence within superconsciousness. If you have ever had the experience of tracing a vibration of consciousness to the point where consciousness is no more, you will know how subtle is the fiber of an actinic ray. The explosion of light so
commonly associated with the contemplative state is only the first breakthrough. After this, an aspirant is ready to begin the study which will give him the mastery of these subtle forces. Striving in meditation for a continuing contemplative awareness, a strong actinic vehicle is built. The aura of a person who has created access to this inner world gives evidence of a higher energy source. This is what is behind the ancient myths wherein the Gods rode through the skies in golden chariots. The golden chariot is the actinic vehicle of the superconscious. A satguru must be able to control his travel on more than one actinic ray. In doing so, he is able to establish a continuity of contact in the deeper consciousness within his various disciples. It is on an actinic ray that intuitive knowledge is gained and passed along. At first the odic forces seem warm and friendly, and the actinic force registers more as an emptiness or nothingness existing inside of you. But if you can find out what and where this nothingness is, you will not have to think anymore about purging the subconscious, because the actinic flow will take over the outer mind and you will find yourself lifted in love, light and perception.

Friday
LESSON 299
Heightened Sensitivity

People are worried about the world’s coming to an end. Every now and then a religious sect proclaims the new coming of the end of the world. But although the Earth as we know it continues its steady progress around the Sun, the conscious mind for thousands of people has come to an end, for the simple reason that they are no longer interested in it. For them, the world of inner sounds and colors has opened its far more attractive fare. But the job of sustaining and maintaining expanded awareness is not accomplished by losing the controls over one’s powers of awareness. The actinic world is only attained and sustained by initiating definite controls over the odic world. One state of consciousness is controlled in the process of awareness moving and expanding into another state. As we progress along the path, we become more and more sensitive. This sensitivity is a wonderful thing. It’s like graduating from being an old battery-set radio of the 1920s and ’30s to a sophisticated, solid-state television. This sensitivity that you will begin to recognize is so refined and yet so strong. You communicate with yourself through the nerve currents which extend out, around and through the physical body—physical nerve currents as well as psychic nerve currents. Before we get deeply within on the path, we’re not too sensitive. But as this sensitivity develops, we begin to hear
feeling. We begin to see sound, and all sorts of new faculties manifest.

Now, this can be very distressing, because we see things that we ordinarily would not be able to see. We hear meaning in what people say that ordinarily we would be unaware of, and we can become very disappointed in life, in people or in ourselves. This may seem like falling into a bog on the path, and we don’t want to do this. We want to be sensitive, and yet we want protection, psychic protection. Our dreams become more well defined, but we don’t want to be vulnerable to negative areas of the mind, disruptive areas, experiential areas of the astral plane, while we are sleeping. Neither do we wish to be attacked on the astral plane by the mischievous beings, entities, that are on that particular side of life. ¶We need this astral protection. We need this psychic protection. The group helps the individual and the individual helps the group. The force field of a group of people on the path goes along at a certain rate of intensity which is not broken, and this gives us tremendous psychic protection. In the very same way, a positive group of people only admit into their midst other positive people. A group of businessmen have a well-managed force field, and generally only a businessman of their same caliber can come and mix with them. A group of artists has a force field, and only artists of the same caliber can get into it. Why? If they let everybody in, they wouldn’t have a force field. The business would fail. The art would go into chaos. Friendships would be destroyed because of other influences coming in and amongst the people. ¶Force fields protect and sustain not only our outer forms of expression, but deep spiritual layers as well. When we go “out” into superconsciousness, if we are sensitive and unable to protect our subconscious mind, all sorts of other types of influences can enter. We don’t want this to happen, and it’s not necessary. It is a deterrent on the path, for we then are exposed to unseemly astral influences that detract us from our quest. ¶Make friends with those who are on the path. Be with fine, positive people. Don’t be with negative, complaining people who have no relationship to what you are doing on the inside, or who are criticizing you for what you are doing. There’s the old statement, “One bad apple can turn the whole bushel rotten.” Maybe that will be reversed in the New Age; a lot of things are changing in the New Age. Maybe at some time a whole bag of good apples will make a bad apple good, but so far it hasn’t occurred. Until such a time, we have to be wary of a natural law of nature and live among others of virtuous character and conduct, others who share spiritual insights and seeking.
Being on the path is a marvelous thing, but it is a path. There are jungles on either side, and if we wander off into the jungle, taking too many liberties, continuity of the vibration of our unfoldment will begin to wane. Suppose you are meditating regularly in the morning and at night, day after day. Perhaps they’re not long meditations, but they are regular. You are generating a certain vibration out of it. If you then stop that routine and take your awareness into feeling sorry for yourself or mentally arguing with a friend, you lose the subtle thread of superconsciousness. You’re going through an old, old pattern and it will be difficult to get back into the vibration of meditation. Your dreams at night may become nightmares. Your circle of friends may change. This is called, in a sense, spinning out into a different area of the mind. If you have not yet experienced this yet, it’s not a recommended experience on the path. And if you have experienced it, you know what I am talking about, and you know the importance of protecting yourself and your meditations. Psychic protection, to sensitive people, is extremely important. It involves every detail of life—your home, friends, clothes, diet, even your dreams. You should live in places that are clean, very clean. Paint your place. Assure yourself that the inner atmosphere is clean and unpolluted. ¶We have an outer atmosphere and we have an inner atmosphere. The inner atmosphere can become polluted, too, just like the outer atmosphere can. All sorts of influences from the astral plane can come in on the inner atmosphere, and this we don’t want. We want the inner flow of the inner atmosphere, which is within this atmosphere of air and ether, to be absolutely peaceful and sublime. How is this done? By keeping your house, your meditation room, as clean as possible. By entertaining few guests and then only people of the same caliber and nature. Guests, other than close relatives, should not stay more than three nights. Why? Because otherwise they bring too much distraction, too many other influences into the home. Finally, the whole atmosphere may be disrupted. Many families have broken up and lost their home, and children have gone homeless, simply because guests have stayed too long and worked into the inner atmosphere and brought in too many influences of a distracting and disturbing nature. This is an old, old traditional custom of hospitality that dates back many thousands of years, and these old customs are based on sound judgment. If they are understood and followed, they assure and protect our contemplative life. ¶Keep your environment positive, so that the inner feeling is always
content. Keep your home shrine or meditation space radiant, so that the inner feeling there is always uplifting. As you advance along the path, the radio mechanism will become highly tuned, very positive. Being positive, it will register all types of influences. Influences that are distasteful to you will come through as strongly as influences that are really magnificent. You have to learn to shield out the static by finely tuning this mechanism. That is why you strive for mastery of sâdhana, mastery of concentration, your ability to hold awareness where you want it, when you want it for as long as you want it, and mastery of your ability to experience kaîf, pure awareness aware only of itself, by taking awareness out of the entire context into just being aware. This practice of kaîf is one of the fundamental protectors from psychic or astral invasion, for when you are in that state, great clarity and willpower persist and the lower states are transcended.

To attain and sustain kaîf is a simple practice. You pull awareness out of the thought processes. You pull awareness out of the emotion processes. You pull awareness out of the bodily processes, and you’re just completely on that pinnacle of being aware of being aware. That’s so necessary to practice every day, even if you do it for a split second. The experience of kaîf can be attained by anyone on the face of the Earth, at least for a split second, because it’s so easy to be aware of being aware. To hold that experience and to stabilize the physical and emotional elements long enough to hold that intensity for even a minute takes more practice—not too much, but consistent practice. To maintain kaîf for two minutes requires more effort, more will, more dedication to the life of sâdhana. Five minutes requires more. That’s the test.

Sunday
LESSON 301
Sensitivity and
The Third Eye

When you meditate, you become inwardly strong. You become extremely sensitive, and sensitivity is strength. But if you are not psychologically adjusted to the things you may be hearing and seeing and the depth to which you might see, you might see things that will be disturbing to you, that will upset your nerve system. Now, it is true that if you are centered in yourself completely enough to be all spine and just a being of energy, you can go anyplace in any type of environment, inside or outside, and the environment would be better for your having been there. You would not absorb any of the distracting or negative vibrations. But until that day comes, it is better to be wise and live in a positive vibration and among people who can help stabilize the force field around you, so that your inner life goes on without interruptions—of spinning out, having
to crawl back, and spinning out and then having to crawl back. Why go through all those frustrating experiences, which are inconvenient, time consuming and totally unnecessary? Part of the psychic pitfall is the belief that in order to be spiritually awakened, one must also be psychologically awakened, seeing auras, visions, hearing celestial music and such. We do not have to awaken the third eye. To me, that is a translation error made in the old scriptures. This third eye has never been asleep. It’s always awake. We are not aware, however, of the visual mechanism of the third eye. The artist doesn’t have to learn to see to distinguish hundreds of shades of color in a painting. He has only to learn how to be aware of his ability to see hundreds of different shades within a painting. The untrained eye cannot see such subtle variation of tones and hues, but just looks at the painting. It is the same with the third eye. It doesn’t have to be awakened. It’s always awake. As we become more and more sensitive, the third eye becomes more and more apparent to us, because we keenly observe through that faculty more than we did before. If you are standing on a crowded bus and another passenger is just about to crash down on your foot with his foot, you will intuitively move it out of the way. You have often noticed that you moved your foot or some other part of your body out of the way of danger just in time. Well, your third eye wasn’t asleep then, and you didn’t see that foot coming down on you with your physical eyes. You saw it with your third eye. We use this third eye all the time. When someone greets you who is apparently looking fine and you sense otherwise, thinking, “I feel he’s disturbed. I wonder what’s wrong,” you’re seeing his inner condition with your third eye. When you walk up to someone’s house and you have the feeling that nobody is home because you don’t feel vibrations coming from the house, you’re seeing this with your third eye. We see and respond to things seen with the third eye every day, whether we are fully conscious of it or not. The third eye does not have to be awakened. In fact, it is harmful to consciously make efforts to see things psychically—a big sidetrack on the eternal path. We become sensitive to the use of it by using it, going along with our natural meditational practices in a regular way, morning and night, morning and night, when you awaken in the morning and just before you go to sleep at night. All sorts of wonderful things come to you. Protect yourself as you protect a precious jewel. Guard your awareness from coarse influences and you will enjoy the bliss of the natural state of the mind—pure, clear and undisturbed.
He taught me humility, infused in me the light of devotion, granted me the grace of His feet. After holy interrogation, testing me entirely, He revealed to me the Real, the unreal and real-unreal. Undoubtedly, the Śiva-Guru is Iraivan, the worshipful Lord Himself.

*Tirumantiram* 1573
Several thousand years ago, a yoga master was born from his own realization of the Self. He was born from his search within, where he found Absolute Existence, deep inside the atomic structure of his being. This master's realization came as he controlled the mind and penetrated through it to the very core of its substance. After Self Realization, his mind opened into its fullness of knowing. This knowledge he then imparted, as needed, to the students who came to him curious or eager to solve the philosophical and metaphysical puzzles of life. The first esoteric universities formed around the master in this way. Other masters have since come and gone. Each in turn battled and conquered the fluctuating mind and penetrated into the depth of being. Students gathered around them in a most natural sequence of events. Each master brought forth from his intuition the related laws and disciplines needed so that they, too, might attain Self Realization, *imkaif*, as it is called in Shûm, the language of meditation. ¶This is known as the guru system of training. It is personal and direct. An advanced devotee is one whose intuition is in absolute harmony with that of his master. This is the way I teach, not in the beginning stages when my devotees are probing the subject matter for answers, but after they have conquered the fluctuation of the patterns of the thinking mind. When they reach an advanced level of control and rapport with me, they have become *śishya*, dedicated their lives to serving mankind by imparting the teachings of Advaita Īśvaravāda—the nondualistic philosophy of the Vedas, the basic tenet of which is that man merges into God. ¶Advice can be given freely, but unless the seeker is dedicated to the path of Eternal Truth, it is taken only on the intellectual plane and quoted but rarely used. Therefore, the wise guru gives challenges—spiritual assignments known as *sādhana*—advice, spiritual direction and guidance that merge with the aspirant’s own individual will. This causes daily, recognizable results from actions taken to produce accomplishment physically, emotionally, intellectually and spiritually. Each seeker sets his own pace according to his character, his ability to act with care, forethought, consistency and persistence in the *sādhana* given to him by his guru. ¶There are five states of mind. Each one interacts somewhat with the other. The conscious mind and the subconscious mind work closely together, as does

---

*Life’s highest grace is to see, to know, to hear and to commune with a living satguru. A devotee falls humbly at his guru’s feet, prayerful that training, protection and perhaps initiation may come. The satguru’s mind is on Siva within, who blesses with a garland of coral jasmine flowers.*
the sub of the subconscious with the subconscious, and the subconscious with the subsuperconscious. The superconscious is the most independent of them all. Being the mind of light, when one is in a superconscious state, seeing inner light is a constant experience of daily life. To attain states of this depth and still function creatively in the world, a solid training under a guru is requisite. The power to meditate comes from the grace of the guru. The guru consciously introduces his student into meditation by stimulating certain superconscious currents within him. The grace of the guru is sought for by the yogis and is well understood by them.

Tuesday
LESSON 303
Darshan’s Mystic Power

Little is known of the guru’s grace or the power of darśana in Western culture. Darśana (more popularly darshan) is a Sanskrit word meaning “vision, seeing or perception.” But in its mystical usage, it is more than that. Darshan is also the feeling of the emotions of a holy person, the intellect, the spiritual qualities that he has attained and, most importantly, the sakti, the power, that has changed him and is there constantly to change others. Darshan encompasses the entirety of the being of a person of spiritual attainment. In India, everyone is involved in darshan. Some at a temple have darshan of the Deity. Others at an āśrama have darshan of their swāmī or on the street enjoy darshan of a sādhu. And most everyone experiences dūrdarshan. That’s the word for television in India, meaning “seeing from afar.” Even this seeing, through movies, news and various programs of mystery, tragedy, humor, the fine arts and culture, can affect our emotions, intellect, pulling us down or lifting us up in consciousness. Seeing is such a powerful dimension of life, and it affects us in so many ways, inside and out. Darshan, in the true meaning of this mystical, complex and most esoteric word, conveys all of this. The concept of darshan goes beyond the devotee’s seeing of the guru. It also embraces the guru’s seeing of the devotee. Hindus consider that when you are in the presence of the guru that his seeing of you, and therefore knowing you and your karmas, is another grace. So, darshan is a two-edged sword, a two-way street. It is a process of seeing and being seen. The devotee is seeing and in that instant drawing forth the blessings of the satguru, the swāmī or the sādhu. In turn, he is seeing the devotee and his divine place in the universe. Both happen within the moment, and that moment, like a vision, grows stronger as the years go by, not like imagination, which fades away. It is an ever-growing spiritual experience. The sense of separation is transcended, so there is a oneness between seer and seen. This is mo-
nostic theism, this is Advaita Íśvaravāda. Each is seeing the other and momentarily being the other. Darshan embodies sâkti. Darshan embodies śânti. Darshan embodies vidyā, perceiving on all levels of consciousness for all inhabitants of the world. It is physical, mental, emotional, spiritual perception. Hindus believe that the darshan from a guru who has realized the Self can clear the subconscious mind of a devotee in minutes, alleviating all reaction to past actions and alter his perspective from an outer to an inner one. Darshan is the emanating rays from the depth of an enlightened soul’s being. These rays pervade the room in which he is, penetrating the aura of the devotees and enlivening the kuṇḍalini, the white, fiery, vapor-like substance that is actually the heat of the physical body in its natural state. In the Orient, whenever the cloud of despair covers the soul of a devotee, the darshan of a guru is sought. Whenever it becomes difficult to meditate, his grace is hoped for to lift the veil of delusion and release awareness from the darker areas of mind to soar within. Consciously merge into the inner being of yourself, and you will know your guru when you find him.

Wednesday
LESSON 304
The Scent
Of a Rose

If you were to travel through India on a spiritual pilgrimage, you would undoubtedly hear much about the Sanskrit word darshan. The religious leaders of the Orient are categorized according to the darshan they give, for there are various kinds of darshan. Darshan is the vibration that emanates from the illumined soul as a result of his inner attainment, be he a yogī, pandit, swâmî, guru or a rishi. Usually the yogī, swâmî, saint or sage attracts his following not so much by what he says as by the darshan he radiates. Hindus travel for miles to receive the darshan of an illumined soul established in his enlightenment. Perhaps he doesn’t even speak to them. Perhaps he scolds some of them. Perhaps he gives the most inspired of talks to them. In any case, they feel the darshan flooding out from him. A great soul is always giving darshan. The Hindus believe that the darshan coming from a great soul helps them in their evolution, changes patterns in their life by cleaning up areas of their subconscious mind that they could not possibly have done for themselves. They further believe that if his darshan is strong enough, if they are in tune with him enough, by its power the kuṇḍalini force can be stimulated enough that they can really begin to meditate. This is called the grace of the guru. The ability for one to meditate comes from this grace. You must have it before you can begin to meditate, or you must do severe austerities by your-
self instead. *Darshan* is not well understood in the West, because the West is outwardly refined but not necessarily inwardly refined. The peoples of the Orient, by their heritage, are inwardly sensitive enough to understand and appreciate *darshan*. *Darshan* and the unfolding soul on the path are like the rose. When the rose is a bud, it does not give forth a perfume. Unfoldment is just beginning. We admire the beauty of the bud, the stem and the thorns. We are aware that it has the potential of a magnificent flower. In the same way, we appreciate a beautiful soul who comes along, seeing in him the potential of a spiritual mission in this life. *Darshan* is there, but he is too negative to feel it. But the *darshan* permeates him just the same. He goes away from the garden not having smelled a rose, but carrying the perfume of the rose himself. If you stand away from the rose, you smell less of its fragrance. Bring yourself really close, and more of its strong and sweet scent will penetrate your body.
Darshan from a great soul, like the pollen of the flowers, can stimulate healthy sneezing and cleansing if one’s subconscious happens to be congested. Call it, if you like, an allergy to flowers. Some people have allergies to gurus, too. The guru’s darshan lifts repressed subconscious patterns that have been out of the flow of the cosmic pattern of regenerative life, bringing them up before one’s conscious attention. Instead of feeling wonderful, the visitor to the garden feels miserable, as the fire is brought up from within, releasing his awareness to view the polluted state of the subconscious mind. Some people are more sensitive to fragrance than others. Others are so selfless and sensitive, they can become the fragrance itself for a time. In such a person, the rose smells sweet through every pore of his body. He is not in the least aware of any subconscious congested area of the mind. He sits in the garden and goes deep into meditation on the subtle fragrance of the flowers. The same principle relates to the unfolded soul. Darshan pours forth from within the unfolded soul just as fragrance flows from the rose—stronger at some times than at others because some devotees are more in tune than others. For them, the room begins to ring and vibrate. Some people are so sensitive that when a great soul comes to the same town, they feel his presence. This shows their inner attunement to the constant flowing power of the darshan. Everyone has some feelings radiating from within, but they are emanations that fluctuate. Because you feel these vibrations coming from them, you can intuit how they are feeling. They do not emanate a constant or a building flow. It is a fluctuating flow of emotional, or astral, energy. The darshan I am explaining is really the energies flowing from the deeper chakras, sahasrāra and ājñā, the seventh and sixth chakras, or psychic force centers, in the head, through the kundalini force within the spine. These energy flows do not fluctuate as the emotional odic-force energies do. They go on day and night and night and day through the illumined soul. Those devotees who are in tune with the guru can feel his physical presence when he enters their town because the darshan gets stronger. And it feels to them more ethereal when he is farther away. These energy flows are very important to study, because it is possible to draw and enjoy a great darshan from an illumined soul if you approach him in just the right way. If you can become as a sponge when you approach him, you will draw out inspiring talks and gracious blessings from him. The Hindu is conscious that he is drawing darshan from his rishi or his satguru, just as you are
conscious of drawing the perfume of the rose into your body. When approaching a soul who is known to give darshan, be in the same area of the superconscious mind that you feel he must be in. The guru does not have to be necessarily functioning in that same area. He could be externalized in consciousness at the time. This is not important. It does not stop his darshan at all. The guru, feeling you draw the darshan, would immediately go within and enjoy it himself. Once darshan is there in him, it is always there.

Hindu devotees are very careful not to upset their guru, for they do not want his forces strongly directed at them. It is the same darshan, however. At a time such as this, it is like a distilled perfume from the rose. It becomes too potent. Therefore, the devotee tries to maintain a good atmosphere around the guru so that his darshan is pleasant and natural.

The darshan of a guru is the power that stabilizes the devotee on the path. The philosophies, teachings and practices that he is given to do are important, but it is the power of darshan that is his stabilizing influence, enabling him to unfold easily on the path of enlightenment. Darshan is a mystical power emanating from the adept who has gone deep enough within to awaken this power. By stabilizing that power, he gives psychic protection to his disciples and devotees, even during their sleep at night. The same power grants them the ability to meditate without the prior necessity of extensive tapas. Satguru darshan releases the awareness of the devotee, out of the area of the mind which is constantly thinking, into sublimity.

A beginning meditator is usually aware most of the time in the area of consciousness where thoughts run constantly before his vision. He finds it difficult to go deeper. All efforts fall short of the divine life he inwardly knows he can live, as he is bound by the cycles of his own karma. The satguru’s power of darshan releases the meditator’s individual awareness from the thinking area of mind and stabilizes him in the heart chakra, and he begins to awaken and unfold his Divinity.

Devout Hindus sit before a satguru and, in seeing him, draw the darshan vibration from him, absorbing it into themselves. They are sensitive enough to distinguish the vibration of darshan from the other vibrations around the guru. They also believe that any physical thing the satguru touches begins to carry some of his darshan or personal vibration, and that when away from him they can just hold the article to receive the full impact of his darshan, for the physical object is a direct link to the satguru himself. It is darshan vibration that makes a human being a holy person. When we say someone is
holy or saintly we are feeling the radiations of that divine energy flooding through him and out into the world. The inner life of a devotee has to be stabilized, cherished and well protected by the guru. The guru is able to do this through his well-developed facilities of darshan, even if his devotee lives at great distances from him. Unless the inner vibratory rate of the devotee is held stable, he will not come into his fullness in this life. If a plant is transplanted too often, it won’t come into its full growth. If the bud is picked before it blooms, it will not flower or give forth its redolent fragrance. Yes, the grace of the satguru fires the ability to meditate in the seeker, the erudite Hindu believes.

A child living with his family who does right by his family in honoring his mother and his father reaps a reward—for that mother and father are going to gladly see to all his needs in the emotional, intellectual and material world. But if the child negligently begins to play with the emotions and intellect of his mother and father by not living up to their expectations, they will be relieved when he is old enough to leave home and be on his own. During the time he is still at home, they will, of course, talk with him and work the best they can with the negative vibrations he generates, as their natural love for him is a protective force.

As it is with the parents, it is much the same with the guru. A devotee coming to his guru who is evolved, honest and able is first asked to do simple, mundane tasks. If they are done with willingness, the guru will take him consciously under his wing for a deeper, inner, direct training, as he fires him to attain greater heights through sadhana and tapas. This darshan power of the guru will then be constantly felt by the disciple. But if the disciple were to turn away from the small tasks given by his guru, he would not connect into the deeper darshan power of the satguru that allows him to ride into his meditations deeply with ease. If the devotee breaks his flow with the guru by putting newly awakened power into intellectual “ifs” or “buts” or—“Well, now I know how to meditate; I don’t need you anymore. Thank you for all you’ve done. I’ve learned all you have to offer me and must be on my way”—or if he merely starts being delinquent in his efforts, then the guru-disciple relationship is shattered.

Still a certain darshan power goes out to him, but the guru no longer consciously inwardly works with him as an individual. He knows it is too dangerous to work with this fluctuating aspirant, for there is no telling how he might take and use the accumulating power that would later be
awakened within him. The satguru makes such a one prove himself to himself time and time again and to the guru, too, through sādhana and tapas. Sādhana tests his loyalty, consistency and resolution. Tapas tests his loyalty as well as his personal will, for he does tapas alone, gaining help only from inside himself, and he has to be aware on the inside to receive it. A wise guru never hesitates to “put him through it,” so to speak. ¶A guru of India may give tapas to a self-willed disciple who insisted on living his personal life in the āśrama, not heeding the rules of his sādhana. He may say, “Walk through all of India. Stay out of my āśrama for one year. Walk through the Himalayas. Take nothing but your good looks, your orange robe and a bowl for begging at the temples.” From then on, the guru works it all out with him on the inside for as long as the disciple remains “on tapas.” Maybe the guru will be with him again, yet maybe not; it depends entirely on the personal performance of the tapas. ¶This, then, is one of the reasons that it is very, very important for anyone striving on the path to first have a good relationship with his family—for the guru can expect nothing more than the same type of relationship eventually to arise with himself, or between the aspirant and some other disciple. As he gets more into the vibration of the guru, he is going to relax into the same behavioral patterns he generated with his parents, for in the āśrama, many of the same vibrations, forces and attitudes are involved.

The aspirant may go to his guru and be one with him by preparing himself to receive his grace. As a result, he may be able to meditate, to keep his personal karma subdued sufficiently to quiet the inner forces. Once a guru has been chosen, the aspirant must be loyal to him and stay with that one guru only. He should not go from one to another, because of these subtle, powerful inner, connecting vibrations of darshan and the training received through the power of a satguru’s use of darshan. These inner, mystical laws protect the guru himself against people who wander from one guru to another, as well as warn the seeker against the fluctuating forces of his own mind as he creates and breaks the subtle yet powerful relationship with a holy person. ¶Satguru darshan opens psychic seals in the devotee by moving his awareness out of an area that he does not want to be in. Similarly, a blowtorch changes the consistency of metal. The satguru is like the sun. He is just there, radiating this very pure energy like the sun evaporates water. The satguru hardly does anything at all. It is the seeker who opens himself to the great accumulated power of darshan.
which the guru inherited from his guru and his guru’s guru, as well as the natural darshan he unfolded from within himself through his evolution and practices of sādhana and tapas. It’s all up to the aspirant at first. A satguru doesn’t do a thing. The guru can amuse himself externally with anything. It does not make any difference in his darshan when he is at a certain point in his unfoldment. If you are around him long enough, and if you are honest with yourself and persistent in the tasks he asks you to perform and directions he gives you, psychic seals lift after awhile. But you have to do your part. He does his in an inner way, and as he does, you will feel the psychic seals melt away under his fiery darshan, just like a blowtorch penetrates and transforms the metal it touches.
Gathering the strands of my fetters, he knotted them together and then wrenched them off. Thus freeing me from my fond body, straight to mukti he led me. Behold, of such holy potency is the presence of my guru divine!

_Tirumantiram_ 1574
Monday
LESSON 309
The Meeting of Two Darshans

Once someone said of my guru, Yogaswami, “You have to make yourself like a fool to go in front of that man. He will speak as a madman of God to you. But if you go to him in an ordinary state of consciousness, he will say, ‘I’m just like you. Go away. I have nothing to say. Nothing comes from the inside. Go away!’” You have to be an intellectual fool to be in front of the satguru. If you hear ordinary things from the guru, look closely at yourself. He is your closest mirror. He is only bidding his time with you until the extraordinary ones come along to utilize his depths. Most gurus enjoy an exquisite inner life that is so refined and interesting, it keeps them very well occupied. The darshan of a satguru in Sri Lanka and India is judged by how one feels on the inside after leaving his presence—not necessarily by the feelings that persist while in his presence—because the guru could be emotionally upset in the presence of a clever visitor. So, it is only after one leaves, while experiencing his reaction to having been with the guru, that the depth of the guru’s darshan is judged. The darshan of a satguru siphons your own bliss, in a similar way that liquid is siphoned. A guru works with darshan in two ways. One way is through giving it deliberately; that is the “flow-out” of darshan. Another way is to pull the flow within of external forces; that is the “flow-in” of darshan. He is siphoning it from his devotees. At the same time, he is giving, too, of his natural darshan. Each guru has a natural darshan, according to his unfoldment and training. When he is personally going through something, his vibratory rate changes from time to time. Basically, there is only one darshan, which is right from his soul, but going through various unfolded channels, like a prism, it can come to many powers. From some gurus the darshan is deeply loving, warm and gentle. From others it is fiery, sharp and profoundly detached. Many have a darshan so deep it cannot be readily felt, so withdrawn is their consciousness from this plane. The vibration of the soul of an aspirant on the path when he is meditating is realized by the satguru, and this is the time he helps the most. The bliss of the aspirant is the ultimate of what he wants to bring forth first. The darshan of the satguru will syphon that from him if the intellect or emotion of the aspirant does not get in the way and obstruct and interrupt the process. If you are a meditator who has had inner experi-

Satguru Yogaswami sits near his Sri Lankan hut, enjoying the darshan of Śiva as Ardhanārīśvara. Devotees often came to worship, sing, listen or seek his counsel. It is said that if a holy man simply and silently knows of your karmas, that is sufficient for grace to enter your life.
ences of light and are living a strict, disciplined life, you will reach a point in your unfoldment of sensitivity enough to feel and distinguish the darshan of a satguru. Soon the feeling will switch, and you will begin enjoying your own bliss of superconscious darshan. These two darshans—yours and that of the satguru—then meet, causing a spiritual dynamic strong enough that another meditator entering the area would automatically be inclined to go into deep meditation even if he were a beginner. Devotees may say, “I have realized the Self.” How does one know if this is true or not? One does not ascertain this by philosophically questioning, because they know all the right answers. They have memorized them. Look at the aura! Yes! That is telling. And then encourage them to do it again. He did it once. Do it again. The channel is open. The wise satguru will simply watch and feel the devotee’s darshan. If the devotee truly has had the realization of the Self, how wonderful. The darshan will grow stronger. It does not get weaker. It becomes better and better as the months and years go by. But if the feeling that comes forth from within him begins to feel terrible a few weeks after the illumination, it becomes apparent that he undoubtedly had a fine inner experience, but did not go all the way to the source of it all. The darshan of an adept sitting in Satchidananda is quite different from the ordinary daily darshan. It is extremely intense, and it causes that ringing sound to vibrate the inner atmosphere in the minds of everyone. No one feels like moving during this holy time, so intensely alive are they. The high-pitched darshan of Satchidananda is so intense that the physical body does not move, hardly breathes. This you experience when you are in the presence of someone who is going in and out of Satchidananda and Parasiva. It is a different kind of darshan—awe inspiring. The vibration of darshan knows no time or space. You see darshan when the satguru is around, and you can feel his darshan when he is miles away, even at times stronger. Look at darshan as great wires of communication, much like an open telephone line, enabling you to pick up the receiver and always find someone at the other end of the line. Subconscious problems only arise when the devotee does not feel the guru’s darshan. During these times, his personal ego takes over and he becomes confused and ashamed.

Tuesday
LESSON 310
Loyalty to One’s Satguru

A devotee on the path who has a satguru should not seek darshan from another guru unless he has permission from his own guru to do so. Why? Because he should not become psychically connected with the other guru. The darshan develops inner psychic bonds. Another guru does
not want to influence the unfoldment of the aspirant either. However, if he has permission to absorb darshan from someone else, then of course, there has been an inner agreement between the two gurus that no connection will result, and the disciple will not be distracted from his sādhana by conflicting new methods. It is not good for a student on the path to run around to various teachers and lecturers and gain reams of miscellaneous knowledge about the path and related occultism. He becomes magnetically attached to the students of the various teachers and sometimes to the teachers themselves. The teachers do not like this “browsing” on the part of the guru-hopper either, for it impairs the unfoldment of their own students, as it goes against the natural flow of unfoldment on the path. It is also energy draining and time-consuming for the guru or swāmī. One must look at spiritual unfoldment in the same way one approaches the study of a fine art. If you were studying the vīṇā with a very accomplished teacher, he would not appreciate it at all if you went to three or four other teachers at the same time for study behind his back. He demands that you come and go from your lesson and practice diligently in between. By this faithful and loyal obedience, you would become so satisfied with the results of your unfolding talents that you would not want to run here and there to check out what other maestros were teaching and become acquainted with their students. Students run from teacher to teacher only when they do not obey the teacher they have. The wise guru or swāmī who takes his mission seriously and knows human nature to its core makes it very difficult for a devotee who departed his fellowship to later return. First he requires a detailed written explanation of the reasons for leaving, and a full written confession as to what occurred during the time away. This is all verified through background checks and in-depth personal interviews. Then, to test the sincerity, penance, prāyaśchitta, is given and performed before readmittance can even be considered. Upon hearing of these soul-searching procedures (known as vrātyastoma), most will bow out without a word and seek less demanding groups, thus proving their insincerity. These time-proven methods prevent detractors from returning to further disrupt the group from the inside more effectively than they could from the outside. If the seeker is qualified to be readmitted after completing his prāyaśchitta, he must begin at the beginning study level and be given no special privileges, positions or recognition in respect for his prior association. The protection of the fellowship is of utmost importance for the benefit of each devotee, and for the continuing spiritual
unfoldment of the *guru* or *swāmī* himself. One should not be so naive to think that disgruntled former devotees would not seek reentrance for the purpose of disrupting the organization, or be sent on a mission from an adversarial group to rejoin in order to disrupt. All this and more has happened to *gurus* and *swāmis* since the turn of the century. ¶There are three kinds of *gurus* that are traditionally available to guide the soul. The first, of course, are the parents. Next is the family *guru*, or a *guru* chosen by the children. The third *guru*, often the most suave, the most attractive, but in reality always the most demanding, is Viśvaguruji Mahā-Mahārāj. He does live up to his name in all ways, for *viśva* means “everything and everyone in the world,” and *guru*, of course, means “teacher.” Mahārāj is “great ruler.” Viśvaguruji, as I call him, seemingly teaches so patiently, yet accepts no excuses and remains unforgivingly exacting in his lessons. Everyone living on this planet has a *guru*, whether they know it or not. ¶When the world becomes the teacher, the lessons can be rough or enticing, unloving or endearing, unpleasant or full of temptuous, temporary happiness. The world is relentless in its challenges, in the rewards it offers, the scars it leaves and the healing it neglects. The unrelenting Viśvaguruji works surreptitiously through the people you meet, as past-life *karmas* unfold into this life. He never gives direct advice or guidance, but leaves the lessons from each experience to be discovered or never discovered. His *sūtra* is “Learn by your own mistakes.” His way of teaching is through unexpected happenings and untimely events, which are timely from his point of view. Unnecessary *karmas* are created while the old ones that were supposed to be eliminated smolder, waiting patiently for still another birth. Pleasure and pain are among his effective methods of instruction. Viśvaguruji is the teacher of all who turn their backs on parents, elders, teachers, *gurus* or *swāmis*, laws and traditions of all kinds. It is not a lingering wonder why someone who once abandoned a loving *guru* or *swāmī* would want to return from the world and go through the *vrātyastoma* reentrance procedures, no matter what it takes.

**Wednesday**

**LESSON 311**

The World

As Your Guru

Those on the ānava *mārga*, the path of the external ego, often claim to be their own *guru*. Some untraditional teachers even encourage this attitude. However, being one’s own *guru* is a false concept. Traditionally, one would be his “own *guru*” only if he were initiated as such, and his *guru* left the physical body. Even then, he would be bound by the lineage within the sect of Sanātana Dharma he dedicated his life to,
and would still maintain contact with his guruji within the inner world. Therefore, he would not really ever be his own guru at all. Being one’s own guru is a definite part of the āṇava mārga, a very important part. It is raw, eccentric egoism. A teenager doesn’t become his own teacher in school. A medical doctor doesn’t become his own professor and then get a license to practice, signed by himself. Nor does a lawyer, an engineer or even an airline stewardess. So, logic would tell us that those pursuing something as sensitive, as personal and final as the path to perfection cannot on their own gain the necessary skills and knowledge to be successful in this endeavor. ¶Well, we are having fun here, aren’t we? But it is also a serious subject. Think about it. In the realm of training and responsiveness, we can say that there are two basic mārgas, or stages: the āṇava mārga and the jñāna mārga. Those on the jñāna mārga know they need someone in their life who has already attained what they are seeking to attain, who can see ahead of their seeing and consciously guide them. This is the traditional path of Hindu Dharma leading to Self Realization. ¶Those on the way of external ego have met many teachers, tested them very carefully, and have found them all not meeting up to their standards. They are the devotees of Śrī Śrī Śrī Viśvaguru Mahā-Mahārāj-ji, members of his Bhogabhūmi Āshram, place of pleasure. The regular daily sādhanā is stimulating the desire for sex, for money, for food, for clothing. ¶Unlike other āśramas, here there are no apparent boundaries or clear-cut guidelines. Followers are free to do as they please. All classes are open to everyone, from the most high-minded studies to the most devious and low-minded. Advanced low-level classes feature how to “do in” your enemies and remain undetected; how to access pornography on the Internet, one of the great tools of the āśrama, and then participate in the pleasures it recommends. There are courses on effective ways to beat the children, abuse the wife or husband, to maximize domestic chaos. Executive education includes how to climb a corporate ladder, the pros and cons of saving face when rightly accused, and downing your accuser as misinformed or as a perpetual liar. One whole department is dedicated to self-indulgence. Advancements in technology provide never-ending novelty. There is experiential training in crime and punishment, in terrorism and being terrorized, revenge, retribution and the quest for forgiveness. Viśvaguruji has licensed assistant teachers all over the globe, in every city and small community in every country. In fact, every facet of our lovely planet participates in his training programs at every moment
in time. Mid-range subjects include politics, how to lose and still gain in the process. Love and relationships is very popular, with intensives in promiscuity, marriage, infidelity and divorce. How to find your little self and make it big—name and fame—is among the top ten pursuits. There are numerous variations on the acquisition and loss of property. Suicide and threatening suicide to get your own way have many students. Certain subjects are compulsory, including the quest for health and longevity, and the reality of decline, death and dying. The emotional wing is always full, especially the sessions on joy and sorrow. Anger is overcrowded, and jealousy, too. The list goes on and on. How to be totally committed to being noncommitted keeps many from advancing into higher grades. Keeping your children from becoming interested in religion, lest it hamper their education and job possibilities, has lots of apparently intelligent advocates. Making a living is one of the largest branches, with a recent addition on remaining sane while holding three jobs. Understanding your rebellious teenager and other parenting challenges are very big. How to have a family and neglect it at the same time (subtitled “latch-key kids”) is the latest rage. Most ashramites, or bhogîs, are swamped with so many subjects, they struggle twenty-four hours a day and still never catch up. This is a very tough school, and the odd thing is, enrollment is automatic; even without applying for a course, you wind up studying it. It’s the default when the guidance of other gurus is rejected. Viśvaguruji has many doors for entering his āśrama and only one for exiting. Gradually, eventually, and it may take many lifetimes, everyone comes to see that he is leading them to an understanding that every freedom has its price, every action its reaction, that the path to perfection is up and up and up. So, you can tell your friends, “I have a guru and you have one, too. Everyone has a guru, whether they know it or not.” All three gurus—parents, family guru and Viśvaguruji—unanimously say, “It’s a dirty job, but somebody has to do it.” Viśvaguru’s school of hard knocks eventually delivers all errant seekers back to a satguru, shaman, rabbi, priest or minister. In order not to repeat his training, you either learn through the tough reactions of his courses or gentler lessons under the guidance of the two other traditional gurus. All gurus are conspirators in the evolution of the soul, and Śrī Śrī Śrī Viśvaguru Mahā-Mahārāj-ji is no exception.
Through *darshan* power, the *guru* is able to communicate with his disciples. Information is passed on these rays of *darshan*. Unfoldment is guided on these rays of *darshan*. A beginning student cannot feel the *darshan*. That means he is not inwardly connected or “hooked in.” He does not have that open line. That is why the *satguru* often puts out some sort of intellectual book or pamphlets, to hold the intellect in check until the student goes deeper within. After deep study of the *guru’s* works, they then begin to feel his *darshan* occasionally from a distance, but not all the time. ¶A devotee does not have to be with his *guru* physically all of the time to unfold as a beautiful flower on the path. But he does have to be with the *satguru’s darshan* all the time, for that waters, protects, guides the unfoldment superconsciously. The *guru* is within him—not the physical presence of his teacher, however holy, but the divine spheres of his *guru’s* superconscious being. The law is, though, that only his *guru* can bring him into this realization fully and permanently. ¶A temple can be prepared to emanate a certain kind of *darshan* as strong as, if not stronger than, a *guru’s*. When a Hindu temple is established, a *satguru* who has a strong *darshan* is invited to come and help the priests prepare the main altar in the temple, which initiates the flow of *darshan* and *śakti*. This is done through the use of actinodic force. Certain physical elements are magnetized with actinodic power within the shrine through the chanting of *mantras* and by various other means. This brings the vibratory state of the physical element that holds this new vibration to a high pitch. The *darshan* vibration penetrates the ethers. ¶In a similar way, you have magnetized your clothing without realizing it with your personal vibration. A very sensitive “medium” could be blindfolded and by holding in his hand a piece of your clothing identify it as yours and tell something about you. That is why a temple has to be visited with the proper attitude, for a minute part of your actinodic force is left in the temple as you stand in front of the altar feeling the *darshan* radiating from it. The altar *darshan* builds up over many, many years as devotees come and go and priests chant the sacred *mantras*, permeating the temple with this *darshan* force, storing it in a great battery which takes in and emanates out. ¶*Darshan* is extremely important in spiritual unfoldment, because it catalyzes the crown *chakra*. It catalyzes the refined, superconscious being of man, energizing and strengthening it, in the very same way a violent or sensuous movie and the vibrations of the people sitting within the theater catalyze
the lower chakras. Darshan catalyzes the crown chakra, the all-seeing-eye chakra, the universal-love chakra and the chakra of direct cognition in a similar way. That is why once a temple has been established, it should be approached and treated in a certain sensitive way to keep its darshan flowing strongly and profoundly. It builds in power through the years and stabilizes the spiritual unfoldment of all pilgrims who know of its existence, especially those who pilgrimage to the temple to be blessed by it. If you get a little cloudy, a little foggy, and karma becomes heavy to the point you feel you cannot handle it yourself, then you can tune into the temple darshan if you do not have a satguru, for it works much the same way. Each devotee should establish a shrine in his own home which is connected in vibration with the darshan of the temple, which is again connected with the guru who helped the priests begin the flow for the temple. The home shrine can bring through some of the vibration by your simply using the five elements: earth, air, fire, water and ether. This would be taught by the wise elders. This, then, is the cycle of darshan: from the satguru, the temple, the home shrine and back to you. If you want to begin a little shrine yourself, you need a stone blessed at the temple, which holds the vibration of the darshan there, nice, fresh air; and you have to reserve a space, preferably a private room. It must be neatly arranged and be clean and clear of worldly vibrations, a room set apart from all others. In it you must have the five vibrations occurring: earth, air, fire, water and ether, and it must be connected into the darshan of the temple.

Friday
LESSON 313
“Catching” The Darshan

The advanced yoga adept can go inside himself through the practice of mahāyoga and awaken the flame at the top of his head and experience the five vibrations inside himself, deep within the psychic centers of the head, which is the inner temple. For the beginning meditator who has not done sādhana, this is difficult, and the outer temple and its darshan is a great aid. There are many catalysts on the path that aid in making you strong, so that you can lean on your own spine and bring through your own bliss. We must remember that the satguru is a helper on the path. His renunciate sannyāsins are also sometimes helpers, too. The meditator should not lean on his guru or the other disciples who may be stronger and more advanced in their sādhana. He must rely only on himself, lean on his own spine and unfold spiritually. In the ākāśa, all form exists in all phases of its manifestation. A mystic sculptor can take clay or stone and bring forth an image of the satguru. As soon as he feels the dar-
shan coming through the form, he knows he is nearly finished. Everything is in one place. It’s only the physical two eyes doing such wonderful things as to make us think things are in different places in the conscious mind of time and distance. But everything in the ākāśic plane of consciousness is in one place. So, all the mystic sculptor has to do to get the satguru darshan is to make the form of the guru in the exact same way it already exists in the ākāśa when the darshan was the strongest at the highest point in his life on Earth. ¶In a similar way, one can receive darshan through a picture of the satguru. The darshan does not really come from the picture, but from the ākāśa where the inner guru exists. The picture only acts as a point of concentration, but enough of a focal point to tune the devotee into the ākāśa at the exact moment, which is “now,” when that picture was taken or painted and the exact feeling of the darshan at that particular time and its accumulated effect up to the present moment. Then the totality of the satguru’s darshan is felt. ¶In intellectually knowing how the system of darshan works in many of its various phases, it is easy then to participate in it, and by meditating on some of these principles that I have outlined, you can catch the knack of it.

Prostration at the holy feet of the satguru has been performed in Hindu India and Sri Lanka for thousands of years. It’s an ancient custom and a very valuable one, because it separates the people who can prostrate from those who cannot. It separates the deeper souls from those still going through the intellectual and instinctive areas of the mind. It allows the aspirant himself to know where he is on the path, and it allows the satguru to know at a glance, without thought, where the seeker is on the spiritual path by the emanations out of the spine as he prostrates himself face down before him. Prostration issues forth definite energies when done before the guru or the temple Deity. The ego is naturally subdued, humility strengthened, and the soul of guru and disciple enjoy deep rapport in that moment. ¶Śaiva Siddhāntins have always had blind bhakti for God, Gods and guru. Their mothers and fathers are often included and showered with the same feelings of love. They are by nature very sweet people. Jnanaguru Yogaswami said, “Guru bhakti is the greatest blessing. Cherish it and relish it and be refreshed! Advance on the path of dharma. Call on the name of Śaṅkara Śiva. Know that there is not one wrong thing. And proclaim that all is truth. Seek for the grace of God. Repeat Śivāya Namah. You must realize Self by self. In you will peace and
patience shine, and you will be your own support. Let like and dislike be snuffed out. Ponder not upon past *karma*. Resolve to kill the three desires.”

Devotees often transfer to their *guru* whatever feelings they have for their mothers and fathers. This does not mean that they cease to love their mother and father when they accept a *guru*. It means that if they have problems at home, they will have similar problems with their *guru*. If they love and honor their parents, they will love and honor their *guru*. Devotees who have true *bhakti* are filled with love for all beings. Their children will never upset them. They care for their pets and love their mother and father. They do not go to a *guru* to escape unhappiness at home. They go to a *guru* because their mother and father have taught them all they know, and now they must move onward. Even in this move, the parents’ blessings are sought to either follow the family *guru* or another. This is the traditional way. This is Śaiva Siddhānta.

There are emanations that come out of the spine wherever the individual is functioning, different types of instinctive, intellectual feelings or those of superconsciousness. The meditator works with those forces. He transmutes his energies to the crown *chakra*. You must work diligently to get there, and then you have it for eternity. This is the great heritage that is your right to receive by living on this planet.

Transcendental beings who have nerve systems so highly developed that they do not need a physical body in which to function and help those on Earth, can give a vital and a vibrant *darshan* which will help and stabilize you on the path. These are delicate, subtle, actinic beings that have once lived on the Earth and, just like you, have meditated, worked with their forces, attained Self Realization, brought forth *darshan* and finally dropped off the physical body, vowing to serve the people of the Earth. Hindus call them *devas*, Gods or Deities. All of them are right here, because everything is in one place. Everything of a same or similar vibration is in one place in the ākāśa. The great actinic bodies of all these evolved beings are right here. You can invoke the *darshan* of the Gods, too, if things really get rough for you on the path up the spine.

An advanced adept can, in meditation, travel in the ākāśa, too. He can go to India, Sri Lanka, America, in three different ways: by projecting himself mentally “out there” in the ākāśa, by sitting and bringing Sri Lanka here, or by traveling in his astral body and actually being there. People would see him there if they were inwardly awakened. The great *devas* or Gods visit temples and participate in keeping the *darshan* vibration...
going strong. They help the satgurus, too. They help the disciples of the satgurus by giving a wonderful psychic protection. They can usually be contacted by ringing a bell. ¶The bell is one of the things that penetrates in vibration into the ākāśa. If you trace the evanescent tones of a bell in and in and in, right into the light, it will be the last sound you will hear before soundlessness occurs. All other sounds will fade away, and you will only hear the bell, as the last overtone of sound. On the tone of a bell, you can bring a yogi safely out of deep meditation. He will begin to hear that sound and will come out into normal consciousness after a while. Otherwise you might talk to him, and he might not even hear you. You can awaken a sleeper out of deep sleep by ringing a bell softly. The soft tones of the bell will penetrate into the depths of his sleep or meditation and bring him out in a very nice way into physical consciousness. As a bell is the first, so the flame is the second thing that penetrates that deeply into consciousness. ¶The inner-plane being, once contacted, would then use the water on your home altar to put in all of the accumulated unwholesome vibrations found in the room. He would then charge the stone on the altar with his darshan. The inner-plane being or deva would come to the pûjâ, summoned by the bell. The power of the flame would give him the ability to work within the room, and he would go around collecting all the negative vibrations from everybody, old karma and magnetic collections of thought and emotion, and put it all in the water. After the pûjâ, the water should be thrown out. It may start to get cloudy. In the meditation room, the water should always be kept fresh, because it even collects odic force on its own. ¶The odic force is what causes all the problems on Earth. Water itself is odic force, so it collects the conflicting vibrations in its elements. The actinic forces do motivate odic forces, as well as create odic force. So, when in the large temples of India the ceremony is at a certain pitch and height, the darshan of the Deity that the temple is built for is felt because He visits the temple in his spiritual body. He might just come for a short period of time, but the vibration of the darshan is felt in a very dynamically uplifting way, a vibration similar to that of a satguru, but different because it comes from an inner plane. It protects one from old experiences coming up from the subconscious to repeat themselves, karmas that perhaps might take years to live through again. This inner protection is one of the many wonderful ways that darshan works for the good of people on the path.
The great knowers seek the Lord of the heavens. Those who seek the company of these great ones will attain Sivaness. They become the path of virtue and are truly blessed. To consort with the great knowers is indeed bliss supreme.

_Tirumantiram_ 545
So many in the world are unaware of the great joys that are the reward of a religious life lived well. They seek their fulfillment outside of themselves and fall short time and time again. One day they will conclude, as you all have, that it is the inner life, the spiritual life, that alone brings eternal, unchanging happiness. This outer world and consciousness can never bring the soul real contentment, real fulfillment. Oh, you can find a temporary happiness, but it will be followed by its opposite in due course. The outer consciousness of the material world is by its very nature a bondage. It binds one through *karma*. It binds one through *mâyā*. It binds one through *ānava*, or ego identity and ignorance. That is the nature of the world, to bind us. ¶When the soul has had enough experience, it naturally seeks to be liberated, to unravel the bonds. That begins the most wonderful process in the world as the seeker steps for the first time onto the spiritual path. Of course, the whole time, through all those births and lives and deaths, the soul was undergoing a spiritual evolution, but unconsciously. Now it seeks to know God consciously. That is the difference. It’s a big difference. By this conscious process of purification, of inner striving, of refining and maturing, the *karmas* come more swiftly, evolution speeds up and things can and usually do get more intense. Don’t worry, though. That is natural and necessary. That intensity is the way the mind experiences the added cosmic energies that begin to flow through the nervous system. ¶So, here is the soul, seeking intentionally to know, “Who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going?” A path must be found, a path that others have successfully followed, a path that has answers equally as profound as the seeker’s questions. In Śaivite Hinduism, we have such a path. It is called the Śaiva Neri, the Path of Śiva. It is a wide and unobstructed path that leads man to himself, to his true Self that lies within and beyond his personality, lies at the very core of his being. ¶I want to speak a little about this inner path today. You all know that it is a mystical path, full of mystery. You cannot learn much of it from books. Then where to look? Look to the holy scriptures, where the straight path to God is described by our saints. Look to the great masters, the *siddhas*, or perfected ones. Look to the *satgurus*, who have themselves met and overcome the challenges that still lie ahead for you. Look to them

*A knower of God, or realized soul, strides along the path of enlightenment. Having experienced many lifetimes, having performed sādhanas and resolved his karmas, he has reached Śiva consciousness, which symbolically surrounds him as the Ganges water flowing from Śiva’s locks.*
and ask them to help you to look within yourself. Much of the mysticism which is the greatest wealth of Hinduism is locked within these masters, who in our tradition are known as the satgurus, the sages and the siddhas. There is much to say on this. As Yogaswami told us, “The subject is vast and the time is short!”

Let me begin with something that may at first come as a surprise to you. All men and women on the Earth are doing exactly as they should and must do. People complain, “I wish I were rich. I wish I lived somewhere else. I really should be a doctor. If only things were different.” But in the final analysis, we are all doing exactly as we want, as we must, doing what is next on our personal path of evolution. Nothing is wrong. Nothing should be that is not. Even the drunk, even the thief, is part of the cosmic dance of God Śiva. Not that you should ever think of being a thief, for there is much difficult karma there. Just realize that he, too, is evolving. He, too, is Śiva’s creation, and what he does is, for him, somehow necessary. Just look at the world. Warriors have to fight their battles. Priests have to take care of their temples. Businessmen must sell their goods. Farmers must grow their crops and tend their flocks. Teachers must pass on knowledge. Each one has to do what he has to do in the great cosmic dance of Śiva. Each one follows the path of service leading to devotion, which leads to spiritual disciplines of yoga. Finally, that yoga culminates in the attainment of Truth, or God Realization. These are the four mārgas leading the soul to its very Self. For Hindus, the path is seen as divided into four stages or phases of inner development. Some say karma yoga, bhakti yoga, rāja yoga and jñāna; others say charyā, kriyā, yoga and jñāna. Either way, it is basically the same—progressive stages followed by the soul in its quest for God. We are speaking here of the way the ancients attained their realizations, how they lived their lives, suffered, went through mental pain in their tapas, walked the San Mārga path through life—charyā, kriyā, yoga and jñāna—and in that process unwound the karmas of the past, learned to live fully in the present, abashed the person of themselves to be the soul of themselves. They practiced true yoga to obtain release from rebirth, moksha, which only the realization of the Absolute Truth can give. There is, of course, no action too great to render to persist on the path of enlightenment, once the path has clearly been defined. Jñāna is the last stage. Most people don’t understand jñāna. They think it is little more than intellectual study of the path, a simple kind
of wisdom. But jñāna does not mean simplistic reading of scriptures or understanding of philosophical books and knowing pat answers to stereotyped questions. Jñāna is the blossoming of wisdom, of enlightened consciousness, of true being. Jñāna is the state of the realized soul who knows Absolute Reality through personal experience, who has reached the end of the spiritual path after many, many lifetimes. Yoga is the path of sādhana, or discipline, leading the advanced soul toward jñāna. Yoga is divided into eight parts, ranging from the simple physical disciplines and diet, up to the deepest contemplation gained through perfect control of mind. Yoga does not mean just sitting in lotus for half an hour each day in a penthouse or doing hatha yoga āsanas for health and beauty. It means yoga as performed by the yogis of yore, the renegades from society, tapasvins ready to face the fire of sādhana, brave souls who have given up all else in their search for Truth, persevering with an iron will until they accomplish what they seek. Kriyā is basically worship and devotion, or the expression of our love of the Divine through various ceremonies and rituals. Kriyā does not mean mindlessly or superstitiously attending temple services to look good in the community, to be with friends, to gossip or talk of politics and other human affairs. It is a genuine communion with the inner worlds, a profound stage in which the heart swells and eyes overflow with internalized worship, love and surrender. Charyā is service, but it does not mean empty service, unthinking performance of traditional rites or just marrying off daughters, thus forestalling premarital affairs. It is service done selflessly, it is dharma performed consciously, it is worship offered wholly and it is goodness in thought, word and deed.

Of course, our most cherished theology is monistic Śiva Siddhānta, the advaitic teachings inherited from our guru paramparā who outlined the course we are on. This teaches us that God and man are ultimately one. This teaches us that our Supreme God, Śiva, is the creator of the universe, and He is also the creation. He is not different from it. We must go to the temple and worship, with all our heart, God in form before our karmas are cleared, our responsibilities paid, and we realize the formless perfection of God Śiva. The guhā, the cave of consciousness, opens its doors for us to sit comfortably, mentally undistracted, within the cavity within the head, there to begin the yoga of union for personal, spiritual, everlasting attainment. Śiva Siddhānta outlines the path that we are on. It tells us how to attain these goals. The saints who sang the hymns of
Tirumural inspire us onward and inward. The illustrious, venerable Rishi Tirumular captured the essence of the Vedas and the Agamas in his epistles, promulgating the rules and regulations that we must follow, setting forth the attainments that we may expect to reach. Over two thousand years ago the great siddha, Saint Tirumular, taught, “Offer oblations in love. Light the golden lamps. Spread incense of fragrant wood and lighted camphor in all directions. Forget your worldly worries and meditate. Truly, you shall attain rapturous liberation.” ¶It is said in our Hindu scriptures that it is necessary to have a satguru. However, it is also possible for an individual to accomplish all of this by himself without a guru. Possible, but most difficult and exceedingly rare. There may be four or five in a hundred years, or less. Scriptures explain that perhaps in past lives such a soul would have been well disciplined by some guru and is helped inwardly by God in this life. With rare exceptions, a guru is necessary to guide the aspirant on the path as far as he is willing and able to go in his current incarnation. Few will reach the Ultimate. The satguru is needed because the mind is cunning and the ego is a self-perpetuating mechanism. It is unable and unwilling to transcend itself by itself. Therefore, one needs the guidance of another who has gone through the same process, who has faithfully followed the path to its natural end and therefore can gently lead us to God within ourselves. Remember, the satguru will keep you on the path, but you have to walk the path yourself. ¶All gurus differ one from another depending on their paramparā, their lineage, as well as on their individual nature, awakening and attainments. Basically, the only thing that a guru can give you is yourself to yourself. That is all, and this is done in many ways. The guru would only be limited by his philosophy, which outlines the ultimate attainment, and by his own experience. He cannot take you where he himself has not been. It is the guru’s job to inspire, to assist, to guide and sometimes even impel the disciple to move a little farther toward the Self of himself than he has been able to go by himself.

Thursday
LESSON 319
Duties of The Disciple

It is the disciple’s duty to understand the sometimes subtle guidance offered by the guru, to take the suggestions and make the best use of them in fulfilling the sādhanas given. Being with a satguru is an intensification on the path of enlightenment—always challenging, for growth is a challenge to the instinctive mind. If a guru does not provide this intensification, we could consider him to be more a philosophical teacher. Not all gurus are satgurus. Not all gurus have realized God themselves. The idea
is to change the patterns of life, not to perpetuate them. That would be the only reason one would want to find a satguru. Some teachers will teach ethics. Others will teach philosophy, language, worship and scriptures. Some will teach by example, by an inner guidance. Others will teach from books. Some will be silent, while others will lecture and have classes. Some will be orthodox, while others may not. The form of the teaching is not the most essential matter. What matters is that there be a true and fully realized satguru, that there be a true and fully dedicated disciple. Under such conditions, spiritual progress will be swift and certain, though not necessarily easy. Of course, in our tradition the siddhas have always taught of Śiva and only Śiva. They have taught the Śaiva Dharma which seeks to serve and know Śiva in three ways: as Personal Lord and creator of all that exists; as existence, knowledge and bliss—the love that flows through all form—and finally as the timeless, formless, causeless Self of all. 

When we go to school, we are expected to learn our lessons and then to graduate. Having graduated, we are expected to enter society, take a position comparable to our level of education. We are expected to know more when we leave than when we entered, and we naturally do. When we perform sādhana, we are expected to mature inwardly, to grow and to discipline ourselves. And, in fact, we do become a better, more productive, more compassionate, more refined person. But when we perform yoga, we are expected to go within, in and in, deep within ourselves, deep within the mind. If yoga is truly performed, we graduate with knowledge based on personal experience, not on what someone else has said. We then take our place among the jñānīs—the wise ones who know, and who know what they know—to uplift others with understanding in sādhana and in yoga.

In other words, the practice of yoga well performed produces the jñānī. The yogī has the same experiences, if he is successful, and comes out with the same independent knowledge which, when reviewed, corresponds perfectly with what other jñānīs discovered and taught as the outcome of their yogic practices. This kind of knowledge surpasses all other knowing and is the basis of all Hindu scriptures. The jñānī is a rare soul, a highly evolved soul. He speaks of Truth from his experience of it and gives it a personal touch. As Sri Ramakrishna said, you go into yourself a fool, but through the practices of yoga you come out a wise man. That is the jñānī—the knower of the Unknowable. The yogī who is in the pro-
cess of yoga, who has not graduated to God Realization, is not yet a jñānī, though he has all kinds of realizations along the way, some sustained, others yet to be sustained. The yogī is seeking, striving, changing, unfolding, trying with all his heart to become, to know his ultimate goal. When the merger has become complete, when two have become one, he is no longer a yogī, he is a jñānī. When the student graduates from college, he is no longer a student, he is a graduate. The merger of which I speak is Paraśiva, to be experienced by the sannyāsin who has turned from the world and into himself. ¶There is yet another realization which can be described as experiencing God Śiva as Satchidananda, as light and love and consciousness. This also may be achieved through yoga. When one experiences this expanded state of being, this cosmic consciousness, he comes back knowing he has had a fantastic experience, but no jñāna persists, for he has yet to attain the Ultimate. Family people can attain this second state through diligent effort, and even attain to Paraśiva at the point of death, or before if the path of renunciation is entered upon fully after life’s obligations have been fulfilled. But there are few, very few, who have attained the highest of the high, Paraśiva, after having been householders, having fulfilled their family dharma, freed from any and all worldly endeavors, plunged into total, total abandonment of spouse, family, friends, associates of all kind, taking no disciples, shunning devotees and forever living alone on alms, to seek the highest of the high. As said, even following such a strict path, there are few, very few, who attain to Absolute Reality. But all who strive have done powerful preparation for their next life. ¶My satguru, Siva Yogaswami, often said, “Lord Śiva is within you. You are within Lord Śiva. Lord Śiva, with all of His powers, cannot separate Himself from you.” Siva Yogaswami told us to go to the temple, to worship at the temple. He also told us to go within ourselves, into Śivajñāna. He did not tell us not to go to the temple. He did not try to break our faith. He tried to build our faith and make us strong. He guided us on the straight path, the path of the Śaivite saints, leading us to the feet of Śiva. ¶Siva Yogaswami himself, though completely Self realized, went regularly to the temple, worshiped Śiva there, then plunged within himself in the aftermath of holy pūjā, drawing near to Śiva through meditation. He never advocated, nor has any traditional Śaivite satguru advocated, that advanced devotees give up bhakti, give up the temple. No! Never! They taught that Śiva is within and cannot be separated from you, but they also wisely directed us to seek Him and worship Him in the temple.
Śiva has a form. He is also formless. But He does have a form, and He exists in the realm of highest consciousness called the Śivaloka. Śiva has a mind, a superconscious mind that permeates like a plasma all the forms that He creates, all the forms that He preserves and all the forms that He absorbs back into Himself. Śiva is very close to each and every one of us. Śiva’s mind permeates all of us. But when we want to see Śiva’s form and receive His darshan, we go to the Śiva temple, and when the holy priest invokes God Śiva, God Śiva hovers in His body of golden light over the Śivalīṅga. In deep meditation, Śivajñāna, we can, within the temple of our own heart, see God Śiva’s Holy Form. ¶God Śiva creates. God Śiva preserves all His creations and, when the creation is no longer needed, absorbs it back into Himself, to create again. Śaivites all over the world love God Śiva. God Śiva loves His devotees. For each step the devotee takes toward Śiva, Śiva takes nine steps toward the devotee. Such are the final conclusions of Śaiva Siddhānta. ¶There is no reason to ever become confused about the many Deities in our wonderful Hindu faith. Is Lord Gañeśa our Supreme God? No. Is Lord Murugan our Supreme God? No. They are Gods, two of the many Gods that God Śiva has created. But God Śiva is Supreme God, timeless, formless, spaceless, permeating all form, and yet having a form. He is the fullness of everything that fills people from within out. ¶In Śaivism we become strong, we become fearless, through our worship of Śiva. Members of the Śaiva Samayam, the Śaivite religion, do not fear death, for they know about rebirth. Members of the Śaiva Samayam do not fear an eternal hell; there is no eternal hell. Members of the Śaiva Samayam do not fear their ministers, their priests, swāmīs or gurus. Members of the Śaiva Samayam do not fear God. The lack of fear, therefore, makes you strong. Our saints tell us in the sacred hymns of the Tirumurai that the worship of Śiva makes you strong. The worship of God Śiva brings you intelligence. The worship of God Śiva will bring you knowledge of your divine, inner Self. Remember this as you go forth in life: we do not use weapons in our religion. We follow the path of nonviolence, noninjury to other beings. Our only weapon is our mind, our intelligence. ¶Unfortunately, in some, though not all, of the Judaic/Christian sects, the fear of God is prevalent. The distinction between good and bad, heaven and hell, is predominant, causing fears, apprehension and deep mental conflict. Hence, this psychological set-up is not conducive to the practice of yoga, for it arbitrates against the very
idea of oneness of man and God which the yogī seeks. Those who have been so indoctrinated often try to meditate, but necessarily do not succeed in its deepest attainments, because of subconscious barriers placed there by a dualistic philosophy.

In order to really meditate to the depth of contemplation, and not merely to quiet mind and emotion and feel a little serenity, you have to be a member of a religion that gives the hope of nondual union with God, that teaches that God is within man, only to be realized. Meditation, if it is to lead to jñāna, must begin with a belief that there is no intrinsic evil and encompass the truth of karma, that we are responsible for our own actions. Such meditation must be undertaken by a member of a religion that gives a hope of a future life and does not threaten failure with eternal suffering, should failure be the result. Such meditation is possible, in fact required, of those who follow the Hindu Dharma. Hence, the practice of yoga is the highest pinnacle within our most ancient faith. ¶If you go through the entire holy scriptures of Śaivism, you will not find our saints singing hymns to Adonai-Yahweh, Buddha or Jesus. Our saints told us to worship God Śiva, the Supreme God, to worship Gaṇeśa first before worshipping Śiva, to worship Lord Murugan. In the old days, there were millions of Śiva temples, from the Himalayan peaks of Nepal, through North and South India, Sri Lanka and what is now Malaysia and Indonesia. Everyone was of one mind, worshiping Śiva together, singing His praises with a one voice. As a result, India was spiritually unified. It was then the wealthiest country in the world. The worship of Śiva will give you wealth. The worship of Śiva will give you health. The worship of Śiva will give you knowledge. The worship of Śiva will fill your heart with love and compassion. ¶The Śaiva Samayam is the greatest religion in the world. The Śaiva Samayam is the oldest religion in the world. The Śaiva Samayam has yoga. It has great temples, great pandits, rishis and scriptures. All the saints who sang the songs of Śiva told us how to worship Śiva and how we should live our Śaivite lives. We must all follow those instructions. In singing those songs to Śiva, Śiva will give you everything that you ask for. He will give you everything that you ask for, because Śiva is the God of Love. Our saints have sung that Śiva is within us, and we are within Śiva. Knowing that, fear and worry and doubt are forever gone from our mind. ¶When the mind has resolved all of its differences through worship, penance, dhāraṇā, dhyāna, then the inner which is stillness itself is
known. Then the inner is stronger than the outer. It is then easy to see every other person going through what has to be gone through during his or her particular stage on the path. Opposites are there, but no opposites are seen. This is why it is easy for the wise—made wise through spiritual unfoldment—to say, “There is no injustice in the world. There is no evil, no sin.” We only see opposites when our vision is limited, when we have not experienced totally. There is a point of view which resolves all contradictions and answers all questions. Yet to be experienced is yet to be understood. Once experienced and understood, the Quiet comes. The karmas are quiet. This is the arduous path of charyā, kriyā and yoga resulting in jñāna. This is the path of not only endeavoring to unfold the higher nature but, at the same time and toward the same end, dealing positively and consciously with the remnants of the lower nature. Following this spiritual path, we find ourselves effortlessly replacing charity for greed and dealing with, rather than merely suppressing, the instinctive feelings of jealousy, hatred, desire and anger.
The Primal One, the indivisible great, Himself into several divided. As form, formless and form-formless, as guru and Śakti-Lord in numerous forms, He became immanent in jivas and transcendent, too.
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We shall now discuss the three perfections of our Supreme God Śiva: Paraśiva, Satchidānanda and Maheśvara. Isn’t it wonderful to know that two of God’s three perfections are inherent in the soul of man? What are those three perfections? The great God Śiva has form and is formless. He is the immanent Pure Consciousness or pure form; He is the Personal Lord manifesting Himself as innumerable forms; and He is the impersonal, transcendent Absolute beyond all form. We know Śiva in His three perfections, two of form and one formless. First, we worship His manifest form as Pure Love and Consciousness, called Satchidānanda in Sanskrit. Second, we worship Him as our Personal Lord, Maheśvara, the Primal Soul who tenderly loves and cares for His devotees—a Being whose resplendent body may be seen in mystic vision. In our daily lives we love, honor, worship and serve God in these manifest perfections. Ultimately, in perfectly simple, yet awesomely austere nirvikalpa samādhi, we realize Him as the formless Paraśiva, sought for and known only by yogīs and jñānis. We cannot speak of His Absolute Reality which is beyond qualities and description, yet knowable to the fully matured soul who seeks God within through yoga under the guidance of a satguru. ¶For the sake of understanding the mysteries of the soul, we distinguish between the soul body and its essence. As a soul body, we are individual and unique, different from all others. Our soul is a self-ef- fulgent body of light which evolves and matures through an evolutionary process. This soul body is of the nature of God Śiva, but is different from Him in that it is less resplendent than the Primal Soul and still evolving, while He is unevolutionary Perfection. We may liken the soul body to an acorn, which contains the mighty oak but is a small seed yet to develop. Even when God Realization is attained, the soul body continues to evolve in this and other worlds until it merges with the Primal Soul, as a drop of water merges with its source, the ocean. This is the destiny of all souls without exception. ¶At the core of the subtle soul body is Satchidānanda, or immanent Love, and at the core of that is Paraśiva, or transcendent Reality. At this depth of our being there exists no separate identity or difference—all are one. Thus, deep within our soul we are identical with God this very moment, for within us are the unmanifest Paraśiva and the

*This jñāni is lifting his hands in worshipful awareness of Śiva within him and beyond. His contemplation is on the formless Paraśiva, represented by the dark Śivalingas on the left, and Śiva in form as Maheśvara and Satchidānanda, represented by the lighter Lingas on the right.*
manifest Satchidānanda. These are not aspects of the evolving soul, but the nucleus of the soul, which does not change or evolve. They are eternally perfect and one with God Śiva. From an absolute perspective, our soul is already in nondual union with God in His two perfections of Satchidānanda and Paraśiva, but to be realized to be known. Satchidānanda is the superconscious mind of the soul—the mind of God Śiva. Paraśiva is the inmost core of the soul. We are That. We do not become That. There exists no relation between Satchidānanda, which is pure form and consciousness, and Paraśiva, which is without form. Paramaguru Śiva Yogaswami taught us, “You are Śiva. I am Śiva. All are Śiva. Even as Śiva is immortal, so too are we.”

Tuesday
LESSON 324
Form and Formlessness

We must caution each and all not to think of the external mind as God, which would be a self-deception. Man’s personality or individuality is not God—neither is the ego, the intellect or the emotions. Though the unenlightened sometimes make this mistake, I believe you will readily ferret out the difference. Paraśiva, the Self God, lies resident at the core of man’s existence, far beyond the reach of the external phases of consciousness; yet these exist only because That exists, the timeless, causeless, spaceless God Śiva beyond the mind. The other perfection inherent in the soul of man is Satchidānanda—Being, Consciousness and Bliss. When mind force, thought force and the vṛittis, or waves of the mind, are quiescent, the outer mind subsides and the mind of the soul shines forth. We share the mind of God Śiva at this superconscious depth of our being. In entering this quiescence, one first encounters a clear white light within the body, but only after sufficient mastery of the mind has been attained through the disciplined and protracted practices of yoga.

Hearing the vīnā, the mṛidaṅga, the tambūra and all the psychic sounds is the awakening of the inner body, which, if sādhana is pursued, will finally grow and stabilize, opening the mind to the constant state of Satchidānanda, where the holy inner mind of God Śiva and our soul are one. I hold that Satchidānanda—the light and consciousness ever permeating form, God in all things and everywhere—is form, though refined form, to be sure. Satchidānanda is pure form, pure consciousness, pure blessedness or bliss, our soul’s perfection in form. Paraśiva is formless, timeless, causeless, spaceless, as the perfection of our soul beyond form. Though it is supreme consciousness, Satchidānanda is not the ultimate realization, which lies beyond consciousness or mind. This differs from popular in-
interpretations of present-day Vedânta, which makes these two perfections virtually synonymous. Modern Vedânta scholars occasionally describe Satchidânanda almost as a state of the intellect, as though the perfected intellect, through knowledge, could attain such depths, as though these depths were but a philosophical premise or collection of beliefs and insights. This is what I call “simplistic Vedânta.” To understand how these two perfections differ, visualize a vast sheath of light which permeates the walls of this monastery and the countryside around us, seeping in and through all particles of matter. The light could well be called formless, penetrating, as it does, all conceivable forms, never static, always changing. Actually, it is amorphous, not formless. Taking this one step farther, suppose there were a “something” so great, so intense in vibration that it could swallow up light as well as the forms it permeates. This cannot be described, but can be called Paraśiva—the greatest of all of God Śiva’s perfections to be realized. This, too, can be experienced by the yogī, in nirvikalpa samādhi. Thus, we understand Paraśiva as the perfection known in nirvikalpa samādhi, and Satchidânanda as the perfection experienced in savikalpa samādhi. By the word formless I do not describe that which can take any form or that which is of no definite shape and size. I mean without form altogether, beyond form, beyond the mind which conceives of form and space, for mind and consciousness, too, are form.

Wednesday
Lesson 325
Being and Becoming

Out of the microcosm ever comes the macrocosm. Out of Paraśiva—which is timeless, causeless and formless—ever comes all form. This is the great mystery without a reason why. Out of pure consciousness ever comes the light which binds all form together in specific bondage, individualizing forms, souls, one from another. This is ever happening, as simultaneously struggling souls remove their bondage through the grace of God Śiva to come into Satchidânanda, later to be absorbed into Paraśiva. This, too, is a great mystery without a reason why. The existence called Paraśiva pervades the infinite Satchidânanda, sustaining it just as the Divine Light of God Śiva’s mind pervades and sustains the gross forms of this world. Paraśiva does not create Satchidânanda, yet Satchidânanda is sustained because of the existence of nonexistence. Now, you might ask, “Why?” The answer is that this is the will of our great God Śiva. Therefore, first we seek to gain an intellectual clarity as to the path we are on. This purified intellect gives a philosophical clarity but should not in any way be mistaken for attainment. In the technological age there
are thousands who are intellectually clear as to the task at hand, how to obtain the objective, and they have the necessary skills to begin. They do not delude themselves that they have already begun or attained anything until failure has been many times encountered, that failure conquered and success achieved in its place. Thus, we draw a distinction between the seasoned yogī whose knowledge has its source in superconsciousness and the armchair Vedantist who often thinks his intellectual comprehension is some kind of advanced attainment. It is not. Peoples of the West have come too far in technology, too far in the understanding and use of the mind, too far in personal study of Vedānta to be impressed by this anymore. ¶The two perfections explain well the deep questions man asks himself, questions which bring forth far too few answers. Through meditation upon the two perfections inherent in the soul, we can penetrate the mystery of the oneness of man and God. Man and God are one, yet God Śiva has yet a third perfection, Maheśvara, the Primal Soul, already perfect and complete, whereas man’s soul body is still maturing, still evolving. One day, the soul body of man will merge with God Śiva in this third perfection. So, we see that man is both being and becoming. He is already perfect, for the essence of his soul, Paraśiva and Satchidānanda, exists eternally within him as him, having never been created. Yet, man is evolving, becoming, for his individual soul body, created by God Śiva, is not yet perfect, is still evolving through time, eventually to mature into the image and likeness of the Primal Soul and Creator, Maheśvara. ¶I might surprise you when I say that man’s soul is created and not created. True, the soul body of light was created by God Śiva Himself. Within this body of light and consciousness exist, without beginning or end, the two perfections of Paraśiva and Satchidānanda. We find the paradoxes of oneness and twoness, of being and becoming, of created and uncreated existence subtly delineated through an understanding of the three perfections of our great God Śiva.

Thursday
LESSON 326
The Point
Of Conception

The point of conception is the apex of creation. At what point do we conceive, and how do we create? Let’s expand our consciousness, really expand our consciousness, and begin to know that creation is merely recognizing what is already there—that there is nothing new; everything is within you and it is portrayed on the outside as you become aware that it is already created, finished, within you. ¶What makes the point of conception the apex of creation? It is the story of you. Expand
your consciousness to take in the sun, the moon, the planets, the Earth, everyone. And when your limited consciousness focuses upon one thing, you say, “There is the sun, and in a few hours I will see the moon.” And in a few hours you do see the moon. You are the creator, but you only create to the lower realms of the mind. Everything is within you: the sun, the moon, the planets, all of the people functioning through all their different states of consciousness, all of the various manifestations of form. They are all within you. ¶As you become aware of one thing at a time, you are really creating it into the lower realms of your mind. You are translating it into the lower realms of your mind. Your recognition of what is is the way you create it to yourself. This is deep. This is in the realm of contemplation. And only in the realm of contemplation will you begin to conceive of it. ¶Those of you who have had the power enough to concentrate enough of the mind in order to contemplate should begin to be very godlike in your everyday life. You should work very, very hard to do each thing perfectly that you do in your conscious mind, to finish each job, and to have consideration for others at all times. That will take you into the next stages of contemplation. ¶When we become careless in our lower realms of the mind after having reached contemplation, we use that great God-power in a negative way and build great barriers within ourselves that hold us in the lower realms of the mind. But when we strive diligently to perfect devotion, which is bhakti, to perfect service, which is karma yoga, at all times—twenty-four hours a day the vigil is—then we release barriers, barriers that we are going to meet perhaps next year or the year after. We burn up and clean up karma that will come even in your next life. And you go from one stage of contemplation and become stable in the next stage of contemplation, until you begin to live on the very brink of the Absolute. And it’s on the brink of the Absolute that you can begin to realize that the point of conception is the very apex of creation. You realize all form, and then you realize formlessness.

The struggle with the mind is an easy struggle if you are constantly vigilant, all of the time, doing always what you know you should do, not allowing the mind to become instinctive, not excusing the mind when it does become instinctive, not allowing the mind to justify, rationalize, excuse, become combative, but making the mind always remain poised, like a hummingbird over a flower, so that you begin to live in the eternal now, constantly, permanently. And then the within becomes natu-
ral to you, not something you hear about, study about, talk about, sing about, for you become open, awakened within. Contemplation is man’s power over his mind as he begins to go within himself. Concentration is man’s power over his mind as he goes through life working out life’s problems. And meditation is man’s wisdom. Let’s expand our consciousness once again, and see if we can become conscious of the entire universe all in one instant. Where is that universe? It is very real to you in that instant, but where is it? You might look above and say, “It’s out there,” but where is “out there?” Where do you conceive “above?” You might say the sun is way up in the sky. So is the moon. But where is the focal point of your conception? How do you create the sun, and how do you create the moon? You might say the sound of a waterfall is twenty feet away from you. Where is that sound created? Where do you conceive it? Only to the lower realms of the mind is the sun so many million miles away, or the waterfall so many feet from where you are sitting right now. Expand your consciousness, and you begin to know this truth. Do all the petty little things that you can do if you give way to the negative states of mind, and you bind yourself to the lie and live in the lie, like an animal would live in a cage. “Know the truth, and the truth will make you free.” Therefore, freedom does not come through what you have remembered, how well you can rationalize, how well you can talk yourself into and out of situations, how well you can excuse negative happenings. The knowing state of consciousness in which you can know the truth only comes when you can control the lower state of mind and live a godlike life each day, and then your consciousness does expand automatically. Your daily life becomes a life of inspiration, and in your expanded consciousness you begin to know the truth, and that knowing of the truth sets you free from the lower state of mind which you then realize is the lie, the eternal lie. The point of conception is the apex of creation.

Saturday
LESSON 328
Clinging to the Light Within

Many years ago, during the spring at our Mountain Desert Monastery, a young man wrote to me saying that he intended to give up the world and become a Hindu monk. Here is a letter that I wrote in response and an inspired talk I sent to him to ponder, entitled “On the Brink of the Absolute.” Namaste! Your lovely letter arrived just as I returned to the monastery today from our India Odyssey pilgrimage to my āśrama in Alaveddy, Sri Lanka, and eight other countries. That good timing indicates that you are on an inner beam, no doubt from the efforts al-
ready expended in your spiritual quest. From your letter, it is certain that you have exhausted the many dead-end trails on the path. Your decision to be a renunciate monastic is a good one. It is a big step and I know you have thought it over well. Times are changing. Dedicated souls like yourself are needed as helpers on the path in our monastic orders to stabilize and teach those who are seeking. It is time now for the Western mind to rediscover the vast teachings of Śaiva Siddhānta Hinduism. ¶“I am going to give you the first of many challenges we may share together in this life. It is to meditate deeply every day for one full month on a talk I once gave to a small gathering of mathavāsis, monks, at the San Francisco Temple. In fact, it was August 28, 1960. Like you, they were beginning to experience the blissful and peaceful areas of their inner being, and we spoke of enlightened insights one has on the very brink of the Absolute. You will be challenged by this assignment. Remember, the rewards are more than worth the effort required. ¶“It is my duty as your spiritual teacher to assure you that there will be trials. The sannyāsin’s life is not easy. It will demand of you more than you ever thought possible. You will surely be asked to serve when tired, to inspire when you feel a little irritated, to give when it seems there is nothing left to offer. To drop out of this great ministry would not be good for you or for those who will learn to depend on you. A Hindu monastic order is not a place to get away from the world. You must teach us and yourself to depend on you, so that twenty or thirty years from now others will find strength in you as you fulfill your karmic destiny as a spiritual leader in this life. ¶“Therefore, read carefully these words. Weigh your life and consider well where you wish to devote your energies. The goal, of course, is Self Realization. That will come naturally. A foundation is needed first, a foundation nurtured through slow and arduous study, through sādhana performed and the demands placed by the guru upon the aspirant. ¶“This is a wonderful crossroad in your life. Do not hurry into it. Do this assignment and should you wish a more disciplined and intense training, do sādhana. Settle your affairs of the world. Then we can sit together.”

ON THE BRINK OF THE ABSOLUTE: The higher states of consciousness very few people are familiar with, having never experienced them. They are very pleasant to learn of, and yet out of our grasp until we have that direct experience of a higher state of expanded consciousness. The mind, in its density, keeps us from the knowledge of the Self. And then we attain a little knowledge of the existence of the Self as a result of the mind free-
ing itself from desires and cravings, hates and fears and the various and varied things of the mind. I say “things” because if you could see hate, you would see it as a thing that lives with one as a companion. If you could see fear, you'd see it as a thing, and as understanding comes, that thing called fear walks away down the road, never to return. ¶As you unfold spiritually, it is difficult to explain what you find that you know. At first you feel light shining within, and that light you think you have created with your mind, and yet you will find that, as you quiet your mind, you can see that light again and again, and it becomes brighter and brighter, and then you begin to wonder what is in the center of that light. “If it is the light of my True Being, why does it not quiet the mind?” ¶Then, as you live the so-called “good life,” a life that treats your conscience right, that light does get brighter and brighter, and as you contemplate it, you pierce through into the center of that light, and you begin to see the various beautiful forms, forms more beautiful than the physical world has to offer, beautiful colors, in that fourth-dimensional realm, more beautiful than this material world has to offer. And then you say to yourself, “Why forms? Why color, when the scriptures tell me that I am timeless, causeless and formless?” And you seek only for the colorless color and the formless form. But the mind in its various and varied happenings, like a perpetual cinema play, pulls you down and keeps you hidden within its ramifications.

In your constant striving to control that mind, your soul comes into action as a manifestation of will, and you quiet more and more of that mind and enter into a deeper state of contemplation where you see a scintillating light more radiant than the sun, and as it bursts within you, you begin to know that you are the cause of that light which you apparently see. And in that knowing, you cling to it as a drowning man clings to a stick of wood floating upon the ocean. You cling to it and the will grows stronger; the mind becomes calm through your understanding of experience and how experience has become created. As your mind releases its hold on you of its desires and cravings, you dive deeper, fearlessly, into the center of this blazing avalanche of light, losing your consciousness in That which is beyond consciousness. ¶And as you come back into the mind, you not only see the mind for what it is; you see the mind for what it isn’t. You are free, and you find men and women bound, and what you find you are not attached to, because binder and the bound are one. You become the path. You become the way. You are the light. And as you watch souls unfold,
some choose the path of the Spirit; some choose the path of the mind. As you watch and wonder, your wondering is in itself a contemplation of the universe, and on the brink of the Absolute you look into the mind, and one tiny atom magnifies itself greater than the entire universe, and you see, at a glance, evolution from beginning to end, inside and outside, in that one small atom. ¶Again, as you leave external form and dive into that light which you become, you realize beyond realization a knowing deeper than thinking, a knowing deeper than understanding, a knowing which is the very, very depth of your being. You realize immortality, that you are immortal—this body but a shell, when it fades; this mind but an encasement, when it fades. Even in their fading there is no reality. ¶And as you come out of that samādhi, you realize you are the spirit, you become that spirit, you actually are that spirit, consciously, if you could say spirit has a consciousness. You are that spirit in every living soul. You realize you are That which everyone, in their intelligent state or their ignorant state, everyone, is striving for—a realization of that spirit that you are. ¶And then again for brief interludes you might come into the conscious mind and relate life to a past and a future and tarry there but for a while. But in a moment of concentration, your eye resting on a single line of a scripture or anything that holds the interest of the mind, the illusion of past and future fades, and again you become that light, that life deep within every living form—timeless, causeless, spaceless. ¶Then we say, “Why, why, after having realized the Self do you hold a form, do you hold a consciousness of mind? Why?” The answer is but simple and complete: you do not; of yourself you do not. But every promise made must have its fulfillment, and promises to close devotees and the desire that they hold for realization of their true being hold this form, this mind, in a lower conscious state. Were the devotees and disciples to release their desires for realization but for one minute, their satguru would be no more. Once having realized the Self, you are free of time, cause and change.

Tirumantiram 2953
The Self is like a neutron star, one millions times harder than a diamond, not light, not dark, not within, not without, all things and nothing. You can’t smell it, yet you sense its smell. You can’t hear it, yet you feel its noise.

You can’t see it, yet you are blinded by the thought of its light. You can’t know it, yet you know it; and knowing it is irresistible. The compact neutron star is heavier than heaviness itself, lighter than a balloon within air, space, nonspace, matter, nonmatter, air, the absence of air, light, the absence of light. How can we compare the neutron star to the Self, which is a trillion times greater, infinitely greater? There is no comparison, only an analogy of its greatness, of the stability-of-hardness, ever-present Self within each and every one of you. Quell the wanderings of the external mind. Bring it in through breathing, regulated breath.

Quell the waves of the subconscious mind by bringing it into right belief, right words, right action—dharma—thus acknowledging all wrong actions, wrong words, wrong belief with penance, perseverance and final dissolution. Then there is nothing left but dharma—right action, right thought, right speech—within every experience of life. Dharma is sustained.

The neutron star: a trillion times more solid is the Self, which is you this very moment. Feel strong, feel secure, feel invincible, untouchable and yet able to be touched. Claim your heritage. Learn to work with yourself within yourself to accept your inherent identity. Don’t waste your time looking for your religious roots, racial roots, from the past. Once found, they will only give you momentary fulfillment. Accept and learn to deal with the realization of your acceptance of the undisputed fact of the strength of the Source. You are always your Source, emanating, ever emanating, creation, preservation and dissolution, but to create again to preserve the whims and fancies of the emanations of the neutron star. The emanations of the star, of which the Self, Paraśiva, you, is a billion times more compact, is this mâyā of a constant, intricately complex series of performing, sustaining and cancelling out to perform again. Let’s all dance with Śiva and unfold within ourselves Śiva consciousness—the all-rightness of whatever happens, of all the happenings in the perfect universe called Śivaness.

“The Self, you can’t explain it,” Gurudeva tells us. Here Śiva Himself is contemplating the timeless, formless Truth, symbolized by swirling cosmic forces. He is seated beneath the noble banyan tree on the brink of the Absolute, in the pose of the Silent Teacher, Dakśināmūrti.
The Self is timeless, causeless and formless. Therefore, being That, it has no relation whatsoever to time, space and form. Form is in a constant state of creation, preservation and destruction within space, thus creating consciousness called time, and has no relationship to timelessness, causelessness or formlessness. The individual soul, when mature, can make the leap from the consciousness of space-time-causation into the timeless, causeless, formless Self. This is the ultimate maturing of the soul on this planet. ¶Form in its cycle of creation, preservation and destruction is always in one form or another, a manifest state or a gaseous state, but is only seeming to one who has realized the Self. Śiva in His manifest state is all form, in all form and permeating through all form, and hence all creation, preservation and destruction of form is Śiva. This is the dance, the movement of form. No form is permanent. Śiva in His unmanifest form is timeless, causeless, spaceless—hence called the Self God. Hence, Śiva has always existed, was never created, as both His manifest and unmanifest states have always existed. This is the divine dance and the mystery revealed to those who have realized the Self. ¶As I explained to a group of devotees in 1959, “The Self: you can’t explain it. You can sense its existence through the refined state of your senses, but you can’t explain it. To know it, you have to experience it. And the best you can say about it is that it is the depth of your Being. It’s the very core of you. It is you.
¶If you visualize above you nothing; below you nothing; to the right of you nothing; to the left of you nothing; in front of you nothing; in back of you nothing; and dissolve yourself into that nothingness, that would be the best way you could explain the realization of the Self. And yet that nothingness would not be the absence of something, like the nothingness inside an empty box, which would be like a void. That nothingness is the fullness of everything: the power, the sustaining power, of the existence of what appears to be everything. ¶“But after you realize the Self, you see the mind for what it is—a self-created principle. That’s the mind ever creating itself. The mind is form ever creating form, preserving form, creating new forms and destroying old forms. That is the mind, the illusion, the great unreality, the part of you that in your thinking mind you dare to think is real. What gives the mind that power? Does the mind have power if it is unreal? What difference whether it has power or hasn’t power, or the very words that I am saying when the Self exists because of itself? You could live in the dream and become disturbed by it. Or you can seek and
desire with a burning desire to cognize reality and be blissful because of it. Man’s destiny leads him back to himself. Man’s destiny leads him into the cognition of his own Being; leads him further into the realization of his True Being. They say you must step onto the spiritual path to realize the Self. You only step on the spiritual path when you and you alone are ready, when what appears real to you loses its appearance of reality. Then and only then are you able to detach yourself enough to seek to find a new and permanent reality.

Wednesday
LESSON 332
Realization And Evolution

The soul merged out of Śiva as the Self in His timeless, causeless, spaceless, unmanifest state and from Śiva as the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer in His manifest state of all form. The core of the merger between these two states, or the apex, causes a cell which breaks loose another cell, thus spawning souls. Each time the Being of Śiva goes from His manifest to His unmanifest state, it spawns a soul. Where the Śakti unites with the unmanifest and Śiva unites with the manifest, this natural process, which continues even into the sahasrāra of man, is the core from whence creation comes. Each God has a vehicle through which he is represented—Gaṇeśa the mouse, Murugan the peacock, and Śiva rides in man. The origin of man—being spawned from Śiva, the birthless, deathless God—therefore, is as a pure, taintless soul. After thus being spawned, the soul goes through a maturing process. This slow growth is in three basic categories: karma exercises, ānava clouds, māyā distorts. This classroom of these experiences finally matures an intelligence free enough from the bondage of the classroom of ānava, karma and māyā to realize its own Divinity and at-one-ment with Śiva as a taintless, pure soul. This, then, is the foundation, after once attained, for final liberation, Self Realization, to be sought for. When the soul is spawned, it is a release of energy. This energy, once released, accumulates more energy around it from the manifest world, which is also Śiva. The impact of the spawning is so strong that finally a body is created around this tiny cell, which looks exactly like the Primal Soul body of the God that spawned the soul into being. The word soul in itself, meaning core, refers to this cell. The body of the soul, the actinic causal body, as it becomes denser, moves into another plane of manifest being and begins on its own to create, preserve and destroy, for it now is form, taking on the same nature, which is its nature, of Śiva in manifest form. The only difference now between this soul and Śiva is that Śiva can be in unmanifest state, but the soul is caught in the activity,
the so-called bondage, of the manifest state. It has not yet completed the cycle. Once this soul has completed the cycle of the manifest state, then quite naturally it merges back into itself and realizes, or is, the unmanifest state. After realization of the Self, to attain actual liberation from rebirth requires the willful and deliberate act of the adept at the point of death to direct the course. If he feels and knows that he has yet to perform actions of service on this planet, once the physical body has been parted from, he will find himself on an inner plane in which he can prepare to return at the proper place and proper time to fulfill his desire. However, should he have felt well satisfied with his many lives, as they play before his vision during his transition from his physical body, now ready to go on in this liberated state, he would find himself on an inner plane whence it would be impossible to reenter flesh. Thus, moksha, kaivalya, liberation from earthly birth, has been attained, and the way is open to further evolution on the subtle planes. Embodied souls have attributes that are constantly refining themselves as they traverse the instinctive nature toward the Divine. These qualities are becoming more and more like Lord Śiva’s. His personality, attributes and qualities are described by the 1,008 names given to Him, for no single name is adequate to depict His attributes. Similarly, a person could not be adequately explained by one word. Now you can see the similarity between Lord Śiva and His offspring.

Thursday
LESSON 333
Maturation
Of the Soul

There is nothing separate from Lord Śiva, who pervades all. The seeming separateness is the forgetting, lack of awareness or inability to be aware at all. Thus, all souls—Gods and men—are inseparable, tied into, a direct extension of Śiva, immanently close. The fearful distance is the state of the soul in the kevala or sakala avasthā, in which the enjoyment of the bliss of the oneness is felt. But the oneness is no less there in the kevala state. Souls, young and old, are directly connected to Lord Śiva—closer than breathing, nearer than hands or feet. He is the eye within the eyes of the beholder of His form, in souls young and old. Therefore, sight is the first experience of darshan. You become everything when you merge in Śiva, but you are no longer you. The final destiny of the soul is to fully mature its soul body, at which time it would be identical to Śiva. This process leads the soul through three states or avasthās: kevala, sakala and śuddha. Once having been spawned, the soul exists in a quiescent condition, not being aware of itself. This is the kevala state. Eventually it hits matter, magnetizes matter around
its first etheric body. This etheric body slowly develops into a mental, then emotional and astral body, and finally a physical body. This begins the sakala state—soul being aware of the mental plane, astral plane and finally the physical world. It is in the latter stages of the sakala state that religion begins, when the soul has completed enough of this process to realize its individual identity, apart from the mental matter, the emotional or astral matter and the physical matter. All through this process, the all-pervading Śiva nurtures the soul into its maturity on the onward march of its evolution. Lord Śiva does not create a soul, then, unattached from it, wait for it to return on its own volition. Rather, He creates the soul and energizes it through its entire evolution until, at the end of the śuddha avasthā, the final merger occurs, viśvagrāsa, absorption, by His grace. ¶All souls, Mahādevas, devas, people—and in all states, śuddha, sakala, kevala—have exactly the same relationship with Śiva. None is more favored, more dear or cared for than another. In the śuddha avasthā, the mental body is purified in the soul’s maturity and thus reflects its nature, Śiva’s nature, more than in the kevala or sakala state. Therefore, those older souls are doing the same work as the Lord naturally does. This is the loving caring for other souls. This is the innate nature of the soul and the absolute nature of Śiva. As the light cannot detach itself from its rays, Lord Śiva cannot withdraw Himself from His creations.

Friday
LESSON 334
The Body
Of the Soul

All concepts of time, space, mind, universe, microcosm and macrocosm are what occur when inhabiting a physical body. But they are only concepts, not relating to what actually occurs. The seven chakras of the physical body produce their frameworks, relationships. The Self, the realization of God, Paraśiva, is immanent now within everyone, only realizable according to the soul’s evolution, which can be hastened through the practice of yoga. Therefore, to look for realizations through correlations or to seek correlations as destinations is futile. This is because what you seek after already exists in its fullness within each soul. ¶Those in the kevala avasthā are creating forms around the soul and are not inwardly directed. Those in the sakala avasthā are deciphering their creations and not interested. Those in the śuddha avasthā perceive, little by little, a fullness—that within which has never changed since the first cell broke away containing within it the fullness of Śiva, His samādhi as well as form. ¶Our soul is an immortal, effulgent being of light created by God Śiva in His image and evolving to union with Him. Its uncreated divine essence
is Pure Consciousness and Absolute Reality, eternally one with Śiva. The unfoldment of the soul through the *avasthās* of existence can be understood in the analogy of the fragrant lotus rising above the water, drawn up by the sun, having come from the mud below. The mud is *kevala*, the lotus and its blossoming is *sakala*, and the sun is *śuddha*. One day you will see the being of you, your divine soul body. You will see it inside the physical body. It looks like clean, clear plastic. Around it is a blue light, and the outline of it is whitish yellow. Inside of it is blue-yellowish light, and there are trillions of little nerve currents, or quantum, and light scintillating all through that. This body stands on a lotus flower. Inwardly looking down through your feet, you see you are standing on a big, beautiful lotus flower. This body has a head, it has eyes, and it has infinite intelligence. It is tuned into and feeds from the source of all energy. The soul form, which is another way of naming the “soul body,” evolves as its consciousness evolves, becoming more and more refined until finally it is at the same intensity or refinement as the Primal Soul. The experiences of life, in all the various planes of consciousness, are “food for the soul,” reaping lessons that actually raise the level of intelligence and love. Thus, very refined souls are walking intelligences, beaming with love. The “soul body” is not like any other body, because it is the Being itself, not an encasement for the being. I chose the term *soul body* many years ago to convey the very real fact that souls do have a human-like form that can be seen in mystic, superconscious vision. It was a way of describing the actual nature of the soul, which is not simply a ball of intelligence, or a point of awareness. But the body of the soul cannot be separated from the soul. They are one and the same. If you take away the form of the soul, all bonds are broken and *jīva* becomes Śiva.

**Saturday**
**Lesson 335**
**The Death of the Small Self**

When the emotions begin to react in a systematic way, and hate and fear and jealousy and love and passion and all of those emotions begin to function properly, and awareness flows out into the conscious mind, the physical body begins to assume a mature, intelligent appearance. You can look at the person and judge, “By looking at his body, I see that he is an intelligent man.” That means all of his instinctive and intellectual faculties are developed and working simultaneously together. However, he may be yet to turn inward. Perhaps you can ascertain this by looking into his eyes. Perhaps in this life he will turn inward, when he has satisfied some of his desires he is setting into motion. As soon as he begins...
to turn inward, he begins to nourish his spiritual body. It starts to grow within the emotional body. It grows like a child, fed by all of his good deeds. All of his selflessness and selfless actions toward others feed that body. All of his working with himself, conquering instinctive emotions within himself, is food for that body, as it draws from the central source of energy. All of his selfishness and greed and giving power to the instinctive elements starve this spiritual body. You have heard about the suffering of the soul. As it unfolds, it cries out and wants more attention. This is man’s struggle within himself.¶ Finally, the spiritual body grows up into a mature body and unfolds the subsuperconscious mind, grows up more and becomes aware in the superconscious mind, taking on more spiritual force from the Infinite. Ultimately, it takes over the astral emotional-intellectual body.¶ That is the whole story of the inner awakening that is occurring within each of us. The mere fact that it makes sense to you as you read about it means you are in the process of this experience of superconsciousness moving out into the conscious plane.¶ Ultimately, you begin to go through the harrowing experiences of past karma with your eyes firmly set upon your ultimate goal: Self Realization. As you live your life in service to mankind, reprogramming your subconscious and facing all of the things that you didn’t face fully through your many past lives while working with your emotions and intellect, finally you come to the crucifixion of the ego. This happens when your last experiences have begun to fade and you no longer see yourself as a “Mr. Somebody” who came from some community somewhere, who is of a certain nationality and who, incidentally, distinguishes himself from all other people because he is on the path to enlightenment and he knows a lot of people that are not.¶ This great spiritual pride of the personal ego finally is crucified. It is put on the cross of man’s own spiritual discernment. The death of the ego is a tremendous experience. You go through the dark night of the soul and feel that your family, friends and even the Gods have deserted you. During this time, you do not see light anymore. You see blackness all through the body, as all of the accumulated experiences of the many, many lives come in on you and you are not even aware where your awareness is in the mind. You can’t figure it all out. It happens too rapidly. Then finally: “I am That. I am.” You burst into the Self God.
The golden body, *svārṇaśarīra*, is a body made of golden light. After many experiences of Paraśiva, it gradually descends from the seven *chakras* above the *sahasrāra* into the *ājñā chakra*, which then becomes the soul’s *mūlādhāra*, then down into the *viśuddha chakra*, which then becomes its *mūlādhāra*, and then down into the *anāhata*, which then becomes its *mūlādhāra*. ¶All seven *chakras* above the *sahasrāra* slowly come down and down and down until the entire astral body is psychically seen, by mystics who have this sight, as a golden body. The astral body slowly, slowly, slowly dissolves into the golden body. That is what I have seen happen. That is what our *paramparā* and our *sampradāya* know from experience. Experience is the only true knowing—a knowing that can be verified in books, through others who have the same knowing, but a knowing that no others know who have not had the same experience. To them it is only a concept, a nice one maybe, but just a concept or written off as an opinion. ¶When the golden body fully enters the physical, having taken over the astral, the knowing that is known comes unbidden. It is beyond reason but does not conflict with it. It is a living scripture but does not conflict with those written by seers of the past who have seen and their records have become scripture. So great is the Sanātana Dharma that it defies all who doubt it, all who disdain it, all who disregard it, all who degrade it, with personal realization of its Truth. ¶This golden body, which begins to build into a golden body after the experience of *nirvikalpa samādhi*, is connected to the *sahasrāra chakra*. In other words, the *sahasrāra chakra* is the home base in the physical body for the golden body. There are twelve basic unfoldments to this *chakra* as the golden body grows. When the realized *sannyāsin* travels in high states of contemplation, he moves freely in his golden body and can help and serve mankind. Over time, he gains a conscious control of the *sahasrāra chakra* as a force center which propels him into inner space. ¶It is this golden body, as it refines and refines and refines itself within the Śivaloka after *moksha*, that finally merges with Śiva like a cup of water being poured into the ocean. That same water can never be found and put back into the cup. This truly is *svārṇaśarīra viśva-grāsa*, the final, final, final merging with Śiva.
Their thoughts are filled with Śiva, having destroyed the soul’s triple bondages. Pure Śaivas they have become, and they shall not return to worldly bondage. Shouts, confusion and fights in this world they do not indulge in. They remain immersed in constant inner sound and endless inner space. ¶ The wise impart divine knowledge only to those fully ripened to receive it. With you facing east or south, your disciple facing west or north, take him gently to the limits of the vast infinite. In this way instruct him, with the śakti of the Lord centered in your mind.

Tirumantiram 2970; 1701
Rare are the diligent sannyāsins who, after working for many years within themselves, each in his own time, burst through superconsciousness into nirvikalpa samādhi, the realization of the timeless, causeless, spaceless Self. Many strive to attain Self Realization during many lifetimes and then for many years in their present birth. The many lives have brought certain accomplishment which leads to their first breakthrough into nirvikalpa samādhi. The first breakthrough into samādhi happens quickly, so that the subtle parts of the mind, shall we say, are not consciously aware of what is actually taking place and what has actually happened, because they are not used to being consciously aware in the higher states of consciousness. However, when the renunciate has broken through to the Self, Paraśiva, he has the possibility of the full use of his mind, the higher states of consciousness as well as the full understanding of lower states of consciousness and how his individual awareness travels from one state to another. The mere fact he has broken through to samādhi means that he was able to justify experience enough in his subconscious mind so that his subconscious mind could fall into line, into the habit pattern of pure concentration. When the conscious mind is in concentration upon one single thing, the subconscious mind is in concentration also, following the pattern of the conscious mind, on one particular thing. Then that expands consciousness automatically into the superconscious state of mind. With the understanding of the functioning of the superconscious mind, and not being deluded by any of the ramifications of the superconscious mind, often a renunciate has managed to go right into the very core and actually break through to the Self. This is what has happened to him. Each soul comes into Self Realization differently, because each has a different mind, a different subconscious mind and a different conscious mind, with a different nature, so naturally his reaction through experience before the experience of Self Realization and his reaction afterwards, being of the conscious and subconscious mind, is going to be different, depending upon his background and understanding and his nationality, etc. The teachings of yoga are so basically simple and so basically concrete. And the most beautiful thing in the world, on contemplation, is the simplest thing in the world.
beautiful design is the simplest design. So, simply since one has realized
the Self and gone into nirvikalpa samādhi once, then obviously the sim-
plest thing to do is to do it again. This is the practice of samādhi. When
one has accomplished this a second time, do it again. Realize the Self again
and again and again. Each time the renunciate comes out of samādhi, he
will rebound, and it is like popping back into a different aspect of the
mind. Or, he will actually have more conscious awareness of the mind
and totality of the mind. In other words, he will have a greater capacity
of expanded consciousness. Or, in still other words, he will become con-
sciously more superconscious for longer periods of time each time he
experiences nirvikalpa samādhi. ¶When a beginning devotee is going up
the path, he is spontaneously superconscious now and again. After his
first samādhi, he has realized that he has had longer periods of supercon-
sciousness. After his second samādhi, he will be more and more aware
of the superconscious mind, and after the next samādhi, he will be even
more and more aware of the superconscious mind. However, each will
unfold the superconscious mind and superconscious possibilities, pow-
ers, etc., differently than another, due to the fact that all have different
backgrounds, personalities and such; for though he realizes the Self, the
entirety of the basic nature does not change. However, his understanding
of his own control of his tendencies, the overall control that he has, and
his ability to mold his own life—that starts a process which transforms
him gradually and increasingly as he becomes more and more familiar
with the laws of going into and out of nirvikalpa samādhi.

Tuesday
LESSON 338
Bringing Others
Into Realization

The lesson I want to point out is that once the soul has
realized the Self, it is now on the road to realizing it again,
and realizing it again and again. It is just as simple as
that, and the warning that I would give is: do not become
fascinated in the aftermath of any experience of the
Self—so that the inner mind is always reaching for the highest samādhi,
not being intrigued with the superconscious that is after samādhi. When
one is intrigued with the superconsciousness after samādhi, this builds up
the forces, not only of the mind but all the psychic forces, and brings the
maṭhavāsi into a realm of occultism. This is something to guard against,
because when he is intrigued with the aftermath, with the possibilities and
the ramifications of the mind, this will eventually lead him around and
around in circles, because the mind can offer nothing other than ramifica-
tions. In the beginning teachings, all devotees learn that the mind created
itself, created itself and created itself. Well, even the superconscious mind does this. What must be really sought after, in order for one as a Self-Realized person to fulfill his destiny of bringing others into Self Realization, is a pure samādhi which will keep the pure teachings of advaita yoga alive on the Earth through the sannyāsins. Everything on Earth comes through people. Everything of advanced knowledge has come through people. Self Realization is the pure teachings of yoga attained on the Earth through people who talk, breathe, live just like the Self-Realized soul does. If he goes into nirvikalpa samādhi and becomes ramified in the psychic powers that come after samādhi, after his first samādhi, his second samādhi, his third samādhi, he will become more intense and will realize new possibilities within himself. If he remains on those planes of the phenomena of the occultism of the mind, then he gains new and fascinating powers of the mechanism of the mind, but he loses the power to bring others along the path into samādhi. If the renunciate maintains a clean samādhi and comes back into the mind, he realizes he has had some extrasensory perceptions, and he does not use them. He does not use them at all unless, of course, he uses them quite naturally, just as naturally as he would enjoy a meal, but he does not dwell on supernatural powers as anything special. He is at every point in time just who he is. What the renunciate is taught to dwell on would be the next time and the next time he would be going into samādhi. Then he awakens a strong current within himself that can bring others into samādhi. By dropping off unessential powers, he gains one great power. That is the one great power that those who have realized the Self want, the power to bring others into Self Realization. You can only do that by having first attained a pure Self Realization yourself and going into samādhi again and again and again. Remember, the sannyāsin’s destiny is this: having realized the Self, bring others into the pure realization of the Self, and teach other sannyāsins to go into samādhi and come out with a well-balanced mind, without deviating one way or another on the psychic planes.

**Wednesday**

LESSON 339
Finding the Light’s Center

After his first nirvikalpa samādhi, the renunciate’s concentration and his practice of concentration should be easier. His first step in practicing samādhi would be to concentrate upon one physical object, that is if he cannot see his inner light. And if his mind is confused, he won’t be able to see the inner light, like before he went into his first samādhi. Only after he has gone into samādhi many, many, many times, where his
whole body becomes filled with light, will he then see his inner light all the time, twenty-four hours a day. But at first he won’t. He will have his first breakthrough, but he won’t see the light all the time. ¶If he doesn’t see the inner light, he must concentrate, get his mind quiet, write down his confessions and understand the different experiences he has gone through, in the very same way he has been taught in his beginning study. Then, finally, when his inner light—which he will soon begin to find right at the top of the head—comes into prominence, he must turn his concentration onto that. And, with enough mind power, he should be able to hold that inner light, a very bright white light looking just like a star, right at the top of the head. This will give him figures and conscious-mind forms, about three inches in diameter, and then he would concentrate the light into a three-inch diameter. He may not always know where the center is, especially if he has been involved in his Śaiva seva. If that is so, he should press the top of his head with his finger, and that will indicate to him where the center of that light should be. This will immediately center his awareness in the center of the light. Then he tries to part it, tries to open it up like a camera lens, and comes into brilliant, very brilliant, light. It will just be scintillating, much brighter than a star. It will be like a carbon-arc light. This is very brilliant and very powerful. The renunciate is then schooled in how to hold that to a three-inch diameter, because the tendency will be for that light to fill up his whole head. He will feel very blissful. We don’t want that to happen. We don’t want the emotions or the lower mind to get out of control simply because he found a bright light in his head. ¶He has seen other seekers, as they were just awakening in the inner light, get so carried away about the inner light that it throws them into an emotional state and they can get fanatical about it. It doesn’t give them any inner wisdom or anything like that. So, remembering this, the wise sannyāsin will not allow himself to get emotional about the inner light, because seeing this light indicates that he is only beginning to come into his superconscious. The light, really, is the friction of the superconscious mind against the conscious and subconscious mind. In my way of looking at it, it is an electrical friction. The odic forces and the actinic forces merging causes light and sound. ¶So, when he sees this brilliant light right in his head—more brilliant than he has ever seen, intensified brilliance—he tries to find the center of it. When he finds the center of it, again trying to open up that light like a camera lens, he will then come into a state of consciousness called Satchidānanda, a state of pure consciousness, a
state of pure bliss, *savikalpa samādhi*. Here he won’t be in a brilliant light anymore. Above him it will look like he is looking way up in the sky, into outer space, and the color of it will be a whitish blue. That will be the ākāśa he will be in.

Thursday
LESSON 340
Distractions
And Sidepaths

In the ākāśa, he would be able to go into all sorts of psychic phenomena. We don’t want that. We don’t want to utilize the ākāśa in that way, because then we cause the growth of gross matter in the subconscious mind, which is capable of imprinting into the ākāśa things that we want to happen. Then we could go in the ākāśa and see them. We will see those forms change shape from what we have, from our own subconscious, imprinted in the subconscious. Then, through the power of the light, it takes form in the ākāśa, and we can have a little world of our own going around on the inside, and that is called psychism or occultism. We don’t want that. Nor do we want to tune in with anybody else who is also in the ākāśa, because that leads us away from the purity of yoga.

¶Now, for instance, if I were in the ākāśa and two other adepts were in the ākāśa, then we could tune in with one another, and I might even see their faces in the ākāśa. We would guard against this, because that would be allowing the superconscious mind to take form. When the superconscious mind takes form, then that means the consciousness is lowered and we are being led away from our goal, and the next thing we knew we would come through the subconscious back to the conscious mind. We want to avoid this. We don’t want to come through the subconscious to the conscious mind. From *samādhi*, we want to come directly from the superconscious into the conscious. So, we avoid all form and colors that we might see in the ākāśa.

¶When the sannyāsin arrives at that state, the next lesson will occur. He will be in a pure state of consciousness, pure bliss. It will appear to him as spaceless. He will be having a feeling of timelessess, a feeling of formlessness, but it is not the Self. It is taken as the Self, but it is not the Self, for it still has consciousness. In summary, we have discovered how to come out of darkness into light in the practice of *samādhi*, and how to go through two different stages of light into a realm of pure consciousness which we call the ākāśa. ¶As we have previously studied, there are seven different states in the superconscious mind, seven different states and usages. The very first is the light. And the pure consciousness state that we just discussed is the seventh state. All the others we want to avoid. It is not that it wouldn’t be possible to get into them and develop them,
but we want to definitely avoid them, because they are, shall we say, deterrents to the purities in the Self. So, we shall avoid them by going from basic inner light to a more intense light and popping out into a pure state of consciousness. The sannyāsin will still have an overall consciousness of the physical body. As a matter of fact, when he is looking down at the physical body, it might just appear like a shadow to him. It is not advisable for him to look down at the physical body in consciousness, for that will lead him down into the sixth or fifth plane of consciousness, and we don’t want to be there in the superconscious. Then other things will intervene, and he won’t achieve the samādhi. He will have to come out and start over again. So, these investigations we want to avoid, because they are not necessary, ever, though they are not impossible. When he is in his pure state of consciousness, then he has to look for the continuation of the kundalini force or, shall we say, the continuation of the nerve currents that house the kundalini force. In conscious-mind terms, that will look like a tube or a nerve current which would be issued right from the top of the head. ¶In this state of pure consciousness, like in outer space, he tries to find just one nerve current right at the top of the head. When he finds this nerve current at the top of the head, he is taught to concentrate on it from where it begins at the top of the head right up to the end of it, and soon he finds the end of it. The experience of experiences. Of course if he has a mishmash in his subconscious mind, he won’t be able to hold this pure state of consciousness. The subconscious mind in its power and intensity of this contemplation will begin picking up, and he will be coming right back into outer consciousness. But if his subconscious is fairly clean and under control, then he will be able to hold it, and he will hold it quite naturally. It will be a natural state to him after Self Realization. ¶So, then the next thing to do is to find this nerve current. In conscious-mind terms, it may be about one-half inch in diameter. In superconscious-mind terms, it may be eleven feet in diameter, because the superconscious mind can magnify or it can diminish. It has that power almost at will. He must try to find the center of this nerve current, and then he comes into the core of this ākāśa, the very atomic structure that makes it up.

Friday
LESSON 341
Dharma after Self Realization

What is life like after realization? One difference is the relationship to possessions. Everything is yours, even if you don’t own it. This is because you are secure in the Self as the only reality, the only permanence, and the security that depends on having possessions is gone. After
Self Realization, we no longer have to go into ourself. Rather, we go out of ourself to see the world. We are always coming out rather than trying to go in. There is always a center, and we are the center, no matter where we are. No matter where we are, no matter how crude or rotten, the vibrations around us will not affect us. Curiosity is the final thing to leave the mind, which it does after Self Realization. The curiosity of things goes away—of siddhis, for example. We no longer want power, because we are power, nonpower, unusable. And we don’t have the yearning for Paraśiva anymore; we don’t have the yearning for the Self. And Satchidānanda is now to us similar to what the intellect used to be. If we want to go to a far-off place, we go into Satchidānanda and see it. It is that easy. Samyama, contemplation, is effortless to you now, like the intellect used to be; whereas before, samyama was a very big job which took a lot of energy and concentration. Therefore, before Paraśiva we should not seek the siddhis. After Paraśiva, through samyama, we keep the siddhis we need for our work. But Paraśiva has to be experienced time after time for it to impregnate all parts of the body—our big toe has to experience it—because we are still human. From a rotten state of consciousness, feeling totally neglected, that nobody loves us, we have to realize Paraśiva. When ill and feeling we may die, we have to realize Paraśiva. When concentrating on our knees, we have to bring Paraśiva into them. The knees are the center of pride, and this helps in attaining ultimate humility. So it is with every part of our body, not only the pituitary center, the physical corollary of the door of Brahman—that is the first place—but with every part of the body. The pituitary gland has to be stimulated sufficiently to open the door of Brahman. But only the strictest sannyāsin disciplines would induce this result. Ears, eyes, nose, throat, all parts of the body have to realize Paraśiva, and the siddha has to do this consciously. The calves have to realize Paraśiva. All the parts of the lower body have to realize Paraśiva, because all of those tala chakras have to come into that realization. Then, finally, we are standing on the mūlādhāra chakra rather than on the tala-tala chakra. Then, finally, our feet are standing on the svādhishṭhāna chakra, and so on. And this is the true meaning of the holy feet. Finally, we are standing in the lotus of the maṇipūra chakra. And doubly finally, the kundalini coils up in the head and lives there rather than at the bottom of the spine. For ultimate freedom, everything has to go away, all human things, possessions, love, hate, family, friends, the desire for attention and community acceptance. The sannyāsin renounces the world, and then, if
his giving up is uncompromisingly complete, the world renounces the sannyāsin. This means the world itself won’t accept him as it once did as a participant in its mundane transactions of a job, social life, home and family. Earlier friends and associates sense his different view of their existence and now feel uncomfortable with him. Slowly he joins the band of hundreds of thousands of sannyāsins throughout the world, where he is joyously accepted. All must go, the past and the future, and will naturally depart as the great realization deepens, as it penetrates through all parts of the body and all states of the mind. This alone is one good reason that family people and noncommitted singles are never encouraged to strive for realizations higher than Satchidānanda, and then only for brief periods now and again at auspicious times. For family people, grī hasthas, to go further into themselves would be to earn the bad karmas, kukarmas, of subsequent neglect of family dharma, and to lose everything that the world values. ¶When the renunciate finally attains Paraśiva, everything else will fall away. It all has to fall away to attain Paraśiva. But it doesn’t totally fall away when he attains Paraśiva, because he arrives into Paraśiva only with a tremendous amount of built-up effort. All the Gods have given permission. Lord Śiva has given permission, and He now says, “Enter Me.” That is grace, His grace.

Saturday
Lesson 342
To Stay Enlightened

A sannyāsin of attainment has had many, many lifetimes of accumulating this power of kuṇḍalinī to break that seal at the door of Brahman. Here is a key factor. Once it is broken, the seal never mends. Once it is gone, it’s gone. Then the kuṇḍalinī will come back—and this gives you a choice between upadeśī and nirvāṇī—and coil in the svādhisṭhāna, maṇi-pūra, anāhata, wherever it finds a receptive chakra, where consciousness has been developed, wherever it is warm. A great intellect or a siddha who finds the Self might return to the center of cognition; another might return to the maṇi-pūra chakra. The ultimate is to have the kuṇḍalinī coiled in the sahasrāra. ¶I personally didn’t manage that until 1968 or ’69 when I had a series of powerful experiences of kuṇḍalinī in the sahasrāra. It took twenty years of constant daily practice of tough sādhanas and tapas. I was told early on that much of the beginning training was had in a previous life and that is why, with the realization in this life, I would be able to sustain all that has manifested around me and within me as the years passed by. Results of sādhanas came to me with a lot of concentrated effort, to be sure, but it was not difficult, and that is what makes
me think that previous results were being rekindled. The renunciate’s path is to seek enlightenment through sādhana, discipline, deep meditation and yogic practices. That is the goal, but only the first goal for the sannyāsin. To stay enlightened is even a greater challenge for him. This requires a restrictive discipline, not unlike a military, at-base, on-call life, twenty-four hours a day, even in his dreams. Many people have flashes of light in their head and think they are totally enlightened beings, then let down in their sādhana and daily worship to later suffer the consequences. Enlightenment brings certain traditionally unwanted rewards: attention, adulation; one becomes the center of attraction, knows more than others and can exist on words, sentences, paragraphs, chapters, for a long time, even after the light fades and human emotions well up and new mixed karmas build. He then may become known as having attained the erratic human behavior of the “enlightened” person. This is totally unacceptable on the spiritual path. Once enlightened, or “in-light,” even to a small degree because of daily sādhana, stay enlightened because of daily sādhana. Once having intellectually realized Vedic truths and become able to explain them because of study and daily sādhana, then realize these truths by intensifying the daily sādhanas, lest the remaining prārabdha karmas germinate and create new unwanted karmas to be lived through at a later time. The advice is, having once attained a breakthrough of light within the head, wisdom tells us, remain wise and do not allow these experiences to strengthen the external ego. Become more humble. Become more self-effacing. Become more loving and understanding. Don’t play the fool by giving yourself reprieve from prāṇāyāma, padmāsana, deep meditation, self-inquiry and exquisite personal behavior. Having once attained even a small semblance of samādhi, do not let that attainment fade into memories of the past. The admonition is: once enlightened, stay enlightened. Enlightenment has its responsibilities. One such responsibility is to have respect for and pay homage to the satguru and the satgurus of his lineage. These are the ones who, in seen and unseen ways, have helped you on your path. Another is to keep up the momentum. The wise know full well that the higher chakras, once stimulated, stimulate their lower counterparts as well, unless the sealing of the passage just below the mūlādhāra has been accomplished. Diligence is needed, lest higher consciousness fall unknowingly on the slippery slide of ignorance into the realms of lower consciousness, of fear, anger, resentment, jealousy, loneliness, malice and distrust. The faint memories of the beginning enlightenment experiences
still hover, and while now in lower consciousness but still emulating the higher qualities in personal behavior, the now unenlightened claims full benefit for the previous enlightenment. Shame! This is because he did not maintain his disciplines after enlightenment. He let down and became an egocentric person.

Many gurus and swāmis don’t insist on continued disciplines and sādhhanas after a few inner accomplishments have been made. The beginning is the end of the course to them. These gurus and swāmis are modern, and often take an easy approach of not putting excessive demands upon themselves or their devotees. Traditional Sanātana Dharma, however, insists on daily sādhana for the enlightened one who desires a greater on-going transformation and for the unenlightened who has little or no anticipation of becoming enlightened. Pūjā bells are heard ringing before sunrise throughout the homes of India in every city. In these early morning hours, men and women are priests and priestesses in their own home. Children learn ślokas; hatha yoga is a daily exercise; prāṇāyāma is done for maintaining a healthy mind and body. Discipline is the criterion of being a good citizen. In Hinduism it happens to be a religious discipline. The effects of abandoning the earlier yogas upon reaching a certain stage of spiritual unfoldment for gurus and swāmis is reflected in the lives of their students. When they began to teach, they would not inclined to take their devotees through the beginning stages; they would not impart the practices of the first two mārgas—charyā and kriyā. They would be more inclined to start the beginners out at the upper stages, where they themselves are now, and abandon the beginning stages. This would be, and is, a mistake, one which many gurus and swāmis have lived to regret when their own disciples began to compete with them or turned sour when unable to attain the expected results. Traditionally, the character has to be built within the devotee as a first and foremost platform before even the hint of an initiation into inner teaching is given. This purifying preparation involves repentance, confession and reconciliation through traditional prāyaśchitta, penance, to mitigate kukarmas. This crucial work often takes years to accomplish. Once some level of enlightenment has been attained, this is the time to intensify the sādhana, not to let up. When we let up on ourselves, the instinctive mind takes over. We are still living in a physical body. Therefore, one foot must always be kept firmly on the head of the snake of the instinctive-intellectual nature. The higher we go,
the lower we can fall if precaution is not taken. Therefore, we must prepare devotees for a sudden or slow fall as well. They should land on the soft pillows of consistent daily sādhana, worship of God, Gods and guru, and the basic religious practices of karma yoga and bhakti yoga. Without these as a platform, they may slide down in consciousness, below the mūlādhāra, into the chakras of fear, anger, doubt and depression. ¶The scriptures are filled with stories of certain rishis who reached high levels, but had given up all their bhakti and japa. When difficult personal karma came, each fell deep into the lower nature, way below the mūlādhāra, to become demon-like to society rather than a holy seer and a guiding force. ¶The whole idea that bhakti is for beginners is a modern expedient. It was created by modern people who do not want to do the daily sādhana, who do not believe the Gods really exist and who are so bound in their individual personality that they do not accept the reality that God is in and within everything. This nonbelief, lack of faith, changes their values very slowly at first, but changes them nonetheless into those that cry, “Personal freedom is what is sought, making the little ego big, and then bigger.” Traditional disciplines and the spiritual teachers who know them so well nowadays come under the purview of these “free thinkers,” later to regret it. This is similar to children being the head of the house, telling their parents what they will do, and what they will not do. ¶Only the strongest and bravest souls can succeed in enlightenment and maintain and develop it until true wisdom comes as a boon. Therefore, we reaffirm, having attained a small degree of enlightenment, or a fuller enlightenment, stay enlightened, because mukti, the transference from the physical body through the top of the head at the point of death, has not yet occurred. And only after that happens are we enlightened forever. This is the beginning of the ultimate merging with Śiva in a physical body! Thereafter follows viśvagrāsa, the final, final, final merger whence there is no return, where jīva has in reality become Śiva, as a bowl of water poured into the ocean becomes the ocean. There is no difference and no return.
Like the prancing steed that leaps forward, the \textit{jiva} also traverses near and far. Like those who doff and don one garment and another, the \textit{jiva}, too, moves from one body to another.

\textit{Tirumantiram 2131}
Death—what is it? The dropping off of the physical body is the time when all of the *karma*-making actions go back to seed in the *mūlādhāra chakra*, into the memory patterns. All of our actions, reactions and the things we have set in motion in the *prāṇic* patterns in this life form the tendencies of our nature in our next incarnation. The tendencies of our nature in the present incarnation are the ways in which awareness flows through the *idā*, *piṅgalā* and *sushumṇā* currents. ¶These tendencies of man’s nature also are recorded in the astrological signs under which he is born. Man comes through an astrological conglomeration of signs, or an astrological chart, according to his actions and reactions and what he set in motion in the seed-*karma* patterns of his past life. So, we are always the sum total, a collection, of all the *karmic* experiences, a totality of all the seed patterns, that have happened to us, or that we have caused to happen, through the many, many lives. We are now a sum total, and we are always a continuing sum total. ¶A past life is not really so many years ago. That is not the way to look at it. It is now. Each life is within or inside the other. They exist as *karmic* seeds that appear in the *prāṇic* force fields in our life now and, like seeds, when watered they grow into plants. These seeds are nourished by *prāṇa*. When we die, when we discard the physical body, that is the end of a chapter of experience. Then we pick up a new physical body. This begins a new chapter that is always referring back to the last chapter for direction. These are tendencies. ¶This is the entire story of what happens after we die. We simply step out of the physical body and are in our astral body, going on in the mind as usual. The awareness does not stop simply because the physical body falls away. The *idā* force becomes more refined, the *piṅgalā* force becomes more refined, the *sushumṇā* force is there like it always was, but all are in another body that was inside the physical body during life on Earth. ¶One great peculiarity about man is that he individually feels that he is never going to die and goes on through life planning and building as though he were going to live forever and ever. The fear of death is a natural instinctive reflex. We encounter it sometimes daily, once a month, or at least once a year when we come face to face with the possibility of obliteration of our personality and of leaving the conscious mind. The fear of change

---

*As Brahmā, Śiva creates. As Viṣṇu, He sustains. As Rudra, He draws all back to Himself. Here Śiva, as Trimūrti, guides the reincarnation process as a soul is embodied, grows to manhood, then declines into old age and death, to be reborn again to experience the world and evolve.*
or fear of the unknown is an ominous element in the destiny of a human being. The study and comprehension of the laws of reincarnation can alleviate this fear and bring an enlightened vision of the cosmic rhythms of life and death. It is a simple process, no more fantastic, shall we say, than other growth problems we experience daily. A flower grows, blossoms and withers. The seed falls to the ground, is buried in the earth, sprouts and grows into a plant and a flower.

**Tuesday**

**LESSON 345**

**Desire, Death And Rebirth**

Where are we born after we die? How do we become born again? You are born again in the same way you died. After some time, the astral body cannot stay on the astral plane anymore, because the seeds of pranic motion have to be expressed on the physical plane again due to one’s activity on the astral plane. A new physical birth is entered. Generally, this happens through a newborn child’s body, but a more advanced soul who has his spiritual body well developed can pick up a body which is fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty years old and go right along in life from that point. ¶In what country do you become born? It all depends upon what country you were thinking about before and when you died. If you had a desire to go to Canada, most likely you will be born in Canada next time around. If you had been thinking about going to South America a year or two before you passed away, you would be reincarnated in South America, because that was your destination. If you were very much attached to your own particular family and you did not want to leave them, you would be born back in that immediate family again, because your desire is there. The astral body is the body of desire. ¶Students probing the mysteries of reincarnation often ask, “If reincarnation is true, why can’t I remember my past lives?” They might just as well ask another question: “Why do we not remember everything in detail in this life?” The memory capabilities, unless highly trained, are not that strong, especially after having endured the process of creating a new body through another family and establishing new memory patterns. However, there are people who do recall their past lives, in the very same way that they remember what they did yesterday. Former-life memory is that clear and vivid to them. ¶However, it is neither necessary nor advisable to pursue events, identities or relationships that may have existed in previous lives. After all, it is all now. We don’t think it important to remember details of our childhood years, to wallow in happy or unhappy nostalgia. Why pursue the remembered residue of what has already come and gone? Now is the
only time, and for the spiritual seeker, past life analysis or conjecture is an unnecessary waste of useful time and energy. The present now is the sum of all prior thens. Be now. Be the being of yourself this very moment, and that will be the truest fulfillment of all past actions. ¶The validity of reincarnation and its attendant philosophy are difficult to prove, and yet science is on the threshold of discovering this universal mechanism. Science cannot ignore the overwhelming evidence, the testimony of thousands of level-headed people who claim to remember other lives or who have actually died and then returned to life, and the impressive literature spanning Hindu, Tibetan, Buddhist and Egyptian civilizations. Thus, the pursuit of various theories continues in an effort to bring theory into established law according to the reason and intellectual facilities of man. Those living in the heart chakra, anāhata, are able to cognize and know deeply the governing mechanism of rebirth from their own awakening.

There are at least three basic theories or schools of thought related to reincarnation. At first they may seem to conflict or contradict one another, but further elucidation indicates that they all have merit. They are just different aspects of a complex mechanism. According to one theory of reincarnation, life begins with sound and color. Sound and color produce the first forms of life in the atomic structure of our being through binding the seed atoms together. At this point, life as we know it begins. It remains in a seed state or state of conception until the instinctive and intellectual cycles evolve into maturity through the process of absorption of more atoms into the astral body. This process continues until a physical body is formed around the astral body. But that is not the culmination of this theory. The cells and atoms of these bodies themselves evolve, becoming more and more refined as cycles of experience pass until complete maturity is reached in a physical body which is refined enough to attain nirvikalpa samādhi and begin the next process of building a golden body of light. According to this theory, the soul takes on progressively more advanced bodies, evolving through the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms, slowly acquiring knowledge through experience. There may even be a life that seems to regress, such as a man incarnating as a cow to gain needed lessons of existence. ¶A second concept in this theory explains the lower evolutionary stage of animals, insects, plants and minerals. According to this principle, animals and lower forms of life function under what is called a “group soul.”
They do not have an individual astral identity, but share a group astral atomic structure. That is one reason for the lack of so-called individuality among these groups and why animals move about in herds and birds live together in flocks—indicating the movement of the one group soul, so the theory goes. ¶In another theory, when man dies, he goes on to the astral plane after breaking the silver cord which binds him to the physical body. During out-of-the-body experiences, this silver cord is often seen as a cord of light connecting the physical, astral and spiritual bodies. When awareness leaves the physical body, it passes through one of the chakras. If our life has been one of baser emotion and reason, we would exit through one of the chakras near the base of the spine, either the mûlâdhâra or svâdhishthâna, and begin a conscious existence on a lower astral plane. From there we would work out various experiences or reactionary conditions caused by congested mental and emotional forces which impressed our subconscious mind during the course of our lifetime. On the astral plane, we relive many experiences by reactivating them, creating for ourselves heavens or hells. When the lessons of that life had been learned and the reactions resolved, we would be drawn back into a family, into a new physical body, in order to gain more experience in the light of the new knowledge acquired while on the astral plane. ¶If we have evolved to the point that our life was one of service, understanding and love, then we would exit through the next higher chakras, for that is where awareness has been polarized, and our astral existence would be of a deeper, more refined nature. However, if we had discovered and practiced a dedicated spiritual life, then our exit would be through the top two chakras, which do not lead awareness onto the astral plane but take it into the Third World of divine existence, never to reincarnate again into the physical world. After nirvikalpa samâdhi is attained and perfected so that the mahâyogî can go into it at will, he leaves the body consciously through the door of Brahman, the center of the sahasrāra chakra above the pituitary gland at the top of the head. This depends on whether or not the golden actinic causal body, which has been developed after Self Realization, is mature enough to travel in actinic force fields on its own.

Reincarnation is a refining process, contributing to the evolution of consciousness. To the watchful observer, the evolution of man’s inner bodies can be seen reflected in the tone and form of his physical vehicle. Being a reflection of the inner bodies, the physical shell
can and does pass through radical transformation as the spiritual path is followed. Some people seem to reincarnate within this very life, changing themselves so deeply through tapas and sādhana that they are totally renewed or reborn on the physical plane. Their new light and energy pass through the very cells of the body, invigorating and strengthening it. Still, the inner bodies are more malleable than the physical forces and generally evolve more quickly, becoming quite different and more refined in this life than the physical shell. In the next life, the physical structure will be entirely different, as the spiritual body manifests a new physical body more like unto itself. Other theories propose that the soul remains on the astral plane after death. After reviewing all of our Earthly experiences on the playback, we release the astral body and enter the heavenly realms of consciousness, never coming back to the physical plane, or at least not for a long time. Many cultures, such as the Native American Indian culture, recognize this basic law of reincarnation in their “Happy Hunting Grounds” concepts. Also related to this theory is the belief that when something is destroyed through fire on the physical plane, whether animate or inanimate, it will be found again on the astral plane. For example, when an Indian brave died, his saddle, clothing and valuables were buried and sometimes burned along with his body so that he might continue using these possessions to live well on the inner, astral, plane. These theories of reincarnation assure us that we will meet our loved ones and friends on the inner planes after death. Similar traditions exist among the Hindus in Bali and the Shintoists in Japan. By exploring the theories of various civilizations, we discover that man can either incarnate soon after his death, with little or no interlude, or he may remain for thousands of years on the astral plane, evolving in those force fields, just as on Earth he evolved from experience to experience. How long he will spend on the astral plane depends on how he has created or chosen what he wants to do while on Earth. If he left things undone and felt compelled to accomplish more, to see more, then he would return quickly to another body in fulfillment of the desire for Earthly experience. However, were he satisfied that life had taught him all of its lessons and wished to exist away from the physical plane in mental and spiritual spheres, he might never return to inherit another body. If we study the Pyramids and explore the intricate ceremonies which the Egyptians provided for their dead, we find that they kept the body preserved with elaborate chemical and environmental treatment. When the elements of the physical body are kept intact and
not allowed to decompose, the departed may remain consciously on the astral, mental or spiritual plane for as long as he wants. A contact can even be maintained on the physical plane through these laws. However, as soon as the physical body begins to disintegrate, awareness is polarized once again and pulled back to the lower chakras and the physical plane. Actually, as the elements of the previous body disintegrate, all of the instinctive-mind atoms form a force field around that body. This generates a power center. When the body is completely disintegrated, the force field is dissolved, and the soul reincarnates at that time. The Egyptians believed that if a body could be durably mummified, the deceased could enjoy a fine life on the inner planes for thousands of years. Modern science can freeze bodies and thus preserve them perfectly, thus opening up possible research into these principles one day.

These first laws of reincarnation dealing with the astral plane governed by the powers of the first three chakras seem to be quite valid when man is living in his instinctive mind. However, when he passes from the physical body through the will, cognition, or universal love chakras, he comes into a different reincarnation law. He then is living on two planes at the same time and, according to this theory, would have representative bodies on both planes. His evolution on the physical plane would be quick, since his only physical, conscious expression would be a small animal, perhaps a little bird or cat or some extremely sensitive animal. This creature would represent and polarize the advanced soul’s instinctive mind on the physical plane while he evolved at an accelerated pace on vast inner planes. This dual existence would continue until such time as the process of reincarnation was intensified and the vibration of the Earth was strong enough in his mind to pull awareness back dynamically to another human life. This might take years, and it might take centuries. ¶ In a sense, this mystic would be held through the power of the higher chakras in a very subtle force field and only touch into physical consciousness sporadically by using different bodies of animals and people for a few minutes or hours to contact the Earth. He would not necessarily be conscious of doing this. His awareness would exist predominantly on the inner planes. ¶ This is one reason we find some of the Indian religions forbidding the killing of animals of any kind. They believe an animal may be a great saint or jñānī who has passed on. Nonkilling of animals, especially cows, is widely observed in India even today. Of course, many consider such a
theory senseless, ridiculous, fraught with superstition. However, we could look at everything which we don’t yet understand as superstitious until we comprehend the intricate mechanism of the laws of the governing force fields. ¶Another postulate of this theory is that an advanced being living in his inner bodies, having left consciousness through one of the higher chakras, would be working out a certain amount of karma by helping others who are still in physical bodies to work out their karma. For various reasons, this being would not be able to return to Earth consciously. What, then, would cause him to reincarnate? It would be the intellectual clarity and spiritual intensity of the mother and father in the process of conception or planned conception. They would have to reach very deeply into the inner planes in order to provide the channel for a high reincarnation, whereas couples cohabiting in lust or free-for-all sex more or less take potluck off the astral plane. This indicates briefly an ancient but neglected law: that the parents—through their love for one another, through their devotion and through their states of consciousness during the days of conception—attract to themselves either old souls or young souls. ¶Generally, the soul, at the time of conception, chooses the body he will inhabit but does not actually enter the womb until the infant body takes life and begins to move and kick. Similarly, on the physical plane we may buy an acre of land and plan the house we wish to live in, but not actually move in until months later when the house is completed.

The next theory of reincarnation, governed by the throat, brow and crown chakras, states that when an advanced soul leaves the body through the brow chakra, or third eye, he enters a highly refined force field world from which he is able to pick and choose exactly when and where he will return. At this point he does not have to reincarnate as an infant, but could take an already well-matured physical body. In such a case, the soul inhabiting the body would have karmically ended this life and be involved in the reincarnation process, either dead or preparing to die. The advanced yogi would flow his awareness into the nerve system of the body, revitalizing it with the spark of his will and consciously bring it back to life. ¶He would face the problem of amalgamating himself with the memory cell patterns still resident within the mature brain. Affectionate detachment would have to be practiced as he adjusted to his new family and friends who wouldn’t feel as close to him anymore. They would sense that he had changed, that he was somehow different, but would not
understand why. Once his mission in that body had been completed, he could leave that body consciously, provided he had not created too much karma for its subconscious while inhabiting it. All such karma would then have to be dissolved before dropping off the body. This practice is exercised only by souls who have sufficient mastery of the inner forces to leave consciously through the ājñā chakra at death. Those who leave through that force center unconsciously would then reincarnate as an infant. ¶A related law, for those far advanced inwardly, states that the reincarnation process can begin before actual death takes place. While still maintaining a body on this planet and knowing that death is imminent, the inner bodies begin their transition into a new body at the time of conception. After a three-month period, the first signs of life appear and the advanced being enters the newly forming physical body. During the nine-month gestation cycle, the waning physical body is in the slow process of death, and exactly at the time of birth, the death finally comes. ¶If evolution continues on the astral and other inner planes, and is in some ways more advanced in these realms, then do we need a physical body at all to unfold spiritually? Is it perhaps an unnecessary burden of flesh? According to classical yoga precepts, you must have a physical body in order to attain nirvikalpa samādhi—the highest realization of God, the Absolute. This is due to the fact that on the refined inner planes only three or four of the higher chakras are activated; the others are dormant. For nirvikalpa samādhi, all seven chakras, as well as the three major energy currents, have to be functioning to sustain enough kuṇḍalini force to burst through to the Self. The very same instinctive forces and fluids which generate material involvement, uncomplimentary karma and the body itself, when transmuted, are the impetus that propels awareness beyond the ramification of mind into the timeless, spaceless, formless Truth—Śiva.

If you were to die at this very moment, where would what you call you go? Where would your awareness be drawn? The laws of death and reincarnation tell us that your awareness would go into various refined force fields of the mind, similar to some states of sleep, according to where you are in the mind at the time of death. By a similar law on this plane, when a wealthy executive and a mendicant enter an unfamiliar town, one finds himself lodged at the finest hotel among other businessmen of his caliber, and the other is drawn of necessity to the slums. The entire process of reincarnation is the inner play of magnetic force fields.
Should you reincarnate now, you would undoubtedly enter a force field which would approximate where you are inside yourself, unless, of course, you had broken through barriers into a force field different from the one in which you are now living. In other words, to use an analogy that can also be applied to states of instinctive, intellectual and superconscious awareness, if you were living in America, but had your mind centered in the force field called France, owned things imported from France and spoke fluent French, you would undoubtedly reincarnate in France and act out that drama to its conclusion.

Reincarnation and *karma* in its cause-and-effect form are practically one and the same thing, for they both have to do with the *prānic* forces and these bodies of the external mind. The *sannyāsin*’s quest is Self Realization. To make that realization a reality, he always has to be conscious consciously of working out these other areas. Why? Because the ignorance of these areas holds and confuses awareness, preventing him from being in inner states long enough to attain the ultimate goal of *nirvikalpa samādhi*. Little by little, as he goes on in his esoteric understanding of these mechanics, he unwinds and reeducates his subconscious. He conquers the various planes by cognizing their function and understanding their relation one to another. This knowledge allows him to become consciously superconscious all the time. He has sufficient power to move the energies and awareness out of the physical, intellectual and astral bodies into *sushumna*. Then the *kundalini* force, that vapor-like life force, merges into its own essence.

It is therefore the great aim of the aspirant on the path of enlightenment to live a well-ordered life and control the forces of the mind that propel him into cycles of life and death. He must strive to gain a fundamental knowing of the life-death-reincarnation processes, and to be able at the point of death to leave the body consciously, as a matter of choice, depending upon the consciousness leading to the moment of transition. He must throw off the false identification with this body or that personality and see himself as the ageless soul that has taken many, many births, of which this is only one, see deeper still into the total unreality of life and death, which only exist in their seeming in the outer layers of consciousness, for he is the immortal one who is never born and can never die.
Blessed indeed are those who die. If in death they unite as one with Śiva, then, even dead, they are alive. They who are dead to the bonds of karma, māyā and ānava are the true siddhas, who merge into Śiva.

Tirumantiram 1907
People ask, “What should a person do to prepare to die?” Everyone is prepared to die, and whether it happens suddenly or slowly, intuitively each individual knows exactly what he is experiencing and about to experience. Death, like birth, has been repeated so many times that it is no mystery to the soul. The only problem comes with conflicting beliefs, which produce fear and anxiety about death. This temporary ignorance soon subsides when the failing forces of the physical body reach a certain level. At this point, the superconscious intelligence, the soul itself, is there. We can compare this to restless sleep and deep sleep. ¶When one knows he is going to depart the physical body, he should first let everybody know that he knows and give relatives security by explaining to them that soon they won’t be seeing him in a physical body anymore. He should consciously go over his wealth, his properties, be the executor of his own will. From the Hindu point of view, the knowledge of one’s imminent departure begins the sannyāsa āśrama for the individual. In this āśrama, the devotee traditionally divests himself of all material belongings, effecting a conscious death before the actual death. He is the executor of his own will, taking care of everybody and not leaving these things to others to deal with after his passing. ¶After everything is settled, all personal possessions disposed of, then he begins meditation and awaits the fruitful hour, trying to exit through the highest chakra of the attainment of this life. Each chakra is a door through which we can depart. The dying should always remember that the place where one will reincarnate is the place that he is thinking about prior to death. So, choose your desires wisely. The last thoughts just before death are the most powerful thoughts in creating the next life. One must also realize that if he and others are aware that he will soon depart, others in the inner worlds also realize he will soon be making his transition and are busy making adjustments and preparations for his arrival. ¶With a sudden death—uncalled for, unbidden and unexpected—a totally different sequence of events occurs. There is no settlement of affairs, and the chaotic situation, emotional and otherwise, persists in the inner worlds and even into the next life. Property is not distributed, and nothing is settled. Negative karmas and positive karmas are all cut short. The situation can be summed up in one word, unfulfill-
ment. Once in the inner world, the deceased feels this unfulfillment and is restless and anxious to get back. He is in a place he did not intend to be, and does not want to stay. So, in the inner world he is with a whole group of those who almost immediately reenter the flesh, for he is too agitated to stay very long on the inner planes. It’s like an emergency ward or intensive care unit. ¶Chances are, it would be difficult for such a soul to get a birth. Perhaps there would be an abortion or miscarriage a couple of times before there was a successful birth. These are the disturbed children we see, emotionally distraught, needing special care. They cry a lot. Some of the damage that occurred in the previous birth, some dramatic event experienced in the past life, perhaps the cause of death itself, may even show up in this life as a birthmark. ¶In preparation for death, one can soften the karmas of future births by making amends with others, settling scores, doing everything to tie up loose ends, seeking the forgiveness of those harmed, to get the mental-emotional matters of this life all worked out. ¶In some cases, this process may prolong life, for with the release of old tensions and conflicts there comes a new freedom which may reflect even in the health of the body. Here one’s guru and community elders would advise the appropriate course of action, discerning whether dharma will be best fulfilled by returning to worldly responsibilities or, as a mendicant, distributing all worldly possessions and leaving the community, going off to Varanasi or some other holy place and awaiting the fruitful moment. For one with no family ties, it would be creating an unnecessary karma to return, taking everything back that one gave away and then continue on as before. If people he knew visit him at this time, he should not know them. He is like a sannyâsin, free to give of his wisdom. His eyes see them; his mind does not. This traditional practice is for the attainment of moksha, or an exceptional birth of one’s own choosing as a herald of dharma.

Tuesday
LESSON 352
Sudden Death, Boon or Bane?

As the physical forces wane, whether at sudden death or a lingering death, the process is the same. All the gross and subtle energy goes into the mental and emotional astral body. In the case of a sudden death, the emotions involved are horrendous. In the case of a lingering death, the increasing mental abilities and strength of thought is equally so. As we know, intense emotion manifests intense emotion, and intense thoughts manifest intense thoughts. These intensities would not remanifest until entering a flesh body again. This is why it was previously explained that sudden death—with its intense emotion, the intellect not having been
prepared for it—would produce difficulties in getting born and in the first few years of getting raised, leading to miscarriage and abortion and later child abuse. All these experiences are a continuation of the emotional upheaval that happened at the sudden departure. The emotional upheaval of the person is compounded by the emotional upheaval of the friends, family and business associates when they finally hear of the sudden departure. Similarly, when that person reincarnates, the family and friends and business associates are aware of the special needs of the child, anticipating the crying and emotional distress, which eventually subsides. ¶However, if the person was prepared for death, no matter when it might arrive, sudden or otherwise, his mental and emotional astral body would have already been well schooled in readiness. Sudden death to such a soul is a boon and a blessing. The next birth would be welcoming and easy, one wherein he would be well cared for and educated by loving parents. ¶Nevertheless, the thought force of the departing person is very strong, as his energy transmutes into the mental body. That’s why nobody wants the departing person to hate them or curse them, because the thought force is so strong. Even after he has departed, that same thought force will radiate many blessings or their opposite on the family or individuals. In the case of blessings, this is the basis of ancestor worship. Ancestors are even more immediate than the Gods, so to speak. They will help you hurt somebody, or to help somebody, depending on who they are. Ancestors are even more accessible than the Gods, because you don’t have to be religious to contact them. ¶People wonder whether death is a painful process, such as in the case of cancer victims. Cancer, which produces a lot of pain, is a process of life which results in death, but death itself is not painful. Death itself is blissful. You don’t need any counseling. You intuitively know what’s going to happen. Death is like a meditation, a samâdhi. That’s why it’s called mahâ (great) samâdhi. A Hindu is prepared from childhood for that mahâsamâdhi. Remember, pain is not part of the process of death. That is the process of life, which results in death. ¶When somebody is about to have a tremendous accident and, for example, sees his car is going to run into a truck or his plane is going to crash, he experiences no pain whatsoever, as he dies before he dies.
People always lament when someone dies quickly, saying, “His life was cut short so suddenly.” But with such a death there is no pain, as the soul knows it’s coming. It’s really so much better than a slow, lingering death. The problem comes when doctors bring the dying back. Then a lot of pain is experienced. The doctors should let them die. ¶To make heroic medical attempts that interfere with the process of the patient’s departure is a grave responsibility, similar to not letting a traveler board a plane flight he has a reservation for, to keep him stranded in the airport with a profusion of tears and useless conversation. Prolonging the life of the individual body must be done by the individual himself. He needs no helping hands. Medical assistance, yes, is needed to cauterize wounds, give an injection of penicillin and provide the numerous helpful things that are available. But to prolong life in the debilitated physical body past the point that the natural will of the person has sustained is to incarcerate, to jail, to place that person in prison. The prison is the hospital. Prison is the sanitarium. The guards are the life-support machines and the tranquilizing drugs. Cellmates are others who have been imprisoned by well-meaning professionals who make their living from prolonging the flickering life in the physical body. The misery of the friends, relatives, business associates and the soul itself accumulates and is shared by all connected to this bitter experience to be reexperienced in another time, perhaps another lifetime, by those who have taken on the grave responsibility of delaying a person’s natural time of departure. ¶Ayurvedic medicine seeks to keep a person healthy and strong, but not to interfere with the process of death. Kandiah Chettiar, one of the foremost devotees of Satguru Yogaswami, explained to me fifty years ago that even to take the pulse of a dying person is considered a sin, inhibiting the dying process. In summary, we can see that the experience of dying and death is as natural as birth and life. There is little mystery there to be understood. ¶To perpetuate life, you perpetuate will, desire and the fruition of desire. The constant performing of this function brings the actinic energies of the soul body into physical bodies. To give up one’s own personal desires is the first desire to perpetuate. Then to help others to fulfill their highest aspirations is the next challenge. Then to seek for ultimate attainment and fulfill that lingering desire takes a tremendous will. Then to lay a foundation for the betterment of peoples everywhere, in spreading the Sanatana Dharma to those open and ready to receive it and make it available to those who are not, is the ultimate
challenge. This perpetuates life within the physical body, which of itself
renews itself every seven years.

Many have asked what is meant by leaving through a
certain chakra at the point of death? Let’s take an exam-
ple of a person of whom people say, “His mind is in his
butt.” They mean his awareness is down at the bottom,
so to speak. He is ogling pornography. He’s swearing,
angry, self-indulgent all the time. That is the world he would go into if
he died in this state of mind, the lower world of selfish self-gratification,
where lust is not lust, but a way of life, for nothing else is happening but
that—just lust, twenty-four hours a day. Or it is sometimes said, “She is
such a motherly woman. She is all heart, really a sensitive lady.” That is
where she would go at the moment of death—out through the throat
chakra, the universal love chakra, and experience a heaven world beyond
expectations, beyond descriptions of any kind. Just as a traveling business-
man would go to a hotel where others have come for similar purposes, she
would go to a world where everybody is a heart person. That is why you
cannot spiritually unfold so much in the inner world, because everybody
is the same in each stratum of consciousness. You would have to study
and do disciplines to get into the next chakras, but you would never have
the lower ones to contend with if you had not been in the lower ones dur-
ing your physical life. ¶If somebody dies in the states of anger and fear, he
goes into the lower worlds of those states of consciousness. And in that
realm there would be hundreds of thousands of people in that same state
of consciousness. Whatever is in the mind at that moment—a country,
a family, community—will have a strong impact on where he goes in
the inner world, and on the nature of future saṁskāras. The thoughts
at death are the next saṁskāras of the astral body. Even if you have the
thought, “When you’re dead, you’re dead,” your astral body might just
float over your physical body and be “dead.” Someone would have to
revive you and explain to you that you are in your astral body and are as
alive as you ever were, but not physically. ¶At death, you leave through a
nerve ganglia of consciousness, a chakra. Most people live in about three
chakras, and they see-saw back and forth among those states of mind.
Each one is a window, and at death it becomes a portal, a doorway. So, it
is the state of mind at death that gets you into one loka or another within
the Śivaloka, Devaloka, Pretaloka or Narakaloka. ¶The ideal is to leave
through the top of the head, through the door of Brahman, to get into
the Brahma loka and not have to come back. The dying person should at the time of transition concentrate awareness at the top of his head and willfully draw up into it all the energies from the left and right legs and arms, one after another, then the energy within the entire torso, and all the energies within the spine, from the mūlādhāra chakra up into the ājñā and sahasrāra. With all the energies gathered at the top of his head, he will leave through the highest chakra he experienced this lifetime. This would put him in a great place in the inner world. ¶Maybe at age eighteen he reached the viśuddha chakra for a very short time. He will revive that experience just before death as he is going through the playback of his life, and he will go out through that chakra. But if he is thinking about lower things, he will go out through the lower chakras. If he goes out through a lower chakra, or portal, he can in the inner world eventually work his way back to the viśuddha chakra, with a lot of help from the devonic guides and their advisors, but he cannot go beyond it until he gets a new physical body. ¶The portal is where the physical eyes hook into or go into. Through that portal you go into that world. This is why a departing person, in the spirit of kaivalya, perfect detachment or aloneness, gazes at pictures of God, Gods and guru, and sings or listens to hymns sung by loved ones, so that the experience of death truly does take him to the highest plane he experienced in this birth, or even higher if he experienced a higher state in a previous birth. ¶The astral body carries the chakras. The chakras are in the astral body. The astral body lives in the physical body, and when death comes, it is going to live without the physical body. The same chakras are within it. At the moment of death, you have the opportunity to stabilize yourself in the highest chakra you have experienced in this life.

Friday

LESSON 355

An Event Worth Celebrating

The tunnel of light that is experienced by so many people at the point of death is the portal they are going through, the window, the chakra. It is a tunnel, and it has distance, because it takes time, consciousness, to go from one end to the other. Passing through the tunnel is leaving this world and going into another. You do that in meditation, too. You leave the light of the physical plane and go into the light in the inner world. Death takes place in a short period, but is a foreboding affair to those who have never meditated. But dying is not such a dramatic experience really. Every night you “die” and leave your physical body. It is very similar. Every night mystics leave their physical body, go and meet and converse with other mystics on the inner planes. That’s why they know each other when
they meet on the physical plane. *Samādhi*, the exalted meditative state, which literally means “holding together completely,” is also a word used to describe dying. Why is that? Because deep contemplation is similar to a death experience; only the silver cord is not separated. This cord is an astral-*prānic* thread that connects the astral body through the navel to the physical body. It is a little like an umbilical cord. The only full separation comes when the cord is cut at *mahāsamādhi*, the true death of the physical body. People die all the time, but if the cord is not broken, they come back. You die all the time. The cord being broken makes for a twenty-four-hour consciousness in the inner world, as compared to a sixteen-hour consciousness in the physical world. ¶Many people wish that they were dead and give up on life, look at death as an escape rather than a fulfillment. These cumulative thoughts and desires can create the near-death experience. The welcoming devonic helpers of Lord Yama, the benevolent God of the death experience, don’t pay any attention, because they know the person is not going to die. The person thinks he is going to die, but they know he is not. He has just conjured it up. Just like a conjured illness. ¶If a person knows he is terminally ill, that knowledge is a blessing, for he can prepare. He should not hesitate to tell his relatives he is going to die, and that is a wonderful blessing for them, as they can prepare for his great departure. Now all know he has finally arrived at the end of his *prārabdha karmas* and is going to fly. In turn, family and friends should release him, be happy—he is going to be happy with no physical body—for they know they will be as close to him in his astral and soul body as they were in his physical body. They will visit him every night when they sleep, in the inner worlds, and learn many things from him as to how to prepare for their own great departure, be it sudden or prolonged. Don’t cry; you will make him unhappy. You should be happy for him, because he is going to be happy. It is not a sad occasion. For Hindus, death is a most exalted state, an incredible moment that you spend your whole life preparing for. Birth is the unhappy occasion. Death should be a big party. He has just gone through his day of Brahma. ¶The sadness at death comes from Western attitudes. Western thought has to be reversed. Here a child comes into birth. It is sad, because he was all right before he was born. Now his *prārabdha karmas* are going to start to explode. He has to deal with his past, which he did not have to deal with in the Devaloka. He has a chance to make new karmas. The time of birth is the grave time. When he dies, that means that section of the *jyotisha* is finished and he can go and have a
great rest and be with intelligent people. It is great inside there and dif-
ficult out here. ¶When people tell me they or a loved one have cancer, AIDS or some other incurable disease, my counsel is this. Everyone dies, but it is a blessing to know when you are going to die, because then you can prepare for it, make a decision whether you are going to be reborn, do intense sādhanas, make preparations. Eastern men don’t fight terminal cancer or AIDS. They go to an astrologer or palmist, ascertain their time of death, then prepare themselves. It’s really a blessing. It’s best not to fight it or “cure it,” since you are interrupting your timing. Just let it happen. Heed the wisdom of the Vedas, “When a person comes to weakness, be it through old age or disease, he frees himself from these limbs just as a mango, a fig or a berry releases itself from its stalk.” ¶Hindus go to special sacred places to die, because that’s where holy people live, in that part of the astral plane. That place has access to other planets, or to the moon. A lot of people go to the moon when they die and live there. Jews who die go to Israel. That’s their holy land. You can get caught in the astral plane or some bardo mind-flow that would contain you for a long time, and then get a bad birth if you do not go to a special place to die. So, you want at least to die near a temple. A temple is connected to the three worlds. We brought India to the West with our temples and by encouraging more to be built. These days, Indian Hindus don’t mind dying in the West since all the temples are here. They love all the temples they have built, especially our Kadavul Temple, for it feels so sacred to them. All of the temples in the West are connected to other temples in Sri Lanka and India.

Saturday
LESSON 356
Death Rites
And Rituals

A lot of people who are about to die do not believe in life after death, so they remain hovering over their physical body when it is lifeless. Astral-plane helpers have to come and “wake them up” and tell them that their physical body is dead and explain that they are all right and are alive in their astral body. It is often not an easy process getting them readjusted. ¶Is there really a Lord Yama, a Lord of Death, devotees often wonder? The answer is yes, not only He, but there are a lot of Lord Yamas, a wide group of well-trained helpers. These tireless inner-plane attendants work, as part of the Yama group, with the doctors and nurses who are involved with terminal cases, those who assist in the transition process, those who take care of disposing of bodies. These are the Yama helpers in the physical world. Executioners, murderers and terrorists are a less noble part of the Yama group. Anyone, other than family and close friends and
religious helpers, who is involved in the transitional process two weeks before and after death is part of the Yama group, including ambulance drivers, hospice staff, nurses, morticians, medics, autopsy staff, insurance agents, grave diggers, wood cutters who prepare fuel for funeral pyres, body baggers and coffin makers. Medical doctors and nurses who secretly err in their practice, after dying, join Lord Yama’s recruits in the inner world as prâyaschitta to mitigate the karma they created. ¶I am speaking especially about modern doctors who operate too freely, even when sometimes it may not be necessary. It is not uncommon that the patient dies on the operating table due to a known mistake on the surgeon’s part. Yet, somehow or other, physicians are regarded by the public as monarchs, Gods, above the law. But the karma relating to manslaughter nevertheless is constant and unfailingly takes effect in this life or another. A common civilian, or the same doctor, running down a pedestrian would naturally be prosecuted to the full extent of the law, fined and maybe jailed. But the secret manslaughters are never admitted, never accounted for; no one is held accountable—except that the unrelenting law of karma reigns as supreme judge and jury. ¶There is an entire industry that lives on the fact of death. If a doctor says, “Two weeks to live,” then the inner-plane Yamas are alerted and step in. Lord Yama is Lord Restraint, restraining life and getting it started again on the other side. Then the Yama workers, who are like nurses, say, “You are Catholic; you go to Rome. You are Jewish; you go to Jerusalem. You are Muslim; you go to Mecca. You are Hindu; you go to Varanasi,” and so forth. In the lower astral it’s all segregated. In the higher worlds it is all oneness. ¶In preparing the body for cremation, embalming should not be done. It is painful to the astral body to have the physical body cut or disturbed seriously within seventy-two hours after death. The soul can see and feel this, and it detains him from going on. As soon as you tamper with his physical body, he gets attached, becomes aware that he has two bodies, and this becomes a problem. Ideally, when you die, your physical body goes up in flames, and immediately you know it’s gone. You now know that the astral body is your body, and you can effortlessly release the physical body. But if you keep the old body around, then you keep the person around, and he is aware that he has two bodies. He becomes earthbound, tied into the Pretaloka, and confused. ¶Embalming preserves the physical vehicle. For a jîvanmukta, he might want to leave, but some people might want to keep him around for a while for their own benefit. The best way for him is to go off into the hills, to die in the
forests where no one knows and none of these questions arise. More than many great sādhus have done this and do this to this day. For my satguru, Siva Yogaswami, they did the right thing by cremating him; they released him and did not try to tie him to the Earth. To come and go from the Śivaloka to the Pretaloka is his choice and his alone. To me, embalming or entombing is a divisive way to hold on to the holy man, and I feel it will draw him back into birth. True, in our scriptures it is recommended that the body of a perfectly liberated saint not be cremated but interred instead in a salt-filled crypt. This may be done so that devotees can continue to be served, but in our lineage it is not the way. In our tradition, the body of the departed is cremated within twenty-four hours. This purifies the physical elements and releases the deceased to the inner worlds. In contrast, the Egyptians wanted their Pharaoh to be born again as a king. They didn’t want a young soul to be their king. So all their preparations helped him to be born into the royal family. The Hawaiians did the same thing, royalty perpetuating royalty.

In the later stages of evolution, physical life can be so joyous that one might ask, “Why wish for liberation?” But not wanting to be reborn is not the goal. Obtaining the stability of mind and spirit so that you can function even on the physical plane better, without the necessity of having to do so, is a better goal. After mukti, liberation, one still has responsibilities to complete certain karmic patterns. Even the sapta ṛṣhis, seven sages, have their offices to perform in guiding the Sanātana Dharma, though they do not have to be reborn in a physical body to do their job. Mukti does not call an end to intelligence, does not call an end to duty. Mukti calls an end to the necessity for a physical birth. It’s like death—you don’t want to die, but you do anyway. When on the inner plane, you don’t want to be reborn, but you are anyway. You have to do these things. The ideal is to live out one’s Earthly life to its full extent, not to shorten it in any way, for during the elderly years, after ninety and the twenty or thirty years thereafter, the saṅchita karmas in the great vault which are waiting to come up in another life begin to unfold to be lived through and resolved in this one. By no means should suicide ever be considered, for it cuts short all karmic developments of the current life and may require additional births to work through the lowest possible experiences still held in the great saṅchita vault. Many incarnations may elapse after an untimely self-inflicted death before the soul returns back to the same evolutionary point.
at which the suicide was committed. Suicide is no escape. It only prolongs
the journey. ¶The goal is realization of Paraśiva as the ultimate personal
attainment. This is nirvikalpa samādhi. Savikalpa is the by-product of this.
Even having had this experience, if the sādhana and tapas and discipline
are not maintained, mukti, liberation, will not be the product of effort.
The knowledge of Paraśiva, in its total impact, must impact every area of
mind, every nook and cranny of the mind. Therefore, the goal is realiza-
tion; and liberation from rebirth is the by-product of that essential goal.
If a soul becomes realized but still has the desire to come back to finish
something, he will come back partially enlightened. Hinduism will be an
open book to him, and he will understand all of the basic truths and be
able to explain it all naturally. He will find his enlightenment later in life
and go on, having experienced what he had to. ¶There is a choice one
makes upon becoming illumined and understanding the whole process—
whether to be a bodhisattva or an arahat, an upadeśı or a nirvāṇı. This
is based on a belief and an attitude in the heart and soul. A nirvāṇı says,
“I’ll move on and wait for everyone to catch up with me.” An upadeśı says,
“I’ll help everyone on the path.” Occasionally an upadeśı has tasks to fulfill,
but they are self-assigned, for this is a personal choice. Likewise, a nirvāṇı
will work and make a great attainment. Then he will spin out his own
karmas and make his transition. The upadeśı will make his attainment
and then work with his own karmas slowly while helping others along
the path. Who is to say which is the best choice? It’s a totally individual
matter. I personally am an upadeśı. No detail is too small for me to handle.
A nirvāṇı would not take that attitude. ¶In the inner worlds, one who has
transcended the need for a physical birth is there like he is here. He has a
twenty-four-hour consciousness. He does not have to eat unless he wants
to, and he doesn’t have to sleep, so he has a total continuity of conscious-
ness. He has Paraśiva at will and is all-pervasive all of the time. He does
have duties. He does relate to brother souls in the same stratum, and he
does evolve, continuing in evolution from chakra to chakra to chakra, for
there are chakras, or nādis, above the sahasrāra for which he does not
need a physical body. This, again, is for the upadeśı. The nirvāṇı would
not turn back, but proceed onward. The first realization of Paraśiva, the
impact of the aftermath, allows you the decision to choose between the
dispersion of the nirvāṇı and the compassion of the upadeśı. ¶The Śaiva
Siddhānta perspective is that Śiva’s wonderful universe of form is perfect
at every point of time, complete and totally just, and every soul, in all
stages of evolution, is an intrinsic part of it, even Śiva Himself. The true mukti of everyone and of the universe itself would be at mahāpralaya; but meanwhile, mukti is defined in our vocabulary as freedom from rebirth in a physical body. But many other bodies drop off, too. There are more intelligences to come into, great creations of form. Upon death, even a Self-Realized soul does not necessarily “disappear” into nothingness or Allness. The absolute goal, Paraśiva—timeless, formless and causeless—is a release, but not an end. There is, of course, an end, which we call viśvagrāsa. This is total merger, a union with That from which the soul never returns—jīva became Śiva. So, whatever inner body the jīvanmukta is functioning in, in the thereafter, he has no need for Self Realization, the seal has already been broken and never mends. So, claiming “I am That, I am”—That being the Absolute, Paraśiva—is the total stabilizing one-ment of all the māyās of creation, preservation and destruction of the individual mind, as well as the mind of reality it goes through.
Mānava Mātrakrite Antima Siddhāntāḥ
मानव मात्रकृते अन्तिम सिद्धान्तः:

The Final Conclusions
For All Mankind

I freed myself from the fetters the Creator bound me with. I learned the way of reaching Śiva. I destroyed my karmas with the sharp sword of realization and stood ego-lost. And now I hasten toward the city of God.

Tirumantiram 2962
Religion as it is known today is an offshoot of various ethnic groups that gathered together in the twilight of human history and forged systems of law, worship, culture and belief. The unique circumstances of geography, language, communications and race isolated one group from another, and differences were born and preserved: differences of belief and custom. As these small communities varied, so did the systems which satisfied each one. From their inception they absorbed the singular thought patterns postulated by their culture and their leaders, and these distinctions were perpetuated from father to son, from guru to disciple, from one generation to the next. The leader was the shaman, the priest, the āchārya, the philosopher-king. He was well versed in religious matters among them and naturally became the authority, the tribal priest. Religion in the early days was tribal, for man’s early experience was tribal. Being tribal, religion was political. The political character has been preserved, as we find it today, in the world’s many religions, which are, for the most part, the common beliefs of the various races and/or nations on the Earth.

Five, ten thousand years ago in the Himalayas and across to the Indus Valley, ancient rishis and sages studied and meditated upon the eternal truths passed down to them and in conclaves jointly concurred as to the results of their personal findings on the inward path. Following an already ancient tradition, they were sent on missions—to Kashmir, China, Greece, Egypt, Arabia, Mesopotamia, South India, Southeast Asia and to every traversable part of the world—with the same message, digested and concise, given out with the power and force of their personal realizations of the final conclusions. Today I am going to speak about Hinduism and the conclusions drawn by its early sages and saints as to the orderly evolution of man’s soul and the ultimate spiritual goal of that evolution, the culmination of the countless accumulated passages of the soul on its journey to Truth. The ancient ones, the rishis and sages who formulated these final conclusions, recorded them as scriptures which still exist today. They were not interested in preserving a sectarian view of religion. Rather, they laid down their conclusions for all mankind. They had realized God within themselves, and from that inner realization they spoke out with boundless humility and undeniable authority. These teachings were re-

---

A Śivāchārya priest bathes the satguru’s feet during pādapūjā, worshiping him as Śiva. A devotee kneels, offering flowers at his holy feet, bedecked with sandal paste and red kumkum. The path from charyā to kriyā to yoga and finally to jñāna is passed from guru to disciple.
corded in the early Vedas. They blossomed in the Upanishads. They were detailed in the Āgamas. They came to be known as the Sanātana Dharma, the Eternal Path. According to ancient Hinduism, all is Śiva, all is God. God is both immanent and transcendent, both saguṇa and nirguṇa, with and without form. There is but one God. He manifests variously as the formless and Absolute Reality, as the rarefied form of Pure Consciousness, Satchidānanda, Pure Energy or Light flowing through all existence, and as the personal Lord and Creator, the Primal Soul. As the Immanent Lord, Śiva created the soul, and the world of form and experience, that it might evolve toward and merge with the Absolute. According to ancient Hinduism, all is Śiva, all is God. God is both immanent and transcendent, both saguṇa and nirguṇa, with and without form. There is but one God. He manifests variously as the formless and Absolute Reality, as the rarefied form of Pure Consciousness, Satchidānanda, Pure Energy or Light flowing through all existence, and as the personal Lord and Creator, the Primal Soul. As the Immanent Lord, Śiva created the soul, and the world of form and experience, that it might evolve toward and merge with the Absolute. The Śvetāśvatara Upanishad (2.16; 3.1-2 UPP, p. 121) speaks of God as both immanent and transcendent, and I would like to quote for you from it. “He is the one God, present in the North, the East, the South and the West. He is the Creator. He enters into all wombs. He alone is now born as all beings, and he alone is to be born as all beings in the future. He is within all persons as the Inner Self, facing in all directions. The One Absolute, impersonal Existence, together with His inscrutable māyā, appears as the Divine Lord, the personal God, endowed with manifold glories. By His Divine power He holds dominion over all the worlds. At the periods of Creation and Dissolution of the universe, He alone exists. Those who realize Him become immortal. The Lord is One without a second. Within man He dwells, and within all other beings. He projects the universe, maintains it, and withdraws it into Himself.” Elsewhere the Śvetāśvatara Upanishad (3.8-9 ve, p. 734) speaks of God as the Primal Soul, “I have come to know that mighty Person, golden like the sun, beyond all darkness. By knowing Him, a man transcends death; there is no other path for reaching that goal. Higher than Him is nothing whatever; than Him nothing smaller, than Him nothing greater. He stands like a tree rooted in heaven, the One, the Person, filling this whole world.” And the Muṇḍaka Upanishad (2.1.2 mc, p. 57) speaks of God as the unmanifest, Nirguṇa Brahman: “Self-resplendent, formless, unoriginated and pure, that all-pervading Being is both within and without, anterior both to life and mind. He transcends even the transcendent, unmanifest, causal state of the universe.”

The final goal of human life is realization and liberation—realization of the Absolute, Unmanifest, Paraśiva, Nirguṇa Brahman, and liberation from birth. This realization cannot be brought about solely by an effort of the mind, by any discipline or method. Sādhana and tapas
and bhakti are necessary for purifying the mind and body in preparation for God Realization, but it is by the grace of the satguru that it is attained. The North American Hindu—and in these words we include the Indian Hindu who lives in America, whether in the first generation, the second, the third or the fourth—often wants to begin at the end of the path rather than at the beginning. There is a distinct lack of patience on this side of the planet. Our desire, our lack of knowledge which breeds undue desire, impels us beyond our abilities and before our time. We want everything right now. We are impatient and perhaps unwilling to wait for the natural fulfillment of desire, for the natural unfoldment of the soul. We seek to force it, to strive for greater attainments than we are prepared to sustain. We want illumination, and we want it now. But results cannot be obtained unless we have the patience to begin at the beginning and to follow through systematically. We must take one step and then another. There are no shortcuts to enlightenment, but there are detours. Impatience with the natural process is one of them. If you find a green melon in an open field, will it help to expose it to more sun? To more heat? Will it ripen faster and taste sweeter? No, it will not. It ripens from the inside out. The process cannot be forced. The melon will grow ripe without intervention. Similarly, the soul will mature in its time. I am not saying that you should not strive, should not make even great inner efforts. I am saying that impatient striving, the kind of striving that puts aside all common sense and says “I am going to get realization no matter what” is itself an obstacle to that realization which is not a something to get. Hindus in the West have much to learn from Hindus in the East when it comes to contentment with their karma and dharma. We must work to perfect an inner serenity that can accept spending a lifetime or several lifetimes in search of Truth, that can accept that some of us are by our nature and unfoldment better suited to service and devotion, and others to yoga and the various sadhanas. This is a far more enlightened perspective than the Western notion which subtly maintains that there is but a single life in which all the final goals must be reached. The eternal path, the Sanätana Dharma, has been well charted by the great illumined minds, developed minds, spiritually unfolded minds, realized minds on this planet. No one can skip, avoid, evade or abstain from any part of that path. As Euclid could find for his impatient crowned pupil no special “royal road” to geometry or philosophy, so there is no privileged “royal road” to spiritual illumination. Similarly, a marathon runner cannot begin the race twenty miles
from the starting point. A mountain climber cannot refuse to climb the lower, perhaps less challenging, cliffs. The natural laws known to all men do not allow it. The natural law, known to himself, his own conscience, does not allow it. It is the same on the spiritual path. ¶The eternal spiritual path, the way of God, is broad. It accepts all and rejects none. No matter where a seeker is in his inner development, the eternal path embraces and encourages him. If he is a simple man, the path for him is simple, unso-
phisticated, answering the needs of his everyday life, yet opening him to more and more subtle ways of worship and living. If he is an advanced soul, a mature soul, he will find within Hinduism the San Mārga, the pure path to the Absolute.

Wednesday
LESSON 360
The Process Of Evolution

When a beginning devotee comes to the temple to worship Śiva, he sees Śiva as a man, a person, not unlike himself, yet more than a man, for He is a God, the God of Gods, so powerful, so aware and complete within Himself that He is the center of endless universes. In coming to worship Śiva, this devotee prostrates himself before the Deity just as if he were in the presence of the grandest potentate or majesty imaginable. Śiva is that to him. We know how wonderful it can be to approach a distinguished and honored personage. It makes us feel special. It brings out the best within us. The same thing happens to this man. He feels himself in the presence of the Supreme Lord, and he brings the best of himself to the temple. ¶If he has a problem, if something is not going well in his family or in his business, he will come to the temple with special offerings. The priest takes that offering into the inner sanctum for the pūjā. During the pūjā it is blessed and then some of it is returned to the worshiper to take back to his home, carrying the vibration of the temple into his every-day life. During pūjā he will concentrate his efforts on opening himself to the divine influence of Lord Śiva. And as he leaves the temple, he will look for a break in the problem, for a new perspective to arise as a result of his worship in the temple. He will look for some telling signs from his environment—the way the lizard chirps, how many crows come down, and even what kind of people walk by his house. Perhaps the solution to his problem is simply a new way of seeing it, a different perspective that gives him the insight to handle the matter, or there may be a change in his external circumstances. ¶As this man worships, he grows more and more devoted, becomes capable of a profound understanding of the rituals and practices of his early saṁskāras. From the practice of putting holy
ash on his forehead and the feeling that goes through his nervous system whenever he does that, he begins to discover sound reasons for doing it, reasons he can confidently tell his children. His worship leads him little by little into new realms of consciousness. Another man, more refined and awakened, may have worshiped during the exact same pūjā. This devotee came to worship the same Deity, but to him it was not only an ethereal being external to himself. He perceived it also as an essence pervading the universe, a oneness of pure consciousness flowing through all form, and he worshiped that Satchidānanda in the sanctum and equally within himself. As the energies of the pūjā reached their crescendo, he could feel that pure essence of consciousness as himself. After the pūjā, he went to a secluded corner of the temple, there to meditate, to bask in the kundalini energy awakened in him through his temple worship until he knew himself as one with that vast sea of pure life energy and light. He went home feeling peaceful and calm and just at one with everyone and everything that came along in his life. He has no awareness of time and just lives fully in the intensity of the moment. When he applies holy ash at the temple or in his shrine room at home before he sits down to meditate, he sees it as the ash of those forces which hold him in individual consciousness—the forces of karma and ego and desire. He applies the ash so that it makes three distinct lines across his forehead. They are lines to impress him with the need to keep these three forces subdued in his life.

This man lives in tune with the worship of Lord Śiva and the darshan he receives, and opens up within himself from that worship. Everything in his life flows smoothly and harmoniously. He is in touch with a divine voice within himself and he follows it as his own will. His life is simple. And he feels himself complete. Neither fretting over the past nor worrying about the future, he lives totally in the present. His evolution is steady and graceful. He grows greater in his capacity to hold those moments of darshan he feels until he carries that darshan steadily through every aspect of his life. That is his only experience. He is a witness to what goes on around him—doing it perfectly but detached from the doing. He sees light within his head when he meditates. And that grows until he knows that the light is more real than anything he considers himself. That way his unfoldment continues. He comes to be purer and purer, more and more aware of the real.

A third man, living under strict vows and the guidance of his satguru, having long ago perfected the harmony and discipline that allowed him to see himself as the Pure Consciousness within all beings,
is immersed within states of contemplation, whether in a mountain cave or before a temple sanctum. His goal is to find the source of that energy, and the source of that source, and the source of that, until he realizes That, Paraśiva, the Absolute, beyond all form. He experiences himself and Śiva as one.

To all these devotees, in their different stages of spiritual evolution, Lord Śiva is the Supreme God. To the first, He is the Primal Soul, the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer of existence. To the second He is the Primal Soul as well as Pure Consciousness, the substratum of existence, the divine energy coursing through and animating every atom within the microcosm and the macrocosm. To the third He is the manifest Primal Soul and Pure Consciousness and the unmanifest Absolute, Paraśiva, that transcends form itself. These three perspectives are not exclusive of one another, but encompass one another as the lotus of the mind opens to an ever widening understanding of God. Each is true according to where the devotee is on the path.

This Eternal Path is divided naturally into four separate categories. The Bhagavad Gîtā—the popular book which you all know from your studies in Vedānta and which has made Hindu philosophy well known in America—defines these as four separate nonprogressive paths, called karma yoga, bhakti yoga, rāja yoga and jñāna yoga. In Āgamic scripture these are defined a little differently and are considered to be four stages of a progressive path, termed charyā, kriyā, yoga and jñāna. These are all Sanskrit terms. According to the Āgamic tradition, these four categories are the natural sequence of the soul’s evolutionary process, much like the development of a butterfly from egg to larva, from larva to caterpillar, from caterpillar to pupa, and then the final metamorphosis from pupa to butterfly. Every butterfly, without exception, will follow this pattern of development, and every soul will mature through charyā to kriyā, through kriyā to yoga and into jñāna. Charyā, or karma yoga, may be simply defined as service. Kriyā, or bhakti yoga, is devotion. Yoga, or rāja yoga, is meditation, and jñāna is the state of wisdom reached toward the end of the path as the result of God Realization and the subsequent enlivened kundalini and unfoldment of the chakras through the practices of yoga. The soul does not move quickly from one stage to another. It is a deliberate process, and within each stage there exist vast libraries of knowledge containing the sum of thousands of years of teachings unraveling that particular experiential vista.
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the stage of charyā, or service, may itself take many, many lives. We see people every day who are working to be of service, to be more efficient, to be more useful to others. They are not necessarily inclined toward devotion, yet they may be deeply concerned with humanitarian programs, with selflessly helping their fellow man. An entire life may be spent in charyā, and the next life and the next. It is a slow process, with its own timing. Not every stage of experience can be accepted at once. ¶The path of charyā begins with the avoidance of wrongful action, and can be likened to the early training of a child in which he is told, “Don’t do this. Do this instead. Don’t behave in that way. This is the proper behavior.” In early life, a child learns what is right by being told what not to do. In spiritual life, too, we have these avoidances, these restraints. The seeker is advised to avoid over-eating, criticism of others, anger, hatred, envy and deceit. This gives him guidelines that stabilize him in the beginning, controlling the instinctive mind. These inner reins help him to know what is right, help him to control his karma and educate his intellect by laying a foundation of quiet within the instinctive mind, a foundation upon which the intellect may build a knowledgeable structure. ¶Charyā is the state of overcoming basic instinctive patterns and learning to work for the sake of work rather than the fruits of our labor. It is the simple fulfillment of right action and the first step on the spiritual path in our religion. Our duty to our parents, to our community, to the wife and children, to the temple in the town or village—all this must be fulfilled for charyā to be perfected. One goes to the temple at this stage of unfoldment because it is expected of him. He goes there not to practice yoga, not to evolve a personal relationship with the Deity, but because he must. It is his duty. His instinctive mind at this stage of his evolution is so strong that it must be governed firmly by external laws, external forces. He either obeys or suffers the consequences of disobedience. It is his fear of the consequences that motivates him more than anything else. Certainly he may feel guilty or fearful when he approaches the temple, for he is aware of his own transgressions and omissions. But little by little he gains confidence and understanding. His conscience begins to take the place of outer sanctions and gradually becomes his guideline. Whereas before he never felt guilty even for his worst transgressions, now he begins to feel remorse for misdeeds. Tendencies toward selfishness lose their hold on the devotee as he strives to become the perfect servant to God and mankind.
The sequential pattern of evolution is experienced by each individual in a microcosmic sense in each lifetime. Even if they have been experienced in a previous life, the lessons contained in each stage are, in a sense, relearned in childhood. If we have previously learned them, then they will be quickly mastered. But if we have not learned these lessons in another life, we draw to ourselves in this life the experiences that we need to do so. This knowledge is an inheritance that comes along with the physical body. In other words, experiences from other lives affect the patterns of experience in this life. With basic inherited knowledge, the soul develops an intellectual mind through the good graces of its own personal karma and destiny, provided his intellectual mind is in accordance and in harmony with the precepts of his religion. If not, he has problems. Those problems can be overcome, but they are problems while they are being overcome. If his beliefs are not in harmony with his religion, that conflict can stagnate and congest his natural advancement and must be resolved before he can move on to the second stage. ¶In the stage of charyā, similar to karma yoga, the devotee naturally awakens a desire to work for the sake of work, to serve for the sake of service. He does this in his daily life and through helping in the temple in practical ways—through sweeping the marble floors, polishing the brass oil lamps, weaving fragrant garlands for the pūjās, helping other devotees in their lives, and in general through a humble and unseen kind of service. This humble service is itself a means to break the stagnant congestion of erroneous beliefs. Worship during the charyā stage is entirely external, yet it is entirely meaningful to the devotee. In charyā the devotee looks upon the stone image in the temple sanctum with his physical eyes, and to him darshan of the Deity is the physical sight of the stone image of God. ¶As the devotee unfolds into the next stage, of kriyā or bhakti yoga, he will want to worship and serve in the temple in more internalized ways. He will seek to understand why a stone image is a stone image, why stone images are needed at all. He will begin to think about the purpose of worship, the meaning of worship, the experience of worship. He will wonder to himself about the ancient customs and protocol and why these customs are followed in his community. He will delve into the scriptures, learning and studying about his religion. Singing the sacred hymns, chanting the names of the Lord and performing japa will become an important part of his devotion, which is partly internal and partly external. Devotion will well up from the recesses of his soul as he
purifies himself. His heart begins to open as he evolves out of the instinctive mind into a spiritualized intellect, an intellect that is developed from within himself. His instinctive nature is subsiding, and his intellectual nature is emerging as he comes into a full understanding of the laws of karma. As his intellect controls the instinctive mind, he understands for the first time the cause and effect, the action and reaction, of his physical and mental activities. Kriyā blossoms into its fullness when there arises in his heart a desire, a strong desire, to know and experience God, to penetrate into the realms of consciousness and reality beyond the physical plane revealed by his grosser senses. He expresses this desire through continued worship in the very special environment of the Hindu temple or his home shrine. He worships the personal aspect of God, and his attitude is no longer one of fear, of a servant to a master, as it was in charyā. In kriyā he looks upon God as a dutiful son to his father. He perceives that God is his personal Lord, concerned for the welfare of mankind, and he approaches God in a human, personal way. He wants to serve God not because he fears the consequences of being an infidel, but because he wants to be in harmony with a higher reality which he reveres, to be attuned to the darshan of the Deity.

For those in kriyā, darshan is not only the physical sight of the stone image in the temple. It is also an inner communion, a receiving of the blessings and the messages and the rays of Second and Third World beings, who are actual conscious entities and whose consciousness is canalized through the sacred image by esoteric temple practices. This is a deeper perception of the darshan of the Deity. Other forms of religious expression naturally come forth for the devotee in this stage of unfoldment, such as attending pūjās regularly, chanting, undertaking pilgrimages to temples and holy places and studying the scriptures. Midpoint in this stage of development of the soul, the devotee may psychically experience an aspect of God that he has been worshiping in the temple. He may see the Deity in a dream or have a vision of Him during a quiet period when he is sitting with his eyes closed after a pūjā. After this experience, he centers his life fully around God and learns to psychically attune himself to His darshan, His will. Once he fully understands his religion, if he has sufficient means he may express his eagerness to serve through building a temple, or participation in such a project. Indeed, this is the great culmination of kriyā. It is through the devotees in the kriyā,
or bhakti yoga, stage of the unfoldment of the soul that we have all over the world today magnificent Hindu temples, built by people who have performed well, who have controlled their thoughts and actions, who have understood the laws of karma and the penalties of wrong action. They have avoided wrong action not out of fear, but because they have evolved into performing right action. Having released themselves from the dense fog of the instinctive mind, they can now build temples of great beauty which reflect the beauties they have discovered within themselves in their personal communion with God, who to them is not an awesome master who might punish and discipline, but a loving father. ¶As he matures in kriyā, the devotee unfolds a more and more intense love of God, to the point that he may well shed joyful tears during intense moments of worship. When that love is constant from day to day, when it is strong enough that he is capable of surrendering his individual will to God’s Cosmic Will, then kriyā or bhakti yoga has reached its zenith. This giving up of his own will is a slow process as he unwinds the last remaining strands of his external will from the instinctive mind. His will was born of intellectual concepts, and these concepts, too, he releases unto God, feeling within his inmost being that he knows little of the grand mysteries of existence, an admission he could not make earlier. He realizes that he receives his inspiration, his energy, his very life, from God. ¶At this stage of kriyā the devotee learns patience. He learns to wait for the proper timing of things in his life. He is in no hurry. He is willing to wait for another life, or for many more lives. There is no urgency. He trusts God and trusts the path he is on. He settles down, and his life comes into a balance. He observes that he is in an evolutionary process along with thousands and millions of others. He embraces other devotees with renewed love and appreciation. He patterns his life in such a way that the temple is the hub of his culture, his religious activity and observance, his very thinking. From the temple or his home shrine, he goes forth to spend his days in the world, and to the temple or shrine he returns from the world. His life comes and goes from that sacred place. ¶In the stages of charyā and kriyā, the deep-seated impurities of the mind are cleansed as past karmas are resolved and a foundation laid for the third stage on the divine path, that of yoga. Yoga is a very advanced science. It cannot be sustained except by the soul that has unfolded into the fullness of charyā and kriyā and maintains the qualities of service and devotion as meditation is pursued. The devotee who has served God well now embarks upon finding union with God in his sanc-
tum within. He remains enveloped in the *darshan* of the personal Lord he carefully cultivated during *charyā* and *kriyā*, and on the power of that *darshan* he is drawn within by the Primal Soul Himself to rarefied states of consciousness and the stillness of meditation.

To the meditating *yogī*, *darshan* is more than a communication radiating out to him from an external God or Mahādeva. It is a radiant light shining from the sanctum sanctorum of his own *sahasrāra chakra*. Worship for him becomes completely internal as he follows that light, that *darshan*, seeking to know its source. In *yoga*, the devotee worships the transcendent aspect of God. He strengthens his body and nerve system. He disciplines the energies of mind and body. He learns to regulate his breath and to control the *prāṇas* that flow as life’s force through his nerve system. In this process, the *kuṇḍalinī sakti* is lifted and the multipetaled *chakras* unfold in all their splendor. The subtle realms within the devotee are revealed layer by layer as he methodically perfects attention, concentration, meditation and contemplation. ¶Lord Śiva now brings the earnest devotee to meet his *satguru*, who will guide him through the traditional disciplines of *yoga* on his inward journey. It is his spiritual preceptor, his *guru*, who takes care that he avoids the abysses and psychic pitfalls along the path. ¶In this stage of *yoga*, the devotee looks upon God as a friend, a companion. He strives with a diligence and energy he never knew he possessed, with a dedication he once thought impossible, and as he strives his willpower is awakened. Finally, one day, in his first *samādhi*, he penetrates to the essence of being. In this ultimate experience, which remains forever beyond description, he has reached the union which is *yoga*. ¶Returning from this state of ineffable fulfillment, the devotee brings back into his life a new understanding, a new perspective. He is never the same after that experience. He can never again look at life in the same way. Each time he enters into that God Realization, that *samādhi*, he returns to consciousness more and more the knower. His knowing matures through the years as his *yoga sādhana* is regulated, and as it matures he enters ever so imperceptibly into the fourth and final stage of unfoldment, into *jñāna*. ¶One does not become a *jñānī* simply by reading philosophy. That is a great misconception. Many people believe that you can spiritually unfold or evolve into a *jñānī* through reading books, through understanding another’s unfoldment or performing meditations that he once performed. Understanding another person’s wisdom does not make us wise. Each has
to experience the fullness of the path to enlightenment himself. The jñānī becomes one who postulates that what he has himself realized are the final conclusions for all mankind. His postulations are filled with assuredness, for he has experienced what the Vedas, the Āgamas and the Upanishads speak of. He has awakened the power and force of his own realization. He knows. He becomes the embodiment of that knowing, of the Truth he once sought as something other than himself. He finds within the scriptures confirmation of his realization echoed in the verses of rishis written at the dawn of human history. This matured soul sees reflected in their writings that same state of complete merging with the Divine that he himself has come to know as the timeless, formless, spaceless Absolute which he once worshiped symbolically as a stone image in previous life wanderings within the instinctive mind, or avoided and resented because the temple to him represented an awesome and fearful threat to his impurities. He has removed the veils of ignorance, removed the obstacles to understanding. He has come into his true being, union with God, union with Śiva, and in this serene state he sees God as his beloved, as that which is dearer to him than life itself, as he is consumed by that all-encompassing love. There is for him no more an inner and an outer life and consciousness, for they have melted and merged into a single continuum. He is That, and for him it is clear that all are That. Unknown to himself, he has become the temple of his religion, capable of imparting knowledge merely by the power of his silent presence. He has become the source of light and darshan which radiate out through the nādis and prānas of his being. This great soul is found in his reveries sweeping the temple floor, polishing brass lamps, weaving fragrant garlands, expounding smrīti and being the humble Sivanadiyar, slave to the servants of the Lord, as he lives out the final strands of karma of this last birth. The final conclusions of the world’s most ancient religious tradition, the Sanātana Dharma, are that mankind is on a spiritual path as old as time itself, that this journey progresses from birth to birth as the soul evolves through the perfection of charyā into the perfection of kriyā, and from there into the perfection of yoga, emerging as a jñānī. This is the path followed by all souls. Whatever religion they espouse, whatsoever they may believe or deny, all of mankind is on the one path to Truth. It begins with the dvaita of charyā and ends in the advaita of jñāna—the advaita postulated in Vedānta and in the Śuddha Siddhānta of Śaiva Siddhānta.
Many people think of the realization of timeless, formless, spaceless Paraśiva, *nirvikalpa samādhi*, as the most blissful of all blissful states, the opening of the heavens, the descent of the Gods, as a moment of supreme, sublime joyousness; whereas I have found it to be more like cut glass, diamond-dust *darshan*, a psychic surgery, not a blissful experience at all, but really a kind of near-death experience resulting in total transformation. The bliss that is often taught as a final attainment is actually another attainment, Satchidānanda, an aftermath of *nirvikalpa samādhi*, and a “before-math.” This means that Satchidānanda, *savikalpa samādhi*, may be attained early on by souls pure in heart. It also means that one need not gauge the highest attainment on the basis of bliss, which it transcends. ¶In my experience, the *anāhata chakra* is the resting place of dynamic complacency, of thoughtful perception and quietude. Those of a lower nature arriving in the bloom of this *chakra* are released from turbulent emotions, conflicting thoughts and disturbances. This to many is the end of the path, attaining peace, or *śānti*. Once one attains *śānti* as just described, in my experience, this marks the beginning of the path, or part two, the second level. It is from here that the practices of *rāja yoga* take hold, once *śānti* is attained. In the *anāhata chakra* and *viśuddha chakra*, Satchidānanda, the all-pervasive being of oneness, of the underlying being of the universe, is attained, experienced. ¶But unless brahma-<br>chārya, chastity, is absolutely adhered to, the experience is not maintained. It is here that relations between men and women play an important part, as in their union temporary oneness occurs, followed by a more permanent two-ness and ever-accumulating distractions, sometimes along with insolvable difficulties. Those who practice sexual *tantras*, seeking Self Realization through this path, will agree with this wisdom. ¶Does Self Realization bring bliss to the realized one? Self Realization is in several stages. Realizing oneself as a soul—rather than a mind, an intellectual and emotional type, or a worthless person—gives satisfaction, security, and this is a starting point. Realization of the Self as Satchidānanda gives contentment, a release from all emotions and thoughts of the external world, and the nerve system responds to the energies flowing through the *viśuddha* and *anāhata chakras*. Realizing the Self that transcends time, form and space, Paraśiva, is a razor-edged experience, cutting all bonds, reversing individual awareness, such as looking out from the Self rather than looking into the Self. ¶There are many boons after this transforming
experience, if repeated many times. One or two occurrences does make a renunciate out of the person and does make the world renounce the renunciate, but then, without persistent effort, former patterns of emotion, intellect, lack of discipline, which would inhibit the repeated experience of Paraśiva, would produce a disoriented nomad, so to speak. Therefore, repeated experiences of the ego-destructive Paraśiva, from all states of consciousness, intellectual, instinctive, even in dreams, permeates the transformation through atoms and molecules even in the physical body. It is then that the bliss can be enjoyed of Satchidananda—and simultaneously, I would say, Satchidananda and the rough, unrelenting, timeless, formless, spaceless Paraśiva merge in a not-merging way, such as light and darkness in the same room. This is different than the concept of sāyujya samādhi, which is maintaining the perpetual bliss within the fourth and fifth chakra and stimulating the sixth and seventh. For this to be maintained, a certain isolation from worldly affairs and distracting influences is required to prevent the reawakening of previously unsatisfied desires, repressed tendencies or unresolved subconscious conflicts. Someone asked, “If realization in and of itself is not blissful, then what impels a soul that has arrived at bliss to strive for further realizations?” We are all moving forward to our ultimate goal of merging with Śiva. Bliss quiets the senses. It is the natural state of the mind when unperturbed by previous desires unfulfilled, desires yet to be fulfilled and the desires known to not be fulfillable. As long as the anāhata and viśuddha chakras spin at top velocity, the senses will be quieted, few thoughts will pass through the mind unbidden, and the understanding of the Vedas and all aspects of esoteric knowledge will be able to be explained by the preceptor. Many choose to remain here, as the explainers of the inexplicable, and not go on—deep into the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh chakras, into the beyond of the beyond, the quantum level, the core of the universe itself. There comes a point when the powers of evolution move one forward, and even these desireless ones desire the greatest unfoldment, once they have found out that it is there to be desired. Realizing Paraśiva is merging with Śiva, but it is not the end of merging. At that pinpoint of time, there are still the trappings of body, mind and emotions that claim awareness into their consciousness. Ultimately, when all bodies—physical, astral, mental, even the soul body—wear out their time, as all forms wear out in time, bound by time, existing in time, as relative realities, then viśvāgrāśa, the final merger with Śiva, occurs, as the physical body drops away, the astral
body drops away, the mental body drops away, and the soul—a shining, scintillating being of light quantumsmerges into its source. As when a drop of water merges into the ocean, it can never be retrieved, only Śiva remains. Aum Namaḥ Śivāya.
Behold the universe in the glory of God, and all that lives and moves on Earth. Leaving the transient, find joy in the Eternal. Set not your heart on another’s possession.  
*Sukla Yajur Veda, Isa Upanishad* 1. UPM, p.49

According as one acts, so does he become. One becomes virtuous by virtuous action, bad by bad action.  
*Sukla Yajur Veda, Brhadâranyaka Upanishad* 4.4.5. UPH, p. 140

*Iḍā* is the Gaṅgā of the lower world, *śringalā* the river Yamunā, and between *iḍā* and *śringalā* is *sushumṇā*, the subtle river Sarasvatī. It is said that to bathe in the confluence of the three rivers leads to the Great Result.  
*Sukla Yajur Veda, Trishikhi Brāhmaṇa* 316-317, YM, p.126

When the body is in silent steadiness, breathe rhythmically through the nostrils with peaceful ebbing and flowing of breath. The chariot of the mind is drawn by wild horses, and those wild horses have to be tamed. Find a quiet retreat for the practice of *yoga*, sheltered from the wind, level and clean, free from rubbish, smoldering fires and ugliness, and where the sound of waters and the beauty of the place help thought and contemplation.  
*Krishna Yajur Veda, Śvetāsvatara Upanishad* 2.9-10. UPM, p. 88

O self-luminous Divine, remove the veil of ignorance from before me, that I may behold your light. Reveal to me the spirit of the scriptures. May the truth of the scriptures be ever present to me. May I seek day and night to realize what I learn from the sages.  
*Rig Veda, Aitareya Upanishad, Invocation.* UPH, p. 95

The desire for true knowledge arises in a person who is free from attachment and possessed of discriminative faculty. With a view to uplift that conscious soul from the ocean of mundane life, Lord Śiva unites him (with a sense of longing). The person thus united is directed to an *āchārya* by God.  
*Mātaṅga Paramēśvara Āgama* 50-51

From unreality lead me to reality. From darkness lead me to light. From death lead me to immortality.  
*Sukla Yajur Veda, Brhadāranyaka Upanishad*, 1.3.28. VE, p. 599
As one not knowing that a golden treasure lies buried beneath his feet may walk over it again and again yet never find it—so all beings live every moment in the city of Brahman yet never find Him, because of the veil of illusion by which He is concealed.

_Sāma Veda, Čhāndogya Upanishad 8.3.2. UPP, p. 121_

This _ātman_ is not attained by instruction or by intelligence or by learning. By him whom he chooses is the _ātman_ attained. To him the _ātman_ reveals his own being. The one who has not turned away from wickedness, who has no peace, who is not concentrated, whose mind is restless—he cannot realize the _ātman_, who is known by wisdom.

_Krishṇa Yajur Veda, Kaṭha Upanishad 1.2.24-25. VE, p. 710_

Whatever world the man of purified mind desires, whatever desires he wishes to fulfill, all these he attains. Therefore, let whoever is desirous of prosperity worship the man of Self Realization.

_Atharva Veda, Mūndaka Upanishad 3.1.10, EH p. 178_

The fixing of thought with one-pointed attention solely on the object attained through hearing and reflection is meditation. With thought absorbed only in the object meditated upon, giving up the distinction of the meditator and the act of meditation, resembling a lamp in a windless spot, one attains the highest enlightenment. In that state, when the functionings directed towards the cognition of the self are roused (the intuitions of the self) are not cognized but only inferred from memory. Through this the numberless previous _karmas_ accumulated during this beginningless cycle of births and deaths attain their dissolution. Thence, through the power of practice, a stream of nectar showers always from a thousand directions. Therefore, the adepts in _yoga_ call this highest enlightenment the cloud of virtue. When the nets of dispositions (good and bad) are dissolved without any residue, when the accumulated deeds, virtuous and vicious, are completely destroyed to the very roots, the past and the future alike, owing to the removal of all impediments, bring about the direct and immediate perception (of Brahman) as of the _amalaka_ fruit on the palm of the hand. Then (the knower of Brahman) becomes liberated while in life.

_Paingala Upanishad 3.3. UPR, p. 916_
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PART FOUR

Cognizantability

The Conquest of the Mind

THE TRUTH

What you are to the mind
You are not in Truth.
What seems—isn’t.
What could be—can’t.
What appears to be is not enough
Even to be apparent,
For the seer is what he sees,
—And isn’t in Truth.

August 4, 1959
Section One
The Five States of Mind

Conscious
Subconscious
Subsubconscious
Subsuperconscious
Superconscious
HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE MIND? NO, YOU HAVE NOT! YOU HAVE SEEN THE EFFECTS OF THE MIND THROUGH ITS MANY PHASES AND ITS MANY RAMIFICATIONS. ALSO, YOU HAVE FELT THE RESULTS OF THE MIND IN YOUR OWN LIFE AND IN THE LIVES OF OTHERS. COME on a tour of the mind with me, into its depths, and find out how simple, or how complex, it can be. See for yourself how easy it is for you to control your mind and fathom your problems from the innermost recesses of your being. All that and more Cognizantability will awaken in you.

You may not understand everything that you read, but you will acknowledge much more than you anticipate. You will become aware of your mind as it is, because the mind, as you will find out, is the essence of time and space. You only create time and hold a consciousness of space in the lower realms of your mind.

Through the study of Cognizantability you can learn to awaken and use the mind in its entirety to solve problems of any nature for the attainment of true and deeply satisfying happiness. You do not have to work too hard at this study. You must only have the concentration to read all of the aphorisms and their commentaries several times, and then, strange as it may seem, your own subconscious mind will take over the study for you, completing your task. When you finish reading Cognizantability the first time, go over it again and study it thoroughly. At this time you will begin to understand what was confusing to you the first time you read it. Now you are going to get the treat of your life. Take Cognizantability apart and try to disprove to yourself everything you have read. Do this, and you will do much for yourself.

Cognizantability is comprised of aphorisms and their explanation of the interrelated five states of mind. An aphorism, as you know, is a short, easy-to-remember statement. I have given a brief explanation of each aphorism, with some practical examples of how the study of the five states of mind can help you gain a greater control of the mind. The mere reading of the precepts will do no great good, other than perhaps stimulate some intellectual thought along psychological and philosophical lines. The practical, consistent practice of certain keys to be found by you in the precepts will, however, produce results. As the time element is involved

Gurudeva invites us to explore our innermost self by studying the five states of mind, each different, yet connected to the others, represented here as five people. Our pure awareness, the eternal witness, simply watches in the divine presence of Śiva, represented by the golden trīśūla.
in our daily lives—so much so that very often we do not have time to do the things we feel we should do, let alone those we would like to do—I have often told my students that the consistent practice for even five minutes a day after many days will definitely produce remarkable results: like the man who decided to construct a fence around his house but, being pressed for lack of time, he could only manage to put one stake in the ground every day. There wasn’t much to be seen after two weeks of his labor, and of course, this afforded much backyard gossip for the neighbors. All gossip stopped, however, when in only two months time of his consistent labor of placing one fence stake in the ground every day the fence stood complete to be enjoyed by owner and neighbors alike.

You will find as you turn the pages at random that each precept is separate and complete in itself, yet they are all interrelated and should be read in a broad sense as well as be studied individually. It is suggested that Cognizantability be read in its entirety first, then each chapter should be studied as a unit. Following this, each precept may be taken separately and digested through the subconscious mind. Cognizantability, intuitively read, will feed the intellect into a healthy cognition of its contents.

When Cognizantability has been read by you, it must be digested. I suggest that you do not try to digest it consciously, but take one aphorism a day. Think it over carefully. It will unfold itself in your mind. Be careful to remember it correctly, or jot it down on a piece of paper and carry it with you. All is now ready for you to really unfold your inmost nature. Just open up and allow the subsuperconscious mind to take over.

Many books are written on psychology, philosophy and metaphysics. But this treatise incorporates the essence of all three. All you need to know about the mind is within these pages. Endless ramifications and systems of thought can be, and have been, constructed, but here is a lasting and correct way to produce results in your everyday life.

Concentration is a thing hoped for, but seldom attained. Meditation is the outcome of a concentrated mind. Not only must the conscious mind be concentrated, but the subconscious mind as well, for meditation to begin. Once the mind becomes pointedly concentrated, even for an instant, something remarkable begins to happen. Concentration releases into the field of consciousness the resources and actions of other parts of the mind which were hitherto seemingly and unadvisably shut off. The result is concentration not only of the conscious mind, but also, toward the same goal, the forces of the subconscious mind as well. When this
happens, there takes place what is known in yoga and Buddhist literature as meditation. Meditation is an integrated state of mind quite different from the ordinary processes of sequential thought.

The deeper one goes into this state, that is, the more one succeeds by concentration in releasing blockages, the more the various rivers of the mind flow in, and a progressively wider and deeper cognition and understanding unfolds. This, of course, must be experienced, but the experience does come as we make progress in our attempt to hold the mind consciously and subconsciously one-pointed in concentration. The next step is called contemplation and comes as a steady growth out of meditation. One unfolds into the other. Contemplation is a state rarely, if ever, attained by the average man; it need not concern us too much here, as it flows quite naturally out of successfully sustained meditation. There is nothing fearsome or dangerous about it, but it is an experience quite different from either our ordinary sense perceptions or reasoning processes. It is in the nature of direct cognition of something through identity or oneness with it. The aim, of course, is the realization of the Self.

It is through this process that George Washington Carver achieved his tremendous knowledge of the peanut, leading to many inventions and uses for it. It is by this process, or an approximation of it, that some of our great scientists have come to some of their profound insights into the workings of the universe. It is by contemplation and its final succeeding state, samādhi, or nirvāṇa, that the rishis of old, the great saints of all religions, achieved their revelations. We are not trying to attain everything at once here, but you can see the road we are on. Each way station produces bountiful rewards in greater understanding of ourselves and the world about us, greater control and richness in our lives.

We do not have to worry now about the last stages of the journey, but can well keep in mind the principal geography—the five steps of attention, concentration, meditation, contemplation and samādhi. It is immaterial whether we now consciously seek the ultimate goal, samādhi, which is “Union with God,” the realization of the Self or Truth, but whatever our needs are now, the way to their solution lies along the path indicated. As you progress in the earlier stages of concentration and meditation, solutions to your immediate apparent problems will unfold, and your life will gradually change course toward greater fulfillment and satisfaction of your real needs.

These aphorisms should not be confused with the popular concept of
affirmations! Some people direct their energies, through concentration, on the repetition of affirmations, ignorant of how and why they do or should. Sometimes they come to a conclusion that it must be beneficial, by the eventual outcome. When one begins to affirm a positive statement, a well-qualified foundation of what is desired and the responsibilities entailed, as well as the vibratory rate of the words themselves, must be taken into careful consideration before repetition to impress the subconscious state of mind. An aphorism is different. It is a well-qualified, easy-to-remember statement to be thought over and placed in the subconscious mind, where the deeper understanding of such a statement will gradually be unfolded from within yourself.

In reading *Cognizantability*, you will learn much about aphorisms. Should you be one who uses affirmations, you will be happy to learn that when you open the door to the superconscious mind, you will need no helpers or crutches. You need nothing but the willpower within you to help, protect and provide for you and give you self-respect. Yes, I said respect, for that is the last thing we acquire. Respect is too often reversed into pride, inferiority, and lack of understanding by imposing superiority on oneself. Yes, respect for oneself is the last acquired possession on the journey through the mind. For Self is not known until mind is put in order and mind cognizes itself, dissolving itself into its own bed of peace.

Before you turn the page and begin the study of *Cognizantability*, I am going to impart to you two questions to exercise your mind. Number one: How can we forget what is forgotten? Number two: How can we remember what is remembered?

These are two questions that can be discussed, talked about and dismissed without ever coming up with concrete conclusions. Now, let us take into consideration the following: How can we remember what has been forgotten? That is the way you would write it, but I said, “How can we remember what is remembered?” And this is what it means: that nothing is forgotten. It is all locked up in the mind and can be brought out by the proper handling of the mind.

The next question: How can we forget what is forgotten? Now that is even more ambiguous than the one I just explained. However, it is easy when you look at it in the right light—in the light of desire. For desire is the force that drives humanity onward and through all phases of the mind. Desire is the only thing that holds this world together. So, how can we really forget what is forgotten? Have not all things been forgotten when
the focus of desire has been transmuted into the realm of desirelessness? So, truly, how can we forget what is forgotten when through changing our desire we change our life? By changing our life we change those around us and so the world. What was forgotten is that the desire changed. However, it still exists in the halls of memory, in the essence of time, cause and space, the superconscious mind, of which you will learn more later. So, on with the study, and may it lead you into that for which you were destined—peace, power and a positive, unfolded life.

Vedic Dharma, man’s spiritual, philosophical and devotional laws and guidelines, leads him through practice to the Ultimate within himself. For many thousands of years each preceptor has elucidated portions or all of these systematic teachings to his closest disciples, thus adding to the ever growing wealth of Hinduism.

It was when we were finishing the lexicon of Dancing with Śiva in 1993, forty-four years after the aphorisms of Cognizantability were unfolded, that, surprisingly, we found that the five states of mind, which were so unexpectedly unfolded in 1950, have names in the Sanskrit language, which I had no knowledge of then. The various definitions of mind and consciousness which form the essence of the aphorisms were, in a way, retrofitted with the assistance of eminent contemporary Indian scholars who knew the Sanskrit nomenclature and made connections between the traditional terms and the subsuperconscious messages of so many decades ago. They are as follows: conscious mind, jagrat chitta (“wakeful consciousness”); subconscious mind, saïnskāra chitta (“impression mind”); subsubconscious mind, vāsanā chitta (“mind of subliminal traits”); superconscious mind, karaṇa chitta (“causal mind”); and subsuperconscious mind, anukaraṇa chitta (“sub-causal mind”). My satguru was truly right when he so often said, “There is nothing new. It was all finished long ago.”

The five states of mind and the basic laws of transmutation here again outline for the seeker needed knowledge and tools to unleash the force of awareness from the seeming bondages of mind to realize the Self God beyond all aspects of mind, time, space and causation. Learn to distinguish the vibratory rate of each state, using them as a road map of the within to know where you are in consciousness at all times. In doing so, the vibration of your individual awareness when opposed to the state of mind will become apparent. Thus, in thoroughly understanding the vibratory rate of duality, awareness versus a state of mind, it is possible to retroactively realize the pure, nondual state. The precepts represent mile-
stones or landmarks along the road to the superconscious. Using these as points of departure, we can survey what has passed, be aware of our progress and view our approaching destination.

In this treatise you will find the door to be unlocked to realize your own Self. The knowledge contained herein has assimilated the wisdom of the psychology and metaphysics of the West with the ancient yoga philosophy of the East, and is presented in a way easy to understand and simple to master. When you read and reread it, you will be happily rewarded with what is unfolded to you.
BOOK REVIEW

"COGNIZANTABILITY"

NEW BOOKS ON YOGA--A PHILOSOPHICAL; HISTORICAL COLLECTION

By Curt Contry

To many people the word "Yoga" brings a mental picture of an inverted Clifton Webb. As book sellers have discovered over the past several years, however, it also means a constantly expanding collection of titles requested by an increasingly large audience. Surely this is in part (like the "discovery" of Zen Buddhism) related to the current mode for things Eastern, in part to widespread interest in a unique system of physical culture. But to a number of individuals it is something more, closer to the real meaning of the term—a valid path to achieving effective union of the physical, mental, and spiritual qualities of man. A summary of new books on the subject indicates the diversity of Yogas available:

"Yoga and Long Life," by Yogi Gupta ( Dodd, Mead & Co.; $6), deals with Hatha Yoga, the best known and most basic of the Yogas. It teaches physical fitness and rhythmic regulation of the breath through the practice of asanas or bodily postures. Gupta's book contains many instructive photographs, as well as a general text that is an adequate introduction to the higher forms of Yoga.

The highest of these, Raja Yoga, the science of mind, is the subject of "Cognizantability" by Sri Subramunia (Aquarian Publications, 3573 Sacramento St.; $3). In what at first glance appears to be a deceptively simple book of aphorisms and their explanations, the author discusses the five states of mind and their interrelation. The true depth of the book is apparent upon application. The Subramunia Yoga Order, which has a branch in San Francisco, conducts regular classes in the study of this book. Containing much information not often available in book form—usually given only to the yogies initiated by his guru (teacher) or "dispeller of darkness"—"Cognizantability" is recommended for persons seeking a practical guide to self-realization.

"Hinduism: Its Meaning for the Liberation of the Spirit," by Swami Nikhilananda, (Harper's World Perspective Series; $3) is a general survey of Hindu beliefs and customs. Included are chapters on major Yogas: Bhakti (Love); Karma (Action); Jnana (Philosophy); and Raja. Of primary interest is Nikhilananda's relating these beliefs to modern philosophical and religious thought.
CANTO ONE

The Conscious and Subconscious Mind

THE FIRST APHORISM

There is but one mind. It functions in various phases, namely: instinctive, intellectual and superconscious. These phases are manifested consciously as well as subconsciously.

The mind is open to various actions found in the sympathetic nervous system. It is smoothly transformed into all kinds of intellectual and instinctive thoughts and feelings. I liken it to the sympathetic nervous system. That is to say that the conscious mind acts in sympathy with the subconscious. All act as one unit, but for better understanding and appreciation, we have found it necessary to break it down into several parts. All these function together consciously as well as subconsciously, instinctively as well as intellectually. We do not prove anything in this guide. We only make it possible for you to prove it for yourself, consciously, from the results of what you comprehend subconsciously. These aphorisms are explained in simple language so they may be understood in their entirety by everyone, for there is but one mind, and in its functioning it works on itself, the same in everyone, only varying its actions between the instinctive, the intellectual and the superconscious or intuitive spheres. In the study of this aphorism, call it a simple one if you will, but take into consideration the meaning of each word involved. Instinctive, for instance, is a word that some may understand and others may take offense at. It means, in this case, that when the mind functions instinctively it is controlled by the habit impressions made in the subconscious during its trip through the experiences of life. Instinctive also means that the driving force of awareness comes from the sexual nature; the nature is turned in that direction subconsciously, even though the conscious mind may not be cognizant of the fact. It also means that, in the event of an emergency, the animal nature would take over completely, being jarred loose automatically from lack of what I term mind-control,

A woman recalls her wedding day. It happened in the conscious mind, but now resides as a memory in the subconscious. When repressed memories arise, the mind is studied for clarity, with Siva’s grace. Here a man writes down an upsetting experience to be burned and released.
or you might call it self-control. Most of us find the intellect a saving grace when it comes from the transformation of the instinctive nature into something more substantial. ¶Constantly we strive to broaden our intellect, increase our knowledge, govern the mind with organized thinking, and control our emotions by repressing the instinctive nature. This is called, in terms easy to understand, nature's way of increasing man's justification of what has passed before the windows of the mind that was not pleasing to the intellect—the justification being that enough knowledge had not been acquired by the intellect to sufficiently suppress the instinctive nature. Hence, man studies himself, promoted by the forces set up in his mind from previous happenings. He sells himself on the idea that he can do nothing of himself, that a power greater than himself governs all, and he calls that power by various names: God, Christ, Jehovah, etc. This God he bows to; it is somewhere, it is all-powerful, it is supreme. ¶Some men say they are a part of this God, that the God Spirit is in them. Let them tell us what part of this God Spirit they are and where is the God Spirit. In which part of them can it be found? Ask that question, and you will get yourself into a lengthy discussion. The superconscious mind we consider to be that so-called part of God, our inspiration. If you have ever had a hunch and had it work out, that is the superconscious mind working within you. It has dominated your conscious mind and has made it possible for you to look into the future and estimate its happenings. The superconscious mind is the essence of time, yet it understands time, and timelessness is its essence. It is the essence of space, yet it comprehends space and spacelessness. It is real, yet does not exist—real only when used, nonexistent to the lower realms of the mind only when in its natural state. You will learn how to tap the superconscious power consciously later on in this study. I am now only introducing it to you. ¶You are beyond that state of mind, however. The real you, the Self, is beyond the mind. Your road leads through the conscious and subconscious control of the mind. Then the doors are found to the superconscious and opened consciously, leading you to the realization of your true Self, the you beyond a stilled mind.

THE SECOND APHORISM

The conscious mind, within itself, is insanity in its natural state; its only balance comes from a subconscious consciousness of the superconscious. When the consciousness sinks into perverted, instinctive phases of thought and feeling, resulting in physical action, thus eventually cut-
ting itself off from the superconscious and intellectual spheres through untimely and immoral practices, it (the conscious mind) falls into its natural state, termed insanity.

The conscious mind is not the only state of mind that is insane, as we call it. The subconscious is as well. The only balance we have comes from a subconscious understanding of the superconscious, or God-consciousness. If this were not true, the instinctive nature would take over the entire mind and bring total insanity. The mind would magnify all it did not comprehend, and a complete loss of mental and physical coordination would result. ¶The super, all-knowing consciousness, however, steps in through the subconscious (this is reflected outside by churches, ministers and priests), keeping the consciousness deep enough to hold the balance between the conscious and subconscious mind, for the subconscious is but a reflection, a storehouse, of all conscious mind happenings. It holds its balance only through the use of the will—the instinctive desire to create. ¶When the creative forces are dissipated through sex and the lower emotional forms of enjoyment, the subconscious loses the guide-power of the will. The will loses its strength, for the vital forces in the body have been thrown away or used up faster than they can be replaced. In turn, the conscious mind reacts, thinking assumes distorted or irregular proportions and a mental unbalance occurs. ¶The creative forces must be transmuted to be of use in holding the conscious and subconscious mind concentrated to the point where the superconscious mind can be tapped consciously; otherwise, the conscious mind will tend to fall into its natural state of insanity, neurosis, nervousness, depression and despair.

THE THIRD APHORISM

The conscious mind is only one-tenth of the mind. The subconscious of the conscious mind, the subsubconscious, the superconscious and the subconscious of the superconscious mind are the other nine-tenths.

We can all plainly see why the conscious mind is only one-tenth of the entire mind. Yet it is in the conscious mind that we live most of our waking hours. The subconscious mind, the sub of the subconscious, the superconscious and the subconscious of the superconscious are the other nine-tenths. They are what we will learn to control and use—control the
former and use the latter. Call on the subconscious of the superconscious, and you will get results, if you call correctly. To make this contact, we have to understand repression. Repression is a series of hopes, doubts, fears and impulses that have never reached the surface of the mind. Yet, the conscious mind knows of them to an extent, but because they have sent their messages in cleverly disguised, the conscious mind, just as cleverly, has pushed them down in an effort not to be disturbed. ¶Get your freedom from within, we say, but how is another story, a different story and a long story. It means that work must be done, and done well. All repressions must be realized and consciously understood. Then, and only then, will the subconscious of the superconscious mind flow freely out through the conscious mind, and the book of knowledge so often talked about in all of the philosophies and religions will open its pages to you, chapter by chapter, and will unfold into a conscious realization of your true Self.

THE FOURTH APHORISM

The intellect strengthened with opinionated knowledge is the only barrier to the superconscious.

Opinionated knowledge can be harmful, for it is strictly of the subconscious realm of the mind. It is stored away in an effort to set up some security for the conscious and subconscious states of mind, something for them to cling to and lean upon—that is, the opinions of others, intellectual assertions made on happenings of the past based upon only what the eye and ear have received. This well-formed barrier makes it possible for the mind to convince itself of anything outside of reason or within the realm of reason. It manufactures a large percentage of the world’s so-called thinkers. When, however, you ask them their own opinions, they only reformulate opinions of others and culminate them into one of their own. This makes one think that by this rearrangement of knowledge the thinking process has been stimulated. However, it has not. It has only run its natural course and is conditioned only by the faculty of memory. Memory, too, plays a part in the intellect, as you well know, for if very little memory exists, very little intellect would be present. ¶When the superconscious mind is tapped, the essence of memory has been reached. All knowledge is awakened from within to the extent of the intellect. Your intellect at this very moment may be searching for a way out of accepting this treatise. That is why I say try to intellectually disprove all you read
here, after you have read and re-read it. Give your mind a break, and let it make you think by turning itself back on itself. You’ll be pleased with the outcome.

THE FIFTH APHORISM
There is but one mind. The consciousness, or Ego, functions within the mind’s various phases. The one-tenth of the mind, of the conscious plane, in ramification, is carried on by its own novelty. The object is to control the conscious mind and become consciously conscious.

This, then, is the essence of what we are first working for: to become consciously conscious. It is bringing the mind to a state of constant concentration so that it can look in on itself and cognize its own nature. This is easy, for all you have to do is to watch your mind think, and to begin this interesting activity, just tell yourself one little truth. Tell yourself that you are not your mind, because you can control your mind with your will. You can if you really try. Tell yourself that, and you’ll see how fast the mind objectifies itself long enough for you to study it. ¶Oh, yes, we have to observe the conscious mind in all its activities. You will see how it ramifies and is carried on from one thing to another by the simple novelty of thinking. It has not the concept of conclusion in some things. It has not the desire of understanding in others. ¶You will thank me for suggesting this tour to you, and you will bless yourself with your results gotten from within. The great creative forces used by all who create the artistic, the different and the new will begin working within and for you when you step out and watch the mind. The Ego that I mention here has nothing to do with being egotistical. It is the life essence, the link to the real Self of you that passes through all states of mind, like you pass through the experiences of life. This Ego you will realize when watching your mind at work.

THE SIXTH APHORISM
The subconscious of the conscious mind is but a reflection of the subconscious of the superconscious mind.

We have studied the conscious mind and its relation to the other states of mind and have found that it is only one-tenth of the mind. It has not the power to act on its own for any length of time without being car-
ried on by its own novelty through ramification. The subconscious of the conscious mind is the storehouse for the conscious mind. All the happenings of each day and all reactions are stored up there. It is only a reflection of the subsuperconscious, for when all the repressions are released, the subsuperconscious takes over the subconscious mind. For, through the power of understanding generated by the superconscious through the subconscious, the subconscious is dissolved, and the true, intuitive, all-knowing, superconscious self returns to its rightful position in the picture of the mind. All the confusion of the subconscious clears, and the Ego looks as naturally within as without, simultaneously.

THE SEVENTH APHORISM

There are two sections to the subconscious of the conscious mind and the subsuperconscious mind. One section controls the physical, and the other controls the mental.

The first section of the subconscious controls the involuntary processes of the body. The next controls the involuntary processes of the mind. When the subconscious is in control, the control is at one rate of vibration. When the subsuperconscious is in control, after the subconscious has become understood, concentrated and cleared of all confusion, the vibratory rate is higher. The vibratory rate we speak of here is likened to class distinction: breeding, culture, the world today. The difference between the working man and a businessman is the feeling of security. Every organ of the body takes on a new tone; the mind reacts more smoothly to life; the emotions contrast evenly between cause and effect; the sexual forces assume their natural function, and the transmutation of the creative fluids begins.

THE EIGHTH APHORISM

An uncultured nature is the result of repressed tendencies. Such a nature must be analyzed subconsciously through the conscious and subsuperconscious mind. The conscious unraveling of the repressions will then commence. This is the key to awakening the superconscious regions.

The subconscious mind analyzes a problem two ways: first from the plane of reason; second from the plane of intuition. Intuition works through but it does not use the process of reason. Intuition is more direct
than reason, and far more accurate. The conscious mind builds us into a personality, desirable or undesirable. We can readily change this personality by releasing hidden repressions. Repressions are unfulfilled suppressed desires, like those that lurk in the corners of the mind and pop out at psychological moments until they are suppressed again by the conscious mind. This is the problem we face before we can unlock the superconscious realm of the mind. This problem can be totally impossible, or it can be made easy, depending upon the approach. It is a well-known fact that when the mind releases tendencies that have long been suppressed, reaction occurs. This reaction is what we must anticipate and take into consideration at all times. It is the cause of new repressions if allowed to dominate the consciousness. Following through on this line of thought, I shall take you into a typical familiar case that will cause your subconscious mind to recognize the way to dig out repressions. This case is that of a person who always wanted to drink but never had the nerve to do so because of public opinion and family ties. Subconsciously this person had always wanted to get drunk and experience that expression of release. It was a repressed desire that was not realized, and it showed itself in the form of condemnation of all who do drink. It was impossible for anyone to mention liquor without being obliged to listen to a lengthy discourse on the evils of drinking. This person knew subconsciously he would like to have this experience, but consciously fought it desperately until one day a friend offered him a drink at a social business affair. It would have been rather rude and almost impossible to refuse. Instead of letting the drink idle away on the table during the ensuing conversation, old man subconscious took over and the drink disappeared, and another took its place. This went on until three drinks, unnoticed by the conscious mind of the person, disappeared. When his conscious mind realized what had happened, a strong reaction followed, the effects of which lasted many weeks. The entire system was upset, physically, mentally and emotionally. But the secret was out. “Like attracts like,” and desire will have its fulfillment. The conscious mind began to realize its deep-seated subconscious repression, painfully at first. Then the problem came up of how to remove this repression without suffering the reaction, and the answer followed: overcome all reactions to persons who drink, learn to accept it as one of the experiences in life, make the most of it, bend a little, be strengthened by understanding and tempered with compassionate love. Try to understand the cause and not react to the effect. This was
done, and the repression was loosened. Then one day some friends threw a party and all got drunk, including our friend, and Mr. Repression was out in the open to be viewed consciously, and as repressions cannot stand the light of understanding, it vanished. The reaction was also supported with the understanding that every cause has its reaction, and the realization that the reaction to a reaction must be understood, not repressed. This keeps the body, mind and emotions from losing their subconscious control. ¶The matter was ended. No more does this person enjoy ranting against drink, but rather talks intelligently of its harmful effects on the body, mind and emotions based on experience. When offered a drink, a polite “No, thank you. I drank once and had enough” is the reply. No longer is the repression lurking in the subconscious. No longer is the desire suppressed as it creeps into the conscious mind. The operation has been successful, and nature has healed the wound; the nature of perfect love, through a conscious understanding of a subconscious desire, dissolved the repression. ¶This, then, is the problem we face in unlocking the door to the superconscious mind: to school the subconscious mind in the arts of concentration and meditation. Some say they meditate while working or riding on the bus. This is a wrong concept of the word, a sign of emotional desire for attention, for meditation only comes when the subconscious mind has been released of all repressions. A repression is a desire that is only found when an emotional reaction takes place in the conscious and subconscious mind, such as dislikes, hates or fears. For we only react to that in others of what is locked in a corner of our own subconscious mind in the form of an experience we have yet to go through, either physically or mentally.
The Truth

What you see to the mind
you are not in Truth.

What occurs isn’t.
What could be, can’t.
What appears to be is not enough

For the see is what he sees
and isn’t in Truth.
CANTO TWO

The Subsuperconscious and
The Subsubconscious Mind

THE NINTH APHORISM

The superconscious mind working through the subconscious of the conscious mind is the essence of reason. It is known as the subconscious of the superconscious or the subsuperconscious mind. The superconscious mind functions beyond reason yet does not conflict with reason.

This in itself is easy to comprehend. The explanation is clear and concise. To elaborate on the last statement, I will say that to follow a line of thought, then into its depths, through the use of reason takes time. When the depths are reached instantaneously through contacting the superconscious, all the essence is unfolded without the use of reason, space or time. Yet it does not conflict with reason, because the end result is the same in any case. All the time spent in reason requires the mind to open its superconscious resources through the subconscious for the final answer. Hence, training the mind in the arts of concentration and meditation is of great value in this instance.

THE TENTH APHORISM

Two thoughts sent into the subconscious mind at different times, with the same rate of intensity, are different from their separate conscious expressions. This self-created state manifests itself at a much later time on the conscious plane, creating disturbance to the mind.

Two thoughts, at different times, sent into the subconscious mind form in what is called the sub of the subconscious a totally different vibration when intermingled—that is, if the psychological arrangement of the mind was the same at the time each thought entered it. This subconscious formation of thought turns into feelings of the lower, instinctive nature and causes the external mind to react to situations in a way that it normally would not have done. This thought formation is taken apart in

Deeply disturbing experiences of a certain intensity may become part of the subsubconscious mind. A woman recalls a dark and painful memory of her abusive mother. To understand this state of mind, she studies it during a relaxed time, tracing each experience to its source.
only one way. It is dissected only through the transmutation of the regenerative forces. It is well and good to believe that sex is a necessary part of life, but the dissipation of the creative energies is not. These forces must be sent back into the body to give strength of character and power over the subconscious mind and its sub; this awakens the subsuperconscious mind in all its peace and glory. When the sex energies are transmuted, they lead the mind calmly into itself in a way that is not only constructive, but totally satisfactory in all lines of endeavor, be it extroversion or introversion. All one needs to do is release into understanding all fears, worries and doubts about sexual expression. And the consciousness of comprehension will awaken the mind, and all attempts to bring forth knowledge and freedom from within will be fulfilled.

**THE ELEVENTH APHORISM**

The sub of the subconscious mind can only be created through the conscious mind or the subconscious of the conscious mind.

This sub of the subconscious mind is to be studied objectively before we go into it deeply. It has a great many uses. In our understanding that part of the mind as an object, we must first break it down into its patterns as related to us at the present time. Then have all of the qualified thoughts sorted out and blended into a picture of what has been created. This is easy when concentration upon the mind as an object has been perfected.

**THE TWELFTH APHORISM**

The sub of the subconscious mind can be understood consciously when the thoughts which created this sub are traced. These will usually be found when the conscious mind is at its lowest ebb.

When resting, it is possible to study the sub of the subconscious mind with ease. The body is relaxed, and the conscious mind has loosened its hold on external objects. When study has commenced, trace through the thought pictures consciously, without disturbing the overall picture. Take into consideration the fact that all thought stems from a series of influences within the Ego. These influences take form and shape in thought. When you manifest pictures before you, trace them to their conception by holding the consciousness lightly over the mind, blotting out all distractions that may creep into the mind in an effort to disturb your con-
consciousness. Remember to take your findings, whatever they may be, and consciously think them through until all doubts have been dispelled. You will then find that through your conscious effort the sub of the subconscious has been understood consciously as well as subconsciously. The principle is to keep your mind quiet while you are studying a problem and do not react subconsciously to the study of the problem. Sit back and quietly allow the problem to unfold before your vision.

**THE THIRTEENTH APHORISM**

Should superconscious expressions be dropped into the subsubconscious, they must first pass through the conscious plane, or be given to the subconscious of the conscious mind by the subsuperconscious mind and from there dropped into the sub of the subconscious mind.

This aphorism is very clear and you will have no trouble separating the superconscious and the subconscious thoughts that have blended in the subsubconscious mind once you have perfected the objective study of the mind. Since we are all victims of the subconscious state of mind, we must keep it in a state of transparency by paying constant attention to this state of mind in our daily meditations.

**THE FOURTEENTH APHORISM**

The sub of the subconscious mind can, and does, create situations of an uncomely nature.

It is well known that repressions are formed by a series of suppressed desires. When these repressions are released, the emotional unit undergoes a change. It is also well known that all the thoughts placed into the subconscious remain there until they materialize into something definite. Then they will reappear. It is a little bit different with the subsubconscious state of mind, for it not only attracts situations that will bring these thoughts out, but it creates situations by playing upon the subconscious mind itself.
The subsubconscious mind, through its natural magnetism, attracts so-called temptations and unhappy conditions. The conscious mind, weakened by harmful practices, falls into this self-created trap. There the Ego seemingly suffers between the subconscious thoughts that created the “sub,” the Ego’s conscious expression, and its subsuperconscious knowing.

Guilt is one of the results of this state, also pride and anguish. These are a few of the qualities resulting from the subsubconscious mind. When the sub is controlled through a deep understanding of its inner workings, the Ego, or consciousness, is free from being bound in identifying itself with the mind, body and emotions. The Ego, or consciousness, can then progress toward the dynamic realization of your real Self—beyond the mind, the mind that is under your control. Otherwise, the Ego is caught in the cross-section between the conscious mind and its subsuperconscious knowing, which results in superstition, ideology, fanaticism and an argumentative nature.
This out of the second mind so to be studied objectively before we go into it deeply. It has a great many uses. In our understanding that part of the mind we must just break it down into its patterns as related to our at the present time. Then have all of the qualities thoughts and blended into one mind into a picture of what has been created. This is easy when concentration upon the mind as an object has been perfected.
CANTO THREE

Control of Consciousness

THE SIXTEENTH APHORISM

Some reactions are healthy; others are unhealthy. The reaction to a reaction is destructive, whereas the reaction itself, when viewed with a balanced mind, eventually becomes an asset.

Reaction is what makes the world go round. It is the driving force which makes it possible for us to continue living and creating in our subconscious search for the inner being, our craving to bring forth our latent forces to the conscious plane. Reactions are twofold: a reaction to a reaction; or just a normal reaction to something we do, or do not, understand. This is why a strong foundation must be established in organized thought before we dive deeper into the mind to conquer reaction. This takes only a little study to accomplish. ¶When you react to a situation, don’t re-enact it or go over it in your mind again after it has happened. Wait until the emotional nature has completely composed itself. Then take apart the reaction, little by little—being sure you do not upset yourself again—and find out its basic cause. Only then can you come to terms with yourself and arrange a working agreement with your own mind. Handling your mind in this way takes discipline; it is one of the first steps in concentration. If you cannot think the reaction through and arrive at the cause, make a problem of it on paper. Write down everything that comes into your mind about the reaction until it has been assimilated. In this way you turn every reaction into an asset. Doing that will add wisdom, color and vitality to your life.

THE SEVENTEENTH APHORISM

The conscious mind creates the future by what has gone before, through its subconscious. Should memory be weakened due to abusive practices, its creations are distorted.

This creation is sometimes distorted when the faculty of memory has

To control the mind one must harness and discipline the senses and bring awareness into a state of uninterrupted concentration. Here a charioteer holds the reins of five horses which represent his five senses, firmly and positively guiding them toward his spiritual destination.
been weakened due to improper diet or lack of sexual controls. The inability to come to terms with oneself often makes one dull and somewhat blank. Then the subconscious mind receives a distorted, unqualified impression. When the impression is ready to be qualified, it comes out in the outside world as an experience uncomprehensible to the conscious mind. ¶It is of the utmost importance that the body be kept strong and healthy, that the vital fluids be conserved, that the memory gain conscious and subconscious control over every situation, and that the subconscious receive impressions fully qualified and well organized. ¶The future is created by the impressions we have put into the subconscious in the past and those impressions we are placing there continually in the present. The future is the continuing summation of all our past actions and reactions, for there is only the moment in which we live. The eternal now is the only consciousness we have when living in the higher states of mind. A concept of this must begin working through your conscious and subconscious mind so that the subconscious will be well schooled when the intuitive nature awakens and you realize that there is no time, no past, no future—only the eternal now, which is a total of all the mind contains.

THE EIGHTEENTH APHORISM

When the conscious mind relies on its subconscious states to master the problem, having logically placed the problem before them, the result: no concern. Concern is a muddled understanding of the subconscious states of mind filled with unreasonable doubts from the conscious mind.

The conscious mind has an intriguing way of holding up the progress of its subconscious. This is the result of mass thinking, fear, worry, doubt, lack of faith in oneself and, more than all, a lack of understanding of the workings of the mind. The conscious mind never lets the subconscious rest. It is always placing demands upon it. That is all right, because that is what the subconscious is for, but the demands must be placed in the right way. ¶It is impossible for the subconscious to handle two opposing thoughts at the same time. For instance, one thinks, “I shall do this if I can.” Those are two opposite vibrations, and the poor subconscious doesn’t know what to do. It should be impressed in a definite manner, for instance, with a statement, “I will do this,” or “I can’t do it.” This is the only way you can keep your mind free from opposing thoughts. This is the be-
ginning of thought control, and thought control is the greatest asset you
can possibly have. Concern is a state of mind caused by what I have just
explained. It is really unnecessary, and an extra feeling that you can very
well do without. To be free from concern is to have the power over your
subconscious mind through the proper presentation of your thoughts.
When impressing your subconscious, suppressed thoughts lurk in the
subconscious, ready to spring out at a moment’s notice, which if permit-
ted, consume the entire mind. To avoid this, quiet the body, emotions and
mind before giving a command to the subconscious mind.

THE NINETEENTH APHORISM

True happiness can never be found in the conscious mind or its subcon-
sscious states.

Happiness is not the first sign of awakening. It is only the first sign of
a realization that there is something beyond the conscious and subcon-
scious phases of the mind. When you think you are ready for a spiritual
awakening, you have only realized that the awakening has already taken
place in the subsuperconscious mind. It has not yet been able to manifest
itself in the realms of the conscious and subconscious mind, because they
are too possessed with material things and thoughts. It is impossible for
your awakening to penetrate. So you live in the realm of desire, striv-
ing and hoping that the grace of God will descend upon you. Instead,
you must only wake up and release your mind from all worldly thoughts,
feelings and desires long enough to unfold what is already within your
subsuperconscious state of mind, locked up and waiting to be expressed.
To do this, concentration is needed. Concentration brings light, or under-
standing, by holding the mind to one point. Then all material thoughts,
feelings and desires fall away for the time, and you are allowed to receive
your rightful unfoldment. This is not as hard as it seems. It does not re-
quire you to renounce the world. It only requires you to make an effort
every day to concentrate the mind, by first quieting the physical body
and then the mind, to free itself from all the thoughts of the day. Then
hold the mind on one thing that is attractive to you for as long as you can.
When it wanders, pull it back until the light of understanding begins to
appear. You will be amazed at the results in a very short time. True hap-
piness will then be yours, released from the subsuperconscious state of
your own mind.
The twentieth aphorism

The seed of desire is a false concept in relation to corresponding objects. The conscious mind throws into its subconscious a series of erroneous thoughts based upon a false concept. This creates a deep-rooted desire or complex. Single out the seed of desire by disregarding all other corresponding erroneous thoughts. Then destroy that seed through understanding its relation in itself and to all other corresponding thoughts. The deep-rooted desire or complex will then vanish.

All your conflicts in life are caused in this way. In tracing each major conflict back through the power of concentration, of which we shall learn more later, all seeds are gradually and systematically destroyed, giving you an intense release and a burst of light from within. Get off to a good start now and congratulate yourself on the fact that you have at last found the key to remove all your suppressions, repressions, unqualified feelings and unfulfilled desires through the application of right thought. Concentration digs up the seed in this manner and brings it before the mind as a fact, not as an elusive remnant of fiction. Call upon your inner intelligence to help you and guide your unfoldment from within. Show to your own mind the seed of desire, which may be far divorced from the desire itself. It may be so far removed you will wonder how it was ever connected and was able to create the desire in the first place. In this wondering, you begin the birth pains of understanding, and when the birth is complete through qualified thinking, the seed will vanish, and the desire will resolve itself into the halls of memory. Your major desires should be qualified first; then you can tackle the subtle ones. This law can be a tremendous help to you on your path of enlightenment, for the world is a place in which we learn. Therefore, all things of which we lack understanding represent a challenge to us, to qualify and resolve in our own consciousness.
HE APHORISMS THAT YOU HAVE JUST READ ARE SEEMINGLY UNRELATED, YET THERE IS A FINE CORD CONNECTING THEM. THEY MUST BE DIGESTED AND THEN RE-READ FOR YOU TO FIND THIS CORD AND FOLLOW IT AS IT LEADS YOU DEEP INTO YOUR OWN mind, freeing you from its bonds. We are free from what we understand, for it holds no mystery for us, no novelty, and is no longer intriguing. ¶There is a greater experience before you, beyond the mind which is yours to control, like the body and emotions which are yours to use as is your will. Even the will is yours to use in abundant or diminished amounts. Therefore, the real you is the consciousness deep within, above and around your tools for creative expression—namely, body, mind, emotions and will. In this consciousness of being ever conscious of being conscious, you must learn to live and from there radiate out from within the dynamic depths of your real Self. You will experience the power to watch your conscious mind at work, for, as pointed out previously, the conscious mind is but one-tenth of the whole mind; and as you progress on this journey of self-mastery, you will begin to learn about the subconscious mind, and how to use it and how it uses, helps or hinders you. The superconscious mind will become personified before you and will unfold its steady rays of all-seeing enlightenment through your subconscious, and directly through your conscious mind. You will learn to have inspiration at will, and to inspire others and to awaken and bring forth from them their inspiration and latent creative abilities. ¶Through the power of concentration, which will come easy to you when the body, mind and the emotions are dominated with your will, the doors to the subsuperconscious mind will swing wide, and you will view with interest findings that will remake your entire nature. As you progress with your study of self-mastery, the importance of the transmutation of the creative forces will become apparent to you subconsciously as well as consciously, the complete knowledge of their uses and abuses and the advantages of their transmutation into higher forms of creative expression. ¶Take this section now and turn back the pages and re-read with renewed interest the aphorisms and their explanations, impressing each on your subconscious mind so that upon the third reading your superconscious intuition can give you an even deeper realization than is possible to transcribe through the means of writing. Then proceed and study Section Two of Cognizantability, in which you will find the basic laws of transmutation.
Section Two

The Basic Laws of Transmutation
VERY INTERESTING QUESTION COMES TO ALL OF US FROM TIME TO TIME, THAT IS: “WHY ARE WE WHAT WE ARE? WHY DO WE REACT AS WE DO?” ETC. IN THE PAGES THAT FOLLOW I ELUCIDATE THE MIND AND GIVE A FEW OF THE ESOTERIC LAWS FOR THE transmutation of the creative energy. It is very interesting to note that very little is known publicly and taught in schools regarding the transmutation of the sex force. Modern psychologists often speak of “sublimation,” which is, of course, a step in the right direction towards transmutation, which elucidates your so-called problems to you, and your subconscious understanding of those problems does the same for others.

I would suggest that in reading the following laws of the mind you concentrate on only one at a time until its meaning is made clear to you. This, as you may now think, will not be unduly difficult. In handling your study of Cognizantability in this manner, you will have great pleasure in the conscious elucidation of your own mind, which will, of course, lead to the subconscious transmutation of your creative energy, thus unfolding latent superconscious powers of which writers write, poets praise and saints pray for.

To give you an illustration of how your study will progress, I should like to give the finding of one of my students who found that concentration on any given thing for a length of time, as does prayer, calms the conscious mind, which is generally in a semi-confused state, when not entirely so. When this conscious state of mind is, to a certain extent, under your conscious control—and more so after you continue in this work—your subconscious mind, which never rests or sleeps, consciously takes hold of the situation concentrated upon and with the aid of the superconscious mind works out the thing concentrated upon. This appears perhaps to be rather a complex state of affairs. I can only suggest this: that if you don’t thoroughly grasp it the first time, read it again. If not then, read it a third time, and by that time your superconscious mind will have had a chance to make the first reading of the data clear to your conscious mind. This sounds logical, doesn’t it? You have only to try it to find that it works.

In these materialistic days of our modern civilization, it is quite nec-

A teenager studies water, observing that it turns to ice at one temperature and steam at another. Similarly, the mind's energy, including sexual energy, symbolized by the water, is transmuted to a subtler form through meditation and creative expressions such as art, music and dance.
ecessary for the layman to understand the laws of the mind in order to cope with the fast-moving world about him. Of course, psychologically we know that one of man’s basic desires, whether he knows it or not, is to know himself.

The story of the transmutation of the creative forces is likened unto the boiling of water into steam to give a greater power. When we refer to transmutation, we do not mean to suppress, repress or inhibit; it is a natural law in the unfoldment of the spiritual being of man and should be understood as such. As man leaves his instinctive nature and unfolds spiritually, the forces of that nature must be brought under his conscious control. Much work in this direction is done under the guidance of the disciple’s spiritual teacher, but the basic desire must be manifest in the disciple himself. The following laws give a brief summary of the basic psychology behind the unfoldment of the inner being, namely the transmutation process.

Sex plays an almost unduly time-consuming part in our lives today. It has been advertised, boasted about, displayed and enjoyed throughout the world. This treatise brings a new angle to sex that is as old as time, yet comparatively new to this century. The transmutation of the creative forces given here is the key to youth, happiness and creative living. Sex has been a problem to many, though a natural function in life. It plays a most important part in the unfoldment of one’s inner nature to the realization of your real Self. Let your mind begin to intuit the sound fundamentals of an expanding consciousness backed by the creative forces of life itself.

The following aphorisms are the results of findings that have been lived rather than thought up. These are to be looked at intelligently, with an open mind, and to be put into practice as soon as understood. Taking into consideration the fact that this study is comparatively new, it has been advisable to tell in detail all the all about the mind and the body as it corresponds to the emotional and sexual nature. You will find your mind going along with these down-to-earth facts as you read this treatise. Looking into your own life, you find that you and you alone are responsible for your shortcomings and your successes. You have no one to praise but yourself, and no one to blame, for all is your own creation and your self-created universe; everything you placed into action you have reacted, enacted and reaped results. Take, for example, how you lived when you were a child, how free you were. Then, as you started to mature, society suppressed you, and through a series of these suppressions, a repression
was formed deep within the subconscious mind, and the body changed as a result. Following the repression came desires that were completely unqualified. These desires shaped themselves into many forms: first in the form of sexual urges; second in the form of indulgences that were not in the least related to sex but relieved the emotional nature enough so as to ease the pain of the repression that was beginning to burst loose. Sometimes it does break loose, creating havoc in one’s life, but more often it remains tempered by enjoying releases through unrelated fields.

Read the aphorisms with an open mind. Do not try to understand them, agree or disagree with your findings until the second reading. Then your own nature will begin to give you clues as to how this wisdom relates to you; and you alone can apply it to your life, so that an abundance of creative power can be released within you through the transmutation of your sex energies.
Balance comes from understanding the effect of the emotional body upon the physical, and the physical body upon the emotional.

Balance as described here is related to the conscious and subconscious mind. It is a subsuperconscious feeling—which is true understanding bred of qualified thinking, seasoned with intuition—of balance between the physical body and the emotions. This only comes when the mind is tempered with enough creative power so that the will can dominate the emotions long enough to produce a subconscious knowing, which comes when the creative forces have been utilized in their higher forms by the will.

The conscious release of the creative forces through lower channels tends to slow down the physical and mental bodies, leading to a conscious sleep. When carried to excess, this leads to their ultimate destruction.

All of the energy of the body becomes directed in the channel of sex when the consciousness coupled with the will to release or dissipate this energy is coordinated. The mentality then becomes slow and sluggish, as does the body, if carried to excess. A remedy to this is the reverse, and the mind will then become more awake than ever, as does the body.

Transmutation must be attained and maintained to build up a so-called bank account in the subconscious of the conscious mind, so that the desires, feelings and tendencies of the subsubconscious can be automatically handled in the purification process.

The sexual energy is a powerful force which must be cognized and transmuted for spiritual progress to be attained. The woman on the right flaunts her sexuality by flirting and sensuousness. The other woman is modest, her mind on the divine and her sexuality transmuted.
The meaning of transmutation as used in this treatise is to transform, to change from a so-called gross form to a subtle form. This force that you possess is of the greatest value, and in its qualified, conscious control, without suppression, you can build a great reserve of power within your subconscious mind and the subtle forces of the body, so that when you begin the deeper studies of your consciousness, consciously cognizing your mind, this reserve force will lend itself in giving you stability, concentration and power to break through the thin veil that leads us to identify ourselves with that which we have created.

THE TWENTY-FOURTH APHORISM
Sublimation is the working of the sex energies either mentally (on the conscious/intellectual plane) or through physical exercise. Transmutation is the permanent change of one form to another.

To sublimate the sexual energies, regular habit patterns, physical exercise, intellectual development and the deliberate control over the lower emotions must happen before true transmutation, which is changing the form of gross energies into refined energies, or lifting the gross prāṇas from the lower chakras into the higher chakras. A moment of anger, misunderstanding (nonacceptance of the law of karma, a moment of forgetfulness), could plummet the higher energies into the lower chakras below the mūlādhāra, stopping the transmutation process. The sublimation of the vital forces is called sādhana in the Hindu vernacular.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH APHORISM
To consciously understand the functions of the physical body as against an educated subconscious knowing of the emotional unit, coupled with a subsuperconscious cognition of the mind as an object, is the secret of transmutation, the essence of rāja yoga.

The aphorism explains itself in the clearest terms. It may have to be thought over to become fully qualified in your subconscious. The word yoga mentioned herein is the Hindu word meaning “to yoke,” to join two objects together, namely the conscious and the superconscious mind, creating a vacuum so that the consciousness can expand beyond the mind. This is attained through transmutation.
THE TWENTY-SIXTH APHORISM

The creative or sex energy, with its desires resulting in passions, must first be regulated, then consciously totally suppressed. The faculties of thinking will then be stimulated enough to consciously understand its causes and effects. This develops willpower, leading the Ego from concentration into meditation, then to contemplation. After this, the passionate nature can be controlled and will be depolarized. The mind and physique will have undergone a change. Then, only then, will transmutation commence.

Here again we have an aphorism that is self-explanatory, but for the fact that when you begin to transmute your energies, you will have to begin by putting your mind at ease, so that the mind will not be at cross purposes with itself, torn between the desire to disagree out of habit and the desire to transmute born from unqualified intellect. ¶Before transmutation really gets under way, we must suppress the sexual nature enough so that the “old habit mind” lets us freely begin to understand all our repressions, desires and feelings in regard to sex. After thus suppressing, understanding takes the place of repression. The vibrations of the body become refined, the subsuperconscious mind consciously works through the subconscious, and it becomes easy to transmute the creative forces without suppression and use them through higher channels. Those who practice transmutation awaken many latent talents from within, artistically and otherwise. It becomes easy for them to create and express themselves, as they are automatically in tune with the essence of creative energy.
CANTO FIVE

Control of Speech

THE TWENTY-SEVENTH APHORISM
When transmutation of the intellect is observed—which is bringing the superconscious through the subconscious consciously—subconscious transmutation is well on its way. This is not the end. This is only the beginning!

Before the actual transmutation of the sexual fluid becomes conscious, the subconscious mind must be thoroughly schooled in the laws of transmutation—schooled by the inner knowing born from the superconscious mind. For this, a qualified teacher is needed. The guru, the dispeller of darkness, gives the keys when the pupil is ready to unlock the final doors to his unfoldment. However, after the pupil has done his part, he will always meet his spiritual teacher. For each step that the sincere disciple takes toward his spiritual teacher, his spiritual teacher takes nine steps toward him.

THE TWENTY-EIGHTH APHORISM
The use and abuse of the sexual nature causes physical and emotional upheavals. Speaking without due consideration and discrimination causes intellectual and psychic upheavals. Therefore, the control of speech is the second step in the transmutation of the creative forces.

Speech is the second step in the transmutation process. To speak is to create, as to think is to create. Both go hand in hand. As a child is to man and woman, so is word to thought. Hence the control of the mind and tongue is of the greatest importance in the transmutation process.

THE TWENTY-NINTH APHORISM
Excessive talk overloads the subconscious mind, thus making it extremely difficult for the superconscious to express itself.

Excessive talk obscures the mind, clouding our ability to observe. An essential part of the transmutation of the mind is the control of speech. Here a man reflects on the effects of his words, resolving, by his gesture, to speak only that which is true, kind, helpful and necessary.
You know what it is to have a basement full of things you have no use for. This basement may easily be compared to your subconscious mind. Thoughts and words can be compared to things. In your basement you have a furnace that supplies heat to the entire house. Your furnace can be compared to your superconscious mind. If your basement is too congested, you may not be able to get to the furnace to light it and heat your home. So it is within the storehouse of your subconscious. Silence lends itself to understanding. It allows you to perceive, then cognize, for is it not true that we talk excessively in our effort to understand what we are talking about?

**THE THIRTIETH APHORISM**

Observation is the first faculty of the awakening of the superconscious regions. This observation is cultivated by abstinence from excessive talk.

This aphorism is self-explanatory, for we can plainly see that—in recognizing the fact that we have created our surroundings, and everything that happens to us, by our thoughts and desires of the past—it takes the observation of our creations to bring us to the point where we can reconcile them with the thoughts and desires that created them.

**THE THIRTY-FIRST APHORISM**

Continuous observation will become paramount through the conscious mind when transmutation is practiced. With the control of the speech, the forces will continue to be transmuted.

Observation brings us close to seeing forms as they are in relation to other objects. In this I am suggesting the mind and thought as form or objects. When observation is practiced, we lend our lower nature willingly to the great all-knowing superconscious mind and blend our Ego into the essence of time and space, thus bringing forth understanding beyond the realms of reason. Continued observation unfolds perceptive meditation upon what we observe, and perception unfolds the power to cognize. Cognition is the result of perfect subconscious concentration.
THE THIRTY-SECOND APHORISM

Transmutation brings the superconscious mind close to the conscious plane through the subconscious of the conscious mind. Then a conscious understanding of the subconscious mind as a unit is acquired.

All the forces of the body having been centered within, without suppression, allows the real self of man to unfold from within freely. When time stops, and space is no more, the consciousness comes into focus. Then the being comprehends the secrets behind the laws of transmutation of the creative forces into their highest forms of expression.

THE THIRTY-THIRD APHORISM

The final goal of transmutation is to actually have the creative cells ever reproducing, consciously absorbed by the bloodstream. They then feed the brain and stimulate the mind. This results in a consciously conscious comprehension of the function of every current in the body as well as every thought wave, their actions and reactions. When this occurs as a physical process coupled with well-qualified understanding, your results will be unshakable and real.

There is not too much I can add here except that when the fluids are transmuted, it gives added food and energy to the physical body as well as stability to the emotional body. Through the transmutation process you will be able to control the emotional body, understand it and use it freely as a vehicle to work out the effects of past causes. When the realization of the Self, samādhi, is experienced, all the teachings herein will be clearly understood. The consciousness will reside in the inner being, which knows nothing of the instinctive and intellectual natures, yet it cognizes all form. You will have that peace which surpasses all understanding and be able to look within and without simultaneously. The grand fulfillment of this incarnation awaits your command over your instinctive and intellectual natures.
Our men and women of the new age, which is just dawning on this earth, will understand the laws of truth written between the lines of this treatise as if they had always known them. They will lend their life willingly to the awakening of their inner self into the realization of their true Self, from whatever faith or creed they may be found. For Truth as it is knows no creed, knows no reason, knows no person. It is only known by the knower, and the laws given him in these few pages are designed to bring forth knowers—those who know that they know, not from intellectually remembering the words of others and re-creating them as their own, but from their own experience. Give yourself the benefit of believing in yourself as a great and wonderful object of creation, with the power to create, and let these teachings unfold within you as a bud unfolds into a flower.
"The Body and Transmutation"

[Handwritten Notes]

The sub-super-conscious mind works upon the subconscious of the conscious; however, full physical expression will not be the result or the "sub" of the subconscious will block the inhibition of physical defect until this "sub" is released so healing can result.
Section Three

Journey of Awareness
HE FOLLOWING APHORISMS WERE BROUGHT TO THE CONSCIOUS PLANE AT THE SAME TIME AS THE APHORISMS IN SECTIONS ONE AND TWO BUT WERE NEVER PUBLISHED UNTIL NOW, FORTY YEARS AFTER THEIR REVELATION FROM THE INNER SKY. IT WAS IN the winter of 1989 that I brought them forth from our archives and dictated commentaries. They are now made available to you on the vibration which you have helped create, that of the dawning New Age as the Kali Yuga’s darkness wanes into the faint light of the dawn of the Sat Yuga.

Many marvelous unfoldments await you within these pages. Take each aphorism separately, think about it, concentrate on it, put it in the subconscious mind so the deeper understanding of it will unfold from within you. You, too, are a superconscious being. To acknowledge this is to invite its happening.

We know too little and too much at the same time. Yes, we all do, and this is the big problem, with a capital B. This can be solved through drawing upon latent intelligence, as I did. My higher mind was the teacher of my lower mind. Was this an easy thing to accomplish? No, it was not. But all learning takes patience, takes time, takes dedication and, most importantly, takes the undivided interest of the student. In my case the teacher and the student were one and the same person. How do you figure this? Well, perhaps in this next section of Cognizantability—the ability to cognize, or to look deep into and understand—more insights will come to you so that you, too, will be able to unfold latent knowledge you did not know that you knew. Read on and enjoy the wonderful you inside of you recognizing these truths.

Practice of contemplation leads the soul to a deep cognition of the mind. Meditating near an anthill, a pure-hearted râja yogî, quieting emotions and resolving past karmas, has grown long locks, which symbolically enfold a grace-giving Lord Siva, indicating that Siva is within him.
CANTO SIX

Perceptions on Understanding Ego

THE THIRTY-FOURTH APHORISM

The subconscious mind is externally portrayed in the world of form. Through so-called past incarnations, the subconscious mind has been created. To be unable to control what has been created in the external world, therefore, is due to insufficient transmutation of intellectual forces. Continued practice of concentration and meditation is the remedy here.

This aphorism speaks of the prārabdha karmas that manifest first in the subconscious mind through the subsuperconscious mind. It is in the subsuperconscious mind that they are carried from life to life. Once they become alive within the subconscious, they manifest themselves in one’s life through other people in incidents. This is why a mystical person will ignore some situations and even people, because he does not want to become a victim or a channel or a tool of another. A mystical person protects himself against that contingency and thus avoids, or ignores, certain situations or people. So, as the prārabdha karmas manifest themselves through the subconscious mind from the subsuperconscious (they are lodged in the subsuperconscious), when they begin to sprout, they sprout through the subconscious and finally manifest in the conscious mind, generally through other people or group situations. In this aphorism, “so-called incarnations” means that they are not regarded as past. They are ever-present in the current lifetime. We see them as past only in that we know that we did not manifest the particular karma or experiential pattern in this particular lifetime, so obviously it had to be another lifetime.

THE THIRTY-FIFTH APHORISM

The conscious mind is a cross section between the instinctive and intellectual aspects. It is the point of balance between the real and the unreal,

*A seasoned forest meditator explores his inmost consciousness through understanding action and reaction. While outer prānas and thoughts flow around him, he has controlled karmas sufficiently to master the art of nonreaction and withdraw into samādhi, his true, eternal Śivaness.*
and hence the statement: “Lead us from the unreal to the real, from darkness to light, from death to immortality.”

The conscious mind is the balancing agent of consciousness between the external and the internal. It has the power of the objective and subjective thinking, as well as observation, memory, reason, and therefore it, meaning the conscious mind, must be kept healthy, like the physical body. This is why right thought, right speech, right action, and the means of right action—yamas and niyamas—must be learned as a balancing agent. Further aphorisms state that the conscious mind when over-extended in externalities, into wrong speech, wrong thought and wrong action becomes insanity in its natural state. The conscious mind is the balance point between the unreal and the real. It is like a mirror, a two-way mirror. In and of itself it’s almost nonexistent, yet it is the consciousness between the physical universe and the nonphysical universe. A two-way mirror is a mirror in which spectators on one side see through, and those on the other side only see the mirror.

**THE THIRTY-SIXTH APHORISM**

When you have an egregious nature or uncomfortable feeling, it is only the cross section between the superconscious mind and the conscious mind, because the conscious mind does not want to accept or does not want to believe what it formerly has been led to believe. But the superconscious mind lays down the law to the conscious mind from what has gone before, which will repeat in the future, from little things you have observed, which will be magnified.

Here we have a revelation of the conscious mind’s uncanny ability to ignore its own faults and to cover up the subconscious mind itself. People often know their base nature, be it greed or avarice. They are aware of their fears, worries and doubts, but would never admit them to anyone. The external mind, which we call the conscious mind, has the inbred deceitful ability to shield these very faults from one’s own self. This goes on and on and on until the superconsciousness within manages to create a conscience in the individual. The conscience monitors the interrelated activities of the conscious and subconscious mind.
THE THIRTY-SEVENTH APHORISM

Nonreaction—one must look behind the situation. For instance, the cause is far different than the effect, and when the cause is known, the situation can be duly handled and mastered, for there will be no reaction to it.

In a state of meditation it is possible to view the mind as a series of experiences, reactions and seeds to new experiences that may be planted or destroyed at the hand of the observing Ego in this state of meditation. Experience involves more than one conscious and subconscious state of mind; it encompasses many. Many can be helped or hurt by a sense experience held in the mind of one individual. Reactions are lifted through understanding, and understanding gives the wisdom of avoidance of future experiences of like nature. Understanding does not, however, conquer the subsubconscious minds of “others” involved in the same experience or happening or touched by it. Hence, “crumbs” of reaction still linger in the subsubconscious mind, only to retrace through memory the experience from time to time; a lingering shadow hangs over the part of the mind left injured when it should have been healed into education. How does this last healing process take place? Easy; though most difficult to the unawakened. Each experience of the past involuntarily remembered must be traced into the subconscious mind of one still reacting to the same experience and, while thus meditating in his subconscious, realize it as experience there. In other words, become conscious of your soul, or become superconscious in the subconscious mind of all those, one after another, who associated with you as you transgressed through an experience while you, too, were in lower states of mind, and you will calm the waves of worry into the calm of wisdom, not only for yourself but for all those karmically connected to you, associated by reaction through the years. This can be done with the living or the so-called dead, for those in a reincarnated state have still two reactions, parts of which you carry and can be cleared by you. So, this is an important part of the play in the lower states of mind and can be mastered by one initiated into rāja yoga, stable in meditation and pure in heart. This is the mystical life, the basis for soothsaying, fortune-telling, psychometry, psychology, crystal-gazing, astrology, numerology and more. The situation herein discussed means the collective karmas of one or more people in relation to oneself. When the karmas manifest, we see the effect
of previous karmas. We do not want to psychoanalyze our subconscious mind as to how we had created this situation, or the subconscious cause for it, because the cause is not known within the subconscious mind. The cause occurred with the collective group in a past life. When the cause is intuited, emotions quiet, and the effects can be handled rationally and without emotion. Causes of these kinds of karmic situations when intuited are not always known, because the intuition does not always channel its knowledge through the thinking mind. But when the premonition or the intuition is felt to be correct, the external mind and emotions will stop reacting to the situation, because the cause is intuitively known. The intuition, which is the soul’s mind, will give direct cognition as to how to quickly handle and dispatch the matter.

**THE THIRTY-EIGHTH APHORISM**

When forces are generated by karmic links, they, passing through the physical body, change any animate or inanimate object directly contacting that form. The physical body becomes a sensitive transmitter of forces, either positive or negative—reacting to neither when the mind taps superconscious regions.

The karmic link is what draws and holds two or more people together. It is created by their actions toward each other in past lives carried over as their prārabdha karmas in this life. Through that link, forces pass. These forces are energy, or prāṇa. They pass through the physical body, changing animate and inanimate objects. Remember, they, these forces, are set in motion in past lives. They can turn a building into a pleasant home, or the same building into a chaotic place, depending on the karmas involved. The physical body, the sensitive transmitter of these karmic-prāṇic forces, can be invigorated by them or become diseased. Forbearance is the answer here for overactive positive conditions or unbearable negative conditions. Forbearance is lifting one’s awareness into the superconscious regions, above the pairs of opposites. Only here will some rest be experienced. This is why compatibility in marriage and business relationships should be scrupulously observed, because there are karmas that can be avoided through one of the two kinds of wisdom, the wise and the otherwise.
Hypnosis tends to weaken the conscious mind of the victim, depleting the willpower through the subconscious mind. *Self-hypnosis*, a term widely used in Western thought, is a positive state when brought about naturally, without previous conditioning through hypnotic therapy, likened to meditation, of merely “cutting off” the conscious mind to view subconscious states through the subsuperconscious mind.

It has always been the dedicated aim of the Nandinātha Sampradāya’s teaching and training to create an individual capable and able to stand on his own two feet, loyal to his God, Gods and guru and the society in which he lives, but incapable of being influenced by anything or anyone other than his own superconsciousness, intuiting the direction of knowledge from God, Gods and guru. Jnanaguru Siva Yogaswami always spoke of his inner orders, but they did not conflict with his service to community, relationship with other gurus and swāmīs, but rather enhanced that service. ¶This mid-century, European-derived dominance of one mind over another, which could be called hierarchical ignorance, breeds weakness, dependency in the individuals. Therefore, hypnosis, prying into another’s life—while the subject, lying on his back like an animal in submission, with its four legs up—benefits the gathering of knowledge by the hypnotist rather than the patient, known here as “the victim.” ¶True, society is built on the rule of the stronger minds over weaker minds. Even our *Holy Kural* states that if a country cannot control its people, it is the duty of the neighboring larger country to intervene. Mothers and fathers control their children. Employers control, guide, employees. In principle, the kings, the lawmakers, the councils control the population to guide them to a better life. But the big question is, do they drug them, do they hypnotize them to effect this control? No, it is normally done quite openly. Everyone concerned is totally conscious. Free will abides. Whereas, in hypnotism, the hypnotist comes between the individual and God and the Gods. He is victimizing and playing God to an unsuspecting, not-totally-conscious subject. This, in turn, creates a subconscious pattern for the victim, to be subconsciously open, naively subconsciously open and vulnerable, to respond to suggestions by stronger minds, whoever they might be, in the future. His discriminating faculties no longer exist because of the hypnotic experiences. Self-hypnosis is quite a different matter.
THE FORTIETH APHORISM

Reactions from strong stimulants will release some minds from inhibitions. However, as they throw the mind into unnatural states, to others they may prove unnatural in themselves, as their seeds are pleasure.

Stimulants such as coffee, tea and alcohol release the subconscious and subsuperconscious states of mind within the individual. Diaphragmatic breathing, yoga practice, performs the same function if performed under proper conditions. One should be wary of releasing the subconscious mind through stimulants of any kind. If the subconscious is overburdened, it may not produce positive results. This is because the external mind, which we call the conscious mind, acting like a barrier, protects one from himself. Some things are better forgotten than to again be revealed. However, if the subconscious is clear, these same strong stimulants can put to rest the conscious mind, and great subsuperconscious and superconscious revelations can be unfolded.

THE FORTY-FIRST APHORISM

When deep in the study of philosophy, should the consciousness make a sudden jump to external lines of thought, apparent superstition may result. As cycles repeat themselves, this too will pass away.

Superstition is a mixture of belief and doubt. When a belief has been corrupted by a reasonable doubt, consciousness is lowered into the chakra of fear. Therefore, it is very important to open and close a philosophical session, saṅga discussion or even some casual discussion with a beginning and ending blessing, preferably in Sanskrit, to seal the happening and its outcome within the inner mind. In such discussions, new knowledge often comes from the superconscious for a new way of looking at and understanding a philosophical precept. It would take much time to prove the theories and mold them into the subconscious mind. Should this new information go into the subconscious mind abruptly, it may conflict with something that is already there, and all people are in fear of abrupt change. Fear and misunderstood concepts and phenomena make up what we call superstition. Superstition is hazardous and impedes the powers that amplify spiritual unfoldment on the path.
The Forty-second Aphorism

Reason from the conscious mind, with the subconscious desire that the end in view will ratify some instinctive or mental craving, leads to destruction.

Often we can talk ourselves into many things which normally we would not be inclined to actually give ourselves permission to do. But the powers of self-gratification, the mental and physical cravings eager to be fulfilled, lead us to formulating plans based on questionable spiritual principles calculated to fulfill these desires. The self-destruction mentioned here is obviously the destruction of the spiritual nature, for the deviation from the path of dharma builds the lower nature. Personal, selfish gratifications are one of the gardens of discovery, an unending maze, a side-path off the path of San Mārga. We must remember that reason is only a tool; when guided by the instinctive forces, it can have complicated results. When guided by the subsuperconscious forces, either from within one’s own awakened mind or that of another, it is life-giving and also has beneficial results. Therefore, we must be well aware of what we talk ourselves into through reason.

The Forty-third Aphorism

A line of reason from the conscious mind placed before one living in superconscious states will not be in harmony with the latter. When the same data is placed on the subsuperconscious mind of the former at a later time, it will intuitively be presented in a harmonious fashion, agreeable to the latter.

Those gurus living within the subsuperconscious area of the mind all of the time are beyond reason, not swayed by reason, when it comes from the reasoning mind. All reason, and the outcome of reasoning, must be placed at the Feet of the Deity, Lord Śiva, to ascertain the real motive of the desired outcome, be it instinctive gratification, intellectual ratification, or fulfillment for all. Unselfish gratification is acceptable to God and the Gods. Therefore, if the reasoning is from the purified intellect, the unselfish outcome will be listened to, absorbed and accepted and amplified by those beings living in the subsuperconscious state. We must be careful of what we say to the wise, lest we be deemed a fool, no matter how eloquently we present the arguments.
The Forty-Fourth Aphorism

To be controlled by *karma* is to be governed by the instinctive planes of being. To control *karma* is to transmute the energies; this *karma* will then not willfully be controlled, but will be understood and not reacted to.

Those who think themselves controlled by *karma* are living in the instinctive plane. To control and understand this *karma*, nonreaction must be mastered through mind control. Here we explain these *asuric chakras* below the *mūlādhāra*. Those living in the Naraka-loka dualize themselves victim to anything that happens to them in their confused state. They struggle for help, and then anger at those who endeavor to help them. *Karma* is and remains in ignorance to these souls until they effect some personal controls over their lives and sexual energies. This is called *sādhanā*. Those who perform *sādhanā* slowly lift themselves into the *mūlādhāra chakra* through purifying thought, awakening compassion, which quells anger, awakening personal spiritual security, which quells jealousy, gaining philosophical confidence in the rightness of the universe, which quells fear. All this produces nonreaction. They and they alone are taught the mysteries of creation by Lord Gaṇeśa Himself, for they lift consciousness into the *mūlādhāra chakra* and see the rightness of the rightness manifest as each action produces an energy flow which returns. Then and only then will they understand. The concerted effort of *sādhanā* is the only salvation. No person can be their savior. The *gurus*, the *swāmīs*, the *pandits*, the elders can but encourage repetitive efforts which result in lifting the soul from darkness into light. Those who think themselves controlled by *karma* live in darkness. The others live in light. Thus we pray: “Lead us from the unreal to the real, from darkness to light, from death to immortality,” out of the Naraka-loka to the Devaloka. *Karma*, of course, we know as a force emitted from ourself and received back generally through others at a later time. When we are governed by the instinctive mind, we have no understanding of how *karma* exactly works. Often we do not admit to its existence. Transmuting the instinctive energies into the higher *chakras* enables us to control *karma* or slow it down and understand its component parts. *Karmas* are never willfully controlled, suppressed, shot at, destroyed before they attack you. *Karmas* are the life of the person and all persons on this planet. The interaction of *karma* is what we know of as human existence. The understanding of this magnificent cosmic law automatically ceases the emotional reaction, hence there
is a seeming control of the *karma*, be it good, bad or mixed, a seeming or indirect or subtle control.

**THE FORTY-FIFTH APHORISM**

The Ego must learn to live within the laws of things and forms; not in things or for forms. This is nonreaction.

This is definitely a Nandinātha Sampradāya aphorism. Nāthas traditionally have endeavored to fit in to the countries, communities in which they live and the families in which they are born. They are law-abiding citizens within the context of where they find themselves. These advanced souls slowly change the existing environment in which they find themselves, as they are guided by a higher law. They do not succumb to the temptation of things, nor are they overpowered by the charm of forms. This is because they are spiritually unfolded within the *anāhata chakra*, filled and thrilled with the love of Lord Śiva and see Him in all manifest and unmanifest creation. This is truly nonreaction—so this aphorism states. Yes, it is true, the Ego must learn to live within the law of things or form, not within things or for forms. This is the liberation sought for on the path. The enlightened person living on the planet suffers the great acceptance of things as they are. No longer, through his ignorance, does he feel a need to be manipulative. *Sufferance* means acceptance, tolerance and a complete joyousness at seeing the Perfect ever interrelating in trillions of perfect ways.

**THE FORTY-SIXTH APHORISM**

The Ego passes through the stages of the conscious mind, then through the subconscious spheres into the subsuperconscious regions, until total superconsciousness prevails. Little of this, if any, is retained by the conscious mind. In continuation, the Ego passes back through the subsuperconscious and subconscious-conscious realms into the conscious plane. There it consciously views the conscious mind. As a result, the physical body dissolves into the nothingness of the mind’s creation.

This aphorism is the path, the path that all of us are on, have been on, and those to follow will be on. It is a complete concept of this path. Study it, meditate upon it, derive from it what you can.
THE FORTY-SEVENTH APHORISM

When the superconscious pushes the desired knowledge through the subconscious, that is as close as the superconscious can come to time and space.

The subconscious mind is a repository of remembered experiences. This is to say that as an experience of any kind passes into it through the conscious mind, it is remembered simultaneously. It is also a repository of unremembered experiences, for the superconscious mind forces knowledge yet to be known into the subconscious. It is remembered there, but the conscious mind is not even aware that this process is occurring, let alone being aware of any new input. Slowly the knowledge infiltration conscious, and then is redeposited in the subconscious as remembered knowledge. The closeness of the superconscious to the external world of time and space is through the subconscious and/or intuitive flashes penetrating the conscious mind. The superconscious knows about time and space, but is not in time and space as are the other four states of mind.

THE FORTY-EIGHTH APHORISM

Attachment is of the reasoning plane. Therefore, all attachments must be given up subconsciously, through understanding, before the Ego can go beyond the conscious mind. The conscious mind can be controlled through concentration, which leads into meditation (after the physical body has been stilled). This then unfolds into a state of contemplation, and finally the Self, spirit, Truth, or samādhi, is realized.

This aphorism means we must have faith in the future, faith in ourselves, faith in others. To truly give up attachment, we must be confident in our own personal powers of creation, lest we always be hanging on to the past—things, people and the ideas within it. The future is to be remembered and created just the way the divine forces working through us, from Lord Śiva Himself to the physical plane, will it to be. For nothing can happen but through His grace. Lord Ganeśa has opened the door for this knowledge to bloom. We in turn must unreservedly prostrate ourselves in complete abandon before the Supreme God of all the Gods in order to, as the aphorism states, unfold into states of contemplation, and finally the “Self—spirit, truth or samādhi—is realized,” our true eternal Śivaness.
THE FORTY-NINTH APHORISM

You can’t go into anything with freedom when you need it. You must be desireless and observe.

We must also have desirelessness even for the realization of the Self itself in order to freely proceed and attain the goal. The realization of the Self must never be to us a need to get away from something, an avoidance, a departure from or a means to become better than others. Now we can see that desire is the barrier to freedom, physically, mentally and emotionally. To give up desire is very difficult. Only when one is secure in the highest of attainments do many of the desires vanish. Desire is connected to the āṇava mala, which is the last fetter to be conquered before mukti is finally attained. Mâyā can be understood and dealt with. All karmas can be unwound. Āṇava mala has encased within it the power to create new karmas through desire and regenerate the veiling ignorance of mâyā.
THE FIFTIETH APHORISM

Sleep is a cleanser for the subconscious mind. By the use of willpower this can be done slowly or quickly.

When you sleep, you are cleaning out the subconscious mind and educating it to face the experiences that you must go through as you evolve. This is done automatically, but you can help it by the use of your will. Everyone has willpower, but few know that they have any more than a certain amount. It is really unfair to tell them they have unlimited powers, because they have not the consciousness of how to awaken them, and it only leads to a subconscious frustration unless you give the key along with the statement. This is the key, and when you practice it you will realize that you are not a mere man in a physical body. You are a being that has unlimited power within: the power to acquire, to give, to understand, to love, to remember, to be magnetic and to be happy. This power is yours. It is locked up within you, only to be realized through the conscious use of the will. The will is a thing, just like your body, your mind and emotions when you learn to separate and control them. The will you can also control, once you locate it through feeling. This feeling you must search yourself for and try to locate where it is and trace it to what it controls and weigh it as to how much you use to accomplish different missions. You do this through concentration—just plain thinking, coupled with feeling. This is your birthright, your heritage. When you grasp this will from within, your consciousness will unfold before your vision. And during sleep you will speed up the process of purification and build strength daily until you fall into a conscious sleep.

THE FIFTY-FIRST APHORISM

When the Ego functions in subconscious or subsubconscious dream states, situations are created. These situations remembered while in a

---

A seeker has consciously put herself to sleep after meditating in order to gather with others in an inner-plane school in her astral body. Having learned how to join her satguru in these night-time second-world classes, she avoids lower dream states that would deplete her energies.
conscious state, termed awake, will create on the conscious plane similar happenings.

Here we have a manifestation of the subsubconscious mind in the dream. It is apparent that we dream things that we could not have possibly thought up. Such dreams are a conglomeration of seemingly unrelated happenings that pass through the mind. The unrelated happenings do, however, re-impress the subsubconscious state of mind if remembered, and in turn impress the subconscious state, and similar happenings are created in our everyday life. This, perhaps, is hard to believe, but as we think back over our lives, we can pick instances where this rings true. To change the picture, use the power of the subconscious mind to clear this sub-subconscious state of mind and release within you the full, abundant life you were born to live. When using the subconscious mind in manifesting control over this situation, take into consideration that it is not able to eradicate the vibration. During sleep your subconscious will make it possible for you to continue working out the rate of vibration created while in the dream state and remembered while awake. Simply tell your subconscious, when you are in the process of remembering a dream, to work out the remaining particles of that experience during sleep rather than recreating it on the physical plane.

THE FIFTY-SECOND APHORISM

Thoughts created at the time of intense concentration remain vibrating in the ether. When the Ego enters the etheric or astral plane in sleep, this powerful thought vibration generated while in the conscious mind draws the Ego to the spot of creation; then the Ego re-experiences the activities first concentrated upon. Another mind concentrated upon the same thought at the same time will intensify the above-stated situation.

It is in this way that two, three or more people can go into the same area of the astral plane and experience, learn from great teachers there. This is because they have shared the same thought, intensified it; the thought itself draws them in their astral body to the desired destination. Should the amplification of thought occur idly, similar results will happen. These are often called nightmares, disturbed sleep or fantasy. Yes, it is true that intense concentration does impact the lower astral world. Therefore, we must be aware that dreams of this nature are not prophetic, but self-cre-
ated during normal daily life, or even within a state of meditation itself, when one is intensely concentrated upon a certain subject or a variety of subjects. The dream has become a part of the intense concentration, and if you become conscious of it later, it is as much in your conscious mind as it was to begin with when it rose to manifestation. There are some of these playback creations that we want to have manifest in the material world, and others we don’t. Therefore, when you find a playback happening within your dreams you wish to manifest, then intensely concentrate on it the following day. If you do not want it to manifest, endeavor to forget it as soon as possible. Tell no one, looking at it as a passing fantasy that never happened.

THE FIFTY-THIRD APHORISM

Upon passing into a state of sleep, the body’s five positive currents are systematically depolarized; this allows the Ego to pass from the physical plane into the subsuperconscious regions. When the body is fully recuperated, the currents are again polarized, thus pulling the Ego back into the physical body, hence the conscious plane.

The conscious plane, when in a physical body, is always home base. The five currents hold individual awareness, which in this aphorism is referred to as the Ego in the conscious plane or conscious mind. Therefore, individual awareness can soar into the subsuperconscious regions and entertain great input, knowledge, direction for one’s future, understanding of the karmas that have been gone through, as well as creativity that can later be manifest on the conscious plane. But as the aphorism says, once the body is fully recuperated from a state of sleep, individual awareness is now again aware of the conscious plane, which is the external world. All of the subsuperconscious input from the various regions is not forgotten, but is not remembered, and will slowly infiltrate from the subsuperconscious to the subconscious to the conscious mind and manifest in the conscious plane or conscious mind intelligence at a much later time. The aphorism states that “the body’s five positive currents are systematically depolarized.” This implies that they can be depolarized in an unsystematic way. To have them systematically depolarized, prāṇāyāma, hatha yoga and japa should precede the state of sleep. It also implies that the state of sleep is a state of deep meditation for the unfolded person. This does not happen for everyone. This happens for the one who pre-
pares himself to go into that kind of deep sleep, who is in a state in which the five currents can be systematically depolarized. The five currents are the five winds of the body. *Depolarized* means that they all rest. It’s like *nikashūm*. When you are doing *nikashūm*, you are withdrawing all the five winds into *simshūmbīsī*, the center of your being. *Depolarizing* means bringing together that which is naturally apart. In the Shūm language this is called *nikashūm*. The energy of these five functions would be drawn into the *sushumnā* current and enliven *kundalinī* activity somewhat, just enough for individual awareness to flow into subsuperconscious inner worlds of creative intelligence, absorbing all the knowledge which they at that time could contain. This then is held as a deposit, along with other intelligence experienced within the subsuperconscious mind, slowly infiltrating through the subconscious to the conscious mind.

**THE FIFTY-FOURTH APHORISM**

When the Ego “wakes up” from sleep, the physical body should be immediately put into action. To go back into the state of sleep immediately after naturally becoming conscious causes the five positive currents to be unconventionally depolarized—the Ego passes into the subsubconscious regions.

The mystical edict has always been, “Wake up, get up.” Any time during the night the mystic wakens, he sits up, stands up immediately, bringing himself totally into the conscious mind, turns on the light, moves the body, divorces individual awareness, his Ego, from whatever had been experienced during sleep. Then, as a conscious being, fully aware of head, arms, legs and the functions of the physical body, he puts the body to sleep again, to systematically depolarize and go back into the inner state he was drawn away from for one reason or another. The aphorism explains the penalties for neglecting this personal discipline, and, I might add, they double in effects once the discipline is known, because you know you should do something and you don’t do it; that amount of extra energy will add in unconventionally depolarizing the currents. This means that some of the five currents give way half way and others will give way fully, and—as they merge together during this time into individual awareness—will conjure up the sub of the subconscious mind, give it strength and power to manifest at a later time. The sub of the subconscious mind should not be conjured up in this way, lest the mani-
festations not be welcome in the experiential pattern of the individual’s life. There are other sādhanas to handle the sub of the subconscious mind. It should be embarrassing to any devout Śaivite, especially one who has been initiated, to not wake up with “AumNamaḥ Śivāya” in the mind. Traditional practices of basic japa are to fall asleep chanting “AumNamaḥ Śivāya” and wake up starting off on the same syllable one left off on when going to sleep. Therefore, to quickly heal the embarrassment, the devotee should, upon awakening, mentally or verbally say, “AumNamaḥ Śivāya,” or “ŚivāyaNamaḥ Aum,” bringing the mind back to normal consciousness. In a state of sleep, one must know that he himself behaves as he would in an awakened, conscious state. The mystic knows there is no state of unconsciousness, and that the same laws apply, the yamas, niyamas and pañcha nitya karmas, whether one is awake or asleep. Whatever one does, even in a dream—lying, cheating or stealing, deceiving, coercing or mutilating—is a cause of karmas or forces to be re-experienced, re-enacted at a later time. Right thought, right speech, right action must hold through daily life and dream life. Those who do not have proper dreams, or who have violent dreams, should never be taught meditation, outside of group meditation, lest the power of meditation itself manifest their hidden unruly nature. The guru, having all-pervasive consciousness, which is superconsciousness, is simultaneously within the subsuperconscious of all Šishyas at every given moment or every space of time—in their waking states, in their dream states, guiding, loving and protecting.
To cognize the states of mind in relation to the physical body, it is necessary to understand the nervous system and the forces operating through it. The mind flows through the physical body, influencing its every action. The physical body, in turn, influences the mind. Conscious awareness of the sympathetic and central nerve system is essential to progress on the path of rāja yoga.

There are two nervous structures: the cerebral spine (brain and spinal cord), and the sympathetic or ganglionic. The sympathetic consists of a series of distinct nerve centers or ganglia, extending on each side of the spinal column from the head to the sacral plexus.

Rāja yoga practices demand a complete understanding of all that this aphorism refers to. There are many fine treatises on these subjects, but true insight comes from one’s own chosen guru. The guru gives forth to the śishya what the śishya needs to know, when the knowing is needed to be known. Mystical knowledge comes at odd moments, in mysterious ways. Keep a watchful ear and an open mind in the guru’s presence, for he speaks to your spiritual unfoldment, not to your external mind. It is essential to have an awakened guru for rāja yoga to begin, to continue and end in the result of jñāna in the individual. The guru takes away—closes the door forever on—the lower nature of anger, jealousy, resentment, fear, worries and doubts, allowing the soul in its natural state to soar.

The ganglia are called, in Sanskrit, chakras, or “disks.” About forty-nine have been counted, of which there are seven principal ones.

Within man are 21 chakras. The seven principal chakras, within the upper body, are centers of light, daily consciousness and divine revelation. Seven below the hips hold the dark energies of the lower world, the Narakaloka. Above the head are another seven, conglomerates of subtle nada that are rarely experienced.
The nerve ganglia of the physical body on the astral plane are colorful spinning disks. Those below the mūlādhāra spin from right to left, and the seven major ones, from the mūlādhāra up to the sahasrāra, spin clockwise. The rāja yogī, looking within himself, through his third eye, down through the physical body, sees these disks stacked one on top of another like phonograph records. They are not spinning out in front of him like airplane propellers, as often depicted by artists’ conceptual illustrations.

**THE FIFTY-EIGHTH APHORISM**

The seven principal chakras are:

1. sacral ganglion  
   mūlādhāra
2. prostatic ganglion  
   svādhishṭhana
3. epigastric ganglion  
   maṁipūra
4. cardiac ganglion  
   anāhata
5. pharyngeal ganglion  
   viṣuddha
6. pineal ganglion  
   ājnā
7. pituitary ganglion  
   sahasrāra

These chakras are the chakras of light. The seven below the mūlādhāra, of the twenty-one, are the chakras of darkness. Again, a rāja-yoga guru is essential to maintain consciousness in the chakras of light. Hence the invocations “Lead us from the unreal to the real, from darkness to light, from death to immortality” and “Awake, arise and stop not until the goal is reached.”

**THE FIFTY-NOUGHTH APHORISM**

These chakras are guided in their unfoldment by the sympathetic system’s three principal channels, called in Sanskrit nādis, meaning tubes:

1. sushumṇā passes from the base of the spine to the pituitary through the center of the spinal cord;
2. piṅgalā, corresponding to the right sympathetic;
3. iḍā, corresponding to the left sympathetic.

These are very important channels of consciousness and must be balanced at all times—iḍā-piṅgalā, yin-yang, feminine-masculine, moon and sun, intuitive-intellectual, left brain-right brain, passive-aggressive—for a constant intuiting of the divine twenty-four hours a day. Regular sādhana balances these forces, iḍā and piṅgalā, harmonizes the entire nerve system, stimulating the intuitive, creative area of the mind.
THE SIXTIETH APHORISM

The kuṇḍalinī does not begin its activity through the sushumṇā until the iḍā (negative) and piṅgalā (positive) have preceded it by forming a positive and negative current along the spinal cord powerful enough to awaken the sixth chakra—ājñā. The first chakra then awakens in its entirety as the kuṇḍalinī force is drawn through the sushumṇā, stimulating each chakra in turn, concluding with the unfoldment of the sa-hasrāra center in the brain.

The iḍā and piṅgalā currents, through rāja yoga practice, begin a circular flow around the sushumṇā, the piṅgalā flowing up and iḍā flowing down, creating an electronic force field strong enough to stabilize the sushumṇā, to sustain the power of cosmic fire as the kuṇḍalinī uncoils and rises from the mūlādhāra chakra to its ajñā destination. The seals are broken, irreparably broken, as consciousness journeys up the spine within the sushumṇā tube.
CANTO NINE

Mantras

THE SIXTY-FIRST APHORISM

Some languages in the Far East are created according to the natural expressions of the different stages of the mind in viewing their own creations; these languages are created to present mental pictures of things to be expressed. They can be understood when listening from superconscious states, even should the listener not consciously comprehend the language.

These mystical languages are said to be created by the Gods, and insofar as they are existing today, performing the same works as intended, the effects of the sound, meaning and knowledge are combined as one. Other languages have evolved out of other languages, and still other languages were created by ethnic, tribal groups. But the few that exist that were created by the Gods, like affirmations, create mental pictures and effect desired results, or undesired results, as the case may be. An awakened clairvoyant, clairaudient person listening from a high superconscious state can watch the pictures that a conversation is creating, similar to viewing a television screen with a dialogue going on in a language that he cannot consciously understand. ¶I remember once, when I was twenty-three years of age or so, listening to a group of people speaking in the Tamil language while I was in meditation. I saw a beautiful stream of water flowing by me, like on television, and to my amazement later I found that they had been speaking about an irrigation channel. Subsequently I have had similar experiences. Therefore, somehow the vibration of the sounds creates mental pictures. ¶These mantra languages have persisted in their purity generation after generation. Though the meanings may have changed in certain words, the sounds have not. For instance, in ancient Tamil and modern Tamil, the sounds are the same. The meanings of the words may be more than slightly different, but the mental pictures that the arrangements of sounds produce would be similar century after century. In man-created alphabets, even the sounds of the alphabets change from century to century.

A seeker performs japa yoga, counting mantras on the sacred rudrāksha beads as he sits before a Śivalinga. The universal mantra Aum, shown in the Tamil language, harmonizes his body and mind. Śiva blesses from the inner world, His drum, damaru, sounding the nāda.
THE SIXTY-SECOND APHORISM

All superconscious languages can be spoken and/or comprehended superconsciously when the esoteric science of language is understood.

This aphorism was given in the early fifties, and it is very interesting that Shûm, the language of meditation, came superconsciously in the late sixties, almost twenty years later. Since Rahu has an eighteen-year cycle, this might be tied in somehow to this planet. The Shûm language was created, taught and spoken and remained within a small group of people. Thirty years from its conception, in the late nineties, we began to bring it forward for the devotees in its fullness. This thirty-year history of the Shûm-Tyêîf language is an indication that it is a part of the fabric of all peoples of our planet.

THE SIXTY-THIRD APHORISM

The essence of language, resulting from superconscious expression, can be summed up in one word, namely the Sanskrit word mantra, meaning “incantation.”

Superconscious languages when spoken call forth devas within the inner worlds that surround the group that they are listening to. These devas, some of them disincarnate beings living close to the Earth on the astral plane, help to fulfill the wishes of the individuals who are having the conversation. These devas are very alert to all conversations of all people who speak the superconscious language. Some languages pierce into the Third World, others the Second. Man-made languages, or languages that change their sounds from century to century, totally localize to the area of consciousness they are spoken in. They don’t penetrate the inner worlds. This is because they are not mantra languages, and speaking them is not an incantation.

THE SIXTY-FOURTH APHORISM

Mantras chanted in languages other than those of superconscious origins tap only the subconscious of the conscious mind in a form of autosuggestion. Mantras of a superconscious origin awaken the subsuperconscious states of mind.
This aphorism explains itself extremely well. The only other comment to be made would be that every seeker on the path of spiritual unfoldment should acquaint himself with a superconscious language and learn at least one or two hundred words and some phrases, so that in his private thoughts or with other devotees these words can be interspersed with the other language he is speaking. Sanskrit, Pali, Tamil and other sacred languages penetrate the Devaloka and the Śivaloka, allowing the great souls there to get the gist of the conversations going on. The tones of the language also play an important part in bringing the devotee’s awareness into an inner state of mind, be it the subconscious or the subsuperconscious.

THE SIXTY-FIFTH APHORISM

Use of mantras awakens various brain cells so that the Ego may vibrate superconsciously. They are the subtlest superconscious thoughts before the Ego enters fully into a superconscious state.

We can clearly see that mantras or affirmations chanted in languages created by the conscious mind would not produce the outcome this aphorism is indicating. But mantras created through the superconscious languages would definitely open the inner doors to supreme higher consciousness. After one realizes Paraśiva, the Self God within, the aftermath of realization is that sound is the first ever-emanating vibration out of that great depth of timeless, formless, spacelessness. These sounds are the first manifestations of form. These sounds captured by superconscious beings blended together create this high breed of language. Sanskrit, for instance, is the perfect and foremost sacred language and benefits the devotee who chants it even if he does not know the meaning.

THE SIXTY-SIXTH APHORISM

The mantras, like a medicine, need not be understood by the conscious mind as to composition or literal meaning. Their own meaning will be made clear when practiced with faith and concentration at auspicious times.

The new knowledge we have obtained here, locked into words, is auspicious time. Some times are better than others to lift individual awareness into superconscious states. When these times are known, they can
be used to great advantage. These tones emanating from the Self, when pronounced properly, lead one into the knowledge as to how to merge back into the Self. This knowledge unfolds from within as these great *mantras* are incantated, such as “Aum Namaḥ Śivāya,” which will finally awaken the experience of Śiva’s perfect universe. Everything is in perfect harmony, law and order. *Mantras* are given by a *guru,* and this is important because his śākti gives the first impetus to proceed. It is not the same as when taken from a book, because the thrust is not there. It must come from a *guru.* The proper *mantra* will be given for the next awakening in the sequence of awakenings. These *mantras* are definitely like medicines. Reading the label will not have any effect on the healing process of the medicine. The healing of the medicine works whether or not we consciously comprehend it. Some *mantras* are so old that their meaning has been lost eons ago, but they produce the same results within the individuals who pronounce them properly, and this, therefore, is the meaning.

**THE SIXTY-SEVENTH APHORISM**

*Mantras* intensify the five states of the mind, separating them to be viewed consciously, and their corresponding centers in the physique and brain. Before practice begins, precaution must be taken that physical and mental cleanliness is made manifest.

The repetition of a *mantra,* especially if given by a *guru,* is a journey to a distant place. Consciousness is altered. And it must be performed at an auspicious time. Preparation must be made—bathing, cleaning oneself properly—then devotions are performed in a room prepared for this purpose. We are taking a journey; the room, the body and the exact time of starting are the conveyance. Certain *mantras,* like “Aum Namaḥ Śivāya,” bring knowledge of the five *chakras*—the *mūlādhāra* to the *viśuddha*—the five states of mind, the five elements (earth, water, fire, air and ākāśa). The constant repetition separates these all out and blends them all together one at a time in different patterns, bringing great new knowledge to the aspirant. If precaution is not taken, or the *mantra* is chanted at an inauspicious time in a place that is not sanctified, and the chanter’s body has not been cleansed, the *mantra* will work as it should, no problem here. But the person who is performing the incantations will be easily seen, due to the power of the *mantra,* by asuric entities, who will come and attach themselves to him and disturb him. In a clean and perfect
place, under sanctified conditions the incantation will attract devonic forces who will, in turn, help him on the path to his eventual enlightenment. For finding out perfect times, you can refer to the pañcāṅgam, the sacred Hindu lunar calendar.

THE SIXTY-EIGHTH APHORISM
The practice of mantras will harmonize the physical body with the mental body through the five great somatic currents, which in turn harmonize the five states of the mind while unfolding the seven chakras.

All this and more, too, these great mantras will do. Initiated Śaivites are permitted to chant the Namah Śivāya mantra. This mantra is found in the exact middle of the Vedas. This mantra is the one that this aphorism addresses. It refers to the five states of mind, the five currents and the chakras. The five states of mind are conscious, subconscious, subsubconscious, subsuperconscious and superconscious. The five somatic currents are prāṇa, outgoing breath; apāṇa, incoming breath; vyāṇa, retained breath; udāṇa, ascending breath; and samāṇa, equalizing breath.

THE SIXTY-NINTH APHORISM
It is said that the faithful practice of certain mantras alone will bring material wealth and abundance. This practice, however, only aids in transmuting the creative energies, thus calming the conscious mind, strengthening concentration and giving unlimited vitality so that full use can be made of all states of mind consciously to attract material abundance.

Attracting material abundance is important, and it comes in many ways, but for these low-level mantras to be fully efficacious they should not be used unless the practitioner has been initiated into performing the high-level mantras as well, lest the use of the wealth and abundance go to unholy activities, and finally great loss be the corresponding result. Mantras do produce, but to keep what has been produced by these low-level mantras, one must be a high-level person.

THE SEVENTIETH APHORISM
To aid in the depolarization and transmutation of creative forces, certain mantras are chanted. These logically concentrate the conscious mind,
harmonize its subconscious and magnetize the brain. This draws the creative forces from the instinctive to the intellectual and superconscious regions.

Mantras, or incantations, are a study in themselves, however it is possible to explain the use of one of these mantras that will do the most in the depolarization and transmutation process. This mantra harmonizes the physical body with the mental and spiritual forces. Sound $A$ (pronounced AH), and center the sound in the solar plexus region of the body. Next intone $U$ (pronounced OO), and center this sound through the throat area. After that, intone $M$ (pronounced MMM), sending this vibration through the cranium by placing the front teeth tightly together. First chant them separately, then blend the sounds together, forming AUM. This mantra is the essence of sound itself. All sounds blended together intone AUM. Listen to the sum total of all the noises of a big city, and you will hear the AUM, as in a seashell or the ocean waves. This is only the manifestation of creation from the creative power. As you intone these sounds, you are releasing your creative energy into your creative centers in the brain. Then they are allowed to pour forth, back through your mental, emotional and physical body, to create a new world for you.

THE SEVENTY-FIRST APHORISM
The letters $A-U-M$, when correctly chanted, transmute the instinctive to the intellectual, and the instinctive-intellectual to the superconscious. Direct cognition will then be attained.

Aum is the universal mantra which can be performed safely by the initiated and the uninitiated alike, under any condition, in any circumstance, whether the body is clean or dirty. It will heighten consciousness by harmonizing the physical with the mental and spiritual when chanted correctly. The Aum mantra will lead you to the guru, and when cognition has been attained, upliftment of consciousness to the fourth chakra, Śaiva dikṣā, or initiation into deeper mantras, would be the next unfoldment on the path to enlightenment.

THE SEVENTY-SECOND APHORISM
The $A-U-M$ harmonizes the physical body with the mind, and the mind with the intuitive nature.
Here again we can see the great benefits of the mantra Aum. It in itself is the ultimate psychiatrist. It in itself is the sound of the universe, the sound of a city in action, the sound at birth, the sound at death. Listen to the sounds anywhere, anywhere blended together and you will hear the Aum. While listening, mentally say the sound Aum and feel body, mind and the Godness within you blending as one.

**THE SEVENTY-THIRD APHORISM**

The Aum placed before or after a word adds power and concentrated forces to the word.

When you are encouraging someone and are saying those encouraging, uplifting words, think “Aum.” The vibration that you will create by doing this within yourself goes to him, adds power to your words and uplifts him as it is uplifting you.

**THE SEVENTY-FOURTH APHORISM**

The Aum projected through thought after or before a spoken word adds concentrated force to the spoken word.

You can project “Aum” mentally to a loved one in a far-off place. Each of the intonations has a color. Those colors blended together make one complete thought form which travels faster than the speed of life.

**THE SEVENTY-FIFTH APHORISM**

As there are five principal states of the mind, there are five types of mantras: 1) the mantra uttered with the voice; 2) the mantra uttered with the voice and projected from the mind; 3) the mantra projected from the mind; 4) the consciousness of the mantra being projected; 5) the mantra uttered without the utterance, physical or mental.

This last explanation to the five types of mantras is the most interesting. To try to understand more deeply, the jivanmukta, who has attained ultimate realization, is an incantation of mantras within himself, as all of the chakras are functioning simultaneously, one with another, and giving forth these holy sounds. Being in the presence of a soul of this caliber, also seeing a soul of these attainments, would alter the life of the individual permanently. This is why Hindus value darshan, the sight of the
realized soul, and value even more the sight of a realized soul while being in the aura of that soul. Nothing is expected of him but this—no lectures, no questions answered. All questions a thousand people might have would be answered within their own minds through his darshan. Life-changing directions and the altering of experiences yet to come would happen by being within or close to his aura or physical presence. The other four are progressive steps through the subtlety of the power of the mantra. To come to the feet of a truly awakened soul, the mantra Aum chanted verbally, projected with the mind, chanted silently and projected with the mind while holding the consciousness of its being projected, can lead the sincere seeker to a soul of this caliber.
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Esoteric Theories

THE SEVENTY-SIXTH APHORISM

Esoteric teachings are to place the mind in correct channels after transmutation is well on its way—until then they would only register as excess intellectual knowledge in the subconscious of the conscious mind. A certain amount of superconscious awakening is necessary to cognize the esoteric modes of thought.

This is a frank statement. It tells us that a guru educating his chela should not allow books, discussions or knowledge beyond the point of his immediate spiritual unfoldment to enter his mind. No matter how deep, no matter how perfect the knowledge, it would serve to clutter the mind, thus retarding the progress. Rather, daily sādhana, the practice of mantra yoga, wrenches consciousness from the instinctive-intellectual areas of the mind, and the other forms of rāja yoga to be practiced during these early stages correctly channel the life force into the sushumṇā current within the spine. When all the inner currents are well established and direct experience occurs, then esoteric, written teachings may be read, but only to verify the experience experienced by the experiencer.

THE SEVENTY-SEVENTH APHORISM

When the conscious mind becomes balanced through the practice of nonreaction, the other states of mind elucidate, unravel, themselves before it, through the subsuperconscious mind. This is the nature of the mind—it is also called spiritual evolution.

Through the constant practice of rāja yoga, within an ashram under the watchful eye of an established guru, the conscious mind of the chela becomes balanced, because the idā and piṅgalā currents themselves become balanced. The sushumṇā current becomes prominent. This rāja yoga practice is in itself a fine art, but must be performed under direction and within the proper environment for positive results to be attained.

Two thinkers whose learning is only from books discuss the essence and ultimate purpose of life. The Western scholar on the left sits atop his hardbound treatises, while the Eastern pandit is supported by olai leaf texts. They do not yet know that true understanding comes from within.
THE SEVENTY-EIGHTH APHORISM

The laws of the mind come superconsciously; they pass through the conscious plane and are registered in the subconscious of the conscious mind. Later they are comprehended subconsciously, then put into practical usage consciously.

In true spiritual unfoldment, knowledge is obtained from within oneself without being pre-programmed through lectures, books or promises. The adept performs his practices. The discovered knowledge is the result. Results properly obtained are then verified by scripture and his guru. Direct experience is the only profound teacher.

THE SEVENTY-NINTH APHORISM

To bring forth a law of the mind or the solution of a problem, three facts or points must be had about the subject in question. Concentrate on each point individually, then meditate upon them collectively. The superconscious, through the subconscious, then will give the law or solution. To hold the law or solution consciously, the three points, which are of the conscious mind and its subconscious, must be remembered in their original logical order.

Here we are speaking about samyama—thought, meaning and knowledge combined as one. When combined as one, it lifts up the lid of the third eye. What is hidden behind the veil of ignorance is seen. Concentration is an art that once attained leads naturally into meditation, contemplation and samādhi. The three-point concentration spoken of in this aphorism releases the whole of the external from its internal counterpart of the yogi’s awareness. A deep yoga law is discussed here.

THE EIGHTIETH APHORISM

A conscious mind trained by another mind teaching from superconscious states is able to consciously retain its own conscious expressions.

A satguru who teaches through his superconscious expression or through his silence not only teaches the chela within his immediate vicinity, but all chelas anywhere in the world who have received dikshā from the guru. There is no space or time that divides the audience chamber in which the guru sits when the superconsciousness speaks out or is in silence. A
guru’s dikšā, initiation, is sought for and valued because of the in-flow of knowledge, sustenance, security and sustaining grace which comes as a result from the guru, wherever the guru might be.

**THE EIGHTY-FIRST APHORISM**

The superconscious mind can only cognize what the lower states of mind place before it, or what it has placed before itself through the lower states of mind due to some previous cause. This is why the Ego must return to the conscious plane after living in superconscious thought—for all thought is in time and space and is stimulated through the effort of the will. Though the superconscious mind is the essence of time and space, Spirit—Truth—is beyond this object, the mind.

The superconscious being does not always reside in a superconscious state, though once awakened into permanent superconsciousness, his awareness has free flow through all states of mind and is held intact by the true Self, realized beyond all states of mind. Therefore, the adept living in superconscious states can function quite easily in the conscious mind.

**THE EIGHTY-SECOND APHORISM**

The deep thinkers of the Far East only have to deal with the instinctive plane. From there they can cut themselves off and become superconscious beings.

Children are taught likes and dislikes by their parents; mainly they learn this through observation. Later, when able to communicate, their parents teach them whom to love and hate, whom to look up to and whom to look down upon. When an Asian family recognizes Divinity in the child, they strive to live a religious life, setting the highest standards for him to grow up within. He is spared much of which would be taught if he were an ordinary person. Therefore, when spiritually alive, he is free from the world, having never entered it.

**THE EIGHTY-THIRD APHORISM**

Deep thinkers of the West have to deal with the instinctive and intellectual planes. While the beings of the Far East can cut off the instinctive without comprehension, the beings of the West must thoroughly com-
prehend the instinctive/intellectual before passing into higher super-conscious planes.

This is because Western thought has no eternal truths as final goals, and the obvious and apparent become burdensome to the mind and, even more so, a barrier when the path of spiritual unfoldment is undertaken. Because the Western people are more analytical when it comes to everything in the outside world, a long preliminary process of trying to understand the instinctive nature and the lower intellectual mind usually occurs before the matter is finally put to rest and the fullness of the higher *chakras* catches hold.

**THE EIGHTY-FOURTH APHORISM**

The subsuperconscious mind has all the answers. But when the subsubconscious mind is mentally overly congested, the thoughts cannot be passed through. The subsuperconscious mind lies in silent knowing.

This means that everyone is a complete whole, with all five states of mind functioning at every point in time. However, when the sub of the subconscious mind totally takes over consciousness and one becomes a victim of his past, be it positive, negative or mixed, any new input from the superconscious through the subconscious is totally blocked. The superconscious and the small part of the subconscious that it has deposited knowledge within remain waiting for a chance to complete the cycle. This means the answers are always there within everyone. This is why desirelessness, renunciation, giving up the past, are important tenets to be followed for spiritual unfoldment.

**THE EIGHTY-FIFTH APHORISM**

The subconscious mind can only know or put in order what you have already put into it or absorbed from the conscious plane. That is why you have to come back to the conscious plane to accumulate various pieces of information and facts so that when you go back into superconscious realms, the subsuperconscious mind can reorganize that.

If life is not working out well for you, then it is because the subconscious mind, which governs the fundamental patterns of life, has not been properly, sufficiently impressed. The aphorism says we must then return to
some conscious effort to correct the situation, such as affirmation, visualization. To do this, the problem within the subconscious mind must be brought consciously before the vision, as this new information is being added to it. The subconscious then will take all this and rearrange it according to the *karmas* of the individual.

**THE EIGHTY-SIXTH APHORISM**

They say that the superconscious mind is all-knowing, all-pervading, knows past, present and future. However, the superconscious mind can only know what the lower states of mind put before it for comprehension and elucidation. The superconscious mind is beyond. It can elucidate and predict the future by happenings of the past, blended with the solidarity of character.

Yes, the superconscious mind is the restful fullness, an allness, a completion. It is the magical corrective mirror. One looks into it and sees his face as it really is. Putting thoughts forward, they come back unaltered, but with insightful solutions attached. This peaceful fullness, all-pervasive knowing, reflects as a mirror the right knowledge when questions are asked of it. It is the venerable conscience within all humans and all living creatures. The allness of everything is the completion of everything. This means that every atom has everything within it that ever existed and will ever exist.

**THE EIGHTY-SEVENTH APHORISM**

Willfulness stems from the emotional body.

When our emotions are not under control, neither is our willpower. Uncontrolled emotions lead us into lower consciousness. Controlled emotions lead us to higher consciousness. Willpower is essential to advancement on the spiritual path.

**THE EIGHTY-EIGHTH APHORISM**

The deep thinkers in the Far East have previously passed through the instinctive-intellectual stages of the mind, unconscious through what they were passing. They must return, however, and function fully conscious of each state in which they find themselves. This is termed “Truth in action.”
In Asia many decades ago, all learning occurred through the process of memory. Much of this is true even today. People are taught what to think, not encouraged to think about what they should be thinking. Learning by rote is not a part of Western education, where children are taught to make decisions at a very young age for themselves and others and learn by their own mistakes. Therefore, it is only the most enlightened persons who are able to return back into their intellectual structure, think and decide for themselves. They become the leaders and advisors of those who are not allowed to think for themselves.

THE EIGHTY-NINTH APHORISM

Those who hermit themselves away from the external world of things, repulsed by the instinctive plane, having previously so suffered through it, are the ones who create a God separate from themselves to depend on and worship. When they realize their true nature, they may function without negative reaction in all states of consciousness.

This refers to self-appointed yogīs, uninitiated, not dharmically under the guidance of any guru or elder within the community, but apart from the community itself. Having had a few instinctive experiences which they abhor, they retreat to sādhana, to God and themselves, in dualistic apartness. The two of them, they and their God, leave society. This particular God, which they have conjured up within their own mind, they depend on, they worship. This dualistic dependency is the total sum of their so-called yoga. However, when they realize their true nature and learn to accept advaitic union with the Supreme, the great transformation occurs and true rāja yoga begins.

THE NINetiETH APHORISM

Walking can quiet the subconscious of the conscious mind. Breathing from the diaphragm gives a balance when the subconscious of the conscious mind is disturbed, for this makes the conscious mind consciously conscious of what is passing through the subconscious of the superconscious, which physical organ is the spleen and is centered in the diaphragm.

This aphorism tells us that walking and diaphragmatic breathing are very essential for advancement on the spiritual path, and harmonizing all of the currents of the inner and outer bodies and the various states of the
mind itself. The spleen is a physical organ. The spleen is also a psychic center, connecting the subconscious with the superconscious. It is a little-known small chakra.

THE NINETY-FIRST APHORISM

The mind uses the brain; the brain sends messages to the various nerve centers which appear to be miniature brains. The solar plexus is their focal point; hence the solar plexus is called the seat of emotion. When the breath (breath is life) is sent down into the lower regions of the lungs or diaphragm, the solar plexus pours energy, prāṇa, into the smaller nerve centers all over the body. These external nerve centers or brains thus receiving their energy subconsciously think. These nerve centers are externally represented as people or animals. The internal nerve centers, however, are represented externally by astral and higher mental-plane beings, when seen, termed visions.

This aphorism is complete within itself and is telling us that the physical body is the all that is objective and subjective. “I am that, I am. All that is is within me. I am the Self all souls are seeking.” But to realize this and get the “I am” out of the way, it is very necessary to understand how the energies work throughout the physical body, and this is only a small part of the understanding to be understood.

THE NINETY-SECOND APHORISM

The solar plexus holds the sub of the subconscious mind, but when awakened, it is the sub of the superconscious mind.

The solar plexus is often called the sun center. It is the great balancer of all bodily functions. It contains the fire within the body. When the maṇipūra chakra sleeps, the sub of the subconscious begins to build. The individuals in this state appear to have no will of their own; nor would they dare to even think they could think for themselves. But when the maṇipūra chakra begins to unfold, individual willpower asserts itself—this is not without its problems—and if the individual is a spiritual person, the subsuperconscious mind begins to work through this chakra, healing the past.
THE NINETY-THIRD APHORISM

The lymph system is the external manifestation of the nerve forces. The ganglia are the way-house for the nerves. They register the nerve impulse which collects the lymph. This is carried by the blood.

This aphorism explains how the chakras, ganglia, are the way-house of the nerves, or where the nerves rest or are activated. It also tells us that the lymphatic system is the external manifestation on the physical plane in which the astral nerve energy is contained and flows through. The ganglia, or the chakras, compute or register all nerve impulses, collect and redistribute the lymph which is carried to various parts of the body through the blood.

THE NINETY-FOURTH APHORISM

Lymph is the manifestation of prāṇa. Thoughts, or thought forms, are the products of the lymph.

Here we learn that lymph is the physical manifestation of prāṇic energies. Thoughts, which create forms with various shapes, colors and sounds, are not only created by this prāṇa, they draw on the vital forces of the lymph itself. In those who think a lot, vitality is often depleted. Thought, prāṇa and lymph are the vital forces which create the karmas which eventually return to us through others.

THE NINETY-FIFTH APHORISM

The blood is the carrier for the lymph. The heart is the organ for the blood. The diaphragm is the organ for the lymph. The lymph carries the nerve force—negative chyme and positive chyle. Milk carries the lymph from the cow.

Here we learn that prāṇa derived from milk carries lymph from the cow, as well as the cow’s mood. Hindus worship the cow, sing to the cow, endeavor to uplift the cow, so that the mood of the cow is the highest it can manifest. The mood, the prāṇa, the lymph go into the milk and uplift those who drink it.
THE NINETY-SIXTH APHORISM

The spleen is the placenta that nourishes the solar body. The reason why one must keep the body seventy-two hours after death is for the spleen to form the aura around the astral body to give it strength to soar to higher spheres.

Here we learn that the astral body needs help after death, at least for seventy-two hours. It draws upon the spleen of its former body, now decaying. Cremation should occur after this process has ended. The process is that the astral body draws all of the energies of the physical body into itself. Transmutation is occurring of the physical, emotional, as well as the energies of all of the physical organs, reconstructing the astral body. This is the slow death experience. Immediate cremation is under another law, and more time is needed for the astral body to reconstruct itself within its world. This expedient way is universally an accepted practice, as is no formal funeral for stillborns or infants. Buried bodies remain Earthbound. Entombment is an acceptable practice reserved for satgurus, saints or swāmīs who so choose, and whose bodies are then preserved in salt-filled crypts.

THE NINETY-SEVENTH APHORISM

Insanity results from lack of lymph in the brain. The organ of the mind, namely the brain, is developed to a large extent by deep, expansive thinking. When, however, the lymph and prāṇa (the controlling elements) are removed from the brain, the mind can run without discrimination through its various accustomed channels. It is the lymph and prāṇa which harmonize the mind with the body.

Some people think that the physical body contains an astral body, and the astral body contains the soul. But here we find that the soul, working through the astral body, lives in a physical body, and for it to function properly, all the elements within that vehicle must be working properly. In the Glossary, we are noting scientific explanations of lymph and spleen, as well as the Vedic explanation of the word prāṇa. Study these carefully for deeper understanding of this aphorism and all related aphorisms that mention lymph, spleen and prāṇa. We call attention here to the import of the words, “the organ of the mind.” This indicates that the mind itself is a perfect, complete entity unto itself, but if its organ, the brain, is deficient, communication to the external world might be limited or void.
THE NINETY-EIGHTH APHORISM

Discrimination is the result of an abundance of lymph in the brain through transmutation of the vital forces.

The vital sexual forces when transmuted feed the brain, but first all of the chakras leading up to the brain; and not only discrimination, which is depth of perception, is enhanced, but many other soul qualities as well, such as expanding consciousness, seeing through and into inner worlds and more.

THE NINETY-NINTH APHORISM

The sex function draws off lymph from the spleen. When done to excess, it draws off the lymph from the heart as well. The cells of the heart are broken down and when replenishing themselves build massively back (as do the muscles develop while lifting weights). The system is accelerated to the height of emotion when the sex function or perverted states thereof accrue. However, the physique is unable to attain normalcy, as the life force of the body, namely the lymph, has been exhausted. Only after the lymph again is carried by the blood in abundance can the physique come back to normalcy. However, during the interval, complications can be and are created, such as enlarging of the heart, weakening of the lungs, cancer, diseases of membranous kinds, etc.

This aphorism was spoken in the 1950s in a very clear and explicit way. Knowledge of lymph, ductless glands and so-forth should be in the forefront of one’s mind to understand it. It seems complete within itself, and those who have this kind of background knowledge may gain some insights. These aphorisms on lymph, normal sex and the height of emotion from perverted sex indicate the dangers of excessiveness. This excessiveness draws upon the vital forces to such an extent, they are not available, not there, to respond to various germ, virus, disease attacks that would normally be warded off by the properly functioning body in a healthy condition. This shows that the lymph system and immunity are similar, if not one and the same. ¶Note: while in states of meditation, the body and emotions are dismantled but can quickly attain a normal state due to the fact that there is an abundance of lymph surging through the blood and carrying calmed and controlled nerve force through the ductless glands and the sympathetic nervous system.
Dreams are a subject written upon and discussed of for many centuries. Let us face the subject not wholly and try and bring some light to the a mindful or their illuminating state called dreaming.

We have literally four types of dreams attaining from the four major states of the mind over other there's the external state. Let us take the first state of the use of the mind and show what types of dreams come from there.
The time has come to actually merge into the divine, rise into the highest realization and flow individual awareness into realms beyond the beyond. The time has come to advise you to take yourself more seriously than you have ever done before. You are a divine being headed toward a divine destination. The experience of life is your schooling. In looking back through the pages of *Cognizantability*, you may see a conundrum, an aphorism or a commentary that you do not or have not immediately understood. If so, then read and re-read it and carefully place it in your subconscious mind. Truly, amazingly, your superconscious will have clear cognition for you in an hour, a day or two. You then can claim the ability to cognize, or cognizantability. You, too, will begin to become your own teacher. After all, in the world today people learn very little in a lifetime. Great effort is there, but accomplishments are few. For true learning is transformation. Transformation is spirituality in action. The higher Ego implants its revealed knowledge into the lower ego, and when this happens, transformation takes place. How does one know when he has been transformed? Well, he does not act in response the same way as before. His emotional nature is controlled by his inner knowing. His intellect is controlled by his awakened abilities to learn from within and verify this knowledge through the faculty of reason. His instinctive nature is harnessed through understanding and applying the laws of transmutation of the creative forces rather than senselessly dissipating them away. Yes, transformation is what all persons are born to achieve. True realization brings transformation. We become different than before.
Upagranthāḥ
उपग्रन्था:

Resources
A Key to the Astral Colors

Central, East, South, North and West, these are the five faces of Sadāśiva. The central face is of crystal hue, the eastward face is crimson unto kumkum, the southward face is dark unto thick pitch, the northward face is red unto aratham flower, the westward face is white unto milky hue. Thus did He reveal unto me, His humble servant.

Tirumantiram 1735
NOW I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOU SOME KEY EXCERPTS FROM A RARE AND MOST WONDERFUL BOOK IN OUR LIBRARY THAT, AS FAR AS WE KNOW, IS NOT IN PRINT ANYMORE AND NOT EASILY AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE. IT IS BUT ONE OF MANY SUCH books written by mystics in the first half of the twentieth century, when Indian rishis—wonderful, spiritually endowed clairvoyants and clairaudients—came to America. One would come and depart, and then another. They taught prāṇāyāma, demonstrated levitation (Mahayogi Harirama was noted for this), spoke of astral travel, discussed the chakras and appeared in the dreams of their newly found devotees. These highly-trained kundalini Hindu missionaries from the spiritual land called India charmed American seekers with their unheard of insights. One example we would like to share now is by Swami Panchadasi Maharaj, who explained the meanings of the colors of the human aura in his little book, The Human Aura, published in Illinois in 1912 by the Yoga Publication Society. We have published the full text, including chapters on thought forms and psychic protection, on our web site at: www.himalayanacademy.com/books/humanaura.html. His profound and exacting contribution to the West helped lay the foundation of modern metaphysics and furthered the ongoing Hindu renaissance. In recent times, this spiritual movement has been monitored by our informal international group of ministers and missionaries, the Satya Saṅga, over four hundred ācharyas, swāmīs, yogīs and sādhus, and recorded in our magazine, HINDUISM TODAY, since 1979. There are well over three million such renunciate souls, dedicated to promoting Sanātana Dharma, in today’s world. They, like their predecessors, work tirelessly to uplift humanity by living and sharing these eternal truths.

Excerpts from The Human Aura
By Swami Panchadasi

The term astral, so frequently employed by all occultists, is difficult to explain or define except to those who have pursued a regular course of study in occult science. For the purpose of the present consideration, it is enough to say that over and above the ordinary physical sense plane there is another and more subtle plane, known as the astral plane. Every human being possesses the innate and inherent faculty of sensing the things of this astral plane, by means of an exten-
sion or enlargement of the powers of the ordinary senses, so to speak. But in the majority of persons in the present stage of development, these astral senses are lying dormant, and only here and there do we find individuals who are able to sense on the astral plane, although in the course of evolution the entire race will be able to do so, of course. The colors of the human aura, which arise from the various mental and emotional states, belong to the phenomena of the astral plane and hence bear the name of “the astral colors.” Belonging to the astral plane, and not to the ordinary physical plane, they are perceived only by the senses functioning on the astral plane, and are invisible to the ordinary physical plane sight. But to those who have developed the astral sight, or clairvoyance, these colors are as real as are the ordinary colors to the average person, and their phenomena have been as carefully recorded by occult science as have the physical plane colors by physical science. The fact that to the ordinary physical senses they are invisible does not render them any the less real. Remember, in this connection, that to the blind man our physical colors do not exist. And, for that matter, the ordinary colors do not exist to “color-blind” persons. The ordinary physical plane person is simply “color blind” to the astral colors—that’s all.

On the astral plane each shade of mental or emotional state has its corresponding astral color, the latter manifesting when the form appears. It follows then, of course, that when once the occultist has the key to this color correspondence, and thus is able to perceive the astral colors by means of his astral vision, he also is able to read the mental and emotional states of any person within the range of his vision, as easily as you are now reading the printed words of this book.

Before proceeding to a consideration of the list of astral colors in the human aura, I wish to call your attention to a slight variation in the case of the prāna-aura. I have stated that the prāna-aura is colorless, like a diamond or clear water. This is true in the average case, but in the case of a person of very strong physical vitality or virility, the prāna-aura takes on, at times, a faint warm pink tinge, which is really a reflection from the red astral color, the meaning of which color you shall now learn.

Like their physical plane counterparts, all the astral colors are formed from three primary colors, namely: 1) red; 2) blue and 3) yellow. From these three primary colors, all other colors are formed. Following the primary colors, we find what are known as the secondary colors, namely: 1) green, derived from a combination of yellow and blue; 2) orange, formed
from a combination of yellow and red and 3) purple, formed from a combination of red and blue. Further combinations produce the other colors, as for instance, green and purple form olive; orange and purple form russet; green and orange form citrine.

Black is called an absence of color, while white is really a harmonious blending of all colors, strange as this may appear to one who has not studied the subject. The blending of the primary colors in varied proportions produces what is known as the “hues” of color. Adding white to the hues, we obtain “tints,” while mixing black produces “shades.” Strictly speaking, black and white are known as “neutral” colors.

Now for the meaning of the astral colors—that is, the explanation of the mental or emotional state represented by each. I ask that the student familiarize himself with the meaning of the primary colors and their combinations. A clear understanding of the key of the astral colors is often an aid in the development of astral sight.

A Key to the Astral Colors

The various combinations of the three astral primary colors are formed in connection with black and white, as well as by the blending of the three themselves. These combinations, of course, result from the shades of mental and emotional activity manifested by the individuality, of which they are the reflection and the key.

The combinations and blending of the astral colors, however, are numberless, and present an almost infinite variety. Not only is the blending caused by the mixing of the colors themselves, in connection with black and white, but in many cases the body of one color is found to be streaked, striped, dotted or clouded by other colors. At times there is perceived the mixture of two antagonistic color streams fighting against each other before blending. Again we see the effect of one color neutralizing another.

In some cases great black clouds obscure the bright colors beneath and then darken the fierce glow of color, just as is often witnessed in the case of a physical conflagration. Again, we find great flashes of bright yellow or red flaring across the field of the aura, showing agitation or the conflict of intellect and passion.

The average student who has not developed the astral vision is inclined to imagine that the astral colors in the human aura present the
appearance of an egg-shaped rainbow or spectrum, or something of that sort. But this is a great mistake. In the first place, the astral colors are seldom at rest, for all mental and emotional activity is the result of vibration, change and rhythmic motion. Consequently, the colors of the aura present a kaleidoscopic appearance of constant change of color, shape and grouping—a great electrical display, so to speak, constantly shifting, changing and blending.

Great tongues of flame-like emanations project themselves beyond the border of the aura under strong feeling or excitement, and great vibratory whirls and swirls are manifested. The sight is most fascinating, although somewhat terrifying at first. Nature is wise in bestowing the gift of astral vision only gradually and by almost imperceptible stages of advance. There are many unpleasant, as well as pleasant, sights on the astral plane.

Remembering always the significance of the three primary colors on the astral plane, let us consider the meaning of the combinations, shades, hues and tints of these colors.

**The Red Group**

Red represents the physical phase of mentality. That is to say, it stands for that part of the mental activities which are concerned with physical life. It is manifested by the vitality of the body, and in other hues, tints and shades, is manifested by passions, anger, physical cravings, etc.

In this group of astral colors seen in the human aura we find strongly in evidence the clear bright red shade, similar to that of fresh, pure arterial blood as it leaves the heart, filled with pure material freshly oxygenated. This shade in the aura indicates health, life-force, vigor, virility, etc., in pure and untainted form. The aura of a healthy, strong child shows this shade of color very plainly and strongly. Strong, pure natural emotions, such as friendship, love of companionship, love of physical exercise, healthy clean sports, etc., are manifested by a clear, clean shade of red. When these feelings become tainted with selfishness, low motives, etc., the shade grows darker and duller. Love of low companionship, unclean sports or selfish games, etc., produce an unpleasant, muddy red shade.

A shade of red very near to crimson is the astral color of love, but the tint and shade varies greatly according to the nature of this form of emotional feeling. A very high form of love, which seeks the good of the loved one, rather than the satisfaction of oneself, manifests as a beautiful rose tint—one of the most pleasing of the astral tints, by the way.
ing in the scale, we find the crimson shade becoming darker and duller, until we descend to the plane of impure, sensual, coarse passion, which is manifested by an ugly, dull, muddy crimson of a repulsive appearance, suggesting blood mixed with dirty earth or barnyard soil.

A peculiar series of red shades are those manifesting anger in its various forms, from the vivid scarlet flashes of anger color, arising from what may be called “righteous indignation,” down the scale to the ugly flashes of deep, dull red, betokening rage and uncontrolled passion. The red of anger generally shows itself in flashes, or great leaping flames, often accompanied by a black background, in the case of malicious hate, or by a dirty, greenish background when the rage arises from jealousy, or envy. The color of avarice is a very ugly combination of dull, dark red, and a dirty, ugly green. If persons could see their own astral colors accompanying these undesirable mental states, the sight would perhaps so disgust them with such states as to work a cure. At any rate, they are most disgusting and repulsive to the occultist who beholds them in the human aura, and he often wonders why they do not sicken the person manifesting them—they often do just this thing, to tell the truth.

**The Yellow Group**

Yellow represents the intellectual phase of mentality. That is to say, it stands for that part of the mental activities which are concerned with reasoning, analysis, judgment, logical processes, induction, deduction, synthesis, etc. In its various hues, tints and shades, it is manifested by the various forms of intellectual activity, high and low.

In this group of astral colors seen in the human aura we find as many varieties as we do in the red group. Yellow, denoting intellect, has many degrees of shade and tint, and many degrees of clearness.

An interesting shade in this group is that of orange, which represents different forms of “pride of intellect,” intellectual ambition, love of mastery by will, etc. The greater the degree of red in the astral orange color, the greater the connection with the physical or animal nature. Pride and love of power over others have much red in its astral color, while love of intellectual mastery has much less red in its composition. Pure intellectual attainment, and the love of the same, is manifested by a beautiful clear golden yellow. Great teachers often have this so strongly in evidence that at times their students have glimpses of a golden “halo” around the head of the teacher. Teachers of great spirituality have this “nimbus” of
golden yellow, with a border of beautiful blue tint, strongly in evidence.

The paintings of the great spiritual teachers of the race usually have this radiance pictured as a “halo,” showing a recognition of the phenomenon on the part of the great artists. Hoffman’s celebrated painting of the Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane shows this nimbus so accurately depicted that the occultist is convinced that this artist must have actually witnessed a similar scene in the astral light, so true to the astral facts are its details. The images of the Buddha also show this radiance.

The rich golden shades of intellectual yellow are comparatively rare, a sickly lemon color being the only indication of intellectual power and found in the aura of the great run of persons. To the sight of the occultist, employing his power of astral vision, a crowd of persons will manifest here and there, at widely separated points, the bright golden yellow of the true intellect, appearing like scattered lighted candles among a multitude of faintly burning matches.

### The Green Group

Green is a peculiar group, consisting as of course it does of various combinations of blues and yellows, tinted and shaded by white or black. Even skilled occultists find it very difficult to account for the fact of certain green shades arising from the spiritual blue and the intellectual yellow. This is one of the most obscure points in the whole subject of the astral colors, and none but the most advanced occultists are able to explain the “why” in some instances. To those who are fond of analysis of this kind, I will drop the following hint, which may help them out in the matter: the key is found in the fact that green lies in the center of the astral spectrum, and is a balance between the two extremes, and is also influenced by these two extremes in a startling manner.

A certain restful green denotes love of nature, outdoor life, travel in the country, etc., and also, slightly differing in tint, the love of home scenes, etc. Again, a clear, beautiful, lighter tint of green indicates what may be called sympathy, altruistic emotion, charity, etc. Again, illustrating variety in this group of astral colors, another shade of green shows intellectual tolerance of the views of others. Growing duller, this indicates tact, diplomacy, ability to handle human nature, and descending another degree or so blends into insincerity, shiftiness, untruth, etc. There is an ugly slate-colored green indicating low, tricky deceit—this is a very common shade in the colors of the average aura, I am sorry to say. Finally, a particularly
ugly, muddy, murky green indicates jealousy and kindred feelings, envious malice, etc.

The Blue Group
Blue represents the religious, or spiritual, phase of mentality. That is to say, it stands for that part of the mental activities which are concerned with high ideals, altruism, devotion, reverence, veneration, etc. It is manifested, in its various hues, tints and shades, by all forms of religious feeling and emotion, high and low, as we shall see as we proceed.

This interesting group of astral colors represents the varying forms and degrees of religious emotion, “spirituality,” etc. The highest form of spiritual, religious feeling and thought is represented by a beautiful, rich, clear violet tint, while the lower and more gross phases of religious emotion and thought are represented by the darker and duller hues, tints, and shades until a deep, dark indigo is reached, so dark that it can scarcely be distinguished from a bluish black. This latter color, as might be expected, indicates a low superstitious form of religion, scarcely worthy of the latter name. Religion, we must remember, has its low places as well as its heights—its garden grows the rarest flowers, and at the same time the vilest weeds. High spiritual feelings—true spiritual unfoldment—are indicated by a wonderfully clear light blue, of an unusual tint, something akin to the clear light blue of the sky on a cool autumn afternoon, just before sunset. Even when we witness an approach to this color in nature, we are inspired by an uplifting feeling as if we were in the presence of higher things, so true is the intuition regarding these things.

Morality, of a high degree, is indicated by a series of beautiful shades of blue, always of a clear inspiring tint. Religious feeling ruled by fear is indicated by a shade of bluish gray. Purple denotes a love of form and ceremony, particularly those connected with religious offices or regal grandeur of a solemn kind. Purple, naturally, was chosen as the royal color in the olden days.

The Brown Group
Brown, as a group of astral colors, represents desire for gain and accumulation, ranging from the clear brown of industrious accumulation, to the murky dull browns of miserliness, greed and avarice. There is a great range in this group of brown shades, as may be imagined.
The Gray Group
Gray represents a negative group of thought and emotions. Gray represents fear, depression, lack of courage, negativity, etc. This is an undesirable and unpleasant group.

Black
Black stands for the negative pole of Being—the very negation of Pure Spirit, and opposing it in every way. Black in the astral colors stands for hatred, malice, revenge and “devilishness” generally. It shades the brighter colors into their lower aspects, and robs them of their beauty. It stands for hate—also for gloom, depression, pessimism, etc.

White
White stands for what occultists know as Pure Spirit, which is a very different thing from the religious emotion of “spirituality,” and which really is the essence of the ALL that really is. Pure Spirit is the positive pole of Being. The presence of white in the aura raises the degree of the other colors, and renders them clearer. In fact, the perception of the highest degree of Being known to the most advanced occultist is manifested to the highest adepts and masters in the form of “The Great White Light,” which transcends any light ever witnessed by the sight of man on either physical or astral plane—for it belongs to a plane higher than either, and is absolute, rather than a relative, white. The presence of white among the astral colors of the human aura, betokens a high degree of spiritual attainment and unfoldment, and when seen permeating the entire aura it is one of the signs of the master—the token of adeptship.

Learning and Visualizing the Astral Colors
The simple chart on the following page will help you when studying chapters 33 and 34. Use it when visualizing colors in the sadhanas and exercises to see thoughts and emotions as moving colored forms in and around people and within yourself. Even without practice, you intuit when someone is “green with envy.” With practice, you can gradually see and identify the kaleidoscopic colors of the human aura.
Beyond birth and death, reached by renunciate tapas is He, my Lord of resplendent glory!
Sing His praise! Incessant pray! The Heaven’s Lord shall show you the Dharma’s Land.

_Tirumantiram 1614_
INTRODUCING THE SONG OF THE SANNYĀSIN IS NOT ALL THAT EASY TO DO, BUT I SHALL GIVE IT A TRY BY FIRST SAYING THAT RENUNCIATION OF THE WORLD IS NOT FOR EVERYONE, BUT IT IS FOR MANY. FOR INSTANCE, IF TWO THIRDS OF THE people on this planet were the spiritual leaders and had nothing on their mind but to spread the dharma of right thought, right speech and right action, would we have a most wonderful world or not? It truly would be a global village, a haven, a wonderland. But during this yuga, it may not be possible because younger souls inhabit the planet in abundance, and their only method of discipline among themselves is with the hatchet, the whip and harsh, insulting words. In this way they accrue much karma to be worked out in another birth. This makes a lot of sense, for if they did not make new karma they would not reincarnate and never become older souls. It is the tragedies, the hurts, the fears, the arguments that remain unresolved, that goad the young souls onward. They learn by their own mistakes, but very slowly, taking the lessons out of their experiences and always blaming on others what has happened to them. This and most of the above is how we come to distinguish an old soul from one in the intermediate grade and those who are unverified. ¶The intermediate souls struggle with their emotions; they hurt themselves more than others. Misunderstanding is not their enemy. It is their teacher of new discoveries. Theirs is the never-ending search. Theirs is the never-ending not being able to reach the end of their search. Unlike the young souls, their desires are well-defined. Unlike the young souls, their intellection has some development, maybe not keen but usable. For them, religion is an acceptable solution. They are not superstitious, meaning believing in what they do not understand, as are the young souls. They must be satisfied with adequate reasons of why, how and what the future holds. The intermediate souls all have to learn not to drag the past through life with them in the form of resentment, unforgivingness through unforgettabil-ity. This one lesson and this alone distinguishes them from their older examples. But they do look to the older souls for help and for solace, seeking to hold their hand, lean on their shoulder and share with them some of their experiential burdens.

A sannyāsin, wearing the renunciate’s traditional rudrāksha bead mālās and saffron-colored robes and carrying the bamboo dāndā, is walking in the high Himalayas. For thousands of years in India, old souls have taken to the mystical path of yoga and Self Realization.
Sannyāsa is for the older souls. These forgiving, intelligent beings rely on the memories of their past when they were young souls. They rely on their memories of the past when they were intermediate souls. They rely on their superconscious abilities to look through and see into every situation, happening, of past, present and future. Their test, and their supreme test, is to balance their inner and their outer life. So, they renounce the world, and in their renouncing, the world they renounced renounces them. Their humanness is still there, their striving is still there and their seeking elucidation is still there. But what is not there is the sense of their small self. The sense of the little I-go. The sense of “me and mine” is replaced by “us and ours.”

Not all old souls are ready for the holy orders of sannyāsa, but some of them are, and these rare few have special qualities. Loyalty to their lineage is one of the most important, and another is love in their will. This means that they do make happenings happen in the external world. They do effect change, but they do not claim reward or recognition. They do not sulk if appreciation is not forthcoming. They move on, ever impelled by their spirituality, that ever-moving force of inspiration that does good rather than harm, that ever-moving spiritual force that quells the external ego and gives credit to others. That rewarding ability to see into the future, prepare for it and to guide others into it is theirs to develop.

Young souls merge with each other. Intermediate souls merge with projects and learning new things, merging with the mind and the intellect. Older souls, seeking the Self beyond, merge with the Spirit and with things spiritual. For them, a pure and nearly perfect life calls. They intuitively know that the profound merger of jīva in Śiva is no easy task, to be accomplished in a weekend seminar or yoga class. So they go farther, they renounce, they take up the ideals of the four Vedas—not to parrot them, but to live them, just as did the rishis of yore. That leads to the path of the renouncer, to the sannyāsin, in the Indian tradition.

Though you may not formally renounce the world, you can benefit your search immensely by knowing how the great ones live and respond to life. You can find ways in the midst of your life to follow their example.

Realize that the sannyāsins, the sādhus and the host of nameless mendicants from the traditional orders of Hinduism (there are estimated to be three million) do have built within them the spiritual, social, cultural structure that has survived siege and pestilence within the countries they serve. But most importantly, they have survived the siege of their lower
self, the pestilence of their own mind, and risen above to the heights. This book, *Merging with Śiva*, contains within it the wisdom which, once read and understood, becomes knowledge to make the conquest of all conquests, the victory over the instinctive-intellectual mind and all that it contains. All this and more is summed up so eloquently in the “Song of the Sannyāsin,” a stirring poem by Srila Sri Swami Vivekananda Maharaj (1863-1902), composed in July, 1885, at Thousand Island Park, New York. Live it, just live it, and try to fulfill in your life these high ideals. Proceed with confidence, for merger with Śiva is assured and certain. That’s the way it is, and that is the way it is. Aum.
Wake up the note! the song that had its birth
Far off, where worldly taint could never reach,
In mountain caves and glades of forest deep,
Whose calm no sigh for lust or wealth or fame
Could ever dare to break; where rolled the stream
Of knowledge, truth, and bliss that follows both.
Sing high that note, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Strike off thy fetters! bonds that bind thee down,
Of shining gold, or darker, baser ore—
Love, hate; good, bad; and all the dual throng.
Know slave is slave, caressed or whipped, not free;
For fetters, though of gold, are not less strong to bind.
Then off with them, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Let darkness go; the will-o’-the-wisp that leads
With blinking light to pile more gloom on gloom.
This thirst for life forever quench; it drags
From birth to death, and death to birth, the soul.
He conquers all who conquers self.
Know this and never yield, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

“Who sows must reap,” they say, “and cause must bring
The sure effect: good, good; bad, bad; and none
Escapes the law. But whoso wears a form
Must wear the chain.” Too true; but far beyond
Both name and form is ātman, ever free.
Know thou art That, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Swami Vivekananda (1863–1902), disciple of Sri Ramakrishna, traveled throughout India after his guru’s passing, ultimately bringing Hinduism to the West. He stands near the Ganges, his Kolkata monastery on the other side. Swamiji wrote the poem in New York at age 22.
They know not truth who dream such vacant dreams
As father, mother, children, wife and friend.
The sexless Self—whose father He? whose child?
Whose friend, whose foe, is He who is but One?
The Self is all in all—none else exists;
And thou art That, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

There is but One: the Free, the Knower, Self,
Without a name, without a form or stain.
In Him is mâyā, dreaming all this dream.
The Witness, He appears as nature, soul.
Know thou art That, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Where seekest thou? That freedom, friend, this world
Nor that can give. In books and temples, vain
Thy search. Thine only is the hand that holds
The rope that drags thee on. Then cease lament.
Let go thy hold, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Say, “Peace to all. From me no danger be
To aught that lives. In those that dwell on high,
In those that lowly creep—I am the Self in all!
All life, both here and there, do I renounce,
All heavens and earths and hells, all hopes and fears.”
Thus cut thy bonds, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Heed then no more how body lives or goes.
Its task is done: let karma float it down.
Let one put garlands on, another kick
This frame: say naught. No praise or blame can be
Where praiser, praised, and blamer, blamed, are one.
Thus be thou calm, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Truth never comes where lust and fame and greed
Of gain reside. No man who thinks of woman
As his wife can ever perfect be;
Nor he who owns the least of things, nor he
Whom anger chains, can ever pass through māya’s gates.
So, give these up, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Have thou no home. What home can hold thee, friend?
The sky thy roof, the grass thy bed, and food
What chance may bring—well cooked or ill, judge not.
No food or drink can taint that noble Self
Which knows Itself. Like rolling river free
Thou ever be, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Few only know the truth. The rest will hate
And laugh at thee, great one; but pay no heed.
Go thou, the free, from place to place, and help
Them out of darkness, māya’s veil. Without
The fear of pain or search for pleasure, go
Beyond them both, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

Thus day by day, till karma’s power’s spent,
Release the soul forever. No more is birth,
Nor I, nor thou, nor God, nor man. The “I”
Has All become, the All is “I” and Bliss.
Know thou art That, sannyāsin bold! Say,
“Om Tat Sat, Om!”

“Song of the Sannyāsin” by Swami Vivekananda is quoted, with written permission, from Inspired Talks, My Master and Other Writings; copyright 1958 by Swāmi Nikhilananda, trustee of the estate of Swami Vivekananda; published by the Rāmakrishna-Vivekānanda Center of New York.
Those who receive Śiva’s grace are liberated from the ego-binding impurity called ānava. Transcending the states of bindu–light and nāda–sound, they become as Prāṇava Aum and merge in pure Śiva. Verily, this is the pristine state.

Tirumantiram 2233
Three charts are given in this resource. The first shows Hindu cosmology, correlating the various divisions and categories of manifestation, as well as the bodies, sheaths, chakras and states of consciousness of the soul. It is organized with the highest consciousness, or subtlest level of manifestation, at the top, and the lowest, or grossest, at the bottom. In studying the chart, it is important to remember that each level includes within itself all the levels above it. Thus, the element earth, the grossest or outermost aspect of manifestation, contains all the tattvas above it on the chart. They are its inner structure. Similarly, the soul encased in a physical body also has all the sheaths named above—prânic, instinctive-intellectual, cognitive and causal. Here, now, is a brief description of the major parts of the cosmology chart.

lokas (3 worlds & 14 planes): These are the classical divisions of consciousness, traditionally numbering 14, as listed. A simpler breakdown shows in column one the three lokas: causal, subtle and gross. The 14 planes correspond directly to the chakras, psychic force centers within the inner bodies of the soul, also listed in column two. The 14 chakras are “doorways” within man to each of the 14 planes.

kalâ (5 spheres): The center of the chart lists the five kalâs—vast divisions of consciousness or “dimensions” of the mind. Note that the five states of mind—superconscious, subsuperconscious, conscious, subconscious and subsubconscious—are also listed in this column.

tattva (36 evolutes): The 36 tattvas, listed to the right of the kalâs, are the basic “building blocks” of the universe, successively grosser evolutes of consciousness. These are in three groups, as shown.

kośa & sarīra (3 bodies & 5 sheaths): The sheaths or bodies of the soul are given in the two right-hand columns. Note the correlation of these and the worlds by reading across the chart to the left to the two columns named “three worlds,” and “14 planes.”

On the second chart, the 14 chakras and their attributes are listed, and on the third, a complete list of all 36 tattvas is given. For more insights on the subjects in the chart, please refer to the Glossary.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THIRD WORLD</th>
<th>14 PLANES (LOKA)</th>
<th>5 SPHERES (KALÅ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ŚIVALOKA</strong>, “plane of God” and the Gods, also called Kāraṇaloka, the “causal plane”</td>
<td>7. <strong>SATYALOKA</strong>, “plane of reality,” also called Brahma-loka, region of <em>sahasrāra</em> chakra</td>
<td>5. <strong>ŚÅNTYÅTÅTÅKÅLÅ</strong> Śivānanda, superconsciousness expanded into endless inner space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <strong>JÅNALÅKÅ</strong> , “creative plane,” <em>visuddha</em> chakra</td>
<td>3. <strong>VIDYÅKÅLÅ</strong> anukāra∫a chitta, subsuperconscious cognition of the interrelated forces of the spiritual and magnetic energies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>MAHÅRÅLÅKÅ</strong> “plane of greatness,” also called Devaloka, “angelic world,” <em>anāhata</em> chakra</td>
<td>2. <strong>PRATÅSÅHÅKÅLÅ</strong> buddhi chitta and manus chitta, realm of intellect and instinct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>SVÅRÅLÅKÅ</strong> “celestial plane,” <em>manipūra</em> chakra</td>
<td>1. <strong>BHÅLÅKÅ</strong> “earth plane,” <em>mūlādhāra</em> chakra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>BHÅVÅRÅLÅKÅ</strong> “plane of atmosphere,” <em>svādhiṣṭāna</em> chakra — PÅTÅLÅKÅ, “world of ancestors”</td>
<td>1. <strong>NIVÅRÅTTÅKÅLÅ</strong>: <em>jāgrat</em> chitta, <em>saṃskāra</em> chitta and <em>vasanā</em> chitta—the conscious, subconscious and subsubconscious mind, the interrelated magnetic forces between people, people and their possessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANTÅRÅLÅKÅ</strong>, the subtle, or astral, plane</td>
<td><strong>NARÅKÅLÅKÅ</strong> (7 hellish planes of lower consciousness):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VEDIC-ÅGAMIC COSMOLOGY**
### The Inner and Outer Universe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parasiva (atattva, “beyond existence”)</th>
<th>3 BODIES (ŚARĪRA)</th>
<th>5 SHEATHS (KOŚA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 तत्त्व 36 EVOLUTES (TATTVA)</td>
<td>कारण सारिर, “causal body” or आनंदमया कोश, “sheath of bliss”—the body of the soul, also called the actinic causal body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ŚUDDHĀ MĀYĀ: PURE SPIRITUAL ENERGY
1) Śiva tattva: Parāśakti-nāda, Satchidānanda, pure consciousness
2) Śakti tattva: Parameśvara-bindu, Personal God

#### ŚUDDHĀŚUDDHĀ MĀYĀ
6) mâyā tattva: mirific energy
7) kāla tattva: time
8) niyati tattva: karma
9) kalā tattva: creativity, aptitude
10) vidyā tattva: knowledge
11) rāga tattva: attachment, desire
12) purusha tattva: shrouded soul

#### ASUDDHĀ MĀYĀ: MAGNETIC/GROSS ENERGY
13) prakṛiti tattva: primal nature
14–16) antahkaraṇa: mental faculties
17–21) jñānendriyas: organs of perception
22–26) karmendriyas: organs of action
27–31) tanmātras: elements of perception
32–35) ākāśa tattva: (ether), vāyu tattva: (air), tejas tattva: (fire), āpas tattva: (water)
36) prithivi tattva: earth

#### VIJÑĀNAMAYA KOŚA
the “sheath of cognition,” the mental or actinodic causal sheath

#### MANOMAYAKOŚA
the intellectual (odic-causal) and instinctive (odic-astral) sheath

#### PRĀṆAMAYA KOŚA
the “sheath of vitality” which enlivens the physical body

#### STHŪLA ŚARĪRA
“gross body,” or आनंदमया कोश, “food-made sheath”—the physical body or odic body
The chakras are nerve plexuses or centers of force and consciousness located within the inner bodies of man. In the physical body there are corresponding nerve plexuses, ganglia and glands. The seven principal chakras can be seen psychically as colorful, multi-petalled wheels or lotuses situated along the spinal cord. The seven lower chakras, barely visible, exist below the spine.

7 Sahasrāra
6 Ājñā
5 Viśuddha
4 Anāhata
3 Maṇipūra
2 Svādhishṭāna
1 Mūlādhāra
-1 Atala
-2 Vitala
-3 Sutala
-4 Talātala
-5 Rasātala
-6 Mahātala
-7 Pātāla
Seven Chakras Above: The most subtle of the chakras lie above and within the crown chakra at the top of the head. Buddhist literature cites thirty-two chakras above. Āgamic Hindu tradition delineates seven levels of the rarified dimensions of paranāda, the first tattva and the highest stratum of sound. They are: vyāpinī, vyomāṅga, anantā, anāthā, anāśritā, samanā and unmanā. The higher chakras have been experienced by a rare few as a conglomerate of nāḍīs, spiritual nerve currents, which when stimulated and developed by many samādhi experiences, slowly descend into the mental and astral bodies, effecting a permanent transformation of the entire being.


**Seven Chakras below the Mūlādhāra**

1. **Atala अतल** Fear and lust. As awareness slips below the mūlādhāra into fear, indecision stymies ambition and a licentious lifestyle dulls the prāṇic sheath. Meaning: “without bottom.” Plane: Put.

2. **Vitala वितल** Raging anger. Dark red-black streaks emblazen the aura when awareness enters this furnace of instinctive fire and then injures others. Meaning: “region of the lost.” Plane: Avīchi.

3. **Sutala सुतल** Retaliatory jealousy. Wanting what others have and preoccupation with what one is not gnaws at the mind, instilling ill-will. Meaning: “great lower region.” Plane: Saṃhāta.

5. **Rasātalā रसातलः** Selfishness. An imprisoning veil of “me” and “mine” blinds the natural instinct to care for others. Every action is for personal gain. Meaning: “lower region of moisture.” Plane: Riṣihā.


**Iḍā, Piṅgalā and Sushumnā**

Illustrated here are the three main nādis: iḍā, piṅgalā and sushumnā, psychic nerve currents through which prāṇa flows from the central source, Śiva. Iḍā and piṅgalā intertwine the spinal column (shown diverging far outside the sushumnā for sake of illustration). They begin at the mūlādhāra chakra, cross at the manipūra and the viśuddha chakras and meet at the sahasrāra. Iḍā nāḍī, pink in color and feminine in nature, is the channel of physical-emotional energy. It flows downward, ending on the left side of the body. Piṅgalā nāḍī, blue in color and masculine in nature, is the channel of intellectual-mental energy. It flows upward, ending on the right side of the body. Sushumnā, the major nerve current, pale yellow in color, passes through the spinal column from the mūlādhāra chakra at the base to the sahasrāra at the crown of the head. It is the channel of kuṇḍalinī. Through yoga, the kuṇḍalinī energy lying dormant in the mūlādhāra is awakened and made to rise up this channel through each chakra to the sahasrāra chakra.
Twenty-One Chakras

**Seven Upper Chakras:** The most subtle of the 21 chakras lie above and within the crown chakra at the top of the head. Āgamic Hindu tradition delineates seven levels of Paranāda, the first tattva and the highest stratum of sound. They are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>LOCATION/PLEXUS</th>
<th>ATTRIBUTE</th>
<th>MOTOR ORGAN</th>
<th>ENDOCRINE GLAND</th>
<th>COLOR/METAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7) sahasrāra</td>
<td>crown of head/pituitary</td>
<td>illumination</td>
<td>pituitary</td>
<td></td>
<td>gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) ājñā</td>
<td>third eye/cavernous</td>
<td>divine sight</td>
<td>pineal</td>
<td></td>
<td>lavender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) visuddha</td>
<td>throat/pharyngeal</td>
<td>divine love</td>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>thyroid, parathyroid</td>
<td>smokey purple-blue/mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) anāhata</td>
<td>heart/cardiac</td>
<td>direct cognition</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td>thymus</td>
<td>smokey green/copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) manipūra</td>
<td>diaphragm/solar</td>
<td>willpower</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>pancreas</td>
<td>yellow-amber/iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) svādhish-thāna</td>
<td>lower abdomen/hypogastric</td>
<td>reason</td>
<td>genitals</td>
<td>ovaries/testicles</td>
<td>reddish orange/tin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) mūlādhāra</td>
<td>base of spine/sacral/pelvic</td>
<td>memory, time, space</td>
<td>anus</td>
<td>adrenals</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) atala      hips                  fear, lust
2) vitala     thighs                raging anger
3) sutala     knees                 retaliatory jealousy
4) talātala   calves                prolonged confusion
5) rasātala   ankles                pure selfishness
6) mahātala   feet                  absence of conscience
7) pātāla     soles of feet        malice, murder
vyāpinī, vyomāṅga, anantā, anāthā, anāśritā, samanā and unmanā, experienced by a rare few as a conglomerate of nāḍis, spiritual nerve currents, stimulated and developed by many samādhi experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEITY/ŚAKTI</th>
<th>VEHICLE</th>
<th>PLANE</th>
<th>PLANET</th>
<th>ELEMENT/SENSE</th>
<th>PETALS</th>
<th>LETTER*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Śiva/Nirvāṇaśakti</td>
<td>Satyaloka</td>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>Śūnya (void)</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardhaṁnar-iśvara/Hākini</td>
<td>swan</td>
<td>Tapoloka</td>
<td>Uranus</td>
<td>mahā-tattva/intuition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadāśiva/Śākini</td>
<td>peacock</td>
<td>Janaloka</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>ether/hearing</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ham/Ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Īśvara/Kākini</td>
<td>deer</td>
<td>Maharloka</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>air/touch</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yam/Va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahārudra/Lākini</td>
<td>ram</td>
<td>Svarloka</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>fire/sight</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ram/Śi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishṇu/Śākini</td>
<td>crocodile</td>
<td>Bhuvarloka</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>water/taste</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Vam/Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaṇeṣa &amp; Brahmā/Dākini</td>
<td>elephant</td>
<td>Bhuśloka</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>earth/smell</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lam/Na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The first sound in the “letter” column is the bija mantra associated with the chakra; the second is the syllable of the Pāṇch-ākshara Mantra associated with the chakra.
### The 36 Tattvas: Categories of Existence

**Atattva:** Paraśiva (Śivaliṅga, Absolute Reality), beyond all categories

#### 5 ŚUDDHA TATTVAS
**Actinic or Pure Spiritual Energy**

1. **Śiva tattva:** Parāśakti-Nāda (Satchidānanda, pure consciousness)
2. **Śakti tattva:** Parameśvara-Bindu (Naṭarāja, Personal God), energy, light and love
3. **Sadāśiva tattva:** the power of revealment (Sadāśiva)
4. **Īśvāra tattva:** the power of concealment (Maheśvara)
5. **Śuddhavidyā tattva:** dharma, pure knowing, the powers of dissolution (Rudra), preservation (Vishnu) and creation (Brahmā)

#### 7 ŚUDDHĀŚUDDHA TATTVAS
**Actinodic or Spiritual-Magnetic Energy**

6. **māyā tattva:** mirific energy
7. **kāla tattva:** time
8. **niyati tattva:** karma
9. **kalā tattva:** creativity, aptitude
10. **vidyā tattva:** knowledge
11. **rāga tattva:** attachment, desire
12. **purusha tattva:** the soul shrouded by the above five tattvas

#### 24 AŚUDDHA TATTVAS
**Odic or Gross-Magnetic Energy**

13. **prakṛiti tattva:** primal nature
14. **buddhi tattva:** intellect
15. **ahainkāra tattva:** external ego
16. **manas tattva:** instinctive mind
17. **śrottra tattva:** hearing (ears)
18. **tvak tattva:** touching (skin)
19. **chakshu tattva:** seeing (eyes)
20. **rasanā tattva:** tasting (tongue)
21. **ghrāṇa tattva:** smelling (nose)
22. **vāk tattva:** speech (voice)
23. **pāṇi tattva:** grasping (hands)
24. **pāda tattva:** walking (feet)
25. **pāyu tattva:** excretion (anus)
26. **upastha tattva:** procreation (genitals)

27. **śabdha tattva:** sound
28. **sparśa tattva:** feel/palpation
29. **rūpa tattva:** form
30. **rasa tattva:** taste
31. **gandha tattva:** odor
32. **ākāśa tattva:** ether
33. **vāyu tattva:** air
34. **tejas tattva:** fire
35. **āpas tattva:** water
36. **prithivi tattva:** earth
Conclusion

Samāpanam

समापनम्

The end of this book, merging with Śiva, is the beginning, as the beginning was the end. The conundrums of cycles continue until Viśvagrāsa, full merger of the soul in God, happens. Viśvagrāsa is not an experience; it is a permanent happening, as are birth and death, but even more permanent than both, for there is no singular experience that occurs after viśvagrāsa except, of course, constant unrelenting creation, preservation and dissolution, all occurring simultaneously. Merging with Śiva is the inevitable destination and conclusion of the evolution of all souls. As all water returns back to the ocean, all captured air when released finally returns to the sky, as all organic matter returns to earth, and as all fire merges into fire, all ākāśa, both inner space and outer space, merge together and become the grand relative reality, stemming from the Absolute Reality—so will it be for you, as the physical body is needed no more, as the astral body is needed no more, as the prāṇic body holding both together is needed no more, as the mental body is needed no more, and lastly as the ever-watching, all-knowing, self-contained soul body is needed no more. Where else to go but into the all of the All, the Self, Śiva? For you, then, merging with Śiva has become a conclusive reality. Even at the beginning stages, merging with the Divine within oneself requires a great deal of resolve and commitment. This is called sankalpa, the preparation for the final merger with Śiva, which takes lifetimes. First, we must dance with Śiva, meaning accept consciously, subconsciously, subsubconsciously and subsuperconsciously the Advaita Īśvaravāda philosophy, or outlook on life, and live by its tenets. This is the charyā pāda, not to be ignored. To do otherwise would be merely following a path of words, not the experiential path of living according to the wisdom of this profound Śaiva Siddhānta perspective. Then, before we can really, fully experience merger, which is well explained in this book, it is absolutely necessary that living with Śiva be perfected in every department of life, physically,
emotionally, intellectually and culturally. This is the kriyā pāda, also not to be ignored. This means molding one’s life according to the culture of Hindu Dharma so that the physical, emotional and mental bodies are all in perfect synchronicity with the great, Divine, master plan, the ultimate computer program of Śiva’s perfect universe.

So, now we are aware of the path toward viśvagrāsa, final, irrevocable merger of the soul with Śiva, the Lord of Lords, God of Gods, above all, in all, below all, on all sides of all and within all—and all of the many prior levels of merging with the Divine.

The first two books of the trilogy, Dancing with Śiva and Living with Śiva, are the preparation that make merging with Śiva, even in the beginning stages, a reality in one’s life. It is a progressive path. The first book is the foundation and the ground floor, the second is the upper stories, the third forms the penthouse at the top. To get to the penthouse takes time and effort, and so a secure foundation of sādhana is the necessary prerequisite. First dance, learn and become transfixed with the philosophy, then live the culture and obey its protocols, then all will become clear from the inside out. If you do, your life will be a model for all to follow. There is no doubt about it. Without such preparation, this book is, to the seeker, merely another path of metaphysical words—words that are inspiring, to be sure, but may easily be forgotten when other metaphysical instruction comes along.

The trilogy of Dancing, Living, Merging with Śiva—which took many, many lives to experience before recording in this life—is my heritage and my legacy. They are now your inheritance, dear seeker, a most precious inheritance. Read them well. Read them often. Read them all. Live them fully. Live them fully. Experience the truths herein for yourself, step by step, and be transformed, never to be the same again.

**Self Realization**

Man came from God, evolves in God and ultimately merges into God. Thus, whether you fully know it or not, you are the story of God. Your life is the story of evolution. Now, in this book, that story becomes more conscious and purposeful than ever before.

Inwardly, people intuit that they are special, as indeed they are. They know, perhaps not consciously, but still they know deep down, that there is a profound meaning to life, a profound purpose for being here. The rare few find this purpose consciously and begin to pursue life as a great
spiritual adventure. You may be one of these fortunate souls, these old souls, for whom the yogas here are familiar, for whom the inner light and sounds are like old friends, for whom the world’s material opportunities are like the sand that could never quell the hunger of the famished villager. You may well be such an old soul, on a journey within. If so, this book will perhaps change your life forever. Certainly the spiritual experiences narrated in it changed mine!

There is nothing more wonderful than knowledge about oneself that improves self-image. Everyone almost everywhere has this foremost on his agenda. But, still, there are those who are content to remain forever as they have been schooled to be. This division between those who are on the spiritual path of enlightenment and those who are not has existed for as long as I remember, and have been told much longer.

How do we know when someone is “on the path” or not? Well, there are signposts, and the biggest and most obvious is this one: people on the spiritual path will not argue. They will accept, meditate and draw their own conclusions. It now is obvious that those not on the path, when faced with challenging concepts, which can only be proven by personal realization and transformation, will endeavor to argue them out of their existence. These are those who resist selfless service of any kind of a spontaneous nature, always harboring an excuse of why they cannot and how they can’t.

Realization is a signpost of finality. The question is often asked, “How do we know we have realized something?” The answer is easy: you just know, for realization is deeper than belief. Beliefs can be changed more easily than not. Realization is much deeper than faith. That can be taken away, too. But personal realization, especially of the spiritual kind, becomes stronger as the years pass by and is the foundation for personal transformation. It is some of these spiritual realizations that Merging with Siva has just explained in utmost detail.

This Self of which we speak is subtle and elusive. To the ordinary man it is a fiction. To him, sex, money, food and clothes are more real. To him, the ego is a reality that cannot be transcended. To him, the ineffable Absolute Truth in all men, which is the Source of all things, is a fiction, a silliness, no more or perhaps even less real than an animated story by Disney or a special-effects film by Spielberg.

But to those who know this Truth, It is the All in all. It is the essence of life and love. The heart itself, with its every beat, sleeping and waking,
touches instantaneously into this Self and thus continues its life-giving work. Thought and feeling could not be if the Self were not. Nor the senses, nor the stars, nor time and space. It is there, underlying all, sustaining all, giving existence to all, silently and without notice.

In fact, this Self is so subtle as to be hidden from all but the most awakened. How can it remain so unknown? Simplicity is the answer. The Self is so simple, so uncomplicated, that the ramified external mind overlooks it. From birth to death and back to birth, we live in the ocean of Being and see only the fishes of objective perception. We neglect to notice that these swim in the ocean of Being. When man comes to a point, as he must, when the things of this world possess less attraction for him than the path toward merging with Śiva, then only will he begin to detach himself enough to see the obvious, the Ocean of Śivaness that lies on every side, inside, outside, above and below. Then only will the merging we speak of here become meaningful to him. Then only will he be able to simplify his life and his thinking, his very perceptions, his hour-to-hour way of looking at things, enough to quiet the mind, for this Self can only be known in a quieted consciousness. Not even a thought can remain. Not a feeling. Not a hope or a question. One must be very pure for this realization to come, very pure indeed. The Self reveals itself, by the satguru’s unique grace, to a mind that has, in a mystical but very pragmatic manner, eliminated itself. “You must die before you die,” my satguru, Siva Yogaswami, said. That is all that needs to be said.

Merging with Śiva—what is done by the soul is what is done: being and becoming. The soul establishes its identity and strengthens each chakra, from the soles of the feet to the top of the head and the seven above, through the stages of its evolution, referred to as three avastḥās. All souls are in the process of evolution toward merging with Śiva, and that is the conclusive conclusion of this book.
Glossary

Śabda Kośa

शब्दकोश:

aadheenakarthar: The aadheenam head, or pontiff, also called the guru mahasannidhanam. See: aadheenam, monastery.

aadheenam: आधीनम Endowment, foundation, institution, establishment, estate, property. A Śaivite Hindu monastery and temple complex in the South Indian Saiva Siddhānta tradition. Also known as maṭha or pīṭha, as in Kailāsa Pīṭha. The aadheenam head, or pontiff, is called the guru mahasannidhanam or aadheenakarthar. See: monastery.

abhorr: To regard with horror; reject or shun.

Absolute: Lower case (absolute): real, not dependent on anything else, not relative. Upper case (Absolute): Ultimate Reality, the unmanifest, unchanging and transcendental Paraśiva—utterly nonrelational to even the most subtle level of consciousness. It is the Self God, the essence of man's soul. See: Paraśiva.

abstinence: Voluntary restraint from something believed to be undesirable or harmful.

abyss: A bottomless pit. The dark states of consciousness into which one may fall as a result of serious misbehavior; the seven chakras (psychic centers), or ātalas (realms of consciousness), below the mūlādhāra chakra, which is located at the base of the spine. See: chakra, naraka, loka.

accrue: Increase, accumulate.

actinic force: Spiritual, creating light. Adjective derived from the Greek aktis, "ray." Of or pertaining to consciousness in its pure, unadulterated state. Describes the extremely rarefied superconscious realm of pure bindu, of quantum strings, the substratum of consciousness, sūdha māyā, from which light first originates. Actinic force is the superconscious mind and not a force which comes from the superconscious mind. Commonly known as life, spirit, it can be seen as the light in man's eyes; it is the force that leaves man when he leaves his odic physical body behind. It is not opposite to odic force, it is different than odic force as light is different than water but shines through it. Actinic force flows freely through odic force. The substantive form actinism is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as: "1) the radiation of heat or light, or that branch of philosophy that treats of it; 2) that property or force in the sun's rays by which chemical changes are produced, as in photography." See: actinodic, kośa, odic, prāṇa.

actinic prāṇa: Actinic force, spiritual energy, of which one manifestation is the dynamic force of the spiritual will, or ātma śakti, soul force. See: actinic force, odic force, odic prāṇa, willpower.

actinodic: Spiritual-magnetic. Describes consciousness within sūdhaduddha māyā, which is a mixture of odic and actinic force, the spectrum of the anāhata chakra, and to a certain degree the viṣuddha chakra. See: actinic force, odic force, tattva.

acumen: Keenness of intellect, judgment or insight.

adep: A highly skilled person; expert. Adeptship is such a condition.

adharma: अधर्म Negative, opposite of dharma. Thoughts, words or deeds that transgress divine law. Unrighteousness, irreligiousness; demerit. See: dharma, sin.

Ādīnātha Sampradāya: आदिनाथसम्प्रदाय See: Nātha Sampradāya.

admonition: Advice or warning.

adrenaline: A hormone released into the bloodstream in response to physical or mental stress, as from fear or injury. It initiates many bodily responses, including the stimulation of heart action and an increase in blood pressure, metabolic rate and blood glucose concentration.

adulate: To praise, revere, admire or flatter highly.

adultery: Sexual intercourse between a married man or woman and a person who is not one's spouse. Adultery is spoken of in Hindu śāstras as a serious breach of dharma. See: sexuality.

advaita: अद्वैत “Non dual; not twofold.” Nonduality or monism. The philosophical doctrine that Ultimate Reality consists of a one principal substance, or God. Opposite of dvaita, dualism. See: dvaita-advaita, Vedānta.

Advaṭa Īśvaravāda: अद्वैत ईश्वरवाद “Nondual and Personal-God-as-Ruler doctrine.” The Sanskrit equivalent of monistic theism. A general term that describes the philosophy of the Vedas and Saiva Āgamas, which posits simultaneously the ultimate oneness of all things and the reality of the personal Deity. See: Advaita, Advaita Siddhānta, monistic theism.

Advaṭa Siddhānta: अद्वैत सिद्धांत “Nondual ultimate conclusions.” Śaivite philosophy codified in the Āgamas which has at its core the nondual (advatīc) identity of God, soul and world. This monistic-theistic philosophy, unlike the Saṅkara, or Śāṅkara view, holds that māyā (the principle of manifestation) is not an obstacle to God Realization, but God’s own power and presence guiding the soul’s evolution to perfection. While Advaita Vedānta stresses Upanishadic philoso-
Ahdôte: The monistic schools, most prominently that of Sańkara, that rose from the Upanishads and related texts. See: advaita, Vedânta.

Agamé: Protection; sponsorship; patronage.

Affectionate detachment: The power and wisdom of love born of understanding. Not becoming engrossed in the problems or negative attachments of others. As opposed to “running away” from the world or being insensitively aloof, affectionate detachment allows for more genuine, wholesome relationships with people and things.

Affirmation: Dridhâvâchâra. “firm statement.” A positive declaration or assertion. A statement repeated regularly while concentrating on the meaning and mental images invoked, often used to attain a desired result.

Afterlife: The continued existence and evolution of the soul following the death of the physical body.

Aftermath: Results, consequences or repercussions following an experience.

Agamé: The tradition that has “come down.” An enormous collection of Sanskrit scriptures which, along with the Vedas, are revered as śruti (revealed scripture). Dating uncertain. The Āgamas are the primary source and authority for ritual, yoga and temple construction. See: Saivâ Āgamas, śruti.

Agastya: One of 18 celebrated Saivite siddhas (adepts), and reputed as the first grammarian of the Tamil language. See: siddha.

Aghorasiva: A Saivite philosopher of South India who in the 12th century founded a Saivite school emphasizing dualistic passages of the Āgamas and other early texts. The later Meykandar pluralistic philosophy is based partly on Aghorasiva’s teachings. See: dvaiva-advaita, dvaiva Siddhânta, Saiva Siddhânta.

Agni: 1) One of the five elements, paticha-bhūta. 2) God of the element fire, invoked through Vedic ritual known as yajña, agnikâraka, homa and havâna. See: havâna, homa, yajña.

Ahâmkarâ: “I-maker.” Personal ego. The mental faculty of individuation; sense of duality and separateness from others. Sense of I-ness, “me” and “mine.” Ahâmrâ is characterized by the sense of I-ness, sense of mine-ness, identifying with the body, planning for one’s own happiness, brooding over sorrow, and possessiveness. See: ânava, ego, mind.

Ahimsâ: Noninjury, nonviolence or nonhurtfulness. Refraining from causing harm to others, physically, mentally or emotionally. Ahîmśâ is the first and most important of the yamas (restraints). It is the cardinal virtue upon which all others depend. See: yama-nîyama.

AIDS: Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. An immune-system disease in which the body’s resistance to certain infections and cancers is lowered.


Aôkâśa: “Space.” The sky. Free, open space. Ether, the fifth and most subtle of the five elements—earth, air, fire, water and ether. Empirically, the rarefied space or ethereal fluid plasma that pervades the universes, inner and outer. Esoterically, mind, the super-conscious strata holding all that potentially or actually exists, wherein all transactions are recorded and can be read by clairvoyants. It is through psychic entry into this transcendentental akâśa that cosmic knowledge is gathered, and the entire circle of time—past, present and future—can be known. See: mind (universal).

Allegiance: Loyalty, as to a leader, lineage, cause or country.

Aloha: “Love,” traditional greeting and farewell in Hawaiian. In sound it curiously coincides with the Sanskrit a-loha, “not iron” or “soft,” though most probably is unrelated.

Altruism: Unselfish concern for the well-being of others; selflessness.

Altruístico: Unselfish. Showing more concern for others than oneself.

Amalgamate: To combine and make into a whole.

Amass: To gather together; accumulate; pile up.

Ambrosia: The food of the Gods which confers immortality, same as Sanskrit amṛita. See: amṛita.

Amends: Recompensation, making up for injury or loss caused to another. This is done through sincere apology, expressing regrets, contrition, public penance, such as kavadi, and ample gifts. See: penance.

Amorphous: Of no definite shape or configuration. See: formless.

Amritâ: “Immortality.” Literally, “deathless,” “without death” (mṛita). The nectar of divine bliss which flows down from the sahasrâra chakrâ when one enters very deep states of meditation.


Analogy: An explanation or illustration made by comparing one thing with another, similar in some but not all respects.

Ananda: “Bliss.” The pure joy—ecstasy or enstasy—of God-consciousness or spiritual experience. See: God Realization, Satchidanânda.

Anandamaya kośa: “Bliss body.” The body of the soul, which ultimately merges with Siva. See: soul, kośa.


Anantâ: “Endless, infinite.” The third of the seven chakrâs, or nûdi conglomerates, above and within the sahasrâra chakrâ. See: chakrâs above sahasrâra.
anāśīrṭa: Anāśīrṭa “Independent.” The fifth of the seven chakras, or nāḍī conglomerates, above and within the sahāsrāra chakra. See: chakras above sahāsrāra.
anāthā: Anātha Having “no master.” The fourth of the seven chakras, or nāḍī conglomerates, above and within the sahāsrāra chakra. See: chakras above sahāsrāra.
āṇava: अणव “Fragment; atom; minuteness, individuality,” God’s veiling power that provides individuality, or individual ego, to each soul, making the soul seem apart and distinct from God and the universe. See: āṇava mala, evolution of the soul, grace, mala, soul.
āṇava mala: अणवमल “Impurity of smallness; finitize principle.” The fetter or individualizing veil of duality that ensouls the soul. It is the source of finitude and ignorance, the most basic of the three bonds (āṇava, karma, māya) which temporarily limit the soul. The presence of āṇava mala is what causes the misapprehension about the nature of God, soul and world, the notion of being separate and distinct from God and the universe. See: āṇava, evolution of the soul, grace, mala, soul.
āṇava mārga: अणवमार्ग “Path of ignorance.” The path of egoity, separateness, self-indulgence, self-interest and selfishness. See: āṇava mala.
Anbe Sivamayam Satyame Parasiva: Anbe Sivamayam Satyame Parasiva “God forever and ever is the Supreme One.” Tamil for “God Śiva is Immanent Love and Transcendent Reality.” The affirmation of faith which capsulizes the entire creed of monistic Śaiva Siddhānta. In Sanskrit it is Premāviva Sivamāvya Satyam eva Parivaśvam.
anchorite: “Hermit.” A monk or aspirant who lives alone and apart from society, as contrasted with cenobite, a member of a religious order living in a monastery or convent. See: monk.
animate-inanimate: From Latin animatus, “made alive, filled with breath.” These terms indicate the two poles of manifest existence, that which has movement and life (most expressly animals and other “living” beings) and that which is devoid of movement (such as minerals and, to a lesser degree, plants). From a deeper view, however, all existence is alive with movement and possessed of the potent, divine energy of the cosmos.
annamaya kosa: अनन्मयकोश “Food sheath.” The physical body. See: kosa.
antagonism: Opposition, hostility.
Antarlokā: Antarlokā “Inner plane,” or “in-between world.” The astral plane, or Second World. See: astral plane.
anugraha sakti: अनुग्रहसक्ति “Gracious or favoring power.” Revealing grace. God Śiva’s power of illumination, through which the soul is freed from the bonds of āṇava, karma and māya and ultimately attains liberation, moksha. Specifically, anugraha descends on the soul as saktipāta, the dīkṣā (initiation) from a satguru. Anugraha is a key concept in Śaiva Siddhānta. It comes when āṇava mala, the shell of finitude which surrounds the soul, reaches a state of ripeness, mala-paripakam. See: āṇava, grace, Nāṭarāja, saktipāta.
anukārana chitta: अनुकारणचित्त Subsuperconscious mind; the superconscious mind working through the conscious and subconscious states, which brings forth intuition, clarity and insight. See: mind (five states).
anxiety: Uneasiness, misgivings, worrying about what may happen. Sometimes excessive.
apāṇa: अपाण “Incoming breath.” One of the body’s five somatic currents of vital energy, or prāṇa. See: prāṇa.
apex: Highest point, peak, summit.
apex of creation: The highest or initial movement in the mind that will eventually manifest a creation. The quantum level of manifestation. See: micropsych-quantocosm, quantum, tattva.
aphorism: A terse and well-qualified, easy-to-remember statement of a truth placed in the subconscious mind.
appar: appa “Father.” Endearing name for Tirunavukarasu (ca 700), one of four Tamil saints, Samay-āchāryas, who reconverted errant Śaivites who had embraced Jainism. See: Nayanar, Saiva Siddhānta.
apparition: A ghost or being in its astral body visible to human eyes.
apsarā: अपसर “Female Second World beings, nymphs, the counterpart to astral male lovers called Gandharvas in the Vedas. See: gandharvas.
arahat: (Pali) “Worthy one.” (Sanskrit: arhat) See: nirvāṇa and upadeśi.
archangel: A high-ranking angel or deva. See: Mahādeva, deva.
ardha-Hindu: ardha-Hindu “Half-Hindu.” A devotee who has adopted Hindu belief and culture to a great extent but has not formally entered the religion through ceremony and taking a Hindu first and last name. See: Hindu.
arduous: Strenuous, laborious. Difficult to climb, do or accomplish.
artha: अर्थ “Goal” or “purpose”; wealth, substance, property, money.
arul: अरुल “Grace.” The third of the three stages of the sakala avasthā when the soul yearns for the grace of God, ēkaṁkārpā. At this stage the soul seeks pāti-jīāna, knowledge of God. See: Pāti-jīāna, sakala avasthā, ekaṁkārpā.
ūsana: उसान “Seat; posture.” In hatha yoga any of numerous poses prescribed to balance and tune up the subtle energies of mind and body for meditation and to promote health and longevity. See: hatha yoga, rāja yoga, yoga.
ascendency: Superiority or decisive advantage; domination.
ascertain: To discover with certainty by experimentation or examination.
ascetic: A person who leads a life of contemplation and rigorous self-denial, shunning comforts and pleasures for religious purposes. See: monk.
ascire: To assign something to; attribute.
asram (āśrama): आश्रम “Place of striving.” From āśram, “to exert energy.” Hermitage; order or stage of life.
Holy sanctuary; the residence and teaching center of a sādhu, saint, swāmi, ascetic or guru; often includes lodging for students. Also names life's four stages. See: āśrama dharma, sādhanā.

**āstānga prāṇāma:** आषांग प्राणाम “Eight-limbed salutation.” See: prostration.

**āstānga yoga:** आषांग योग “Eight-limbed union.” The classical rāja yoga system of eight progressive stages or steps as described in numerous Hindu scriptures including various Upanishads, the Tirumantiram by Saint Tirumular and the Yoga Sūtras of Sage Patanjali. The eight limbs are: restraints (yama), observances (niyama), postures (āsana), breath control (prānāyāma), sense withdrawal (pratyāhāra), concentration (dāharanā), meditation (dhyāna) and contemplation-Self Realization (samādhi). See: rāja yoga, yoga, yama-niyama, āsana, prānāyāma, pratyāhāra, dāharanā, dhyāna, samādhi.

Asoka (Aśoka): अशोक The greatest Mauryan Emperor (ca 273-232 BCE), grandson of Chandragupta. In his 40-year reign, Buddhism became a world power. The Rock and Pillar Edicts preserve his work and teachings.

aspirant: A person who strives for high achievement.

aspiration: A desire for some high achievement.

āśrama dharma: आश्रमधर्म “Laws of life development.” Meritorious way of life appropriate to each of its four successive stages (āśramas), observing which one lives in harmony with nature and life, allowing the body, emotions and mind to develop and undergo their natural cycles in a most positive way. The four stages are: —1) brahmacharya: Studentship, from age 12 to 24. —2) grihastha: Householder, from 24 to 48. —3) vānaprastha: Elder advisor, from 48 to 72. —4) sannyāsa: Religious solitary, from 72 onward. See: dharma, grihastha dharma, sannyāsa dharma.

assertion: Something declared or stated positively.

assimilation: Making one's own or similar to something else. Incorporation and absorption, as into the mind.

astral body: The subtle, nonphysical body (sūkṣma śarīra) in which the soul functions in the astral plane, the inner world also called Antarloka. The astral body includes the prānic sheath (prāṇāmayā kośa), the instinctive-intellectual sheath (manomaya kośa) and the cognitive sheath (vijñānāmayā kośa)—with the prānic sheath discarded at the death of the physical body.

astral entity: Any being abiding in the astral plane.

astral plane: The subtle world, or Antarloka, spanning the spectrum of consciousness from the visuddha chakra in the throat to the pātañjala chakra in the soles of the feet. The astral plane includes: 1) the higher astral plane, Maharloka, “plane of balance”; 2) mid-astral plane, Svarloka, “celestial plane”; 3) lower astral plane, Bhuvarloka, “plane of atmosphere,” a counterpart or subtle duplicate of the physical plane (consisting of the Pitriloka and Pretaloka); and 4) the sub-astral plane, Naraka, consisting of seven hellish realms corresponding to the seven chakras below the base of the spine. In the astral plane, the soul is enshrouded in the astral body, called sūkṣma śarīra. See: Antarloka, astral body, loka, Naraka, three worlds.

**astral school:** A meeting place in the Antarloka where inner-plane masters teach devotees in their astral bodies during sleep. See: astral plane.

**astral shell:** The odic astral form which a soul leaves behind in the astral plane when it enters into a new physical birth. The astral shell soon disintegrates as creative forces generate a new physical and astral body.

**astral school:** A meeting place in the Antarloka where inner-plane masters teach devotees in their astral bodies during sleep. See: astral plane.

**astral shell:** The odic astral form which a soul leaves behind in the astral plane when it enters into a new physical birth. The astral shell soon disintegrates as creative forces generate a new physical and astral body.

**astology:** Science of celestial influences. See: jyotisha.

asūdha māyā: असूधमाय “World of impurity.” The realm of the physical world and lower astral planes. See: māyā.

asura: असूर “Evil spirit; demon.” (Opposite of su: “deva; God.”) A being of the lower astral plane, Naraka. Asuras can and do interact with the physical plane, causing major and minor problems in people’s lives. Asuras do evolve and do not remain permanently in this state. See: Naraka.

**asura loka:** असूरलोक Another name for Naraka. A general term for the inner worlds of asuric/demonic energies. See: asura, Naraka.

asuric: Of the nature of an asura, “not spiritual.”

asylum: A place of any refuge, often an institution for people with serious mental or emotional problems.

**ata: अत “Bottomless region.” The first chakra below the miuľādāra, at the hip level. Region of fear and lust. See: chakra, loka, Naraka.

**Atharva Veda:** अथर्ववेद From Atharva, the name of the rishi said to have compiled this fourth Veda. See: Veda.

**atheism:** The rejection of all religion or religious belief, or simply the belief that God or Gods do not exist. See: materialism.

**ātmā “The soul; the breath; the principle of life and sensation.” The soul in its entirety—as the soul body (ānandamaya kośa) and its essence (Paraśakti and Paraśiva). One of Hinduism's most fundamental tenets is that we are the ātmā, not the physical body, emotions, external mind or personality. In Hindu scriptures, ātmā sometimes refers to the ego-personality, and its meaning must be determined according to context. The Ātma Upanishad (1–3) describes ātmā, or purusha, as threefold: bāhyyātmān, the outer or physical person; antarātmān, the inner person, excluding the physical form, who perceives, thinks and cognizes; and Paramātmā, the transcendent Self God within. See: Paramātmā, kośa, soul.

**ātmārtha pūjā:** आत्मधृष्टीपूजा “Personal worship rite.”

Home pūjā—Sanskrit liturgy performed in the home shrine. See: pūjā.

**attachments:** That which one holds onto or clings to with the energy of possessiveness, which is a natural function of the inner and outer ego of an individual. As one unfolds through the chakras, the force of attachment naturally diminishes through sādhanā, tapas and the grace of the guru.

**attainment:** Acquisition, achievement or realization through effort; spiritual accomplishment. Saiva Siddhānta notes four primary levels of attainment:
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sālokya (sharing God’s world, the goal of charyā), sā- 
imiya (nearness to God, the goal of kriyā), sārūpya (likeness to God, the goal of yoga) and sāyujya (union with God, the state of jñāna). As described in Tirumantiram verse 1507: “In charyā, the soul forges a kindred tie in “God’s world” (sālokya). In kriyā it attains “nearness” (sāmipya) to Him. In yoga it attains “likeness” (sārūpya) with Him. In jñāna the soul enjoys the ultimate bliss of identity (sāyujya) with Śiva.” See: God Realization, pāda, Self Realization, siddha yoga, siddhi.

attention: Focusing of the mental powers upon an object or a particular subject.

Aum: ॐ or ओम Often spelled Om. The mystic syllable of Hinduism, placed at the beginning of most sacred writings. As a mantra, it is pronounced aw (as in law), oo (as in zoo), mm. Aum represents the Divine, and is associated with Lord Gaṇeśa, for its initial sound “aa,” vibrates within the mūlādhāra, the chakra at the base of the spine upon which this God sits. The second sound of this mantra, “oo,” vibrates within the throat and chest chakras, the realm of Lord Murugan, or Kumāra. The third sound, “mm,” vibrates within the cranial chakras, ājñā and sahasrāra, where the Supreme God reigns.
aura: The luminous colorful field of subtle energy radiating within and around the human body, extending out from three to seven feet. The colors of the aura change constantly according to the ebb and flow of one’s state of consciousness, thoughts, moods and emotions. Higher, benevolent feelings create bright pastels; base, negative feelings are darker in color. The aura consists of three aspects, the prāṇa-aura, the outer aura and the inner aura. The prāṇa-aura is the reflection of the physical body, the life force. The outer aura extends beyond the physical body and changes continuously, reflecting the individual’s moment-to-moment panorama of thought and emotion. See: prāṇa-aura.
auric circle: An energy shell around the aura itself that acts as a shelter or shield against psychic influences.
auspicious: Maṅgala. Favorable, of good omen, foreboding well. One of the central concepts in Hindu life. Astrology defines a method for determining times that are favorable for various human endeavors. See: jyotisha.
austerity: Self-denial and discipline, physical or mental, performed for various reasons including acquiring powers (siddhis), attaining grace, conquering the instinctive nature and burning the seeds of past karmas. Ranging from simple deprivations, such as foregoing a meal, to severe disciplines, called tapas, such as always standing, never sitting or lying down, even for sleep. See: penance, tapas.

autonomous: Not controlled by or reliant upon other forces; independent.
autopsy: “Own viewing.” The examination and dissection of a dead body to determine the cause of death, extent of disease, etc.

avail: To be of use or advantage toward completing an end.
avarice: Uncontrolled desire for wealth.
avastha: अवस्था (Tamil: avasthā.) “Condition or state” of consciousness or experience. 1) Any of three stages of the soul’s evolution from the point of its creation to final merger in the Primal Soul. 2) The states of consciousness as discussed in the Māṇḍūkya Upani- 

avidya: अविद्या Spiritual “ignorance.” Wrongful understanding of the nature of reality. Mistaking the impermanent for the everlasting.

awareness: Individual consciousness, perception, knowing; the witness of perception, the “inner eye of the soul.” Sākshin or chit in Sanskrit. The soul’s ability to sense, see or know and to be conscious of this knowing. When awareness is indrawn (pratyak chetana), various states of samādhi may occur. Awareness is known in the Āgamas as chit śakti, the “power of awareness,” the inner self and eternal witness. See: consciousness, sākshin.

axiom: A rule or maxims that is universally accepted as true; a fundamental principle or truth.

āyurveda: आयुर्वेद “Science of life,” “science of longevity.” A holistic system of medicine and health native to ancient India. The aims of āyurveda are āyus, “long life,” and ārogya, “diseaselessness,” which facilitate progress toward ultimate spiritual goals. Health is achieved by balancing energies (especially the doshas, bodily humors) at all levels of being.

Ayyappan: ஆய்யா பந்தை The popular God of a recently formed sect that focuses on pilgrimage to the top of Sabarimalai, a sacred hill in Kerala, where He is said to appear as a divine light. Ayyappan is revered as a son of Vishnu and Śiva (Hari-Hara putra). His vāhana, or mount, is the tiger.
bask: To enjoy pleasant warmth, sunshine, praise or blessing.
beatitude: Supreme blessedness or happiness.
bedazzled: Darkening as if with clouds; obscuring.
bedrock: Solid rock beneath the soil, firm foundation.
behave: To be necessary, proper or befitting.
Being: Upper case: God’s essential divine nature—Pure Consciousness, Absolute Reality and Primal Soul (God’s nature as a divine Person). Lower case: the essential nature of a person, that within which never changes; existence. See: Śiva.
benefit: Good, kindly, doing no harm. See: ahiṁsā.
bereft: Deprived of something.
beseech (besought): To ask of someone earnestly; solicit with fervor; beg.
bestow: To offer graciously as a gift.
betoken: To indicate, show; offer as a sign of the future; darkening as if with clouds; obscuring.
Bhakti yoga, devotee, guru bhakti.
Bhakti yoga, darśana, prapatti, pra sâda, boon: boon: Varadâna. A welcome blessing, a gracious benefit received. An unexpected gift or bonus. See: grace. bounteous: Generously and copiously giving.
Brahmâ: Brahmana: brahmâchari: brahmacharini: Feminine counterpart of brahmachârî. bhakti: bhakti yoga: bhakti yoga, devotee, guru bhakti. bhakti: “Devotion.” Surrender to God, Gods or guru. Bhakti extends from the simplest expression of devotion to the ego-decimating principle of prapatti, which is total surrender. Bhakti is the foundation of all sects of Hinduism, as well as yoga schools throughout the world. See: bhakti yoga, darśana, prapatti, prasāda, yajña.
Bhakti yoga: bhakti yoga, devotee, guru bhakti.
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Buddhism: The religion based on the teachings of Siddhartha Gautama, known as the Buddha (ca 624–544 BCE). He refuted the idea of man’s having an immortal soul and did not preach of any Supreme Deity. Instead he taught that man should seek to overcome greed, hatred and delusion and attain enlightenment through realizing the Four Noble Truths and following the Eightfold Path. Prominent among its holy books is the Dhammapada. Buddhism arose out of Hinduism as an inspired reform movement which rejected the caste system and the sanctity of the Vedas. It is thus classed as nāstika, “unbelieving,” and outside of Hinduism. Buddhism eventually migrated out of India, the country of its origin, and now enjoys a following of over 350 million, mostly in Asia. See: Buddha.

Buddhist: Relating to Buddhism, the religion based on the teachings of Siddhartha Gautama, known as the Buddha. See: Buddhism.

buoyant, buoyed: Light, weightless; elated, happy, optimistic.

cardiac: Near, or relating to the heart.
cardinal: Of primary importance; paramount.

catholicism: The faith, doctrine, system and practice of the Catholic Church, a major Christian denomination.

causal body: Kāraṇa sārīra, the inmost body; the soul form, also called ananda maya kośa, “bliss sheath,” and actinic causal body. See: kośa, soul.

cause: Kāraṇa. Anything which produces an effect, a result. —efficient cause: (nimitta kāraṇa) That which directly produces the effect; that which conceives, makes, shapes, etc., such as the potter who fashions a clay pot, or God who creates the world. —material cause: (upādāna kāraṇa) The matter from which the effect is formed, as the clay which is shaped into a pot, or God as primal substance becoming the world. —instrumental cause: (sahekatā kāraṇa) That which serves as a means, mechanism or tool in producing the effect, such as the potter’s wheel, necessary for making a pot, or God’s generative Sakti. See: mūyā, tattva.

cauterize: To burn or sear so as to remove unwanted tissue, or to seal a wound.
cavernous plexus: The region where the brain stem enters the skull from the spine, associated with the pineal gland and the ajna chakra.

celestial: “Of the sky or heavens.” Of or relating to the heavenly regions or beings. Highly refined, divine.

celibacy: Complete sexual abstinence. Also the state of a person who has vowed to remain unmarried and ab-
stinent. Celibacy is abstinence from the eight degrees of sexual activity: fantasy (smarana), glorification (kirtana), flirtation (keli), glances (preksha), secret talk (gulya bhâshana), longing (kâma sanikalpa), rendezvous (adhyavāsâya) and intercourse (kriyâ nirvritti). See: bruhamchârî, ojas, tejas, transmutation, yama-nilaya.
cenobite: A member of a monastery community.
cerebral: Relating to the brain.
ceremony: From the Latin caerimonia, “awe; reverent rite.” A formal rite established by custom or authority as proper to special occasions.
chakra: चक्र “Wheel.” Any of the nerve plexuses or centers of force and consciousness located within the inner bodies of man. In the physical body there are corresponding nerve plexuses, ganglia and glands. The seven principal chakras can be seen psychically as colorfull, multi-petaled wheels or lotuses. They are situated along the spinal cord from the base to the cranial chamber. The seven principal chakras, from lowest to highest, are: 1) mûlâdhâra (base of spine): memory, time and space; 2) svâdhishthâna (below navel): reason; 3) manipûra (solar plexus): willpower; 4) anâhata (heart center): direct cognition; 5) viśuddha (throat): divine love; 6) aâjñâ (third eye): divine sight; 7) sahasrâra (crown of head): illumination, Godliness. Additionally, seven chakras, barely visible, exist below the spine. They are seats of instinctive consciousness, the origin of jealousy, hatred, envy, guilt, sorrow, etc. They constitute the lower or hellish world, called Naraka or pûtâlā. From highest to lowest they are 1) atâla (hips): fear and lust; 2) vîtalâ (thighs): raging anger; 3) sutaâla (knees): retaliatory jealousy; 4) talâtalâ (calves): prolonged mental confusion; 5) rasâtalâ (ankles): selfishness; 6) mahâtalâ (feet): absence of conscience; 7) pâtâlâ (located in the soles of the feet): murder and malice. Seven chakras, or conglomerates of nâdis, exist within and above the sahasrâra, as the seven levels of the rarified dimensions of parânâda, the first tattva and the highest stratum of sound. From lowest to highest they are: 1) vyâpinî: “all-pervasive;” 2) vyomâṅgâ: “space-bodied;” 3) anântâ: “infinity;” 4) anâthâ: ”having no master;” 5) anâsiritâ: “independent;” 6) samânâ: “uniform, synchronous;” 7) umanâ: “ecstatic, trans-mental.” See: chakras above sahasrâra, Naraka (also: individual chakra entries).
calter: An ornate cup or goblet.
Châlukya: चालुक्य “Indian dynasty (450–1189) in the Punjab area.
Chândogya Upanishad: चान्दोग्य उपनिषद One of the major Upanishads, it consists of eight chapters of the Chândogyâ Brâhmaṇa of the Sâma Veda. It teaches the origin and significance of Aum, the importance of the Sâma Veda, the Self, meditation and life after death. See: Upanishad.
chandra: चन्द्र “The moon.” Of central importance in Hindu astrology and in the calculation of the festival calendar. Considered the ruler of emotion.
chaos: Great disorder and confusion.
charyâ marga: चार्यामार्ग “Way of conduct.” Stage of service and character building. See: pāda, Śaiva Siddhânta, Śaivism.
chelâ: चेला “Disciple.” (Hindi.) A disciple of a guru; synonym for the Sanskrit sishya. The feminine equivalent is chelînâ or chelî.
Chellappan: Another name for Chellappaswami. See: Chellappaswami.
Chellappaswami: चेलाप्पास्वामी “Wealthy father.” Reclusive siddhâ and 16th-century satguru (1480–1515) of the Nandinâtha Sampradâya’s Kailâsa Paramparâ. Lived on Sri Lanka’s Jaffna peninsula near Nallur Kandaswâmi Temple in a small hut where today there is a small samâdhi shrine. Among his disciples was Šage Yogaswamî, whom he trained intensely for five years and initiated as his successor. See: Kailâsa Paramparâ, Nâthâ Sampradâya.
Chettiar: சேத்தியர் The name of the merchant caste of South India and Sri Lanka.
chitta: चित्त “Mind; consciousness.” Mind-stuff. On the personal level, it is that in which mental impressions and experiences are recorded. Seat of the conscious, subconscious and superconscious states. See: awareness, consciousness, mind (individual), mind (universal), sâkshin.
Christian: A follower of the religion based on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ. The second of the three Abrahamic religions, Judaism, Christianity and Islam.
Christian-Judaic: See: Judaic-Christian.
chronicle: A detailed, narrative report.
chyle: A milky fluid comprised of lymph and emulsified fat extracted from chyme during digestion and passed to the bloodstream through the thoracic duct.
chyme: The thick semifluid mass of partly digested food that is passed from the stomach to the duodenum.
citrine: A yellow-orange crystal; a light to moderate olive color.
clearaudience: “Clear-hearing.” Psychic or divine hearing, divyârâvâna. The ability to hear the inner currents of the nervous system, the Aum and other mystic tones. Hearing in one’s mind the words of inner-plane
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beings or earthly beings not physically present. Also, hearing the nāḍanāḍi śakti through the day or while in meditation. See: clairvoyance, extrasensory, ESP, nāḍa, nāḍa nāḍi śakti.
clairvoyance: “Clear-seeing.” Psychic or divine sight, divyadriśhti. The ability to look into the inner worlds and see auras, chakras, nāḍis, thought forms, non-physical people and subtle forces. See: ākāśa, extrasensory, ESP, clairaudience.
clear white light: See: light.
cliché: A much overused expression.
cloistered: Secluded, as in a monastery.
cognizant: Informed or aware of something.
cognizantability: The ability to perceive or become aware of knowledge through observation. A term coined by Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami in 1950.
cognitive body: Viññānamaya kośa. The most refined sheath of the astral, or subtle, body (sūkṣma sarīra). It is the sheath of higher thought and cognition. See: astral body, kośa.
cognition: Knowing; perception. Knowledge reached through intuitive, superconscious faculties rather than through intellect alone.
cognitive body: Vijñānamaya kośa. The most refined sheath of the astral, or subtle, body (sūkṣma sarīra). It is the sheath of higher thought and cognition. See: astral body, kośa.
cognize: Taking existing together in the same place or time.
cohesive: Clinging together; not disintegrating.
component: An element; one of the parts constituting a whole.
comprehend: Understand; grasp.
comprehensive: Including much or all.
conceive: A regarding of oneself with often excessive favor. A high opinion of one’s own abilities or worth. Also egoism or vanity.
conceive: To form or develop an idea, thought, belief or attitude.
concentration: Uninterrupted and sustained attention. See: rāja yoga.
concept: An idea or thought, especially a generalized or abstract idea.
conception: Power to imagine, conceive or create. Moment when a pregnancy is begun, a new earthly body generated. —the point of conception; the apex of creation: The simple instant that precedes any creative impulse and is therefore the source and summit of the powers of creation or manifestation. To become conscious of the point of conception is a great siddhi.
conclave: A secret or confidential meeting.
condemnation: Strong disapproval; severe reproof; strong censure.
confession: An admission, acknowledgement; as of guilt or wrongdoing.
confine(s): Boundary, limits, border. To restrict or keep within limits.
congeal: To solidify by, or as if by, freezing. To coagulate, jell.
congested: Overcrowded, overfilled, clogged.
conglomerate: A group of things put together.
conjure: Bring to mind, call up or evoke.
connotation: An idea or meaning suggested by or associated with a word or thing.
conscious: The inner sense of right and wrong, sometimes called “the knowing voice of the soul.” However, the conscience is affected by the individual’s training and belief patterns, and is therefore not necessarily a perfect reflection of dharma. It is the subconscious of the person—the sum total of past impressions and training—that defines the credal structure and colors the conscience and either clearly reflects or distorts superconscious wisdom. See: creed, dharma, mind (individual).
consciousness: The external, everyday state of consciousness. See: mind.
consciousness: Chitta or chaitanya. 1) A synonym for mind-stuff, chitta; or 2) the condition or power of perception, awareness, apprehension. There are myriad gradations of consciousness, from the simple sentence of inanimate matter to the consciousness of basic life forms, to the higher consciousness of human embodiment, to omniscient states of superconsciousness, leading to immersion in the One universal consciousness, Parāsakti. In writing “Cognizantability,” 50 years ago, Gurudeva used the word consciousness to name man’s individual awareness in most cases, whereas in later teachings he tended to use the word awareness to mean the same thing, and used consciousness to name the mind or intelligence within all living things. All-pervasive consciousness always means Satchidānanda. One needs to know the context and time of the upadesa to make these subtle distinctions. Individual awareness names the soul’s awareness that flows unattached through all states of mind. See: awareness, chitta, chaitanya, jāgrat, svapna, turiya, mind (all entries).
constituent: An element, piece, part or component.
construe: Explain the meaning of; interpret in a certain way.
contemplation: Religious or mystical absorption beyond meditation. See: rāja yoga, samādhi.
contention: Striving in controversy or debate.
contentious: Likely to cause or involving intense debate; quarrelsome.
continuum: A continuous whole, quantity, or series; something whose parts cannot be separated or separately discerned.
conundrum: A paradoxical problem, riddle or mystery.
conveyance: A transfer of something; a vehicle.
cope: To contend with on equal terms. To face or deal with difficulties.
corollary: A natural consequence of effect.
cosmic: Universal; vast. Of or relating to the cosmos or entire universe.
Cosmic Soul: Purusha or Paramēśvara. Primal Soul. The Universal Being; Personal God. See: Paramēśvara, Primal Soul, purusha, Śiva.
cranial chakras: The ajñā, or third-eye center, and the sahasrāra, at the top of the head near the pineal and pituitary glands. See: chakra.
cranium: The skull.
cran ny: A small space, interstice, nook and cranny.
creation: The act of creating, especially bringing the world into ordered existence. Also, all of created existence, the cosmos. Creation, according to the monistic-theistic view, is an emanation or extension of God, the Creator. It is Himself in another form, and not inherently something other than Him. See: cause, damaru, tattva.
Creator: He who brings about creation. Śiva as one of His five powers. See: creation, Nātarāja, Parameśvara.
cremation: Damaru. Burning of the dead. Cremation is the traditional manner of disposing of bodily remains, having the positive effect of releasing the soul most quickly from any lingering attachment to the earth plane. Note that the remains of enlightened masters are sometimes buried or sealed in a special tomb called a samādhi. This is done in acknowledgement of the extraordinary attainment of such a soul, whose very body, having become holy, is revered as a sacred presence, sāmānyā, and which not infrequently becomes the spiritual seed of a temple or place of pilgrimage. See: death, reincarnation.
crescendo: A gradual increase of force or intensity.
crevi ce: A narrow opening or crack.
crimson: A deep to vivid purplish red.
crux: The essential, deciding or difficult point. Latin “cross.” Originally a mark indicating a difficult textual passage. Pronounced dəkˈshənə.
dakshinā: दक्षिणा A fee or honorarium to a priest given at the completion of any rite; also given to gurus as a token of appreciation for their spiritual blessings.
damaru: दमरु The thin-waisted rattle drum of Śiva Nātarāja. It is the symbol of Divine Creation, which begins with the soundless sound, paranāda, whence arises the mantra Aum. See: Nātāraja, Śiva, Aum.
darshan (darśana): दर्शन “Vision, sight.” Seeing the Divine. Beholding, with inner or outer vision, a temple image, Deity, holy person or place, with the desire to inwardly contact and receive the grace and blessings of the venerated being or beings. Even beholding a photograph in the proper spirit is a form of darśana. Not only does the devotee seek to see the Divine, but to be seen as well, to stand humbly in the awakened gaze of the holy one, even if for an instant, such as in a crowded temple when thousands of worshipers file past the enshrined Lord. Gods and gurus are thus said to “give” darśana, and devotees “take” darśana, with the eyes being the mystic locus through which energy is exchanged. This direct, personal two-sided apprehension is a central and highly sought-after experience of Hindu faith. Also: “point of view,” doctrine or philosophy.
dasakariyam: Ten spiritual experiences of the soul in its path toward liberation, as found in the University of Madras Tamil Lexicon. 1) Tattvarupam: the cognition of the operation of the 36 tattvas; 2) Tattvatarisamam: the realization that the 36 tattvas are the outcome of mâyā; 3) Tattvasutti: the soul’s experience of no longer being influenced by the 36 tattvas and knowing itself to be an entity different from them; 4) Anmrupam: the soul’s discovery, when free of impurity, that its form is intelligence; 5) Anmatarisamam: the soul’s perception that it cannot act independently of Śiva; 6) Anmasuti: the soul’s self-effacement and establishment in divine grace; 7) Sivarupam: the clear understanding that Śiva, by His five gracious functions, cleanses the soul of the three malas and bestows liberation; 8) Sivarisasamam: the soul’s cognition of its limitations and perception of the divine wisdom that, of its own accord, bestows grace; 9) Sivayogam: the soul’s realization of the omnitude of Śiva and setting itself in tune with Him without losing its individuality; 10) Sivapokam: the merger of the soul’s individuality in Śiva, the Supreme Being.
dauntless: Not intimidated or discouraged; fearless.
death: The soul’s detaching itself from the physical body and continuing on in the subtle body (sūkṣma śārīra) with the same desires, aspirations and activities as when it lived in a physical body. See: reincarnation, videhamukti.
deceit (deception): The act of representing as true what is known to be false. A dishonest action.
decipher: To read or interpret ambiguous, obscure, or illegible matter.
deduction: Drawing a conclusion through reasoning; the act of deducing.
defabricate: To take apart; disassemble.
dif: (Shûm) The space aspect of the mind. The perspective of space travel, devas and Gods; inner communication. Pronounced dee-fee. See: Shûm, Shûm perspectives.
deity: “God.” Can refer either to the image or mûrti installed in a temple or to the Mahâdeva the mûrti.
GLOSSARY

represents. See: pājā.
delineate: To mark out, sketch; to describe.
delinquent: Failing to do what law or duty requires.
delude: To deceive, as by false promises or misunderstandings.
delusion: Moha. False belief, misconception.
demon: See: asura.
denote: To indicate, signify or refer to.
depolarize: To eliminate or counteract polarization. Bringing together that which is apart. —Polarize: to separate into diametrically opposed often antagonistic groups, viewpoints, etc.
derogate: To take away.
Destroyer: Epithet of God Śiva in His aspect of Rudra. See: Natārāja.
deterrent: Something that prevents or discourages action; frightens away.
detractor: One who takes away from the positive qualities of a group.
deva: “Shining one.” A being inhabiting the higher astral plane, in a subtle, nonphysical body. Deva is also used in scripture to mean “God” or “Deity.” See: Mahādeva.
Devaloka: देवलोक “Plane of radiant beings.” A synonym of Maharloka, the higher astral plane, realm of anāhata chakra. See: loka.
Devi: देवी “Goddess.” A name of Śakti, used especially in Śāktism. See: Śakti, Śāktism.
Devikalottara Ågama: देविकलोत्तर आगम One recension (version) of the Sārdha Trisāti Kalottara Ågama, a subsidiary text of Vātula Ågama. Also known as the Skanda Kalottara. Its 350 verses are in the form of a dialogue between Kārttikeya and Śiva and deal with esoterics of mantras, initiations, right knowledge, faith and worship of Śiva. See: Śaiva Ågamas.
devonic: Angelic, heavenly, spiritual. Of the nature of the higher worlds, in tune with the refined energies of the higher chakras or centers of consciousness. Of or relating to the devas. Implies that something is divinely guided. See: deva.
devotee: A person strongly dedicated to something or someone, such as to a God or a guru. The term disciple implies an even deeper commitment. See: bhakta, bhakti, guru bhakti.
devout: Strongly attached to religion or religious obligations. See: bhakti.
dharma: धर्म From dhāri, “to sustain; carry, hold.” Hence dharma is “that which contains or upholds the cosmos.” Dharma, religion, is a complex and comprehensive term with many meanings, including divine law, law of being, way of righteousness, ethics, duty, responsibility, virtue, justice, goodness and truth. Essentially, dharma is the orderly fulfillment of an inherent nature or destiny. Relating to the soul, it is the mode of conduct most conducive to spiritual advancement, the right and righteous path.
Dharmapura Aadheenam: धर्मपुरा आधीनाम A monastery and spiritual center in South India, established in the 16th century by Sri Guru Jnanasambandhar. This aadheenam preaches pluralistic Siddhânta, as opposed to monistic Siddhânta or monistic theism. See: aadheenam.
dhyāna: ध्यान “Meditation.” See: internalized worship, meditation, rāja yoga.
diabolical: Very wicked or cruel; devilish.
diametrically: Exactly opposite; contrary.
diaphragm: A muscular partition between the abdomen and chest cavity, instrumental in breathing.
diaphragmatic breathing: Deep regulated breathing from the diaphragm, at the solar plexus region, as opposed to the upper chest.
dikšā: दीक्षा “Initiation.” Solemn induction by which one is entered into a new realm of spiritual awareness and practice by a teacher or preceptor through the transmission of blessings. Denotes initial or deepened connection with the teacher and his lineage and is usually accompanied by ceremony. Initiation, revered as a moment of awakening, may be conferred by a touch, a word, a look or a thought. See: grace, saṅkīrtana.
diligent: Painstaking, careful and constant in effort.
diplomacy: Fact and skill in dealing with people.
dipolar: Relating to two poles instead of only one. A philosophy is said to be dipolar when it embraces both of two contradictory (or apparently contradictory) propositions, concepts, tendencies, etc. Instead of saying “it is either this or that,” a dipolar position says “it is both this and that.” See: dvaita-advaita.
discern: To distinguish, discriminate and make balanced judgments.
discrimination: Viveka. Act or ability to distinguish or perceive differences. In spirituality, the ability to distinguish between right and wrong, real and apparent, eternal and transient, as in the Upanishadic maxim, Neti, neti, “It is not this, it is not that.” See: conscience.
disdain: Regard or treat as beneath one’s dignity, as being unworthy.
disincarnate: Having no physical body; of the astral plane; astral beings. See: astral body, astral plane.
dispatch: To send off promptly, especially on an errand. To finish quickly.
dispel: To scatter. To rid one’s mind of. To drive away or off.
dissertation: A lengthy, thorough, formal treatment of a subject in writing or speech; a thesis.
dissidence: Disagreement; dissent.
dissipate: Here, to let loose more than often the vital sexual energies, which must be transmuted in order to make progress in spiritual life. Dissipation occurs through excessive talk, and through loss of the vital fluids, such as through masturbation or excessive intercourse only for pleasure, with no intention of conceiving a child. In one explanation of ancient India’s caste system, strength—mental, emotional and physical as well as spiritual—is directly related to the frequency of orgasms. A śudra (laborer), releases his sexual energies daily and thus drains his brain. The vaisya (businessman) has sex weekly, as his energies
are caught up in the mental activities of his business. The kshatriya (politician, defender of the country), engaged in statesmanship, martial arts, horsemanship, developing mind and body, expends his energies but monthly. The brâhmin (priestly caste) has sexual union yearly, and only for the creation of a child. His energies are transmuted in his Sanskrit chanting, daily rituals and high-minded activities of all kind to uplift humanity. Thus, dissipation is on many levels and creates many kinds of people, according to the four levels of consciousness. See: ojas, tejas, yoni, actinic, actinodric, odic, transmutation.

dissolution: Dissolving or breaking up into parts. An alternative term for destruction. See: mahâpralaya,Natâraja.
distort: To twist out of shape. To misrepresent.
divest: To strip of, deprive or rid of something.
divine: Godlike; supremely good or beautiful.
Divinity: A God, or Deity. Also the spirituality or holiness that pervades the universe and is most easily felt in the presence of a holy man or in a temple.
DNA: Deoxyribonucleic Acid. A nucleic acid that carries the genetic information in the cell. DNA consists of two long chains of nucleotides twisted into a double helix. The sequence of nucleotides determines individual hereditary characteristics.
dogma: An authoritative principle, belief, or statement of ideas or opinion, especially one considered to be absolutely true.
dominion: Rulership; domain; sway.
door of Brahman: Brahmarandhra, also called nirvâna chakra. A subtle or esoteric aperture in the crown of the head, the opening of sushumâ nâdi through which kundalini enters in ultimate Self Realization, and the spirit escapes at death. Only the spirits of the truly pure leave the body in this way. Samâsârs take a downward course. See: jînâna, kundalini, videhamukti.
dosha: दोष "Bodily humor; individual constitution." The three bodily humors, which according to áyurveda regulate the body, govern its proper functioning and determine its unique constitution. These are vâta, the air humor; pitta, the fire humor; and kapha, the water humor. Vâta humor is metabolic, nerve energy. Pitta is the catabolic, fire energy. Kapha is the anabolic, nutritive energy. The three doshas (tridosha) also give rise to the various emotions and correspond to the three guṇas, "qualities": sattva (quiescence—vâta), rajas (activity—pitta) and tamas (inertia—kapha). See: áyurveda, kapha, pitta, vâta.
Dravidian: The term used here to name the monastic communities of the Drâvâpura and Kali Yugas. In modern times it refers to the various Caucasoid peoples of southern India and northern Sri Lanka. From the Sanskrit Drâvi∂a, of which it is believed the original form was Dramid (or Dramil), which meant "sweet" or "good natured," and is the source of the word Tamil, naming the Dravidian people of South India and Sri Lanka and their language.
dreamologist: One who studies and interprets dreams (a coined word).
dross: Rubbish, waste matter; a useless byproduct.
Druidism: Beliefs of members of an order of priests in ancient Gaul and Britain who appear in Welsh and Irish legend as prophets and sorcerers.
dual: Having or composed of two parts or kinds.
dualism: See: dvaita-advaita.
duality: A state or condition of being dual.
ductless glands: The endocrine glands which release hormones to regulate many functions of the body.
dvaita-advaita: द्वैत अद्वैत "Dual-nondual; twoness-not twoness." Among the most important categories in the classification of Hindu philosophies. Dvaita and advaita define two ends of a vast spectrum. —dvaita: The doctrine of dualism, according to which reality is ultimately composed of two irreducible principles, entities, truths, etc. God and soul, for example, are seen as eternally separate. —dualistic: Of or relating to dualism, concepts, writings, theories which treat dualisms (good-and-evil, high-and-low, them-and-us) as fixed, rather than transcendable. —pluralism: A form of non-monism which emphasizes three or more eternally separate realities, e.g., God, soul and world. —advaita: The doctrine of nondualism or monism, that reality is ultimately composed of one whole principle, substance or God, with no independent parts. In essence, all is God. —monistic theism: A dipolar view which encompasses both monism and dualism. See: monistic theism, pluralistic realism.
Dvaita Siddhânta: द्वैतसिद्धान्तa "Dualistic final conclusions." Schools of Saiva Siddhânta that postulate God, soul and world are three eternally distinct and separate realities. See: Pâti-pâśu-pâśa, Saiva Siddhânta.

ebb: A period of flow back, decline, or recession.
eccentric: Different from the recognized norm; unusual; queer.
ecstasy (ecstatic): State of being overtaken by emotion such as joy or wonder. Literally, "standing outside (oneself)." See: enstasY, râja yoga, samâdhi.
edict: A formal command by an authority.
efficacious: Producing or capable of producing the desired effect.
efficient cause: Nîmitta kâraṇa. That which directly produces the effect; that which conceives, makes, shapes, etc. See: cause.
effulgent: Bright, radiant; emitting its own light.
ego: The external personality or sense of "I" and "mine." Broadly, individual identity. In Saiva Siddhânta and other schools, the ego is equated with the tattva of ahaṅkāra, "I-maker," which bestows the sense of I-ness, individuality and separateness from God. See: ahaṅkāra, ānava mala.
ecogentric: Placing one’s own ego in the center of all values and experiences.
egoism: A preponderance of self-interest, self-preservation and self-indulgence.

egoity: Ahaṁkāra. Self-interest, selfishness. See: dūrava mala, mind (individual), ahaṁkāra.

egotist: One who is selfish, conceited or boastful.

egregious: Bad or offensive. Standing out of the norm.

elation: Exultant joy, high spirits, gladness.

eloquent: Fluent, forceful, graceful and persuasive speech or writing.

elucidate: Explain, clarify or make clear.

elucidation: A clear or plain explanation; clarification.

elusive: Tending to escape one’s grasp or understanding. Hard to capture.

emanation: “Flowing out from.” Ābhāsa. Shining forth from a source, emission or issuing from. A monistic doctrine of creation whereby God issues forth manifestation like rays from the sun or sparks from a fire.

emanulator: That which, or one who, liberates.

embalming: The process of treating a dead body with various chemicals to prevent it from decaying rapidly. See: cremation.

embezzle: To steal money or other property belonging to another.

emblem: A decoration; beautification.

eminent: High; above others in stature, rank or achievement. Renowned or distinguished; prominent, conspicuous. Not to be confused with: 1) imminent, about to happen; 2) emanate, to issue from; 3) immanent, inherent or indwelling.

emit: To send out matter, energy or light.

emote: To express emotion.

emotional body: See: manomaya kosha.

emulate: To imitate. To attempt to equal or surpass someone, generally by copying his ways, talents or successes.

encase: To cover completely; to enclose; to envelop.

encasement: A covering or enclosure; an envelopment.

encompass: To surround or encircle; to include.

encumber: To put burden as with a heavy load.

encumbrance: A burden or impediment.

endearment: An expression of affection.

endocrine: Of or relating to endocrine glands (the ductless glands) or the hormones secreted by them.

emanulate: To emit. See: ābhāsa, ābhāsī.

emanual: A book of rules or regulations.

emanate: To flow out from. Åbhāsa. Shining forth from a source, emission or issuing from. A monistic doctrine of creation whereby God issues forth manifestation like rays from the sun or sparks from a fire.

emanuel: To issue from; emanate.

emanual: A book of rules or regulations.

emanate: To flow out from. Åbhāsa. Shining forth from a source, emission or issuing from. A monistic doctrine of creation whereby God issues forth manifestation like rays from the sun or sparks from a fire.

en masse: In a mass; as a whole; all together; in great numbers.

enmesh: To entangle or catch as if in a net.

entasy: A term coined in 1969 by Mircea Eliade to contrast the Eastern view of bliss as “standing inside oneself” (enstasy) with the Western view as ecstasy, “standing outside oneself.” A word chosen as the English equivalent of samādhi. See: ecstasy, samādhi, rāja yoga.

ensuing: Following as a result of something.

enthral: To hold in a spell; captivate; fascinate.

eon: Also aeon. An indefinitely long period; an age.

epigastic: The upper middle region of the abdomen.

epistle: A formal letter.

equivocal: Uncertain; undecided; doubtful.

eradicate: To “root out,” destroy, get rid of.

er: To make a mistake or an error.

errant: Straying from the proper course; distracted.

erogenous: Containing or based on error; wrong.

erronously: Adverb form of erroneous: containing or deriving from error; mistaken.

erudite: Possessing wide knowledge; learned, scholarly.

escalate: To increase, enlarge, or intensify.

eschew: To shun, avoid, stay away from.

esorotic: Hard to understand or secret. Teaching intended for a chosen few, as an inner group of initiates. Abstruse or private.

ESP: “Extra Sensory Perception.” Communication or perception by means other than physical. See: clairvoyance, clairaudience, extrasensory.

essence (essential): The most important, ultimate, real andunchanging nature of a thing or being. —essence of the soul: See: ātman, soul.

eternity: Time without beginning or end.

ether: Ākāśa. Space, the most subtle of the five elements. See: ākāśa, tattva.

etheric: Having to do with ether or space.

ethic: The code or system of morals of a nation, people, philosophy, religion. See: dharma, yama-niyama.

ethic: Pertainning to, or designating a large group or groups of people with the same culture, race, religion, or national heritage.

etymology: The science of the origin of words and their signification. The history of a word. See: Sanskrit.

evanescent: Vanishing, or likely to vanish like vapor.

ev: Evening; the day or night before something.

ev: Evening; the day or night before something.

evil: That which is bad, morally wrong, causing misery. See: hell, karma.

evolution of the soul: Adhyātma prasāra. In Śaiva Siddhānta, the soul’s evolution is a progressive unfoldment, growth and maturing toward its inherent, divine destiny, which is complete merger with Śiva. This occurs in three stages, or avasthās. In its essence, each soul is ever perfect. But as an individual soul body emanated by God Śiva, it is like a small seed yet to develop. As an acorn needs to be planted in the dark underground to grow into a mighty oak tree, so must the soul unfold out of the darkness of the malas to full maturity and realization of its innate oneness with God. The soul is not created at the moment of conception of a physical body. Rather, it is created in the Śivaloka. It evolves by taking on denser and
dense sheaths—cognitive, instinctive-intellectual and prāṇic—until finally it takes birth in physical form in the Bhūloka. Then it experiences many lives, maturing through the reincarnation process. Thus, from birth to birth, souls learn and mature. Evolution is the result of experience and the lessons derived from it. There are young souls just beginning to evolve and old souls nearing the end of their earthly sojourn. In Saiva Siddhānta, evolution is understood as the removal of fetters which comes as a natural unfoldment, realization and expression of one’s true, self-effulgent nature. This ripening or dropping away of the soul’s bonds (mala) is called malaparipakam. The realization of the soul nature is termed svinubhuti (experience of the Self). Self Realization leads to moksha, liberation from the three malas and the reincarnation cycles. Then evolution continues in the celestial worlds until the soul finally merges fully and indistinguishably into Supreme God Śiva, the Primal Soul, Paramēśvara. In his Tirumantiram, Rishi Tirumular calls this merger visvāgrāsa, “total absorption.” See: mala, moksha, re-incarnation, sansāra, visvāgrāsa.

ewe: A female sheep.
exalt: To praise highly or honor.
exhalation: Letting air out, especially from the lungs.
exhalation: The state of being stimulated, refreshed or extremely happy.
exiled: Forceably sent out of one’s native country.
existence: “Coming or standing forth.” Being; reality; that which is.
existentialism: A philosophy that emphasizes the uniqueness and isolation of the individual experience in a hostile or indifferent universe, regards human existence as unexplainable, and stresses freedom of choice and responsibility for the consequences of one’s acts.
existentialist: Pertaining to, or one who believes in existentialism. See: existentialism.
experience: From the Latin experior, “to prove; put to the test.” Living through an event; personal involvement. In Sanskrit, anubhava.
explicitly: Openly stated, leaving nothing hidden or implied; distinctly expressed.
expound: To explain or clarify, point by point.
exquisite: Elaborate, delicate or beautiful.
extol: “Raise up;” “lift up.” To praise highly.
extaneous: Not pertinent; placed outside; superfluous.
extrasensory: Beyond the five senses, especially psychic perception such as seeing or hearing at a distance. See: clairvoyance, clairaudience, ESP.
extroverted: Interested in things outside of one’s self.
exuberant: Full of unrestrained enthusiasm or joy.

façade: A front (of a building). Often a deceptive, artificial appearance.
facet: One of numerous aspects of a subject, concept or idea.
facial: Having to do with the face.
fad: A fashion followed with great enthusiasm for a short period of time.
fallacious: Containing or based on a false concept.
fallacy: An incorrect understanding; misconception.
falter: To be unsteady in purpose or action; waver.
fanatical: Excessively or irrationally devoted to a cause; overly zealous.
fathom: To ascertain the depth of; to get to the bottom; to understand.
ferret: To uncover or understand by searching.
fervent: Showing great warmth of feeling; ardent; passionate, enthusiastic.
fervor: Intense warmth of emotion; ardor, passion.
fetter: A chain or shackle for the ankles or feet. Something that serves to restrict; a restraint. In Saiva Siddhānta philosophy, specifically a translation of pāśa, the triple bonds of ānava, karma and māyā. See: ānava, karma, māyā.
feud: A bitter, often prolonged quarrel or state of enmity and opposition.
finicky: Too careful about particulars. Fussy; fastidious; difficult to please.
finite: Having an ending.
first World: The physical universe, called Bhūloka, of gross or material substance in which phenomena are perceived by the five senses. See: loka.
fizzle: To fail or end weakly (colloquial).
flamboyant: Elaborately colored; showy; outrageous.
fluctuate: To flow, move, change back and forth.
fluent: Flowing easily and smoothly, especially of speaking and writing.
flux: Continuous flowing movement or change.
foible: A minor weakness or character flaw.
forbearance: Self-control; responding with patience and compassion, especially under provocation. Endurance; tolerance. See: yama-niyama.
force field: A region of space through which a force, for example, an electric current, is operative. Here the term is used in reference to psychic energies, both positive and negative, that are generated by the emotions, the mind, the higher or lower chakras or emanate from the inner higher or lower worlds. Positive psychic force fields, such as those surrounding and protecting a temple, an āśrama or harmonious home, are built up by worship, invoking of the Deities, sādhana, tapas and disciplined living, attracting divine spirits, or devas. Negative force fields, such as found in the worst areas of a city or within an inharmonious home, are built up by anger, violence, lust and outbursts of such lower emotions, attracting evil spirits, or asuras. See: vāda, actinic, prāṇa.
foreboding: A sense of impending danger or evil.
forged: Given form or shape (originally of metal by heating and hammering).
formless: Philosophically, atattva, beyond the realm of form or substance. Used in attempting to describe the wondrousme, indescribable Absolute, which is “timeless, formless and spaceless.” God Śiva has form and is formless. He is the immanent Pure Consciousness or pure form. He is the Personal Lord manifesting as
GANDHARVAS: Gaṅga
Gaṅgā 
Gaṅeṣa:
Gaṅapati:
Gâ:
GANGLIA:
GANGLIONIC:
GANGLION: Referring to the ganglion.
GARUDA: Garuda The king of birds. The celestial vehicle (vāhana) of Lord Vishnu.
GAUNTLET: A medieval knight’s glove thrown down in a challenge, as to a fight. Hence “throwing down the gauntlet” means to challenge or provoke.
GAYATRI MANTRA: Gayatri Mantra Famous Vedic mantra used in pūjā and personal chanting. Om [bhūr bhuvah svah] tat savitur varenyam, bhargo devasya dhīmahi, dhiyo yo nah prachodayāt. “[O Divine Beings of all three worlds,] we meditate upon the glorious splendor of the Vīvīrī divine. May He illumine our minds.”
GENIAL: Having a pleasant, easy-going or friendly disposition or manner.
GESTATION: The period of time between conception and birth; pregnancy.
GIT: To gird, surround.
GIST: The central idea; the essence.
GLORIFY: To give glory, honor, or high praise to; exalt.
God Realization: Direct and personal experience of the Divine within oneself. It can refer to: 1) savikalpa samādhi (“enstasy with form”) in its various levels, from the experience of inner light to the realization of Satchitānanda, the pure consciousness or primal substance flowing through all form, or 2) nirvikalpa samādhi (“enstasy without form”), union with the transcendent Absolute, ParaĪāvī, the Self God, beyond time, form and space. In Merging with Śiva, the expression God Realization may name either of the above samādhis, whereas Self Realization refers only to nirvikalpa samādhi. See: rāja yoga, samādhi, Self Realization.
GORAKHNĀTH ŚAIVISM (GORAKSHANĀTHA ŚAIVISM): Gorakshanaśa or Gorakshanaśa. One of the six schools of Saivism, also called Siddha Siddhānta.
GORGEOUS: Dazzlingly beautiful or magnificent.
GRACE: “Benevolence, love, giving,” from the Latin gra-tia, “favor,” “goodwill.” God’s power of revealment, anugraha śakti (“kindness, showing favor”), by which souls are awakened to their true, Divine nature. Grace in the unripe stages of the spiritual journey is experienced by the devotee as receiving gifts or boons, often unbidden, from God. The mature soul finds himself surrounded by grace. He sees all of God’s actions as grace, whether they be seemingly pleasant and helpful or not. See: prapatti, śaktipāta.
GRANDER: Greatness, magnificence; of lofty character; sublime nobility.
GRATIFICATION: Indulging in what is desired.
GRATING: Irritating or annoying.
innumerable forms; and He is the impersonal, transcendent Absolute beyond all form. Thus we know Śiva in three perfections, two of form and one formless. See: ParaĪāva, Satchitānanda.
FORSAKE: To abandon, give up or renounce.
FORSOOTH: In truth; indeed.
FRANK: Open, undisguised; blunt, straightforward.
FREETFUL: Irritated, disturbed, worried or troubled.
FRINGE: A decorative border or edging, or something that resembles a border.
FRUITION: The bearing of fruit. The coming to fulfillment of something that has been awaited or worked for.
Gait: Manner of moving on foot, walking or running; the stride or way(s) of movement of a horse or other four-legged animal.
Gamut: A complete musical scale. Hence a complete range, spread or extent of anything.
Ganata(s): Gaṅa “Throng, troop; retinue; a body of followers or attendants.” A retinue of demigods—God Śiva’s attendants, devonic helpers under the supervision of Lord Gaṅeṣa. See: Gaṅapati, Gaṅeṣa.
Gaṅapati: Gaṅeṣa “Leader of the gaṇas.” A surname of Gaṅeṣa.
GANDHARVAS: Gaṇās: Astral male lovers, counterparts to the female apsaras, mentioned in the Vedas. See: apsara.
Gaṅeṣa: Gaṅeṣa “Lord of Categories.” (From gaṇ, “to count or reckon,” and Isa, “lord.”) Or: “Lord of attendants (gaṇa),” synonymous with Gaṅapati. Gaṅeṣa is a Mahādeva, the beloved elephant-faced Deity honored by Hindus of every sect. He is the Lord of Obstacles (Vighnēśvara), revered for His great wisdom and invoked first before any undertaking, for He knows all intricacies of each soul’s karma and the perfect path of dharma that makes action successful. He sits on the mūlādhāra chakra and is easy of access. See: gaṇa, Gaṅapati, Mahādeva.
Gaṅgā Śādhana: Gaṅa Saṁbhava A practice for unburdening the mind, performed by releasing the energy of unwanted thoughts. An internal cleansing sādhanā of sitting quietly by a river or stream and listening to the Aum sound as the water flows over the rocks. When a thought arises, it is mentally placed into a leaf held in the right hand, then gently tossed into the water. Then a flower is offered to thank the water for carrying away the thought. This is a subconscious cleansing process of letting go of hurts, anger, problems or whatever it is that rises in the mind to disturb the meditation.
Ganges (Gaṅgā): Gaṅa India’s most sacred river, 1,557 miles long, arising in the Himalayas above Haridwar under the name Bhāgiratha, and being named Gaṅgā after joining the Alakananda (where the Sarasvatī is said to join them underground). It flows southeast across the densely populated Gangetic plain, joining its sister Yamunā (or Jumna) at Prayaga (Allahabad) and ending at the Bay of Bengal.
Ganglia: Groups of nerve cells that form a nerve center outside of the brain or spinal cord. A center of power, activity, or energy. (Singular: ganglion). See chakra.
Ganglion: Referring to the ganglion.
graven image: Sculpted or carved statue of God or a God, a derogatory term from the English Bible translation.

grihastha: पुरुष “Householder.” Family man or woman. Family of a married couple and other relatives. Pertaining to family life. The purely masculine form of the word is grihasthin and the feminine grihasthi. Grihastha also names the home itself. See: āśrama dharma, grihastha dharma.

grihastha āśrama: पुरुषः आश्रम “Householder stage.”
See: āśrama dharma.

grihastha dharma: पुरुषःधर्म “Householder law.” The virtues and ideals of family life. See: āśrama dharma.

Grím Reaper: Personification of death in Western tradition, a hooded, black-robed skeleton figure carrying a scythe to cut down lives.

gross: Dense, coarse, unrefined, crude; carnal, sensual; lacking sensitivity.


guile: Treacherous cunning; crafty deceit.

Gulika kāla: गुलिका काल An auspicious period of time (about 90 minutes) which occurs at a different time each day according to the astrological configuration indicated on the pancharaṇga calendar.

guru: गुरु “Weighty one,” indicating an authority of great knowledge or skill. A title for a teacher or guide in any subject, such as music, dance, sculpture, but especially religion. See: guru-śishya system, satguru.

guru bhakti: गुरु भक्ति Devotion to the teacher. The attitude of humility, love and ideation held by a student in any field of study. In the spiritual realm, the devotee strives to see the guru as his higher Self. By attuning himself to the satguru’s inner nature and wisdom, the disciple slowly transforms his own nature to ultimately attain the same peace and enlightenment his guru has achieved. Guru bhakti is expressed through serving the guru, meditating on his form, working closely with his mind and obeying his instructions. See: guru, satguru, guru-śishya system, Kūtārāvā Tantra.


guru mahāśā.ndimāḥ: गुरु महाशिह्नान Spiritual head of a traditional aadheenam. See: aadhheenakartar.

guru paramparā: गुरु परंपरा “Preceptorial succession” (literally, “from one teacher to another”). A line of spiritual gurus in authentic succession of initiation; the chain of mystical power and authorized continuity, passed from guru to guru. See: sampradāya.

Guru Pūrṇimā: गुरु पूर्णिमा Occurring on the full moon of July, Guru Pūrṇimā is for devotees a day of rededication to all that the guru represents. It is occasioned by pāḍapīṭā—ceremonial worship of the guru’s sandals, which represent his holy feet. See: guru-śishya system.

guru–śishya system: गुरुस्निय अध्यात्मिक art, architecture or spirituality, is imparted through the developing relationship between guru and disciple. See: guru, guru bhakti, satguru.

gust: A short but strong blast of wind; an outburst.

hallowed: Sanctified; consecrated. Highly venerated; sacrosanct.

halo: A luminous ring or disk of light surrounding the heads of great spiritual teachers. An aura. See: aura.

hamper: To prevent progress, or free movement.

Hanumān: हनुमान (Hindi) “Large jawed.” The powerful monkey God–King of the epic, Rāma-yāṇa, and the central figure in the famous drama, Hanumān-Nāṭaka. The perfect devoted servant to his master, Rāma, this popular Deity is the epitome of dasya bhakti.

haphazard: Dependent on mere chance; casual.

Happy Hunting Grounds: In the Native American beliefs, the place where the deceased go after death.

harken: To listen attentively; give heed.

harmonize: To bring about agreement or harmony.

hasten: To move or act swiftly. To hurry, speed up.

hasty: Done or made too quickly to be accurate or wise; rash.

hatha yoga: हठ योग “Forceful yoga.” A system of physical and mental exercise developed in ancient times as a means of rejuvenation by rishis and tapasvins who meditated for long hours, and used today in preparing the body and mind for meditation. In the West, hatha yoga has been superficially adopted as a health-promoting, limbering, stress-reducing form of exercise, often included in aerobic routines. Esoterically, ha and tha, respectively, indicate the microcosmic sun (ha) and moon (tha), which symbolize the masculine current, pingalā nādi, and feminine current, idā nādi, in the human body. See: āsana, kūndalini, nādi, yoga, rāja yoga.

havāna: हवान “Fire pit for sacred offering; making oblations through fire.” Same as homa. Havis and havya name the offerings. See: homa, yājñā.

haven: A harbor. Metaphorically a place of rest or refuge; a sanctuary.

havoc: Widespread destruction, disorder, or chaos.

hazy: Cloudy. Not clearly defined; unclear or vague.

heart chakra: आङ्ग्लाहाता चक्र Centre of direct cognition. See: chakra.

heaven: The celestial spheres, including the causal plane and the higher realms of the subtle plane, where souls rest and learn between births, and mature souls continue to evolve after moksha. Heaven is often used by translators as an equivalent to the Sanskrit svarga. See: loka.

heed: To pay close attention to; take careful notice of.

heinous: Grossly wicked or reprehensible; abominable.

hell: Naraka. An unhappy, mentally and emotionally congested, distressful area of consciousness. Hell is a state of mind that can be experienced on the physical plane or in the sub-astral plane (Naraka) after death of the physical body. It is accompanied by the
tormented emotions of hatred, remorse, resentment, fear, jealousy and self-condemnation. However, in the Hindu view, the hellish experience is not permanent, but a temporary condition of one’s own making. See: asura, loka, Naraka.

hence: “From here.” For this reason; therefore.

herald: One that gives an announcement or indication of something to come; a harbinger.

heritage: A tradition passed down from preceding generations as an inheritance.

hermit: One withdrawn from society, living a solitary life; an anchorite.

hierarchy: A group of beings arranged in order of rank or class; as a hierarchy of God, Gods and devas.

higher nature, lower nature: Expressions indicating man’s refined, soulful qualities on the one hand, and his base, instinctive qualities on the other. See: kośa, mind (five states), soul.

Himalayan Academy: An educational and publishing institution of Saiva Siddhanta Foundation by Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami in 1957. The Academy’s objective is to share the teachings of Sanatana Dharma—through the Master Course Trilogy, travel-study programs, HINDUISM TODAY magazine and other publications—as a public service to Hindus worldwide. See: HINDUISM TODAY, Subramuniyaswami.

Himalayas (Himālayas): हिमालय “Abode of snow.” The mountain system extending along the India-Tibet border and through Pakistan, Nepal and Bhutan.

himsa: हिम्सा “Injury;” “harm;” “hurt.” Injuriousness, hostility—mental, verbal or physical. See: ahimsā.

Hindu: हिन्दु A follower of, or relating to, Hinduism. Generally, one is understood to be a Hindu by being born into a Hindu family and practicing the faith, or by professing oneself a Hindu. Acceptance into the fold is recognized through the name-giving sacrament, a temple ceremony called nāmakarana samśārā, given to born Hindus shortly after birth, and to self-declared Hindus who have proven their sincerity and been accepted by a Hindu community. Full conversion is completed through disavowal of previous religious affiliations and legal change of name. While traditions vary greatly, all Hindus rely on the Vedas as scriptural authority and generally attest to the following nine principles: 1) There exists a one, all-pervasive Supreme Being who is both immanent and transcendent, both creator and unmanifest Reality. 2) The universe undergoes endless cycles of creation, preservation and dissolution. 3) All souls are evolving toward God and will ultimately find moksha: spiritual knowledge and liberation from the cycle of rebirth. Not a single soul will be eternally deprived of this destiny. 4) Karma is the law of cause and effect by which each individual creates his own destiny by his thoughts, words and deeds. 5) The soul reincarnates, evolving through many births until all karmas have been resolved. 6) Divine beings exist in unseen worlds, and temple worship, rituals, sacraments, as well as personal devotionalists, create a communion with these devas and Gods. 7) A spiritually awakened master or satguru is essential to know the transcendent Absolute, as are personal discipline, good conduct, purification, self-inquiry and meditation. 8) All life is sacred, to be loved and revered, and therefore one should practice ahimsā, nonviolence. 9) No particular religion teaches the only way to salvation above all others. Rather, all genuine religious paths are facets of God’s pure love and light, deserving tolerance and understanding. See: Hinduism.

Hinduism (Hindu Dharma): हिन्दुधर्म India’s indigenous religious and cultural system, followed today by nearly one billion adherents, mostly in India, but with large diaspora in many other countries. Also called Sanatana Dharma (Eternal religion) and Vai-dika Dharma (Religion of the Vedas.) Hinduism is the world’s most ancient religion and encompasses a broad spectrum of philosophies ranging from pluralistic theism to absolute monism. It is a family of myriad faiths with four primary denominations: Saivism, Vaishnavism, Sāktaism and Smārtism. These four hold such divergent beliefs that each is a complete and independent religion. Yet, they share a vast heritage of culture and belief—karma, dharma, reincarnation, all-pervasive Divinity, temple worship, sacraments, manifold Deities, the guru-sīhasya tradition and a reliance on the Vedas as scriptural authority. From the rich soil of Hinduism long ago sprang various other traditions. Among these were Jainism, Buddhism and Sikhism, which rejected the Vedas and thus emerged as completely distinct religions, dissociated from Hinduism, while still sharing many philosophical insights and cultural values with their parent faith. See: Hindu.

Hinduism Today: The Hindu family magazine founded by Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami in 1979 and published by Himalayan Academy to affirm Sanatana Dharma and record the modern history of a billion-strong global religion in renaissance. This award-winning, lavishly illustrated, all color, computer-produced news and information resource reaches thousands of readers in over 150 countries throughout the world. See: Himalayan Academy.

Hindu solidarity: Hindu unity in diversity. A major contemporary theme according to which Hindu denominations are mutually supportive and work together in harmony, while taking care not to obscure or lessen their distinctions or unique virtues. The underlying principle is that Hinduism will be strong if each of its sects and lineages is vibrant. See: Hinduism.

hitherto: Until this time.

hoary: So old as to inspire veneration; ancient.

holy ash: See: vibhūti.

holy feet: The feet of God, a God, satguru or any holy person, often represented by venerable sandals, called śrī pādukā in Sanskrit and tiruvadi in Tamil. The feet of a divinity are considered especially precious as they represent the point of contact of the Divine and the physical, and are thus revered as the source of grace. The sandals or feet of the guru are the object of wor-
ship on his jayanti (birthday), on Guru Pūrṇimā and other special occasions. See: satguru.

Holy Kural: See: Tirukural.

holy orders: A divine ordination or covenant, conferring religious authority. Vows that members of a religious body make, especially a monastic body or order, such as the vows (holy orders of renunciation) made by a sannyāsin at the time of his initiation (sannyāsa dikṣā), which establish a covenant with the ancient holy order of sannyāsa. See: sannyāsa dikṣā.

homa: होंम “fire-offering.” A sacred ceremony in which the Gods are offered oblations through the medium of fire in a sanctified fire pit, homa kuṇḍa, usually made of earthen bricks. Homa rites are enjoined in the Vedas, Āgamas and Dharmas and Grihya Śāstras. See: agni, havana, yājña.

hopper: One who moves quickly from one thing to the next.

horrendous: Dreadful.

horrific: Terrifying, causing horror.

hospice: An institution that provides shelter and care to the terminally ill.

hover: To float or be suspended in the air.

hub: Center of a wheel. Center of interest, importance or activity.

hued: Having specific color.

humanitarian: One devoted to the promotion of human welfare.

humiliate: To hurt the pride or dignity of by causing to appear foolish or unworthy.

humility: Modesty in behavior, attitude, or spirit; not arrogant or prudish.

hummingbird: A small brightly colored bird with a long, slender beak for extracting nectar, and narrow wings that vibrate very rapidly, often with a humming sound, enabling it to hover in one place.

humorously: Said or done in a laughable, amusing or funny way.

hunch: An intuitive feeling.

hybrid: Anything of mixed origin, such as a plant produced by crossing parent stock of unlike genetic constitution.

hymns: Songs of praise to God, Gods or guru.

hypnosis: A sleeplike state, usually induced by another person, in which the subject may experience heightened suggestibility, forgotten or suppressed memories, and hallucinations.

hypocrisy: Professing beliefs, feelings, or virtues that one does not hold or possess; false pretensions.

hypogastric: Pertaining to the hypogastric, the lowest of the abdomen’s three median regions.

hypothalamus: The part of the brain that regulates bodily temperature, certain metabolic processes and other autonomic activities.

hypothesis: Something taken to be true for the purpose of argument or investigation; an assumption.

hysteria: Excessive or uncontrollable emotion, such as fear or panic.

icingākāra. “Desire; will.”
idā nādi: हदानाडी “Soothing channel.” The feminine psychic current flowing along the spine. See: kuṇḍa-lini, nādi, odic, pingalā.

identifications: People, places, things (such as the body and the individual mind) or positions with which one may identify oneself. See: ahamkāra.

ideology: A set of doctrines or beliefs that form the basis of a system of thought, often implying narrow-minded or uncritical adherence to such a system.

illimitable: Impossible to limit or circumscribe; endless.

illuminous: Very luminous or bright; distinguished, famous; outstanding.

imkaif: (Shūm) No awareness, state beyond that of singular awareness. Not a word for Self Realization, but the entry into that nonexperience. Pronounced eem-kaw-eef. See: Shūm.

immaculate: Free from stain or blemish; pure.

immanent: Indwelling; inherent and operating within. Relating to God, the term immanent means present in all things and throughout the universe, not aloof or distant. Not to be confused with imminent, threatening (about) to happen; emanate, to issue from; eminent, high in rank.

immemorial (from time immemorial): From a time so distant that it extends beyond history or human memory.

imminent: Threatening to happen without delay; impending.

impasse: A dead end; a point of no progress; stalemate. A difficulty with no solution.

impede: To obstruct or delay progress; make difficult to accomplish. (Noun: impediment).

impediment: That which “holds the feet.” Hindrance; obstacle. Anything that inhibits or slows progress.

impervious: Incapable of being affected or penetrated.

impetus: A push that stimulates activity. Driving force; motive, incentive.

implant: To establish securely, as in the mind or consciousness; instill.

imposing: Forcing (oneself, for example) on another or others. Impressive, admirable, by virtue of size or power.

impregnate: To saturate or fill; permeate. Make pregnant.

impulse: A sudden wish or urge that prompts an unplanned act or feeling.

impurity: A state of immorality, pollution or sin. Uncleanliness.

inadequate: Unequal to what is required, unable to meet a need.

inanimate: See: animate-inanimate.

inaugurated: Begun, especially officially or formally.

inauspicious: Not good to perform certain actions or undertake projects. Ill-omened.

inbred: fixed in the character or disposition as if inher-
indriya: Agent, sense organ. The five agents of perception (jñānendriyas), hearing (śrūtra), touch (tvak), sight (chakshus), taste (rasana) and smell (ghṛṣaṇa); and the five agents of action (karmendriyas), speech (vāk), grasping with hands (pāṇi), movement (pāda), excretion (pāyu) and generation (upastha). See: kośa, soul, tattva.

induction: Deriving general principles from particular facts or instances.

indulgence: Yielding to the desires and whims of, especially to an excessive degree. To allow (oneself) unrestrained gratification.

Indus Valley: Region on the Indus River, now in Pakistan, where in 1924 archeologists discovered the remains of a high civilization which flourished between 5000 and 1000 BCE. There, a “seal” was found with the effigy of Śiva as Paśupati, “Lord of animals,” seated in a yogic posture. See: Śaivism.

ineffable: Not amenable or possible to be spoken of, described or expressed.

I-ness: The conceiving of oneself as an “I,” or ego, which Hinduism considers a state to be transcended. See: ānava mala, mind (individual).

inevitable: Impossible to avoid or prevent. Predictable.

inexplicable: Impossible to explain or account for; inexcusable.

infatuation: The magnetic condition of being captured by a foolish or shallow love or affection.

inference: Deriving logical conclusions from premises assumed to be true.

inferiority complex: A persistent sense of inadequacy or a tendency to self-depreciation.

infidel: One who has no religious beliefs, or who rejects a particular religion.

infiltrate: To gradually penetrate so as to counteract or seize control from within.

infinitesimal: Infinitely small; too small to be measured.

influx: A flowing in. Mass arrival or ongoing.

infuse: To transmit a quality, idea, knowledge, etc., as if by pouring. To impart, fill or inspire.

inherent (to inhere in): Inborn. Existing in someone or something as an essential or inseparable quality. —inherent sin: See: sin.

inherit: To receive from an ancestor, as property, title, etc.—or to reap from our own actions: “...seed karmas we inherit from this and past lives.”

inhibit: To hold back, restrain, prohibit or forbid. To suppress.

initiation (to initiate): Entering into; admission as a member. In Hinduism, initiation from a qualified preceptor is considered invaluable for spiritual progress. See: dikṣā, śaktipāta, sannyāsa dikṣā.

inkling: A slight hint or indication.

innate: Naturally inborn; not acquired. That which belongs to the inherent nature or constitution of a being or thing.

inner advancement (or unfoldment): Progress of an individual at the soul level rather than in external life.

inner bodies: The subtle bodies of man within the physical body.

inner light: A moonlight-like glow that can be seen inside the head or throughout the body when the vr̥tti, mental fluctuations, have been sufficiently quieted. To be able to see and bask in the inner light is a milestone on the path. See: vr̥tti.

inner mind: The mind in its deeper, intuitive functions and capacities—the subsuperconscious and superconscious.

inner planes: Inner worlds or regions of existence.

inner sky: The area of the mind which is clear inner space, free of mental images, feelings, identifications, etc. Tranquility itself. The superconscious mind, Sat-chidānanda. See: ākāśa.

inner universes (or worlds): The astral and causal worlds. See: kośa.
inside: Learning from within. A word coined by Sivaya Subramuniyaswami which indicates turning inward, through yoga concentration and meditation, to the vast superconscious state of mind; whence knowledge can be unfolded.

inordinate: Exceeding reasonable limits; immoderate.

inroad: A sudden rushing in; an influx.

inscrutable: Difficult to understand or fathom.

insignia: Plural of the Latin insignis. Signs or symbols of identity, rank or office, such as a badge, staff or emblem.

instinctive: “Natural” or “innate.” From the Latin instinctus, “impelling, instigating.” The drives and impulses that order the animal world and the physical and lower astral aspects of humans—for example, self-preservation, procreation, hunger and thirst, as well as the emotions of greed, hatred, anger, fear, lust and jealousy. See: manas, mind (individual), mind (three phases), yama-niyama.

instinctive-intellectual mind: The mind in ordinary consciousness, when actions are based either upon instinctive emotional desires and fears or intellectual concepts and reason. See: manomaya kośa, astral body, instinctive mind, kośa, odic force, soul, subtle body, vīśāna.

instinctive mind: Manas chitta. The lower mind, which controls the basic faculties of perception, movement, as well as ordinary thought and emotion. Manas chitta is of the manomaya kośa. See: manas, manomaya kośa, yama-niyama, mind (individual), mind (three phases).

insure: To make certain, sure, or secure.

intangible: Incapable of being perceived (“touched”) by the senses.

intellect: The power to reason or understand; power of thought; mental acumen. See: buddhi chitta, intellectual mind, mind (individual), mind (three phases).

intellectual mind: Buddhī chitta. The faculty of reason and logical thinking. It is the source of discriminating thought, rather than the ordinary, impulsive thought processes of the lower or instinctive mind, called manas chitta. Buddhī chitta is of the manomaya kośa. See: buddhī chitta, mind.

interface: A point at which independent systems (as in the physical and astral worlds) or diverse groups interact.

interim: A time in between one event and another.

interlaced: Interwoven; connected intricately.

interlude: A period of time between two events.

intermingle: To mix or become mixed together.

internalize: To take something inside of oneself.

internalized worship: Yoga. Worship or contact with God and Gods via meditation and contemplation rather than through external ritual. This is the yogi’s path, preceded by the charyā and kriyā pādas. See: meditation, yoga.

interrogation: Examine by formally or officially questioning.

intimacy: Close familiarity; having sexual relations.

intone: To utter with a singing tone or with a particular intonation.

intrigantly: Refusing to moderate a position, especially an extreme position; uncompromising.

intrigue: A secret plot or scheme. To excite interest or curiosity.

intrinsic: Inward; essential; inherent. Belonging to the real nature of a being or thing.

introspection: “Looking inside.” Examining one’s own thoughts, feelings and sensations.

introduction: Turning within. Directing one’s interest, mind or attention upon oneself.

intrusion: The act of entering without permission.

intuit: To know or sense without resorting to rational processes.

intuition (to intuit): Direct understanding or cognition, which bypasses the process of reason. Intuition is a far superior source of knowing than reason, but it does not contradict reason. See: cognition, mind (five states).

invariably: Consistently, constantly, unchangingly.

invigorate: To give strength, life or energy.

irrepressibly: Impossible to resist. Having an overpowering appeal.

irreverent: Disrespectful. Critical of what is generally accepted or respected.

irrevocably: In a manner not to be retracted, revoked or taken back.

irul: ico. “Darkness.” The first of three stages of the sakala avasthā where the soul’s impetus is toward pāśa-jīhāna, knowledge and experience of the world. See: pāśa-jīhāna, sakala avasthā.

iruvinaippu: lco. “Balance.” The balance which emerges in the life of a soul in the stage of marul, or paśu-jīhāna, the second stage of the sakala avasthā, when the soul turns toward the good and holy, becomes centered within himself, unaffected by the ups and downs in life. See: marul, paśu-jīhāna, sakala avasthā.

Ishta Devata: Ish†a Mārga Saμskâra: “Cherished” or “chosen Deity.” The Deity that is the object of one’s special pious attention. Ishta Devatā is a concept common to all Hindu sects. See: Śakti, Śiva.

Ishta Mārga Sanskāra: Ish†a Mārga संस्कार “Path-choosing rite.” A temple ceremony held around age 18 in which a young man voices his decision to either enter the grīhāstha āśrama and accept the dharma of the householder, or in rare cases follow the dharma of the renunciate, beginning training as a monastic in preparation for taking holy orders of sannyāsa. See: holy orders, sannyāsa, sannyāsa dharma, sannyāsin.

Islam: The religion founded by Prophet Mohammed in Arabia about 625 CE. Islam connotes submission to Allah, the name for God in this religion. Adherents, known as Muslims, follow the “five Pillars” enjoined in their scripture, the Koran: faith in Allah, praying
five times daily facing Mecca, giving of alms, fasting during the month of Ramadan, and pilgrimage. One of the fastest growing religions, Islam has over one billion followers, mostly in the Middle East, Pakistan, Africa, Indonisia, China, Russia and neighboring countries.

**Isvara:** इस्वर “Highest Lord.” Supreme or Personal God. See: Parameswara.

**Itihāsa:** इतिहास “So it was.” Epic history, particularly the Rāmāyana and Mahābhārata (of which the famed Bhagavad Gītā is a part). This term sometimes refers to the Purāṇas, especially the Skānda Purāṇa and the Bhāgavata Purāṇa (or Śrīmad Bhāgavatam). See: Mahābhārata, Rāmāyana, Śrīmīri.

**Itinerant:** Traveling from place to place, with no permanent home. Wandering. See: monk, sādhu.

**Jagadāchārya:** जगदाचार्य “World teacher.”

**jagrāt:** जागृत “Wakefulness.” The state of mind in which the senses are turned outward. Conscious mind.

One of four states of consciousness, avasthās, described in the Māṇḍūkya Upanishad. See: avasthā, consciousness.

**jagrat chitta:** “Wakeful consciousness.” The conscious mind.

**Jainism:** (Jaina) जैन An ancient non-Vedic religion of India made prominent by the teachings of Mahāvīra (“Great Hero”), ca 500 BCE. The Jain Āgamas teach reverence for all life, vegetarianism and strict renunciation for ascetics. Jains focus great emphasis on the reverence for all life, vegetarianism and strict renunciation for ascetics. Jains great historic saints, called Tīrthaṅkaras (“Ford-Crossers”), are objects of worship, of whom Mahāvīra was the 24th and last. Jains number about six million today, living mostly in India.

**japa:** जप “Recitation.” Practice of concentrated repeating of a mantra, often while counting the repetitions on a mālā or strand of beads. It may be done silently or aloud. Sometimes known as mantra yoga, japa is a major sādhanā in Hindu spiritual practice, from the simple utterance of a few names of God to extraordinary feats of repeating sacred syllables millions of times for years on end. See: amrīta, mantra, yama-niyama, yoga.

**jarred:** Irritated, clashing, quarreling, discordant.

**Jehovah:** Modern (incorrect) vocalization of Yahweh, Hebrew name for God, introduced by Christian Renaissance scholars.

**Jesus Christ:** A Jewish teacher and prophet in the first century CE whose teachings became the basis of Christianity.

**Jew:** An adherent of Judaism, or descendant of such adherents. See: Judaism.

**jīva:** जीव “Living, existing.” From jīv, “to live.” The individual soul, ātman, bound by the three malas (ānava, karma and māyā). The individuated self (jīva-ātman) as opposed to the transendent Self (parama ātman).

The jīvanmukta is one who is “liberated while living.” See: ātman, evolution of the soul, jīvanmukta, purusha, soul.

**jīvanmukta:** जीवनमुक्त “Liberated soul.” One who has attained nirvikalpa samādhi—the realization of the Self, Paraśiva—and is liberated from rebirth while living in a human body. (Contrasted with videhamukta, one liberated at the point of death.) This attainment is the culmination of lifetimes of intense striving, sādhanā and tapas, requiring total renunciation, san-nāṣa (death to the external world, denoted in the conducting of one’s own funeral rites), in the current incarnation. While completing life in the physical body, the jīvanmukta enjoys the ability to re-enter nirvikalpa samādhi again and again. See: jīvanmukti, jīva, kaivalya, moksha, Self Realization, Śivasâyujya, videhamukti.

**jīvanmukti:** जीवनमुक्ति “Liberation while living.” The state of the jīvanmukta. Contrasted with videhamukti, liberation at the point of death. See: death, jīvanmukta, moksha, reincarnation, videhamukti.

**jīna:** जीन “Knowledge; wisdom.” (Tamil: jīnām) The matured state of the soul. It is the wisdom that comes as an aftermath of the kuṇḍalini breaking through the door of Brahman into the realization of Paraśiva, Absolute Reality. The repeated samādhis of Paraśiva ever deepen this flow of divine knowing which establishes the knower in an extraordinary point of reference, totally different from those who have not attained this enlightenment. Jīna is sometimes misunderstood as book knowledge, as a maturity or awakening that comes from simply understanding a complex philosophical system or systems. Those who define jīna in this way deny that the path is a progression of chāryā-krīyā-yoga-jīna or of karma-bhakti-rāja-jīna. Rather, they say that one can choose one’s own path, and that each leads to the ultimate goal. See: God Realization, door of Brahman, Self Realization, samādhi.

**jīna mārga:** जीनामार्ग See: jīna pāda.

**jīna pāda:** जीनापाद “Stage of wisdom.” According to the Saiva Siddhānta rishis, jīna is the last of the four successive pādas (stages) of spiritual unfoldment. It is the culmination of the third stage, the yoga pāda. Also names the knowledge section of each Āgama. See: jīna, pāda.

**jīna śakti:** जीनाशक्ति “Power of wisdom.” One of Śiva’s three primary śakta. Also a name for Lord Kārttikeya’s vel. See: Kārttikeya, Śakti, śrīśula vel.

**jīna yoga:** जीनायोग “Union of knowledge.” Describes the esoteric spiritual practices of the fully enlightened being, or jīnī. An alternative meaning, popularized by Swami Vivekananda, is the quest for cognition through intellectual religious study, as one of four alternate paths to truth, the other three being bhakti yoga, karma yoga and rāja yoga. See: jīna, yoga.

**jīnī:** जीनी “Sage.” One who possesses jīna. See: jīvanmukta, jīna.

**jot:** To make a brief note.

**Judaic-Christian:** Concerned with two of the three reli-
gions descended from Abraham, Judaism and Christianity, especially in the sense of their shared beliefs.

**Judaism**: The religion of over 12 million adherents worldwide (over half in the United States), first of the Abrahamic faiths, founded about 3,700 years ago in Canaan (now Israel) by Abraham, who started the lineage, and in Egypt by Moses, who emancipated the enslaved Jewish tribes. Its major scripture is the Torah.

**judicious**: Having or showing good judgment; prudent.

**jyotisha**: ज्योतिष From jyoti, “light.” “The science of the lights (or stars).” Hindu astrology, the knowledge and practice of analyzing events and circumstances, delineating character and determining auspicious moments, according to the positions and movements of heavenly bodies. In calculating horoscopes, jyotisha uses the sidereal (fixed-star) system, whereas Western astrology uses the tropical (fixed-date) method.

**kailâsa**: The earthly abode of Lord Śiva. Associated with Mount Meru, the legendary center of the universe, it is an important pilgrimage destination for Hindus, as well as Tibetan Buddhists. Kailasa is represented in Sāktism by a certain three-dimensional form of the Śrī Chakra yantra (also called kailâsa chakra).

**Kailâsa Paramparâ**: कैलास परंपरा A spiritual lineage of 163 siddhas, a major stream of the Nandinâtha Sampradâya, proponents of the ancient philosophy of monistic Śaiva Siddhânta. The first of these masters that history recalls was Maharishi Nandinâtha (or Nandikesvara) 2,250 years ago, satguru to the great Tirumular, ca 200 BCE, and seven other disciples (as stated in the Tirumantiram). The lineage continued down the centuries and is alive today—the first recent siddha is known as the “Rishi from the Himalayas,” so named because he descended from those holy mountains. In South India, he initiated Kâdâitswami (ca 1810–1875), who in turn initiated Chellappaswami (1840–1915). Chellappan passed the mantle of authority to Sage Yogaswami (1872–1964), who in 1949 initiated Sivâya Subramuniyaswami (1927–2001), who initiated the present satguru, Bodhinatha Veylanswami. See: Nâtha Sampradâya, Patanjali, Tirumular, Vyaghrapada, Yogaswami.

**kaivalya**: कैवल्य “Absolute oneness, aloneness; perfect detachment, freedom.” Liberation. Kaivalya is the term used by Patanjali and others in the yoga tradition to name the goal and fulfillment of yoga, the state of complete detachment from transmigration. It is virtually synonymous with moksha. Kaivalya is the perfectly transcendent state, the highest condition resulting from the ultimate realization. It is defined uniquely according to each philosophical school, depending on its beliefs regarding the nature of the soul. See: moksha, Śivâsâgya, jîhâna.

**kaleidoscope**: A tube-like instrument that shows a constantly changing pattern of colors and lights. Anything so changeable.

**Kali**: काली “Black” Goddess. A form of Śakti in Her fierce aspect, as worshiped by various sects within Sâktism. She is dark, nude, primordial and fiercely powerful, as of a naked energy untamed. But from the perspective of devotees, She is the incomparable protectress, champion of sâdhana and mother of liberation. The Goddess Durgâ, seated on a tiger, has similar characteristics and is often identified with Kali. See: Śakti, Sâktism.

**Kali Yuga**: कलीयुग “Dark Age.” The Kali Yuga is the last age in the repetitive cycle of four phases of time the universe passes through. It is comparable to the darkest part of the night, as the forces of ignorance are in full power and many subtle faculties of the soul are obscured. See: mahâpralaya, yuga.

**kâma**: काम “Pleasure, love; desire.” Cultural, intellectual and sexual fulfillment. One of four human goals, purushârthâ. See: purushârthâ.

**kapha**: कफ “Biological water.” One of the three bodily humors, called dosha, kapha is known as the water humor. Principle of cohesion. Kapha gives bodily structure and stability, lubricates, heals and bestows immunity. See: āyurveda, dosha.

**Karaikkalammaiyar**: काराककलाममायियर The 23rd of the 63 canonized saints of Tamil Saivism. A great mystic, poet and yogini, she composed mystical-devotional hymns which are part of Tirumurai.

**karma**: कर्म “Action,” “deed.” One of the most important principles in Hindu thought, karma refers to 1) any act or deed; 2) the principle of cause and effect; 3) a consequence or “fruit of action” (karmaphala) or “after effect” (uttaraphala), which sooner or later returns upon the doer. What we sow, we shall reap in this or future lives. Selfish, hateful acts (pāpakarma or kukarma) will bring suffering. Benefvolent actions (punyakarma or sukarma) will bring loving reactions. Karma is threefold: saîchita, prârtha and kriyâmâna.

—**Saîchita karma**: “Accumulated actions.” The sum of all karmas of this life and past lives. —**Prârtha karma**: “Actions begun; set in motion.” That portion of saîchita karma that is bearing fruit and shaping the events and conditions of the current life, including the nature of one’s bodies, personal tendencies and associations. —**Kriyâmâna karma**: “Being made.” The karma being created and added to saîchita in this life by one’s thoughts, words and actions, or in the inner worlds between lives. Kriyâmâna karma is also called āgâmi, “coming, arriving,” and vartamâna, “current, revolving, set in motion.” While some kriyâmâna karmas bear fruit in the current life, others are stored for future births. See: ājñava, fate, mala, mâyâ, moksha, pâsa, sin, soul.

**karma mârga**: कर्ममार्ग “Path of action-reaction.” A
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coinced term describing the worldly condition of souls totally emmeshed in the actions and reactions of the past, making new karmas so swiftly that little true personal identity is experienced. See: ākāva mārṣa, pāda.

carta yoga: karma yoga “Union through action.” Selfless service. See: yoga.

Kārttikeya: Gāuḍaśa Child of the Pleiades, from Krīttikā, “Pleiades.” Second son of Śiva, brother of Gaṇeṣa. A great Mahādeva worshipped in all parts of India and the world. Also known as Murugan, Kumāra, Skanda, Shanmukhanātha, Subramanya and more, He is the God who guides that part of evolution which is religion, the transformation of the instinctive into a divine wisdom through the practice of yoga. See: Murugan, Pleiades, Veda.

Kashmir Śaivism: Kāśīśāvism In this mildly theistic and intensely monistic school founded by Vasūputra around 850, Śiva is immanent and transcendent. Purification and yoga are strongly emphasized. Kashmir Śaivism offers an extremely rich and detailed coinced term describing the worldly condition of souls totally emmeshed in the actions and reactions of the past, making new karmas so swiftly that little true personal identity is experienced. See: ākāva mārṣa, pāda.

carta yoga: karma yoga “Union through action.” Selfless service. See: yoga.

Kārttikeya: Gāuḍaśa Child of the Pleiades, from Krīttikā, “Pleiades.” Second son of Śiva, brother of Gaṇeṣa. A great Mahādeva worshipped in all parts of India and the world. Also known as Murugan, Kumāra, Skanda, Shanmukhanātha, Subramanya and more, He is the God who guides that part of evolution which is religion, the transformation of the instinctive into a divine wisdom through the practice of yoga. See: Murugan, Pleiades, Veda.

Kashmir Śaivism: Kāśīśāvism In this mildly theistic and intensely monistic school founded by Vasūputra around 850, Śiva is immanent and transcendent. Purification and yoga are strongly emphasized. Kashmir Śaivism offers an extremely rich and detailed coinced term describing the worldly condition of souls totally emmeshed in the actions and reactions of the past, making new karmas so swiftly that little true personal identity is experienced. See: ākāva mārṣa, pāda.

carta yoga: karma yoga “Union through action.” Selfless service. See: yoga.

Kārttikeya: Gāuḍaśa Child of the Pleiades, from Krīttikā, “Pleiades.” Second son of Śiva, brother of Gaṇeṣa. A great Mahādeva worshipped in all parts of India and the world. Also known as Murugan, Kumāra, Skanda, Shanmukhanātha, Subramanya and more, He is the God who guides that part of evolution which is religion, the transformation of the instinctive into a divine wisdom through the practice of yoga. See: Murugan, Pleiades, Veda.
dhānta path of attainment. See: pāda.

dhānta path of attainment. See: pāda.


kukarma: कुकर्मा “Unwholesome acts,” or the fruit thereof. See: karma.

kulachāra: कुलचार “The divine way of life;” the state of jīvanmukti, “liberation while living” in Śaktism. It is attained through sādhana and grace.

kulaguru: कुलगुरु “Family preceptor” or “family teacher.” The kulaguru guides the joint and extended family, particularly through the heads of families, and provides spiritual education. He may or may not be a satguru.

kundalini: कुंडलिनी “She who is coiled; serpent power.” The primordial cosmic energy in every individual which, at first, lies coiled like a serpent at the base of the spine and eventually, through the practice of yoga, rises up the sushumna nādi. As it rises, the kundalini awakens each successive chakra. Nirvikalpa samādhi, enlightenment, comes as it pierces through the door of Brahmān at the core of the sahasrāra and enters. Kundalini sākta then returns to rest in any one of the seven chakras. Sivasāyujya, union, is complete when the kundalini arrives back in the sahasrāra and remains coiled in this crown chakra. See: chakra, door of Brahmān, nādi, samādhi, sāyujya, tantra.

kundalini sākta: कुंडलिनीशक्ति The pure (neither masculine nor feminine) force that flows through the sushumna nādi. See: kundalini, sākta, sushumna nādi.

kundalini yoga: कुंडलिनीयोग “Uniting the serpent power.” Advanced meditative practices and sādhana techniques, a part of rāja yoga, performed to deliberately arouse the kundalini power and guide it up the spine into the crown chakra, sahasrāra. In its highest form, this yoga is the natural result of sādhanas and tapas well performed, rather than a distinct system of striving and teaching in its own right.

kunkuma: कुण्कुम “Saffron; red.” (Tamil: kumkum.) The red powder, made of turmeric and lime, worn by Hindus as the pottu or bindu, dot, at the point of the third eye on the forehead. Names the saffron plant, Crocus sativus, and its pollen. See: ājñā chakra.

Kural: குறள் See: Tirukural.

**labyrinth:** Something highly intricate or convoluted in character, composition or construction. A maze.

**Lakshmi:** लक्ष्मी “Mark or sign,” often of success or prosperity. Śakti, the Universal Mother, as Goddess of wealth. The mythological consort of Viṣṇu. Usually depicted on a lotus flower. Prayers are offered to Lakshmi for wealth, beauty and peace. See: Śakti.

**lament:** To express grief or mourn.

**lapse:** To fall (or slip) down, away or back. To cease or become forfeit or void by default.

**larceny:** Stealing personal property; theft.

**latent:** Present but hidden or potential; not evident or active.

**laud:** To praise. To sing, chant or speak the qualities or glories of.

**layman:** A man who is not a cleric or monastic.

**ledger:** A book in which monetary transactions are posted in the form of debits and credits.

**lest:** For fear that a thing might happen.

**lethargy:** A state of sluggishness, inactivity and apathy.

**levitation:** The power or ability to float in the air or to cause objects to do so at will.

**liberal:** Free; broad-minded; tolerant; unconfined; generous.

**liberation:** Moksha, release from the bonds of pāśa, after which the soul is liberated from saṁsāra (the round of births and deaths). In Śaiva Siddhānta, pāśa is the threefold bondage of ānava, karma and mâyā, which limit and confine the soul to the reincarnational cycle so that it may evolve. Moksha is freedom from the fettering power of these bonds, which do not cease to exist, but no longer have the power to fetter or bind the soul. See: mala, jīvanmukti, moksha, pāśa, reincarnation, satguru, Self Realization, soul.

**light:** In an ordinary sense, a form of energy which makes physical objects visible to the eye. In a religious, mystical sense, light also illuminates inner objects (i.e., mental images). —**inner light:** light perceived inside the head and body, of which there are varying intensities. When the karmas have been sufficiently quieted, the meditator can see and enjoy inner light independently of mental images. —**moon-like inner light** Inner light perceived at a first level of intensity, glowing softly, much like the moon. The meditator’s first experience of it is an important milestone in unfoldment. —**clear white light:** Inner light at a high level of intensity, very clear and pure. When experienced fully, it is seen to be permeating all of existence, the universal substance of all form, inner and outer, pure consciousness, Satchidananda. This experience, repeated at regular intervals, can yield “a knowing greater than you could acquire at any university or institute of higher learning.” See: Śiva consciousness, tattva.

**limber:** Bending or flexing readily; pliable.

**lineage:** A direct line of ancestors and descendants or predecessors and successors.

**linger:** To be slow in leaving, especially out of reluctance; tarry. To persist.

**liturgy:** The proper, prescribed forms of ritual.

**loka:** लोक “World, habitat, realm, or plane of existence.” From loc, “to shine, be bright, visible.” See: three worlds.

**lore:** Accumulated facts, traditions, or beliefs about a particular subject.

**lotus flower:** An aquatic plant (Nelumbo nucifera) native to southern Asia and Australia, with large leaves, fragrant, pinkish flowers, a broad, rounded, perforated seedpod, and fleshy rhizomes.

**lotus pose:** Padmāsana. The most famous of ḥatha yoga poses and the optimum position for meditation.
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macrocsm: “Great world” or “universe.” See: microcosm-macrocosm, three worlds.

Madhumateya: मधुमतेय “A Śiva Siddhānta monastic order founded by Pavanaśiva, preceptor of the Kalachuri kings of Central India.

Madhva (Mādhva): मध्व “South Indian Vaishnav saint (1197–1278) who expounded a purely dualistic (pluralistic) Vedānta in which there is an essential and eternal distinction between God, soul and world, and space and individual consciousness, all the lokas and their inhabitants into God Śiva, as the water of a river returns to its source, the sea. Then Śiva alone exists in His three perfections, until He again emanates creation. During this incredibly vast period there are many partial dissolutions, pralayas, when either the Bhūloka or the Bhūloka and the Antarloka are destroyed. See: yuga.

Mahārshi (Maharishi): महर्षि “Great seer.” Title for the greatest and most influential of siddhás.

mahāsamādhi: mahāsama “Great ecstasy.” The death, or quitting off of the physical body, of a great soul, an event occasioned by tremendous blessings. Also names the shrine in which the remains of a great soul are entombed. See: cremation, death.


mahāvākya: mahāvāk “Great saying.” A profound aphorism from scripture or a holy person. Most famous are four Upanishad proclamations: Prajanam Brahma (“Pure consciousness is God”—Aitareya U.), Aham Brahmasmi (“I am God”—Bṛhadāranyaka U.), Tat tvaṃ asi (“Thou art That”—Chandogya U.) and Ayam ātma Brahma (“The soul is God”—Māndukyakā U.).

Mahēśvara: महेष्वर “Great Lord.” In Śaiva Siddhānta, one of five aspects, or forms, of Paramēśvara (the Primal Soul), each related to one of the Lord’s five powers. Mahēśvara corresponds to Śiva’s energy of veiling grace. Mahēśvara is also a popular epithet for Lord Śiva as Primal Soul and personal Lord. See: Nātarāja, Paramēśvara.

mahout: The keeper or driver of an elephant.

mala: मालa “Impurity.” An important term in Śaivism referring to three bonds, called pāśa—āṇava, karma, and māyā—which limit the soul, preventing it from knowing its true, divine nature. See: āṇava, karma, liberation, māyā, pāśa.

mahā An adjective or prefix meaning “great.”

Mahābhārata: महाभारत “Great Epic of India.” The world’s longest epic poem. It revolves around the conflict between two royal families, those of the Pandavas and Kauravas, and their great battle of Kurukshetra near modern Delhi in approximately 1424 BCE. The Mahābhārata is revered as scripture by Vaishnavites and Śrāvaka. See: Bhagavad Gītā, Itihāsā.

Mahādeva: महादेव “Great shining one;” “God.” Referring either to God Śiva or any of the highly evolved beings who live in the Śivaloka in their natural, effulgent soul bodies. God Śiva in His perfection as Primal Soul is one of the Mahādevas, yet He is unique and incomparable in that He alone is uncreated, the Father-Mother and Destiny of all other Mahādevas. He is called Paramēśvara, “Supreme God.” He is the Primal Soul, whereas the other Gods are individual souls. It is said in scripture that there are 330 million Gods. See: Gods, Paramēśvara, Śiva, deva.

mahāpralaya: mahāpralaya “Great dissolution.” Total annihilation of the universe at the end of a mahākalpa. It is the absorption of all existence, including time, space and individual consciousness, all the lokas and their inhabitants into God Śiva, as the water of a river returns to its source, the sea. Then Śiva alone exists in His three perfections, until He again emanates creation. During this incredibly vast period there are many partial dissolutions, pralayas, when either the Bhūloka or the Bhūloka and the Antarloka are destroyed. See: yuga.

Mahāshēva The keeper or driver of an elephant.

māla: माल “Impurity.” An important term in Śaivism referring to three bonds, called pāśa—āṇava, karma, and māyā—which limit the soul, preventing it from knowing its true, divine nature. See: āṇava, karma, liberation, māyā, pāśa.

malaparipakam: mahā “Garland.” A strand of beads for holy recitation, japa, usually made of rudrāksha, tulasi, sandalwood or crystal. Also a flower garland.

malaparipakam: मलापरिपक “Ripening of bonds.” The state attained after the three mālas, āṇava, karma and māyā, are brought under control during marut, the second stage of the sakala avasthā. At this time, the Lord’s concealing grace, tirudhāna āsakti, has accomplished its work, giving way to anugraha. His revealing...
grace, leading to the descent of grace, śaktinipāta. See: ānava, anagha, karma, malas, marul, māyā, sakala avasthā, śaktinipāta, tirōdhana śakti.

malevolent: Motivated by ill will, wishing harm to others; malicious. Exercising an evil or harmful influence.

malice: Ill will; desire or intent to do harm to another, generally without conscience. See: maḥātata.

malign: To defame, speak evil of, with harmful, often untrue statements; vicious slander.

malleable: Pliable; flexible to changing circumstances.

mana: The Polynesian word for pranic sāktil. Supernatural or divine power, miraculous power, believed to reside in a person or thing.

manana: मनान “Thinking; deep reflection.”

manas: मनस् “Mind; understanding.” The lower or instinctive mind, seat of desire and governor of sensory and motor organs, called indriyas. Manas is termed the undisciplined, empirical mind. Manas is characterized by desire, determination, doubt, faith, lack of faith, steadfastness, lack of steadfastness, shame, intellection and fear. It is a faculty of manomaya kośa, the lower astral or instinctive-intellectual sheath. See: awareness, instinctive mind, manomaya kośa, mind (individual).

manas chakra: मनस्चक्र The mature sahasrāra chakra at the top of the head. It attains this level after many experiences of Self Realizations when the kundalini force coils itself at the top of the head. This then becomes the muladhara chakra of this golden soul body. See: chakras, svarṇasārāra, viṣvāgraśa, anandamaya kośa.


manifest: To show or reveal. Perceivable or knowable, therefore having form. The opposite of unmanifest or transcendent. See: formless, tattva.

Manikkavasagar: मनिक्कावासागर “He of ruby-like utterances.” Tamil saint who contributed to the medieval Śaivite renaissance (ca 850). He gave up his position as Prime Minister to follow a renunciate life. His poetic Tiruvasagam, “Holy utterances”—a major Śaiva Siddhānta scripture (part of the eighth Tirumurai) and a jewel of Tamil literature—express his aspirations, trials and yogic realizations. See: Tirumurai, Tiruvasagam.

manipulate: To influence or manage shrewdly or deviously. To handle, maneuver or move.


mannequin: A life-size full or partial model (figure) of the human body.

manomaya kośa: मनोमयकोश See: kośa.

mantra: मन्त्र “Mystic formula.” A sound, syllable, word or phrase endowed with special power, usually drawn from scripture. Mantras are chanted loudly during pūjā to invoke the Gods and establish a spiritual force field. Certain mantras are repeated softly or mentally for japa, the subtle tones quieting the mind, harmonizing the inner bodies and stimulating latent spiritual qualities. Hinduism’s universal mantra is Aum. To be truly efficacious, such mantras must be bestowed by the preceptor during initiation. See: Aum, incantation, japa, pūjā, yajña.


Marīyamman: மாரியாம்மன் “Smallpox Goddess,” known commonly as Amman, protectress from plagues. See: Śakti, Śaktism.

Markanduswami: मार्कण्डस्वामि “A disciple of Satguru Yogaswami who passed his later years as a white robed sādhu. He lived an austere life and hardly spoke but to pronounce the words and sayings of his guru.

martyrdom: Extreme suffering, especially inflicted for a cause.

marul: मरु I. “Confusion.” The second of the three stages of the sakala avasthā, when the soul is “caught” between the world and God and begins to seek knowledge of its own true nature (paśu-jñāna). See: paśu-jñāna, sakala avasthā.

masturbation: Manipulating one’s genitals, or the genitals of another, for sexual gratification. See: celibacy, dissipation, ojas, tejas, transmutation.

materialism (materialistic): The doctrine that matter is the only reality, that all life, thought and feelings are but the effects of movements of matter, and that there exist no worlds but the physical. Materialists usually hold that there is no God—a cosmic, material, prime mover perhaps, but no personal God. An Indian school of thought which propounded this view were the Chârvâka. See: atheism, Chârvâka, worldly.


mathavāsi: मठवासि “Monastic; monastery dweller.” See: monk.

mauna: मूना The discipline of remaining silent.


māyā: माया “Artfulness,” “illusion,” “phantom” or “mirific energy.” The substance emanated from Śiva through which the world of form is manifested. Hence all creation is also termed māyā. It is the cosmic creative force, the principle of manifestation, ever in the process of creation, preservation and dissolution. Māyā is a key concept in Hinduism, originally meaning “supernatural power; God’s mirific energy.” See: loka, mala, mind (universal), tattva, world.

māyā mārga: मायामार्ग “Path of worldliness.” The soul engrossed in the ignorance of the world and the fulfillment of instinctive and intellectual impulses. Sees: pāda.

meander: To wander aimlessly and idly without fixed direction.

meditation: Dhyāna. Sustained concentration. Meditation describes a quiet, alert, powerfully concentrated state wherein new knowledge and insights are awakened from within as awareness focuses one-pointedly on an object or specific line of thought. See: internalized worship, rāja yoga, Satchidananda.
medley: A jumbled or mixed assortment; a mixture.

mendicant: A beggar; a wandering monk, or sādhu, who lives on alms. See: sādhu.

mental body (sheath): The higher-mind layer of the subtle or astral body in which the soul functions in Maharloka of the Antarloka or subtle plane. In Sanskrit, the mental body is vijnānamayakośa, “sheath of cognition.” See: intellectual mind, kośa, subtle body.

mental plane: Names the refined strata of the subtle world. Here the soul is shrouded in the mental or cognitive sheath, called vijnānamayakośa. See: vijnānamayakośa.

merge: To lose distinctness or identity by being sunk in, immersed or absorbed. To unite or become one with something larger.

mesh: A net or network. Something that snares or entrap.

metabolism: The physical and chemical processes within a living cell or organism necessary for the maintenance of life.

metamorphosis: Complete transformation, as in a caterpillar’s becoming a butterfly. See: kundalini, reincarnation.

metaphysics: The philosophy that examines the nature of reality, especially those aspects of reality beyond the realm of physical perception, or impossible to investigate by intellectual scientific study.

methodical: Proceeding in regular, systematic order.

methodology: Means, technique, or procedure; working method.


microcosm-macrocosm: “Little world” or “miniature universe” as compared with “great world.” Microcosm refers to the internal source of something larger or more external (macrocosm). In Hindu cosmology, the outer world is a macrocosm of the inner world, which is its microcosm and is mystically larger and more complex than the physical universe and functions at a higher rate of vibration and even a different rate of time. The microcosm precedes the macrocosm. Thus, the guiding principle of the Bhūloka comes from the Antarloka and Śivaloka. Consciousness precedes physical form. In the tantric tradition, the body of man is viewed as a microcosm of the entire divine creation. “Microcosm-macrocosm” is embodied in the terms prīṇa and anda. See: apex of creation, quantum, tattva, tantra.

militate: To fight or work (against).

mind (five states): A view of the mind in five parts.

—conscious mind: Jāgrat chitta (“wakeful consciousness”). The ordinary, waking, thinking state of mind in which the majority of people function most of the day.

—subconscious mind: Sātisākāra chitta (“impression mind”). The part of mind “beneath” the conscious mind, the storehouse or recorder of all experience (whether remembered consciously or not)—the holder of past impressions, reactions and desires. Also, the seat of involuntary physiological processes. —subconscious mind: Vāsanā chitta (“mind of subliminal traits”). The area of the subconscious mind formed when two thoughts or experiences of the same rate of intensity are sent into the subconscious at different times and, intermingling, give rise to a new and totally different rate of vibration. This subconscious formation later causes the external mind to react to situations according to these accumulated vibrations, be they positive, negative or mixed. —superconscious mind: Kāraṇa chitta. The mind of light, the all-knowing intelligence of the soul. The Sanskrit term is turiya, “the fourth,” meaning the condition beyond the states of wakefulness (jāgrat), “dream” (sālpna), and “deep sleep” (suhūpti). At its deepest level, the superconscious is Parāsakti, or Satchidānanda, the Divine Mind of God Śiva. In Sanskrit, there are numerous terms for the various levels and states of superconsciousness. Specific superconscious states such as: viśvachattya (“universal consciousness”), advaita chaitanya (“nondual consciousness”), adhyātma chetanā (“spiritual consciousness”). —subsuperconscious mind: Anukāraṇa chitta. The superconscious mind working through the conscious and subconscious states, which brings forth intuition, clarity and insight. See: chitta, consciousness, sātisākāra, Satchidānanda, vāsanā.

mind (individual): At the microcosmic level of individual souls, mind is consciousness and its faculties of memory, desire, thought and cognition. Individual mind is chitta (mind, consciousness), and its threefold expression is called antahkarana, “inner faculty” composed of: 1) buddhi (“intellect, reason, logic,” higher mind); 2) ahaṅkāra (“I-maker,” egoity); 3) manas (“lower mind,” instinctive-intellectual mind, the seat of desire). From the perspective of the 36 tattvas (categories of existence), each of these is a tattva which evolves out of the one before it. Thus, from buddhi comes ahaṅkāra and then manas. These three are faculties of the manomaya kośa (astral or instinctive-intellectual sheath). Anukāraṇa chitta, subsuperconsciousness, the knowing mind, is the mind-state of the vijnānamaya kośa (mental or intuitive-cognitive sheath). The aspect of mind corresponding directly to the ānandamaya kośa (causal body) is kāraṇa chitta, superconsciousness. See: ahaṅkāra, buddhi, chitta, manas, mind (universal).

mind (three phases): A perspective of mind as instinctive, intellectual and superconscious. —instinctive mind. Manas chitta, the seat of desire and governor of sensory and motor organs. —intellectual mind. Buddhī chitta, the faculty of thought and intelligence. —superconscious mind: Kāraṇa chitta, the stratum of intuition, benevolence and spiritual sustenance. Its most refined essence is Parāsakti, or Satchidānanda, all-knowing, omnipresent consciousness, the One transcendent, self-luminous, divine mind common to all souls. See: awareness, consciousness, mind (five
mind (universal): In the most profound sense, mind is
the sum of all things, all energies and manifestations,
all forms, subtle and gross, sacred and mundane. It
is the inner and outer cosmos. Mind is 
_mâyā_. It is
the material matrix. It is everything but That, the Self
within, Parasiva, which is timeless, formless, cause-
less, spaceless, known by the knower only after Self
Realization. The Self is the indescribable, unnameable,
Ultimate Reality. Mind in its subtlest form is undif-
fferentiated Pure Consciousness, primal substance
(Parâśakti or Satchidânanda), out of which emerge the
miya form of existence, both psychic and material.
See: _chiʃta, consciousness, mâyâ, tattva, world._
mirth: Gaiety, fun, amusement, especially expressed
with laughter.
misapprehension: Incorrect apprehension; misunder-
standing.
miserliness: The quality of being stingy, selfish, espe-
cially with money.
misfit: A person unable to adjust to social environment
or disturbingly different from others in his place and
group.
mishmash: A collection of confused or unrelated
things.
moksha: निःव “Liberation.” Release from transmigra-
tion, samâsâra, the round of births and deaths, which
occurs after kârma has been resolved and nirvikâla
samâdhi—realization of the Self, Parasiva—has been
attained. Synonymous with _mukti._ See: _jîvanmukta,_
kaivyāla, kuññâlalini, nirvikâla samâdhi, Parasiva, rûga
yoga, videhamukti.
molten: Made liquid by heat; melted.
omonastery: “Place of solitariness.” _Maʃha._ The age-old
tradition, carried forward from Lemurian times into
the Hindu culture of India, a sacred residence where
those of the same gender live under strict vows and
work out their birth karmas in community toward
realization of the Self. In monasteries, dedicated to
transmutation of the sexual energies, celibacy is
strictly upheld and there is no fraternizing with the
opposite sex. The purpose of the monastery is to cre-
ate an environment in which the monastic can balance
the male and female energies (_pîṅgala_ and _idâ_) within
himself so that he lives in the spiritual, or _sushumna_,
energy, which cannot be maintained in close associa-
tion with the opposite sex. The monastic, whether a
monk or a nun, is, in a sense, neither male nor female,
but a pure soul being. See: _âśrama, monk, nâdi._
omonastic: A monk or nun (based on the Greek _monos,_
“single,” “alone”). A man or woman who has with-
drawn from the world and lives an austere, religious
life, either alone or with others in a monastery. (Not
to be confused with _monistic_, having to do with the
doctrine of oneness.) A monastery-dweller is a _math-
avâsă_; the word _sâdhu_ is a rough equivalent for
mendicant. See: _monk, sannyâsin._
omonism: “Doctrine of oneness.” 1) The philosophical
view that there is only one ultimate substance or prin-
ciple. 2) The view that reality is a unified whole with-
out independent parts. See: _dvaita-advaita, pluralism._
omonistic theism: Advaita Īśvaravâda. Monism is the
doctrine that reality is a one whole or existence with-
out independent parts. Theism is the belief that God
exists as a real, conscious, personal Supreme Being.
Monistic theism is the dipolar doctrine, also called
panentheism, that embraces both monism and theism,
two perspectives ordinarily considered contradictory
or mutually exclusive, since theism implies dualism.
Monistic theism simultaneously accepts that God has
a personal form, that He creates, pervades and is
all that exists—and that He ultimately transcends
all existence and that the soul is, in essence, one with
God. Advaita Siddhânta (monistic Saśiva Siddhânta, or
Advaita Īśvaravâda Saśiva Siddhânta) is a specific form
of monistic theism. See: _advaita, Advaita Īśvaravâda,
Advaita Siddhânta, dvaita-advaita._
omonk: A celibate man wholly dedicated to religious life,
either cenobitic (residing with others in a monastery)
or anchoritic (living alone, as a hermit or mendicant).
Literally, “one who lives alone” (from the Greek _mon-
achos_, “solitary”). A synonym for _monastic_. Its feminine
counterpart is _nun_. See: _monastic, sannyâsin._
omegmentation: A single pictorial composition made by juxta-
posing or superimposing many pictures or designs.
muli: (Shûm) The perspective of the mind in its intel-
lectual, philosophical state. Pronounced _moo-leef._ See:
Shûm, Shûm perspectives.
morass: Bog, marsh. figuratively, a troublesome,
difficult state of affairs.
mortal: Subject to death. Opposite of _immortal._ See:
amrta, death.
mortician: Funeral director, someone who arranges
for the burial or cremation of the dead and assists
at funeral rites.
mortification: Discipline of the body and the appetites
by self-denial or voluntary privation.
мридanga: मुदंग A South Indian concert drum, barrel-shaped and two-headed.
muki: मुकि “Release.” A synonym for _moksha._ See: _mok-
sha._
miulla: मुल “Root.” The root, base or basis of anything, as
in _mûladhâra chakra_. Foundational, original or causal,
as in _mûlagrantha_, “original text.”
mûladhâra chakra: “Root-support wheel.” The
four-petaled psychic center at the base of the
spine; it governs memory. See: _chakra._
mûla mantra: “Root mystic formula.” See: _Aum._
mull over: To ponder, cogitate.
multiplicity: The state of being various; a large num-
ber.
multitude: A very large number of things or people.
mummify: To prepare a dead body for a long preser-
vation by excisions, chemical and embalming agents
and drying.
Mundaka Upanishad: पूणक उपनिषद् Belongs to the
Atharva Veda and teaches the difference between the
intellectual study of the _Vedas_ and their supple-
mentary texts and the intuitive knowledge by which God is known.

mundo: Worldly, especially as distinguished from heavenly or spiritual. Ordinary. From Latin mundus "world;" mundanus "worldly."

murky: Dark, gloomy, obscure or clouded.

Murugan: "Beautiful one," a favorite name of Kārttikeya among the Tamils of South India, Sri Lanka and the diaspora. See: Kārttikeya.

cum: To think (or say) meditatively.

mystic: One who perceives and lives according to esoteric mysteries. Inspiring a sense of mystery and wonder.

mysticism: Spirituality; the pursuit of direct spiritual or religious experience. Spiritual discipline aimed at union or communion with Ultimate Reality or God through deep meditation or trance-like contemplation. From the Greek mystikos, "of mysteries." Characterized by the belief that Truth transcends intellectual processes and must be attained through transcendent means. See: clairaudience, clairvoyance, psychic, trance.

nāda: नाद "Sound; tone, vibration." Metaphysically, the mystic sounds of the Eternal, of which the highest is the transcendent, Soundless Sound. Paranāda, the first vibration from which creation emanates. Paranāda is so pure and subtle that it cannot be identified to the denser regions of the mind. From Paranāda comes Praṇava, Aum, and further evolutes of Paranāda, the first vibration from which creation emanates.


nādī: नादी "Conduit; river." A nerve fiber or energy channel of the subtle (inner) bodies of man. It is said there are 72,000 nādīs. These interconnect the chakras. The three main nādīs are idā, pingalā and sushumna.  
Idā and pingalā intertwine the spinal column, beginning at the mūlādhāra chakra, ending at the sahasrāra and crossing at the maṇipūra and the viśuddha chakras. —idā, also known as chandra (moon) nādi, is pink in color. It flows downward, ending on the left side of the body. This current is feminine in nature and is the channel of physical-emotional energy.

pingalā, also known as sūrya (sun) nādi, is blue in color. It flows upward, ending on the right side of the body. This current is masculine in nature and is the channel of intellectual-mental energy. —sushumna is the major nerve current which passes through the spinal column from the mūlādhāra chakra at the base to the sahasrāra at the crown of the head. It is the channel of kundalini. Through yoga, the kundalini energy lying dormant in the mūlādhāra is awakened and made to rise up this channel through each chakra to the sahasrāra chakra. [See illustration, page 787.] See: chakra, kundalini, rāja yoga.

nāgasvara: नागस्वर "Serpentine tone." Often nāda-swarasam. A double-reed woodwind musical instrument about three feet long, similar to an oboe, but much shriller and piercing. Common in South India, played at Hindu puja and processions with the tavil, a large drum.

naive: Lacking critical ability or analytical insight; not subtle or learned. Simple and gullible.

nakshatra: नक्षत्र "Star cluster." Central to astrological determinations, the nakshatras are 27 star-clusters, constellations arranged along the ecliptic, or path of the sun. An individual’s nakshatra, or birth star, is the constellation the moon was aligned with at the time of birth. See: jyotisha.

Namaḥ Śivāya: नमः शिवाय "Adoration (homage) to Śiva." The supreme mantra of Śaivism, known as the Pañchakshara, or "five syllables." Na is the Lord’s veiling grace; Ma is the world; Śi is Śiva; Va is His revealing grace; Ye is the soul. The syllables also represent the physical body: Na the legs, Ma the stomach, Śi the shoulders, Va the mouth and Ye the eyes. Embodying the essence of Śaiva Siddhānta, this mantra is found in the center of the central Veda (the Yajur) of the original three Vedas (Rig, Yajur and Sāma). Namas-tāraya namah śambhavaye cha mayabhave cha, namah śankarayya cha mayaskaravaya cha, namah śivaye cha śivayatarayya cha. "Homage to the source of health and to the source of delight. Homage to the maker of health and to the maker of delight. Homage to the Auspicious, and to the more Auspicious." (Krishna Yajur Veda, Taittirīya Samhitā 4.5.8). When applied to the symbolism of Lord Natarāja, a second and partly differing rendering relates Na-Ma-Śi-Va-Ya to Śiva’s five actions as follows. Na represents saṃihāra, destruction or dissolution, corresponding to the hand which holds a blazing flame. Ma stands for His concealing grace, tirodhiha śakti, symbolized by Lord Natarāja’s planted foot. Vai indicates revealing grace, anugraha śakti, by which souls return to Him, reflected in the left front hand in the elephant trunk pose, gajahasta, pointing to His left foot, source of revealing grace. Śi stands for srṣihi, creation, and Śiva’s back right hand holding the drum. Ya stands for Śiva’s power of stihi, preservation and protection, shown in His hand gesturing abhaya, “fear not.” Na-Ma-Śi-Va-
Ya also stands for the five elements: Namo Myoho Renge Kyo: "Glory to the marvelous Lotus Sūtra." A foremost Japanese Nichiren Buddhist mantra.

Nirvâna: "Reverent salutations." The traditional Hindu verbal greeting and mudrā in which the palms are joined together and held before the heart or raised to the level of the forehead. The mudrā is also called anjali. It is a devotional gesture made equally before a Deity, holy person, friend or momentary acquaintance.

Nâtha: "Master, lord; adept." Names an ancient Himalayan tradition of Saiva-yoga mysticism whose first historically known exponent was Nandikesvara (ca 250 BCE). Nâthas have refused to recognize caste distinctions in spiritual pursuits. Their satgurus bestow initiation according to spiritual worthiness, accepting devotees from the lowest to the highest rungs of society. Nâtha also designates a follower of the Nâtha tradition. The Nâthas are considered the source of haṭha as well as rāja yoga. See: Kailâsâ Paramparâ, Nâtha Sampradâya, siddha yoga.

Nâtha Sampradâya: "Traditional doctrine of the masters." Sampradâya means a living stream of tradition or theology. Nâtha Sampradâya is a philosophical and yogic tradition of Saivism whose origins are unknown. This oldest of Saivite sampradâyas existing today consists of two major streams: the Nandinâtha and the Ådinâtha. The Nandinâtha Sampradâya has had as exponents Maharishi Nandinâtha and his disciples: Patanjali (author of the Yoga Sûtras) and Tirumular (author of Tirumanti). Among its representatives today are the successive siddhars of the Kailâsâ Paramparâ. The Ådinâtha lineage's known exponents are Maharishi Adinâtha, Matsyendranâtha and Gorakshanâtha, who founded a well-known order of yogis. See: Kailâsâ Paramparâ, Nâtha, Saivism, sampradâya.

Nânârâja: नानाराज "King of Dance" or "King of Dancers." God as the Cosmic Dancer. Perhaps Hinduism's richest and most eloquent symbol, Nânârâja represents Śiva, the Primal Lord, Parameśvara, as the power, energy and life of all that exists. This is Śiva's intricate state of Being in Manifestation. The dance of Śiva as Nâtâsa, Lord of Dancers, is the rhythmic movement of the entire cosmos. All of this, whether sentient or insentient, pulsates in His body, and He within it. Both male and female elements are depicted in this icon—symbol of the inseparable nature of Śiva-Śakti. See: Parâsakti Parameśvara, Parâsakti, Parâśiva, Sadâśiva.

Nâtânâtha Sampradâya: "Traditional doctrine of the masters." Sampradâya means a living stream of tradition or theology. Nâtha Sampradâya is a philosophical and yogic tradition of Saivism whose origins are unknown. This oldest of Saivite sampradâyas existing today consists of two major streams: the Nandinâtha and the Ådinâtha. The Nandinâtha Sampradâya has had as exponents Maharishi Nandinâtha and his disciples: Patanjali (author of the Yoga Sûtras) and Tirumular (author of Tirumurtam). Among its representatives today are the successive siddhars of the Kailâsâ Paramparâ. The Ådinâtha lineage’s known exponents are Maharishi Adinâtha, Matsyendranâtha and Gorakshanâtha, who founded a well-known order of yogis. See: Kailâsâ Paramparâ, Nâtha, Saivism, sampradâya.

Nâyâna: नायान "One who shows the way." The 63 canonized Tamil saints of South India, as documented in the Periyapurânam by Sekkilar (ca 1140). All but a few were householders, honored as exemplars of radical devotion to Lord Śiva, though their biographies are perhaps historically inaccurate and the actions of some were violent, even heinous. Several contributed to the Śaiva Śadhânta scriptural compendium called Tirumurtam.

near-death: Drawing very near the point of death, without actually dying.

negative attachment: A fear, worry or doubt about the future or a lingering regret about the past that keeps one from "flowing with the river of life," living fully in the moment as an independent, spiritual being, facing each experience in the light of understanding.

neri: नेरी "Path."

nerves: Cord-like bundles of fibers made up of neurons...
through which impulses pass between the brain, central nervous system and other parts of the body. Here also names the fibrous network of inner bodies.

**nervous system**: The system of the brain, spinal cord, nerves, ganglia and parts of the receptor and effector organs that regulates the body's responses to internal and external stimuli.

**neuroses**: A mental or emotional disorder with symptoms such as insecurity, anxiety, depression and irrational fears.

**neutralize**: To counteract and affect or make useless; to balance.

**neutron star**: A star which has collapsed in on itself and is extremely dense. A neutron star the size of an orange would weigh more than the Earth.

**nightingale**: A small European songbird known for its melodious singing, especially at night.

**nightmare**: A dream arousing feelings of intense fear, horror and distress.

**nikashûm**: (Shûm) Withdrawing all the physical/astral energies into the spinal current. Pronounced nee-kaw-shoom. See: Shûm.

**nimbus**: A radiant light surrounding a person or thing: an aura.

**Nirguna Brahman**: निर्गुणब्रह्म “God without qualities.” See: Brahman.

**nirvâ∫î**: निर्वाः “Extinction.” In Buddhism, the indescribable ultimate attainment or disinterested wisdom and compassion. In Hinduism, emancipation from ignorance and the end of all attachment. Also an ideal condition of rest, harmony, stability, or joy.

**nîkashûm** and **upadeßî**: निकाशुम उपदेश “Nirvâṇa means “extinguished one,” and upadeśī means “teacher.” In general, nirvâṇa refers to a liberated soul, or to a certain class of monk. Upadeśī refers to a teacher, generally a renunciate. In Dancing with Siva, these two terms have special meaning, similar to the Buddhist arhat and bodhisattva, naming the two earthly modes of the realized, liberated soul. After full illumination, the jîvanmukta has the choice to return to the world to help others along to the path. This is the way of the upadeśī (akin to bodhisattva), exemplified by the benevolent satguru who leads seekers to the goal of God Realization. He may found and direct institutions and monastic lineages. The nirvâṇa (akin to arhat) abides at the pinnacle of consciousness, shunning all worldly involvement. He is typified by the silent ascetic, the recluse sages. See: satguru, viśvagrasa.

**nirvikalpa samâdhi**: निर्विकल्पसमाधि “Undifferentiated trance, enstasy (samâdhi) without form or seed.” The realization of the Self, Paraśiva, a state of oneness beyond all change or diversity; beyond time, form and space. The prefix *vi* connotes “change, differentiation.” Kalpa means “order, arrangement; a period of time.” Thus vikalpa means “diversity, thought; difference of perception, distinction.” Nir means “without.” See: entrasy, râja yoga, samâdhi, Self Realization.

**niyama**: नियम “Restrain.” See: yama-niyama.

**nondualism**: “Not two-ness.” Monistic philosophy. See:

**oblation**: An offering or sacrifice ceremoniously given to a God or guru. See: yajña.

**oblige**: To constraining, make indebted or grateful.

**obscuration**: The power to make obscure, to conceal or veil, as in Śiva’s veiling or obscuring grace. See: graha, Naṭarāja.

**obscure**: Dark, hidden; not noticed or seen. Not clearly understood or explained; vague.

**obscuring grace**: See: graha, Naṭarāja.

**observation**: The act, power or practice of noting, or being aware, of facts and events.

**obstinate**: Overly determined to have one’s own way. Stubborn.

**obstruction**: An obstacle; something that prevents a desired result.

**occult**: Hidden, or kept secret; revealed only after initiation. See: mysticism.

**occultism**: The study of, and attempted control over, the supernatural.

**odic force**: Spiritually magnetic—of or pertaining to consciousness within aśuddha mâyâ, the realm of the physical and lower astral planes. Odic force in its rarefied state is prakriti, the primary gross energy of nature, manifesting in the three guṇas: sattva, rajas and tamas. All matter—earth, air, fire and water, as well as thought—is composed of odic force. It is the force of attraction and repulsion between people, people and their things, and manifests as masculine (aggressive) and feminine (passive), arising from the pîngalâ and iḍâ currents. These two currents (nâdi) are found within the spine of the subtle body. Odic force is a magnetic, sticky, binding substance that people seek to develop when they want to bind themselves together, such as in partnerships, marriage, guru-sishya relationships and friendships. It, of itself, is stagnant and unflowing. Odic energy is the combined emanation of the pîrānamaya and annamaya kośas. See: ac tinic, kośa, subtle body, tattva.

**odic prâṇa**: Physical vitality. During the process of making the mind return to an object or subject of concentration, odic as well as actinic prâṇa is forced...
through the subtle nerve currents, causing them to grow strong so that concentration becomes effortless as the subconscious responds to the conscious-mind concentration efforts, causing a new process called meditation to occur. See: actinic force, actinic prāṇa, odic force, willpower.

officiate: Performing duties and responsibilities of an officer or priest.

offset: Make up for, compensate for, counterbalance.

offshoot: Something that branches out or derives its existence or origin from a particular source.

ojas: ओजस्‍ “Vigor, force, strength, vitality.” In āyurveda, the underlying life-sap or fluid-essence of the dhatus, the seven tissue systems of the body—plasma, blood, muscle, fat, bone, nerves and reproductive tissue. Ojas pervades every part of the body and underlies all physical capacities. It is not a physical substance, but exists on a subtle level. Ojas is depleted by excessive sex, drugs, excessive talking, loud music, emotional burnout and insufficient rest. Signs of diminished ojas are fear, worry, sensory organ pain, poor complexion, cheerlessness, harshness, emaciation, immune system disorders and tendency to contract diseases (all the symptoms of the modern disease AIDS). Conservation of the vital sexual fluids increases the store of ojas, strengthens the immune system and enhances health and the quality of one’s consciousness. Ojas is depleted by ejaculation in men, and by orgasm and menstruation in women. After 30 days of complete sexual abstinence, sperm is transmuted into ojas. This abundance of ojas rises to the brain and becomes concentrated in the head chakras, where it is expressed as spiritual and intellectual power. Such an individual develops a radiance, called tejas. In the realized being, the energy of ojas is transmuted to Absolute Consciousness as kūṇḍalini sākṣī. See: āyurveda, lymph, tejas, transmutation, yoni.

old soul: One who has reincarnated many times, experienced much and is therefore further along the path than young souls. Old souls may be recognized by their qualities of compassion, self-effacement and wisdom. See: evolution of the soul, soul.

Om: ओम् “Yes, verily.” The most sacred mantra of Hinduism. An alternate transliteration of Aum (the sounds A and U blend to become O). See: Aum.

omen: A sign that portends the nature of future events, either auspicious or inauspicious.

ominous: Foreboding; frightening, sinister.

omnipotent: All-powerful, able to do anything.

omnipresent: Present everywhere and in all things.

omniscient: Having infinite knowledge, all-knowing.

oneness: Quality or state of being one. Unity, identity, especially in spite of appearances to the contrary—e.g., the oneness of soul and God. See: monism.

onerous: Burdensome; weighing heavily.

opalescent (opaline): Opal-like in appearance, a family of precious and semi-precious stones, milky white or of various colors, capable of refracting light and reflecting it into an array of colors. Showing a play of colors. Iridescent.

opinionated knowledge: Knowledge gained through the study, hearing and quoting of opinions of others which is stored in the memory gridwork of the subconscious mind, providing a platform for the intellect and the ego. Seeing the world through the eyes of others. See: ego, intellect, subconscious mind.

ordain (ordination): To confer the duties and responsibilities, authority and spiritual power of a religious office, such as priest, minister or satguru, through religious ceremony or mystical initiation. See: dikṣā.

orthodox: “Of right (correct) opinion.” Conforming to established doctrines or beliefs. Opposite of heterodox, “different opinion.”

overt: Open and observable to anyone; not covert, unconcealed.

pāda: पाद “The foot” (of men and animals); quarter-part, section; stage; path. Names the major sections of the Ågamic texts and the corresponding stages of practice and unfoldment on the path to moksha. According to Saiva Siddhānta, there are four pādas, which are successive and cumulative; i.e. in accomplishing each one the soul prepares itself for the next, and yet each remains vital and is not outgrown as the next stage is reached. (In Tamil, Saiva Siddhānta is also known as Nalu-pāda, “four-stage,” Saivam.) —chāryā pāda (or mārga): “Good conduct stage.” The first stage where one learns to live righteously, serve selflessly, performing karma yoga. It is also known as dāsa mārga, “servitor’s path,” a time when the aspirant relates to God as a servant to a master. Traditional acts of chāryā include cleaning the temple, lighting lamps and collecting flowers for worship. Worship at this stage is mostly external. —kriyā pāda (or mārga): “Religious action; worship stage.” Stage of bhakti yoga, of cultivating devotion through performing pūjā and regular daily sādhana. It is also known as the satpūtra mārga, “true son’s way,” as the soul now relates to God as a son to his father. A central practice of the kriyā pāda is performing daily pūjā. —yoga pāda (or mārga): Having matured in the chāryā and kriyā pādas, the soul now turns to internalized worship and rāja yoga under the guidance of a satguru. It is a time of sādhana and serious striving when realization of the Self is the goal. It is the sakhā mārga, “way of the friend,” for now God is looked upon as an intimate friend. —śāhāna pāda (or mārga): “Stage of wisdom.” Once the soul has attained Realization, it is henceforth a wise one who lives out the life of the body, shedding blessings on mankind. This stage is also called the San Mārga, “true path,” on which God is our dearest beloved. The Tirumantram describes the fulfillment of each stage as follows. In chāryā, the soul forges a kindred tie in “God’s world” (sālokya). In kriyā it attains “nearness” (sāṁyāpya) to Him. In yoga it attains “likeliness” (sārāpya) with Him. In śāhāna the soul enjoys the ultimate bliss of identity...
pâpa: नक्षत्रिक “Wickedness; sin, crime.” 1) Bad or evil. 2) Wrongful action. 3) Demerit earned through wrongdoing. Pâpa includes all forms of wrongdoing, from the simplest infraction to the most heinous crime, such as premeditated murder. Each act of pâpa carries its karmic consequence, karmaphala, “fruit of action,” for which scriptures delineate specific penance for expiation. Pâpa is the opposite of punya (merit, virtue). See: aura, evil, karma, penance, punya, sin.

don't have a question or a request in the image.
yoga, Šakti, Satchidānanda, tatvva.

Paraśiva: परासिव "Transcendent Šiva," the Self God, Šiva’s first perfection, Absolute Reality. Paraśiva is That which is beyond the grasp of consciousness, transcends time, form and space and defies description. To merge with the Absolute in mystic union is the ultimate goal of all incarnated souls, the reason for their living on this planet, and the deepest meaning of their experiences. Attainment of this is called Self Realization or nirvikalpa samādhi. See: samādhi, Šiva.

pāreschatology: Study of the details of the life between births.

pāusa: पाँसा "Tether; noose." (Tamil: pāsam.) The whole of existence, manifest and unmanifest. That which binds or limits the soul and keeps it (for a time) from manifesting its full potential. Pāusa consists of the soul’s threefold bondage of ānava, karma and māya. See: liberation, mala, Pati-pāusa-pāsa.

pāusa-jñāna: पाऊसज्ञान “Knowledge of the world.” That which is sought for by the soul in the first stage of the sakala avasthā, known as īrul. See: īrul, sakala avasthā.

passion: A powerful emotion, including strong sexual desire, or lust.

passive: Submitting to circumstances without objection or resistance.

pāsu: पापु "Cow, cattle, kine; fettered individual." Refers to animals or beasts, including man, the soul. Šiva as Lord of Creatures is called Paśupati. See: pāsa, Pati-pāsu-pāsa.

pāsu-jñāna: पापुज्ञान “Soul-knowledge.” The object of seeking in the second stage of the sakala avasthā, called marul. See: marul, sakala avasthā.

Paśupata Śaivism: पासुपन्तविश्व Monistic and theistic, this school of Śaivism reveres Šiva as Supreme Cause and Personal Ruler of soul and world, denoted in His form as Paśupati, “Lord of Souls.” This school centers around the ascetic path, emphasizing sādhana, detachment from the world and the quest for “internal kundalini grace.” The Kāraṇa Māhātmya recounts the birth of Lakulisa (ca 200 CE), a principal Paśupata guru, and refers to the temple of Somanātha as one of the most important Paśupata centers. Lakulisa propagated a Śaiva monism, though indications are that Paśupata philosophy was previously dualistic, with Šiva as efficient cause of the universe but not material cause. It is thought to be the source of various ascetic streams, including the Kapālikas and the Kalāmukhas. This school is represented today in the broad śādhu tradition, and numerous Paśupata sites of worship are scattered across India. See: Śaivism.

pāṭāla: पाताल “Fallen” or “sinful region.” The seventh chakra below the mūlādhāra, centered in the soles of the feet. Corresponds to the seventh and lowest astral netherworld beneath the Earth’s surface, called Kākola (“black poison”) or Pāṭāla. This is the realm in which misguided souls indulge in destruction for the sake of destruction, of torture, and of murder for the sake of murder. Pāṭāla also names the netherworld in general, and is a synonym for Naraka. See: chakra, loka, Naraka.

Patanjali (Patañjali): पतन्जलि A Šaivite Nātha siddha (ca 200 BCE) who codified the ancient yoga philosophy which outlines the path to enlightenment through purification, control and transcendence of the mind. One of the six classical philosophical systems (darṣanas) of Hinduism, known as Yoga Darsana. His great work, the Yoga Sūtras, comprises some 200 aphorisms delineating āshtāṅga (eight-limbed), rāja (kingly) or siddha (perfection) yoga. Still today it is the foremost ancient text on meditative yoga. Different from the namesake grammarian. See: rāja yoga, yoga.

Pati: पति “Master; lord; owner.” An appellation of God Šiva indicating His commanding relationship with souls as caring ruler and helpful guide. In Šaiva Siddhānta the title is part of the analogy of cowherd (pati), cows (paśu, souls) and the tether (pāsa—ānava, karma and māya) by which cows are tied. See: Pati-pāsu-pāsa, Šiva.

Pati-pāsu-pāsa: पति-पासु-पासा Literally: “Master, cow and tether.” These are the three primary elements (padārtha, or tattvavatrayi) of Śaiva Siddhānta philosophy: God, soul and world—Divinity, man and cosmos—seen as a mysterically and intricately interrelated unity. Pati is God, envisioned as a cowherd. Paśu is the soul, envisioned as a cow. Pāsa is the all-important force or fetter by which God brings souls along the path to Truth. The various schools of Hinduism define the rapport among the three in varying ways. For pluralistic Śaiva Siddhāntins they are three beginningless verities, self-existent, eternal entities. For monistic Śaiva Siddhāntins, Paśu and Pāsa are the emanational creation of Pati, Lord Šiva, and He alone is eternal reality. See: pāsa, Śiva Siddhānta, soul.


pelvic: In the area of the pelvis, or hips.

penance: Prāyaśchitta. Atonement, expiation. An act of devotion (bhakti), austerity (tāpas) or discipline (su-kriya) undertaken to soften or nullify the anticipated reaction to a past action. Penance is uncomfortable karma inflicted upon oneself to mitigate one’s kar-mic burden caused by wrongful actions (kukarma). It includes such acts as prostrating 108 times, fasting, self-denial, or carrying kavadi (public penance), as well as more extreme austerities, or tāpas. Penance is often suggested by spiritual leaders and elders. See: evil, prāyaśchitta, sn, tāpas.

pendulum: A suspended object that swings back and forth.

penicillin: A widely used antibiotic drug prescribed to fight infection.

penthouse: A snug, top-floor office or apartment.

perennial: Lasting from year to year; returning or becoming active again and again.

perfectionist: A person who does everything to a very high standard.

perfections: Qualities, aspects, nature or dimensions that are perfect. God Šiva’s three perfections are
Parāśiva (Absolute Reality), Parāśakti (Pure Consciousness) and Paramēśvara (Primal Soul). Though spoken of as threefold for the sake of understanding, God Šiva ever remains a one transcendent-immanent Being. See: Paramēśvara, Parāśakti, Parāśiva, Śiva.

permeate: Pervade, penetrate throughout.

perpetuate: To prolong the existence of.

perplex: To confuse or puzzle.

perseverance: Steady adherence to a specific course of action.

persona: The outer personality or façade presented to others by an individual. (Plural, personae.)

personality: The pattern of collecticle character, behavioral, temperamental, emotional and mental traits of a person.

personification: Something that is an example of a certain quality or idea.

pervade: To permeate or be present throughout.

pessimism: The tendency to stress the negative.

Pharaoh: A king of ancient Egypt.

pharyngeal: Located near the throat.


phonograph: A machine that reproduces sound by means of a pin in contact with a grooved spinning disk called a phonograph record.

phosphorescent: Emitting of light without burning, or burning slowly, giving off negligible heat.

physique: The build and appearance of the physical body.

pictorial: Composed of or represented by pictures.

pilgrimage: Tirthayātrā, one of the five sacred duties (pañcha nitya karmas) of the Hindu, to journey periodically to one of the innumerable holy spots in India or other countries. Preceded by fasting and continence, pilgrimage is a time of austerity and purification, when all worldly concerns are set aside and God becomes one’s singular focus. Streams of devout pilgrims are received daily at the many ancient holy sites (tīrthas) in India, and tens of thousands at festival times. See: pañcha nitya karma.

pineal gland: A small gland located at the roof of the thalamic region of the brain, scientifically little understood but related to sexual maturation and sleep cycles. It is of considerable importance esoterically as the reception point for external psychic contacts, consciousness expansion and as the terminal of the awakened kuṇḍalini flame. It is masculine, or piṅgalā, in nature.

piṅgalā: पिङ्गला “Tawny channel.” The masculine psychic current flowing along the spine. See: kuṇḍalini, nādi, rāja yoga.

pinnacle: The culminating or highest point; apex.

pitta: पित्त “Bile; fire.” One of the three bodily humors, called doshas, pitta is known as the fire humor. It is the āyurvedic principle of bodily heat-energy. Pitta dosha governs nutritional absorption, body temperature and intelligence. See: āyurveda, dosha.

pituitary gland: Small gland in the brain at the ventral surface of the hypothalamus regulating major life functions including growth, sexual activity, metabolism and coordinating endocrine secretions of other glands. Esoterically, the gland is feminine, iḍā, in nature, and the storehouse of spiritual forces associated with the ājñā chakra. See: chakra, piṅgalā.

placenta: A vascular organ that develops in the uterus of most mammals during pregnancy, for the nourishment of the fetus.

plasma: The clear, fluid portion of blood, lymph, or intramuscular fluid in which cells are suspended. An electrically neutral, highly ionized gas composed of ions, electrons, and neutral particles. It is a phase of matter distinct from solids, liquids, and normal gases.

plateau: A relatively flat elevated expanse land. A stable level, period or state.

plausible: Seemingly valid, likely or acceptable; possible.

pleiades: A cluster of stars in the Taurus constellation, six of which are now visible from Earth. This group of stars is known in Sanskrit as Kṛttikā, an important nakṣatras for Lord Kārttikeya and believed to be Deity’s place of origin before He came to the star system of Earth. See: Kārttikeya.

plexus: A structure consisting of interwoven parts; a network. Especially of nerves, blood vessels or lymphatic nodes.

plummet: To fall or drop; plunge abruptly.

pluralism (pluralistic): Doctrine that holds existence to be composed of three or more distinct and irreducible components, such as God, souls and world. See: dvaita-advaita.

pluralistic realism: A term for pluralism used by various schools including Meykandar Śaiva Siddhānta, emphasizing that the components of existence are absolutely real in themselves and not creations of consciousness or God.

point blank: Straightforward; blunt.

polarize: To turn, grow, think, feel in a certain way as a result of attraction or repulsion. Here: to consciously align individual spiritual forces with the higher cosmic forces, also to attract and sustain the presence of divine beings.

pornography: Writings, pictures, etc., intended to excite sexual sensations.

postulate: An assumption of a basic principle. To claim, demand or assume as self-evident.

prabhāmandala: प्रभामण्डल “Luminous circle,” dipta-chakra, the ring of fire in which Śiva dances, which is the hall of consciousness, chitsabhā; in other words, the light-filled heart of man, the central chamber of the manifest cosmos. Also names the human aura.

practitioner: One who practices a profession, art, etc.

pragmatic: Practical. Concerned with application, rather than theory or speculation.

prakriti: प्रकृति “Primary matter; nature.” See: ōdic, purusha, tattva.

prāna: प्राण Vital energy or life principle. Literally, "vital
air,” from the root *pray,* “to breathe.” Prâna in the human body moves in the prârpanamaya kośa as five primary life currents known as vûjus, “vital airs or winds.” These are prâna (outgoing breath), apâna (incoming breath), vyûha (retained breath), udâna (ascending breath) and samûda (equalizing breath). Each governs crucial bodily functions, and all bodily energies are modifications of these. While prâna usually refers to the life principle, it sometimes denotes energy, the interrelated odic and actinic forces, the power or the animating force of the cosmos, the sum total of all energy and forces. See: apânam, kośa, tattva.

prâna-aura: The phase of the human aura, prabhâmanandala, subtly visible to the human eye yet colorless, closely bound to the physical body, comprised of the radiation of physical and mental life force from a living thing. Its form and density indicate health and vitality. Energy from the prâna-aura is left behind for some time after the departure of a living being is made to one another, and it is connected with certain physical emissions such as scent, etc. See: aura, prâna.


prânaprâmarthika: *prâpramarparyârthika* “Prâmarthika.” See: parârthika.


prânic body: The subtle, life-giving sheath called prânâmayakośa. See: kośa.

prânic sheath: See: prânamayakośa.

pranâpâta: *prânapâtâ* “Falling down in obeisance.” Prostration before God, Gods or guru, full body, face down, arms and hands outstretched. See: prostration.

prâpattī: *prâpattî* “Throwing oneself down.” Bhakti—total, unconditional submission to God, often coupled with the attitude of personal helplessness, self-effacement and resignation. See: bhakti, grace, pâda.

prârabdhakarma: *prâparamakarma* “Action that has been unleashed or aroused.” See: karma.

prâsâda: *prâsâda* “Clarity, brightness; grace.” 1) The virtue of serenity and graciousness. 2) Food offered to the Deity or the guru, or the blessed remnants of such food. 3) Any propitiatory offering. See: sacrament, Vîra Saivism.

prâte (prattle): To talk or chatter idly, meaninglessly or to little purpose.

pratyabhijñâ: *pratyabhijñâ* “Recognition or recollection,” from “knowledge” (jñâna) which “faces” (abhi) the knower and toward which he eventually “turns” (prati). A concept of Kashmir Saivism which denotes the devotee’s recognition, as a result of the guru’s grace, of the Truth that ever was—that Siva is indeed everywhere, and the soul is already united with Him.

pratyâhâra: *pratyâhâra* “Withdrawal.” The drawing in of forces. In yoga, the withdrawal from external consciousness. Also a synonym for pralaya. See: râja yoga, mahâpralaya, meditation.


precocious: Uncertain, insecure, risky, unstable.

precept: A commandment meant as a rule of action or conduct.

preceptor: Highly respected teacher and head of a spiritual order and clan; English equivalent for satguru.

precinct(s): An enclosed or delimited area. Also the grounds surrounding a religious edifice.

precipice: A high cliff. A hazardous situation.

precognition: Clairvoyant knowledge of something before it happens.

prejudice: Irrational suspicion or hatred of a particular group, race, or religion.

premonition: An intuitive forewarning, presentiment of something about to occur.

Pretaloka: *Pralokâ* “World of the departed.” The realm of the earth-bound souls. This lower region of Bhûvarloka is an astral duplicate of the physical world. See: loka.

Primal Soul: The uncreated, original, perfect soul—Śiva Paramesvâra—who emanates from Himself the inner and outer universes and an infinite plurality of individual souls whose essence is identical with His essence. God in His personal aspect as Lord and Creator, depicted in many forms: Naṭârâja by Saivites, Vishñu by Vaishñavites, Devî by Saktas. See: Naṭârâja, Paramešvara.

Primal Substance: The fundamental energy and rarefied form from which the manifest world in its infinite diversity is derived. See: Parâsakti.

procrastination: Postponing or needless delaying.

procreation: The process of begetting offspring.

promiscuity: Engaging in sex indiscriminately or with many partners.

promulgate: To make something known publicly.

prone: Tending or inclined toward.

prophetic: Foretelling future events.

prostatic: Relating to or near the prostate gland.

prostitute: A person who solicits and accepts payment for sexual acts.

prostrate: Lying face down, as in submission or adoration. See: pranipâta.

prostration: *pranâma*: “Obeisance; bowing down.” Reverent salutation in which the head or body is bowed. —*ashtânga pranâma*: “Eight-limbed obeisance.” The full body form for men, in which the hands, chest, forehead, knees and feet touch the ground (same as *sâshtânga pranâma*). —*pañchânga pranâma*: “five-limbed obeisance.” The woman’s form of prostration, in which the hands, head and legs touch the ground (with the ankles crossed, right over the left). A more exacting form for prostration is *pranâpâta,* “falling down in obeisance.” See: bhakti, namaskâra, prapatti.

pry: To look into or snoop in an unwanted manner.

psalm: A sacred hymn, song or poem.

psychic: The soul.

psychiatrist: A medical specialist who treats mental and emotional disorders according to one or another of the various modern theories of human behavior.

psychic: “Of the psyche or soul.” Sensitive to spiritual processes and energies. Inwardly or intuitively aware of processes and energies.
of nonphysical realities; able to use powers such as clairvoyance, clairaudience and precognition. Non-physical, subtle; pertaining to the deeper aspects of man. See: mysticism, odic.

psychism: See: occultism.

psychoanalyze: To interpret mental and emotional processes as results of unconscious impulses, repressed experiences and conflicts, etc.

psychological moment: A moment when the mind and emotions are especially open and receptive.

psychologist: A person schooled in understanding of mental and emotional processes and behavior and treating minor disorders of such nature according to one or another of the various modern theories of human behavior.

psychology: The intellectual study of mental processes and behavior. The emotional and behavioral characteristics of an individual, or an activity.

psychometry: The psychic faculty of divining knowledge about an object, or the persons connected to it, through contact with the object.

puissant: Powerful; mighty.

pujā: Holy; virtuous; auspicious. 1) Good or righteous. 2) Meritorious action. 3) Merit earned through right thought, word and action. Puja includes all forms of doing good, from the simplest helpful deed to a lifetime of conscientious beneficence. Each act of puja carries its karmic consequence, karmaphala, “fruit of action”—the positive reward of actions, words and deeds that are in keeping with the presence of God, Gods or one’s guru. See: yajña.

pujārī: Worshiper. A general term for Hindu temple priests, as well as anyone performing puja. Pujārī (sometimes pujārī) is the Hindi form of the Sanskrit pūjaka; pūszārī in Tamil. Archaka is another term for the officiant priest used in the southern tradition. Purohita is a Smārta brāhmin priest who specializes in domestic rites. See: pujā.

pungent: Producing a sharp sensation of taste or smell; stimulating.

punya: Holy; virtuous; auspicious. 1) Good or righteous. 2) Meritorious action. 3) Merit earned through right thought, word and action. Punya includes all forms of doing good, from the simplest helpful deed to a lifetime of conscientious beneficence. Each act of puṇya carries its karmic consequence, karmaphala, “fruit of action”—the positive reward of actions, words and deeds that are in keeping with the presence of dharma. (Opposite of pāpa.) See: aura, karma, pāpa, penance.

purusha: The spirit that dwells in the body/in the universe.” Person; spirit; man. Metaphysically, the soul, neither male nor female. Also used in Yoga and Sānkhya for the transcendent Self. A synonym for ātman. Purusha can also refer to the Supreme Being or Soul, as it sometimes does in the Upanishads. See: karma, penance.

purusha dharma: A man’s code of duty and conduct.” See: dharma.

purushārtha: “Human wealth or purpose.” The four pursuits in which people may legitimately engage, also called chaturvarga, “fourfold good”—a basic principle of Hindu ethics. —dharma: “Righteous living.” The fulfillment of virtue, good works, duties and responsibilities, restraints and observances—performing one’s part in the service and upliftment of society. This includes pursuit of truth under a guru of a particular paramparā and sampradāya. Dharmā is of four primary forms. It is the steady guide for artha and kāma. See: dharma. —artha: “Wealth.” Material welfare and abundance, money, property, possessions. Artha is the pursuit of wealth, guided by dharma. It includes the basic needs—food, money, clothing and shelter—and extends to the wealth required to maintain a comfortable home, raise a family, fulfill a successful career and perform religious duties. The broadest concept of wealth embraces financial independence, freedom from debt, worthy children, good friends, leisure time, faithful servants, trustworthy employees, and the joys of giving, including tithing (daśamāṁśa), feeding the poor, supporting religious mendicants, worshipping devoutly, protecting all creatures, upholding the family and offering hospitality to guests. Artha measures not only riches but quality of life, providing the personal and social security needed to pursue kāma, dharma and moksha. It allows for the fulfillment of the householder’s five daily sacrifices, parīcha mahāyajña: to God, ancestors, deus, creatures and men. See: yajña. —kāma: “Pleasure, love; enjoyment.” Earthly love, aesthetic and cultural fulfillment, pleasures of the world (including sexual), the joys of family, intellectual satisfaction. Enjoyment of happiness, security, creativity, usefulness and inspiration. See: Kāma Sūtras. —moksha: “Liberation.” Freedom from rebirth through the ultimate attainment, realization of the Self God, Parasiva. The spiritual attainments and superconscious joys, attending renunciation and yoga leading to Self Realization. Moksha comes through the fulfillment of dharma, artha and kāma (known in Tamil as aram, porul and inbam, and explained by Tiruvalluvar in Tirukkural) in the current or past lives, so that one is no longer attached to worldly joys or sorrows. It is the supreme goal of life, called paramārtha. See: liberation, moksha.
quantum: Quantity or amount. In science’s quantum theory, a fixed basic unit, usually of energy. — quantum particles of light: Light understood not as a continuum, but as traveling bundles each of a same intensity. Deeper still, these particles originate and resolve themselves in a one divine energy. — at the quantum level (of the mind): Deep within the mind, at a subtle energy level. See: apex of creation, microcosm-macrocosm, tattva.

quell: To put an end to, subdue or make quiet.
quiescence: The state of being quiet, still or inactive.
quiescent: Remaining quiet, still, or calm; inactive.

rajás: रजस् “Passion; activity.”
rați yoga: रजयोग “King of yogas.”
Also known as ashtângâ yoga, “eight-limbed yoga.” The classical yoga system of eight progressive stages to Illumination as described in various yoga Upanishads, the Tirumantiram and, most notably, in the Yoga Sûtras of Patanjali. The eight limbs are: 1) —yama: “Restrain.” Virtuous and moral living, which brings purity of mind, freedom from anger, jealousy and subconscious confusion which would inhibit the process of meditation. 2) —niyama: “Observance.” Religious practices which cultivate the qualities of the higher nature, such as devotion, cognition, humility and contentment—inducing the refinement of nature and control of mind needed to concentrate and ultimately plunge into samâdhi. 3) —âsana: “Seat” or “posture.” A sound body is needed for success in meditation. This is attained through hatha yoga, the postures of which balance the energies of mind and body, promoting health and serenity, e.g., padmâsana, the “lotus pose,” for meditation. 4) —prâÂ∫âyâma: “Mastering life force.” Breath control, which quiets the chîta and balances idâ and pingalâ. Science of controlling prâÂ∫a through breathing techniques in which the lengths of inhalation, retention and expiration are modulated. PrâÂ∫âyâma prepares the mind for deep meditation. 5) —pratyâhâra: “Withdrawal.” The practice of withdrawing consciousness from the physical senses first, such as not hearing noise while meditating, then progressively receding from emotions, intellect and eventually from individual consciousness itself in order to merge into the Universal. 6) —dhrâÂ∫âna: “Concentration.” Focusing the mind on a single object or line of thought, not allowing it to wander. The guiding of the flow of consciousness. When concentration is sustained long and deeply enough, meditation naturally follows. 7) —dhyâna: “Meditation.” A quiet, alert, powerfully concentrated state wherein new knowledge and insight pour into the field of consciousness. This state is possible once the subconscious mind has been cleared or quieted. 8) —samâdhi: “Enstasy,” which means “standing within one’s self.” “Sameness, contemplation/realization.” The state of true yoga, in which the meditator and the object of meditation are one. See: âsana, enlightenment, enstasy, samâdhi, yoga.
Râma: राम Venerated hero of the Râmâyana epic, and one of the two most popular incarnations of Vishnu, along with Krishna. His worship is almost universal among Vaishnavas, and extensive among Smârtas and other liberal Hindus. He was a great worshiper of Śiva, and a Śiva temple called Râmesvaram was built in his name at the southern tip of India.
Ramakrishna (Râmakrishna): रमकृष्ण (1836–1886) One of the great saints and mystics of modern Hinduism, and a proponent of monistic theism—fervent devotee of Mother Kâlî and staunch monist who taught oneness and the pursuit of nirvikalpa samâdhi, realization of the Absolute. He was guru to Swami Vivekananda (1863–1902), who internationalized Hindu thought and philosophy.
Ramana Maharshi: रमणाजीवनी (1879-1950) Hindu Advaita renunciante renaissance saint of Tiruvannamalai, South India.
ramifications: Resulting effects and consequences.
râpify: To branch out; make more complex.
rampant: Unchecked; unrestrained.
rapport: Relationship; especially of trust and understanding.
rapturous: filled with great joy; ecstatic.
rarefied: Made thin or less dense; purified or refined.
rasâtala: रसातल “Subterranean region.” The fifth chakra below the mulâdhâra, centered in the ankles. Corresponds to the fifth astral netherworld beneath the earth’s surface, called Rîjîsha (“expelled”) or Rasâtala. Region of selfishness, self-centeredness and possessiveness. Rasâ means “earth, soil; moisture.” See: chakrâ, loka, Narakâ.
ratification: Official or formal approval, sanction.
rationales: Fundamental principles and reasons, especially in the sense of providing a plausible basis for a way of thinking or acting.
rationalize: To devise self-satisfying, often incorrect, reasons for behavior, way of thinking, reactions, etc.
Raurava Ågama: रूरवा आगम Among the 28 Śâiva Siddhânta Ågamas, this scripture was conveyed by Lord Śiva to sage Ruru (hence the name). Its extensive kriyâ pâdu section details the structure of the Śiva temple and its annexes.
reabsorption (reabsorb): Taking in again, as is water squeezed from and then drawn back into a sponge. See: mahâpralaya.
reaction: A response to an action.
realm: A kingdom, region, area or sphere. See: loka.
ream: A great amount.
reconcile: To settle or resolve, as a dispute. To make consistent or compatible, e.g., two conflicting ideas.
reconciliation: Harmonization; mending of differences.
recuperate: To return to health or strength; recover.
redolent: Having or giving off fragrance.
re-enact: To enact or perform again.
regimen: A regulated lifestyle system, such as diet, ex-
exercise, training, designed to achieve certain benefits.
regress: To go back; return to a previous state.
Reiki: A spiritual healing system of laying on of hands, first popular in Japan.
reincarnate: To take birth in another body, having lived and died before.
reincarnation: “Re-entering the flesh.” Punarjanma; metempsychosis. The process wherein souls take on a physical body through the birth process. The cycle of reincarnation ends when karma has been resolved and the Self God (Parasiva) has been realized. This condition of release is called moksha. Then the soul continues to evolve and mature, but without the need to return to physical existence. See: evolution of the soul, karma, moksha, samsa, soul.
relative: Quality or object which is meaningful only in relation to something else. Not absolute.
relative reality: Mayay. That which is ever changing and changeable. Describes the nature of manifest existence, indicating that it is not an illusion, but is also not Absolute Reality, which is eternal and unchanging. See: Absolute, maya.
relegate: To assign to an indistinct position, rank or class.
religion: From Latin religare, “to bind back.” Any system of belief in and worship of suprahuman beings or powers and/or a Supreme Being or Power. Religion is a structured vehicle for soul advancement which often includes theology, scripture, spiritual and moral practices, priesthood and liturgy. See: Hinduism.
religionist: A member of a particular religion, or one who is excessively religious.
remnant: Leftover; a surviving trace or vestige.
remorse: Deep, painful regret or guilt over a wrong one has done. Moral anguish. See: penance.
remote: Distant, secluded; hidden away or difficult to reach.
renaissance: Rebirth; new birth. A renewal, revival or reawakening.
render: To cause to become.
renunciation: See: saumysa, tyaga.
repercussion: The often indirect result or consequence of an action.
replenish: To fill up or cause to be full again.
repose: To rest peacefully.
repository: A place where things may be put or stored for safekeeping.
repressions: Experiences, desires or inner conflicts residing in the subconscious mind and hidden from the conscious mind. Suppressed desires.
reprieve: To postpone punishment.
repulse: To drive away, spurn.
resent (resentment): A feeling of ill-will, indignation or hostility from a sense of having been wronged.
residue: Remainer. That which is left over.
retaliate: To pay back an injury like for like; to get even.
retard: To slow, delay or impede progress.
retroactive: Applying back or operating prior to a particular time.
retrofit: To fit new parts, terms or ideas to a pre-existing system.
retrospect: A looking back on; thinking about the past.
retrospection: The looking back or contemplating on past actions or events.
reverberation: A resounding or repeated result or consequence, like an echo.
revere: To respect with love and devotion.
reverie: A state of abstract musing. Here, an intense and blissful state.
righteous indignation: A standing up for dharma, a show of angry displeasure on personal moral or religious principles, accompanied in its lower forms by a vain sense of superiority.
rishi: ऋषि “Seer.” A term for an enlightened being, emphasizing psychic perception and visionary wisdom. In the Vedic age, rishis lived in forest or mountain retreats, either alone or with disciples. These rishis were great souls who were the inspired conveyers of the Vedas. Seven outstanding rishis (the sapta rishis) mentioned in the Rig Veda are said to still guide mankind from the inner worlds.
rite (or ritual): A religious ceremony. See: sacrament, saumskara.
rational: A religious ceremony conducted according to some prescribed order.
rival: A competitor, someone coveting same or better accomplishment or position.
roam: To move about constantly far and wide with no permanent destination or plan.
rote: “Learning by rote” is a method of teaching where students memorize statements on a subject, but are not encouraged to do further analysis.
Rudra: ऋद्रा “Controller of terrific powers;” or “red, shining one.” The name of Siva as the God of dissolution, the universal force of reabsorption. Rudra-Siva is revered both as the “terrifying one” and the “lord of tears;” for He wields and controls the terrific powers which may cause lamentation among humans. See: Naataraja, Siva.
Rudrasambhu (Rudrasambahu): Rudra-sambhu: Principal guru in the Amardaka order of Saiva monastics, about 775 in Ujjain, one of Saivism’s holiest cities. The sect served as advisors to the king prior to the Muslim conquest around 1300.
russet: A moderate to strong brown color.
sabda kośa: सद्भकोश “Sheath of sounds, or words.” Vocabulary; a dictionary or glossary of terms.
sacral: Near the sacrum, a triangular bone at the base of the spine made up of five fused vertebrae which forms the lower part of the pelvis.
sacrament: 1) Holy rite, especially one solemnized in a formal, consecrated manner which is a bonding between the recipient and God, Gods or guru. This includes rites of passage (saumskara), ceremonies
sanctifying crucial events or stages of life. 2) Prasāda. Sacred substances, grace-filled gifts, blessed in sacred ceremony or by a holy person. See: prasāda, surūksāra.

sacrifice: Yajña. 1) Making offerings to a Deity as an expression of homage and devotion. 2) Giving up something, often one’s own possession, advantage or preference, to serve a higher purpose. The literal meaning of sacrifice is “to make sacred,” implying an act of worship. It is the most common translation of the term yajña, from the verb yuj, “to worship.” In Hinduism, all of life is a sacrifice—called jīvayajña, a giving of oneself—through which comes true spiritual fulfillment. Tyāga, the power of detachment, is an essential quality of true sacrifice. See: tyāga, yajña.

sacroscant: Sacred and secure from intrusion.

Sādhāvī: sādhanī “Ever-auspicious.” A name of the Primeval Soul, Śiva, a synonym for Paramēśvara, which is expressed in the physical being of the satguru. Sādāvī especially denotes the power of revealing grace, anugraha śakti, the third tattva, after which emerge Śiva’s other four divine powers. This fivefold manifestation or expression of God’s activity in the cosmos is represented in Hindu mantras, literature and art as the five-faced Sādāśivamūrti. See: Paramēśvara, tattva.

śādāhaka: śādāhaka. From sādhi, “going straight to the goal.” A spiritual aspirant; a devotee who performs śādāhana. A serious seeker who has undertaken spiritual disciplines, is usually celibate and under the guidance of a guru. He wears white and may be under simple vows, but is not a yogi or sannyāsin. See: śādāhana.

śādāhana: śādāhana “Effective means of attainment.” Self-effort, spiritual discipline; the way. Religious or spiritual disciplines, such as pūjā, yoga, meditation, japa, fasting and austerity. Śādāhana builds willpower and faith and confidence in oneself and in God, Gods and gurus. Śādāhana harnesses and transmutes the instinctive-intellectual nature, allowing progressive spiritual unfoldment into the superconscious realizations and innate abilities of the soul. See: pāda, rūta yoga, śādāhana mārga, spiritual unfoldment.

śādāhana mārga: śādāhana mārga “The way of śādāhana.” A phrase used by Sage Yogaswami to name his prescription for seekers of Truth—a path of intense effort, spiritual discipline and consistent inner transformation, as opposed to theoretical and intellectual learning. See: pāda, śādāhana, spiritual unfoldment.

śādhu: śādhu “Virtuous one; straight, unerring.” A holy man dedicated to the search for God. A śādhu may or may not be a yogi or a sannyāsin, or be connected in any way with a guru or legitimate lineage. Śādhus usually have no fixed abode and travel unattached from place to place, often living on alms. The feminine form is śādhatvī.

Sādvyoyiyoti: Sādvyoyiyoti, along with Brihaspati of Central India (ca 850), is credited with the systematization of Śiva Siddhānta in Sanskrit.

saffron: An orange yellow, traditional color of the Hindu monk’s vestments, said to derive from the mud of the Ganges which discolored their white robes.

gacious: Keen-minded, discerning, prudent, wise.
sage: A very wise, usually elder, man, highly respected for his wisdom, experience and judgment.


sahasradala padma: sahaśradalavā “Thousand-petaled lotus.” Another name for the sahasrāra, or crown, chakra. See: sahasrātra chakra, chakra.


Śaiva: śāiva Of or relating to Śaivism or its adherents, of whom there are about 400 million in the world today. Same as Śaivite. See: Śaivism.


Śaiva Dharma: śāivite religion. Another name for Śaivism. See: Śaivism.


Śaiva Siddhānta: śivamāra “final conclusions of Śaivism.” The most widespread and influential Śaivite school today, predominant especially among the Tamil people of Sri Lanka and South India. It is the formalized theology of the divine revelations contained in the twenty-eight Śaiva Āgamas. Other sacred scriptures include the Tirumantram and the voluminous collection of devotional hymns, the Tirumurai, and the masterpiece on ethics and statecraft, the Tirukku. For Śaiva Siddhāntins, Śiva is the totality of all, understood in three perfections: Paramēśvara (the Personal Creator Lord), Paraśakti (the substratum of form) and Parāśiva (Absolute Reality which transcends all). Souls and world are identical in essence with Śiva, yet also differ in that they are evolving. A pluralistic system arose in the Middle Ages from the teachings of Aghorasiva and Meykandar. For Aghorasiva’s school (ca 1150) Śiva is not the material cause of the universe, and the soul attains perfect “sameness” with Śiva upon liberation. Meykandar’s (ca 1250) pluralistic school denies that souls ever attain perfect sameness or unity with Śiva. See: Śaivism.

Śaiva Siddhānta Church: “Church of God Śiva’s Revealed Truth,” founded in 1949 by Satguru Sivaya
Subramuniyaswami.

Śaivism (Śaiva): The religion followed by those who worship Śiva as Supreme God. Oldest of the four sects of Hinduism. The earliest historical evidence of Śaivism is from the 8,000-year-old Indus Valley civilization in the form of the famous seal of Śiva as Lord Pasupati, seated in a yogic pose. There are many schools of Śaivism, six of which are Śaiva Siddhânta, Pâśupata Śaivism, Kashmir Śaivism, Vîra Śaivism, Siddha Siddhânta and Śiva Advaita. They are based firmly on the Vedas and Śaiva Āgamas, and thus have much in common, including the following principal doctrines: 1) the five powers of Śiva—creation, preservation, destruction, revealing and concealing grace; 2) The three categories: Pâśu, pâśa and pâśa (“God, souls and bonds”); 3) the three bonds: ātava, karma and mâyâ; 4) the threefold power of Śiva: icchâ śakti, kriyâ śakti and jñâna śakti; 5) the thirty-six tattvas, or categories of existence; 6) the need for initiation by a sadguru; 7) the power of mantra; 8) the four pâdas (stages): charyâ (selfless service), kriyâ (devotion), yoga (meditation), and jñâna (illumination); 9) the belief in the Pañchâkṣara as the foremost mantra, and in rudrâksha and vibhûti as sacred aids to faith; 10) the beliefs in satguru (preceptor), Sivalinga (object of worship) and saṅgama (company of holy persons).

See: Śaivism.

Śaivite (Śaiva): Of or relating to Śaivism. See: Śaivism.

sakala avasthâ: samâna: “Stage of embodied being.”

(Tamil: avastha,.) In Śaiva Siddhânta, the second of three stages of the soul’s evolution, when it is engaged in the world through the senses as it first develops a mental, then emotional and astral body, and finally a physical body, entering the cycles of birth, death and rebirth under the veilings of karma and mâyâ. Progress through sakala avasthâ is measured in three stages: 1) irâd, “darkness;” when the impetus is toward pâša, knowledge and experience of the world (pâśa-jñâna); 2) marâd, “confusion;” caught between the world and God, the soul begins to turn within for knowledge of its own nature (pâša-jñâna); and 3) arul, “grace;” when the soul seeks to know God (Pati-jñâna); and receive His grace. See: avasthâ, evolution of the soul, kevala avasthâ, śuddha avasthâ.

sâkshin: “Ocular witness.” Awareness, the witness consciousness of the soul. Known as nîf in the mystic- nal Nâtha language of Shûm. See: awareness, consciousness (individual), chit, Śhûm, soul.

Śakti: “Power,” “energy.” The active power or manifest energy of Śiva that pervades all of existence. Its most refined aspect is Parâsakti, or Satchiânanda, the pure consciousness and primal substratum of all form. In Śaiva Siddhânta, Śiva is All, and His divine energy, Śakti, is inseparable from Him. Śakti is most easily experienced by devotees as the sublime, bliss-inducing energy that emanates from a holy person or sanctified Hindu temple. See: kuṇḍalini, Parâsakti, Śâktism.

śaktinîpâta: “Descent of grace,” occurring during the advanced stage of the soul’s evolution called arul, at the end of the sakala avasthâ. Śaktinîpâta is twofold: the internal descent is recognized as a tremendous yearning for Śiva; the outer descent of grace is the appearance of a satguru. At this stage, the devotee increasingly wants to devote himself to all that is spiritual and holy. Same as saktipâta. See: arul, grace, sakala avasthâ, śaktipâta.

śaktipâta: “Descent of grace.” Equivalent to saktinîpâta. Guru dikshâ, initiation from the preceptor; particularly the first initiation, which awakens the kuṇḍalini and launches the process of spiritual unfoldment. See: dikshâ, grace, kuṇḍalini, śaktipâta.

Śâktism (Śâkta): “Doctrine of power.” The religion followed by those who worship the Supreme as the Divine Mother—Śâkta or Devi—in Her many forms, both gentle and fierce. Śâktism is one of the four primary sects of Hinduism. Śâktism’s first historical signs are thousands of female statuettes dated ca 5500 BCE recovered at the Mehrgarh village in India. In philosophy and practice, Śâktism greatly resembles Śaivism, both faiths promulgating, for example, the same ultimate goals of advaitic union with Śiva and moksha. But Śâktas worship Śâkta as the Supreme Being exclusively, as the dynamic aspect of Divinity, while Śiva is considered solely transcendent and is not worshiped. There are many forms of Śâktism, with endless varieties of practices which seek to capture divine energy or power for spiritual transformation. See: Kâlî, Śâkta, tantric.

śâlokya: “Sharing the world” of God. The first of four progressive attainments of the soul in Śaiva Siddhânta. It comes as the fulfillment of religious duty, charyâ, well performed. See: attainment.

samâdhi: From verb-root with prepositional prefixes samâdhi, “to hold together completely.” “Enstasy,” which means “standing within one’s Self.” “Sameness; contemplation; union, wholeness; completion, accomplishment.” Samâdhi is the state of true yoga, in which the meditator and the object of meditation are one. Samâdhi is of two levels. The first is savikalpa samâdhi (“enstasy with form” or “seed”), identification or oneness with the essence of an object. Its highest form is the realization of the primal substratum or pure consciousness, Satchiânanda. The second is nirvikalpa samâdhi (“enstasy without form” or “seed”), identification with the Self, in which all modes of consciousness are transcended and Absolute Reality, Parasiva, beyond time, form and space, is experienced. This brings in its aftermath a complete transformation of consciousness. Note that samâdhi differs from samyama. See: enstasy, kuṇḍalini, Parasiva, rāja yoga, samyama, Satchiânanda, Self Realization, trance.

samâna: “Equalizing breath.” One of the body’s five somatic currents of vital energy, or prâna. See: prâna.

samanâ: “Uniform; synchronous.” The sixth of the seven chakras, or nādi conglomerates, above and within the sahasrâra chakra. See: chakra.
samayam: दर्शनम् “Religion.”
śaṃsiṇṭha: सौनिष्ठ “Nearnness” to God. The second of four progressive attainments of the soul in Śaiva Siddhānta. It is the fruition of religious worship and surrender, the kriyā pāda. See: attainment.
śampradāya: संप्रदाय “Tradition,” “transmission;” a philosophical or religious doctrine or lineage. A living stream of tradition or theology within Hinduism, passed on by oral training and initiation. The term derives from the verb sampradā, meaning “to give out,” “render,” “grant,” bestow or confer; to hand down by tradition; to bequeath. Sampradāya is thus a philosophy born down through history by verbal transmission. It is more inclusive than the related term paramparā which names a living lineage of ordained gurus who embody and carry forth a sampradāya. Each sampradāya is often represented by many paramparās. See: paramparā.
śamsāra: सन्मसार “Flow.” The phenomenal world. Transmigratory existence, fraught with impermanence and change. The cycle of birth, death and rebirth; the total pattern of successive earthly lives experienced by a soul. **A term similar to prāna (reincarnation), but with broader connotations. See: evolution of the soul, karmā, prāna, reincarnation.
śamskāra: सन्मस्कार “Impression, activator; sanctification, preparation.” 1) The imprints left on the subconscious mind by experience (from this or previous lives), which then color all of life, one’s nature, responses, states of mind, etc. 2) A sacrament or rite done to mark a significant transition of life, such as name-giving, first feeding, commencement of learning, coming of age and marriage. See: mind (five states), sacrament.
śamskāra chitta: सन्मस्कारचित्त The subconscious mind, holder of past impressions, reactions and desires. Also the seat of the involuntary physiological processes. See: mind (five states).
sānyāsa: सन्त्याग “Constraint.” Continuous meditation on a single concept to gain revelation on a particular subject or area of consciousness. Cognizantability defines it as focusing the mind on three facts or points about the subject of meditation. As explained by Sage Patanjali in his Yoga Sūtras, sānyama consists of dhāranā, dhyāna and samādhi. See: dhyāna, dhyāna, rāja yoga samādhi.
śānta karma: सन्त्यागकर्म “Accumulated action.” The accumulated consequence of an individual’s actions in this and past lives. See: karma.
sanctify: To make sacred or holy.
sanction: Authoritative permission or approval.
sanctum sanctorum: “Holy of holies.” Garbhagriha. The most sacred part of a temple, usually a cave-like stone chamber, in which the main icon is installed. See: temple.
saṅga: संग “Association,” “fellowship.” (Tamil: saṅgam) Coming together in a group, especially for religious purposes.
sanitarium: An institution for the rest and care of invalids and convalescents.
saṅkāla: संकल “Will; purpose; determination.” A solemn vow or declaration of purpose to perform any ritual observance. Most commonly, saṅkāla names the mental and verbal preparation made by a temple priest as he begins rites of worship. During the saṅkāla, he proclaims to the three worlds what he is about to do. He intones the name of the Deity, the type of ritual he is about to perform and the present time of ritual and accurate place according to precise astrological notations. Once the saṅkāla is made, he is bound to complete the ceremony. See: piyā.
Sankara (Śaṅkara): संकार “Conferring happiness;” “propitious.” A name of Śiva. Also one of Hinduism’s most extraordinary monks, Adi Sankara (788–820), preeminent guru of the Śaiva Sampradāya, noted for his monistic philosophy (Advaita Vedānta), his many scriptural commentaries, and his formalizing of ten orders of saṅyāsin with pontifical headquarters at strategic points across India. He lived only 32 years, but traveled throughout India and transformed the Hindu world of that time. See: Daśanāmī, Śaṅkarācārya piṭha, shānmatata śhāpaśācharāya, Śaṁkṛita Sampradāya, Vedānta.
San Mārga: सन्मार्ग “True path.” The straight, spiritual path leading to the ultimate goal, Self Realization, without detouring into unnecessary psychic exploration or pointless development of śiddhis. A San Mārga is a person “on the path,” as opposed to a saṅsārī, one engrossed in worldliness. San Mārga also names the jīva pāda. See: pāda, śādhanā mārga.
San Marga Sanctuary: A meditation tīrtha founded by Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami at the foot of the extinct volcano, Mount Waialeale, on Hawaii’s Garden Island, Kauai, site of the Iraivan Temple.
saṅyāsa: संयास “Renunciation.” “Throwing down” or “abandoning.” Saṅyāsa is the repudiation of the dharma, including the obligations and duties, of the householder and the assumption of the even more demanding dharma of the renunciate. See: saṅyāsa dharma, saṅyāsa dikṣā, videhamukti.
saṅyāsa dharma: संयासधर्म “Renounce virtue.” The life, way and traditions of those who have irrevocably renounced prerogatives and obligations of the householder, including personal property, wealth, ambitions, social position and family ties, in favor of the full-time monastic quest for divine awakening, Self Realization and spiritual upliftment of humanity. See: saṅyāsa, saṅyāsa dikṣā, saṅyāsin, videhamukti.
saṅyāsa dikṣā: संयासदिक्ष The renunciation initiation. This dikṣā is a formal rite, or less often an informal blessing, ushering the devotee into renunciate monasticism, binding him for life to certain vows which include chastity, poverty and obedience, and directing him on the path to Self Realization. See: saṅyāsa dharma, videhamukti.
saṅyāsin: संयासिन “Renouncer.” One who has taken
GLOSSARY

sannyāsa dikṣā. A Hindu monk, swāmī, and one of a world brotherhood (or holy order) of sannyāsin. Some sannyāsin are wanderers and others live in monasteries. See: sannyāsa, sannyāsa dharma, sannyāsa dikṣā, swāmī.

Sanskrit (Sanskritā): संस्कृत “Well-made,” “refined,” “perfected.” The classical sacerdotal language of ancient India, considered a pure vehicle for communication with the celestial worlds. It is the primary language in which Hindu scriptures are written, including the Vedas and Āgamas. Employed today as a liturgical, literary and scholarly language, but no longer as a spoken vernacular.

śānti: शान्ति “Peace.”
sapphire: A clear, hard gemstone, usually blue. satpātī rishiḥ: सप्तप्रतिरथि Seven inner-plane masters who help guide the karmas of mankind. Sarasvatī: सरस्वती “The flowing one.” Śakti, the Universal Mother; Goddess of the arts and learning, mythological consort of the God Brahmā. Sarasvatī, the river Goddess, is usually depicted wearing a white sarī and holding a vīṇā, sitting upon a swan or lotus flower. Prayers are offered to her for refinements of art, culture, and learning. See: Śakti. Sarvavaiṇabhava: सर्ववैणभव “Thicket of reeds.” The mantra which calls upon Lord Kārttikeya, son of God Śiva and guardian of the spiritual quest, who arose from Sarasvāṇa, the sacred lake of primal consciousness. Its mirror-like surface symbolizes a quieted, peaceful mind. This mantra is prescribed for Śaṅvites not yet initiated by a satguru into the divine Pañchākṣhara Mantra, Naṁ Mah Śivaya. See: Kārttikeya, Pañchākṣhara Mantra. sāri: सारी (Hindi: मढ़ी) The traditional outer garment of a Hindu woman, consisting of a long, unstitched piece of cloth, usually colorful cotton or silk, wrapped around the body, forming an ankle-length skirt, and around the bosom and over the shoulder. sarīra: सरीर “Body; husk.” Three bodies of the soul: 1) sthūla sarīra, “gross or physical body” (also called annamaya kośa), the physical body; 2) sūkṣma sarīra, “subtle body” (also called īṅgā sarīra, it includes the prāṇamaya, manomaya and vijñānamaya kośas); 3) kāraṇa sarīra, “causal body” (also called ānanda- maya kośa), the causal body. Another term for body is deha. See: kośa, subtle body.
sārītpāpa: सारीपोप “Likeness” to God. The third of the four progressive attainments of the soul in Śaiva Siddhānta. It is the culmination of the yoga pāda. See: attainment.

Śarvajñānottara Āgama: सर्वज्ञानोत्तर आगम This work is not among the traditional list of Āgamas and subsidiary scriptures, but is thought to be a second version of Kalajñānam, a subsidiary tract to Vātīlā Āgama. The extant sections deal with right knowledge.

Śarvam Śivamayam: “All is Śiva.” One of the four great sayings encapsulating the teachings of Śiva Yogaswami.
sāstra: सास्त्र “Sacred script; teaching.” 1) Any religious or philosophical treatise or body of writings. 2) A department of knowledge; a science.
sat: सत “True, existing, good; reality, existence, truth.” See: Satchidānanda.

Satchidānanda (Sachchidānanda): सत्चिदानन्द “Existence-consciousness-bliss.” A synonym for ParaŚakti. Lord Śiva’s Divine Mind and simultaneously the pure superconscious mind of each individual soul. Perfect love and omniscient, omnipotent consciousness, the fountainhead of all existence, yet containing and permeating all existence. Also called pure consciousness, pure form, substratum of existence, and more. One of the goals of the meditator or yogi is to experience the natural state of the mind, Satchidānanda, subduing the vṛitti through yogic practices. See: ParaŚakti, tattva.
satguru (sadguru): सद्गुरु “True weighty one.” A spiritual preceptor of the highest attainment and authority—one who has realized the ultimate Truth, ParaŚiva, through nirvikalpa samādhi—a jivanmukta able to lead others securely along the spiritual path. He is always a sannyāsin, an unmarried renunciate. All Hindu denominations teach that the grace and guidance of a living satguru is a necessity for Self Realization. He is recognized and revered as the embodiment of God, Sadāśiva, the source of grace and liberation. See: guru bhakti, guru, guru-śishya system.
satsanga: सत्सागर “Great ocean.” Gathering in the company of good souls. sattva guna: सत्त्वगुण “Perfection of Being.” The quality of goodness or purity.
sattvic: Of or relating to the sattva guna, the quality of goodness or purity.

Sat Yuga (Satya Yuga): सत्य युग “Age of Truth,” also called Kṛtā, “accomplished, good, cultivated, kind action; the winning die cast of four dots.” The first and brightest era in the repetitive cycle of four yugas, lasting 1,728,000 years. See: yuga.
savant: A learned person; a scholar.
savikalpa samādhi: सविकल्पसमाधि “Enstasy with form” or “seed.” See: rāja yoga, samādhi.
savior: A person or God who saves another from harm or loss, especially by divine intervention or grace without any effort on the beneficiary’s part.
sāyujya: सायुज्य “Union” with God. The highest of the four attainments of the soul in Śaiva Siddhānta. The state of jīva. See: attainment, Śivāyujya, viśvagrāsa.
scarlet: A strong to vivid red or reddish orange.
schism: A separation, a break into factions.
scentillating: Sparkling or shining.
scribe: A person who writes things down, especially as dictated by another or copied.
scripture (scriptural): “A writing.” Sacred text or holy book(s) authoritative for a given sect or religion. See: śāstra, smṛti, śrutī.
sanctitize: Carefully examine or inspect in detail.
sanctify: Close, careful examination or study.
Second World: The astral or subtle plane. Here the soul continues its activities in the astral body during sleep and after the physical body dies. It is the in-between world which includes the Devaloka and the Narakaloka. The Second world exists “within” the first World or
physical plane. See: loka.

secretion: The process in which a gland, tissue, etc., produces a moist substance, such as bile, pancreatic juice or perspiration. Also refers to the substances thus produced.

sect: A group of adherents who form a smaller association within a larger (often religious) body. A religious denomination.

sectarian: Avidly devoted to the beliefs and practices of a specific religious tradition, sometimes dogmatically and with condescension toward other traditions.

secular: Temporal or worldly; not sacred or religious.

seed experience: The root or original experience of a particular type or range of experience impressed deeply in the subconscious mind to which other vibrations in a similar frequency range have been added to construct a subconscious complex. The seed experience is the experience which must be cognized for subsequent related experiences (subconscious dross) of similar vibration to release their hold and the complex to be resolved.

seed karma: Dormant or anūrabdha karma. All past actions which have not yet “sprouted.” See: karma.

seer: A wise person who sees beyond the limits of ordinary perception.

Self (Self God): God Śiva’s perfection of Absolute Reality, Paraśiva—That which abides at the core of every soul. See: Paramātmā, Paraśiva.

self-aggrandizement: Enhancement or exaggeration one’s own importance.

self-effacement: Modest, retiring behavior; giving all credit to God, preceptor and other persons and not accepting praise for one’s accomplishments.

self-effulgent: Shining brilliantly by itself.

self-gratification: Satisfying one’s own desires.

self-hypnosis: The process of putting oneself in a sleep-like state in which the subconscious mind becomes accessible.

self-indulgent: Satisfying one’s own appetites and desires, often to excess, with little regard for others.

self-luminous: Producing its own light; radiating light.

self-mastery: Full command of one’s mind and emotions.

Self Realization: Direct knowing of the Self God, Paraśiva. Self Realization is known in Sanskrit as nirvikalpa samādhi; “enstasy without form or seed;” the ultimate spiritual attainment (also called asamprajñāta samādhi). Esoterically, this state is attained when the mystic kūṇḍalinī force pierces through the sahasrāra chakra at the crown of the head. This transcendence of all modes of human consciousness brings the realization or “nonexperience” of That which exists beyond the mind, beyond time, form and space. But even to assign a name to Paraśiva or to its realization is to name that which cannot be named. In fact, it is “experienced” only in its aftermath as a change in perspective, a permanent transformation, and as an intuitive familiarity with the Truth that surpasses understanding. See: enstasy, God Realization, liberation, kūṇḍalinī, Paraśiva, rāja yoga, samādhi.

semblance: An outward and superficial appearance or resemblance.

sensuous: Of or related to the senses, especially the pleasures of the senses.

sentries: Guards.

sewa: Service, karma yoga, an integral part of the spiritual path, doing selfless, useful work for others, such as volunteer work at a temple, without preference or thought of reward or personal gain. Sevā, or Sivathondu in Tamil, is the central practice of the charyā pāda. See: pāda, yoga.

sexuality: Hinduism has a healthy, unrepressed outlook on human sexuality. Sexual pleasure is part of kāma, one of the four legitimate goals of life. On matters such as birth control, sterilization, masturbation, homosexuality, bisexuality, petting and polygamy, Hindu scripture is tolerantly silent, neither calling them sins nor encouraging their practice, neither condemning nor condoning. The two important exceptions to this understanding view of sexual experience are adultery and abortion, both of which are considered to carry heavy karmic implications for this and future births. See: celibacy, dissipation, odic force, ojas, tejas, transmutation, yoni.

shamanism (shamanic): From a Siberian tribal word, akin to the Sanskrit śramaṇa, “ascetic,” akin to śram, meaning “to exert.” The religion of certain indigenous peoples of Northeast Asia, based on the belief in good and evil spirits who can be contacted and influenced by priests, or shamans, generally during a state of altered consciousness or trance. Also descriptive of many of the world’s native, tribal faiths, and of various groups that today carry forward the practices and traditions of shamanism to maximize human abilities of mind and spirit for healing and problem-solving. See: Sâktism.

sheath: A covering or receptacle, such as the husk surrounding a grain of rice. In Sanskrit, it is kośa, philosophically the bodily envelopes of the soul. See: kośa, soul, subtle body.

shiftiness: Dishonesty, evasiveness, deceitfulness.

Shinto: The indigenous religion of Japan.

shūmīf: (Shum) The perspective of the mind as a solid and individual awareness traveling from one area of the mind to another. Pronounced shoom-eef. See: Shûm, Shûm perspectives.

Shûm perspectives: The four perspectives of the mind:


Shûm-Tyeîf: A Nātha mystical language of meditation (also simply known as Shûm) revealed in Switzerland in 1968 by Sivaya Subramuniyaswami. Its primary alphabet looks like this:

shun: To keep away from, ignore or avoid scrupulously or consistently.
siddha: सिद्ध A “perfected one” or accomplished yogi, a person of great spiritual attainment or powers. See: siddhi, siddha yoga.

Siddha Siddhânta: सिद्धिसिद्धांत Siddha Siddhânta, also called Gorakhnâtha Saivism, is generally considered to have evolved in the lineage of the earlier ascetic orders of India. Its most well-known preceptor was Goraksanâtha (ca 1000) a disciple of Matsyendranâtha, patron saint of Nepal, revered by certain esoteric Buddhist schools as well as by Hindus. The school systematized and developed the practice of hatha yoga to a remarkable degree. Indeed, nearly all of what is today taught about hatha yoga comes from this school. Siddha Siddhânta theology embraces both transcendent Siva (being) and immanent Siva (becoming). Siva is both the efficient and material cause of the universe. Devotion is expressed through temple worship and pilgrimage, with the central focus on internal worship and kundalini yoga, with the goal of realizing Paräśiva, the supreme transcendent state of Śiva. Today there are perhaps 750,000 adherents of Siddha Siddhânta Saivism, often understood as Śâktas or advaita tantrics. The school fans out through India, but is most prominent in North India and Nepal. Devotees are called yogis, and stress is placed on world renunciation—even for householders. This sect is also most commonly known as Nâtha, the Gorakshapatha and Siddha Yogi Sampadaya. Other names include Adinâtha Sampadaya, Nâthanâtha and Siddhamarga. See: Goraksanâtha.

Siddha Siddhânta Paddhati: सिद्धिसिद्धांतपद्धति “Tracks on the doctrines of the adepts.” A text of 353 mystical verses, ascribed to Goraksanâtha, dealing with the esoteric nature of the inner bodies and the soul’s union with Supreme Reality.

siddhânta: सिद्धांत “final attainments” or “conclusions.” Siddhânta refers to ultimate understanding arrived at in any given field of knowledge.


siddha yoga: सिद्धयोग “Yoga of perfected attainment,” or “of supernatural powers.” 1) A term used in the Tirumantiram and other Saiva scriptures to describe the yoga which is the way of life of adepts after attaining Parâśiva. Siddha yoga involves the development of magical or mystical powers, or siddhis, as well as the eight classical powers. It is a highly advanced yoga which seeks profound transformation of body, mind and emotions and the ability to live in a flawless state of God-consciousness. 2) The highly accomplished practices of certain alchemists.

siddhi: सिद्धि “Power, accomplishment; perfection.” Extraordinary powers of the soul, developed through consistent meditation and deliberate, often uncomfortable and grueling tapas, or awakened naturally through spiritual maturity and yogic sâdhana. Through the repeated experience of Self Realization, siddhis naturally unfold according to the needs of the individual. Before Self Realization, the use or development of siddhis is among the greatest obstacles on the path because it cultivates ahaṅkâra, “I-ness” (egoity), and militates against the attainment of prapatti, complete submission to the will of God, Gods and guru. Six siddhis in particular are considered primary obstacles to samâdhi: clairvoyance (ādâra siddhi or divya siddhi), clairaudience (śravana siddhi or divyaśravana), divination (pratibhâ siddhi), super-feeling (vedana siddhi) and super-taste (āsvâdana siddhi), super-smell (vârtâ siddhi). The eight classical siddhis are: 1) animâ: diminishing; being as small as an atom; 2) mahimâ: enlargement; becoming infinitely large; 3) laghîmâ: super-lightness, levitation; 4) prâpti: pervasiveness, extension, ability to be anywhere at will; 5) prakâmya: fulfillment of desires; 6) vashîtva: control of natural forces; 7) îśitîva: supremacy over nature; 8) kâma-avasayitva: complete satisfaction. The supreme siddhi (parasiddhi) is realization of the Self, Parâśiva. See: ahaṅkâra, prapatti, siddha yoga.

Sikhism: “Discipleship.” Religion of nine million members founded in India about 500 years ago by the saint Guru Nanak. A reformist faith that rejects idolatry and the caste system, its holy book is the Adi Granth, and main holy center is the Golden Temple of Amritsar.

silver cord: The astral substance that connects the physical body to the astral body which is disconnected at the time of death of the physical body.

simile: A figure of speech in which two unlike things are compared, often introduced by “like” or “as.”

simnîf: (Shûm) The perspective of the mind in its scientific, intellectual state. Pronounced sim-neef. See: Shûm, Shûm perspectives.

simshûmbîsî: (Shûm) To become aware of the power within the spine. Pronounced sim-shoom-bee-se. See: Shûm.

sin: Intentional transgression of divine law. Akin to the Latin sins, “guilty.” Hinduism does not view sin as a crime against God, but as an act against dharna—moral order—and one’s own self. See: karma.

shûm: (Shûm) "A pupil" or “disciple,” especially one who has proven himself and been accepted by a guru.

sitâr: सितार A lute-like Indian stringed instrument with a long, fretted neck and a resonating gourd or gourds.

Siva: सिव The “Auspicious,” “Gracious,” or “Kindly one.” Supreme Being of the Saivite religion. God Śiva is All and in all, simultaneously the creator and the creation, both immanent and transcendent. As personal Deity, He is Creator, Preserver and Destroyer. He is a one Being, perhaps best understood in three perfections: Paramesvara (Primal Soul), Parâsakti (Pure Consciousness) and Parâśiva (Absolute Reality). See: prapatti, Paramesvara, Parâsakti, Parâśiva, Natarâja, Sadâśiva, Saivism, Satchidânamânda.

Siva Advaita: सिवावद्वैत Also called Śiva Viśisṭādvaita, or Saivite “qualified nondualism,” Śiva Advaita is the philosophy of Srikanta (ca 1050) as expounded in his commentary on the Brahma Sûtras (ca 500–200 BCE). Patterned after the Vaishnavite Viśisṭâdvaita of Ramanuja, this philosophy was later amplified by Appaya
Dikshitar. Brahman, or Śiva, is transcendent and the efficient and material cause of the world and souls. Souls are not identical with Him and never merge in Him, even after liberation. As a school, Śiva Advaita remained exclusively intellectual, never enjoying a following of practitioners. Purification, devotion and meditation upon Śiva as the Self—the ākāśa within the heart—define the path. Meditation is directed to the Self, Śiva, the One Existence that evolved into all form. Liberation depends on grace, not deeds. See: Śaivism, Śrikantha.

Śivāchārya: The hereditary priests of the Śaiva Siddhānta tradition. The title of Ādiśaiva priest who has received the necessary training and dīkhās to perform public Śiva temple rites known as Āgamic nitya parārtha pājā. A fully qualified Śivāchārya is also known as archaka. Śivāchārya, too, names the family clan of this priestly tradition. See: brahmin.

Śiva consciousness: Śivachaitanya. A broad term naming the experience or state of being conscious of Śiva in a multitude of ways. See: jñāna, mind (five states), Śivasāyujya.

Śivajñānabodham: Memorandum on Śiva Realization. A digest authored (or, some believe, a portion of the Raurava Āgama translated into Tamil) by Meykandar, ca 1300, consisting of 12 sūtras describing the relationship between God, soul and world. The Meykandar Sampradāya revere it as their sacred literature, derived from man's insight and understanding of the experience or state of being conscious of Śiva. The primary verse form of the Śivajñānabodham is the primary philosophical text and consider it a pluralistic exposition. Others view it as monistic in character, with a pluralistic interpretation introduced by later commentators. Connected with this important text are an acute commentary on each of the 12 sūtras. See: Meykandar.

Śivalinga: Mark, Token or Sign of Śiva. The most prevalent emblem of Śiva, found in virtually all Śiva temples. A rounded, elliptical, aniconic image, usually set on a circular base, or pīṭha, the Śivalinga is the simplest and most ancient symbol of Śiva, especially of Paraśiva, God beyond all forms and qualities. The pīṭha represents Parāsakti, the manifesting power of God. Lingas are usually of stone (carved or naturally existing, swamabhū, such as shaped by a swift-flowing river), but may also be of metal, precious gems, crystal, wood, earth or transitory materials such as ice. See: Śaivism.

Śivaloka: Realm of Śiva. See: loka.

Śivamaya: Formed, made, consisting of or "full of Śiva." A part of the Śaivite affirmation of faith, denoting that all of existence—all worlds, all beings, all of manifestation, that which undergoes creation, preservation and destruction, all dualities and paradoxes—consists of and is pervaded by Śiva. An important concept of monistic Śaivism. See: māyā, tattva, world.

Śivasāyujya: Quality of being Śiva or like Śiva, especially sharing in His divine state of consciousness. See: Śivasāyujya.
spasmodic: fitful, intermittent.

spinal: Relating to, or situated near the spine or spinal cord.

spinster: A term for a middle aged or older woman who

soul body: Anandamaya kośa (“sheath of bliss”), also referred to as the “causal body” (kāraṇa śarīra), “innermost sheath” and “body of light.” Body of the soul, or soul body, names the soul’s manifest nature as an individual being—an effulgent, human-like form composed of light (quantums). It is the emanational creation of God Śiva, destined to one day merge back into Him. During its evolution, the soul functions through four types of outer sheaths that envelope the soul form—mental, instinctive-intellectual, vital and physical—and employs the mental faculties of manas, buddhi and ahaṃkāra, as well as the five agents of perception (jñānendriyas), and five agents of action (kārmandriyas). The “soul body” is not a body in sense of a case, a vehicle, vessel or enclosure for something else. The soul body is the soul itself—a radiant, self-effulgent, human-like, super-intelligent being. Its very composition is Satchidānanda in various subtle levels of manifestation. It is the finest of subatomic forms, on the quantum level. The soul form evolves as its consciousness evolves, becoming more and more refined until finally it is the same intensity or refinement as the Primal Soul, Paramāevāra. See: ātman, evolution of the soul, kośa, Parāsakti, Parāśiva, purusha, quantum, Satchidānanda, spiritual unfoldment.

Soundless Sound: Paranāda, the first vibration from which creation emanates. See: nāda.

sojourn: To reside temporarily in a place.

solace: To comfort or console.

solar plexus: A major physical and psychic nerve center of the body located at the base of the sternum.

solemn: Ceremoniously observed or performed according to ritual or tradition. Formal, serious, inspiring feelings of awe. —solemnize: To consecrate with formal ceremony. See: śacramanta, samśākara.

somatic: Relating to the body; corporeal, physical, as distinguished from the soul or mind. The somatic currents are the five forms of breath, beginning with prāṇa, the outgoing breath. See: prāṇa.

sophisticated: Technically advanced, refined, elaborated, complex, artful.

soul: The real being of man, as distinguished from body, mind and emotions. The soul—known as ātman or puruṣa—is the sum of its two aspects, the form or body of the soul and the essence of the soul (though many texts use the word soul to refer to the essence only). —essence or nucleus of the soul: Man’s innermost and unchanging being—Pure Consciousness (Parāsakti or Satchidānanda) and Absolute Reality (Paraśiva). This essence was never created, does not change or evolve and is eternally identical with God Śiva’s perfections of Parāsakti and Paraśiva.

spiritual unfoldment: Adhyātma vikāsa. The unfoldment of the spirit, the inherent, divine soul of man. The very gradual expansion of consciousness as kundalini sākty slowly rises through the sushumna. The term spiritual unfoldment indicates this slow, imperceptible process, likened to a lotus flower’s emerging from bud to effulgent beauty. Contrasted with development, which implies intellectual study; or growth, which implies character building and sādhanā. Sound intellect and good character are the foundation for spiritual unfoldment, but they do not constitute unfoldment in themselves. When philosophical training and sādhanā is complete, the kundalini rises safely and imperceptibly, without jerks, twitches, tears or hot flashes, this brings greater willpower, compassion and perceptive qualities.

sporadic: Scattered or isolated in occurrence. Happening, irregularly, unpredictably and infrequently.

spleen: A large organ near the stomach that stores and filters blood. Psychically, the physical and astral spleen connect the subconscious with the superconscious, carrying negative vibrations out of the body and bringing in positive solar rays. The spleen is unique in that it is so large yet the body can live without it, unlike, for example, the liver. In its absence, other glands of the body will take over the spleen’s physical functions, while its astral double continues its psychic functions.

stated: To consecrate with for-
ittal value. They are timeless teachings transmitted to rishis, or seers, directly by God thousands of years ago. Śruti is thus said to be apaurusheya, “impersonal” or, rather, “suprahuman.” Śruti consists of the Vedas and the Āgamas, preserved through oral tradition and eventually written down in Sanskrit. Among the many sacred books of the Hindus, these two bodies of knowledge are held in the highest esteem. See: Āgama, smṛti, Veda.

stagnant: Not flowing or moving; not active or alert; sluggish; foul from lack of movement.

stamina: Physical or mental endurance; resistance to fatigue or illness.

stamped: A sudden mad rush of a crowd of people or animals.

stereotype: An unvarying form or pattern; a fixed conventional and oversimplified notion or opinion widely held about a subject, such as an ethnic group, that ignores unique distinctions and subtleties.


stimulants: Drugs that temporarily arouse or accelerate physiological or organic activity. Certain drugs are capable of stimulating psychic experiences, often with unpleasant consequences.

stimulus: Incentive, something that rouses to action.

stratum: A section or layer of something.

stri dharma: स्त्रीधर्म “Womanly conduct.” See: dharma.

subatomic: Of the inner parts of atoms; anything smaller than an atom.

subconscious mind: सांस्कारिक चित्त. See: conscience, mind (five states).

sublimate: To refine, lift into something higher, purify. Channeling instinctive energies into more refined expression. Originally, to purify or refine by subliming, changing a substance directly from a solid to a gaseous state, bypassing the liquid state. See: ojas, tejas, transmutation, yoni.

sublime: Exalted, noble, majestic. Inspiring awe or reverence.

subliminal: Below the threshold of consciousness or apprehension, such as an attitude of which one is not aware. Subconscious. See: mind (five states).

submission: Yielding to the power of another. Compliance; meekness.

Subramuniyaswami: சுப்பிரமணியசுவாமி Author of this book, 162nd satguru (1927–2001) of the Nandinātha Sampradāya’s Kailāsa Paramparā. He was ordained Sivaya Subramuniyaswami by Sage Yogaswami on the full-moon day of May 12, 1949, in Jaffna, Sri Lanka, at 6:21 pm. This was just days after he had attained nirvikalpa samādhi in the caves of Jalani. The name Subramuniya is a Tamil spelling of the Sanskrit Subramanya (not to be confused with Subramany). It is formed from subhra meaning “light; intuition,” and muni, “silent sage.” Yo means “restrain; religious meditation.” Thus, Subramuniya means a self-restrained soul who remains silent or, when he speaks, speaks out from intuition. Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami is recognized worldwide as one of foremost Hindu ministers of our times, contributing to the revival of Hinduism in immeasurable abundance. He was simultaneously a staunch defender of traditions, as the tried and proven ways of the past, and a fearless innovator, setting new patterns of life for contemporary humanity. For a brief biography of this remarkable seer and renaissance guru, see About the Author on page 909.

subside: To become less active or less intense. To abate.

substance: Essence; real nature; matter; material possessions.

substratum: “Layer underneath.” In philosophy, the substance or underlying force which is the foundation of any and all manifestation: Satchidānanda. See: ParāŚakti, Satchidānanda, tattva.

subconscious mind: Vāsanā chitta (“mind of subliminal traits”). The area of the subconscious mind formed when two thoughts or experiences of the same rate of intensity sent into the subconscious at different times intermingle and give rise to a new and totally different rate of vibration. This subconscious formation later causes the external mind to react to situations according to these accumulated vibrations, be they positive, negative or mixed.

subsuperconscious mind: Anukāraṇa chitta. See: mind, tattvas.

subtle: So slight as to be difficult to detect; elusive; delicate. Not obvious.

subtle body: Sūkṣhma sarīra, the nonphysical, astral body or vehicle in which the soul encases itself to function in the Antarloka, or subtle world. The subtle body includes the prāṇamaya, manomaya and viṣṇumaya kosa if the soul is physically embodied. It consists of only manomaya and viṣṇumaya after death, when prāṇamaya kosa disintegrates. And it consists of only viṣṇumaya kosa when manomaya kosa is dropped off just before rebirth or when higher evolutionary planes are entered. Also part of the subtle body are the antahkaraṇa (mental faculty: intellect, instinct and ego—buddhi, manas and ahaṅkāra), the five jñānendriyas (agents of perception: hearing, touch, sight, taste and smell); and the five karmendriyas (agents of action: speech, grasping, movement, excretion and generation). See: jīva, kosa.

succumb: To give in to an overpowering force; give up, yield, surrender.

śuddha: पुनु “Pure.” śuddha āvasthā: पुनु अवस्था “Stage of purity.” (Tamil: avasthāi.) In Śiva Siddhānta, the last of three stages of evolution, in which the soul is immersed in Śiva. Self Realization having been attained, the mental body is purified and thus reflects the divine soul nature, Śiva’s nature, more than in the kevala or sakala state. Now the soul continues to unfold through the stages of realization, and ultimately merges back into its source, the Primal Soul. See: avasthā, evolution of the soul, kevala avasthā, sakala avasthā, viṣvagñas.

Śuddha Śaiva Siddhānta: पुनुशास्त्रिकम् “Pure Śaiva Siddhānta,” a term first used by Tirumular in the Ti-
rumantiram to describe his monistic Śaiva Siddhānta and distinguish it from pluralistic Siddhānta and other forms of Siddhānta that do not encompass the ultimate monism of Vedānta.

śuddhavidyā: सुध्विद्या “Pure Knowledge.” The fifth tattva in the Śaiva Siddhānta system. See: tattva.
sukarma: सुकर्म The void; the distinctionless Absolute.
sulk: To withdraw into silent resentment or ill humor.
summation: Adding up to a total, summing up. Reaching a high point.
Sundaranathar: सुंदरानाथ Original name of Nātha Siddhā Śrī Tirumular before he trekked to South India from the Himalayas. See: Tirumular.
śūnya: शून्य “The void, the distinctionless Absolute.”
supercritical mind: Kāraṇa chitta. See: mind (five states), mind (three phases), Satchidānanda, tattva.
supercritical: Shallowness; on the surface; not substantial.
supernatural: Beyond or transcending the natural laws of the physical cosmos. Of or relating to an order of existence beyond the visible universe, referring to events, agencies or knowledge superseding or mystically explaining the laws of nature. See: mysticism, shamanism.
supernova: A rare and extremely brilliant new star (nova) that suddenly increases up to a billion times in brightness and then diminishes over a period of months or years.
supersede: To cause to be set aside, especially to displace as inferior.
suppression: A belief or practice not supported by experience or reason.
supplicate (supplication): To ask for, beg humbly. To earnestly pray for.
suppressed: Subdued; ended forcibly. Kept from being revealed; inhibited. Deliberately hidden from awareness, such as with unacceptable desires or thoughts.
suppression: Desires, thoughts or memories consciously excluded or hidden from awareness. Related to repression, in which similar desires, etc., are hidden away in a completely subconscious manner.
supreme: Highest in rank, power, authority.
Supreme God: Highest God, the source or creator of all other Gods, beings and all manifestation.
Śūrya: सूर्य “Sun.” One of the principal Divinities of the Vedas, also prominent in the epics and Purānas. Śaivas revere Śūrya, the Sun God, each morning as Śiva Śūrya. Smārtas and Vaishnavas revere the golden orb as Śūrya Nārāyaṇa.
sushumā nādi: सुषुम्नानादि “Most gracious channel.” Central psychic nerve current within the spinal column. See: kundalini, nādi, samādhi.
sushupti: सुशुप्ति “Deep sleep.” A state more refined than the ordinary dream state, the perceptions of which are often too subtle to be remembered upon awakening. This is the state of visionary dreams. One of the four avasthās described in the Māndūkya Upanishad. See: consciousness.
sutala: सुताल “Great abyss.” Region of obsessive jealousy and retaliation. The third chakra below the mūlād-hāra, centered in the knees. Corresponds to the third astral netherworld beneath the earth’s surface, called Samhāta (“abandoned”) or Sutala. See: chakra, hell, loka, Naraka.
svapna: स्वप्न Sanskrit word for dream, second of the four states of consciousness, waking, dreaming, deep sleep and “the fourth.” See: avasthā.
svarṇasārāra: स्वर्णसाररा The golden actinic body, which is formed after many experiences of Self Realization. See: visvagrāsa, anandamaya kośa.
svarṇasārāra visvagrāsa: स्वर्णसारराविस्वग्रास गृह समाज The final merging with Śiva where there exists no individual soul, only Śiva. See: visvagrāsa.
Svetāśvatara Upanishad: स्वेताश्वतर उपनिषद An Upanishad of the Yajur Veda that emphasizes theism—personal God and devotion—and at the same time monism—the unity of God, soul and world. It is valued as a major Upanishad, among the greatest panentheistic writings, especially precious to Śaivite schools. See: Upanishad, Veda.
śwāmī: स्वामी “Lord; owner; self-possessed.” He who knows or is master of himself. A respectful title for a Hindu monk, usually a sannyāsin, an initiated, orange-robed renunciate, dedicated wholly to religious life. As a sign of respect, the term śwāmī is sometimes applied more broadly to include non-monastics dedicated to spiritual work. See: monk, sannyāsa dharmac, sannyāsin.
symbolism: The representation of one thing by something else. For example, the damaru, drum, is a symbol of creation.
sympathetic nervous system: The part of the autonomic nervous system originating in the thoracic and lumbar regions of the spinal cord that in general inhibits or opposes the physiological effects of the parasympathetic nervous system, as in tending to reduce digestive secretions, speeding up the heart, and contracting blood vessels.
sympathetic: Indicative, showing the signs of a disease or a condition.
syndrome: Symptoms occurring together and characterizing a certain disease or condition.
syndrome: A pattern or set of characteristics or symptoms typifying a certain disease or condition.
synonymous: The same or similar in meaning.
synopsis: A brief outline or summary. An overview presentation.
synthesis: Here: the application of reason to reach a particular conclusion from general concepts; also the combination of ideas to form a new idea.
syphon: To draw off of, take away or channel from.
tact: Sensitivity to what is proper in dealing with others, including the ability to speak and act without offending.
tainted: Sullied, spoiled or stained. Morally corrupt or depraved.
Taittirīya Upanishad: तात्तिरिय उपनिषद् A principal upanisad belonging to the Taittirīya Brāhmaṇa of the Yajur Veda, divided into three sections called valli(s). The first deals with phonetics and pronunciation, the second and third with Brahman and the attainment of bliss.

tala: तल “Plane or world; level; base, bottom; abyss.” Root of the name of the seven realms of lower consciousness centered in the seven chakras below the mūlādhāra chakra. See: chakra, hell, loka, Naraka.

talātala chakra: तलातल “Lower region.” The fourth chakra below the mūlādhāra, centered in the calves. Region of chronic mental confusion and unreasonable stubbornness. Corresponds to the fourth astral netherworld beneath the earth’s surface, called Tāmśa (“darkness”) or Talātala. This state of consciousness is born of the sole motivation of self-preservation. See: chakra, loka, Naraka.

tamas(ic): तमस “Force of inertia.” Tamas is the most crude of the three guṇas or fundamental cosmic qualities of nature as described in the Sāṅkhya system of philosophy—tamas (inertia), rajas (activity) and sattva (illumination, purity). The tamagūna is the quality of denseness, inertia, contraction, resistance and dissolution.

tambūrā: तम्बूर “Loom, methodology.”

tantra: तन्त्र “Exuberant dance.” Any vigorous dance or movements performed by a male dancer. There are many forms of tāṇḍava. Its prototype is Śiva’s dance of bliss, ānanda tāṇḍava. The much softer feminine dance is called lāṣya, from lāsa, “lively.” Dance in general is nartana. See: Natārāja.

tangibility: That can be felt by touch; having actual form and substance; definite, objective, concrete.

tangled: Mixed together in a confused mass.

tantra: तन्त्र “Loom, methodology.” 1) Most generally, a synonym for śāstra, “scripture.” 2) A synonym for the Agamic texts, especially those of the Śākta faith, a class of Hindu scripture providing detailed instruction on all aspects of religion, mystic knowledge and science. The tantras are also associated with the Saiva tradition. 3) A specific method, technique or spiritual practice within the Saiva and Śākta traditions. For example, pārvāṇīyāma is a tantra. Tantra generally involves a reversal of the normal flow of energies. Its perspective is that the inner self is most important and outer life is secondary. Tantra causes the life force to flow up through the sushumna. Many are the methods for overcoming the unsurmountable. Fallen into the hands of the unscrupulous, these techniques become black magic (abhcihāra). 4) Disciplines and techniques with a strong emphasis on worship of the feminine force, often involving sexual encounters, with the purported goal of transformation and union with the Divine. See: kuṇḍalinī, sūhūmā nāḍī, tantric.

tantric (tāṇḍrik): तात्तिरियक 1) Adjectival to qualify practices prescribed in the Tantra traditions. 2) Referring to the methods of directing the subtle masculine/feminine, aggressive/passive energies that flow between men and women. 3) Also names a practitioner of any of the Tantra traditions.

tapas: तपस्या Also tapasya. “Warmth, heat,” hence psychic energy, spiritual fervor or ardor. Austerity, asceticism, penance. State of accelerated unfoldment and working with the forces through spiritual practices. A state of humble submission to the divine forces and surrender to the processes of inner purification which occur almost automatically at certain stages. In the monastery, tapas is administered and guided by the guru. Denotes religious austerity, severe meditation, penance, bodily mortification, special observances; connotes spiritual purification and transformation as a “fiery process” that “burns up” impurities, ego, illusions and past karmas that obstruct God Realization.

tapasvin: तपस्विन One who performs tapas or is in the state of tapas.

tarry: To be slow to move on. To prolong a temporary stay.

Tātparyadīpikā: तात्पर्यदीपिका A commentary by Sruki-mara (ca 1100) on the Tattvaprabhāṣā of Śrī Bhojadeva Paramara (1018–1060), a philosopher-king in Central India who expounded Saiva Siddhānta. Srukimara upheld the monistic basis of Bhojadeva’s work, while later commentator Aghorasiva reinterpreted it in dualistic terms. See: Aghorasiva, Saiva Siddhānta.

tattva: तत्त्व “That-ness” or “essential nature.” Tattvas are the primary principles, elements, states or categories of existence, the building blocks of the universe. Lord Śiva constantly creates, sustains the form of and absorbs back into Himself His creations. Rishis describe this eminental process as the unfoldment of tattvas, stages or evolutes of manifestation, descending from subtle to gross. At mahāpralaya, cosmic dissolution, they enfold into their respective sources, with only the first two tattvas surviving the great dissolution. The first and subtlest form—the pure consciousness and source of all other evolutes of manifestation—is called Śiva tattva, or Parāsakti–nāḍī. But beyond Śiva tattva lies Paraśiva—the utterly transcendent, Absolute Reality, called attava. That is Śiva’s first perfection. The Sāṅkhya system discusses 25 tattvas. Šaivism recog-
nizes these same 25 plus 11 beyond them, making 36 tattvas in all. See: Resource 3, Charts, for full listing.

**Tattva Prakāṣa:** “illumination of the categories.” Text of 76 verses by the philosopher-king Bhoja Paramara which systematized and consolidated monistic Śaiva Siddhānta in the 11th century.

taut: Pulled or drawn tight.

tayumanavar: A Tamil Śaiva yogi, devotional mystic and poet saint (ca 17th century) whose writings are a harmonious blend of philosophy and devotion. In his poem “Chinmayananda Guru,” Tayumanavar places himself in the lineage of Rishi Tirumular. See: *Tirumular.

tejas: “Brilliance, fire, splendor.” Heat or fire, one of the five elements—earth, water, fire, air, ether. *Tejas* also names the glow of *tapas* in the shining expression of the *tapasvin.* *Tejas* is increased through *brahmacharya,* control of the sexual energies by lifting the heat into the higher chakras. See: *brahmacharya, ojas, tapas, transmutation, yoni.*

temple: An edifice in a consecrated place dedicated to the worship of God or Gods. Hindus revere their temples as sacred, magical places in which the three worlds most consciously commune—structures especially built and consecrated to channel the subtle spiritual energies of inner-world beings. The temple’s psychic atmosphere is maintained through regular worship ceremonies (*pūjā*) invoking the Deity, who uses His installed image (*mūrti*) as a temporary body to bless those living on the earth plane. In Hinduism, the temple is the hub of virtually all aspects of social and religious life. It may be referred to by the Sanskrit terms *mandira,* *devālaya* (or *Śivālaya,* a Śiva temple), as well as by vernacular terms such as *koyil* (Tamil). See: *pilgrimage.*

temporal: Referring to time; subject to time. Passing, existing only for a limited period.

temptation: Something tempting, enticing or alluring.

temptress: A deliberately alluring, enchanting woman.

tent: A principle, doctrine, or belief held as a truth.

tentative: Holding firmly, not easily letting go. firm in purpose.

tenacious: Holding firmly, not easily letting go. firm in purpose.

tenure: The length of time during which something is held or done.

thalamic: Pertaining to the thalamus, a large ovoid mass of gray matter situated in the front part of the forebrain that relays sensory impulses to the cerebral cortex. The pineal gland sits atop the thalamus.

That: When capitalized, this simple demonstrative pronoun refers uniquely to the Ultimate, Indescribable or Nameless Absolute. The Self God, Parasiva. It is the English equivalent of *Tāt,* as in, *Tāt tvam asi,* “You are That!”

theistic: The belief that God exists as a real, conscious, personal Supreme Being, creator and ruler of the universe. May also include belief in the Gods.

theology: The study of religious doctrines, specifically of the nature of God, soul and world. —theologians: Those who study, are expert in or formulate theology.

Theosophy: The philosophy of an esoteric religious sect, the Theosophical Society, founded in 1875 by Russian mystic Madame Blavatsky and Colonel H.S. Olcott, incorporating aspects of Buddhism and Hinduism. It has greatly influenced all modern metaphysical movements.

Third World: Sivaloka, “realm of Śiva,” or Kāranaloka. The spiritual realm or causal plane of existence where-in Mahādeva and highly evolved souls live in their own self-effulgent forms. See: *Sivaloka, three worlds, loka.*

thither: Toward that place; there. Farther.

thought forms: Manifestations of astral matter, or odic force, created within the aura of a person, which travel through astral space, or odic force fields, from one destination to another. They have the power to create, preserve, protect and destroy. They can also be seen, just as auras can be seen. A series of thought forms compose the intellect. See: *astral plane, aura, odic force, intellect.*

three worlds: The three worlds of existence, *triloka,* are the primary hierarchical divisions of the cosmos. 1) Bhūloka: “Earth world,” the physical plane. 2) Antarloka: “Inner” or “in-between world,” the subtle or astral plane. 3) Sivaloka: “World of Śiva,” and the Gods and highly evolved souls; the causal plane, also called Kāranaloka. See: *chakra, loka, Naraka, tattva.*

thyroid: A gland located in the throat which regulates physical growth and other vital functions. Psychically, it assists in the formation of habits and in maintaining mental balance. Regarded as the connecting link between spirit and personality, it has a tremendous influence over the nervous system and the emotions. It is associated with the *visuddha chakra.*

timeless: Outside the condition of time, or not measurable in terms of time.

tinge: To tint or color slightly; a trace, color, odor, etc.

tirodhâna ñakti: *Concealing power.* Veiling grace, or God’s power to obscure the soul’s divine nature. *Tirodhâna ñakti* is the particular energy of Śiva that binds the three bonds of ātava, karma, mâyâ to the soul. It is a purposeful limiting of consciousness to give the opportunity to the soul to grow and mature through experience of the world. See: *evolution of the soul, grace.*

tirthayātra: “Journey to a holy place.” Pilgrimage. See: *pilgrimage.*

tiru: *Sāhí “Sacred; holy.” The exact Tamil equivalent of śrī. Feminine is *tirumati.*


Tirumantiram: “Holy incantation.” The Nandinātha Sampradāya’s oldest Tamil scripture; written ca 200 BCE by Rishi Tirumular. It is the earliest of the *Tirumurai* texts, and a vast storehouse of esoteric yogic and tantric knowledge. It contains the
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mystical essence of rāja yoga and siddha yoga, and the fundamental doctrines of the 28 Śaiva Siddhānta Āgamas, which are the heritage of the ancient pre-historic traditions of Saivism. See: Tirumurai, Tirumular.

**Tirumular** (திருமுளை): An illustrious siddha yogi and rishi of the Nandinātha Sampādāyakā Kayilāsa Paramparā who came from the Himalayas (ca 200 BCE) to Tamil Nadu to compose the Tirumantiram. In this scripture he recorded the tenets of Saivism in concise and precise verse form, based upon his own realizations and the supreme authority of the Śaiva Āgamas and the Vedas. Tirumular was a disciple of Maharishi Nandinatha. See: Tirumantiram, Kailāsa Paramparā, Vedānta.


**Tirunavukarasu** (திருநாவுகரசு): See: Appar.

**Tiruvalluvar** (திருவாலுவர்): “Holy weaver.” Tamil weaver and householder saint (ca 200 BCE) who wrote the classic Śaivite ethical scripture Tirukural. He lived with his wife, Vasuki, famed for her remarkable loyalty and virtues, near modern-day Chennai. There a memorial park, the Valluvar Kottam, enshrines his extraordinary verses in marble. See: Tirukural.

**Tiruvvasagam** (திருவவசாகம்): “Holy Utterances.” The lyrical Tamil scripture by Saint Manikkavasagar (ca 850). Considered one of the most profound and beautiful devotional works in the Tamil language, it discusses every phase of the spiritual path, from doubt and anguish to perfect faith in God Śiva, from earthly experience to the guru-disciple relationship and freedom from rebirth. See: Manikkavasagar, Tirumurai.

**tithe (tithing):** In Sanskrit, daśamāṁśâ, and makimai in the Tamil tradition. The spiritual discipline, often a vrata, of giving one tenth of one’s gainful and gifted income to a religious organization of one’s choice, thus sustaining spiritual education and upliftment on Earth. Tithing is given not as an offering, but as “God’s money.”

**trance:** In spiritualism, trance names the phenomenon in which a medium leaves his physical body, and a disincarnate being enters or takes control of the body, often giving forth verbal messages to others in attendance, as in a seance. See: samādhi.

**tranquil:** Quiet, peaceful.

**transcend:** To surpass or go beyond the limits of, e.g., “to transcend one’s ego.” Philosophically, to go beyond the material world, or more profoundly, beyond time, form and space into the Absolute, the Self God.

**transcendent:** Surpassing the limits of experience or manifest form. In Śaiva Siddhānta, a quality of God Śiva as Absolute Reality, Paraśiva, the Self. Distinguished from immanent. See: Paraśiva.

**transcribe:** To make a full written copy.

**transgress:** To overstep or break a law or ethical principle.

**transition:** A passing from one state, condition or place to another. A synonym of death that implies, more correctly, continuity of the individual rather than annihilation. See: death.

**translucent:** Clear, lucid; letting light pass through but causing sufficient diffusion to prevent perception of distinct images; partially transparent.

**transmigration:** Reincarnation, the repeated rebirth of the soul in a succession of human bodies.

**transmutation:** Change from one form to another. Here, changing or transforming the sexual/instinctive energies into intellectual and spiritual ones. Transmutation means to reverse the forces that constantly flow from the sahasrāra downward into the mūlādhāra. It is lifting the force of sexual impulses that would tend to manifest in visualization, longing for affection and sensual feelings, often leading to masturbation and loss of the sacred fluids. One exception, for both men and women, is the occurrence of wet dreams, for here the astral, psychic vitality of the actinodic rises as the odic fluids are released. However, night emissions are to be controlled and may be minimized or eliminated by taking only liquid or light foods in the evening.

Swami Sivananda discusses wet dreams in his Yoga Lessons for Children, chapter 36 on brahmacharya: “Many young boys and men suffer from wet dreams. Sri Aurobindo states that an occurrence once a week is normal. To have it more frequently indicates indulgence in sex thoughts.” Sivananda advises a sattvic diet, rising early (as wet dreams usually occur in the last quarter of the night), cold showers, hatha yoga, fresh fruit and raw foods, and not going to bed right after a heavy meal. He writes, “The actual essence does not come out during wet dreams. It is only the watery prostatic juice, with a little semen. When nocturnal emission takes place, the mind which was working in the inner astral body suddenly enters the physical body vehemently in an agitated condition. That is the reason why emission takes place suddenly.” He concludes, “Do not get depressed or anxious. It is best not to give too much importance to these dreams. Forget them, then they will not trouble you.” Monks enhance transmutation by not eating after high noon, not viewing pornography, not mentally conjuring up sexually stimulating images, never joking or talking about sexuality and, of course, not flirting or interacting sensually with women or men. If sexual energies are aroused or one has erred from his disciplines, he performs the appropriate penance (such as fasting) or tantra (such as prāṇāyāma) to correct the matter. The Tirumantiram (verse 1948) states, “If the sacred seed is retained, life does not ebb; great strength, energy, intelligence and alertness: all these are attained.” See: celibacy, ojas, tejas, yoni.

**traumatic:** Shocking, emotionally or physically; leaving a lasting, sometimes neurotic, effect.

**traverse:** To travel or pass across, over or through. To move to and fro over; cross and recross.

**treasure-trove:** A discovery of great value.

**treatise:** An article or book which systematically dis-
cusses a subject.

**triple bondage:** See: *mala, pāśa.*

**Trisūla:** त्रिसूल A three-pronged spear or trident wielded by Lord Śiva and certain Saivite ascetics. Symbolizes God’s three fundamental śaktis or powers—śītā (desire, will, love), kriyā (action) and jñāna (wisdom).

**Truth:** When capitalized, ultimate knowing which is unchanging. Lower case (truth): correctness, according with fact, honesty, integrity; virtue.

**tumult:** Uproar, disturbance; agitation, confusion.

**turbulent:** Violently agitated. Marked by turmoil or wildly irregular motions.

**turīya:** तृतीय The fourth. The superconscious state beyond waking, dreaming and deep sleep. One of the four states of consciousness, avasthās, described in the Māṇḍūkya Upanishad. See: consciousness.

**turmeric:** A plant of India, Curcuma longa, of the ginger family whose powdered rhizome is a prized season- ing and yellow dye. It has rich auyurvedic properties, is used in holy ritual and serves also to make kurkuma.

**turmoil:** Extreme commotion, uproar, confusion.

**twitch:** A sudden involuntary movement.

**twist:** त्वचा “Letting go, detachment, renunciation.” Described in the Bhagavad Gītā as the basic principle of karma yoga, detachment from the fruits of one’s actions. See: sannyāsa.

**ubiquitous:** Being or seeming to be everywhere at the same time.

**udāna:** उदान “Ascending breath.” One of the body’s five somatic cur- rents of vital energy, or prāṇa. See: prāṇa.

**Ugrajyoti:** उग्रजयती Kashmiri guru of Sadyojyoti, proponent of Siddhānta philosophical views. See: Sadyojyoti.

**ultimate:** final, last. —*Ultimate Reality:* final, highest Truth. God Śiva’s Absolute Reality, Paraśiva.

**umbilical cord:** The cord connecting a fetus to its moth- er, or a like source of support or sustenance.

**unambiguous:** Clear, doubtless, certain.

**unbearable:** Intolerable due to being unpleasant, dis- tasteful or painful.

**unbitten:** Not invited, unasked for.

**uncanny:** Mysterious, strange, weird; remarkable, ex- traordinary, as if of supernatural origin.

**uncomely:** Unattractive, ugly, unpleasant.

**unconscious:** Lacking conscious awareness, thought or control.

**unconventional:** Out of the ordinary, not normal.

**undertaker:** One who handles funerals as a profession.

**unencumbered:** Without a heavy load or burden. Un- hindered in an action.

**unequivocal:** Admitting of no doubt or misunderstanding; clear and unambiguous.

**unfathomable:** Of immeasurable depth; difficult or impossible to understand or measure.

**unfettered:** Free of bonds or restrictions.

**unfold:** To open gradually, especially in stages. See: spiritual unfoldment.

**unholy:** Wicked; immoral.

**unmanifest:** Not evident or perceivable. Philosophically, akin to transcendent. Śiva is unmanifest in His form- less perfection, Paraśiva. See: formless.

**upadesa:** उपदेश “Advice; religious instruction.” Often given in question-and-answer form from guru to disciple. The satguru’s spiritual discourses.

**upāsana:** उपासनी A liberated soul who chooses to teach, actively helping others to the goal of liberation. Con- trasted with nirvāṇī. See: nirvāṇī and upadesa.

**Upanishad:** उपनिषद् “Sitting near devously.” The fourth and final portion of the Vedas, expounding the secret, philosophical meaning of the Vedic hymns. The Upanishads are a collection of profound texts which are the source of Vedānta and have dominated Indian thought for thousands of years. They are philo- sophical chronicles of rishis expounding the nature of God, soul and cosmos, exquisite renderings of the deepest Hindu thought. See: śruti, Veda, Vedānta.

**vacillation:** Indecisiveness, constantly changing from one focus of attention to another.

**vacuum:** A state of emptiness; a void.

**Vainuṣṭva:** वैनुष्‌त्व “Vishnu’s heaven.” See: Vaiṣṇavism.

**vairāgya:** वाईराग्य “Dispersion; aversion.” Freedom from passion. Distaste or disgust for worldliness because of spiritual awakening and the constant renunciation of obstacles on the path to liberation. See: sannyāsa.

**Vaiṣṇavism (Vaiṣṇava):** वैनुष्ठव One of the four major religions, or denominations of Hinduism, represent- ing roughly half of the world’s one billion Hindus. It gravitates around the worship of Lord Viṣṇu as Per- sonal God, His incarnations and their consorts. The doctrine of avatāra (He who descends), especially important to Vaiṣṇavism, teaches that whenever adharma gains ascendency in the world, God takes a human birth to reestablish “the way.” The most re- cognized avatāras were Rāma and Krīṣṇa. Vaiṣṇavism stresses the personal aspect of God over the impersonal, and bhakti (devotion) as the true path to salvation. The goal of Vaiṣṇavism is the attainment of mukti, defined as blissful union with God’s body, the loving recognition that the soul is a part of Him, and eternal nearness to Him in Vaiṇuṣṭva, heaven.

**vāk:** वाक “Speech.” Theologically, it is through the su- preme Vāk (or Parāvāk), the “Primal Word” of the Veda- das, and its various aspects, that creation issues forth.

**vālipadu:** वालिपदु Ritual temple worship. See: pūjā.

**Vallabhaścharya (Vallabhāchārya):** वल्लभाचार्य बाबू “Beloved teacher.” Vaiṣṇava saint (ca 1475-1530) whose panentheistic Śuddha Advaita (pure nondualism)
philosophy became the essential teaching of the non-dualistic Vaishnava sect that bears his name. The sect is strongest in Gujarat. See: Vedanta.

valor: Marked courage or bravery.

Varanasi (Varanâsî): वाराणसी Also known as Kasi (Kāśi) or Banaras (Banâras). One of the most holy of Saivite cities, and among the oldest cities in the world. Located in North India on the Ganges River. Hindus consider it highly sanctifying to die in Kasi, revered as a gateway to moksha.

vâsanâ: वासना “Abode.” Subconscious inclinations. From vâs, “dwelling, residue, remainder.” The subliminal inclinations and habit patterns which, as driving forces, color and motivate one’s attitudes and future actions. Vâsanãs are the conglomerate results of subconscious impressions (samkâras) created through experience. Samkâras, experiential impressions, combine in the subconscious to form vâsanãs, which thereafter contribute to mental fluctuations, called vrittî. The most complex and emotionally charged vâsanãs are found in the dimension of mind called the sub subconscious, or vâsanã chitta. See: samkâra, mind (five states), vâsanã daha tantra, vrittî.

vâsanã chitta: वासनाचित्त “Mind of subliminal traits.” The sub unconscious mind. See: mind (five states).

vâsanã daha tantra: वासनाद्हतन्त्र “Purification of the subconscious by fire.” Daha means burning, tantra is a method, and vâsanãs are deep-seated subconscious traits or tendencies that shape one’s attitudes and motivations. Vâsanãs can be either positive or negative. One of the best methods for resolving difficulties in life, of dissolving troublesome vâsanãs, the vâsanã daha tantra is the practice of burning confessions, even long letters to loved ones or acquaintances, describing pains, expressing confusions and registering grievances and long-felt hurts. Writing down problems and burning them in any ordinary fire brings them from the subconscious into the external mind, releasing the suppressed emotion as the fire consumes the paper. It is a magical healing process. See: vâsanã.

Vasishtha (Vâsisthâ): वासिष्ठ Disciple of Maharishi Nandikesvara (Nandinatha) (ca 250 BCE) along with Patanjali and Vyaghrapada (as recorded in Pâṇini’s book of grammar). Also the name of several other famous sages, including the rishi attributed with composing the hymns of the Rig Veda’s seventh mandala, another who plays a central role in the epics and certain Purâñas and Upanishads, and a third famous sage who expounds the ancient yogic wisdom to Lord Râma in the 29,000-verse Yâga Vâsisthâ.

vâta: वात “Fluctuation.” Vâyu, “wind, air-ether.” One of the three bodily humors, called doṣha, vâta is the air humor. Principle of circulation in the body. Vâta doṣha governs such functions as breathing and movement of the muscles and tissues. See: âyurveda, doṣha.

Veda: वेद “Wisdom.” Sagely revelations which comprise Hinduism’s most authoritative scripture. They, along with the Ægamas, are śruti, that which is “heard.” The Vedas are a body of dozens of holy texts known collectively as the Veda, or as the four Vedas: Rig, Yajur, Sûma and Atharva. In all they include over 100,000 verses, as well as additional prose. The knowledge imparted by the Vedas ranges from earthy devotion to high philosophy. Each Veda has four sections: Samhîtås (hymn collections), Brahmans (priestly manuals), Aranyakas (forest treatises) and Upanishads (enlightened discourses). The Samhîtås and Brahmans (together known as the karmakânda, “ritual section”) affirm a transcendent-immanent Supreme-Being cosmology and a system of worship through fire ceremony and chantung devotional hymns to establish communication with the Gods. The Aranyakas and Upanishads (the jñânakânda, “knowledge section”) outline the soul’s evolutionary journey, providing yogic-philosophic training and propounding a lofty, nondual realization as the destiny of all souls. The oldest portions of the Vedas are thought by some to date back as far as 6,000 BCE, written down in Sanskrit in the last few millennia, making them the world’s most ancient scriptures. See: śruti, Upanishad.

Vedanta: वेदान्त “Ultimate wisdom” or “final conclusions of the Vedas.” Vedanta is the system of thought embodied in the Upanishads (ca 1500-600 BCE), which give forth the ultimate conclusions of the Vedas. Through history there developed numerous Vedanta schools, ranging from pure dualism to absolute monism. The Vedanta perspective elucidated in Merging with Siva is Advaita Íavavâda, “monistic theism” or panentheism, exemplified in the Vedanta-Siddhânta of Rishi Tirumular (ca 250 BCE) of the Nandinâtha Sampradâya in his Tirumantiram, which is a perfect summation of both the Vedas and the Ægamas. See: dvaita-advaita, monistic theism.

Vedic-Ågamic: Simultaneously drawing from and complying with both of Hinduism’s revealed scriptures (śruti), Vedas and Ægamas, which represent two complimentary, intertwining streams of history and tradition. The difference between Siddhânta and Vedanta is traditionally described in the way that while the Vedas represent man looking for God, the Ægamas hold the perspective of God looking to help man. This is reflected in the fact that while the Vedas are voiced by rishis, God or the Goddess is the bestower of truth in the Ægama texts. See: grace, śruti.

vegetarian: Íakâhâra. Of a diet which excludes meat, fish, fowl and eggs. Vegetarianism is a principle of health and environmental ethics that has been a keystone of Indian life for thousands of years. Vegetarian foods include grains, fruits, vegetables, legumes and dairy products. Natural, fresh foods, locally grown, without insecticides or chemical fertilizers, are preferred. The following are minimized: frozen and canned foods, highly processed foods, such as white rice, white sugar and white flour; and “junk” foods and beverages (refined foods containing abundant additives, like artificial sweeteners, colorings, flavorings and preservatives). See: yama-niyama.

vehemently: With great intensity; fervently.
Glossary

Veil: A piece of cloth used to conceal. A covering. To cover or hide.

Veiling grace: Tirobhava sakti. The divine power that limits the soul’s perception by binding or attaching the soul to the bonds of ánava, karma, and mâyâ—enabling it to grow and evolve as an individual being. See: grace.

Venerable: Deserving respect by virtue of age, dignity, character or position.

Veneration: Sincere respect, reverence.

Venus: The second planet from the Sun in Earth’s solar system, associated with the second chakra.


Vibhuti: विभूति Powerful, “pervading,” “appearing.” From bhû “existence,” or “manifestation” and vi, “apart.” Holy ash, a whitish powder prepared by burning cow dung along with other precious substances—milk, ghee, honey, etc. It symbolizes purity and is one of the main sacraments offered to God and given to worshipers after püjâ in all Saivite temples and shrines. Saivites wear three stripes on the brow as a distinct sectarian mark, as do many Smârtas.

Vibration: A distinctive emotional aura or atmosphere that can be instinctively sensed or experienced.

Vicarious: Felt as if one were feeling or taking part in the experiences of another.

Videhamuktis: विदेहमुक्ति “Disembodied liberation.” Release from reincarnation through nirvikalpa samâdhi—the realization of the Self, Parasiva—at the point of death. Blessed are those who are aware that departure, mahâsamâdhi, is drawing near. They settle all affairs, make amends and intensify personal sadhana. They seek the silver channel of sushumna which guides kundalini through the door of Brahman into the beyond of the beyond. They seek total renunciation as the day of transition looms strongly in their consciousness.

Vidya: विद्या “Knowledge, learning, science.” The power of understanding gained through study and meditation. Contrasted with avidyâ, ignorance.

Vijayanagar: विजयानगर “City of Victory.” Vast and opulent city and last Indian empire, centered in present-day Karnataka state, which extended as far as Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines. It flourished from 1366 until the Empire was defeated and the city razed by Muslim armies.

Vijnanamaya kosha: विज्ञानमयकोश “Sheath of cognition.” The soul’s mental or cognitive-intuitive sheath, also called the actinodic sheath. See: kosha, mental body, soul, subtle body.

Vim: Spirited force, energy or vigor.

Vina: वीणा A large, popular South Indian musical instrument usually having seven strings and two calabash gourds as resonance boxes.

Vira Saivism (Saiva): वीरवैष्णव “Heroic Saivism.” A school of Saivism, also called Lingayat Saivism, made prominent by Basavanna in the 12th century. Followers, called Lingâyats, Lingâvântas or Sivâsârânas, always wear a Sivalinga on their person. Vira Saivites are proudly egalitarian and emphasize the personal relationship with Siva, rather than temple worship. Today Vira Saivism is a vibrant faith, particularly strong in its religious homeland of Karnataka, South Central India. By rejecting the Vedas, they continue to stand outside mainstream Hinduism, but in their profound love of Siva and acceptance of certain Saiva Agamas, as well as the main truths of the Vedic wisdom, they have identified themselves as a unique Saiva sect. Though they have established their faith as a distinct and independent religion in Indian courts of law, they are still widely embraced as devout brothers and sisters of the Hindu dharma. See: Saivism.

Virility: Manliness; masculine strength, spirit or power.

Vishnu: विष्णु “All-pervasive.” Supreme Deity of the Vaishnavite religion. God as personal Lord and Creator, the All-Loving Divine Personality, who periodically incarnates and lives a fully human life to re-establish dharma whenever necessary. In Saivism, Vishnu is Siva’s aspect as Preserver. See: Vaishnavism.

Vista: A broad mental or physical view.

Visualize (visualization): To imagine, create, mental images. Exercising the power of thought to plan for and shape the future.


Visvagama: विस्वगाम “Total absorption.” The final merger, or absorption, of the soul in Siva, by His grace, at the fulfillment of its evolution. It is the ultimate union of the individual soul body with the body of Siva—Parameśvara—within the Śivaloka, from whence the soul was first emanated. This occurs at the end of the soul’s evolution, after the four outer sheaths—annamaya kośa, pâramâyamaya kośa, manomaya kośa and vijnânâma kośa—have been discarded. Finally, ānanadâmayamaya kośa, the soul form itself, merges in the Primal Soul. Individuality is lost as the soul becomes Siva, the Creator, Preserver, Destroyer, Veiler and Revealer. Individual identity expands into universality. Having previously merged in Parasiva and Parâsakti in states of samâdhi, the soul now fully merges into Paramesivara and is one with all three of Siva’s perfections. Jiva has totally become Siva—not a new and independent Siva, as might be construed, for there is and can only be one Supreme God Siva. This fulfilled merger can happen at the moment the physical body is abandoned, or after eons of time following further unfoldment of the higher chakras in the inner worlds, all depending on the maturity, ripeness and intentions.
of the soul, by which is meant the advanced soul’s choice to be either an upadesi or a nirvâni. See: ātman, evolution of the soul, nirvâna and upadesi, samâdhi, soul.

Vîßvaguru: विस्वगुरु “World as teacher.” The playful personification of the world as the guru of those with no guru. He is headmaster of the “school of hard knocks,” where students are left to their own hard knocks and learn by their own mistakes rather than by following a traditional teacher.

vital: Relating to life or living. Also used in the sense of essential to continued existence or effectiveness.

vitala: वितल “Region of negation.” Region of raging anger and viciousness. The second chakra below the mûlādhâra, centered in the thighs. Corresponds to the second astral netherworld beneath the earth’s surface, called Avîchi (“joyless”) or Vitala. See: chakra, loka, Naraka.

distal: Being farthest or further from the center all that surrounds it. Plural: vortices.

vortex: A place or situation regarded as drawing into its center all that surrounds it. Plural: vortices.

vrata: व्रत “Vow, religious oath.” Often a vow to perform certain disciplines over a period of time, such as penance, fasting, specific mantra repetitions, worship or meditation. Vratas extend from the simplest personal promise to irrevocable vows made before God, Gods, guru and community. See: sannyâsa diksha.

vâryadistoma: वर्यासाध गम “Out-caste’s hymn.” The traditional purification rite, outlined in the Tândya Brâhmaṇa, to welcome back into a Hindu community those who have become impure. It is performed for Hindus returning to India from abroad and for those who have embraced other faiths.

vritt: वृत्त “Whirlpool, vortex.” In yoga psychology, the fluctuations of consciousness, the waves of mental activity (chitta vritt) of thought and perception. A statement from Patanjali’s Yoga Sûtras (1.2) reads, “Yoga is the restraint (nirodha) of mental activity (chitta vritt) .” In general use, vritt means: 1) course of action, mode of life; conduct, behavior; way in which something is done; 2) mode of being, nature, kind, character. See: mind (individual), râja yoga.

Vyañjharapâda (Vyãñjharapâda): व्यञ्जहरपाद “Tiger feet.” Famous Nandinâtha Sampradâya siddha (ca 200 BCE), trained under Maharishi Nandinâtha, was a brother disciple of rishis Tirumular and Patanjali. He pilgrimaged south from Kashmir, settling at Tamil Nadu’s Chidambaram Siva Temple to practice yoga. See: Kailâsa Parampara.

vyâna: व्यान “Retained breath.” One of the body’s five somatic currents of vital energy, or prâna. See: prâna.

vyâpinî: व्यापिनी “All-pervasive.” The first of the seven chakras, or nādi conglomerates, above and within the sahasrâra chakra. See: chakras above sahasrâra.

vyomângâ: व्योमांग “Space-bodied.” The second of the seven chakras, or nādi conglomerates, above and within the sahasrâra chakra. See: chakras above sahasrâra.

vyôli: व्योल “Turn aside, prevent, avert.”
wâter: To float easily and gently, as on air.
wallow: To roll around clumsily and happily as a pig does in mud.
wane: To decrease, diminish.
ward off: Turn aside, prevent, avert.

wealth: Artha. Abundance; material affluence. See: purushârtha.

wellspring: A source, fountainhead.

willful: Stubborn, bent on having one’s own way; obstinate, unruly.

will-o’-the-wisp: A phosphorescent light that hovers over swampy ground at night, possibly caused by spontaneous combustion of gases emitted by rotting organic matter. Something that misleads or deludes; an illusion.

willpower: The strength of will to carry out one’s decisions, wishes or plans.

woeful: Sad, pitiful, full of sorrow and misery. —woeful birth: An unfavorable birth; a life of difficulties resulting from negative karmas accrued in previous lives.

world: In Hindu theology, world refers to 1) loka: a particular region of consciousness or plane of existence. 2) mâyâ: The whole of manifest existence; the phenomenal universe, or cosmos. In this sense it transcends the limitations of physical reality, and can include emotional, mental and spiritual, physical realms of existence, depending on its use. Also denoted by the terms prakriti and Brahmânda. 3) pâśa: In Sâivism, the term world is often used to translate the term pâśa in the Ågamic triad of fundamentals—Pati, pâśu, pâśa, “God, soul, world.” It is thus defined as the “fetter” (pâśa) that binds the soul, veiling its true nature and enabling it to grow and evolve through experience as an individual being. In this sense, the world, or pâśa, is threefold, comprising ânava (the force of individuation), karma (the principle of cause and effect) and mâyâ (manifestation, the principle of matter, Siva’s mirific energy, the sixth tattva). See: microcosm-macrocosm, Sivamaya, tattva.

worldly: Materialistic, unspiritual. Devoted to or concerned with the affairs or pleasures of the world, especially excessive concern to the exclusion of religious thought and life. Connoting ways born of the lower chakras: jealousy, greed, selfishness, anger, guile, etc.
wrench: To twist, pull, yank or jerk in order to set something free.

yajña: यज्ञa “Worship, sacrifice.” One of the most central Hindu concepts—sacrifice and surrender through acts of worship, inner and outer. See:agni, havana, homa.

yama: यमa “The restrainer.” Hindu God of death; oversees the processes of death transition, guiding the soul out of its present physical body. See: death.


yantra: यन्त्र “Vessel; container.” A mystic diagram composed of geometric and alphabetic designs—usually etched on small plates of gold, silver or copper. Sometimes rendered in three dimensions in stone or metal. The purpose of a yantra is to focus spiritual and mental energies according to a computer-like yantric pattern, be it for health, wealth, childbearing or the invoking of one God or another. It is usually installed near or under the temple Deity. Psychically seen, the temple yantra is a magnificent three-dimensional edifice of light and sound in which devas work. On the astral plane, it is much larger than the temple itself.

yin-yang: यीन-याङ A Chinese philosophical concept of two polar energies that, by their interaction, are the cause of the universe. It is a symbol of the balance of opposites, feminine, masculine, dark, light, etc.

yoga: योग “Union.” From yuj, “to yoke, harness, unite.” The philosophy, process, disciplines and practices whose purpose is the yoking of individual consciousness with transcendent or divine consciousness. One of the six darśanas, or systems, of orthodox Hindu philosophy. Yoga was codified by Patanjali in his Yoga Sūtras (ca 200 BCE) as the eight limbs (ashtaṅga) of rāja yoga. It is essentially a one system but, historically, parts of rāja yoga have been developed and emphasized as yogas in themselves. Prominent among the many forms of yoga are hatha yoga (emphasizing bodily perfection in preparation for meditation), kriyā yoga (emphasizing breath control), as well as karma yoga (selfless service) and bhakti yoga (devotional practices) which could be regarded as an expression of rāja yoga’s first two limbs (yama and niyama). See: austerity, bhakti yoga, hatha yoga, jīvanmukta, rāja yoga, siddha yoga.

yoga break: Taking time out during one’s work routine to lie on the floor in the corpse pose, relaxing all tensions and stress for five minutes, a practice made famous by Indra Devi in the 1950s and ’60s.

yoga mārga: योगमार्गa See: yoga pāda.

yoga pāda: योगपादa The third of the successive stages in spiritual unfoldment in Śiva Śiddhānta, wherein the goal is Self Realization. See: pāda, yoga.

Yoga Sūtras: योगसूत्रa The great work by Śaivite Nātha siddha Patanjali (ca 200 BCE), containing some 200 aphorisms delineating ashtāṅga (eight-limbed), rāja (kingly) or siddha (perfection) yoga. Still today, it is the foremost text on meditative yoga. See: Kailāsa Parampara, rāja yoga, yoga.

Yoganathan (Yoganāthān): योगनाथनa The boyhood name of Satguru Siva Yogaswami. Yogaswami (Yogaswāmi): योगस्वामिसे “Master of yoga.” Sri Lanka’s most renowned contemporary spiritual master (1872-1964), a Sivajñāni and Nātha siddhar revered by both Hindus and Buddhists. He was trained in and practiced kundalini yoga under the guidance of Satguru Chellappaswami, from whom he received guru dīkṣā. Sage Yogaswami was in turn the satguru of Sivaya Subramuniyaswami. Yogaswami conveyed his teachings in hundreds of songs, called Natchintanai, “good thoughts,” urging seekers to follow dharma and realize God within. See: Kailāsa Parampara.

yoga tapas: योगतापa “fiery union.” Relentless, sustained yoga practice that awakens the fiery kundalini, bringing the transforming heat of tapas and ultimately the repeated experience of the Self God, leading to jñāna, the wisdom state. See: Advaita Siddhānta, austerity, jīvanmukta, karma, jñāna, penance, siddhi, tapas, yama, yoga.

yogi: योगी One who practices yoga, especially kundalini or rāja yoga. (Hindi and modern Indian vernaculars. Sanskrit: yogin.)

yogini: योगिनी Feminine counterpart of yogi.

yoke: To harness; join securely as if with a yoke (a wooden bar fitted around the necks of a pair of oxen to harness them together.) Something like a yoke in shape or function.

yoking: Joining securely or closely uniting.

yoni: योनि “Source, origin; womb.” In certain tantric sects the Śivalinga is worshiped as a phallic symbol, and the base of the linga as a vulva, or yoni. While the linga represents the unmanifest or static Absolute of Śiva, the yoni represents the dynamic, creative energy of Śakti, the womb of the universe. Metaphysically, in men and women, the yoni is the area between the anus and genitals. It is the lower counterpart to the door of Brahman in the cranium. It corresponds to...
Brahmadvara, the psychic passageway to the lower chakras. Likewise, it serves as the highest point of those who live totally in these counter-clockwise-spinning chakras. See: brahmacharya, brahmadvara, door of Brahman, Naraka, ojas, tantra, tejas, transmutation, Sivalinga.

**yore:** Of yore: a long time ago, in a distant past. See: Sivalinga, tantric.

**young soul:** A soul who has gone through only a few births, and is thus inexperienced or immature. See: soul.

**yo-yo:** A toy consisting of a string winding around a round device, that when thrown, comes back.

**yuga:** युग "Eon,“ age." One of four ages which chart the duration of the world according to Hindu thought. They are: Satya (or Kr̥ta), Tretā, Dvāpara and Kali. In the first period, dharma reigns supreme, but as the ages revolve, virtue diminishes and ignorance and injustice increases. At the end of the Kali Yuga, in which we are now, the cycle begins again with a new Satya Yuga. See: mahāpralaya.
**VOWELS**
Vowels marked like ā are sounded twice as long as the short vowels. The four dipthongs, e, ai, o, au, are always sounded long, but never marked as such.

- अ a as in about
- आ ā ...tar, father
- ह i ...fill, lily
- छ ě ...machine
- उ u ...full, bush
- ऊ ũ ...marine
- कâ ...merrily
- ज ā ...marine
- ल l̄ ...merrily
- हे ē ...prey
- प âi ...aisle
- ओ ò ...go, stone
- अव au ...Haus

**GUTTURAL CONSONANTS**
Sounded in the throat.

- क k ...kite, seek
- ख kh ...inkhorn
- ग g ...gambles
- घ gh ...loghouse
- ङ ḡ ...sing

**PALATAL CONSONANTS**
Sounded at the roof of the mouth.

- च ch ...church
- छ ch ...much harm
- ज j ...jump
- जh jh ...hedgehog
- झ ḷ ...hinge

**CEREBRAL CONSONANTS**
Pronounced with the tongue turned up and back against the roof of the mouth. These are also known as retroflex.

- ट t ...true
- ठ ṭh ...nuthook
- ड d ...drum
- ढ ḍh ...redheaded
- ण n ...none

**DENTAL CONSONANTS**
Sounded with the tip of the tongue at the back of the upper front teeth.

- त t ...tub
- थ th ...anthill
- द d ...dot
- ध dh ...adhere
- न n ...not

**LABIAL CONSONANTS**
Sounded at the lips.

- प p ...pot
- फ ph ...path
- ब b ...bear
- भ bh ...abhor
- म m ...map

**SEMIVOWELS**

- य y ...yet (palatal)
- र r ...road (cerebral)
- ल l ...lull (dental)
- व v ...voice (labial), but more like w when following a consonant, as in the word svātī.
- ह h ...hear (guttural)

**SIBILANTS**
- छ ch ...sure (palatal)
- झ sh ...shut (cerebral)
- स s ...saint (dental)

**ANUSVĀRA**
The dot over Devanāgarī letters represents the nasal of the type of letter it precedes; e.g.: अनु = aītā. It is transliterated as m or as the actual nasal (n, ŋ, n, ñ, m). At the end of words it is sometimes म (m).

**VISĀRGA (·) h**
Pronounced like huh (with a short, stopping sound), or hih, after i, i and e.

**ASPIRATES**
The h following a consonant indicates aspiration, the addition of air, as in nātha or bhakti. Thus, th should not be confused with th in the word then.

**SPECIAL CHARACTERS**
- ज्ञ j̐ ...a nasalized sound, like gya or jya.

**CONVENTIONS**
1. As a rule, the root forms of Sanskrit words are used (without case endings).
2. चछ is transliterated as cçh, and चच as cçh.
3. Geographical and personal names (e.g., Hardwar), are generally marked with diacritics only as main lexicon entries.
4. Diacritical marks are not used for Tamil words.
Abortion: sudden death and, 622-623
Abrahamic religions: influence on cultures, 255. See also Christianity; Judaism; Islam; Western religions
Absolute: all who strive…, 564; brink of, see Brink of the Absolute; our essential Being, 588; realization of, see Self Realization; Siva’s first perfection, 571, 638; Upanishads on, 638. See also Absolute Reality; Brink of the Absolute; Nirvikalpa sannādhi; Paraśiva; Self
Absolute Reality: knowing, jñāna, 561; Śiva, xxii. See also Absolute; Paraśiva
Abysses: guru helps us avoid, 647. See also Naraka
calamity
Accomplishment: required on all levels, 533
Acorn: analogy for soul, 571
Acquisitiveness: energy, individuality, 353; flow, tuning into, 38; prāṇa, source of, 359; vehicle, golden chariot, 525; vibration, excludes astral influences, 365. See also following entries
Actinic causal body: after Realization, 612; after spawning, 585. See also Actinic
Actinic force(s): attuning to, 522; balanced with odic, 460, 524; chakras and, 496-497, 506, 519-520; described, 366; discussion, 519-524; evolving into, 523; families and, 483; fields, guru controls, 524; giving as, 352; interaction with odic, 519, 524; meditation, 126, 129; power of creation, 333; prāṇa binds to odic, 519; registers in physical body, 352. See also Actinic; Kuṇḍalini
Actinic ray: hearing, 522; soul communication, 523, 525. See also Actinic
Actinoid causal body: growth of, 458
Actinoid force(s): activating a temple, 551; chakras and, 495, 519; fields of, 330; holds home together, 483; prāṇa, 519; sushumṇa, 458, 505
Action(s): dharmic, 710; karma, even in dreams, 725; right, see Dharma
Adeptship: astral/auric color, 767
Adultery: destructive nature of, 481
Advaita: jñāna, 649; yoga, keeping alive, 597
Advaita Íśvaravāda: accepting philosophy of, 835; darshana and, 535; imparting, 533; Tirumular’s, xxi
Advice: most don’t follow, 182; unused, is intellectual baggage, 533. See also Advice for gurus
Advice for gurus: analyzing dreams, 406, 411; angry devotees, 257; assigning tapas, 540; beware of ānava mārgis, 244, 470; bhakti before training, 227; carrying karma, 430; claims of realization, 546; ensure solid foundation, 255; infiltrators, 471-472; insist on sādhanā, 533, 604; kuṇḍalini awakenings, 507; mantra initiation, 255, 260, 263; one step, nine steps, 508; quitters and guru-hoppers, 547; starting devotees on the path, 227; training in Hindu culture, 228; trans-mutation before esoterics, 741
Affectionate detachment: awakens direct cognition, 38; in giving, 352; greater love, 36, 39, 356; power, 36; vibrant spiritual force, 36
Affirmation(s): aphorisms are not, 662; before sleep, 331; correcting subconscious problems, 743; definition, 113; expressed with feeling, 115; fear, overcoming, 311; “I will be…, “ 333; mantras and, 262; “master of body…, “ 116; for material gain, 116; positive, 114; power of, 113-114; repeating, 113; reprogramming, 299; require careful consideration, 662; using subsuperconscious, 331; when to use, 117; writing your own, 115. See also Mantra; Reprogramming
Afterlife: disbelief in, 628. See also Reincarnation
Aftermath (of Realization): again and again, 596, 601; all is understood, 701; awareness has new center, 51, 138, 601, 701; desire is gone, 5, 70, 601; inner striving continues, 461; karma is faced differently, 428; Satchidānanda replaces intellect, 601; seeing “from inside out,” 138-139, 701
Ägamas: corroborating jñāni’s realizations, 648; essence caught by Tirumular, 562; fundamental scriptures, xv; recording of, 638. See also Ägamic tradition
Ägamic tradition: on fourfold path, 642; on Paranāda, 515. See also Ägamas
Ages: instinctive, intellectual and actinic, 85
Aggressiveness: intellectual forces, 427, 483; odic force, 366, 372, 459, 521; pingalā current, 452-453
Ahimsā: Vedas promote, xxvii; yama, 155. See also Nonviolence; Vegetarianism; Yamas and nyamahas
AIDS: dying from, 628
Äjñā chakra: actinic force center, 519; ages thirty-five to forty-two, 501; becomes lowest of svāruṣātāra, 459; caution, 497; Charts Resource, 782, 784-785, 788; darshana flows from, 537; dying, leaving through, 616; explained, 497; golden body’s descent into, 590; idā, pingalā and, 729; observing from, 506; prāṇāyāma energizes, 452. See also Astral senses; Astral vision; Auras; Chakras; Clairvoyance; Psychic sight; Third eye
Akāśa: being aware in, 185; bell penetrates, 555; blue-
white light, 81; everything exists in, 552; experiencing, 599; mantras and, 262; occultism, pitfall, 599; seeing, 524; traveling in, 554
Alaveddy: Gurudevā’s āśrama, 576
Alcohol: effects of, 714
All: sannyāsin’s perspective, 777
Allowances: making for others, 106
All right right now: affirmation, 331; talk, 167-168
Aloneness: charging/magnetizing, 205; establishing, 551; five elements, 552, 555; power, 205. See also Home shrine
Altruism: astral/aeric color, 765
America: first Hindu temple of, xxvii; yogis coming to, xxxi. See also West
Amrita: awakened by bhakti, 236; ripening, Tirumantiram, 177
Amrita yoga days: auspicious for japa, 264. See also Pañchâgam
Anāhata chakra: actinic force center, 519; ages twenty-one to twenty-eight, 501; chakras controlled by, 512; Charts Resource, 782, 784-785, 788; direct cognition, 372; golden body’s descent into, 590; heart center, explained, 495-496; nonreaction and, 717; realizations, family, 472; rebirth and, 611; Satchidananda, 649; stabilizing in, 538; top velocity, 650. See also Chakras
Analogies: acorn and soul, 571; asprin and mantra, 260; for awareness, see Awareness; basement and subconscious, 37; chakras as floors of building, 492; chakras as lotus flower, 492; clay, experiences mold us, 17; colors and psychic ability, 529; cow and subconscious, 94; darshan as pollen, 537; donkey and carrot, 57; lamp, 311; life force as river, 35; lotus and avasthā, 588; lotus of the heart, 91; man as egg, 91; man as lotus flower, 27; meditator as tight-rope walker, 124; melon ripening, 639; mind as lake, 174; mountain cliff, 159; oak tree and soul, 571; ocean and merger, 606; office executive, 18; onion and subconscious mind, 319; paper blocking inner light, 189; Realization, as child and mirror, 6; rose superconscious mind, 319; swâpna, 266; submarine, 18; superconscious as onion, 319; swimming pool, 137; transmutation, boiling water, 692; turning on light in a dark room, 260; university of moolah, 264; for awareness, see Awareness; basement and subconscious, 37
Anârjavâra karmas: closet analogy, 431. See also Karma
Aphorisms: def., 659; how unfolded, xi; if not understood, 753; not affirmations, 662; one a day, 660; some published for first time, 707; use of, 662. See also Cognizantibility
Apple: “one bad…,” proverb, 526
Appreciation: not seeking, 772; river sādhana, 41
Approaching: great soul, 538
Aparâsî: astral lovers, 408
Aranya: duties of, 459; nirvâna, 631. See also Nirvâṇa
Ardha-Hindus: japa for, 258; uncommitted, window-shopping, 257-258
Arrogance: shadows of the mind, 101
Art: fine, meditation analogy, 438; fourth merger, xxiv; subconscious flow of, 330
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Artha: one of four tenets, 242
Arts: appreciation of subtleties, 274
Āṣāna: See Ĥatha yoga; Lotus position; Posture
Ash, holy: See Vïbhuś
Aṣṭāṅga yoga: eight sequential steps, xxvii; prerequisite s, xxxvii
Aspects of man: crown chakra controls, 498; listed, 364; soul is within all, 373; visualization, 374
Aspirin: compared to mantras, 260
Aśrama(s): obedience and, 540; protects unfolding soul, 536; serving in, 468; and uncommitted singles, 469; Viśvaguru’s, 508-509
Assimilate: learning to, 162
Associates: See Company; Friends
Asteya: yama, 155. See also Yamas and niyamas
Āstikya: niyama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Astral: entities, see Asuras; lovers, 408; nerve energy, lymphatic system, 748; shell, 366; travel, yogis who taught, 759. See also following entries
Astral/auric colors: blindness to, 760; combined, blended, mixed, 761-762; human aura, 366-367, 379-387, 799-767; kaleidoscopic, 762; spectrum, green in middle, 763; Swami Panchadasi on, 760-767. See also Astral; Aura; Colors
Astral body: after death of physical, 749; body of desire, 610; continues after death, 609; described, 363; don’t identify with, 15; emotion and, 368; energized at death of physical, 365; experiences in, 412; golden sire, 610; continues after death, 609; described, 363; Atlâ chakra:
Astral; Aura; Colors
Astral plane: activities, 364; between births, 610, 612-615; colors of, 760-767; concentration and sleep, 722; inside the physical, 363; learning from teachers, 722; lower is segregated, 629; reliving experiences, 612; schools, see Inner-plane schools; sensing, 760. See also Antarlokâ; Astral; Devaloka; Second World
Astral senses: lying dormant, 760. See also Astral vision; Auras; Clairvoyance; Psychic sight; Senses; Third eye
Astral vision: can be terrifying, 762; undeveloped, 760; use of, 384. See also Astral; Astral senses; Psychic sight
Astrology: compatibility, 468; karmas and, 430; predicting time of death, 628; tendencies and, 609; Vedic, and the chakras, 513. See also Jyotiša; Pançângam
Asura(s): closing doors to, 230; loka, anger, jealousy, 230; in lower chakras, 233; mantras and, 734; preventing attack by, see Psychic/astral protection; terrorists’ gods, 234
Asuric chakras: See Chakras below mâlâdhâra
Asuric entities: see Asuras
Atala chakra: Charts Resource, 782, 784, 786, 788; fear, 232, 510; nature of, 232. See also Chakras below mâlâdhâra
Atätta Parabrahman: Realization of, xvi. See also Self
Atheism: lower chakras, 511
Ātman: meanings, xxx; sannyâsin identifies as, 775
Atmosphere: astral, 385; inner and outer, 527
Atom(s): attuning to soul body, 17; contains everything, 745; magnifies itself, 579; realizing Self in every, xvii; science on, 356
Atomic: energy, 367; power, light in the heart, 92; structure, sounds of, 81
Attachment: to banks of river, 35; created by desire and fear, 36; emotional, 288; externalized awareness and, 86; holds mind down, 36; positive, 36; reasoning plane, 718; recognizing, 6-7; releasing, 92, 718
Attachment(s): cautions, 603; falling from, 605; in family dharma, 7, 472, 602; inner light, first great, 373; intellectual vs. yogic, 574; keep striving, 461, 603-605; leadership quality, 83; subconscious barriers, 566; time to intensify sâdhana, 605. See also Goals
Attention: how it works, 133; meditative, 124; step one to enlightenment, 133
Attitude(s): can be resolved, 293; conscious control of, 426; for enlightenment, 17; about karma, 425; perspective stabilized by, 193
Aum: empowers words, 737; energizes sushumna, 454; harmonizing, 737; how to chant, 453-454, 736; leads seeker to guru, 736, 738; projected through thought, 737; safe for everyone, 258; transmutation, 736; universal mantra, 736 See Mantra
Aura(s): analogy, clouds, 385; around head, 399; auric circle, energy shell, 399-400 (see also Psychic/astral protection); awareness tracked by, 379-382; babies’, 392; chakras and, 385; changing rapidly, 380; chapter on, 379-387; cleansing, 381, 391, 393; color-strengthened, 379; colors of, 760-767; doctors’ and nurses’, 398; emotions shown in, 366-368; energizing, 396-397; flooding, 386, 391-392, 395-396, 398-399; fourth aspect of man, 364; The Human Aura, excerpts, 760-767; improving one’s, 381, 386, 391-399; inner, see Inner aura; inner-plane help with, 391; nîdās extend through, 460; odic force, 519; form of prâna, 454; reading, 379-383; reflects evolution, 366; seeing, distraction from path, 383. See also Aspects of man; Astral/auric colors; Prâna-aura; Psychic sight
Auspiciousness: See Paîchângam
Austerity: niyama, 157; vs. love of God, Tirumântiram, 225. See also Yamas and niyamas
Autobiography: Gurudevâ’s, xxx
Avarice: astral/auric colors, 763, 766. See also Greed
Avasthâs: lotus analogy, 588; soul’s evolution through, 586-588; states of consciousness, 413
Avoidance: syndrome, 470
Awakening: readiness for, 685. See also Sleep; Waking up
Awareness: as a ball, 139; as ball of light, 45, 49; as a lotus flower, 26; as energy/willpower, 68-69, 133; as traveler through mind, 47, 58, 94, 107, 127, 172, 387, 437-438, 520; as yo-yo, 134; aura reflects, 379-382; aware of dissolving, 384 (see also Inkâf); aware of itself, xxxv, 50-51; be gentle with, 94; of being
aware, 50-51, 71, 129, 138, 446, 460, 528; between past and future, 79; beyond the beyond, 753; cannot change, 57; captured, 273, 321; central point of view, 346; clinging to experiences, 59; controlled by breath, 93, 284, 438-439; controlling, 96, 283, 287, 320; the core of us, 317; creative power of, 575; detached from objects, 29, 31, 49, 139; dissipating into Self, 498; divided, 67; exercise, turning within, 48; extension of prāṇa, 49; external/internal, 382; externalized, entangled, 184, 320, 341-342; father raises family’s, 483; free and detached, 58; guarding, 529; isolating, 380; meditation on, 126; mother’s accompanies children’s, 483; predominantly sight, 26; 529; isolated, 380; meditation on, 126; mother’s accompanying children’s, 483; predominantly sight, 26; pulling out of all processes, 528; pure consciousness, 60, 396; thought vs., 344; travels among thoughts, 134; turning within, 31, 48-51, 432, 439, 452-453; unburdening, 192; unhindered, 342; watcher in meditation, 125; who is aware?, 48
Axis: spine as, 505
Ayurveda: dreams and, 407; on death, 624
Ayyappan: temples and rites, 203
Baby: inner aura, 392; lightening seed karmas of, 392
Bachelors: See Brahmacārī; Singles
Balance: experiences, 148; iḍā-पिंगलाद, 459, 741; odic and actinic forces, 355, 521; subconscious consciousness of super-conscious, 668; super-conscious, 695
Balancing agent: conscious mind, 710
Ball: reincarnation beliefs, 613
Ball of light: exercise, 49
Bangalore: carving of Iraivan temple, 947
Bardo: caught at death, 628
Barriers: disliking the subconscious, 298; fantasy and argument, 344; lions, etc., Tirumantiram, 279; odic force, 333; removed by devotion, 234; subconscious confusion, 107. See also Obstacles; Pitfalls; Sidetracks
Basement: analogy for subconscious, 37-39, 700
Behavior: See Conduct
Being: becoming and, 573-574; of yourself, 46, 535, 611
Beliefs: attitudes and, xxxviii, 219, 411; conflicting, light obscured by, 332, 417; corrupted by doubt, 714; death-related, 621; dreams may indicate, 413; foundation for meditation, 566; Hindu triad, 236, 245; Hinduism’s basic, 208; mind patterns, 219; obscuring, 417
Bell: invokes Gods and devas, 218; penetrates iṅkaśa, 555
Bhagavad Gītā: four paths, non-Āgamic viewpoint, 642; smṛiti, not śrutī, xxvi; unfortunate emphasis on, xxvi; violence prevented by, xxvi
Bhaktar(s): following example of, 235; giving person, 231; internalizing devotion, 228
Bhakti: art of giving, 352; bedrock of unfoldment, 231; foundation for meditation, 234; free will and, 214; guru, 553; hypocritical, 230; importance of, 439, 639; internalizing, 235-236; love in action, 229; melting karma, 432; melts odic forces, 192; nature of, 203; never outgrown, 229, 564, 605; requires reconciliation, 234; shines through, 193; Vaishnava views, xix. See also Bhakti yoga
Bhakti yoga: awakening of love, 194; erasing combative, 190; foundation for enlightenment, 227; giving and, 195; how to learn, 235; inhibitions to, 234; makes one a devotee, 231; melting the heart, 227; patterns of, 644; safety net, 605; Satchidananda through, xxiii; vegetarianism essential, 235; zenith of, 646. See also Bhakti; Devotion
Bhogabhūmi Āshrama: freedom to amass karma, 508, 549
Bhukti: worldly enjoyment, xx
Bible: Hindu, Bhagavad Gītā is not, xxvi. See also Scriptures; Śruti
Big Bang: just one point in cycle, xxiii
Bija mantra(s): chakras and, 789; used in japa, 262
Birth(s): advanced souls and, 616; goals, each must fulfill, 7; karmic suitcases, 431; many on Earth, xxiii; unhappy compared to death, 627. See also Reincarnation
Birthmarks: past lives and, 622
Black: absence of color, 761; astral/auric color, 766
Blame: acceptance of, prerequisite for rāja yoga, 229; āyuva’s aversion to, 247; of others, derails unfoldment, 182, 426; sannyāsin’s indifference to, 776
Blessing(s): baby, 392; disguised, 104; exercise, sending, 104; opening and closing discussions with, 714
Bliss: fourth and fifth chakras, 650; after Realization, 429, 649; Sakta view, xx; Satchidananda, 599; unfoldment and, 585
Blocks: See Barriers; Obstacles
Blood: absorbing creative cells, 701; carries lymph, 748
Blowtorch: satguru’s darshan, 541
Blue: iṅkaśa, Śaravanabhaava Aum, 262; astral/auric color group, 765
Bohdissatva: See Upadeśi
Bodies: Charts Resource, 781-783; fivefold, merger, xxx; interrelationships, 749; taking on more advanced, 611; understanding relationships, 695; when all drop away, 650. See also Actinic causal body; Actinodin causal body; Astral body; Emotional body; Etheric body; Golden body; Kosā; Physical body; Prāṇic body; Sheaths; Soul body; Vital health body
Body of light: See Soul body
Bog: disappointing realizations, 526
Bondage: manifest state of soul, 586. See also Bonds
Bonds: holding on to soul, xvi, 241, 559; psychic, with guru, 547 (see also Guru-disciple relationship); re-nictions strike off, 775; soul drops off, 251. See also Āyuva; Bondage; Karma; Malas; Māyā
Book(s): analogy, balancing subconscious, 145; avoiding irrelevant, 741; finding answers in, 145; finishing, 67; “It’s not in … you fool,” 237; jñāna not found in, 647; open your own, 343; of the satguru, 551; used as maps, 168. See also Inner-plane schools
Boomerang: karma as, 425
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Brahma: Primal Soul, xxii
Brahmachâris, Brahmacârins: life of, 469
Brahmacharya: force, of Nâtha order, xii; karma and, 429; maintaining Satchidânananda, 649; path of, 463; yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Brahmadvarana: sealing off, 509, 512. See also Chakras below mûlâdhâra
Brahman: Smârta beliefs, xviii; union with, in Śâktyism, xx. See also Door of Brahmân
Brahmarandhra: See Door of Brahmân
Brain: approaching superconscious through, 16; lymph in the, 749-750; mantras stimulate, 733-734, 736; mind’s organ, 747, 749; nourished by transmutation, 701, 750
Breakthrough(s): caution, egotism, 603; first burst of light, 333; first Realization is tentative, 598; into vikalpa samâdhi, 701, 750
Break, yoga: how to take, 107-108; take the time, 109
Breath: awareness controlled by, 93, 134, 438; biggest battle, 73; control of, see Breathing; Prânâyâma; controls awareness/willpower, 284; esoterics of, 747; five somatic currents, 735; how to regulate, 344; meditation, 128; regulating energies, 184; thought controlled by, 27, 50. See also Breathing
Breathing: balances subconscious, 746; balancing energies, 506; controlling pingalâ, 453; currents and, 452; diaphragmatic, see Diaphragmatic breathing; difficulty in, 190; during meditation, 439; japa and, 264; nine counts, 126, 134; prâjña exercise, 356-358. See also Breath; Prânâyâma
Bridge: between East and West, xii
Brink of the Absolute: approaching, 62; cognizing point of conception, 575; high eee and, 457; hovering, xxxiii; inspired talk, 576-579; jumping in, 138; perfect balance, 459; seeing the entire evolution, 579; superconscious state, 320; twoness disappears, 323; vast blue-white light, 61. See also Absolute; Self Realization
Brown: astral/auric color group, 766
Bud: unfoldment analogy, 147
Buddha: halo, 764; Śâvites don’t worship, 566. See also Buddhism
Buddhi chitta: Charts Resource, 782; fifth aspect, 369
Buddhism: mantra of, 261; on chakras, 514. See also Buddha
Building, seven-storied: like chakras, 492
Burden(s): carrying karma, 425; no urgency or joy, 7; releasing, 192; sense of carrying, 191
Burial: preservation of body, 614; soul remains Earthbound, 749. See also Cremation; Death; Dying; Entombment
Burning: experiences on paper, 296. See also Vâsanâ dâha tantra; Vâsanâs
Butterfly: soul’s metamorphosis, 642
Calendar: See Panitchângam
Calmness: mind-lake analogy, 174
Camera: analogy for awareness, 45; lens, opening inner light, 598
Cancer: dying from, 623, 628; lymph deprivation, 750
Cardiac plexus: anâhata chakra, 495, 785
Carelessness: obstacles created by, 575
Carrot: donkey and, 57, 282
Carver, George Washington: peanut research, 661
Caste: prejudice based on, 368
Catalysts: on the path, 552
Catechism: See Dancing with Śiva
Caterpillar: soul’s metamorphosis, 642
Catholicism: image worship, 206
Cause of all causes: God is, xxxiii
Cavernous plexus: anâhata chakra, 497, 785
Celibacy: for singles, 469; yama, 156. See also Brahmacharya; Transmutation; Yamas and niyamas
Cell: spawning of a soul, 585
Cenobites: See Anchorites; Monastics; Śâdhus
Centeredness: after Realization, 601; desire for, 167; meaning of, 169; regaining, 169
Ceremony: love of, astral/auric color, 766. See also Sacraments; Saṃskâras
Chair: at the top, 339
Chakra(s): anûhâ, see Åjñâ chakra; already awake in everyone, 492; anâhata, see Anâhata chakra; âjñâ, 424; as seven-story building, 492; as lotus flowers, 492; in astral body, 626; asuric, see Chakras below mûlâdhâra; Aum and, 454; aura and, 385; awareness travels through, 520; bodies manufactured by, 513; Charts Resource, 781-789; chapter, 489-501; children’s journey through, 485; darshan and, 537; at death, leaving through one, 612, 621, 625-626; energy focused by japa, 256; in families, 483; functioning in three, 234; ganglia or disks, 727; Gods controlling, 233; governed by idâ, pingalâ and sushumnâ, 372; higher, see Chakras above/within sahasrâra; inwardly perceived, 491; karma and, 432; kundâlîni and, 458; lower, see Chakras below mûlâdhâra; lower controlled by higher, 494; manipûra, see Manipûra chakra; mantras and, 264, 454, 735-736; meeting Gods or asuras in, 233; messages received through, 205; mûlâdhâra, see Mûlâdhâra chakra; nâdîs and, 728; nâdîs crossing, 505; Namaḥ Śivâya and, 264; nerve plexes, 491; nourished by transmutation, 750; odic/actinic forces, 519; planets, 513; portals, 505, 625-626; psychic, bursting seals of, 8; Realization requires all, 616; realms of consciousness, 491; reincarnation and, 614; sahasrâra, see Sahasrâra chakra; seven principal, 728; sixth aspect of man, 364; spinning clockwise/counterclockwise, 512; spinning at same velocity, 506; spleen, 747; stages of life, 500; standing on, one after another, 602; stuck in memory-reason-willfulness, 500; svâdhishtâhana, see Svâdhishtâhana chakra; third-eye view, 728; in three bodies, 514; transmutation lifts prâjñā, 696; unfolding in splendor, 647; unfoldment happens within, 9;
used everyday without thinking, 514; in Vedic astrol-
ogy, 513; viśuddha, see Viśuddha chakra; way-house
of the nerves, 748. See also Aspects of man; Nerve
plexes

**Chakras above/within sahasrārā**: always there, 514;
Charts Resource, 785, 788-789; desert of, 515,
785; energizing, 506; evolution after liberation, 631;
golden body’s descent from, 590; listed, 514-515. See
also Chakras

**Chakras below mūlādhārā**: ānāma mârga, 244; asuric,
716; Charts Resource, 786-787; climbing out of, 716;
controlled by higher chakras, 494, 512, 604; creating
safety net, 605; described, 231, 510-512; Gurudeva
visiting, 408-409; lower nature, 491; sealing off,
509, 512, 514, 604; spinning counterclockwise, 512;
stimulated by drugs, 510. See also Atala chakra; . See
also Chakras; Mahatala chakra; Narakaloka; Pâtâla
chakra; Rasātala chakra; Sutala chakra; Tala chakras;
Tālātāla chakra; Vītala chakra

**Challenges**: guru gives, 103, 533; mystic welcomes,
171. See also Temptations; Tests

**Change**: all is subject to, 323; appearance of, 57;
controlling your circumstances, 161; fear of, 610, 714;
subconscious mind resists, 162. See also Experiences

**Chanting**: as a group, 257; attracting the Gods, 205;
Aum, xxviii, 257, 453, 725. See also Aum; Japa; Man-
tra; Namāḥ Śivāya

**Character**: basis for initiation, 605; determines
seeker’s pace, 533; foundation for yoga, 256; good
conduct builds, 236

**Chariot(s)**: God’s golden, 525; Sri Lankan parades, 408

**Charity**: astral/auric color, 765; replacing greed, 567

**Charts**: chakras, 784-789; Resource, 779-790; tattvas,
790; Vedic-Āgamic cosmology, 782-783

**Charūyā**: correct meaning, 561; described, 643; karma
yoga, 227; remedy for anger, jealousy, etc., 509; ser-
vice and worship, 644. See also Conscience; Dharma

**Charūyā mârga**: coming onto, 245; lifetimes to perfect,
643; never abandon, 604

**Chastity**: necessity for yoga, 649

**Chelau**: dissolving habit patterns, 84. See also Devotee;
Disciple

**Chemical balance**: diet and, 329

**Chettiar(s)**: Kandiah, on interference with death, 624;
Gurudeva’s acceptance by, xxvi

**Child abuse**: in disharmonious homes, 481; Gurude-
va’s campaign against, 912; parents must prevent,
484; sudden death and, 623. See also Children

**Child and mirror**: Realization analogy, 5

**Children**: abuse of, see Child abuse; awareness, 346;
concealing, 524; crying, remedy, 394; delinquency,
parents’ responsibility, 482; inner currents guided,
524; karmas of, 483; mother’s first responsibility,
483; potluck off the astral, 484; Śaivite Hindu Reli-
gion course, xxvii, 911; spiritually inclined, raising,
743; taught likes and dislikes, 743; Western educa-
tion, 746. See also Family

**Chinmoy, Sri**: on realization, xxxi

**Chitta**: states of mind, 663

**Choice**: in dying, 617; of guru, 263, 444, 562-563, 604;
householder or renunciate, 465, 467-468; liberation
from rebirth, 586; upadeśi or nīrñāṇi, 459, 602, 631;
we always have, 171, 370. See also Free will; Tests

**Christ**: halo, 764. See also Jesus

**Christianity**: conversion practices, 917 (see also Evan-
gelism); fear of God, 565; on graven images, 206; im-
age worship in, 206; schools, effects on children, 217.
See also Abrahamic religions; Western religions

**Church, Saiva Siddhanta**: See Saiva Siddhanta Church

**Circle**: of life/creation, 341

**Circumstances**: affected by worship, 209, 640; be-
ning ruled by, 29, 247; changing your own, 161-163;
handling positively, 95, 104-105; opportunities for
failure/success, 158; patience with, yuma, 156; reac-
tions reveal attainment level, 103; rising above, 105,
185, 195; unanticipated reaction to, 298, 379. See
also Experiences; Karma; Situations

**Cities**: states of mind, analogy, 58, 107, 437

**Clairvoyance**: astral colors, 760; seeing Deity, 219;
understanding languages, 731; visions, receptive pro-
cess, 205. See also Astral senses; Astral vision; Auras;
Psychic sight; Senses; Third eye

**Classical yoga**: See Yoga

**Classroom**: experience is soul’s, 18, 25, 28, 146, 585

**Clay**: analogy, being shaped by experience, 17

**Cleaning**: temple, karma yoga, 509. See also Cleansing

**Cleansing**: positive lifestyle, 284; psychic/aural pro-
tection, 365, 527

**Cleansing, subconscious**: See Subconscious cleansing

**Clear white light**: bursting into, 456; chapter, 77-86;
in darkened room, 146; described, 85; dissolving
reactions in, 84; don’t regress after, 83; first-break-
through, 86, 332; going right through, 61; individu-
ality, 353; intense bursts, 81; living in, 81; main-
taining, in worldly activity, 84; nourishes nerve system,
81; pituitary gland, 498; relating to materialists after,
85; resolves inner and outer, 83; and its shadows, 86;
shatters attachment, resentment, jealousy, 86; and
sound, 185; two perfections and, 572; when subcon-
scious is cleared, 143, 145-147. See also Inner light;
Light

**Cliff**: standing at, 159

**Closet**: anārabhya karma, 431

**Cloth**: covering lamp, 311

**Clothes**: choose qualities as carefully, 193; cleanliness,
276, 365, 527; desire for, 271, 282

**Clouds**: analogy for aura, 385

**Coffee**: effects of, 714; spilling, story, 307

**Coffin makers**: among Yama group, 629

**Cognition**: anāhata chakra, 495, 785; nīyama, 156. See
also Yamas and niyamas

**Cognizantability**: awakening of, 372

**Cognizantability**: book review, 665; commentaries
revealed, xii; how to study, 659-660, 691, 753; teaches
control of mind, 659

**College**: education and, 371

**Color(s)**: as sound/energy, 520; astral/auric, see As-
tral/auric colors; chapter, 389-400; counterbalancing
lower emotions, 396; flooding aura with, see Aura; inner-seeking beyond, 378; learning qualities of, 394; mood changers, 392; odic/actinic force, 521; paper samples, 394; psychic abilities and painting, 529; sādhana, instructions, 394; sound and, 102, 262, 380, 382-1, 491, 611; wardrobe, 396. See also Blue, Red, etc.

**Color-blindness**: to astral colors, 760

**Commitment**: essential in āśrama, 471; foundation for unfoldment, xxxviii; to Hinduism, 257; lacked by singles, 469-470; lifetime, marriage or renunciation, 468; merging requires, 835; of religious converts/adoptives, 471; those without, 257-258, 469-470, 468; merging requires, 835; of religious converts/singles, 469-470; lifetime, marriage or renunciation, for unfoldment, xxxviii; to Hinduism, 257; lacked by positive, 114, 526. See also conscious, 595; consciously conscious, 671; on day’s control, 287; brings understanding, 685; calms red, etc., 529; mood changers, 392; odic/actinic force, 521; inner-seeking beyond, 578; learning qualities of, 380, 382-1, 491, 611; wardrobe, 396. See also Consciousness

**Consciousness**: 522-523; pūjā as, 205; with the Gods, 206

**Community**: commitments to, 479; living apart from, 746. See also Āśrama; Group; Individual; Society

**Companionship**: See Company; Friends

**Company**: love of, astral/aauric color, 763

**Company; Fellowship; Group**

**Compatibility**: yama, 156. See also Yamas and nyāmas

**Compatiblity**: for marriage, 468, 712

**Computer**: subconscious, analogy, 273, 286; promoting Śaiva Dharma, 918. See also Internet; World Wide Web

**Concentration**: after nirvikalpa samādhi, 598; brings control, 287; brings understanding, 685; calms the conscious mind, 691; conscious and subconscious, 595; consciously conscious, 671; on day’s events, 160; on a flower, 341; hatha yoga, 355; leads to meditation, 437, 660, 718; mantras enhancing, 735; meaning of, 135; on physical body, 351; power of, 194; power over the mind, 576; schooling the subconscious in, 674; step two to enlightenment, 134; thoughts created during, 722; three-point, 742; transmutation enhances, 696; unfolds subconscious, 687; unlocks mental resources, 660; unraveling reactions, 683; upon the mind, 275, 678

**Conception**: attracting older souls, 615; old or young soul, 524; point of, apex of creation, 574-575; potluck off the astral?, 615

**Concern**: mind out of control, 161; muddled understanding, 684. See also Anxiety; Worry

**Conduct**: in dreams, 414, 725. See also Behavior; Dharma

**Confession(s)**: burning, 125; of dreams, 410; personal history, 547; writing down like a beginner, 598

**Confidence**: affirmation, 312; aura-flooding, 398; fulfilling original intent, 72; meditation yields, 72; in own creative powers, 718; proceed with, xxxix, 333, 461, 468, 773; subconscious mind, 307

**Conflict(s)**: desires vs. principles, 96; in the home, 480; kundalini and, 507; resolving, 293; tracing and destroying, 686; transmuting energies of, 237; water neutralizes, 555

**Confusion**: in decisions, 29; disregarding spiritual principles, 107; men and women, 486; noisy weakness, 162; prolonged, talātāla chakra, 786; yoga break, 107

**Conscience**: awakened in charyā, 643; hurting, 96; monitors conscious and subconscious, 710; treating it right, 578. See also Charyā; Consciencelessness

**Consciencelessness**: mahātāla chakra, 787

**Consciously conscious**: aphorism, 281; becoming, 330, 671; diaphragmatic breathing, 746; of odic force, 351; realized soul is, 10; of sushumṇa, 453

**Conscious mind**: balancing, 741; barrier to enlightenment, 283; beliefs and attitudes of, 287; carried on by novelty, 287, 671; conceals its own faults, 710; controlled through concentration, 691, 718; creates the future, 683; cross-section, instinctive-intellectual, 709; described, 273, 281; entrapped by temptations, 680; identifying, 329; insanity, 668-669; jñātṛ chitta, 663; living positively in, 284; motivated by fear and anger, 283; one of five states, 273; one-tenth of the mind, 288, 669; personality and, 673; reason without harmony, 715; repressed desires and, 673-674; and subsuperconscious, ego caught between, 680; and superconscious, cross-section, 710; unnecessary, 328; watching, 671, 687; working with subconscious, 286. See also five states of mind

**Consciousness**: twenty-four-hour continuity, 405; channels of, see Īdā; Pirigālā; SUSHUMNĀ; control of, 525, 683; evolution of, 613; expanding, 574-576, 595; from life to life, 416; higher and lower, 491 (see also Chakras; States of consciousness); language and, 731-733 (see also Languages); lifting, 514; not really raised or lowered, 18-19; physical body reflects, 352; regions of, 491; shrinking, 195; states of, see States of consciousness; of time and space, 40, 173; transmutation and, 696, 701; viśuddha chakra, 496

**Consistency**: in decisions, 148; determines pace, 533; life foundation, 30. See also Twenty-four-hour

**Constancy**: art of, 148

**Contemplation**: achieving, 441; after Realization, 601; ascending stages, 575; described, 524; everything is within you, 575; immersion in, 642; man’s power over mind, 576; meditation leads to, 437, 661, 718; progressing in, 575; step four to enlightenment, 135

**Contemplative lifestyle**: consistency develops, 30; practices, 299; subsuperconscious, 327; two-thirds within, 102

**Contention**: negative odic force, 127

**Contentment**: nyāmas, 156; real, 559; with one’s karma, 637. See also Yamas and nyāmas

**Continuity**: twenty-four-hour, 405, 416 See Consciousness

**Control**: by stronger minds, 713; concentration is fundamental, 359; of emotions, 743; of forces for realization, 617; of intellect, 370; of karma, 716; of mind, 561, 659, 671, 699; of speech, ix, 699-701, 703; of thoughts, 371, 684-685; transmutation enhances, 709; of will, 721, 745. See also Self-control; Transmutation

**Conversation**: pausing, 162. See also Speech; Talk
Conversion: to Hinduism, 471
Cooking: analogy for subsubconscious, 310
Cord, silver: See Silver cord
Corpse: astral shell and, 366
Cosmic consciousness: discovering, 171
Cosmic dance: all realms of experience, 560
Cosmic energy: affirmation, 331; being of, 327
Cosmology: Vedic/Agamic (Hindu), Charts Resource, 782
Counseling: death, unnecessary, 623
Courage: lack of, astral/auric color, 766
Courts: religious, 210
Cow(s): analogy for subconscious, 94; incarnating as, 611; lymph, milk, prāna and thought, 748; not killing, 615; saying Aum, 258
Craft: creativity, intuition, 299-300; developing, 284
Craving: reason distorted by, 715. See also Desires
Creation(s): apex of, 574-575; controlling, 709; distorted, 683
Creative cells/energies/fluids: See Conception; Dis- sipation; Sex; Transmutation; Vital fluids
Cremation: eases transition, 629; in Nandinâtha lin- eage, 630; preparing body for, 629; timing consider- ations, 749. See also Burial; Death; Dying
Crisis: acceptance of, prerequisite for rāja yoga, 229; counterproductive, 344; no one likes, 249; reflects own flaws, 298
Cronus: God of time, 499
Cross: of spiritual discernment, 590
Cross-section: conscious-superconscious, 710; ego caught in, 680; instinctive-intellectual, 709
Crown chakra: catalyzed by darshan, 551. See also Sahasrāra chakra
Crow: as signs, 640
Crucifixion: ego’s, 589
Crying: color remedy, 394
Cry: burial in, 630
Crystal: as an icon, 207
Culture: foundation for yoga, 255; gurus not teaching, 255
Curiosity: last thing to go, 601
Currents: five positive, 723-724; five somatic, 735; harmonizing techniques, 747; sleep depolarizes, 723- 724; three primary, 465. See also Idā; Nādi; Pingalā; Sushumna
Curse: from the dying, 623; opposite of blessing, 393
Customs: prostration, 553; temple attire, 208; three nights for guests, 527
Cut glass: Self is like, 649
Cycles: of awareness, 94; in family life, 484; of joy and sorrow, 94; of life, chakras, 500

---

**Dakshīṇa:** fees vs., 263
**Damaru:** Namāḥ Śivāya, 264
**Dāna:** niyama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

**Dance:** for health, 284; of ignorance, 243; Śiva’s, in all form, 584; subsuperconscious flow of, 330; with Śiva, let’s all, 583

**Dancing:** Śiva lonely, xxiii

**Dancing with Śiva:** described, 963; first book of trilogy, 475; precedes Merging with Śiva, xiv; prepara- tion for merging, 856; to order, 967; proclaims mon- nism, xxvii; Śaivite Hindu philosophy, xxxviii; Śiva explained in, xxii

**Darkness:** distilling, 332; released by renunciates, 775

**Dark night:** soul’s, 589

**Darśana:** See Darshan

**Darshan(s):** auric radiations, 380; carried by objects, 539; catalyzing crown chakra, 552; catching, 552; communication through, 546, 551; definition and usage, 534; developing, 536; distant, 537; from other gurus, 546; of Gaṅgeśa, 215; guru blessing devotees, 535; how to feel, 538; judging, 545; kriyā mārga, 643; like a language, 205; living in tune with, 641; pollen analogy, 537; sāttti, vidyā, śakti and, 535; sātṛguru initi- ating a temple, 551; of sātṛguru, melts psychic seals, 541; seeing and being seen, 534; sensitivity to, 536- 537; sight of a realized soul, 738; subconscious and, 535; temple, 205; through an image, 553; the two, 545; two-edged sword, 534; two merging, 546; varieties, 545; when guru is upset, 538; yoga mārga, 647-648

**Dayā:** yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

**Daydreams:** importance, 409

**Death:** after life poorly lived, 481; as an escape, 627; blissful, 623; chakras on astral plane, 513; concentrat- ing awareness for, 626; conscious and willful, 617; do not fear, 408, 565; dreams and, 412; and Dying, chapter, 619-632; fear of, 52, 367, 609; Gurude- va’s research, 408; holy songs and images, 626; keeping the body after, 749; last thoughts, 621, 623-626; liberation at, 586, 605; life after, see Reincarnation; Lord Yama, 627-628; mahāsamādhi, 623; not waiting for, 218; preparedness for, 621-624, 627-628; preparing body after, 629; process of, 622; prolonging, un- wise, 624, 628; realizing Self at, xvii; reconstructing astral body, 749; renunciation before, 622; resolving karmas after another’s, 711; Śaivites don’t fear, 565; silver cord, 365; sleep analogy, 626; sudden, 621-623; terminal illness, 627; what happens after, 365; what is it, 609. See also Cremation; Dying; Reincarnation

**Deceit:** in the actinic age, 368; astral/auric color, 765. See also Deception

**Deceit:** a test, 28; basic principles and, 29; dictated by circumstances, 29; life is a series of, 148; making wise, 28

**Deeds:** See Actions; Behavior; Conduct; Karma
INDEX

Deep thinkers: Eastern vs. Western, 743, 745
Deities: One and the many, 565. See also Deity
Deity: darshan of, 534; leaving problems at feet of, 204, 227, 391, 393; at pījī’s height, 555; seeing in the temple; 219. See also Deities; God, Gods
Delinquency: parents, not children, 482
Depolarization: of five positive currents, 723–724; mantras aid in, 736; of passionate nature, 697
Depression: astral/auric colors of, 379; black fabric, 286; conscious-mind tendency, 669; defined, 103; facing, 104; mahatāla chakra, 232; not allowing, 332
Desert: alone in, 285
Desire(s): affirmations and, 116; astral body and, 610; attachment created from, 36; barrier to freedom, 719; bundle of, Tirumantiram, 361; fulfillment cycles, 248; holds world together, 662; put to rest, 249; reason distorted by, 715; reconciling creations with, 700; transmuting, 30, 440; withdrawing energy from, 169. See also Craving: Repressions; Seeds of desire; Unfulfillment
Desirelessness: necessary for Self Realization, 719
Despair: awareness not altered, 57; conscious-mind tendency, 669; darshan alleviates, 535; defined, 103; facing, 104; lethargy creating, 7
Desperation: of all souls, 571, 835; man’s, 585; one is born with, 219; spiritual, 118-119
Deparation: many caught in, 123
Destiny: of all souls, 571, 835; man’s, 585; one is born with, 219; spiritual, 118-119
Detachment: affectionate, see Affectionate detachment; from friends/relatives, 356; from thoughts, 344; indicates genuine striving, 103; meaning of, 287; not escapism, 36; powers of direct cognition, 38
Detractors: guarding against, 470–472, 547
Devaloka: penetrated by language, 733. See also Antarlokâ; Astral plane; Devas; Lokas; Second World
Devas help from, 554; home shrine, 555; japa and, 261; in the Second World, 204; understanding languages, 732. See also Devaloka; Devonic helpers
Devī: union with, xx. See also Sakti
Devil: instinctive mind as, 16
Devonic helpers: Ganesa’s, 216. See also Devas
Devote: harmony with guru, 533; responsibilities of, 540; unselfish person, 231. See also Chela; Disciple
Devotion: duty and, 192; foundation for enlightenment, 227; giving and, 194; internalizing, 228; key to fulfilling duties, 193; kriyā mārga, 645; many levels of, 203; meditative requirement, 439; melts odic force fields, 192; power of, 191; soaring within, 190; yoga of, at all stages, 227. See also Bhakti; Bhakti yoga
Dharmachakra: Gurudeva awarded title, 912
Dhriti: yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Diagnosis: auric, 379
Diamond: in the heart, 95
Diamond-dust darshan: Self is like, 649
Diaphragm: locating, 455; organ that propels lymph, 748; tight when mind is tense, 189
Diaphragmatic breathing: balances subconscious, 746; controlling odic prāṇa, 357; energizes nerve centers, 747; fundamental for meditation, 439; internalizes awareness, 184; nine counts, 134; releases subconscious and subsuperconscious, 714; in tune with nature, 454. See also Breathing; Diaphragm
Diet: experimentation, 328; four types of food, 440; satvic, 299, 344. See also Food; Nutrition; Vegetarianism
Difference: realized soul sees none, 10
Difficulties: even great souls, 172
Difî: perspective, 340
Dikṣā: Namah Sivāya, 257; no separation following, 743. See also Initiation
Dimension: fifth, all phases of manifestation, 341; fourth, realm of light/color, 578
Diplomacy: auric color, 765; tact, a kind of love, 370
Disappointment: blessing of, 104; conquering, 103; defined, 103; lack of will, 67
Disbelief: in the Gods, 209
Disciple: duties of, 562. See also Chela; Devotee
Discipline(s): after nirvikalpa samādhi, 631; criteria for good citizenship, 604; distractions and, 74; in meditation, 71, 129; for spiritual experience, 83; stay in the now, 173. See also Exercises
Discouragement: blessing of, 104; defined, 103; mastery of, 103
Discoveries: confusion created by, 269
Discrimination: hypothesis destroys, 713; lymph in brain, transmutation, 750; in speech, 699
Discussions: opening and closing, 714
Disease(s): kuṇḍalini misdirected, 508; lymph depletion, 750
Dissipation: of creative energies, 669, 678, 695
Disturbances: identifying, 162; subsidizing, 300
Divine: dance, of form-formlessness, 584; law, 243, 480 (see also Dharma); love, see Viśuddha chakra; sight, see Third eye; sound, see High eee sound; you are, 753
DNA: genetic history, 293
Doctors: among Yama group, 628; aura of, 398; disrupting death process, 624; fatal operations, 629; kuṇḍalini problems, doctors can’t diagnose, 508
Doing: results vs., as focus, 175
Donkey: and carrot, 57, 282
Doordarshan: See Dūḍarshan
Door of Brahman: adept at death, 612; awakening, 458; awareness leaving the mind, 498; Brahma-randhra, 505; breaking seal, 602; dying, 626; glands and, 505, 601; karma and, 432; pituitary and, 601; Tirumantiram, 435
Doors: Gods and devas open, 204
Do’s and don’ts: for sādhana, 344. See also Yamas and niyamas
Dvas: dreams and, 410
Doubt: do nothing when in, 28; intellect’s inability, 101; self-sabotage, 684
Drama: subconscious flow of, 330
Dream(s): astral experiences, 412; bad, forgetting, 406; capture and chase, 406; concentration reflected in, 722; conduct in, karma, 413–414, 725; confessing, 410; conscious mind is, 285; death and, 412; don’t analyze, 309; Eastern/Western perspectives, 412; effects on others, 414; to the enlightened, 417; giving reality to, 410; Gurudeva’s campaign against, 917; inner experiences from, 721–723; meditator’s, 412; nightmares, 527; past and futureing, 410; manifesting experiences from, 721–723; meditator’s, 412; nightmares, 527; past and future, 410; prophetic, 410–411, 415–416; recurring, 413; remembering, 405; resolving obstacles in, 308; reveal true nature, 407; sensitivity and, 526; sent by, 19; sharing, 416; sleeping free of, 406; subconscious, 307, 309; writing down, 407. See also Depolarization; Dream state; Inner-plane schools; Nightmares; Sleep
Dream state: bypassing, 405; like waking state, 405; third of life, 409; Tirumantiram, 403. See also Dreams
Drugs: damage done by, 509; disrupting the kundalini, 510; Gurudeva’s campaign against, 917; inner experiences without, 170; psychedelic, xxx; releasing inhibitions, 714
Drum of creation: Namâ Śivâya, 264
Drunk: doing what he must, 560; subconscious imputus, 673
Dualism: Christian/Judaic, 566; revulsion-based withdrawal, 746. See also Duality
Duality: theism and, 233. See also Dualism
Dürdârsana: far-seeingness, 410. See also Dürdârsana
Dürdârsanah: television, 534. See also Dürdârsana
Duty: to community, 643; listing one’s, 193. See also Dharma; Responsibilities
Dvaita: of charyâ, 648
Dying: near-death experiences, 627; pulse not taken, 624; sacred places, 628; tunnel of light, 626. See also Death; Terminal illness

Ear: of the ear, God is, xxxiii; inner, 84
Earth: arrival on, 321; began so simply, 269; current, idâ, 451; transpersonal vision, 524
Earthbound: souls, 629
Eastern thought: emphasizes the internal, 217; influx in West, xi
Education: Eastern vs. Western, 746; from inside out, 523; inverseness, 370; meaning, 370; Western, 493
Eee sound: See High eee sound
Egg: analogy for man, 91
Ego: abandoned by sannyâsin, 466; attachment, releasing, 718; being one’s own guru, 549; can rebuild after Realization, 604; caught in cross-section, 680; conscious mind and, 283; crucifixion of, 589; death of, 6–7, 498; dissolved in viśuddha chakra, 496; external, 371; gratification, 248; intellect as, 370; internalized, 372; kundalini and, 507; life essence, 671; modern focus on, xxx; must live within laws, 717; not strengthening, 603; not you, 353; passing through mind’s stages, 717; path of, 239–251; pulverizing, 245; quelled in sannyâsin, 772; replaced by sense of us/ours, 772; shell, 283, 466; sleep, subconscious, 723; understanding, 709. See also Egoism; Egoity
Egoism: path of, 241. See also Ego
Egoity: Tirumantiram on, 279. See also Ego
Egyptians: death rites, 614; embalming, 630; reincarnation beliefs, 611
Electric light: golden age, 367
Elephant(s): five, Tirumantiram, 279; Gaṇeśa’s slow gait, 215
Embalming: avoid, 629; Egyptians, 614
Embarrassment: office party, story, 307
Emergencies: responding instinctively, 271
Emotion(s): auric colors, 380; color remedies, 396; cycles of, 484; eliminating power of, 311; essential to unfoldment, 8; exercise, 369; externalize awareness, 339; gaining stability, 103; idâ current, 451; instinctive, 271, 368; negative, astral/auric colors, 766; noisy weakness, 162; others’, 384; pendulum of, 94; proper functioning of, 588; weds impressions, 311; will-power and, 745. See also Emotional; Reactions
Emotional: attachment, 288; illusion, 521; maturity, 103–106; nature, protecting, 399; problems, auric diagnosis, 379; states, aura colored by, 760; states, meditator avoids, 441; upheavals, sex and, 699. See also Emotion; Emotional body
Emotional body: control and understanding of, 701; don’t identify with, 15; food for, 106; physical body and, 695; subconscious knowing of, 696. See also Emotion; Emotional
Empinence: actinic force, 525; in a glass, 169
End: of the world, 525. See also Mahâpralaya
Energy: all-pervading, seeing, 342; as awareness will-power, 68–69, 133; as color/sound, 520; central source of, 16; color treatment, 392; flows, of darshan, 537; following awareness, 358; influx of, 288; released through bhakti, 194; shell, auric circle, 399–400; in solar plexus, 108; willpower focuses, 67; within the spine, 69, 319, 453; in you pervades universe, 11
Enlightened beings: See Jñâni
Enlightenment: five steps to, chapter, 131–139; foundation for, see Foundation; gamut of knowing, 417; illumination, sahasrâra chakra, 785; maintaining, 603–605; partial, 631; perspective after, 10; responsibilities of, 604; time to intensify saddhana, 605; unwanted rewards, 603
Entertainment: conscious mind, 287
Entombment: of holy men, 630; for satgurus, saints or swâmis, 749. See also Burial; Cremation
Environment: for meditation, 439; positive, 329, 384, 527–528
Env: astral/auric colors, 763, 765; avoiding, charyâ, 643
Epigastic plexus: maniṣāṭra chakra, 786
Esoteric teachings: transmutation should precede, 741
Essence: soul’s two perfections, 571

Eternal now: benefits, 181; constant experience, 173; exercise, 185; formula for, 180; high vibration, 179; higher states of mind, 684; living in, 39, 179-180; a new you, 183; practice, 334; resolving past and future, 27. See also Eternity; Here and now; Now
Eternity: awareness in, 330; of the moment, see Eternal now; within you, 180
Ether: holds thoughts, 722
Etheric body: Deity’s, 204; ours, development of, 587
Ethics: systems of, 155
Euclid: within you, 16, 574-575
European cultures: Abrahamic religions’ influence, 255. See also West
Evangelism: Gurudeva’s stand against, 917
Everything: is within you, 16, 574-575
Evil: no intrinsic, 566; Vedas on, 197
Evolution: after moksha, 586; animals, insects, etc., 611; chakras above sahasrāra, 631; conclusion of, 835; of consciousness, 503-515, 613; darshan enhances, 555; forefathers’, 293; from the tala chakras, 511; Gods work with, 209; planet’s, 524; to point of producing things, 79; to Primal Soul, 588; refining karma, 430; several lives in one, 218; of soul, like butterfly, 642; soul’s perfections, 574; spiritual, 741; stages of, 642; through the mind, 499
Excess: release of creative forces, 695, 750
Executor: of one’s own will, 621

Exercise(s): alarm clock, 295; aura adjustment, 391-392; avoiding unhappiness, 95; awakening, 352-353; awareness at death, 626; balancing experiences, 148; ball of light, 49; being aware of awareness, 51; blending with a river, 40; blessing yourself, 392; breathing/prāna, 358; burning vāsanās, 124; concentrate on flower, 73-75, 134, 341; concentrate on prāna, 358; attaching awareness, 46, 96; diaphragmatic breathing, 455; directing consciousness inward, 102; empty glass, 170; energizing aura, 397; energy in hands, 170; examining major life experiences, 31; feeling peace in pain, 25; finding answers by opening a book, 145; going to a movie, 20; improving our aura, 386; intellect, 523, 696; light in the heart, 93; listing negative emotions, 369; listing your duties, 193; to live positively, 284; living in now, 173; lotus of the heart, 93; love everyone, 105; meditate on a river, 36; mirror, 351; movie theater, 47; observing daily impressions, 162; one mind, ahorism, 281; personality/individuality, 354; parts of body, 351; physical, 392, 696; playback of day, 160; prāṇāyāma, 456; prāṇic healing, 358; putting yourself to sleep, 442; reviewing the day, 84; sending blessings, 104; tasting prāna, 357; turning awareness on itself, 19, 157; understanding subsubconscious mind, 678; visualizations, see Visualization; watching television, 125; withdrawing awareness, 48; writing down your qualities, 193. See also Disciplines

Existentialism: chakras and, 511; disbelief in Gods, 209
Existentialist: Hindu is not, 219
Expanded awareness: sustaining, 525

Experience(s): all are great, 25; balance scale, 148; boomerang of spiritual, 520; catalyzed by meditation, 426; decisions and, 28; direct, the teacher, 742; dislike of, 25; examining major, 31; food for the soul, 588; knowing how to handle, 17; learning from, 143; ledger analogy, 145; likes and dislikes, 17; many states of mind, 711; not identifying with, 172; not reacting to, 19, 157; one with experienced and expericenter, 6; the only true knowing, 590; out-of-body, 612; overcoming instinctive elements, 17; real or imaginary?, 445; scanning peak, 149; of Self, 584, 595; sought for enjoyment, 17; subconscious shaped by, 293; superseded thinking, 438; tradition modulates, 220; understanding, 143, 145-146; of unfolding soul, 91; without drugs, 170. See also Change; Karma; Reactions
Expericenter: mystic’s perspective, 172
External: mind, conscious mind, 710; world, dreamlike and transparent, 60. See also External worship
Externalities: getting caught in, 169; inhibiting the Self, 6. See also Outer life
External worship: internalizing, 235; lifts prānas, 235; taught first, 227
Extrasensory perceptions: don’t dwell on, 597
Eye(s): awareness follows at death, 626; closing, to discover awareness, 26; for an eye, proverb, 148; becomes single, proverb, 158; of the eye, God is, xxxiii; third, see Third eye

Fabric: covering the lamp, 286
Face(s): Gods’ and devas’, 320; saving, instinctive, 249; seen in meditation, 61. See also Facing ourselves
Facing ourselves: everything in subconscious, 297; step to unfoldment, 106; yamas and niyamas, 157
Failure: blocks nāda, 457; disregarding basic principles, 157; is just education, 155; re-enacting, 160
Faith: in future, 718; niyama, 156; in oneself, see Confidence; temple worship, 209
Falling: from the mountain, 159; into lower consciousness, 605; sādhanā as cushion, 605
Fame: renunciates don’t seek, 775
Family: balancing idā and pingalā, 480; in chaos, 481; creativity, 479; duties, grihastha mustn’t neglect, 472, 509, 602; forces in, 479-480; forces unbalanced, 480; and friends, sannyāsin renounces, 776; harmony, and love of Gods, 216; Hindu ideals, 479; Hindus are one, 208; life, realization and, 472; path, see Grihastha dharma; reincarnating into same, 610; relationships set pattern, 539-540; second merger with Śiva, xxiii; shared consciousness, 414 See Children; Grihastha dharma; Home; Householder; Marriage
Fantasy: future is form of, 9; sexual, avoiding, 343-345
Fasting: Gurudeva, Caves of Jalani, 908. See also Prāyopaveśa
Fate: mastering one’s, 428
Father: honoring, 539; śādhana of, 483. See also Family; Husband; Man; Parents

Father-Mother: God as, xxii

Fatigue: willpower and, 332

Fear: anger stems from, 86, 283; astral/auric colors, 766; atala chakra, 232, 510, 786; attachment created from, 36; auric colors of, 367; awareness and, 48; chāyā's motivation, 643; conscious-mind quality, 283; of death, 52, 308, 367, 609-610; described, 367; dying in, 625; of God, hell, etc., 565; handling positively, 86; karma comes full force, 428; of loss, 288; mechanism, 307; in meditation, 86, 439; of memories, 297; overcoming, 311; protective mechanism, 251; quelled through sādhana, 716; religious, astral/auric color, 766; resentment and, 86; willpower and, 332

Feeling(s): affinities and, 117; isolating, 380; locating willpower through, 721; not real, 11; parts of body, 351; that has never changed, 25

Fellowship: protection of, 548. See also Company; Friends

Fence: sādhana analogy, 660

final conclusions: jñānis', summation, 648

fingers: exercise, 352

finishing: each task, 67, 575; what you start, 67

fire: astral duplication by, 613; and sparks, Vaishāvina analogy, xix. See also firewalking; Vāsanā dāha tantra

firewalking: in Sāktism, xx

five: bodies of man, xxv; elements of home shrine, 552; powers of Śiva, xxii; Primal Soul's manifestation, xxii; senses, 282, 284, 317; spheres (kalās), 781; states of consciousness, Tirumantiram, 267; states of mind, see five states of mind; steps to enlightenment, 131-139

five states of mind: aphorisms, 657-680; awareness travels through, 58; discussion, 273-275; interaction, 533; mantras' effects on, 734-735. See also Mind

Flame: penetrates akāśa, 555

Flashes, intuitive: See Intuition; Intuitive flashes

Flooding of aura: See Aura

Flower: awareness poised over, 134; concentration exercise, 134, 341; explaining unfoldment, 147; Gaṅga Sādhana, 40; lotus in heart, 91; observing, 73-75

Flute: heard inwardly, 81, 319

Foës: internal and external, Tirumantiram, 279

Food(s): combinations of, 440; desire, 271; four types, 440; preferences, sannyāsī renounces, 777; satvic, 299, 344; for the soul, 27, 588; watching intake, 328. See also Appetite; Diet

Fool: intellectual, 545

Forbearance: lifting awareness, 712

Force(s): actinic, see Actinic force; actinodic, see Actinodic force; affectionate detachment, 36; centers, Chakras; diet of, balancing, 354; fields, see Force fields; odic, see Odic force; self-discipline of vital, 184; two basic, 451; understanding, 288

Force field(s): chapter, 517-529; controlling, 114, 520; group's, 526; home's, stabilizing, 483; moving through, 114; personal, strengthening, 522, 528; willpower stabilizing, 91. See also Actinic force fields; Odic force fields

Forget: how can we, 662-663

Form: evanescence of, 584; everything is within you, 575; formlessness and, 573; mind as, 584; no relation to Self, 584; pure, Satchidānanda, 572; Śiva's dance, 584. See also Formless form; Formlessness

Formless form: seeking, 578. See also Form

Formlessness: form and, 573. See also Form

Foundation: cultural, 255; for conquering reaction, 683; for enlightenment, 227; for initiation, 605; for life, 30; for meditation, 234, 355, 566; for Self Realization, 26, 577, 585; teacher must ensure, 255; for unfoldment, xxxviii, 158, 236, 836; for yoga, xxviii, 158, 227, 255-256, 836; yamas and niyamas, 158

Freedom: comes from control, 576; confused with abandonment, 162; egotistical, 605; from negative attachments, 39; has its price, 550; need obstructs, 719; renunciation is ultimate, 602; tradition and, 220. See also Choice; Free will

Free will: levels of, 217; surrender and, 216; we always have, 171. See also Choice; Freedom; Will

Freezing bodies: reincarnation and, 614

Fresh air: importance, 284

Friction: actinic force, light, 523; creates inner light, 599

Friday: holy day, 107

Friends: mirror our inner tendencies, 193; reflections of yourself, 38. See also Company; Fellowship; Friendship

Friendship: astral/auric color, 763. See also Friends

Frustration: subconscious overload, 74

Fulfillment: desire and, 248; real, 559

Future: as a planning book, 27; creation of, 8, 683-684; detach from, 39; fear of, 269; four-day limit, 173; Gurudeva's legacy to, xiii; living in, 9, 180; off-balanced consciousness of, 80; series of dreams, 19; Śiva's grace, 718; there is no, 147, 330; wasting time in, 184; works itself out, 182

Gain: desire for, auric colors, 766

Galaxy: prior, 321

Ganas: Gaṇeśa's helpers, 216

Gandharvas: astral lovers, 408

Gandhi papers: controversy, xxviii

Gaṇeśa: being taught by, 716; coming to, 232, 491, 513; controls path to Murugan, 233; easy of reach, 215; establishing temples, xxix; Gatekeeper, 215; grace of, to perform yoga, 9; mūlādhāra chakra, 232-233; prominent Deity, 203; sets path of dharma, 7; slow like an elephant, 215; worshiped first, 566. See also Loving Gaṇeśa

Gangā Sādhana: described, 40-41

Ganges (Gaṇeśa): why sacred, 35

Ganglia: chakras, 514, 727; nerve structures, 727. See also Chakras; Sympathetic nervous system

Gatekeeper: See Gaṇeśa
INDEX
Habit mind: structure of, 368. See also Habits
Habit patterns: gaining new, 345; overcoming, 174-175, 299, 381; reactionary, 287; regression, 329; remodeling, 276; too strong for your will, 183; transmutation requires, 696. See also Habits
Habits: consistency, 30; creating new, xi; from childhood, 368; reprogramming, 168. See also Habit mind; Habit patterns
Hair: only one, meditation, 440
Halo: teachers, strong yellow aura, 764
Hand(s): prāṇa exercises, 352, 357; using one’s, 299
Happiness: awakening into, 685; endless cycles, 94; finding within, 127; how to maintain, 95; real, 559; relaxation and, 108
Hard knocks: school of, 550
Harirama: levitated, 759
Harmony: conscious mind lacks, 715; is control, 359; diplomacy, 370; fifth merger with Śiva, xxv; marital, 524; positive odic force, 127; with guru, 523, 533
Hate: See Hatred
Hatha yoga: balancing idā and pingalā, 458, 506; before sleep, 405; control of currents, 452; correct purpose, 561; daily exercise, 604; depolarizing currents, 723; subconscious improved by, 299; tuning up physical body, 355. See also Posture
Hatred: astral/auric color, 763, 766; avoiding, charyā, 643; pāthala chakra, 232, 511; seen as a thing, 578
Hawaiians: perpetuating royalty, 630
Head of the house: responsibilities of, 482-484; who is, 480-481. See also Home; Husband
Healing: auric, 398; Śākta, xx; spiritual, 510; with prāṇa, 358. See also Ayurveda; Health; Medicine
Health: astral/auric color, 762; diaphragmatic breathing, 455; mind and, 354; positive thoughts, 354; techniques, 299; vitalization exercise, 353. See also Vital health body. See also Healing
Hearing: See Sound
Heart: as lotus flower, 91-92; chakra, see Anāhata chakra; lymph-poor, enlarged, 750. See also Lotus of the heart
Heaven(s): Christian belief, 565; self-created, temporary, 612; state of mind, 218; Vaishāvāna view, xix. See also Hell
Hell(s): no eternal, 565, 612; self-created, 612; state of mind, 218. See also Heaven
Help: available in each mārga, 251
Here and now: actual experience is, 82; eternity of, 79-80; living in, 40. See also Eternal now; Now
Heroic measures: prolonging death process, 624
HHE: See Hindu Heritage Endowment
Hibernation: control of prāṇa, 356

High ee sound: during japa, 262; guru lineage, 457, 522; karma and dharma balanced, 429; subsuperconsciousness, 332. See also Nāδa; Sound
High-pitched sound: and clear white light, 185
Himalayan Academy: bookshop, order form, 967; founding, 909; inner-plane school of, 364, 406; publications of, see Hinduism Today; The Master Course; Śaivaite Hindu Religion; teaching meditation, 438
Himalayas: ancient rishis and sages, 637
Hindu(s): North American, 639; origin of term, 208; two kinds of, 257; uniting worldwide, 910. See also following entries
Hindu dharma: beliefs and meditation, 566; forces opposing, 493; jśna mārga, 549. See also Hindu
Hindu diaspora: serving needs of, 911. See also Hindu
Hindu Heritage Endowment: invitation to participate, 962; permanent income for Hindu institutions, 911; website, 962. See also Hindu
Hinduism: 332 million Gods, 203; conversion to, 471; dynamic, all embracing, 208; historic evolution, 208; joyous religion, 218; philosophical summary, 638; in renaissance, xxix, 759, 911, 915-916; standing strong for, 916; three worlds in harmony, 203; traditions from Gods, 220; Western approach contrasted, 218. See also Hindu; Śaivaite Hinduism; Śākta Hinduism; Śārṅga Hinduism; Vaishāvāna Hinduism
Hinduism Today: award-winning international magazine, 910; described, 966; founding and purpose, xxix, 910; promoting Hindu solidarity, 910; to order, 967. See also Hindu; Hindu Press International
Hindu of the Year: outstanding leadership award, 919
Hindu Press International: daily online news, 913. See also Hindu; Hinduism Today
Hindu solidarity: unity in diversity, xxix; Gurudeva’s support of, 919. See also Hindu
Hobby: creativity, intuition, 299-300
Holy: day, Friday or Monday, 107; feet, true meaning of, 602; places, dying at, 628; scriptures, finding answers in, 145. See also following entries
Holy ash: effects on nervous system, 641; significance, 641. See also Viśhūti
Holy Orders of Sannyāsā: introduction, 472; two re-nunciate paths described, 465. See also Sannyāsa
Home: base of golden body, sahasrāra chakra, 591; chakra, of an individual, 512; cleanliness of, 527; harmonious vs. broken, 216; harmony in, 486-487; head of house, 480-481; love of, astral/auric color, 765; protecting vibration of, 479; sannyāsīn has none, 777; stopping war in, 912; strengthening forces of, 484; vibration, temple-like, 486; wife’s domain, 481. See also Family; Home shrine; House
Home shrine: balancing idā and pingalā, 456; focus of kriyā, 646; connection to temple, 552; darshan flow, 552; Deities of, 203; how to establish, 552; keeping it radiant, 528. See also Altar; Home; Temple
Honesty: yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Hospital: color protection, 398
Hospitality: three nights, 527
House: head of, 480-481. See also Home
**Index**

**Householder(s):** path of, 465; realization goals, 564; unfoldment patterns, 479, 509. See also *Family; Gṛhastha dharma*

**How to Become a Hindu:** assistance for seekers, 912; described, 964; to order, 967

**HPI:** See *Hindu Press International*

**Hri:** niyama, 156

**Human aura:** See *Aura*

**The Human Aura:** excerpts, 760–767

**Humility:** enables wise decisions, 159; natural state, 355; power of, 101, 334; yogic, 372

**Hummingbird:** analogy for attention, 133; concentration, 134; keeping the mind poised, 575; on the brink, xiii

**Hunch:** superconscious mind, 668

**Hunger:** instinctive force, 271

**Hurdles:** sidestepping in yoga, 236. See also *Pitfalls*

**Husband:** responsibilities of, 481–486 See *Family; Father; Head of the house; Home; Householder; Man; Purusha dharma*

**Hydrogen:** analogy, 306

**Hypnosis:** dreams, 413

**Hypnosis:** māyā creates, *Tirumantiram*, 13; weakens conscious mind, 713. See also *Hypnotist*

**Hypnotist:** playing God, 713. See also *Hypnotism*

**Hypogastric plexus:** svādīṣṭhāna chakra, 493

**I:** am That, I am, 359, 590, 632, 747; ānāha, 246; two meanings, 172. See also *Awareness; Identity; Self-concept; Soul*

**Ice:** analogy for subconscious mind, 310

**Icons:** See *Images*

**Idā and piṅgalā:** Aum harmonizes, 454; balance of, 729, 741; balanced, in *sannyaśa*, 466; balancing, 458, 480–481, 505; chakras crossed by, 505; described, 451, 505; in family life, 479–487; family sādhana, 480–481; āṭṭha yoga balances, 458; merging with *sushumnā*, 50, 452–454, 459, 485, 505–506; odic psychic currents, 372; powers of the spine, chapter, 449–461; sympathetic nerve system, 506–507, 728–729 See *Aspects of man; Idā nādi; Nādiś; Piṅgalā nādi; Sushumnā*

**Idā nādi (current):** emotional cycles, 485; in girls, 485; *kundalini* flowing through, 506; qualities, 451; sound of, 456; withdrawing energy from, 452–453. See also *Idā and piṅgalā*

**Ideas:** adopting new, 182

**Identity:** ageless soul, 617; realizing, 373; reverse thinking, 374; soul’s two perfections, 571. See also *I; Self-concept*

**Idols:** Hindus don’t worship, 206. See also *Images*

**Ignorance:** cause of unseemly action, 105; equally distributed, 247; of Hindu tenets, 245; man blinded by, 5; one of Śiva’s dances, 243

**Illness:** disturbed forces, 521

**Illumination:** See *Enlightenment; Sahasrāra chakra*

**Illusion:** externalities, 169; mind as, 584

**Image(s):** in Christianity, 206; *darshan* conveyed through, 553; representing Divinity, 206; in temple, 205. See also *Pictures; Sculpture*

**Imagination:** dreams and, 412; inner experiences aren’t, 445; reality, pre-physical, 382

**Imkaif:** awareness aware of itself dissolving, xxxv; Self Realization, 443, 533

**Immanence of God Śiva:** Pure Consciousness, xxii, 571; *Tirukural*, 89; Vedic summation, 638. See also *Perfections; Satchidanānda*

**Immortality:** mystic’s recognition of, 28; path to, 102

**Immunity:** lymph and, 750

**Impressions:** early, 219; positive, strengthening, 311

**Impurity:** avoiding, *yama*, 156. See also *Yamas and niyamas*

**Independence:** Western existentialism, 216. See also *Free will*

**India:** dreams as omens, 415; early teachers from, 759; glorious past, 566; Gurudeva’s arrival in, xxvi; modern gurus of, 255; old man, *he Self God*, xliii; temple ceremonies, 555

**Indigo:** in human aura, 765

**Individual:** helps the group, 235, 236, 384, 526. See also *Group; Individuality*

**Individuality:** personality vs., 353; superconscious mind, 354. See also *Ego; Individual; Personality*

**Indus Valley:** ancient *rishis*, 637

**Infiltration:** *āśramas*, 470–471

**Influences:** astral, 526

**Initiation:** foundation for, 605; *japa*, don’t rush, 256; *mahārāja’s* story, 258–259; *mandra*, 263; requisite for Paraśiva, 6, 472

**Inner:** atmosphere, 406, 527, 584; awakening, golden yoke and, 523; Being, students of, 190; ear, God talking, 84; experience, real or imaginary, 445; flashes, meditation, 437; intelligence, guiding unfoldment, 686; sounds, see *Sounds*; states, don’t wander around, 71; tendencies, mirrored by friends, 193; world, wonderful or tragic, 270. See also *following entries*

**Inner aura:** baby’s, lightening, 382; changing, 381; cleansing, pilgrimage, 393; like modern art, 380; subconscious mind, 392. See also *Aura*

**Inner life:** balance with outer, 772; conscious-mind view of, 287; everyone has, 427

**Inner light:** beautiful, 102; centering awareness in, 80; defined, 158; exercise after *samādhi*, 598; experiencing, xiv; fanaticism, 598; finding center of, 598–599; first great goal, 373; maintaining *sādhana* after, 603; moon-like, 82; not a solution, 83; seeing, 534; shadowed by mind, 101. See also *Clear white light; Light*

**Inner orders:** Gurudeva’s, from Yogaswami, xxix; Yogaswami’s, 713

**Inner-plane schools:** Himalayan Academy, 364, 406; means of entry, 405; Nandinātha Sampradāya, 406, 416; personalized training, 374; shared dreams, 416

**Innersearch:** birth is like, 431; pilgrimages, 437; *Travel-Study Programs*, xxix

**Innerversity:** experiences and, 83; going into, 334; real education, 370; report card, 146
Inner worlds: dreams and, 412; pierced by language, 732. See also Inner-plane schools; Three worlds

Insanity: conscious mind, 668-669, 710; lack of lymph, 749; subconscious mind, 669

Insecurity: subconscious overload, 74

Insincerity: astral/auric color, 765

Inspired talks: background information, 899-903

Instinct: mûlâdhâra chakra, 786

Instinctive: age, emphasis on physical, 85; controlled by habit, 667; defined, 270; drives, sâdhanas can control, 339; feelings, replacing, not suppressing, 567; not becoming, 575; person, unable to give, 189; qualities, transmuting, 8. See also following entries

Instinctive forces: evolving through, 368; habitual, 368. See also Emotions; Instinctive

Instinctive-intellectual: people, 372; sphere, evolving from, xx. See also Instinctive; Intellect

Instinctive-intellectual mind: conquest of, 773; don’t identify with, 15; limited perspective, 57. See also Instinctive mind; Intellectual mind

Instinctive mind: as the devil, 16; description, 270; emergency responses, 667; evolving out of, 645; forces of, 271; fourth aspect of man, 366; lifted into light, 101; rasâtala chakra, 510. See also Instinctive; Instinctive-intellectual mind

Instinctive nature: bringing under control, 668, 692; common to mankind, 104; intellect supersedes, 272; subsiding in kriyâ, 645; traversing, 586. See also Instinctive

Instinctive plane: Eastern and Western thinkers, 743-745; revulsion for, 746. See also Instinctive

Intelect: adding to itself, 282; all-consuming, 270; astral/auric colors, 379, 763-764; auric stimulation of, 398; barrier to subconscious, 670; build from soul, 19; building in charyâ, 643; changing chemistry of, 374; cluttered, 741; conscious control of, 369; controls base emotions, 370; correctly used is transmutation, 696; fifth aspect of man, 364; golden yoke, 523; guru’s teaching and, 551; leave at doorstep, 486; memory-reason-will, 370; mixed blessing, 271; pingalâ current, 452; purified, gives clarity, 573; purifying, 393; subduing, 272, 322; svâdhisthânâ chakra, 493-494; tool for intuition, 371; transforms instinct, 668; transmutation of, 699, 709; Vedântic attainments, 573; yellow fabric, 286; yellow and orange, 392. See also Aspects of man; Intellectual; Intellectual mind; Pingalâ; Reason

Intelectual: age, science, 85; body, don’t identify with, 15; fool, in front of a satguru, 545; plane, Eastern and Western thinkers, 743-745; upheavals, careless speech, 699. See also Intellect

Intelectual mind: as the devil, 16; creating thoughts, 370; described, 270, 369; emerging in kriyâ, 645; inhibits bhakti, 234; stranglehold of, 272. See also Instinctive-intellectual mind; Intellect

Intensity: not fearing, 359; stimulated by striving, 559

Intermediate souls: identifying, 771; merging with intellect, 772

Internet: promoting Hindu Dharma, 918. See also Computer; Hindu Heritage Endowment; Hindu Press International; Today at Kauai Aadheenam; Websites

Intuition: analysis from, 672; answers through, 273; cognizes karma, 712; flashes of, 270, 273-274, 333; flow of, 295; īdâ current and, 451; in a family, 479; in harmony with guru’s, 533; man’s natural expression, 321; opening channels of, 300; penetrating external mind, 300; practical manifestation of, 494; purified subconscious, 294; and reason, no conflict, 59-60, 494, 673; recognizing, cold and clear, 321-322; tapping into, 60. See also following entries; Subsuperconscious mind

Intuitive flashes: don’t analyze, 21; subconscious, 270; waiting for, 20; watching reactions to, xiii; woman’s, 486. See also Intuition

Intuitive mind: described, 270; essence of time and space, 272; explained, 272; products of, 371; seventh aspect of man, 364; works through subconscious, 115. See also Aspects of man

Intuitive nature: Aum harmonizes mind and, 737; giving guided by, 195; refined astral body, 372; sushumna current, 372. See also Īdâ nādî; Intuition

Intuitive world: fifth merger with Śiva, xxiv. See also Intuition

Involuntary processes: of body and mind, 672, 328-329, 351; subconscious mind controls, 295, 299

Irâvan temple: Agamic temple, 921; all granite, 910; hand-carved in Bangalore, 911. See also Kauai Aadheenam

Ishṭa Devata: choosing, 203, 209

Ishṭa Mārga: sanâskâra, 468

Islam: See Abrahamic religions

Iśvarapūjana: niyama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

Jackals: four, Tirumantiram, 279

Jaffina: Saiva stronghold, xxvi

Jagadâchârya: Gurudev named as, 946

Jagrat: chitta, conscious mind, 663; waking state, 413

Jalani Caves: Gurudev’s Realization, xi, 909

Japa: aloud or silent, 262; anger prohibits, 509; ardha-Hindu’s, 257; attracting devas, 261; before sleep, 263, 405; best place and time, 264; breath and, 264; cautions, 256-257; counterindications, 256, 507-509; depolarizing currents, 723; don’t rush initiation, 256; esoterics of, 261; falling asleep and awakening, 725; Gurudev’s experiences, 265; kriyâ mûrta, 644; learning the philosophy first, 255; machine-gun style, 262; magic of, 255; magical purposes, 261; niyama, 157; opens the inner mind, 256; when to perform, 264; yoga, chapter, 253-265; Yogaswami’s emphasis on, 265. See also Mantra; Yamas and niyamas

Japan: reincarnation beliefs, 613

Jayendra Saraswathi: of Kanchi Peedam, on liberation, xviii
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Jealousy: astral/auric colors of, 379, 763, 765; color remedy, 395; counterindication for yoga, 256, 509; hinders unfoldment, 513; inferiority, 86, 312; instinctive force, 271; karma comes full force, 428; leads to deceit, 368; quelled through sádhana, 716. See also Sutala chakra
Jerking: in the body, 507
Jesus: Saivites do not worship, 566. See also Christ
Jiva: becoming Jiva, xxi, 257, 265, 589; final merger, 606. See also Soul
Jivanmukta: creation of, 630; criticism and, 249; incantation of mantras, 737; seal is broken, 632
Jivanmukti: explained, xvi; Sākta view, xx; Vaishnava view, xix
Jñāna: misunderstood, 560; stage of, 647; meaning, 561; yoga, Śmārtā beliefs, xvii. See also following entries
Jñāna mārga: aftermath of experience, xii; and āhuva mārga, contrast, 549; qualities of, 251. See also Jñāna
Jñāni: experience of the, 10; stable, as watcher, 344; true meaning of, 563. See also Jñāni
Joy: carrying karma, 425; Eastern vs. Western perspective, 175; mind not altered, 57; sorrow and, 474
Judaism: fear of God, 563; on graven images, 206. See also Abrahamic religions
Judge: with this law, 39
Judgment: Day of, Grim Reaper, 218
Jyotisha: karma and, 430; section finished at death, 628. See also Astrology; Partchînâgam

Kavadul Temple: sacredness, 628
Kāṭi: mastering, 528; practicing, 460
Kailāsa Paramārā: knowing from experience, 590; The Master Course, xxxvii; of Nandinâtha Sampradâya, v, xxvii; scriptures, 475; theology, 561. See also Nandinâtha Sampradâya
Kâivalya: attitude of dying, 626; liberation, xvi, 586
Kalās: Charts Resource, 781-782
Kali Yuga: fourteen chakras open, 234; lower chakras dominant, 491, 511; waning of, 707
Kāma: one of four tenets, 242
Kanchi Peedam: liberation views, xviii
Kapha dosha: dreams typical of, 407
Kāraṇa chitta: superconscious mind, 663
Karma(s): after Realization, caution, 603; back to seed at death, 609; balanced with dharma, 429; and bliss, 429; bondage of, 5, 7, 599; boomerang, 425; burning seeds of, 431, 575; carry cheerfully, 425; children’s, 484; cleared for yoga, 561; controlling, transmutation, 716; depends on evolution, 210; dreams also create, 421, 416, 725; facing, 426; going to seed, 392; good and bad, 432; guru’s assistance, 430; helping others’, 615; high eee sound and, 429; keeps us from knowing, 5; leg story, 428; like writing on water, 429; mārga, 241, 246; meditation’s effects on, 228, 426, 443; must release before Realization, xvi; neglect of family duties, 602; non-acceptance of law, 696; patterns changed by darshan, 206; penance resolves, 217; planets’ effect on, 430; protection from, 555; reforming, 432; resolution and moksha, xxi; resolving internally, 124, 427; resolved, charyā-krīyā, 646; satguru’s guidance, 430; speeding up, 228, 426, 469, 523, 559; spiritual teacher, 426; subduing, 540; sudden death and, 621; suitcase analogy, 431; supreme judge and jury, 629; temple darshan alleviates, 552; three categories, 432; transferable, 428; ultimate healing of, x xv; understanding, 431, 716; vicarious, 427-428; with prior acquaintances, clearing, 711; worship keeps current, 219; young souls accrue, 771. See also following entries; Circumstances; Experiences; Kriyamāna karma; Malas; Prārabdha karma; Saṅchita karma; Seed karmas; Situations
Karma yoga: anger remedy, 509; art of giving, 552; character flaws and, 256; harnesses instinctive forces, 442; patterns explained, 644; safety net, 605. See also Karma; Service; Sivâthondu
Karmic cycle: at end of, 236. See also Karma
Karmic links: changing an object, 712; with the dead, resolving, 711. See also Karma
Kashmir Šaivism: views on liberation, xxi
Kauai Aadheenam: seasons at, xiv; temple-monastery complex, 913. See also Iraivan temple; Today at Kauai Aadheenam
Kaula: in Śaktism, xx
Kavi: saffron robes, 474
Kevâla avâsthâ: beginning of, 587; fear in, 586; not inwardly directed, 587
Kilinochi, Sri Lanka: chariot parade, xxviii
Killing: Bhagavad Gîtâ, xxv; religions forbidding, 615. See also Murder
Knees: center of pride, 601
Knowing: after Realization, 590; all is within you, 16, 118-119, 334; all-pervasive, 745. See also Knowledge
Knowledge: about oneself, 837; best is experiential, 409; direct from satguru, 743; Eastern/Western views, 415; fourth merger with Siva, xxiv; from meditation, 523; from past lives, 644; from within, 185, 742; jińni’s, 563; latent, 707; mind cluttered by, 741; opinionated, 370, 670; right thought and, 236. See also Knowing
Konrai: adorning Siva, 201
Kośas: aspects of man, 364; Charts Resource, 781-783; fivefold, needed no more, xxv. See also Bodies; Sheaths
Kremlín: Aum in, xxviii
Krishna: in Bhagavad Gîtâ, xxvi
Kriyâ: bhakti yoga, 227; blossoming of love, 645; correct meaning, 561; mārga, never abandon, 604; pâda, essential for unfoldment, 836; patterns defined, 644
Kriyamāna karma: creating, 431-432
Kshamâ: yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Kulâchâra: analogy for subsubconscious, 310
Kundalinî: activated after balancing currents, 729; breaking the seal, 602; coiling in the sahasrâra, 458, 603; coils in the head, 602; darshan and, 535;
disrupted by drugs, 509; during meditation, 460; finding continuation of, 600; Godly sanction, 211; guru and, 535; Gurudeva’s experiences, 603; heat, 507; merging in own essence, 617; misdirected, attacking organs, 508; out of control, 506; pineal and pituitary, 459; problems, 508; quelling when misdirected, 507-508; redirecting, 509; rising, 458; in sleep, 724; sushumṇā and, 506; tampering with, xxx; in the temple, 641; thermometer-like, 505; unfolding happens within, 9; yoga, institutions and teachers, xxx

Kuṇḍalini sakti: lifted in yoga, 647; Śākta views on, xix

Labyrinth: ṛṇava mārga, 242
Lake: analogy for mind, 174; Tahoe, stuck in snow, 167
Lamp: analogy, 311; putting fabric over, 286

Language(s): conscious-mind, 285; esoteric science of, 732; Shūm, 533; superconscious, mantra, 731-732; understanding mystical, 731

Law(s): cause and effect, 425; to judge by, 39; subconscious awareness of, 159

Laziness: color remedy, 392

Leaders: spiritual, spreading dharma, 771; tomorrow’s, 83

Learning: by error, 548; by rote, 746; from karma, 426; takes undivided interest, 707

Ledger: analogy, 145

Left-hand tantric rites: Śāktism, xx

Legacy: Gurudeva’s, xiii-xiv

Leg injury: story, 428

Lemurian Scrolls: bringing forth of, 910; described, 966; to order, 967

Lethargy: leads to despair, 7

Letter: Gurudeva to seeker, 576

Levitation: demonstrations, 759; yogic power, 194

Liberation: all will attain, 210; by-product of realization, 631; choice after Realization, 586; duties after, 630; golden yoke of, 523; Hindu view of, xvi; Saiva views, xxi; Śākta views, xx; Smārta views, xviii; sur-est way to, Śūkla Yajur Veda, xviii; Tirumantiram on, 779; Vaishnavas views, xix

Lie: of lower states, 576; of the universe, 167

Life: atomic inception, 611; foundation for, see Foundation; great experience for soul, 17; of our lives, God Śiva is, xxiii, xxxiii; profound meaning and purpose, 837; prolonging past its time, 624; purpose, goals, 149; thirst for, 775. See also following entries

Life force: astral/auristic color, 762; pure spirit, 106; river analogy, 35; transmuting, 8; yoga break builds, 108

Lifestyle: changing, 228, 298-299, 328-329; companions, 384; contemplative, 30; importance of, 235, 321; planning for new, 30; of singles, 469-470

Life-support: prison analogy, 624

Light: actinic friction, 523; becoming source of, 648; blazing avalanche, 578; blue, pīngalā, 456; breakthrough of, 333; brilliant after samādhi, 598; clear white, see Clear white light; clanging to, 578; in darkened room, 146, 332; external world disappears, 93; finding source of, xxxiii; first step to here and now, 185; from pure consciousness, 573; golden yellow, sushumṇā, 456; Great White, 767; inner, see Inner light; of mind, Tirumantiram, 291; mind of, 270, 274; perceiving in body, 102; pink, idā, 456; seeing within, 15; and shadow, 85; stabilizing awareness in, 521; that lights our thoughts, xxiv, 11; think you’re seeing, 102; at top of head, 598; tunnel of, 626; turning on, 260; of understanding, 101, 157, 294, 307, 356, 674, 685; viewing experiences in, 293; of your True Being, 378

Lineage of gurus: distinctive sounds, 457, 522. See also Sampradāya

Lion(s): roar like, xii; three, Tirumantiram, 279

Lives: See Births; Life; Reincarnation

Living: each second fully, 39; with others, necessary, 470

Living with Śiva: described, 963; precedes Merging with Śiva, xiv; preparation for merging, 836; to order, 967; Śāvite Hindu lifestyle, xxxviii; second book of trilogy, 475

Lizard chirp: interpreting as sign, 640

Loka(s): asuric, 230; Charts Resource, 781-788; lower chakras and, 231; seven higher chakras, 505

Loose ends: causing rebirth, 298 See Karma

Lotus flower(s): avasthās as, 588; awareness as, 26; chakras as, 492; man as, 27; mind as, 147, 642; seeing oneself on, 81; soul stands on, 588

Lotus of the heart: anāhata chakra, 495; constant presence, 93; diamond in, 95; inspired talk, 89-96; visualizing, 91-93

Lotus position: after temple worship, 236; conquers idā, 453; for meditation, 458. See also Hatha yoga; Padmāsana

Love: affectionate detachment is greatest, 36; astral/auristic colors, 379, 763; conquers all, 190; divine, see Divine love; of everyone, 300; expressing mentally to all, 75; for the Gods, 209, 219, 222; heart of the mind, 189; Hinduism is religion of, 208; the inner self, 193; melts odic forces, 192; odic, 366; removes barriers, 234; source of understanding, 105; total surrender, Tirumantiram, 225; trust and, xxiv, 243; universal, 189 (see also Divine love)

Lovers: astral, 408

Loving Ganesa: described, 964; to order, 967

Lower chakras: See Chakras below mūlādhāra

Lower nature: closing door on, 727; handling positively, 567. See also Chakras below mūlādhāra

Loyalty: to satguru, 546

Lungs: lymph-poor, weakened, 750

Lust: as a way of life, 625; atala chakra, 786; controlling, yama, 156; instinctive force, 271; sunyāsīn renouences, 776; Tirumantiram verse, 279. See also Yamas and niyamas

Lying: refraining from, yama, 155. See also Yamas and niyamas

Lymph: brain lacking, insanity, 749; discrimination, 750; Glossary entry, p. 865; immune system, 750;
manifestation of prāṇa, 748; sex depletes, 750. See also Lymphatic system

**Lymphatic system:** astral nerve energy, 748. See also Lymph

**Macrocosm:** microcosm within, 221; piṇāya and, 222

**Magic:** mantras and, 261; Śākta, xx

**Magnetism:** material, 493; sexual, 521

**Māhābhārata:** sṛṣṭi, not sṛṣṭi, xxvi

**Māhādevas:** See Gods

**Māhāpralaya:** true mukti for all, 632; waiting for, xxiii

**Māhāraj:** initiation story, 258-259

**Māhāsana:** preparing for, 623

**Māhātāla chakra:** absence of conscience, 511; Charts Resource, 787-788; nature of, 232. See also Chakras below mūlādhāra

**Māhāyoga:** practice of, 552

**Māheśvara:** Primal Soul, xxii; Śiva's third perfection, 571, 574 See Perfections; Śiva

**Malas:** prāṇic ñakti, 321

**Man and God:** conceiving children, 661; concept of God, 510; unity of man and God, 333; true nature is God, 429. See also Brahmachārī; Father; Husband; Man and God; Mankind; Path-choosing; Singles

**Mana:** prāṇic sākți, 321

**Man and God:** Christian dualism, 566; two perfections shared, 574; oneness, 561

**Manipūra chakra:** ages fourteen to twenty-one, 500; chakras controlled by, 512; Charts Resource, 782, 784, 786, 788; explained, 494-495; iḍâ and ādâla cross at, 505; introduction to Murugan, 233; consciousness, 732; controlling, 733; recruiting, 233; penance and, 511; primary odic, 519; unfolding, 747. See also Chakras

**Manslaughter:** doctors and, 629

**Mantras:** auspicious times, 733; brain cells, 733; cautions, 257, 260, 734; to change aura, 386; chanting without understanding, 733; essence of language, 732; five types, 737; guru's śākți and, 734; harmonizing physical and mental bodies, 735; how to pronounce, 262; initiation, 255, 258, 260, 263; intensify the states of mind, 734; japa, 255, 265; low- and high-level, 735; magic, 262; meditating on, 446; names an inner-plane being, 259; origins, 262; preparation, 734; in Śāktism, xx; Sanskrit, 261; secret, selling, 260-261; some can be dangerous, 260; temple empowerment, 551; Tirumantiram, 253; universal Aum, 258. See also Aum; Bij mantras; Japa; Mantra languages; Namah Śivāya

**Mantra languages:** penetrate inner worlds, 732; sounds unchanged, 731. See also Mantra

**Mārgas:** discerning one's, 251; divine law and, 243; meditation and, 229; microcosmically in each life, 644; progression of, 244; Śaiva view, xx; seven in all, 247; signposts of each, 251; tunnel-like progression, 246; two basic, 549; two before āṭava, 247

**Mariyamman:** rites, shrines, 203

**Markanduswami:** your own book, 343

**Marriage:** compatibility, 712; lifetime vows, 468; path choosing, 467; sannyāsin renouences, 776. See also Family; Husband; Wife

**Mass consciousness:** entering New Age, 499

**Master(s):** seeing face of a, 81; talking to the inner ear, 84. See also Mastery

**The Master Course:** discussion, xxxvii-xl; scriptural trilogy, 475, 911, 913, 963

**Mastery:** of body, mind and emotions, 40, 185; of your mind, 149; in producing things, 79

**Materialism:** talâtāla chakra, 510. See also Materialists

**Materialists:** relating to, 85. See also Materialism

**Mathematics:** intuitively learned, 523

**Mat:** niyam, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

**Matter:** phase of mind, 281; science on, 356; and thought, 340

**Maturing:** of the soul, 584-585

**Maturity:** emotional, see Emotional maturity

**Mauna:** See Silence

**Mauritius:** Gurudeva's branch monastery, 910; Spiritual Park, 948

**Māyā:** bondage of, 559; of creation, 583; cycles of, 429; and free will, 217; mārga, 241-242, 246; must release before Realization, xxvi

**Ma Yoga Shakti:** tribute to Gurudeva, 914

**Medicine:** appropriate, 624; as death nears, 624; mantras likened to, 733-734. See also Healing

**Meditation:** absorbing power of, 72; active state, 441; advaitic, devoid of themis, 228; anger prohibits, 228, 256; arouses buried impressions, 123; aural preparation, 400; be a witness, 343; before beginning project, 184; before sleep, 308, 442; bell interrupts safely, 555; cautions, xxxi, xxxix, 725; coming out of, 446; concentration leads to, 660; counterindications, 228, 256, 509; critical moments, 86; described, 661; discipline brings success, 129; discontinuing, 124; don’t lean on others, 168; easy with bhakti, 234; empowered by guru, 534-535; evolution through, 521; father’s uplifts family, 482-483; fear in, 439; finding solutions, 80; fine art, 438; force fields and, 519; foundation for, see Foundation; freeing awareness, 127; goals, 70, 125-126, 438; group, 228, 256-257; guidelines, 170; intensive, only after selfless service, 229; intuitive learning, 523; karma released, 426; language of, see Shūm; maintains family harmony, 485; mastering fate, 428; no reprise from, 603; not an escape, 167; nutrition for, 440; observation and, 244; readiness for, 319; regular practice of, 173, 410; recursive, 527; regulation of, 125; school of, 140; self-centered, 262; self-interest, 262; selfless, 173; selfless service, 410; step three to enlightenment, 71-72; sidetracked, refocus, 441; ...
MEDITATIONS: awareness as lotus flower, 26; awareness as your identity, 57; group, 228, 256-257; length of, 442; man as lotus flower, 27; one hair, one tooth, 440; river, clinging to banks, 36; talking about, 59; two perfections, 574. See also Meditation

Mediator: aura of, 380; works with odic force, 127. See also Meditation

Mediavations: identifying vibrations, 551; in Sâktism, xx

Melon: carries lymph from cow, 748; poured into milk, analogy, xxxii

Meditation: composition of, xii; fifty years of realization, xi, 899; how to study, xiv; Sâktive Hindu unfoldment, xxxviii; third book of trilogy, xiv, 475; the yoga of life, xiii. See also Merging with Siva

Mergers: consciousness and, 282; experience vs., 82; intellect and, 670; mâyâdhâra chakra, 786; of past lives, 610; weakened, 683. See also Memories

Merger with Íiva: bliss and desire, 650; cannot be avoided, xxiii; distinction disappears, 586; final, see Viśvagrâsa; mukti, 606; nine ways, xxii-xxiv; no easy task, 772; questions on, xxii. See also Merging with Siva

Merging with Siva: bliss and desire, 650; cannot be avoided, xxiii; distinction disappears, 586; final, see Viśvagrâsa; mukti, 606; nine ways, xxii-xxiv; no easy task, 772; questions on, xxii. See also Merging with Siva

Merging with Siva: composition of, xii; fifty years of realization, xi, 899; how to study, xiv; Sâktive Hindu unfoldment, xxxviii; third book of trilogy, xiv, 475; the yoga of life, xiii. See also Merging with Siva

Merit: anger erases, 231. See also Punya

Meru, Mount: axis of world, 505

Message(s): from Gods & devas, 205; of Saiva saints, 10

Metamorphosis: butterfly-soul analogy, 642

Microcosm: dimension of, 221; Gods working within, 207; macrocosm coming out of, 573; man as, 505; time and, 221

Milk: carries lymph from cow, 748; poured into milk, analogy, xxxii

Millenium Peace Summit: Gurudeva’s address to, 912

Mind: all you need to know, 660; is as it should be, 57; Aum harmonizes, 737; aura and, 383; awareness traveling through, see Awareness; become master of, 149; completeness of, 57; consciousness of time, 82; contains every vibration, 58; control of involuntary processes, 672; control lost in emergencies, 271; controlling, 575, 671-672; creating itself, 597; doesn’t evolve, 57; domination by another’s, 713; ego’s progression through, 717; essence of time and space, 659; five states of, see five states of mind; full use of, 595; handling with discipline, 683; harmonizing with body, 749; illusion, 82; internal/external, 269; lake analogy, 174; lamp of, Tirumantiram, 291; laws of, 742; of light, superconsciousness, 191-192, 270, 274, 283, 534; lives in past and future, 180; of the mind, God is, xxxiii; mind-matter unity, 281; never sleeps, 405; only one, 57-58; over-sensitized, 84; past, future, now, 58; plasma, complete, 380; relation to physical body, 727; seeing in totality, 8; self-perpetuating, 384; sound and color, 383; spiritual evolution, 741; states of, see five states of mind; superconscious cognition of, 696; tends toward light or dark, 85; three phases, 8, 270, 667; time, space and form, 58; tour of, 659; undisciplined, 86; watching, 343, 671, 687. See also Conscious mind; Instinctive mind; Instinctive-intellectual mind; Intellectual mind; Intuitive mind; Superconscious mind; Subconscious mind; Subsuperconscious mind

Ministry: monastic, 577

Minute: poem, ‘you only have…’, 179

Mirror: child and, like Realization, 5-6; exercise, 351

Miscarriage: sudden death and, 622-623

Misconceptions: bhakti, 229; freedom vs. abandon, 162; idol worship, 206; jñâna, 560-561, 647; moksha, xxi; Paraßiva, 649; psychism, 529; Self Realization, 51

Misdeeds: Gods’ judging, 210

Miserliness: astral/auric color, 766

Misery: chance for progress, 104

Missionaries: from India, 759; of Hindu dharma, 38

Missions: Church’s, xxix

Misunderstanding: stops transmutation, 696; teacher of intermediate souls, 771

Mitâhâra: yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

Modern art: inner aura resembles, 380

Moksha: byproduct of Self Realization, xvi; choice after Realization, 586; does not mean death, xxi; explained, xvi; four views of, xvi; golden body matures after, 591; Saiva schools on, xx; Sâkt views, xix; Smârta view, xviii; Vaishñava views, xix

Monastery: Kauai, Gurudeva’s Kauai, 913; Mauritius, 910; six months in, 467. See also following entries

Monastic(s): male nor female, 466; path, learning about, 467. See also Anchorites; Cenobites; Monastery; Monastic life; Renunciation; Sâdhus

Monasticism: candidacy for, 923. See also Monastery

Monastic life: at Kauai Aadheenam, 913, 923; purpose, 466. See also Monastery

Monday: holy day, 107

Money: affirmation for, 117; desire for, 248, 271; stolen from mother, suppressed memory, 294

Monism: beyond the mind, 233; mountaintop analogy, xxvii; Yogaswami tests Gurudeva, xxvii. See also following entries

Monism-pluralism debate: Gurudeva introduced to, xxvii; Tirumular and, xv. See also Monism; Pluralism

Monistic theism: darshan’s unification, 535; inner-outdoor worship, 561; Tirumular’s, xxi. See also Monism; Theism

Mood: color and, 391. See also Mood swings

Mood swings: chakras, 512; drugs, 510

Moon: after death, 628; everything within you, 573

teaching, 439; thinking vs., 50, 438; tight-rope walker, 124; times and subjects, 127; TV analogy, 125; use of subsuperconscious, 331; what is, 437; wisdom, 576. See also Meditations; Meditator
subconscious mind, 513
Morality: astral/auric color, 766; systems of, 155
Mother: first form of merger with Śiva, xxii; honoring, 539; responsibilities of, 482-483. See Family; Parents; Wife; Woman
Motives: low, astral/auric color, 763
Mount Meru: axis of world, 505
Mount Tamalpais: pilgrimage, 191
Mountain: monism-pluralism analogy, xxvii; standing on the edge, 159; visualization, 174
Mountain Desert Monastery: anecdote, 576
Mountaintop consciousness: anāhata chakra, 495; meditator’s perspective, 171; understanding our experiences, 17
Mourning the dying: counterproductive, 627
Mouse: Gañēsa’s vehicle, 585
Movie: exercises, 20, 47
Mrīdanga: heard inwardly, 81, 319, 572
Muktī: anūva persists until, 250; aspirations for, 242; duties afterward, 630; failure to achieve, 631; one of four tenets, 242; transference at death, 605
Mūlādhāra chakra: ages one to seven, 500; chakras controlled by, 512; Charts Resource, 782, 784, 786, 788; charyā’s beginning, 250; explained, 492-493; forces of, transmuted, 493; Gañēsa, 233, 491, 716; karma stored in, 425-426, 609; odic force, 495, 519; root chakra, 492; stabilizing awareness in, 513; of svarṇarāja, 590; threshold of higher nature, 491. See also Brahmadvāra; Chakras; Chakras below mūlādhāra
Mūlīf: perspective, 340; thoughts traveling, 345
Mummification: Egyptians, 614
Murder: pātāla chakra, 232, 511, 787. See also Killing; Murderers
Murderers: among Yama group, 629. See also Murder
Murugan: controls path to Śiva, 233; God of kundalini, 9; grace of, to perform yoga, 9; Śarvaṇabhāva mantra invokes, 257, 259
Music: divine instruments, 319; subsuperconscious flow of, 330
Mysteries: being-becoming, 573; of life, 58; will unfold, 106
Mystic: focused in the now, 27; moviegoer perspective, 21; protects himself, 709; qualities of, 277; swimming upstream, 285; two-thirds within, 270
Mysticism: nāda and sampradāya, 522

Nāda: becoming, 323; externalized in nature, xxiv; finding source of, xxxii; hearing the, 11; listening to, 457; paramārtha, 522; projecting, 458; satguru’s, 522; tracing to source, xxiv; and unresolved issues, 457. See also Nāda-nādi śakti
Nāda-nādi śakti: during japa, 262; guru, 522; listening to, 457; seventh merger with Śiva, xxiv. See also Nāda
Nādīs: above the sahasrāra, 631; balanced, 456; chakras are conglomerates of, 785; channels of consciousness, 728; described, 460; feelings sensed through, 385; sixth aspect of man, 364. See also Aspects of man; Currents; Idā and piṅgalā; Sushumṇā
Namah Śivāya: blends the five elements, 734; dikṣā, 257; five currents, chakras and states of mind, 735; going through the chakras, 264; Gurudeva and, 265; japa, 255; links Vedānta and Siddhānta, 257; sound of a river, 40; Tirumantiram, 253; uninterrupted by sleep, 725. See also Japa; Mantra; Pañcākṣara
Names: Śiva’s one thousand eight, 586
Nandi: ego represented by, 250
Nandinatha: lineage of, xv. See also Nandinītha Sampradāya
Nandinītha Sampradāya: aim of, 713; cremation of holy men, 630; described, xv; Gurudeva, 162nd successor, 913; inner-plane schools, 406, 416; knowing from experience, 590; The Master Course, xxxvii; nāda, 522; scriptures, xv. See also Kailāśa Paramārtha; Sampradāya
Narakaloka: life in, 716. See also Asuras; Lokas
Natarāja: Gurudeva’s introduction to, xxv
Nāthas: fitting into community, 717
Native Americans: afterlife beliefs, 613
Nature: deal positively with lower, 8; higher, awakening, 8; love of, astral/auric color, 765; Śiva-nāda found in, xxiv
Nayanars: did so much wrong, 11; greatness, 10; survived with love of Śiva, 11. See also Saints
Near-death experience: escapism and, 627; Self Realization, 649
Need: freedom obstructed by, 719
Negativity: astral/auric colors, 766
Nerve centers: people represent, 747; ganglia, chakras, 514. See also following entries; Chakras
Nerve current(s): 6,000 miles, 466; energizing, 353; feeling, 446; āhāta yoga, 355; psychic, 372; at top of head, 600. See also following entries; Nerve centers
Nerveplexes: chakras associated with, 491, 785-786. See also Cardiac plexus; Cavernous plexus; Chakras; Epigastric plexus; Hypogastric plexus; Nerve centers; Pelvic plexus; Pharyngeal plexus; Pituitary plexus; Prostatic plexus; Sacral plexus; Solar plexus
Nerve system: energizing, 96, 446; grows through understanding, 106; psychic sounds of, 81; two structures, 727; understanding, 727. See also Aspects of man; Aura; Chakras; Nādīs; Nerve centers; Sympathetic nervous system
Nervous: difficulties, meditation can aid, 123; system,
Phases: four developmental, 560
Philosopher-king: religious leader, 637
Philosophy: approaches to, xi; discussions of, opening and closing, 714; few answers for evolving soul, 79; practice vs., 659; superstition and, 714; teaching/exemplifying, 467
Physical body: as a temple, 455; abandoned, reincarnating into, 615; after death, 365; ailments of, 160, 521; astral body, relationship, 749; Aum harmonizes mind and, 737; cleanliness of, 734; color exercise, 521; astral body, relationship, 749; Aum harmonizes entering, 615; after death, 365; ailments of, 160, 452-453. See also karmic/prâ∫ic chakras, 613; renouncing, 776; required for closing off lower chakras, 514; required for Realization, 616; transmits karmic/prâ∫ic forces, 712; understanding energies/functions of, 736,787; vitalization exercise, 352-353. See also Aspects of man; Bodies; Death; Nervous system
Physical consciousness: astral/auric color, 762; idā current, 451
Physical exercise: love of, astral/auric color, 763; transmutation, 696
Pianist: learning his art, 438
Pictures: darshan through, 553; mental, tracing, 308. See also Images
Pilgrimage: auric cleansing, 393; darshan and, 535; kriyâ mârga, 645; Mount Tamalpais, 191; temple, 552
Pineal gland: awakening, 458; caution, 497; kundalini and, 459; merging forces with pituitary, 505; stimulated by pituitary, 499
Pingalâ nā∂î (or current): in boys, 485; intellectual cycles, 484; kundalini flowing through, 507; qualities of, 451; sound of, 456; withdrawing energy from, 452-453. See also Idâ and pingalâ
Ping-pong ball: awareness as, 133
Pink: emotion, 286
Pitfalls: psychosis, 529. See also Barriers; Hurdles; Obstacles; Sidetracks
Pitta dosha: dreams typical of, 407
Pituitary gland: activating, 458, 498; door of Brahman and, 601; kundalini and, 459; merging forces with pineal, 505; sahasrāra chakra, 498
Pituitary plexus: sahasrāra chakra, 785
Placenta: of solar body, 749
Planes: Charts Resource, 781-782, 785-788; physical/astral, 365. See also Worlds
Planet Earth: here to observe, 29; here to realize Self, 139; wonderful, 167. See also Planets; Universe; World
Planets: access after death, 628; chakras, relationships, 513; everything is within you, 575. See also Planet Earth
Plants: evolutionary rate, 612; feed on odic prâna, 358
Plasma: of the mind, 380
Playback: after death, 613; exercise, 160; mechanism of, 331; while dying, 626
Pleasure: sannyāsin doesn’t seek, 777
Plexus, Plexes: See Chakras; Nerve plexes
Pluralism: mountain and foothills, xxvii; Yogaswami tests Gurudeva, xxvii
Poem: “You only have a minute…,” 179
Point of conception: apex of creation, 574-575
Posed: like a hummingbird, 133-134, 575
Pollen: analogy for darshan, 537
Pollution: subconscious, 537
Popping: back, from sammâdhī, 596; out, into a pure state, 600
Pornography: Bhogabhûmi Āśram, 549; yamas and niyamas, 158
Portals: chakras as, 505, 625-626
Positive Discipline: raising children in ahimsā, 912
Possessions: attachment to, 288; burned with dead body, 613; disburseng before death, 621; exist in subconscious, 92; sannyāsin renounces, 777
Posture: meditative, 126, 128, 445. See also Hatha yoga
Potluck: off the astral, 484, 615
Potter: analogy, goal-oriented meditation, 72
Power(s): after Self Realization, 460; to bring others to the Self, 597; given to soul, 18; great vs. showy, 194; love of, astral/auric color, 764; not advertising, 334; putting into meditation, 441; unfolded differently, 596; yogic, renoucing, 460 See Siddhis
Practice(s): harmful, 310; intellectualization vs., 836; supercedes philosophy, 173
Praise: āgava’s desire for, 247; sannyāsin’s indifference to, 776
Prakasandand, Swami: on liberation, xix
Prâna(s): actinic, willpower, 356; actinodic force, 519; adjusted by darshan, 206; auric shell, 400; charging aura with, 396-397; currents make, 454; darshan uplifts, 207; drawing in and up, 236; energy from solar plexus, 747; in family, 481-482; flowing through nā∂îs, 505; healing with, 358; inbreathing, 356; increasing, 426; karmic links, 712; learning to control, 647; lifting through bhakti, 235; manifested as lymph, 748; meaning of, 356; natural sources, 358; nutrition and, 455; odic, depends on actinic prâna, 359; physical vitality, 356; quieting, 8; raising up, 237; seeing, 357; sleep exercise, 442-443; tasting, 357; transmutation of, 696. See also following entries; Lymph; Odic prâna; Prânic body
Prâna-aura: color of, 760. See also Prâna
Prânâyâma kosâ: nature, 356. See also Prâna
Prânâyâma: cautions, xxxi; counterindications, 507; depolarizing currents, 723; group sessions, 256; for health, 604; importance, 454; japa and, 264; mastering, 438; nine counts, 93, 126; no reprieve from, 603; quieting the prânas, 8; regulating energies, 184; simple exercise in, 456; transmuting intellect, 128. See also Prâna
Prânic forces, imprint memory patterns, 425; sâkti,
inhibited, 321. See also Prāṇa

Prāṇic body (or sheath): controlling, 356–357; energizing, 397; stimulating, 352–353. See also Prāṇa;
Vital health body. See also Prāṇa

Prāṇipāta: prostrating, 237

Prāpatti: awakens the amrita, 236; free will and, 216; key to love, 227; prostration awakens, 237;
Satchidananda through, xxxii; Tirumantiram, 225; Vaishnava views, xix

Prārūdhī karma(s): children’s, 484; education and, 370; end at death, 627; explained, 432; linking two people, 712; manifest in the subconscious, 709; meditation intensifies, 228; preventing germination of, 603; suitcase analogy, 431; wanting relief from, 260. See also Karma; Seed karmas

Prāyaścitta: dharma requires, 158; for dissidents, 471; for dropping out, 547; and, 511; guilt stimulates, 217; nāda and, 457; soul-progression and, 246

Prayer: Gods answering, 209

Prāyopavesa: Gurudeva’s decision, 913

Preceptor: need for, 284. See also Guru

Prejudice: habit mind, 368

Preparation: for final merger, 835; for japa, 259; for meditation, 126, 264, 439, 442, 445; for transition, 621

Present: living in, 39, 180, 641; past and future mingled into, 82; purge past, create future, 8; worries relieved living in, 180

Pretaloka: earthbound souls, 629; freedom to come and go, 630

Pride: being rid of, 181; japa for, 263; spiritual, see Spiritual pride; subconscious and, 310

Priests: chanting levels of Paranādā, 515; Gurudeva’s advocacy for, 912, 919

Primal Soul: experienced in yoga, 647; five-fold manifestation, xxii; individual soul and, 571; merger with, 571; merging with Paraśiva, 585; Śiva’s third perfection, 574; soul evolves into merger, 574; Vedas on, 638. See also Perfections

Primal source: centeredness, 169

Principles: guiding our lives, 29. See also Dharma; Yamas and niyamas

Prison: analogy for life support, 624

Problems: approaches to, 174; correcting subconscious, 745; emotional, auric diagnosis, 379; finding solutions, 661, 737, 742; giving to Deity, 391; mastered by subconscious, 684; meditation manifests, 228; not taking personally, 172; others telling their, 47, 182; a perspective issue, 172; taking to temple, 640; telling Gods about, 209; working themselves out, 181

Procreation: instinctive force, 271. See also Sex

Programming: by teachers, etc., 327; erratic, 300; the subconscious mind, see Subconscious mind

Progress: concern over, 300

Projects: beginning new, 184; finishing each one, 67; perfectionism, 575

Prophecy: dreams as, 410–411, 416

Prostatic plexus: svādhishtānā chakra, 786

Prostration: power of, 553; practice of giving up, 237; significance, 237

Protection: psychic/astral, see Psychic/astral protection

Psyche: body of the soul, 15

Psychiatrist: Aum is ultimate, 737

Psychic: bonds, with guru, 547; center, spleen, 747; pitfalls, avoiding, 647; seals, darshan opens, 541; sounds, hearing inwardly, 572; upheavals, careless speech, 699. See also Occultism; other Psychic entries

Psychic abilities/powers: chakras of, 472; developing, xii; distinctive potential, 599; pitfall, 529; ramifications after samādhi, 597; world’s veiling of, 217. See also other Psychic entries

Psychic/astral protection: aura, 396–400; cleanliness, 365; force fields, 526–529; Gods give, 555; guru gives, 538; sound, 522; wake up, get up, 411. See also other Psychic entries

Psychic sight: auras, 379; cautions, 384; and the path, 383; rarity of, 204. See also Astral senses; Astral vision; Auras; Clairvoyance; Senses; Third eye; other Psychic entries

Psychism: See Occultism; other Psychic entries

Psychoanalyzing: thoughts, 440

Psychological moment: affirmations, 116; subconscious impressions, 307

Puja: aural purity, 393; chanting levels of Paranādā, 515; devotee judged by Deity, 217; energy mechanics, 222; esoterics of, 205; inner-plane beings and, 555; kriyā mārga, 645; offerings for, 640; water and, 555

Pulse: not taken while dying, 624

Punishment: of children, 484; karma and Gods, 210

Punya: not sunnyāsin’s goal, 474. See also Merit

Pure Consciousness: manifest primal substance, xxii; our essential Being, 588; samādhi and, 6; Śiva’s second perfection, 571

Pure Spirit: astral/auric color of, 766

Purification: Self Realization requires, 838; yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

Purple: in human aura, 766

Pursuit: sunnyāvic fulfillment, 246

Purusha dharma: head of family, 482; higher chakras and, 509. See also Dharma; Śtri dharma

Pyramids: Egyptian afterlife beliefs, 614

Quantum(s): level, of transcendent chakras, 650; realm of “eee,” 457; of soul body, 373, 588

Quarrels: astral impact, 406. See also Arguments

Questions: answered in Merging with Śiva, xiv; Who am I, etc., 559

Quiet: after Realization, 10; great state of, 567; Ultimate, 323
Race: new actinic, 85; prejudice, 368; roots, distraction, 583
Radhakrishnan, Dr. S. R.: on Śākta liberation, xx
Rage: astral/auric color of, 763
Rahu: Śūlīm and, 732
Rain: walking in, 284
Rainbow: astral colors as, 762
Rāja yoga: after heart melts, 227; aphorisms, xv; balancing the forces, 741; begins at anāhata chakra, 649; dangers, 231; essence of, 696; Gurudeva’s book, xii; japa precedes, 255; learning the philosophy first, 255; not taught before bhakti, 227; refining process, 368; requires awakened guru, 727; revulsion for world is not, 746; sweet nature required, 230
Ramakrishna, Sīri: “You go in a fool...” 563
Ramification(s): conscious mind, 281, 283, 287, 671; of occultism, 597; striving to transcend, 578; of superconscious mind, 595
Rasāṭala chakra: Charts Resource, 782, 784, 787-788; nature of, 232; selfishness, 510, 787. See also Chakras below mūlādhāra
Reacting: negatively to others, 674; stop, 158. See also following entries
Reactions: clearing, own and others’, 711; conquering, 683; creating unnecessary, 175; crumbs lingering in subconscious, 711; don’t over-analyze, 25; don’t react to, 683; examining cause of, 711; facing joyfully, 30; forestalling, 174; lowest points, 368; sign of disturbances, 161; suppression and, 673. See also Reaction
Reactionary patterns: aura depicts, 366, 380-381; dissolving, 84; looming up from past, 296; merging, hybridizing, 307; overcoming, 174; subconscious cleared of, 300. See also Reaction
Readmittance: of former members, 547
Reality: children’s view of, 285; conscious-mind perspective, 282; desire to cognize, 585; the only, 82, 601; subjective and objective, 416; waking and dreaming, 407. See also Absolute
Realization(s): brings transformation, 753; by family persons, 472, 564; deeper than faith or belief, 837; defined, xi; Gurudeva’s, in Jalani Caves, xi; identity as soul, 373, 649; seeking beyond ability, 374; of self identity, 241; in small doses, 256; soul, 373. See also Attainment; Goal; God Realization; Realized Soul; Self-concept; Self Realization
Realized soul: experience of, 10. See also Realization
Reason: in ancient Greece, 499; essence of, 677; and intuition, no conflict, 60, 330, 494, 672-673; leads to doubt, 101; motive, ascertaining, 715; prīptaḥ current, 452; rules conscious mind, 283; superconscious and, 59; sādhhishthāna chakra, 493, 786; tool, can be misused, 715. See also Intellect
Rebirth: See Reincarnation
Recall: See Memory
Reconciliation: sādhana of, 234
Red: astral color group, 762; color of anger, 286; traffic light, story, 159; to wake invigorated, 392
Regression: in reincarnation, 611; striving and, 329
Reiki: cautions, xxxi
Reincarnation: afterlife determinations, 617; before dying, 616; continuity in, 317; country determined by mindset, 610; evidence for, 611; Hindu belief, 7; into a mature body, 317, 610, 615; process, 365-366, 615; purpose to realize Self, 5; refining process, 613; soul body, 15; study of laws, 610; theories of, 611, 614; transcending laws of, 180. See also Births; Past lives
Relationships: compatibility in, 712; patterns set in family, 539-540. See also Family; Friends; Guru-disciple relationship; Karmic links; Marriage
Relaxation: benevolent acts, 190; yoga break, 108
Religion: blending with science, v; connecting three worlds, 222; historical nutshell, 637; recognition of three worlds, 203. See also following entries
Religious life: balance of forces, 524. See also Religion
Religiousness: astral/auric colors, 765-766. See also Religion
Remember: how do we, 662. See also Memory
Remorse: astric color of, 379; nīyama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Renaissance: Hindu, 916
Renunciate(s): estimated three million, 465, 759, 772; focused on next samādhi, 597; life and attitudes, 466; path, 465, 468-469, 922; ten or twelve years training, 468; two paths, 463. See also Brahmacārī; Brahmacārīṇī; Renunciation; Sādhus; Sannyāsins
Renunciation: as death nears, 622; by family persons, 472; gradual process, 474; in later life, 564; Lord reached by, Tirumantiram, 769; meaning of, 466; is mutual, 374, 474, 509, 602, 772; not for everyone, 771; not a mere attitude, 473. See also Renunciates; Sannyāsa
Repression: conscious untraveling of, 672; create new desires, 693; dreams and, 413; example, 673; how to face, 294; key to removing, 686; mechanism of, 674; releasing, 673-674; replaced by understanding, 697; understanding nature of, 670
Reprogramming: discarding negativity, 168; persistence wins, 114; subconscious mind, 297-300, 311-312; unsubconscious mind, 309. See also Affirmations; Subconscious mind
Resentment: burden of, 189; color remedy, 396; fear and, 86; fueling itself, 161; meditation and, 228; vi-tāla chakra, 510
Resistance: prapatti and, 216
Resolve: state of, 429
Respect: for satgurus, 604; for spouse, 485. See also Self-respect
Responsibilities: devotee’s, 540; parents’, 480-485. See also Dharma; Duty
Restraints: in charyā, 643; yamas, 155
Results: doing vs., as one’s focus, 175
Revenge: astral/auric color, 766
Right action: right speech, ..., 236, 725
Righteous indignation: astral/auric color, 763
Rishi(s): conclusions of, 637; musical instruments, 81
River(s): be like, 39, 777; flow with, prapatti, 216; let
through, 641; Gurudev’s revival of, 919; Ishṭa Mārga (path choosing), 468; meditation awakens, 228; necessity of, 393
Samyama: after Realization, 601; contemplation, 497, 601; thought, meaning and knowledge, 742
Sanātana Dharma: ancient scriptures, 638; broadness of, 639; defies all doubt, 390; early proliferation, 637; Eternal Truth, 208; Gods govern, 208; more advanced than science, 522
Satcita karmas: most are dormant, 431; sum total, 432; unfolding after age ninety, 630
Sanctum sanctorum: approaching, 204; iconless, 206
Sangs: center, sahasrāra, 506; opening and closing a, 714. See also Satya sanga
Sangam: swāmīs’, 475
Sankalpa: preparation for, final merger, 835
Sankara: on dreams, 413; Śāramā, xviii
San Mārga: bhakti required, 229; path through life, 560; santosha and, 475. See also Kauai Aādheenam, Iraivan temple
Sannyāsa: sārūpya, 467; meditating on, 228; meditation awakens, 228; cosmic mind, 332; bhakti yoga, 156. See also Satguru
Sanatana Dharma, no conflict, 522; view of matters in, 546; hypocrisy of, 918; reincarnation and, 611; and Sanātana Dharma, no conflict, 522; view of matter/energy, 356
Sannyāsa dīkṣā: permits Paraśiva, 472; renunciation path, 465; spiritual birth, 474. See also Sannyāsa
Sannyāsin(s): culture of, 473; destiny of, 597; dharmas explained, 473; Gurudev’s message to, 472; higher chakras, 501; keep teachings alive, 597; life and attitudes, 466; Paraśiva attainable by, 564; poised in sushumṇā, 466; soldiers of the within, 474; Song of the, Swami Vivekananda, 769-777; totally detached, 467; Vedic path of, 772; and world, mutual renunciation, 374, 602. See also Renunciates; Sannyāsa; Śwāmī
Sanskrit: divine language, 261; mantras, 261; super-conscious language, 733
Śaṅcī: precedes rāja yoga, 649
Śantosha: niyama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Sapta rishis: duties, 630; help from, 251
Saravanabhava: ākāśa, visualizing blue, 262; before dīkṣā, 257; japa, 255; results of mantra, 260
Śariras: Charts Resource, 781, 783
Sārūpya: Vaishnava liberation, xix
Satchidānanda: attainment of, 649; Being-Consciousness-Bliss, 572; confused with Self Realization, 649; cosmic mind, 332; darshan of, 546; described, 571, 599; experiencing in meditation, 128; form’s pure state, 572 (see also Form); householders’ goal, 7, 564, 602; light is sound, xxv; lotus of the heart and, 92; maintaining state of, 228; merging with Paraśiva, 650; the new intellect, 601; our essential Being, 588; Paraśiva sustains, 573; realization of, xxi, 9, 149, 564; Śiva’s second perfection, 571; sustained experience of, 6; through bhakti yoga, xxxii; through japa, 255; Vedantic view, 573; worshiping God as, 641. See also Perfections; Savikalpa samādhi; Śiva
Satguru: actinic ray, 522; being with, 545; books for beginning students, 551; choosing wisely, 563; darshan through image of, 553; darshan, opening psychic seals, 541; devotees’ desire for Self, 579; dream guidance, 407; finding a, 264; gives tests, 103; golden body, 459; grace required for Realization, xx, 639; introduced by Śiva, 647; karma and, 430; loyalty to, 546; necessity of, 562; is only the helper, 552; prostration to, 553; realization without, rare, 562; respect, homage to, 604; reveals Self, 838; sun analogy, 541
Satguru Bodhinatha Veylanswami: contact information, 923. See also Satguru
Satsanga: attracting the Gods, 205
Sattvic diet: aids unfoldment, 299, 344
Satya: yama, 155. See also Yamas and niyamas
Satya Śaṅga: international, 759
Sat Yuga: dawning of, 499, 707
Saucha: yama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas
Savikalpa samādhi: attaining through the light, 599; before and after nirvikalpa, 649; contrast with nirvikalpa, 573; exercise leading to, 456; renunciation not required, 374; Satchidānanda, 573. See also Samādhi; Satchidānanda
Savior: sādhan ā is the only, 716
Sāyujya: samādhi, maintaining, 650; Vaishnava liberation, xix
School(s): of hard knocks, 550; inner-plane, see Inner-plane schools
Science: blending with religion, 4; freezing the dead, 614; hypocrisy of, 918; reincarnation and, 611; and Sanātana Dharma, no conflict, 522; view of matter/energy, 356
Scolding: from illumined ones, 535
Scripture(s): chronicles of faith, 209; come through great souls, x; counterindications, 507; finding answers in, 145; knowing confirmed, 648; Śaivite Hindu, 475; śruti and smṛti, xxvi; value of reading, 393; within knowers, 590. See also Āgamas; Smṛti; Śruti; Vedas
Sculpture: darshan through, 553. See also Image; of a satguru, 552
Seal(s): breaking, eighth merger, xxv; broken in jivan-mukta, 632. See also Brahmadvara; Brahmamaranda
Searching: monistic perspective, 323; Yogaswami, “Search without....,” 323
Second Coming: Christian belief, 218
Second World: devas inhabit, 204. See also Antarloka
Secrecy: in thoughts, 47-48
Sectarianism: strength in diversity, 916
Security: is from within, 191; insecurity of, 183; super-conscious influx, 331
Seeds of desire: destroying, 686; false concepts are, 686; ṇaṭha yoga burns, 355; instinctive drives, 271
Seeing: from inside out, 138, 319; oneself in others, xxiv, 298-299
Self: always the same, 92; below, above, etc., 137; blessing to hear of, 297; bursting into, 589; closer than breath, 323; commercialization of, xxx; emanates bliss, 95; experiencing itself, 6; God, beyond time, form and space, 5; in the heart, 92; immanent within all, 588; joy to think of, 94; knower of, 459; like neutron star, 583; many terms, many concepts, xxx; more than life, 139; obvious and simple, 137, 388; the only reality, 82; personality vs., 51, 242; realizes you, xxxiii; as reference point, xl; simply is, 96; subtle the only reality, 82; personality vs., 51, 242; realizes more than life, 139; obvious and simple, 137, 838; neutron star, 583; many terms, many concepts, xxx; all, 588; joy to think of, 94; knower of, 459; like cut glass, 649; losing goal after, 70; man's desire for Self lost after, 5; desired by mature soul, 18; philosophy vs., 49; physical body required, 5; at point of death, xvii; purity of, 597; razor's-edge experience, 649; reason you were born, 149; requirements summarized, 638; souls enter/exit differently, 595; stages of, 649; starts transformation process, 596; step five to enlightenment, 136; in ten years?, 69. See also God Realization; Nirvikalpa samâdhi; Realization; Samâdhi; Self

Selfishness: astral/auric color of, 763; preoccupation with own life, 15; rasâtala chakra, 787. See also Self

Selflessness: form of meritorious, xxiv. See also Self

Self-respect: willpower gives, 662. See also Self

Sellaathurai, Arunasalam, Swamigal: tribute to Gurudeva, 914

Senses: astral, 760; domination by, 282; external foes, Tirumantiram, 279. See also Astral senses; Astral vision; Auras; Clairvoyance; Psychic sight; Third eye

Sensitivlty: to darshan, 336-337; heightened, 525; and psychic abilities, 528

Sensuality: impure, astral/auric color of, 763

Serenity: perfecting, 639

Serpent power: See Kundalini

Service: beginning at home, 39; charyā pâda, 643-644; correct meaning, 561; karma yoga, 644; makes you free, 39; of singles, 469. See also Karma yoga; Swâthondu

Seven: sounds of occult lore, 81; states of superconsciousness, 320, 600

Sex: awareness driven by, 667; dangers of perverted, 750; depletes creative energies, 669, 678, 695; desire for, 271; energy, regulation of, 697; force fields and, 524; forces, transmuted, feed brain, 750 (see also Transmutation); lymph drawn from spleen, 750; new outlook on, 692; suppression, repression and, 693, 697; tantras, xxxi, 649; uncontrolled, 684; understanding expression of, 678; use and abuse, 699. See also Conception; Creative cells; Creative energies; Lymph; Sexual; Transmutation

Sexual: fantasy, totally avoid, 344; magnetism, 521; thoughts, 343. See also Sex

Shadow: light and, 85

Shaman: religious leader, 637

Shame: niyama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

Sheath: astral, 366; auric, 397, 399-400

Shield: See Shell

Shiftiness: astral/auric color, 765

Shinto: reincarnation beliefs, 613

Shivarudra Balayogi: tribute to Gurudeva, 914

Shrine room: See Home shrine

Shrines: roadside, 215

Shûm: language of meditation, 732; origins, 909; perspectives of, 340, 345; tool for meditation, 129

Shûmif: perspective, 340; thoughts stationary, 345

Shyness: See also Yamas and niyamas

Siddha(s): Hindu masters, 560; teaching of Śiva, 563. See also following entries; Siddha yoga; Siddhis

Siddhânta: japa and Vedânta, 265; prapatti is essence of, 237; Vedântin knowing, 257

Siddhânta śrâvana: niyama, 156. See also Yamas and niyamas

Siddha yoga: golden body, 373. See also Siddha

Siddhi(s): before and after Realization, 601; exercising restraint, 460; first, sound, 522; Gurudeva's greatest, 914; improving aura, 386. See also Powers; Siddha

Sidetrack(s): after Realization, 596-597; in meditation, 70-73, 129; on path to merger, 241; psychic abilities, 498, 529. See also Barriers; Obstacles; Pitfalls

Sight: connection with the Deity, 207; divine, ājnâ chakra, 785. See also Third eye; Vision

Signposts: actinic age's, 367; on the path, 61, 82; for successful meditation, 445. See also Signs
Signs: Hindu looks for, 640. See also Signposts
Silence: aids observation, 59; aids understanding, 700; for singles, 470
Silver cord: astral, 363; at death, 365; death separates, 627; described, 612; dreams-death, 412
Smīnna: perspective, 340
Simplicity: of energy in spine, 173; needed for Realization, 11
Simshûmbîsî: center of your being, 724
Sín(s): correct and move on, 218; of omission and commission, 157; no original, 218
Singles: life of, 468-470; path of noncommitment, 469-470; spiritual, see Brahmachârī; Brahmachârîṇî
Śiśya: See Chela; Devotee; Disciple
Śītā: heard inwardly, 81
Śita Ram Goel: tribute to Gurudeva, 914
Sitting: meditation posture, 126. See also Posture
Situated: handling, 275. See also Circumstances; Experiences; Karma
Śivâ: all will merge with, xiii; “cannot separate...” Yogaswami, 564; chakra realms of, 233; closer than breathing, 586; cosmic dance of, xi; creator of soul, 373; His form described, 565; inside of you, 11; life of our lives, xiii; nine ways to merge with, xiii; nurtures the soul, 587; one thousand eight names of, 586; people seeing Him, 234; personal-impersonal, nurtures the soul, 587; one thousand eight names of, 586; people seeing Him, 234; personal-impersonal, 92; returning to, 9; Íakti and creation, 585; temples, from North to South, 566; perfections of, see Perfections; unveiling grace, 384; we come from & live in, 9; who is?, xiii, 23, 491; worship’s boons, 566. See also following entries; God; Perfections; Saivite Hinduism; Self
Śivâ Advaita: Saiva school, xxi. See also Śiva
Śivâjñâna: deep meditation, 565; Yogaswami on, 564
Śivaloka: ājâta chakra sees into, 497; penetrated by language, 733; soul’s evolution after liberation, xxi. See also Third World
Śivânanda: bliss, Tirumantiram, 13. See also Śiva
Śivanâs: finding in all, xiii. See also Śiva
Śivaratnapuri, Swami: on Divine Mother, xx
Śiva-Sâkti: Creator, 23. See also Śiva
Śivasambandha: renunciates’ bond, 465
Śivathoudho: for character flaws, 256. See also Service
Six steps: path of perfection, 443
Sixth sense: See Astral senses; Astral vision; Auras; Clairvoyance; Intuition; Psychic sight; Senses; Third eye
Skiing: competition, 307
Slave: to the servants, 648
Sleep: astral body during, 363; auto-wakeup, 295; bell interrupts gently, 555; can be deep meditation, 723; chanting Namâ Śivâya, 725; cleansing subconscious mind, 721-722; conscious, 695; and death, comparison, 626; deliberate, exercise, 442; depolarizing body’s five currents, 723; dreamless, 406; japa and, 263; meditation vs., 442; preparation for, 723; psychic protection, 538; returning to, 411, 724; subconscious, 724; subsuperconscious, 723-724; two-hour periods, 411; value on the path, 405. See also Awakening; Dreams
Ślokas: children learn, 604
Smârta Hinduism: goal and path of attainment, xviii; Gurudeva’s exposure to, xxvi. See also Hinduism
Smârtism: See Smârta Hinduism
Smr̥ti: jñāti expounding, 648. See also Scriptures; Sruti
Society: burdens on, 243. See also Community; Group; Individual
Solar plexus: diaphragmatic breathing, 356-357; energizing with breath, 107; manipûra chakra, 494, 786; seat of emotion, 747; subsubconscious, 747; upset, 307. See also Diaphragmatic breathing
Soldiers: of the within, 474
Solitude: See Aloneness
Somatic currents: five, of breath, 735
Song of the Sannyāsin: Vivekananda’s poem, 769-777
Soul: and astral/physical bodies, relationship, 749; as drop of water, merging, xxi, xxv, xxxiii, 571, 591; avasthās, 627; being and becoming, 574; body of, see Soul body; created and not created, 574; dark night of, 589; definition of term, 585; development after spawning, 586; discernate, earthbound, 629; essence is God Śiva, 571; evolution of, 585; freeing of bondage, 777; identity in God, 572; maturing like a melon, 639; must go through āyava mārga, 244; parents attract old or young, 524; qualities of, 750; realizing oneself as, 373, 649; seven aspects, 364; shrouded by opinions, 285; spawned from Form and Formlessness, 585; two perfections of, see Perfections. See also following entries
Souls: all are radiant, conscious, 8; attracting to birth, 615; communication between, 523, 525; cosmic individualization, 573; individual and group, 612; young and old, 210, 373, 587, 771-772. See also Intermediates souls; Older souls; Soul, Young souls
Soul body: appearance of, 286, 588; chakras of, see Chakras above/within sahasrāra; described, 373, 571; evolution of, 15, 571; formation of, 585; how many lives, 69; identifying with, 15; inherent perfection of, see Perfections; merging with physical, 15; overshadowed by layers, 15; quantums, 373, 588; realization, 373; relative age of, 69; release of, 374; two controlling chakras of, 459; waiting, going about its business, 16; why term chosen, 588. See also Bodies; Soul
Sound(s): as color and energy, 520; of a bell, 555; color and, 380, 383; first emanation from Paraśiva, 733; of guru lineage, 457; high eee, see High eee sound; of īḍâ and pîṅgâlā nādi, 456; nerve system’s seven, 81; superconscious languages, 731-733. See also Paranâdâ; Sampârdâyâ
Source: your true nature, 583
Space: consciousness of, 173; different in superconscious mind, 523; inner and outer, 365; intuitive mind essence of, 272; mûlâdhâra chakra, 786; no relation to Self, 584; none between guru and initiate, 742; outer, probes into, 367; superconscious isn’t in, 718
Sparks from fire: Vaishnava analogy, xix
back from samādhi; 599. See also Astral body; five states of mind; Memory; Subconscious

Subjective reality: vs. objective, 416

Sublimation: step toward transmutation, 691; working with sex energies, 696

Subramaniam: prominent Deity, 203

Subramuniaswami: See Gurudeva

Subconscious mind: attracts/creates situations, 305, 310, 679-680; aura of, see Inner aura; blocking superconscious input, 744; can be great help, 305, 307-308, 311; clearing through dreams, 309; creation of, 306, 677-678; described, 273; dreams arising from, 309, 721; healing last crumbs, 711; input from subconscious, 679; lightening through from superconscious, 679; lightening baby’s, 392; processing, 309, 730, 306, 678; two thoughts mingled, 273, 305, 677; understanding, exercise, 678; vāsana chitta, 663. See also five states of mind

Subconscousmind: anukarana chitta, 663; blocked by lower states, 685; clear white light, 332; cleared subconscious reflects, 671-672; conscious control of, 331; and conscious mind, ego caught between, 680; controlling involuntary processes, 672; defined, 327; described, 273; entering during sleep, 723-724; eternity of moment, 330; how to access, 685, 687; intuition, 295; locating, 329; mantras, 732; not swayed by reason, 715; powers of, 332, 334; problem solving, 331; pure energy, awareness, 328; quiet subconscious, 329; reason guided by, 715; san-nāyāsin lives in, 467; silent knowing, 744; śishyāś, guru is in, 725; solar plexus holds, 747; solving problems, 742; spleen is organ of, 746; stimulants and, 714; strengthening, 365; superconscious working through subconscious, 677; transmutation awareness, 678, 697; true happiness, 686. See also five states of mind

Subtle plane: See Antarloka

Successor: Gurudeva’s, 913

Sūdha avasthā: blissful Śiva nature, 587-588

Sūdha Saiva Siddhānta: advaita, 649. See also Śaiva Siddhānta

Sufferance: acceptance, tolerance, 717

Suffering: iḍā current and, 451; lower chakras, 495; no eternal, 218

Suicide: folly of, 630

Suitcases: Gurudeva’s, 913

Sun: analogy to satguru, 541; everything is within you, 575; getting exposure to, 284; vishnumā, 513

Śūnya: Vira Saiva merger, xxi

Superconsciousness: being, identifying as, 317; beings, seen in meditation, 61; five stages to avoid, 600; knowing, intuitive flashes, 59; knowledge, assimilating, 744; mantras, 732-733; visions, 61, 408. See also following entries

Superconscious mind: affects astral plane, 365; Aum stimulates, 736; balances lower states, 668-669; blocked by lower states, 670, 699, 744; conscience created by, 710; and conscious mind, cross-section, 710; conscious use of, 699; creating itself, ramification, 597; described, 60, 270, 274; enlightens lower states, 687; essence of memory and reason, 670, 677; furnace analogy, 700; guidance from, 713; inspiration, 668; karana chitta, 663; key to awakening, 672; lower states provide input, 743, 745; mantra and, 736; mind of light, 191, 274; observation, 700; onion, seven layers, 319; pitfalls in, 596-600; reactions by lower states, 190; solving problems, 742; space/time and, 668, 718; transmutation yokes, 696, 700-701; understanding functions of, 595; vast and simple, 62; vastness of, 269; works through subconscious, 718. See also five states of mind; Superconscious

Superconsciousness: auroic colors, 380; begins pushing forward, 147, 190; devotion to, 192; eternal now, 185; inner light, 534; more constant after Realization, 596; natural state, 61, 318, 320; recognizing, 318; seeing world from, 61; signposts of, 60-61. See also Superconscious; Subconscious mind

Supernatural powers: don’t dwell on, 597

Surrender: advice for difficulty, 236; to God, Tirumantram, 225; true kiṛyā, 361

Sushumna nādi: actinic current, 372, 505; Aum empowers, 454; channel of consciousness, 728-729; channel for kūṇḍalini, 506; channeling life force into, 741; erect spine releases, 458; in family, 480, 486; one of fourteen currents of spine, 452; iḍā and pingalā balanced, 456; men and women, 486; prāṇa, chakras and, 505; preparation for meditation, 126; renunicate lives in, 466; in sleep, 724; sound of, 456; viśuddha chakra and, 496; withdrawing awareness into, 453, 617. See also Iḍā, Pingalā.

Sushupti: deep sleep, 413

Suspendedanimation: control of prāṇa, 356

Sutala chakra: Charts Resource, 782, 784, 786, 788; jealousy, 232, 510, 786. See also Chakras below mūlādāhāra

Śvādhishṭhāna chakra: ages seven to fourteen, 500; chakras controlled by, 512; Charts Resource, 782, 786, 788; doesn’t understand karma, 425; explained, 493-494; odic force, 495, 519. See also Chakras

Śvāpna: sleep/dream state, 413. See also Dreams; Sleep

Śvānaśāriṣa: See Golden body

Śvānaśāriṣa viśvāgrāsa: final merger, 591

Śvetāsvatara Upanishad: three perfections, 638

Śwāmi(s): advice for, 547; burning seeds of karma, 431; used as figurehead, 244; working with families, 485. See also Monastics; Renunciates; Niyāsins

Swearing: yamas and niyāmas, 158

Swimming pool: Self Realization, 137
Sympathetic nervous system: ida and pingalā, 506-507; mind is like, 667; principal channels, 728; rāja yoga requires understanding of, 727. See also Gang-gla; Nerve system

Sympathy: astral/auric color, 765

Tabla: heard inwardly, 81
Tact: astral/auric color, 765
Tahoe, Lake: stuck in snow, 167
TAKA: See Today at Kauai Aadheenam

Tala chakras: described, 231; must attain Realization, 602; returning to sleep, 411. See also Chakras below mūlādhāra

Talātala chakra: Charts Resource, 782, 784, 786, 788; instinctive willfulness, 510; nature of, 231. See also Chakras below mūlādhāra

Talk: dissipates energies, 59; excessive, 59, 699-700. See also Speech

Tamalpais, Mount: pilgrimage, 191
Tambūra: heard inwardly, 81, 319, 572
Tamil: mantra language, 731; superconscious, 733

Tāndava dance: Gurudeva’s early years, xxv

Tangible intangible: grasping, 170

Tantra(s): of affirmation, 116; modern commercialization, xxxi; in Sāktism, xx; vaśānā dāha, 299, 509

Tapas: after nirvikalpa samādhi, 631; dreams and, 414; guru’s power, 430; jhānās’, 230; Lord reached by, 769; love of God, Tirumantiram, 225; necessity of, 639; nīyama, 157; solitary practice, 540; transformation, 613. See also Tapasvins; Yamas and niyamas

Tapasvins: brave souls, 561. See also Tapas

Tasks: finishing each one, 67; perfectionism, 575

Tattvas: Charts Resource, 781, 790; twenty-five, bodies made of, 403

Tea: stimulant, effects of, 714

Teacher(s): as the learner, 191. See also Guruc; auroc colors, 399; be your own, 753; must ensure solid foundation, 255; not teaching Hinduism, 228; only an awakener, 192; running from one to another, 182, 540, 546-547; spiritual, 699

Teachings: cluttering the mind, 741; come in ways we understand, 143; confirming seeker’s experiences, 91; explaining to others, 38; understood after Self Realization, 701

Telepathy: unintentional, 342

Telephone: distraction, 74

Television: analogy for meditation, 125; depicts ānava mūrga, 243; dūrdarshan, 534; thinking process, 339

Temple(s): America's first Hindu, 909; approaching, 552; attendance, charīyā’s duty, 643; attire, 208; aura cleansing, 391; building, 646; connection to home shrine, 552; darshan of Deity, 534, 555; Deity’s direct involvement, 555; diverse activities, 207; dying near, 628; Gurudeva assisting, xxix, 909; guru establishing, 551; images, function of, 205; inwardly connected, 628; kriyā’s focus, 646; physical body as, 455; psychic ray of, 204; seeing the Deities, 219; signs and subtleties, 640. See also Iraivan Temple; Temple worship

Temple worship: connection to inner worlds, 222; stages of, 640-642; Westerners’ misconceptions, 206. See also Home shrine; Temple Worship

Temptation(s): attracted by subconscious, 680; resisting, 143; welcome challenge, 163. See also Challenges; Tests

Tendencies: and karma, 609; subconscious, 308

Tension: alleviating, 355; negativity bred by, 108; sudden relief, 190; yoga break, 107-109

Terminal illness: blessing of, 627; dying from, 628

Terrorism: pātāla chakra, 511. See also Terrorists

Terrorists: among Yama group, 629; asura gods, weapons, 234. See also Terrorism

Tests: given by guru, 103, 540; preparing for life’s, 155; see as opportunities, 158; welcome graciously, 163. See also Challenges; Karma; Temptation

Thalamic region: consciousness expansion, 499

That of that: going into, 70

Theft: mahātala chakra, 511

Theism: dual by nature, 233

Theosophy: advent, xxx

There and then: here and now vs., 82; recalled experience, 82; solutions from, 79

Thermometer: kuṇḍalini, analogy, 505

Thief: doing what he must, 560

Things: production of, 79

Thinking: awareness caught in, 538; is creating, 699; like riding a train, 341; meditation vs., 437; observing, 344; perception vs., 339. See also Thought

Third eye: ājñā chakra, 497; always awake, 529; body filled with light, 146; conscious use of, 459; leaving through at death, 615; opened by samyama, 742; seeing with; 50; 383; 529. See also Astral senses; Astral vision; Auras; Clairvoyance; Psychic sight; Senses

Third World: Gods’ realm, 204; going to after death, 612; macrocosm within microcosm, 221

Thirty-six guidelines: dharmac principles, 144-145. See also Dharma; Yamas and niyamas

Thought(s): as awareness moving, 340; as form, 50, 700 (see also Thought forms); awareness moves among, 134; concentration intensifies vibration, 722; concept of creating, 340; control of, 124, 371, 426, 684-685; at death’s door, 621, 625; dharmic, 710; extracting awareness from, 339; force of dying person’s, 623; intuition and, 322; karma, even in dreams, 725; and matter, 340; negative, astral/auric color, 766; not real, 11; perspectives on, 341; perverted, 668-669; power of, 115; product of lymph, 748; reading others’, 342; reconciling creations with, 700; right, see Dharma; Shum perspectives of, 345; strata of, 341; superconscious blocked by, 685, 744; Tirumantiram verse, 279; tracing, 678; TV analogy, 339; two minds concentrated, 722; two opposing, 684; uncomely, 343; unwanted, facing, 439; watching, 344. See also Thinking; Thought forms

Thought forms: astral matter, 369; nature of, 371; others’, protecting aura from, 397. See also Thoughts

Three: perfections, see Perfections; phases of the mind, 8, 270, 387; rivers, meeting place, 506
Three worlds: defined, 203; working together, 204 See Antarlokā; Bhūlokā; Śivalokā
Ticket, traffic: analogy, 159
Tight-rope walking: meditation, 124
Time(s): auspicious, pañcāhīgam, 735; auspiciousness, mantras, 733-735; consciousness of, 173; different in superconscious mind, 523; inner worlds, 222; intuitive mind essence of, 272; microcosm-macrocosm, 221; mūlādhāra chakra, 786; no relation to Self, 584; none between guru and initiate, 742; superconscious isn’t it, 718; up/down and good/bad tied to, 19. See also Timing
Timing: perfect, 171, 327. See also Auspiciousness
Tirukural: modern English translation, 916
Tirumantiram: identified, xv
Tirumular: greatness of, xv; monistic theism of, xxi; teachings, 562; thelogean and siddhar, xv
Tirumurai: hymns to inspire, 562; Tirumantiram, xv; worship’s merits, 565
Tiruvalluvar: Tirukural of, 916
Tithing: God’s Money, 911; niyama, 156. See also Yamas and nīyamas
Today at Kauai Aadheenam: www.gurudeva.org/Tolerance: astral/auric color, 765; in Hinduism, 204
Touching: into the Self, 374, 460
Toy(s): mystic’s, 284
Tracing: one’s tendencies, 308
Tradition(s): following, 220, 470; Gurudeva’s support of, 919; protection of, 221; types of, 220; wisdom of the past, 220
Traffic light: analogy, 159
Train: analogy for thinking, 341
Traits: reflected in others, 298
Trance(s): mediumship, Sāktism, xx
Transcendence of God Śiva: Absolute Reality, xxii, 571; goal of yoga, 647; Realization of, 5, 323, 650 (see also Self Realization); Vedic summation, 638. See also Parasiva; Perfections; Self
Transcendental Meditation: cautions, xxxi
Transformation: of all states of consciousness, 650; family dhārma vs., 472; from Self Realization, 649; gradual process, 596; sign of Self Realization, xxxii; spirituality in action, 753; Sri Chinmoy on, xxxii; total, ajñā chakra fully open, 497. See also Golden body
Transition: See Death
Transmutation: after death, 749; anāhata chakra, 496; Aum, 454; awakens creative talents, 697; back to source, 127-128; base energies, bhakti, 237; basic laws, 689; conscious understanding of subconscious, 700-701; control of karma, 716; controlling mind and tongue, 699-700; creative cells absorbed, 701; of creative energies/liquids, 672, 678; of desire, 440, 663; drives spiritual unfoldment, 8, 616; of energies from solar plexus, 247; forces and fluids, 616; gross to subtle energy, 696; of the intellect, 699, 709; intellectual energies, 126; like boiling water, 692; lymph, discrimination and, 750; maintaining, cumulative effect, 695; mantras aid, 735-736; physical energies, 126; precedes esoteric teachings, 741; reactions dissected by, 678; requirements, 696-697, 699; schools don’t teach, 691; secret of, 696; and Self Realization, 5; stopping, 696; tapping superconscious, 669; tool for unfoldment, 663; yokes conscious and superconscious, 696 See Brahmacharya: Creative energies; Lymph; Sex
Travel: aṅkāsā, 554; astral, 364; love of, astral/auric color, 765. See also Traveler
Traveler: we are, 437. See also Awareness; Travel
Tree: balanced atop, 179; consciousness in, 49; seeing energy in, 139, 319
Tribalism: early religions, 637
Trilogy: Dancing, Living, Merging, xxiii
Tripundra: meaning of, 641
Troubles: people telling their, 47, 182
Trust: love and, 243
Truth: in action, 745; beyond the mind, 5, 743; ever-present within man, 208; jñāṇi embodies, 648; known by few, 777; knows no creed, 702; lack of, astral/auric color, 765. See also Deceit; Truthfulness
Truthfulness: jñāna, 155. See also Deceit; Honesty; Truth; Yam and nīyamas
Tunnel of light: death and, 626
Turbulence: congested odic force, 127
Tyâga: necessity of, 475
Umbilical cord: astral, 412
Understanding: actinic, 356; balance comes from, 695; begins at home, 190; bringing forth, 25; concentration brings, 661, 685; is control, 275; dissolves the subconscious, 672; each experience, 145; food for emotional body, 106; from superconscious, 371; life’s experiences, 157; others and yourself, 38; peace which surpasses, 701; power of, 351; rāja yoga demands, 727; repressions cannot withstand, 674; resolving experiences, 293; silence aids, 700; superconscious, 700
Unenlightened: blinded by deeds, 417
Unfoldment: astral/auric colors, 765, 767; closing off lower chakras, 514; doesn’t take time, 68; facing yourself, 106; foundation for, see Foundation; giving is, 195; guru’s or swāmī’s, 548; insecurity, 91; into jñāna, 647-648; like learning a fine art, 547; lotus-flower analogy, 27; path of, 27; rose analogy, 536; stabilizing, 521; subconscious aiding, 359; tenets of, 744; throws you off center, 169; transmutation drives, 8, 616; university analogy, 182; vulnerable stage, 512. See also Avasthās; Evolution; Mārgas
Unfulfillment: at time of death, 622. See also Desires
Unhappiness: avoiding, 95; breathing remedy, 94
United Nations: U Thant Peace Award, Gurudeva, 912

Universal love: See Divine love; Love

Universe: inner and outer, 405; macrocosm-microcosm, 221; of the mind, 267-277, 381, 387; perfection of, 171, 583, 632; quantum core level, 650; you are center of, 355

University: analogy for life, 18

Unknown: fear of, 610

Unreality: life and death, 617

Upadesa: nature of this book, xiv. See also Upadesha

Upadesi: bodhisastra, 459; one who serves, 459; option after liberation, xvii; role and attitudes, 631. See also Nirvāṇa; Upadesa

Upānishads: corroborate jñāni’s realizations, 648; origins of, 638; three perfections, 638; West’s exposure, xvii; role and attitudes, 631. See also Upāṣa; Upadeśa

Ups and downs: leveling out, 105

Urgency: on path, 7

U Thant Peace Award: Gurudeva awarded, 912

Vāsanā daha tantra: charting of, 311; burning, 124; religious, 125; explained, 299, 311. See also Nārāṇi; Upadesa

Vāsanā chitta: burning confessions, 125; explained, 299, 311. See also Bāgavata

Vâsanās: blending of, 311; burning, 124; religious, 308; resolving, 474; subconscious, 306; surfacing in meditation, 123. See also Vâsanā daha tantra

Vāṭa dosha: dreams typical of, 407

Vedānta: four mārgas and, 649; Gurudeva’s early knowledge of, xxvi; intellectual vs. superconscious attainment, 574; Japa and Siddhānta, 265; modern, views on perfections, 573; Siddhāntin knowing, 257; simplistic, 573; true meaning is prapattī, 237. See also following entries: Upānishads

Vedas: bursting forth of, xxxiii; corroborate jñāni’s realizations, 648; essence captured by Tirumular, 355; blending of, 311; burning, 124; religious, 308; resolving, 474; subconscious, 306; surfacing in meditation, 123. See also Vāsanā daha tantra

Vita doshā: dreams typical of, 407

Vedānta: four mārgas and, 649; Gurudeva’s early knowledge of, xxvi; intellectual vs. superconscious attainment, 574; Japa and Siddhānta, 265; modern, views on perfections, 573; Siddhāntin knowing, 257; simplistic, 573; true meaning is prapattī, 237. See also following entries: Upānishads

Vedas: bursting forth of, xxxiii; corroborate jñāni’s realizations, 648; essence captured by Tirumular, 562; fundamental scriptures, xxv; intellectual understanding of, 230; Namā Śivāya in, 257, 265; nondual philosophy, 533; on astral lovers, 408; origins of, 638; realizing truths of, 603; revealed scripture, xxvi; wisdom on death, 628; yamas and niyamas, 155. See also Vedānta

Vedantic astrology: chakras in, 513

The Vedic Experience: described, 965; to order, 967

Vedic religions: sannyāsa sustains, 467. See also Vedās

Vegetarianism: essential for bhakti, 235; necessity of, 440; for positive life, 284. See also Ahimsā; Animals; Appetite; Diet; Nutrition; Yamas and niyamas

Vehicles: Gods’, 585

Vibhūti: giving astrally, 408. See also Holy ash

Vibration(s): of the home, 487; of matter, 356; of the soul, 25, 545

Videhamuktī: Vaishnava goal, xix

Vijñānamaya koša: intuition, 371; kundalini force, 458

Vīnā(s): heard inwardly, 81, 319, 457, 572

Vīnadhāra: Śiva, maker of sound, xxiv

Violence: affirmations of, 114; in Bhagavad Gītā, xxvi

Violet: in human aura, 765

Vira Śāivism: views on liberation, xx

Vīśnu: Primal Soul, xxi; prominent Deity, 203; union with, xix. See also Vaishnava Hinduism

Vision(s): astral, see Astral vision; of Deity, kriyā mārga, 645; of God, Vaishnava views, xix; perceiving the soul, 588; premonitory, 410; transparent Earth, 524. See also Sight

Visualization(s): aspects of man, 374; balancing in a tree, 179; correcting subconscious problems, 745; desired qualities, 160; light within head, 102; opens doors, 95; positive colors, 386; river, 40; soul as shaft of light, 181; yourself on mountaintop, 174. See also Exercises

Vīṣuddha chakra: actinic force center, 519; ages twenty-eight to thirty-five, 501; Charts Resource, 785, 788; divine love, 496, 785; explained, 496; golden body’s descent into, 590; i ād and pingalā cross at, 505; New Age, 499-500; realizations, family, 472; Sat-chidānanda, 649; top velocity, 650. See also Chakras

Vīṣvagrāsa: final merger, 591, 606, 651, 783; like water into ocean, 591; ninth merger with Viśnu, xxv; not an experience, 835; total absorption, xxii; total end, 632

Vīṣvaguru Mahā Mahārāj: world as guru, 73, 548-550

Vital fluids/forces: conserving, 684; self-discipline, 184. See also Creative fluids; Transmutation; Vitality

Vitala chakra: anger remedy, 509; auras and, 381; burning confessions, 125; explained, 299, 311. See also Burning; Vasanās

Vitality: color remedy, 398; depletion of, 748, 750; transmutation enhances, 735. See also Vital fluids/forces; Vital health body

Vivekananda, Swami: Gurudeva’s early study, xxv; Song of the Sammyāsin, 769-777

Vocabulary: mystical, 19

Voice: within oneself, 641

Void: experiencing, 320

Vows: marriage and monastic, 468; niyama, 157. See also Yamas and niyamas

Vrata: See Vows

VRATYASTOMA: for readmittance, 547

Vrittis: waves of the mind, 5
Waking up: activating vital health body, 352; inner alarm clock, 295; Wake up, get up, 310, 411, 724. See also Awakening; Sleep
Walking: absorbing prāṇa, 358; mystic’s awareness while, 327-328; quieting the subconscious, 746
War: Bhagavad Gītā condones, xxvi; in the home, stopping, 912; Sri Lankan, 407-408
Wardrobe: inner, 194
Warmth: feeling in meditation, 445
Warriors: must fight their battles, 560
Watcher: mediator’s perspective, 125, 339; practice, 343-347; your true identity, xiii. See also Observation
Water: analogy for subconscious, 306; live like writing on, 284; merger analogy, 606; neutralizes conflict, 555; on home altar, 555; soul as drop of, writing on, 284; merger analogy, 606; neutralizes 343-347; your true identity, xiii. See also Stopping, 912; Sri Lankan, 407-408
quieting the subconscious, 746
Waterfall: sound is within you, 576
Wealth: mantras and, 735; oninvolvement with, 250; renunciates don’t seek, 775
Weapons: terrorists’ asura gods, 234
Websites: www.gurudeva.org, 918, 961; www.hindu.org, 759; www.HHOnline.org, 962. See also Computer; Internet
Welcome: memories of the past, 296
West: emphasizes the external, 217; Bhagavad Gītā introduced to, xxvi; simplistic Vedānta and, 574. See also following entries; America; European cultures
Western: attitudes, about death, 218, 627; education, subverts Hindu dharma, 493; religions, contrast to Hinduism, 218; thought, analytical, externalized, 744. See also West
Westerners: impatience of, 639. See also West
Where and when: of the future, 79; here and now vs., 82
White: flooding aura with, 391; harmonious blend of color, 761; in human aura, 766
Who am I: starting on the path, 521; ultimate questions, 559
Wife: aura enhances husband’s, 385; if aggressively intellectual, 480; mistress of home, 481; responsiblities of, 481-482, 484, 486 See Family; Mother; Strī dharma; Woman
Wiles: eighty-four, of lower emotions, 246
Will: actinic, awakening, 332; autonomous of Gods’, 216; blending with the Gods’, 219; challenging satguru’s, 508; executing one’s own, 621; inner and outer, 442; mastery by, astral/auristic color, 764; weakened through sex, 669; yours to control, 721. See also Free Will; Willfulness; Willpower
Willfulness: emotional body, 745; talātalā chakra, 510. See also Will; Willpower
Willpower: all you need, 69; as energy/awareness, 68-69, 133; attention, 133; awakened in yoga mārga, 647; breath controls, 284; channeling forces, 67; for clearing sleep, 721; completing projects, 67; concentration into meditation, 697; demanding per-
fections, 443; depleted by hypnosis, 713; developed by regulating sex energy, 697; divided, 67; fuel for unfoldment, 68-69; inner vs. outer, 494-495; learning to use, 149; and life’s purpose, 149; locating and controlling, 721; love must accompany, 75; manipūra chakra, 494, 747, 786; meditator’s, 127; overcoming fatigue, 332; restoring mental order, 162; strengthening, 68, 73-75; uncontrolled, 745; unfoldment and, 91. See also Will; Willfulness
Wisdom: blossoming of, 561; from inside, 648; intellect correctly used, 27; invincible to emotions, 124; and tradition, 220
Witness: renunciate ideal, 776
Woman: emotional cycles, 484. See also Brahmacārī; Mother; Singles; Wife
Womb: time of entering, 615
Words: path of, see Path of words
Work: for work’s sake, 107, 127, 643
World(s): as guru, 73, 548-550; is as it should be, 57; binding nature of, 559; Charts Resource, 781; end of, 525 (see also Mahāprārddya); fourteen, 491, 505; home protected from, 479; individual’s effect on, 175; internal and external, 382; living positively in, x; mirror of ourselves, 172; moving unnoticed, 334; new way of relating, 84; no injustice in, 57; perfection of, 167, 560; personal connection, 222; renounces the renunciante, 374, 474, 509, 602, 772; seeing no evil in, 567. See also Planes; Universe; Worldliness
Worldliness: defined, 328; Gaṇeśa removes burdens of, 7; states of, 102. See also World
World Religious Parliament: honoring Gurudeva, 910, 912
World Wide Web: See Internet, Websites
Worry: “All right right now…,” 168; luxury of, 181; provokes fear, 86; self-sabotage, 684. See also Anxiety; Concern
Worship: beginning devotee’s, 640; counterindications, 507; internalizing, 235-236; kriyā mārga, 644; niyama, 156; safety net, 605; of Śiva, many boons, 566; in yoga mārga, 647. See also Home shrine; Kriyā; Temple worship; Yamas and niyamas
Writing: down your qualities, 193; experiences/disturbances, for burning, 124, 296; list of attachments, 284; on water, xxii, 284, 429; reactions, aids understanding, 683
www: See Websites
Yama: and His helpers, 628-629; ignores near-death, 627
Yamas and niyamas: balancing effect, 710; bhakti and, 236; to change aura, 386; even during sleep, 725; foundation for unfoldment, 158; importance of, 157; listed, 155-157; making habitual, 161. See also Dharma; Thirty-six guidelines
Yantra(s): like an antenna, 204; representing the Deity, 207; Śāktism, xx
Yellow: astral color group, 763; intellect, 286
Yin and yang: idā and pingalā, 372
Yoga(s): approaches to, xi; ashtāṅga yoga; bhakti, see Bhakti yoga; break, how to take, 107-109; classical, goals, 149; clearing stones from a path, 229; comparing attainments with ancients, 80; correct meaning, 561; counterindications, 509; culmination of, 647; don't abandon basics, 604; everlasting union, 561; explaining teachings of, 38; foundation for, see Foundation; fruitless, 141; full-time job, 175; God's sanction for, 211; haṭha, see Hatha yoga; inner light, 80; japa, chapter, 253-265 (see also Japa); journey of, 647; kundalini and, 458; of life, xiii; limbs of, integral whole, 230; to maintain here-and-now, 80; mārga, see Yoga mārga; opening up to actinic force, 521; permission to perform, 9; preparation for, 9; profound expectations, 563; protracted practice of, 572; self-control and, 161; side-stepping hurdles of, 236 (see also Pitfalls); Smarta views, xviii; true, 7. See also Yoga mārga; Yogi

Yoga mārga: dreams, 406; follows charyā and kriyā, 560, 646; fulfilled in Realization, xii; help on, 251; intense bhakti precedes, 245. See also Yoga

Yogaswami: "bird sat on my head," 136; cremation, 630; "die before you die," 838; encouraged temple worship, 564; going to, 545; guru bhakti verse, 553; inner orders, xxix, 713; "It was all finished…," 133; "Love melts the stones," 227; Namāḥ Śivāya and, 265; "nothing that is not perfect," 167; one hundred twenty-fifth anniversary celebration, 912; "search without searching," 323; seeing a person's nature, 146; "Śiva cannot separate…," 564; testing Gurudeva, xxvii; "your own book," 343, 523

Yogi(s): armchair Vedāntins vs., 574; not yet a jñāni, 564; self-appointed, 746. See also Yoga

Yoke: golden, 523

You: behind the conscious mind, 107. See also Identity; Perfections; Self; Self-concept; Soul; Watcher

Young souls: learning from karma, 771; merging with others, 772

Yo-yo: awareness, 134
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The Self God
An inspired talk given by Gurudeva at the San Francisco Sacramento Street Temple to a group of *karma yoga* initiates on October 3, 1959, the day before he flew to Oahu, Hawaii, for the first time. In the original recording we can hear the waterfall splashing on the altar at which Gurudeva gave discourses from 1957 to 1969. In this temple, Swami Chinmayananda, just beginning his Hindu renaissance career, gave one of his earliest lectures.

1: How to Realize God
An inspired talk given at Kauai Aadheenam, January 1, 1984, in which he answers a disciple’s questions about God Realization. The section at the very end of this chapter is Gurudeva speaking on the Śaiva Saints in the Kadavul Hindu Temple after a procession following his *pāda pūjā* during Satguru Pūrṇimā, July 7, 1998, at the headquarters established in 1970, originally named Śivāshram.

2-3: All Knowing Is Within You & What Is the Meaning of Life?
Drawn from the 1970 Audio Cassette Edition of *The Master Course*, recorded in the Guru Pīṭham (the seat of spiritual power from which the Satguru presides) at Kauai Aadheenam. About thirty Himalayan Academy students had come to the Garden Island of Kauai to be with Gurudeva. He gave dozens of recorded talks during this Innersearch Travel-Study Program, sharing personal details about his spiritual path, his teachers and more.

4: The River of Life
An inspired talk given in 1957 at Gurudeva’s first temple on Sutter Street in San Francisco (where he had the vision of Śiva dancing above his head). “The River of Life” was a central lesson in the *World Fellowship of Yoga* Correspond-
dence Course, 1960. It was also published in 1972 as one of six books in the Pathfinder’s Library series. At this temple, the eminent Swami Vishnudevananda gave one of his first talks in America, accompanied by Swami Radha, who later founded an ashram in Canada. The title of his talk was “Bhakti Yoga.”

5-7: The Story of Awareness, Wisdom’s Path & Willpower
Drawn from Gurudeva’s 12-hour 1970 Audio Cassette Edition of The Master Course and earlier manuscripts.

8: The Clear White Light
Handwritten by Gurudeva during hours of seclusion on August 13, 1967, at Carl Jung’s lakeside Casa Eranos villa on Lago Maggiore during the 1967 Innersearch Travel/Study Program in Ascona, Switzerland. It was at this same chalet on the large lake connecting Switzerland and Italy that Gurudeva revealed Shûm, the language of meditation, the following year.

9: Lotus of the Heart
An inspired talk given in 1972 and published by Comstock House as one of six books in the On the Path series.

10: From Darkness to Light

11: The Power of Affirmation
An inspiring inspired talk given in 1958 in San Francisco and published in the World Fellowship of Yoga Correspondence Course, 1960; the 1967 Master Course and, in 1972, as part of the Pathfinder’s Library series.

12: Beginning to Meditate
Compiled from “The Intensity of Meditation,” an inspired talk published in 1965, and “Beginning to Meditate,” given at his San Francisco Temple, the first Hindu temple in America, October 19, 1970 (beginning with Wednesday’s lesson, third paragraph). Sunday’s lesson is an upadeśa from the 1970s.

13: Five Steps to Enlightenment

14: Life, the Great Experience
An inspired talk given in 1957 at the Sutter Street Temple in San Francisco, which Gurudeva established at age 30. It served as his teaching center for the first year before he purchased the Sacramento Street property.

15: Facing Life’s Tests
An early inspired talk drawn from The Master Course, 1967 edition, assembled by the monks of the Subramuniya Yoga Order at Gurudeva’s Mountain Desert Monastery in Virginia City, Nevada, along with “Changing Your Circumstances,” given in San Francisco in 1964 (beginning with Saturday’s lesson).
INDEX OF INSPIRED TALKS

16: I’m All Right, Right Now

17: The Eternal Now
An inspired talk given at the San Francisco Temple in 1961. Saturday’s and Sunday’s lessons are drawn from upadeśas given in the early 1970s.

18: Love Is the Sum of the Law
Compiled from a pamphlet by the same name published in the early ’60s, along with “The Yoga Called Bhakti,” published in The Lotus of the Heart, 1972 (beginning with Wednesday’s lesson), concluding with excerpts from “Bhakti Yoga,” a talk given in the late ’50s.

19-20: Love of the Gods & The Esoterics of Worship
An inspired talk given in the Kadavul Hindu Temple, on the Garden Island of Kauai, on October 11, 1978. Governor Arioshi later placed in the state archives acknowledgement of this first Hindu Temple in Hawaii.

21: Total Surrender
A series of upadeśas given in Hawaii, August, 1990, at Gurudeva’s afternoon editing sessions which he faithfully held each day from 1975 onward.

22: The Path of Egoity
A series of afternoon upadeśas given in Hawaii, December, 1989.

23: The Yoga of Incantation
A series of six afternoon upadeśas given in Hawaii, August 12-17, 1990.

24-29: The Universe of the Mind & chapters on the five states of mind
Drawn from The Master Course, 1967, as well as from the 1970 Audio Cassette Edition, and subsequent upadeśas, including a series of talks on the sub of the subconscious mind given in 1990.

30: The Nature of Thought
Compiled from two unpublished talks given in Hawaii in the 1970s: “The Nature of Thought” and “Be a Witness.”

31-32: The Physical and Prāṇic Bodies & The Astral Body

33-34: The Human Aura & Colors’ Magic
Drawn from the World Fellowship of Yoga Correspondence Course, The Master Course and a series of upadeśas given during the 1986 Mauritius Innersearch Program of Himalayan Academy.

35: Sleep and Dreams
A series of afternoon upadešas given by Gurudeva in Hawaii, on May 9, 21,
36: Karma, the Natural Law
Drawn from The Master Course, 1967 edition, and from upadeśas on karma given in the 1970s and the 1990s. The last four paragraphs of Saturday are drawn from talks Gurudeva gave during Innersearch Northern Europe, 2001.

37: The Fine Art of Meditation
Questions and answers recorded in Gurudeva’s San Francisco Hindu Temple on the evening of November 5, 1972, for a “Meeting of the Ways” radio program and published as part of the Pathfinder’s Library series.

38: Powers of the Spine

39-40: Renunciate Life and the Two Paths & Men and Women Are Not the Same
From “The Two Paths,” an early-1970s manuscript based on “Man’s Key to a Woman’s Mind,” which was composed in the early ’60s.

41-42: Spinning Wheels of Consciousness & Evolution of Consciousness

43: Force Fields and Psychic Protection
Drawn from the 1970 Audio Cassette Edition of The Master Course, along with upadeśas on psychic protection given in the early ’90s, and two unpublished manuscripts dictated on Kauai in the early 1970s: “Sensitivity” (beginning at Friday’s lesson, paragraph 2) and “Force Fields” (from Saturday, paragraph 2).

44-45: Darshan, Grace of the Guru & Spiritual Training
An upadeśa entitled “Darshan,” given in 1972 at the Maharaja’s Lake Palace in Udaipur, India, to 72 pilgrims who joined Gurudeva on a three-month Indian Odyssey, the largest tour group at that time to enter India. “Darshan” was partially published as The Search Is Within, in the On the Path Series, 1972. Chapter 45 concludes with an upadeśa on bhakti given in Hawaii, 1990.

46: Jñānis and the Path They Teach
An upadeśa given at Kauai Aadheenam in February, 1984, published in HINDUISM TODAY that same year.

47: The Two Perfections of Our Soul

48: Soul, Self and Samādhi
A short afternoon upadeśa comparing the Self to a neutron star, given in
Hawaii on October 13, 1990; followed by (in Tuesday’s lesson onward) an upadeśa on the nature of the soul, circa 1975.

49: The Responsibility of Enlightenment

50: Reincarnation
From the 1958 and 1967 Master Course and subsequent upadeśas.

51: Death and Dying
A series of five afternoon upadeśas given in Hawaii, August 8, 16 & 23, September 6 and February 9, 1990 (typed on a Sony Typecorder).

52: Final Conclusions for All Mankind

Part Four: Cognizantability
Aphorisms brought through from the inner skies in 1950 in Oakland, California, during the year following Gurudeva’s first breakthrough into Self Realization. The commentaries came seven years later, in 1957, in Denver, Colorado. Sections One and Two of Cognizantability were first published in 1958 in book form, in the World Fellowship of Yoga Correspondence Course, 1960, and in 1970 as Rāja Yoga. Section Three, “Journey of Awareness,” consists of unpublished aphorisms which Gurudeva brought through in 1950 to which he dictated commentaries on November 29, December 7 & 12, 1989, and January 1, 8 & 9, 1990, on Kauai.

Resource One: A Key to the Astral Colors
Drawn from The Human Aura, a charming, mystical book written by Swami Panchadasi in 1912, which Gurudeva wished to share with readers to show the connection of color psychology with ancient Indian teachings.

Resource Two: Song of the Sannyāsin
Swami Vivekananda’s ode to renunciates. It catalyzed Gurudeva’s own spiritual quest at an early age, and he loved to recite it aloud with his monks, who took turns reading it to him during his final fast.

Resource Three: Charts
Three charts which help correlate Gurudeva’s personal insights with the Upanishadic/Sanskritic teachings on the chakras and the nature of reality.
Merging with Śiva: Hinduism’s Contemporary Metaphysics is the culmination of fifty years of teaching. It was drawn together by Guru-deva in unfailling daily afternoon editing sessions from January, 1997 to November, 1998.

This third book in the Dancing, Living and Merging with Śiva trilogy was designed and illustrated by the āchāryas and swāmīs of the Saiva Siddhanta Yoga Order at Kauai’s Hindu Monastery on the Garden Island of Kauai. This edition was typeset in Adobe InDesign CS2 on a Gigabit Ethernet network of Apple Macintosh PowerBook G4 and PowerMac G5 computers and an Xserve G5. The text is set in Adobe’s Minion family of fonts to which diacritical marks have been added using Fontographer: 12.5-point medium on 15-point linespacing for the body of the book and 8.25 on 9.75 for the glossary and index. Sanskrit and Tamil fonts include those by Ecological Linguistics, Brahmī Type and Srikrishna Patil. Original artwork was scanned on a Heidelberg Linoscan 2200 flatbed scanner and color corrected in Adobe Photoshop 7.0. Production was supervised by Jainendra Prakash Jain at Shri Jainendra Press in New Delhi, India.

The cover art is a watercolor by Tiru S. Rajam, 87, of Chennai, India, commissioned for this book in 1997. The painting on the half title page is by the same artist, a venerable national treasure of South India, music composer and traditional Tamil Śaivite artist whose work is permanently exhibited in the British Museum in London. The vivid oil portrait of Gurudeva on the back cover and the Gaṇeśa facing the half title page were gifts by India’s renowned artist and national treasure, Sri Indra Sharma, 82, during his sojourn on Kauai in late 1997. He was also commissioned to execute the portrait of Jnanaguru Yogaswami on page iv. The elegant and philosophically rich paintings that initiate each chapter, as well as the color alphabet initials, are the work of Tiru A. Manivelu, 64, commissioned in 1998, with several new paintings executed for “Cognizantability” in the months prior to the completion of the second edition.
The background patterns adorning the title pages were created in Adobe Photoshop 7.0 by a gifted soul of our sannyāsin order based on Manivelu’s paintings. Assistance in original indexing and the glossary was provided by Mr. Jnanadeva Shanmuganatha. The index was finely retooled for the second edition by Tirumati Chamundi Sabanathan of Santa Rosa, California, using Sonar Bookends. Gurudeva enjoyed painting with vibhūti on black paper the art that appears on the title page of each chapter. A few of Gurudeva’s original handwritten aphorisms and commentaries from the 1950s appear on the pages of “Cognizantability.”

For the transliteration, or spelling, of Sanskrit words we chose the system used by Monier Williams (1819-1899) in his Sanskrit dictionaries. It seemed more natural to us than the system now used in academic texts. Denoting the ch sound and the sh sounds are two of the main differences. In the academic system, the ch sound (as in chakra) is rendered by a simple c. We chose ch instead, because in English the c is always sounded as c as in count, or c as in cinder, never as a ch sound, as in charm. We also sought a system that does not require a change in spellings when diacriticals are dropped off. That’s why we also chose to not use the dot under the s for ṣ, and instead use sh, and to put an i after r, as in rishi. A chart of pronunciation is found on page 857.

Assistance in Sanskrit translation was provided by Dr. Swamy Satyam, with Sanskrit proofreading by Dr. P. Jayaraman, Executive Director, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Woodside, New York, and Georg Feuerstein, Ph.D., Director, Yoga Research Center, Lower Lake, California. Proofreading of the entire book was completed by Vayudeva and his wife Peshala Varadan of Rockville, Maryland, and Mrs. Sheela Venkatakrishnan of Fremont, California.

Finally, we express a heartfelt mahalo nui loa (that’s our Hawaiian-style “thank you”) to devotees worldwide who supported this book with pūjās and prayers, and to all the insightful souls who thoughtfully penned encouraging reviews and comments. Thank you, thank you, thank you.
Gurudeva paints with wet holy ash the motifs for the title pages of Merging
About the Author

ONCE IN A GREAT WHILE ON THIS EARTH THERE ARISES A SOUL WHO, BY LIVING HIS TRADITION RIGHTLY AND WHOLLY, PERFECTS HIS PATH AND BECOMES A LIGHT TO THE WORLD. SATGURU SIVAYA SUBRAMUNIYASWAMI (1927-2001) WAS SUCH A BEING, a shining example of awakening and wisdom, a leader recognized worldwide as one of Hinduism’s foremost ministers. As a youth, he was trained in classical Eastern and Western dance and in the disciplines of yoga. Becoming the premier danseur of the San Francisco Ballet by age 19, he renounced the world at the height of his career and traveled to India and Sri Lanka in quest of Absolute Truth. In the caves of Jalani in 1949, he fasted and meditated until he burst into enlightenment. Soon thereafter, he met his satguru, Sage Yogaswami, who gave him the name Subramuniya, initiated him into the holy orders of sannyāsa and ordained him into his lineage with a tremendous slap on the back, saying, “This sound will be heard in America! Now go ’round the world and roar like a lion. You will build palaces (temples) and feed thousands.” While in Sri Lanka, he founded Saiva Siddhanta Church, the world’s first Hindu church, now active in many nations. In late 1949 he sailed back to America and embarked on seven years of ardent, solitary yoga and meditation which brought forth faculties of clairvoyance and clairaudience, culminating in Cognizantability, a collection of profound aphorisms and commentary on the states of mind and esoteric laws of life. In 1957, Subramuniyaswami, affectionately known as Gurudeva, founded Himalayan Academy and opened America’s first Hindu temple, in San Francisco. He formed his monastic order in 1960. In Switzerland, 1968, he revealed Shûm, a mystical language of meditation that names and maps inner areas of consciousness. From 1967 to 1983 he led fourteen Innersearch pilgrimages, guiding hundreds of devotees to the world’s sacred temples and illumined sages. In 1970 Gurudeva established his world headquarters and monastery-temple on Kauai, northernmost of the Hawaiian Islands. Beginning in the 1970s and continuing to 2001, he gave blessings to dozens of groups to build temples in North America, Australia, New Zealand, Europe and elsewhere, gifting Deity images, usually of Lord Gaṇeśa, to 36 temples to begin the worship. Over the years, he personally guided groups of trustees through each stage of temple development. He
thus authenticated and legitimized the establishment of the temple as essential to any Hindu community. His relentless drive to establish Hindu worship in the West was based on his revelatory mystic visions of the Gods not as symbolic depictions but as real beings who guide and protect mankind, with whom we can commune most effectively through consecrated temples. ¶In 1973, after establishing Kadavul Temple, he clairvoyantly read from inner-plane libraries to bring forth *Lemurian Scrolls* and other esoteric writings to guide his monastic order and revive the centrality of celibacy and sexual transmutation. In 1975 he conceived the San Marga Iraivan Temple on Kauai as the first all-granite temple established outside of India. In 1977 he intensified requirements for his Western devotees to sever all prior religious, philosophical loyalties, legalize their Hindu name and formally enter Hinduism through the name-giving rite. In 1979 he published *Holy Orders of Sannyāsa*, defining the ideals, vows and aspirations of Hindu monasticism in unprecedented clarity. Also in 1979 he began publishing *Hinduism Today*. His international Hindu renaissance tours in the early ’80s revealed that Hindus were not globally connected or organized. Those in India knew little of their brothers and sisters in South America. Those in Fiji had no knowledge of Hindus in Europe or Mauritius. Seeing this need, Gurudeva focused his journal on uniting all Hindus, regardless of nationality or sect, and inspiring and educating seekers everywhere. That same year, he produced the first edition of his Hindu catechism, later to become *Dancing with Śiva*. ¶His travels in the 1980s brought him face to face with hundreds of thousands of Hindus, most notably in Sri Lanka, India, Malaysia and Mauritius, to whom he spread a powerful message of courage, regenerating pride of heritage. In the early ’80s he established the antiquity and legitimacy of monistic Śaiva Siddhānta at international conferences among pundits who had insisted that Siddhānta is solely pluralistic. In 1985 Gurudeva adopted Apple’s Macintosh-based publishing technology to supercharge his prolific outreach through scriptures, books, pamphlets, art, lessons and later through CDs and the world’s foremost Hindu websites. ¶In 1986 he founded a branch monastery in Mauritius, whose government had invited him there to revive a languishing Hindu faith. That same year, New Delhi’s World Religious Parliament named him one of five modern-day Jagadāchāryas, world teachers, for his international efforts in promoting a Hindu renaissance. Also in 1986 he created Pañcha Gaṇapati, a five-day Hindu festival celebrated around the time of Christmas. In 1987 he published *God’s Money* to explain tithing and how it is practiced by
members of his Hindu church. 1989 saw the culmination of numerous books and pamphlets that later became part of the Master Course trilogy. In 1990 in Bangalore, he ceremoniously chipped the first stone of Iraivan temple and established a small village where craftsmen and their families could live and carve this architectural gem by hand over the next fifteen years. In 1991 he produced the *Nandinātha Sūtras*, 365 aphorisms outlining the entire gamut of virtuous Hindu living. In 1994 Gurudeva founded Hindu Heritage Endowment, now a multi-million-dollar public service trust that establishes and maintains permanent sources of income for Hindu institutions worldwide. In 1995 he published the final edition of *Śaiva Dharma Śāstras*, drawing on aspects of the American church system to make his organization socially viable and structurally effective. Therein he finalized patterns for the future, including the extended family structure for his missions, and designated as his successors three of his senior monastics: Acharya Veylanswami, followed by Acharya Palaniswami and then Acharya Ceyonswami. ¶From 1977 to 2001 Gurudeva nurtured a staunchly Hindu, highly disciplined, global fellowship of family initiates, monastics and students, training them to follow the *sādhana mārga*, the path of yogic striving and personal transformation, and to assist him in his global mission. With this competent team and a sophisticated infrastructure, his Church nurtures its membership and local missions on five continents and serves, personally and through publications and the Internet, the community of Hindus of all sects. It furthers the dual mission of Hindu solidarity and monistic Śaiva Siddhānta, vowing to protect, preserve and promote the Śaivite Hindu religion as expressed through three pillars: temples, *satgurus* and scripture. The recognized hereditary guru of 2.5 million Sri Lankan Hindus, Gurudeva proclaimed his Church a Jaffna-Tamil-based organization which branched out from the Sri Subramuniya Ashram in Alaveddy to meet the needs of the growing Hindu diaspora of this century. It gently oversees some 40 temples worldwide. Missionaries and teachers within the family membership provide counseling and classes in Śaivism for children, youth and adults. Gurudeva's numerous books present his unique and practical insights on Hindu metaphysics, mysticism, culture, philosophy and *yoga*. His *Śaivite Hindu Religion* children's course is taught in many temples and homes, preserving the teachings in five languages for thousands of youths. ¶In 1995, in Delhi, the World Religious Parliament bestowed on him the title Dharmachakra for his remarkable publications. The Global Forum of Spiritual and Parliamentary Leaders for Human Survival chose him as a
Hindu representative at its unique conferences. Thus, at Oxford in 1988, Moscow in 1990 and Rio de Janeiro in 1992, he joined religious, political and scientific leaders from all countries to discuss the future of human life on this planet. At Chicago’s historic centenary Parliament of the World’s Religions in September, 1993, he was elected one of three Hindus to the Presidents’ Assembly, a core group of 25 men and women voicing the needs of world faiths. Especially in the early ’90s he campaigned for fair treatment of temple priests, namely the same respect enjoyed by the clergy of other religions. From 1996 onward, Gurudeva was a key member of Vision Kauai 2020, a group of inspirers (including the Mayor, county council, business and education leaders) that meets to fashion the island’s future based on spiritual values. In 1997 he responded to President Clinton’s call for religious opinions on the ethics of human cloning. That same year, he spearheaded the 125th anniversary of Satguru Yogaswami and his golden icon’s pilgrimage around the world, ending in Sri Lanka. During these final years he worked daily in the morning hours in refining the Shûm language as his supreme gift to his monastic order.

In 1998 Gurudeva began an ardent campaign for the right of children to not be beaten by their parents or their teachers, and helping parents raise children with love through Positive Discipline classes taught by his family devotees as their primary community service. In 1999 he traveled to Mauritius to publicly inaugurate his Spiritual Park as a gift to the island nation. In 2000 he published How to Become a Hindu, showing the way for seekers to formally enter the faith, refuting the dogma that “You must be born a Hindu to be a Hindu.” On August 25, 2000, he received the prestigious United Nations U Thant Peace Award in New York (previously bestowed on the Dalai Lama, Nelson Mandela, Mikhail Gorbachev, Pope John Paul II and Mother Teresa). He addressed 1,200 spiritual leaders gathered for the UN Millennium Peace Summit, with the message, “For peace in the world, stop the war in the home.” Upon his return to Kauai, 350 citizens and county and state officials gathered to herald his accomplishments on the island and beyond. Governor Benjamin Cayetano wrote: “I am especially grateful for your efforts to promote moral and spiritual values in Hawaii. May our people forever embrace the message of peace you have so eloquently supported in your gracious wisdom.” In November, 2000, Gurudeva launched Hindu Press International (HPI), a HINDUISM TODAY daily news summary for breaking news sent free via e-mail and posted on the web. In 1999, 2000 and 2001 he conducted three Innersearch journeys, consecrating new temples in Alaska, Trinidad and Denmark. In 2001 he
completed his golden legacy, the 3,000-page Master Course trilogy of *Dancing, Living* and *Merging with Siva*—peerless volumes of daily lessons on Hindu philosophy, culture and yoga, respectively. For fifty years, Subramuniyaswami taught Hinduism to Hindus and seekers from all faiths. Known as one of the strictest gurus in the world, he was the 162nd successor of the Nandinātha Kailāsa lineage and satguru of Kauai Aadheenam, his 458-acre temple-monastery complex on the Garden Island of Kauai. From this verdant Polynesian aśrama on a river bank near the foot of an extinct volcano, his monastics continue to promote the dharma together through Saiva Siddhanta Church, Himalayan Academy and Hindu Heritage Endowment, perpetuating the mission given to Gurudeva by his satguru. Gurudeva departed from this world as courageously as he had lived in it. Learning on October 9, 2001, that he had advanced, metastasized intestinal cancer, confirmed by a host of specialists in three states, all concurring that even the most aggressive treatment regimens would not prove effective, he declined any treatment beyond palliative measures and decided to follow the Indian yogic practice, called prāyopaveśa in Sanskrit scripture, to abstain from nourishment and take water only from that day on. He left his body peacefully on the 32nd day of his self-declared fast, at 11:54 pm on Monday, Chitra nakshatra, November 12, 2001, surrounded by his twenty-three monastics. Gurudeva consoled them, “Don’t be sad. When I am gone from this world, I will be working with you on the inside twenty-four hours a day.” The rock-solid foundation for the continuance of his work is Kauai Aadheenam and its resident Saiva Siddhanta Yoga Order. This group of eleven initiated swāmīs with lifetime vows and nine brahmachāris, celibate monks, come from six countries and include both men born into the Hindu religion and those who converted or adopted Hinduism—Asians and Westerners—made strong by decades of Gurudeva’s loving but strict personal guidance and insistence on 110 percent performance. In the first weeks of his fast, Gurudeva seamlessly transferred his duties and responsibilities to his chosen successor, Satguru Bodhinatha Veylanswami, 59, a disciple for 37 years, declaring, “Bodhinatha is the new satguru now.” Ever concerned for others, even on his deathbed, just days before his Great Union, he whispered in assurance, “Everything that is happening is good. Everything that is happening is meant to be.” He asked devotees worldwide to carry his work and institutions forward with unstinting vigor, to keep one another strong on the spiritual path, to live in harmony and to work
diligently on their personal spiritual sādhanas. “You are all over-qualified to carry on.” ¶When notified of Gurudeva’s passing, Sita Ram Goel, one of India’s most influential Hindu writers and thinkers, wrote, “He has done great work for Hinduism, and the recent reawakening of the Hindu mind carries his stamp.” Ma Yoga Shakti, renowned yoga teacher, said, “For more than five decades, Subramuniyaswami, a highly enlightened soul of the West—a Hanuman of today, a reincarnation of Śiva Himself—has watered the roots of Hinduism with great zeal, faith, enthusiasm and whole-heartedness.” Sri Shivarudra Balayogi Maharaj of India said, “By his life and by his teaching, Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami has helped make Hinduism an even greater gift to humanity.” From Jaffna, president of Sivathondan Nilayam Arunasalam Sellathurai Swamigal wrote: “The life, mission and mandate of His Holiness Sivaya Subramuniyaswami form an epic chapter in his unending spiritual quest leading him to the founding of the Saiva Siddhanta Church and a monastic order in Hawai—-a magnificent task! This will ever remain a monument to his spiritual fervor, proclaiming worldwide, East and West, in trumpet tones that Swamigal was a trailblazer of Lord Śiva’s choice to glorify the spiritual heritage and the essence of Śaiva Siddhânta.” ¶Gurudeva’s life was one of extraordinary accomplishments on so many levels; but his greatest siddhi, to which thousands of devotees will testify, was his incredible power to inspire others toward God, to change their lives in ways that were otherwise impossible, to be a light on their path, a mother and father and friend to all who drew near. Gurudeva lived so profoundly at the center of himself, so close to the core of being, the heart of Divinity, that everyone he met felt close to him. He personified the pure, blissful soul nature they seek and sense as the center of themselves.
Milestones of Ministry
Enumerating a Spiritual Master’s Many Gifts to Mankind

Empowered by his Self Realization, his ordination as a satguru and the blessings of Gods and devas, Gurudeva contributed to the revival of Hinduism in immeasurable abundance. He was simultaneously a staunch defender of traditions, as the proven ways of the past, and a fearless innovator, rivaling the rishis of Vedic times in instilling fresh understanding and setting new patterns of life for contemporary humanity. Here is a partial list of his trail-blazing mission and accomplishments.
SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS

Bringing seekers new meaning to life through *The Master Course* as a path of self-transformation through *sādhana*, a self-initiated journey to bravely, cheerfully face the *karma* one has created in the past.

Pioneering the language Shûm in 1968 to enhance seekers’ *yogic* efforts and vigorously developing it from 1995-2001, as his choicest inner gift to his monastics.

Bringing the Gods “out of exile” by explaining and writing about the mysteries of temple worship and the three worlds of existence from his own experience.

Unfolding theological summations for a religion in renaissance, such as “Four Facts of Hinduism,” “Nine Beliefs,” “Hinduism’s Code of Conduct,” the 365 *Nandinatha Sutras*, and a Hindu catechism and creed.

Bringing forth *Lemurian Scrolls* and other esoteric writings from inner-plane libraries to guide his monastic order and revive the centrality of celibacy and sexual transmutation.

Translating and publishing *Tiruvalluvar*’s ethical masterpiece, the *Tirukural*, in modern, lucid English.

LEADING THE HINDU RENAISSANCE

Building Hindu pride; convincing Hindus everywhere to stand up and proclaim themselves Hindus and stop repeating equivocal slogans like, “I’m not really a Hindu. I am a universalist—a Christian, a Jew, a Muslim and a Buddhist.”

Proclaiming that Hinduism is a great, living religion, not a archeologic relic of the past as oft depicted by Western scholars—one that should be presented by Hindu writers, as he did in his peerless publications.

Teaching Hinduism to Hindus, awakening their self-appreciation as a world community, blessed inheritors of a grand civilization and culture, indeed, the religion best suited to the new age.

Rescuing the word *Hinduism* from its fallen status as a dirty word and restoring it to its age-old glory.

Heralding sectarianism when the prevailing trend was bland uniformity, insisting that only if each denomination is strong and faithful to its unique traditions will Hinduism itself be strong.

Championing the centrality of temples, legitimizing their establishment, and authenticating their purpose.
CAMPAIGNS AGAINST WRONGS AND MISCONCEPTIONS
Dispelling myths and misinformation about Hinduism through Hinduism Today for two decades.
Promoting the Vedas and Āgamas as the holy bible of Hinduism, rather than the mythological Purāṇas and the historical Bhagavad Gītā.
Establishing rational-mystical explanations for Hindu practice to displace the Purānic “comic book” mentality.
Reinstating ahimsā, noninjury, as the cardinal ethic of Hinduism when militants were promoting righteous retaliation, often by citing the Bhagavad Gītā.
Rejecting traditional stories that glorify violence, such as many found in the Periyapuranam.
Repopularizing Śiva as a God of love to be worshiped by all devotees, not a fearsome being approached only by ascetics. Assuring Hindus it is all right, in fact necessary, to have Lord Śiva in the home.
Speaking for the purity of Hindu monasticism and against the idea of “married swāmīs” and mixed-gender āśramas.
Campaigning against the use of illegal drugs by exposing the harmful effects and karmic consequences.
Combatting unethical Christian conversion by enhancing Hindu education, exposing the devious tactics of evangelists and the immaturity of faiths that consider theirs the only true path and aggressively seek to compel others to adopt it.
Debunking the notion that “All religions are one” and publishing a comparative summary of the major religions of the world, side by side with prominent secular philosophies.
Enjoining temple boards of trustees to get along with each other, to beware of detractors and to establish teaching programs for the youth.

RELIGIOUS STATESMANKSHIP
Providing a fearless, outspoken Hindu voice at interfaith conferences and spiritual and political forums, objecting to Christian hegemony at such gatherings, calling for equal representation by other religions, including the indigenous peoples, and decrying the hypocrisy of scientists who would speak as potential saviors for Earth’s problems when science itself had caused many of the predicaments.
Defending advaitic Śaiva Siddhānta at international conferences and with pundits of South Indian *aadheenams* to successfully affirm the legitimacy and antiquity of the nondual theology which so perfectly reflected his own realizations.

Creating a method of ethical self-conversion for seekers to formally enter the Hindu religion, insisting that Hinduism has always accepted newcomers, refuting the notion that “You must be born a Hindu to be a Hindu.”

Encouraging people to practice their religion, whatever it may be, rather than nonreligious paths such as materialism, communism, existentialism and secular humanism.

**PIONEERING NEW PATTERNS**

Harnessing information technology to drive Hindu Dharma into the new millennium, including setting up the first Macintosh publishing network (1986) and founding the first major Hindu website (1994). In 1997 he launched TAKA, “Today at Kauai Aadheenam,” to chronicle daily activities at his Kauai and Mauritius centers. He observed, “Now we have computers and the Internet—modern technology capable of bringing the spiritual beings and all religious people of the world closely together wherever they live. This one thing the typewriter could not do, the pen and paper could not do, the stylus and *olai* leaf did not do.”

Calling for the establishment of schools, *pathasalas*, to train temple priests outside of India.

Promoting the idea of resident facilities for the elderly to live together close to temples in the West.

Gifting Deity icons, usually of Lord Gaṇeśa, to initiate the worship and remove obstacles at 36 temples globally.

Establishing perpetual funds to finance his own and others’ religious endeavors through Hindu Heritage Endowment.

Finding ways for Hindus to meet cultural dilemmas in the modern age, such as devising a new festival, Pañcha Gaṇapati, celebrated for five days around the time of Christmas.

Supporting cross-national marriages within his congregation and to the wider Hindu world.

Drawing from the American church system to make his organization, and other Hindu institutions, socially viable, legally strong and structurally effective.
Encouraging selfless, religious giving of one’s time, resources and finances, and establishing tithing as a monthly practice within his global congregation.

Establishing Innersearch Travel Study as a means of self-discovery and spiritual renewal for devotees and students, with his last three journeys consecrating new temples in Alaska, Trinidad and Denmark.

Distinguishing outstanding leadership with his Hindu of the Year award.

Introducing to Kauai: Toggenberg goats, Jersey cows, the honey bee industry and various species of exotic flora.

**REVIVING NOBLE TRADITIONS**

Bringing sacraments, *saṃskāras*, back into vogue through his writings and by implementing them among his congregation with reverence and formal documentation.

Campaigning for priests’ rights and fair treatment, demanding they receive the same respect enjoyed by the clergy of other religions.

Supporting and reviving the traditional arts, especially South Indian painting, with which he illustrated his trilogy; Indian dance, which he and his followers learned and taught; temple architecture, which he embodied in Iraivan Temple; Vedic astrology, which he used daily for its insights into character of people and timing of events; and *āyurveda*, which he promoted in his publications and encouraged as a natural healing system for his followers.

Rescuing the home shrine from extinction—“out of the closet, into the most beautiful room of the home.”

**STRENGTHENING MONASTICISM**

Garnering respect for Hindu monastics of every order when “swāmi bashing” was common, proclaiming that *swāmis* and *sādhus* are the ministers of this noble faith and that genuine *gurus* should be venerated, obeyed and sought out for their wisdom.

Creating a global enclave of several hundred Hindu leaders and regularly calling on them for their wisdom on critical issues, from abortion, to cloning, to medical ethics and Hindu family life, publishing their collective views in *Hinduism Today*.

Breathing new life into the *aadheenams* of South India (temple-monastery complexes), bringing new prominence to the Saṅkarāchārya
centers and to the seats of power of all monastic lineages.
Codifying in his *Holy Orders of Sannyāsa* the ideals, vows and aspira-
tions of Hindu monasticism in unprecedented clarity and detail.

**IMPROVING FAMILY LIFE**

Upholding the integrity of the family, extolling the extended family,
finding ways to keep families close and harmonious, declaring that di-
orce is never a happy solution to marital conflict.
Denouncing and taking action against wife abuse as a despicable act
that no man has the right to perpetrate.
Insisting on “zero tolerance for disharmonious conditions” within his
monasteries and the homes of followers.
Protecting children from abuse, standing up for their right to not be
beaten by parents or teachers and debunking the notion that corporal
punishment is a part of Hindu culture.
Helping parents raise children with love and respect through Positive
Discipline classes taught by his family devotees as a primary service to
the community.
Establishing a counter “women’s liberation movement,” reminding
Hindus that family well-being lies in the hands of women, who with
their special *śakti* are uniquely able raise their children well and make
their husbands successful by not working in the world, but following
the traditional role of wife and mother.

**SETTING STANDARDS IN LEADERSHIP**

Creating Kauai Aadheenam, a temple-monastery in Hawaii so tradi-
tional and spiritual—replete with two Śiva temples, a large monastic
order and a *satguru pitha* (seat of authority), all amid religious art,
sculpture, traditional temple architecture and liturgy—that it stands
as the most authoritative *aadheenam* in the West.
Manifesting Iraivan, the first all-stone Āgamic temple in the West.
Initiating and nurturing a traditional order of two dozen celibate
Śaiva monastics, molding them into an effective, harmonious, tradi-
tional multi-national team.
Building two platforms: Hindu solidarity, which he promoted
through *HINDUISM TODAY*, and monistic Śaiva Siddhānta, which he
elucidated in his eloquent and prolific publications.
Being always available: personally greeting thousands of Hindu visi-
tors to his *aadheenam*, speaking with them about their lives, concerns
and aspirations. Fulfilling the motto “Think globally, act locally,” joining monthly with Kauai leaders in an island visioning group to help manifest an enhanced social and economic future.
There are a few unusual men who have had enough of worldliness and choose to dance, live and merge with Śiva as Hindu monks.

These rare souls follow the path of the traditional Hindu monastic, vowed to poverty, humility, obedience, purity and confidence. They pursue the disciplines of Charyā, Kriyā, Yoga and Jñāna that lead to self realization. Knowing God is their only goal in life, the power that drives them tirelessly on. They live with other mathavāsis like themselves in monasteries, apart from worldliness, to worship, meditate, serve and realize the truths of the Vedas and Śaiva Āgamas. Guided by Satguru Bodhinatha Veylanswami, successor to Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami, and headquartered at Kauai Aadheenam in Hawaii, USA, on the beautiful Garden Island of Kauai, the Saiva Siddhanta Yoga Order is among the world’s foremost traditional Śaivite Hindu monastic orders, accepting candidates from every nation on Earth. It is an advaitic Śaiva Siddhānta order, a living stream of the ancient Nandinātha Sampradāya, originally deriving from India, and in recent centuries based in Sri Lanka. Young men considering the renunciate path who strongly believe they have found their spiritual calling in this lineage are encouraged to write to Bodhinatha, sharing their personal history, spiritual aspirations, thoughts and experiences. Holy orders of sannyāsa may be conferred on those who qualify after ten to twelve years of training. Write to:

Satguru Bodhinatha Veylanswami, Guru Mahāsannidhānam Kauai Aadheenam, 107 Kaholalele Road, Kapaa, Hawaii 96746-9304 USA,
E-mail: bodhi@hindu.org;
World Wide Web: www.gurudeva.org

Gurudeva is seated in the yogic posture beneath the sprawling banyan tree at Kauai’s Hindu Monastery, his hand raised to bless his mathavāsis gathered at his feet. The sādhakas in white vestments are following the path of service and training. The yogis in yellow are preparing for sannyāsa, practicing advanced meditative disciplines and tapas toward self-transformation. The swāmis in orange form the Saiva Siddhanta Yoga Order, the ecclesiastical body of Saiva Siddhanta Church. The monastics are surrounded by Kauai’s tropical lushness, while behind them flows the sacred Wailua River and its Nani Kaua waterfall, which tumbles into a large, natural rock pond. The sky above is filled with rainbows.
Hail, O sannyāsin, love’s embodiment! Does any power exist apart from love? Diffuse thyself throughout the happy world. Let painful mâyā cease and never return. Day and night give praise unto the Lord. Pour forth a stream of songs to melt the very stones. Attain the sight where night is not, nor day. See Śiva everywhere and rest in bliss. Live without interest in worldly gain. Here, as thou hast ever been, remain.

SATGURU SIVA YOGASWAMI
The Hindu Heritage Endowment

INDU THOUGHT AND CULTURE THREAD THROUGH ALMOST EVERY CIVILIZATION ON THE PLANET, WEAVING A SUBTLE TAPESTRY OF LOFTY PHILOSOPHY AND EARTHLY, PRAGMATIC WISDOM. WHOSE LIFE HAS NOT BEEN TOUCHED? SOME HAVE BEEN raised in India and enjoy memories of warm extended families and cool temples resounding with ancient mantras. Others find peace of mind in Hindu yoga practices. Many find solace in the concepts of karma, dharma and reincarnation, which express their own inner findings and beliefs. If you are one who has been touched by Hindu thought and culture, you may wish to further enrich your life by giving back to Sanātana Dharma in countries around the globe and helping preserve its rich heritage for future generations. Hindu Heritage Endowment (HHE) provides such an opportunity. A public charitable trust recognized by the United States government, HHE was created to maintain permanent endowments for Hindu projects and institutions worldwide. Its endowments benefit orphanages, children’s schools, āsramas and temples. They support priests and publish books; and they are designed to continue giving that financial support year after year, decade after decade, century after century. The staff at HHE is one-pointed in their dedication to seeing that qualified donations will be used effectively for the purposes intended. Each beneficiary must give a detailed yearly report on its income from HHE and a schedule of how the next year’s funds will be spent before funds are issued. We take it as a sâdhana to see that your gifts meet their purpose. Please place Hindu Heritage Endowment in your will, your year-end giving and/or your monthly budget. Whether you are inspired to give a few dollars to support orphanages or bequest millions in your will, write, give us a call or look us up on the Internet. Find out how to enrich your life by helping to preserve the treasures of a profound heritage for generations now living or as yet unborn.

Hindu Heritage Endowment, Kauai’s Hindu Monastery, 107 Kaholalele Road, Kapaa, Hawaii, 96746-9304, USA. Phone: (800) 890-1008; outside of the US: (808) 822-3012, ext. 244; fax: (808) 822-3152; E-mail: hhe@hindu.org World Wide Web: www.hheonline.org
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**Dancing with Śiva**

*Hinduism’s Contemporary Catechism, Book 1 of The Master Course Trilogy*
*By Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami*

This remarkable 1,000-page sourcebook covers every subject, answers every question and quenches the thirst of the soul for knowledge of God and the Self. Clearly written and lavishly illustrated, expertly woven with 600 verses from the Vedas, Āgamas and other holy texts, 165 South Indian paintings, 40 original graphics, a 25-page timeline of India’s history and a 100-plus-page lexicon of English, Sanskrit and Tamil. A spiritual gem and great value at twice the price. “The most comprehensive and sensitive introduction to the living spiritual tradition of Hinduism … a feast for the heart and the mind (Georg Feuerstein).” Sixth edition, 2001, 7” x 10”, case bound (ISBN 0-945497-96-2), US$59.95.

**Living with Śiva**

*Hinduism’s Contemporary Culture, Book 2 of The Master Course Trilogy*
*By Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami*

In the same bold, candid style of *Merging with Śiva*, Gurudeva focuses here on Hinduism’s twenty restraints and observances that when dynamically applied bring order in life and establish a foundation for spirituality, meditation and realization. He addresses frankly and offers sound advice on the various problematic areas of modern living. The book is conveniently structured in 365 daily lessons disclosing how to approach family, money, relationships, technology, food, worship, yoga and karma to live a truly spiritual life. Second edition, beautiful full color art throughout, haṭha yoga and religious dues resources. Second edition, 2001, 7” x 10”, case bound (ISBN 0-945497-98-9), US$59.95.
Loving Ganeśa
Hinduism’s Endearing Elephant-Faced God
By Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami

No book about this beloved elephant-faced God is more soul-touching. The Lord of Dharma will come to life for you in this inspired masterpiece. It makes approaching this benevolent Lord easy and inspiring. Learn about Ganeśa’s powers, pastimes, mantras, nature, science, forms, sacred symbols, milk-drinking miracle and more.


How to Become a Hindu
A Guide for Seekers and Born Hindus
By Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami

Hundreds of thousands of half-Hindus, having received a first name of a God or Goddess from their yoga teacher or a swami, want to enter the religion fully. Because of Hinduism’s liberal doctrine, it is left to the individual as a “do-it-yourself conversion.” How to Become a Hindu explains how the six steps of ethical conversion have enhanced the lives of many in the East and West. Here Americans, Canadians and Europeans tell their stories of passage from Western faiths to Hinduism. The book raises and convincingly settles the debate about non-Hindus entering the religion. “This elucidative book will provide immense help to those who wish to enter the Hindu fold, and also the younger generation of Hindus living outside India” (Puri Shankaracharya). First edition, 2000, 496 pages, 8½” x 5½”, softcover (ISBN 0-945497-82-2), US$27.95.
Saivite Hindu Religion
A Children’s Course, Books One, Two and Three
By Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami

What every Hindu parent needs: intelligent, nonviolent, traditional texts for their kids—an authentic, illustrated, seven-book series, eaching philosophy, culture and family life. Based on the holy Vedas, the world’s oldest scripture, this course is the loving work of Siva Subramuniyaswami. An excellent resource for educators and parents, it explains the “why” of each belief and practice in simple terms in three languages. Prominent leaders of all sects have given enthusiastic endorsements. “A commendable, systematically conceived course useful to one and all with special significance to fortunate children who shall be led on the right path (Sri Sri Sri Tiruchi Mahaswamigal, Bangalore, India).” Book One (5- to 7-year-old level) is available in a Hindi-Tamil-English edition, softcover, 8½” x 11”, 170 pages, US$9.95. Book Two (6- to 8-year-old level), English-Tamil-Malay, 196 pages, US$9.95. Book Three (7- to 9-year-old level), English-Tamil-Malay-French, 96 pages, US$4.95.

Hinduism Today
The International Magazine

Enjoy a spiritual experience with the foremost international journal on Sanatana Dharma, published by Satguru Bodhinatha Veylanswami and the swamis of the Saiva Siddhanta Yoga Order. Breaking news, ancient wisdom, modern trends, world-class photos, family resources, humor—you’ll treasure every issue! “HINDUISM TODAY is a beautiful example of the positive possibility of the media being fulfilled, a bright ray of light in a darkened world” (Anne Shannon, Portland). Introductory offer (US only): one-year subscription, 4 stunning issues, for US$35! And yes, the author of this book founded this global magazine and guided it for 20 years. ISSN 0896-0801; UPC: 0-74470-12134-3. Visit: www.hinduismtoday.com
**Lemurian Scrolls**

*Angelic Prophecies Revealing Human Origins*
*By Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami*

Enliven your spiritual quest with this clairvoyant revelation of mankind’s journey to Earth millions of years ago from the Pleiades and other planets to further the soul’s unfoldment. Learn about the ensuing challenges and experiences faced in evolving from spiritual bodies of light into human form and the profound practices followed and awakenings achieved in ancient Lemuria. These angelic prophecies, read by Sivaya Subramuniyaswami from ākāśic records written two million years ago, will overwhelm you with a sense of your divine origin, purpose and destiny and motivate a profound rededication to your spiritual quest. An extraordinary metaphysical book which answers the great questions: Who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going? Second Edition, 2006, 7" x 10", 400 pages, beautifully illustrated with original color paintings, hardcover (isbn 0-945497-79-2), $39.95.

---

**The Best of Merging with Siva, in Gurudeva’s Voice**

Enjoy Gurudeva’s powerful readings of 13 enlightening lessons, the essence of *Merging with Siva*, recorded in 1998-99. In these excerpts from the 365 daily lessons, Gurudeva discusses Self Realization, the soul body, color and the human aura, facing our karma, kundalini and the three psychic currents, the fourteen chakras, and a spiritual balance between husband and wife. CD anthology, 63 minutes, US$19.95.
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H.H. Swami Brahmavidyananda Saraswati, Founder and President of Satyananda Ashram, Miami, Florida

Merging with Siva, Hinduism’s Contemporary Metaphysics is a most valuable and instructive holy book. I strongly recommend it to aspirants, devotees of Lord Siva, all seekers of truth and the Hindu families around the world. Until now, there has been no such presentation-written in such a lucid style. It embodies a solid spiritual point of view that should be studied by all religious-minded people.¶

Merging with Siva is full of instructions on practical sadhana for attaining Siva-Tattva or God Realization. Each and every Hindu family must study the 365 daily lessons with their children to build their character.¶The lives of Siva Acharyas, the Bhakta and the Nayanars are inspiring and soul-stirring. A study of their lives will make one’s life sublime and holy. Sivaya Subramuniyaswami is a living example of divine wisdom and enlightenment.

Karan Singh, Ph.D., Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha); former Indian Ambassador to the US; Chancellor of the Banaras Hindu University and son of Kashmir’s last Maharaja; New Delhi, India

Sri Sivaya Subramuniyaswami has, over the last few decades, emerged as the most erudite articulator of Saiva scriptures which he has presented through his numerous publications. Basing himself upon classical Saiva texts, he has written extremely valuable commentaries based upon his own spiritual experience which, taken together, provide a unique corpus of creative work in contemporary Hindu studies. His classical books Dancing with Siva, Loving Ganesha and his Master Course of spiritual discourse are among the many treasures that he has bequeathed to the modern world.¶It is therefore with immense pleasure that I commend his remarkable new work entitled Merging with Siva, presented in the form of one lesson for every day of the year. Clearly articulated and beautifully illustrated, Merging with Siva is a book of practical wisdom and guidance which will be widely welcomed, not only by worshipers of Lord Siva around the world, but also by all others who are interested in Hinduism and the spiritual quest. Sri Sivaya Subramuniyaswami deserves kudos for the pioneering work that he is doing in this field, to which Merging with Siva is his latest contribution.

Patricia-Rochelle Diegel, Ph.D, teacher, intuitive healer and consultant on past lives, the human aura and numerology; Las Vegas, Nevada

There are so many important things in Merging with Siva. My favorites: “The Story of Awareness.” Philosophies are to be experienced step by step. Get acquainted with yourself as Being Awareness! Say to yourself, “I am not the body... I am not the emotions... I am not the thinking mind... I am Pure Awareness!” “The Search is Within.” Each of the 36 contemporary dharmic principles opened up doors for me. Instead of paying attention to my real purposes in this life. Spreading my energy in too many directions. Try to save “the world” plus all of my relatives, friends, students and clients. This book has given me the knowledge and energy to move further onto my spiritual path.

Georg Feuerstein, Ph.D. Director of the Yoga Research Center; author of The Shambhala Encyclopedia of Yoga, Lower Lake, California

Merging with Siva demonstrates the good news that sacred scriptures continue to be written for the benefit of spiritual seekers. At the heart of this monumental work are ninety-nine mystical aphorisms together with their commentaries. In the manner of the ancient Vedic seers, both aphorisms and commentaries spontaneously formulated themselves in Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami’s yoga-trained mind many years ago. Building on this revealed wisdom, Merging with Siva expounds in easily assimilated form the highest aspect of the Saiva Siddhanta path to liberation, which is jnana yoga. It consists in recognizing who you truly are—not this limited body-mind but the eternal, blissful Self that is seamlessly merged with Siva. For this recognition to be possible, you must first transmute your body and mind into a pure vessel through diligent yoga practice. This book discloses many secrets about the actual path and the subtle energetic system whose workings must be understood to achieve success in the noble endeavor of self-purification and self-
transmutation. This magnificent volume is an empowered communication about wisdom and love, which are the two wings by which the human spirit can raise itself above primal ignorance (avidya) and its many baneful byproducts. There is not a page in this scripture that does not contain profound insights or helpful words of encouragement. Merging with Siva is not merely an indispensable sourcebook for practitioners of Saiva Siddhanta, its timeless wisdom also speaks to spiritual seekers within other traditions. May it open the eyes and hearts of countless individuals.

H.H. Swami Chidrupananda
Sri Ramakrishna
Sarada Sevashram;
Point Pedro, Jaffna, Sri Lanka

The masterpiece book by Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami is really a panacea to all Hindus all over the world. “Religion is realization, it is being and becoming”–Swami Vivekananda. The world is torn in several directions. Many people are deeply engrossed in worldly pursuits. This book is going to heal many a wound of many people across the universe.

Ma Jaya Sati Bhagavati
Founder and Spiritual Head of Kashi Ashram,
spiritual sanctuary for the underprivileged and hospice for the dying; spokesperson on AIDS and other terminal illnesses; Sebastian, Florida

Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami guides the chela through life with the profound words “affectionate detachment, life is like the river Ganga, flowing freely or getting stuck on the shores of attachment.” So well put. Jai Sri Gange Ki Jai. ¶The fire, the life energy which rises in the oneness of Siva burns through the seal at the top of the head (which is explained with such simplicity) and that person becomes a jnani. To realize Siva during one’s earthly birth is to find a place in life where the holy can serve the lowest and highest forms of life. One’s heart, mind and soul is in such a merger when taking care of the dying and the poor; it becomes second nature to the liberated, on the path to Siva. When all is dropped away from the soul body, except for the final physical body, there is such a generosity generated toward humankind that there is the ability to serve others while serving Lord Maha Siva, Sadasiva. And for those that humanity has thrown away, my Lord Siva whispers, “There are no throw-away people.” ¶I bow 1,008 times to this truth spoken in Merging with Siva with such conviction, that it could only be written by someone who knows from that great inner samadhi. Gurudeva surely does write as only one could who has tasted the divine nectar of Siva’s ambrosia. His words are simple and straightforward and easy on the heart and eye. ¶My Ashram sings the praises of Lord Siva every day. Your book could not have come at a better time. These writings have been the greatest gift from the Mahadeva. I touch His feet 1,008 times in your name, Gurudeva.

H.H. Swami Dayananda
Saraswati Founder and Spiritual Head of Arsha Vidya Gurukulam in Pennsylvania, Swami Dayananda Ashram in Rishikesh, and Arsha Vidya Ashram Gurukulam in Coimbatore, India

Going through some of the chapters of this book, I see that the book is an outcome of the author’s life-long dedicated study and spiritual practice. I am sure Merging with Siva will be found a source of Siva’s grace by every devotee of Siva.

Dr. David Frawley, O.M.D.
(Pandit Vamadeva Shastri), Vedacharya, Director of the American Institute of Vedic Studies; author of How I Became a Hindu,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Merging with Siva is a monumental work, a veritable course book of yogic development in the broadest sense of the term. It maps out all the domains of consciousness and shows us how to develop them in a systematic and harmonious manner. It unfolds the keys to our various bodies, koshas and chakras and how to purify and transform them for the ultimate goal of liberation. Through this complexity the book keeps to a simple, practical language that is accessible to any sincere devotee and helpful on a daily basis in everything that we do. ¶Such a book is quite unique in
an age in which this deeper knowledge, if it is given at all, comes out only in fragments. Yogic knowledge in the West has recently been subject to various distortions, getting reduced to physical postures, divorced from any sense of renunciation, caught up in the illusions of the astral plane, and disconnected from its genuine religious and spiritual base. Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami shows what the complete and authentic yoga is, shining his vast light upon the great mountains and seas of inner experience, connecting us with the vast wisdom of the rishis of old. Merging with Siva is an elixir that can cure all the ills of the soul. The book is one of the most important sadhana manuals available and will be welcomed by all those who wish to really connect to their higher Self and experience the Infinite.

Arthur Pacheco
Counselor, healer, astrologer, theosophist, occultist, medium and parapsychologist, lecturer on psychic development, cosmic laws, mediumship and astrology, Honolulu, Hawaii

In truth, man receives what he is ready to receive at the precise time he is ready to receive it. And it is now, at the time of the release of this great work that the serious researcher can discern how so many of the great schools of thought dealing with spirituality and metaphysics have been leading up to the central themes so beautifully illustrated here. Appropriately enough, it is released now, at the time of the millennium, when many spiritual paths have been trod, and countless books have been penned and read, all leading to the basic realization that Self Realization is the only realization that truly matters. It would seem that the countless paths of spirituality with which we are acquainted, especially in the West, have all been ramifications, offshoots at best, of what here is so clearly described, and which are the basic tenets of Hinduism. Looking into the future, it is to be seen that coming generations will consider this book a landmark, a condensation of what so many books had been trying to convey by supplying bits and pieces of the Truth as they could. And yet it has always been from the East that Western Metaphysics has derived its greatest inspirations, and indeed its very existence. Just as Paramahansa Yogananda’s Autobiography of a Yogi first brought the concept of Self Realization as the ultimate goal of the spiritual path to the attention of a whole generation of Truth-seekers in the West, so also does this book, Merging with Siva, outline that goal and the means to achieve it. It has been said that all things return to the Source, and so it is that in this book Sivaya Subramuniyaswami has brought us back Home again to that Source which we all have been seeking, and which is and always has been, the Self God.

H.H. Swami Sastrananda
Senior Monk of the Ramakrishna Order, Vivekananda Ashrama, Bangalore, India

We find in Merging with Siva the teachings of a respected spiritual guide, based on his studies, experiments and experiences in the path of spiritual quest, extending for half a century. Saiva Siddhanta is one of the important schools of philosophy in Hinduism, and the author of the present book is an eminent modern exponent of the same, engaged also in the task of bringing together the Hindus scattered all over outside India, and trying to harmonize their thought and practices. The book deals with holy life, the theme is Siva-oriented and maintains a high level. The language is clear and forceful, the fine printing makes it easy on the eyes. It is bound to attract and also benefit various seekers. Happily the accent is on earnest practice and personal experience, rather than intellectual or sentimental satisfaction. While many may be drawn to reading the book, only those who take to earnest practice will get the true benefit in life. Only those who are earnest about leading a holy life can test the teachings given and testify to their validity in life.

Dr. Kusumita P. Pedersen
Chair of the Department of Religious Studies, St. Francis College, former Executive Director of the Project on Religion and Human Rights; Brooklyn, New York

Book is too poor a word for this great work by H. H. Sivaya Subramuniyaswami. Such an immense compendium of spiritual knowledge is even more than a “treasury”; it is an entire cosmos: an ordered world where the spiritual seeker can be at home and will find that everything connects to everything else in a vast, harmonious whole. In this cosmos the seeker’s
path to the ultimate Goal is clearly charted. The realities pictured here could be described as concentric circles. At the center is the individual seeker, and his or her inner and outer life. The outer life expands to the family, the religious community, the lineage of Saiva Siddhanta epitomized by monistic theism, the Hindu world at large, our whole planet Earth, and beyond to the infinite universe with its many worlds and dimensions. The evolutionary dynamic of these realities and their different levels of consciousness are elucidated by Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami forcefully and practically, yet with all their subtlety, and often with sweetness and humor. The reader will always feel the voice of the Master speaking intimately and directly to him or her, telling the seeker that this is your experience, this is your truth, this is your path. Here we find psychology, ethics, history, theology, esoteric teachings and mystical utterances all arrayed so that everything we need to learn and apply is easily accessible. There is no way to single out parts of the book that are more important or better than others, since Merging with Siva is one organic whole. But as each of us has personal responses to each teaching, I will say that I was deeply compelled by the extraordinary revelation of “The Self God,” which has pride of place in this voluminous work. I also take as especially useful for Western seekers these points: devotion is the indispensable preparation and foundation for all other spiritual practices, and formal worship can be a highly effective way to cultivate a bumper crop of devotion. The surrounding culture and community of a practitioner play a huge part in spiritual progress. In this progress knowledge of the “esoteric” (secret) or “occult” (hidden) is not some strange or forbidden realm, but a natural and inevitable stage in a continuous process of spiritual development. Talk of esoteric matters, however, means almost nothing to those who have no direct experience of them, and so it is actually counterproductive to try to learn about them by reading! The purpose of books is not, in this case, to provide information; the opposite is true: for one who already has knowledge, writings by others confirm it. This is a bracing and timely caution to countless seekers who indulge in mental preoccupation with the occult, or seek experiences outside their natural progression. All the knowledge and instruction that is needed as one embarks on the journey is given with clarity and luminosity in Merging with Siva. Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami brings down from intuitive planes beyond the mind a wealth of spiritual truth, and makes these riches usable by the seeker at whatever stage he or she may be, from the absolute beginner considering how to enter the path to the advanced meditator. It is his synthesis of yoga, and will prove to be a classic not only for disciples of Saiva Siddhanta and all Siva-lovers, but for all Hindus and indeed all spiritual seekers. Our hearts’ deepest gratitude is due for this beautiful, illuminating and nourishing gift to humanity.

Merging with Siva is a monumental work. Its 365 lessons are the manifestations of what H.H. Gurudeva has himself realized through life long sadhana of this life and his past lives with his Guru’s grace. The book is most relevant today when the world is being shattered by terrorism, violence, loss of moral and ethical values in personal life, conduct and behavior. Merging with Siva would motivate and provoke everyone to think why a person is born, what is or what ought to be the mission of life, how to purify the self by inner devotion, dignity of thought and love toward others. Life is precious. It is a means to achieving realization of the Self within, realization of the Lord, Siva. This is not a myth or pure imagination. It is realizable. Saints and sages have realized it and that is why they advocate for it. Merging with Siva shall guide and give light to all truth seekers.

Merging with Siva is the last book in a trilogy. Dancing (kriya), and Living (charya) automatically lead to Merging (yoga). Instead of calling it jnanapada, I would like to call it layapada, because laya or merging is the ultimate goal of which jnana is the first step. It is an excellent book – “a complete study for a lifetime, or two or more.” Here is a book for training the soul, the eternal traveler. It fulfills the desire of the Great Child of Siva “to build a bridge between the East and West, ... and roar like a lion around the world.” Yes, the Jagadacha-
rya has, sometimes, roared like a lion giving a stern warning to those who are commercializing yoga and other valuable gifts of rishis and making them very cheap. His roar, however, is a vibrant mixture of courage, bravery, straightforwardness, frankness, truthfulness, pain, sympathy, love and sweetness. The book is based on the experiences of the sweet-hearted author who wants to communicate the message of Siva in simplest terms, as a kind father wants to explain the subtlest things of philosophy to his innocent, but devoted, children. I can realize his merciful soul peeping through the words and sentences. One can easily feel him and Him joined in the yoga of love and bhakti and that is why the sentences touch the heart of a reader. No doubt these words have come out from his “inner sky,” that It is Siva Himself speaking through the best conductor. “You do not have to be a saint, sage, philosopher or anything but an ordinary person to experience inner light. This experience makes you an extraordinary person.” How soothing, encouraging and inspiring these words are! This is what we need today, especially for our youth, and that is the specialty of this great book.

The presentation and editing of the book is marvelous. The drawings, titles and sub-titles with Sanskrit translations, the headings at the start of paragraphs, the simple messages for different days of the year focusing mainly on improving the practical life and the final conclusion along with “Astral Colors” and the “Song of the Sannyasin” have infused prana into the book and I hope that the book will enliven and enlighten humanity through all generations to come. “Go thou, the free, from place to place, and help them out of darkness.”

**Arvind Sharma**
Birks Professor of Comparative Religion in the Faculty of Religious Studies at McGill University, Montreal, Canada

For someone who must constantly read a considerable amount of Hinduism professionally, this book possesses three particular virtues: its Saiva dimension, its autobiographical dimension and its philosophical dimension. Any study of Hinduism from within it must be situated somewhere in it (as distinct from the Archimedian point that the academic is perpetually seeking outside it). This book is situated solidly in the Saiva tradition. Many studies of Hinduism, consciously or unconsciously, tend to possess a Vaishnava orientation. This book complements these other studies of Hinduism in a fulfilling way. The author does not hesitate to speak in the first person. This is refreshing, for religious experience underlies religion. This constitutes the second of the two meta-messages of the book: that religion is locational, and that it is personal.

The author tries to come to terms with a central issue of not just Hindu but perhaps all philosophy—that of identity and difference—through a discussion of the issue in a Saiva context. This is done in a way which is almost emotionally moving it its rational elegance. The inclusion of Swami Vivekananda’s “Song of the Sannyasin” is a specially wonderful gift to the reader, like the author’s introduction and Resource entitled “There Can Be Only One Final Conclusion.” The perusal of this book can also only lead to one final conclusion: that Hindus, too, have been to the mountaintop, that they too have seen the promised land, and that they have also seen that there are many paths leading to the promised land.

**H.H. Srimat Shuddhananda Brahmacari**, Founder of the Lokenath Divine Life Mission in India and the Lokenath Divine Life Fellowship in the US

In *Merging with Siva*, Hinduism’s Contemporary Metaphysics the relentless crusader in the global Renaissance movement of Hinduism, H.H. Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami, shares his most precious spiritual insights with the whole human family. This book offers much more than illuminating reading. Daily practice of its lessons has the power to elevate each reader to the heights of perfection which are already there, embedded in the soul. Subramuniyaswami distills the most ancient religion in simple language, making it available and understandable to seekers of all faiths. He transcends the limitations of dogma. *Merging with Siva* is a powerful treasure. It flows with living revelation from the heart of one who has spent his entire life practicing what he teaches, into the heart of every sincere reader. May Lord Siva inspire one and all for the widest circulation possible of this incredible book on the science of life. Om Shanti.
Dr. Mahesh Mehta
Professor of Religions and Philosophy, Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures, University of Windsor, Canada

Merging with Siva, following Dancing with Siva and Living with Siva, is the epitome of Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami’s inward realizations and wisdom, expressed for the benefit of humanity and especially for followers of Hindu Dharma. Swamiji has presented a lucid exposition of the life divine in its manifold aspects, recognizing and responding to the many doubts and queries that spiritual aspirants are beset with. It is a veritable compendium, teaching about the soul’s gradual evolution into a perfect state of full absorption into Siva (Siva-vilaya). The program of daily spiritual contemplation and living is systematically laid out in a practical way, enabling seekers to cultivate their sadhana. Swamiji has revealed a vast fund of knowledge of Hindu philosophy and yoga psychology and spirituality, mainly on the basis of the southern school of Saiva Siddhanta, of which Swamiji is a living acharya. The entire trilogy seems to be Swamiji’s personal offering to Parasiva, his dear Lord!

H.H. Svami Yogananda Giri
Founder and Spiritual Head of Unione Induista Italiana, Sanatana Dharma Samgha, Gitananda Ashram, Carcare, Italy

To even try in some way to give a definition of the great work of Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami is a harder task than climbing Mount Kailasa. It’s with great wonder and respect that we admire the effects of his magnificent work which nowadays is of extreme importance for the diffusion and the coming together of Hindu culture and religion, and of Saiva Siddhanta in particular. His work is indeed concrete and not simply abstract. His deep knowledge and realization can be perceived in all his works, in his words and actions. Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami is a true blessing for the whole of humanity and above all, for the Hindu world which has welcomed in its heart such a great soul. Merging with Siva is an extraordinary guide in every aspect of Hindu spirituality and its omniscient metaphysics. In this book, as in his life, Gurudeva takes the devotee’s hand and guides him to the highest peaks of realization. Merging with Siva is a work of fundamental importance and is essential for every devotee. Each written word is a flow of blessings for all of us. May everyone take delight in the joy of reading it. Om Tat Sat.

Swami Mayatitananda
Spiritual Head of the Wise Earth Monastery in Candler, North Carolina, and the Mother Om Mission, Guyana, South America.

I find the lessons to be simple to use and filled with Divine light and grace. Pujya Swamiji’s Merging with Siva is divinely inspired and an imperative lesson book for all in quest of a conscious life and inner freedom. This book provides the clear and trenchant means to help spiritual aspirants walk the path of simplicity and consciousness by adhering to and following Hindu Dharma.

Sri Shambhavananda Yogi
Founder and President of Shoshoni Yoga Retreat and Shambhava School of Yoga, author of Spontaneous Recognition, El Dorado Springs, Colorado

Packed with gems of wisdom, if this book were a jewel it would be a crown. The pages of Merging with Siva unfold with practical application of the divine inspiration of ancient sages and seers. Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami gives in concise detail methods of yoga and meditation understood by saints but rarely explained. The friendly and engaging text is useful for the novice as well as advanced practitioner. One can read the book from front to back, back to front or opened and read in sections. There is so much content in these pages that any one of the week-long lessons can be a sublime sadhana.
For fifty years Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami exemplified and taught the profound truths of yoga and Sanātana Dharma, guiding seekers to live fruitful, fulfilling spiritual lives and realize the Self within. Here he explores such questions as:

- Can we experience Šiva personally? What is the path to Self Realization?
- Do aura colors have meaning? What are the 21 chakras and the kundalini?
- How can I find the clear white light in meditation? What is karma?
- How are the sexual energies transmuted? What are the five states of mind?

Merging with Šiva is all about “the inside of you.” It is piercing, relevant and magical in its power to change your life by changing the way you look at yourself and your purpose on Earth. It is the masterful work of an illumined satguru who spearheaded a global Hindu renaissance and founded a monastic order in Hawaii to carry on his lineage.